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Foreword
“If you torture the data long enough, Nature will confess,” said 1991 Nobel-winning economist
Ronald Coase. The statement is still true. However, achieving this lofty goal is not easy. First,
“long enough” may, in practice, be “too long” in many applications and thus unacceptable. Second,
to get “confession” from large data sets one needs to use state-of-the-art “torturing” tools. Third,
Nature is very stubborn — not yielding easily or unwilling to reveal its secrets at all.
Fortunately, while being aware of the above facts, the reader (a data miner) will find several
efficient data mining tools described in this excellent book. The book discusses various issues
connecting the whole spectrum of approaches, methods, techniques and algorithms falling under
the umbrella of data mining. It starts with data understanding and preprocessing, then goes through
a set of methods for supervised and unsupervised learning, and concludes with model assessment,
data security and privacy issues. It is this specific approach of using the knowledge discovery
process that makes this book a rare one indeed, and thus an indispensable addition to many other
books on data mining.
To be more precise, this is a book on knowledge discovery from data. As for the data sets, the
easy-to-make statement is that there is no part of modern human activity left untouched by both
the need and the desire to collect data. The consequence of such a state of affairs is obvious.
We are surrounded by, or perhaps even immersed in, an ocean of all kinds of data (such as
measurements, images, patterns, sounds, web pages, tunes, etc.) that are generated by various types
of sensors, cameras, microphones, pieces of software and/or other human-made devices. Thus we
are in dire need of automatically extracting as much information as possible from the data that
we more or less wisely generate. We need to conquer the existing and develop new approaches,
algorithms and procedures for knowledge discovery from data. This is exactly what the authors,
world-leading experts on data mining in all its various disguises, have done. They present the
reader with a large spectrum of data mining methods in a gracious and yet rigorous way.
To facilitate the book’s use, I offer the following roadmap to help in:
a) reaching certain desired destinations without undesirable wandering, and
b) getting the basic idea of the breadth and depth of the book.
First, an overview: the volume is divided into seven parts (the last one being Appendices
covering the basic mathematical concepts of Linear Algebra, Probability Theory, Lines and Planes
in Space, and Sets). The main body of the book is as follows: Part 1, Data Mining and Knowledge
Discovery Process (two Chapters), Part 2, Data Understanding (three Chapters), Part 3, Data
Preprocessing (three Chapters), Part 4, Data Mining: Methods for Constructing Data Models (six
Chapters), Part 5, Data Models Assessment (one Chapter), and Part 6, Data Security and Privacy
Issues (one Chapter). Both the ordering of the sections and the amount of material devoted to each
particular segment tells a lot about the authors’ expertise and perfect control of the data mining
field. Namely, unlike many other books that mainly focus on the modeling part, this volume
discusses all the important — and elsewhere often neglected — parts before and after modeling.
This breadth is one of the great characteristics of the book.
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A dive into particular sections of the book unveils that Chapter 1 defines what data mining is
about and stresses some of its unique features, while Chapter 2 introduces a Knowledge Discovery
Process (KDP) as a process that seeks new knowledge about an application domain. Here, it is
pointed out that Data Mining (DM) is just one step in the KDP. This Chapter also reminds us that
the KDP consists of multiple steps that are executed in a sequence, where the next step is initiated
upon successful completion of the previous one. It also stresses the fact that the KDP stretches
between the task of understanding of the project domain and data, through data preparation
and analysis, to evaluation, understanding and application of the generated knowledge. KDP is
both highly iterative (there are many repetitions triggered by revision processes) and interactive.
The main reason for introducing the process is to formalize knowledge discovery (KD) projects
within a common framework, and emphasize independence of specific applications, tools, and
vendors. Five KDP models are introduced and their strong and weak points are discussed. It is
acknowledged that the data preparation step is by far the most time-consuming and important part
of the KDP.
Chapter 3, which opens Part 2 of the book, tackles the underlying core subject of the book,
namely, data and data sets. This includes an introduction of various data storage techniques and
of the issues related to both the quality and quantity of data used for data mining purposes. The
most important topics discussed in this Chapter are the different data types (numerical, symbolic,
discrete, binary, nominal, ordinal and continuous). As for the organization of the data, they are
organized into rectangular tables called data sets, where rows represent objects (samples, examples,
patterns) and where columns represent features/attributes, i.e., the input dimension that describes
the objects. Furthermore, there are sections on data storage using databases and data warehouses.
The specialized data types — including transactional data, spatial data, hypertext, multimedia
data, temporal data and the World Wide Web — are not forgotten either. Finally, the problems of
scalability while faced with a large quantity of data, as well as the dynamic data and data quality
problems (including imprecision, incompleteness, redundancy, missing values and noise) are also
discussed. At the end of each and every Chapter, the reader can find good bibliographical notes,
pointers to other electronic or written sources, and a list of relevant references.
Chapter 4 sets the stage for the core topics covered in the book, and in particular for Part 4,
which deals with algorithms and tools for concepts introduced herein. Basic learning methods
are introduced here (unsupervised, semi-supervised, supervised, reinforcement) together with the
concepts of classification and regression.
Part 2 of the book ends with Chapter 5, which covers knowledge representation and its
most commonly encountered schemes such as rules, graphs, networks, and their generalizations. The fundamental issue of abstraction of information captured by information granulation and resulting information granules is discussed in detail. An extended description is
devoted to the concepts of fuzzy sets, granularity of data and granular concepts in general,
and various other set representations, including shadow and rough sets. The authors show great
care in warning the reader that the choice of a certain formalism in knowledge representation
depends upon a number of factors and that while faced with an enormous diversity of data
the data miner has to make prudent decisions about the underlying schemes of knowledge
representation.
Part 3 of the book is devoted to data preprocessing and contains three Chapters. Readers interested in Databases (DB), Data Warehouses (DW) and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
will find all the basics in Chapter 6, wherein the elementary concepts are introduced. The
most important topics discussed in this Chapter are Relational DBMS (RDBMS), defined as a
collection of interrelated data and a set of software programs to access those data; SQL, described
as a declarative language for writing queries for a RDBMS; and three types of languages to
retrieve and manipulate data: Data Manipulation Language (DML), Data Definition Language
(DDL), and Data Control Language (DCL), which are implemented using SQL. DW is introduced as a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in support
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of management’s decision-making process. Three types of DW are distinguished: virtual data
warehouse, data mart, and enterprise warehouse. DW is based on a multidimensional data model:
the data is visualized using a multidimensional data cube, in contrast to the relational table that
is used in the RDBMS. Finally, OLAP is discussed with great care to details. This Chapter is
relatively unique, and thus enriching, among various data mining books that typically skip these
topics.
If you are like the author of this Foreword, meaning that you love mathematics, your heart
will start beating faster while opening Chapter 7 on feature extraction (FE) and feature selection
(FS) methods. At this point, you can turn on your computer, and start implementing some of the
many models nicely introduced and explained here. The titles of the topics covered reveal the
depth and breadth of supervised and unsupervised techniques and approaches presented: Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Karhunen-Loeve Transformation, Fisher’s linear discriminant, SVD, Vector quantization, Learning vector quantization,
Fourier transform, Wavelets, Zernike moments, and several feature selection methods. Because
FE and FS methods are so important in data preprocessing, this Chapter is quite extensive.
Chapter 8 deals with one of the most important, and often required, preprocessing methods,
the overall goal of which is to reduce the complexity of the data for further data mining tasks.
It introduces unsupervised and supervised discretization methods of continuous data attributes. It
also outlines a dynamic discretization algorithm and includes a comparison between several state
of the art algorithms.
Part 4, Data Mining: Methods for Constructing Data Models, is comprised of two Chapters on
the basic types of unsupervised learning, namely, Clustering and Association Rules; three Chapters
on supervised learning, namely Statistical Methods, Decision Trees and Rule Algorithms, and
Neural Networks; and a Chapter on Text Mining. Part 4, along with Parts 3 and 6, forms the core
algorithmic section of this great data mining volume. You may switch on your computer again
and start implementing various data mining tools clearly explained here.
To show the main features of every Chapter in Part 4, let us start with Chapter 9, which covers
clustering, a predominant technique used in unsupervised learning. A spectrum of clustering
methods is introduced, elaborating on their conceptual properties, computational aspects and
scalability. The treatment of huge databases through mechanisms of sampling and distributed
clustering is discussed as well. The latter two approaches are essential for dealing with large data
sets.
Chapter 10 introduces the other key unsupervised learning technique, namely, association
rules. The topics discussed here are association rule mining, storing of items using transactions,
the association rules categorization as single-dimensional and multidimensional, Boolean and
quantitative, and single-level and multilevel, their measurement by using support, confidence, and
correlation, and the association rules generation from frequent item sets (a priori algorithm and its
modifications including: hashing, transaction removal, data set partitioning, sampling, and mining
frequent item sets without generation of candidate item sets).
Chapter 11 constitutes a gentle encounter with statistical methods for supervised learning,
which are based on exploitation of probabilistic knowledge about data. This becomes particularly
visible in the case of Bayesian methods. The statistical classification schemes exploit concepts
of conditional probabilities and prior probabilities — all of which encapsulate knowledge about
statistical characteristics of the data. The Bayesian classifiers are shown to be optimal given
known probabilistic characteristics of the underlying data. The role of effective estimation procedures is emphasized and estimation techniques are discussed in detail. Chapter 11 introduces
regression models too, including both linear and nonlinear regression. Some of the most representative generalized regression models and augmented development schemes are covered in
detail.
Chapter 12 continues along statistical lines as it describes main types of inductive
machine learning algorithms: decision trees, rule algorithms, and their hybrids. Very detailed
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description of these topics is given and the reader will be able to implement them easily
or come up with their extensions and/or improvements. Comparative performances and
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the methods on several data sets are also
presented here.
The classical statistical approaches end here, and neural network models are presented in
Chapter 13. This Chapter starts with presentation of biological neuron models: the spiking neuron
model and a simple neuron model. This section leads to presentation of learning/plasticity rules
used to update the weights between the interconnected neurons, both in networks utilizing the
spiking and simple neuron models. Presentation of the most important neuron models and learning
rules are unique characteristics of this Chapter. Popular neural network topologies are reviewed,
followed by an introduction of a powerful Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network that has
been shown to be very useful in many data mining applications. Several aspects of the RBF
are introduced, including its most important characteristic of being similar (almost practically
equivalent) to the system of fuzzy rules.
In Chapter 14, concepts and methods related to text mining and information retrieval are
presented. The most important topics discussed are information retrieval (IR) systems that concern
an organization and retrieval of information from large collections of semi-structured or unstructured text-based databases and the World Wide Web, and how the IR system can be improved by
latent semantic indexing and relevance feedback.
Part 5 of the book consists of Chapter 15, which discusses and explains several important
and indispensable model selection and model assessment methods. The methods are divided into
four broad categories: data re-use, heuristic, formal, and interestingness measures. The Chapter
provides justification for why one should use methods from these different categories on the same
data. The Akaike’s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion methods are also
discussed in order to show their relationship to the other methods covered.
The final part of the book, Part 6, and its sole Chapter 16, treats topics that are not usually
found in other data mining books but which are very relevant and deserve to be presented to
readers. Specifically, several issues of data privacy and security are raised and cast in the setting
of data mining. Distinct ways of addressing them include data sanitation, data distortion, and
cryptographic methods. In particular, the focus is on the role of information granularity as a
vehicle for carrying out collaborative activities (such as clustering) while not releasing detailed
numeric data. At this point, the roadmap is completed.
A few additional remarks are still due. The book comes with two important teaching tools that
make it an excellent textbook. First, there is an Exercises section at the end of each and every
Chapter expanding the volume beyond a great research monograph. The exercises are designed to
augment the basic theory presented in each Chapter and help the reader to acquire practical skills
and understanding of the algorithms and tools. This organization is suitable for both a textbook in
a formal course and for self-study. The second teaching tool is a set of PowerPoint presentations,
covering the material presented in all sixteen Chapters of the book.
All of the above makes this book a thoroughly enjoyable and solid read. I am sure that no data
miner, scientist, engineer and/or interested layperson can afford to miss it.
Vojislav Kecman
University of Auckland
New Zeland
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Part 1
Data Mining and Knowledge
Discovery Process

1
Introduction

In this Chapter we define and provide a high-level overview of data mining.

1. What is Data Mining?
The aim of data mining is to make sense of large amounts of mostly unsupervised data, in some
domain.
The above statement defining the aims of data mining (DM) is intuitive and easy to understand.
The users of DM are often domain experts who not only own the data but also collect the data
themselves. We assume that data owners have some understanding of the data and the processes
that generated the data. Businesses are the largest group of DM users, since they routinely collect
massive amounts of data and have a vested interest in making sense of the data. Their goal is
to make their companies more competitive and profitable. Data owners desire not only to better
understand their data but also to gain new knowledge about the domain (present in their data) for
the purpose of solving problems in novel, possibly better ways.
In the above definition, the first key term is make sense, which has different meanings depending
on the user’s experience. In order to make sense we envision that this new knowledge should
exhibit a series of essential attributes: it should be understandable, valid, novel, and useful.
Probably the most important requirement is that the discovered new knowledge needs to be
understandable to data owners who want to use it to some advantage. The most convenient
outcome by far would be knowledge or a model of the data (see Part 4 of this book, which
defines a model and describes several model-generating techniques) that can be described in
easy-to-understand terms, say, via production rules such as:
IF abnormality (obstruction) in coronary arteries
THEN coronary artery disease
In the example, the input data may be images of the heart and accompanying arteries. If the
images are diagnosed by cardiologists as being normal or abnormal (with obstructed arteries),
then such data are known as learning/training data. Some DM techniques generate models of the
data in terms of production rules, and cardiologists may then analyze these and either accept or
reject them (in case the rules do not agree with their domain knowledge). Note, however, that
cardiologists may not have used, or even known, some of the rules generated by DM techniques,
even if the rules are correct (as determined by cardiologists after deeper examination), or as shown
by a data miner to be performing well on new unseen data, known as test data.
We then come to the second requirement; the generated model needs to be valid. Chapter 15
describes methods for assessing the validity of generated models. If, in our example, all the
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generated rules were already known to cardiologists, these rules would be considered trivial and
of no interest, although the generation of the already-known rules validates the generated models
and the DM methodology. However, in the latter case, the project results would be considered a
failure by the cardiologists (data owners). Thus, we come to the third requirement associated with
making sense, namely, that the discovered knowledge must be novel. Let us suppose that the new
knowledge about how to diagnose a patient had been discovered not in terms of production rules
but by a different type of data model, say, a neural network. In this case, the new knowledge
may or may not be acceptable to the cardiologists, since a neural network is a “black box” model
that, in general, cannot be understood by humans. A trained neural network, however, might
still be acceptable if it were proven to work well on hundreds of new cases. To illustrate the
latter case, assume that the purpose of DM was to automate the analysis (prescreening) of heart
images before a cardiologist would see a patient; in that case, a neural network model would be
acceptable. We thus associate with the term making sense the fourth requirement, by requesting
that the discovered knowledge be useful. This usefulness must hold true regardless of the type of
model used (in our example, it was rules vs. neural networks).
The other key term in the definition is large amounts of data. DM is not about analyzing small
data sets that can be easily dealt with using many standard techniques, or even manually. To give
the reader a sense of the scale of data being collected that are good candidates for DM, let us look
at the following examples. AT&T handles over 300 million calls daily to serve about 100 million
customers and stores the information in a multiterabyte database. Wal-Mart, in all its stores taken
together handles about 21 million transactions a day, and stores the information in a database of about
a dozen terabytes. NASA generates several gigabytes of data per hour through its Earth Observing
System. Oil companies like Mobil Oil store hundreds of terabytes of data about different aspects
of oil exploration. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey project will collect observational data of about 40
terabytes. Modern biology creates, in projects like the human genome and proteome, data measured
in terabytes and petabytes. Although no data are publicly available, Homeland Security in the U.S.A.
is collecting petabytes of data on its own and other countries’ citizens.
It is clear that none of the above databases can be analyzed by humans or even by the best
algorithms (in terms of speed and memory requirements); these large amounts of data necessarily
require the use of DM techniques to reduce the data in terms of both quantity and dimensionality.
Part 3 of this book is devoted to this extremely important step in any DM undertaking, namely,
data preprocessing techniques.
The third key term in the above definition is mostly unsupervised data. It is much easier,
and less expensive, to collect unsupervised data than supervised data. The reason is that with
supervised data we must have known inputs corresponding to known outputs, as determined by
domain experts. In our example, “input” images correspond to the “output” diagnosis of coronary
artery disease (determined by cardiologists – a costly and error-prone process).
So what can be done if only unsupervised data are collected? To deal with the problem,
one of the most difficult in DM, we need to use algorithms that are able to find “natural”
groupings/clusters, relationships, and associations in the data (see Chapters 9 and 10). For
example, if clusters can be found, they can possibly be labeled by domain experts. If we are
able to do both, our unsupervised data becomes supervised, resulting in a much easier problem
to deal with. Finding natural groupings or relationships in the data, however, is very difficult
and remains an open research problem. Clustering is exacerbated by the fact that most clustering
algorithms require the user a priori to specify (guess) the number of clusters in the data.
Similarly, the association-rule mining algorithms require the user to specify parameters that
allow the generation of an appropriate number of high-quality associations.
Another scenario exists when the available data are semisupervised, meaning that there are a
few known training data pairs along with thousands of unsupervised data points. In our cardiology
example, this situation would correspond to having thousands of images without diagnosis (very
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common in medical practice) and only a few images that have been diagnosed. The question then
becomes: Can these few data points help in the process of making sense of the entire data set?
Fortunately, there exist techniques of semi-supervised learning, that take advantage of these few
training data points (see the material in Chapter 4 on partially supervised clustering).
By far the easiest scenario in DM is when all data points are fully supervised, since the majority
of existing DM techniques are quite good at dealing with such data, with the possible exception
of their scalability. A DM algorithm that works well on both small and large data is called
scalable, but, unfortunately, few are. In Part 4 of this book, we describe some of the most efficient
supervised learning algorithms.
The final key term in the definition is domain. The success of DM projects depends heavily
on access to domain knowledge, and thus it is crucial for data miners to work very closely with
domain experts/data owners. Discovering new knowledge from data is a process that is highly
interactive (with domain experts) and iterative (within knowledge discovery; see description of
the latter in Chapter 2). We cannot simply take a successful DM system, built for some domain,
and apply it to another domain and expect good results.
This book is about making sense of data. Its ultimate goal is to provide readers with the
fundamentals of frequently used DM methods and to guide readers in their DM projects, step
by step. By now the reader has probably figured out what some of the DM steps are: from
understanding the problem and the data, through preprocessing the data, to building models of
the data and validating these to putting the newly discovered knowledge to use. In Chapter 2, we
describe in detail a knowledge discovery process (KDP) that specifies a series of essential steps
to be followed when conducting DM projects. In short, a KDP is a sequence of six steps, one
of which is the data mining step concerned with building the data model. We will also follow
the steps of the KDP in presenting the material in this book: from understanding of data and
preprocessing to deployment of the results. Hence the subtitle: A Knowledge Discovery Approach.
This approach sets this text apart from other data mining books.
Another important feature of the book is that we focus on the most frequently used DM
methods. The reason is that among hundreds of available DM algorithms, such as clustering or
machine learning, only small numbers of them are scalable to large data. So instead of covering
many algorithms in each category (like neural networks), we focus on a few that have proven to
be successful in DM projects. In choosing these, we have been guided by our own experience in
performing DM projects, by DM books we have written or edited, and by survey results published
at www.kdnuggets.com. This web site is excellent and by far the best source of information about
all aspects of DM. By now, the reader should have the “big picture” of DM.

2. How does Data Mining Differ from Other Approaches?
Data mining came into existence in response to technological advances in many diverse disciplines.
For instance, over the years computer engineering contributed significantly to the development of
more powerful computers in terms of both speed and memory; computer science and mathematics
continued to develop more and more efficient database architectures and search algorithms;
and the combination of these disciplines helped to develop the World Wide Web (WWW).
There have been tremendous improvements in techniques for collecting, storing, and transferring
large volumes of data for such applications as image processing, digital signal processing, text
processing and the processing of various forms of heterogeneous data. However, along with this
dramatic increase in the amount of stored data came demands for better, faster, cheaper ways to
deal with those data. In other words, all the data in the world are of no value without mechanisms
to efficiently and effectively extract information and knowledge from them. Early pioneers such
as U. Fayyad, H. Mannila, G. Piatetsky-Shapiro, G. Djorgovski, W. Frawley, P. Smith, and others
recognized this urgent need, and the data mining field was born.
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Data mining is not just an “umbrella” term coined for the purpose of making sense of data. The
major distinguishing characteristic of DM is that it is data driven, as opposed to other methods
that are often model driven. In statistics, researchers frequently deal with the problem of finding
the smallest data size that gives sufficiently confident estimates. In DM, we deal with the opposite
problem, namely, data size is large and we are interested in building a data model that is small
(not too complex) but still describes the data well.
Finding a good model of the data, which at the same time is easy to understand, is at the
heart of DM. We need to keep in mind, however, that none of the generated models will be
complete (using all the relevant variables/attributes of the data), and that almost always we will
look for a compromise between model completeness and model complexity (see discussion of
the bias/variance dilemma in Chapter 15). This approach is in accordance with Occam’s razor:
simpler models are preferred over more complex ones.
The readers will no doubt notice that in several Chapters we cite our previous monograph on
Data Mining Methods for Knowledge Discovery (Kluwer, 1998). The reason is that although the
present book introduces several new topics not covered in the previous one, at the same time it
omits almost entirely topics like rough sets and fuzzy sets that are described in the earlier book.
The earlier book also provides the reader with a richer bibliography than this one.
Finally, a word of caution: although many commercial as well as open-source DM tools exist
they do not by any means produce automatic results despite the hype of their vendors. The users
should understand that the application of even a very good tool (as shown in a vendor’s “example”
application) to one’s data will most often not result in the generation of valuable knowledge for
the data owner after simply clicking “run”. To learn why the reader is referred to Chapter 2 on
the knowledge discovery process.
2.1. How to Use this Book for a Course on Data Mining
We envision that an instructor will cover, in a semester-long course, all the material presented
in the book. This goal is achievable because the book is accompanied by instructional support in
terms of PowerPoint presentations that address each of the topics covered. These presentations can
serve as “templates” for teaching the course or as supporting material. However, the indispensable
core elements of the book, which need to be covered in depth, are data preprocessing methods,
described in Part 3, model building, described in Part 4 and model assessment, covered in Part 5.
For hands-on data mining experience, students should be given a large real data set at the
beginning of the course and asked to follow the knowledge discovery process for performing
a DM project. If the instructor of the course does not have his or her own real data to
analyze, such project data can be found on the University of California at Irvine website at
www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.

3. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we defined data mining and stressed some of its unique features. Since we wrote
our first monograph on data mining [1], one of the first such books on the market, many books
have been published on the topic. Some of those that are well worth reading are [2 – 6].
References
1. Cios, K.J., Pedrycz, W., and Swiniarski, R. 1998. Data Mining Methods for Knowledge Discovery,
Kluwer
2. Han, J., and Kamber, M. 2006. Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques, Morgan Kaufmann
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4. Exercises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is data mining?
How does it differ from other disciplines?
What are the key features of data mining?
When is a data mining outcome acceptable to the end user?
When should not a data mining project be undertaken?

2
The Knowledge Discovery Process

In this Chapter, we describe the knowledge discovery process, present some models, and explain
why and how these could be used for a successful data mining project.

1. Introduction
Before one attempts to extract useful knowledge from data, it is important to understand the
overall approach. Simply knowing many algorithms used for data analysis is not sufficient for a
successful data mining (DM) project. Therefore, this Chapter focuses on describing and explaining
the process that leads to finding new knowledge. The process defines a sequence of steps (with
eventual feedback loops) that should be followed to discover knowledge (e.g., patterns) in data.
Each step is usually realized with the help of available commercial or open-source software tools.
To formalize the knowledge discovery processes (KDPs) within a common framework, we
introduce the concept of a process model. The model helps organizations to better understand
the KDP and provides a roadmap to follow while planning and executing the project. This in
turn results in cost and time savings, better understanding, and acceptance of the results of such
projects. We need to understand that such processes are nontrivial and involve multiple steps,
reviews of partial results, possibly several iterations, and interactions with the data owners. There
are several reasons to structure a KDP as a standardized process model:
1. The end product must be useful for the user/owner of the data. A blind, unstructured application of DM techniques to input data, called data dredging, frequently produces meaningless
results/knowledge, i.e., knowledge that, while interesting, does not contribute to solving the
user’s problem. This result ultimately leads to the failure of the project. Only through the
application of well-defined KDP models will the end product be valid, novel, useful, and
understandable.
2. A well-defined KDP model should have a logical, cohesive, well-thought-out structure and
approach that can be presented to decision-makers who may have difficulty understanding
the need, value, and mechanics behind a KDP. Humans often fail to grasp the potential
knowledge available in large amounts of untapped and possibly valuable data. They often do
not want to devote significant time and resources to the pursuit of formal methods of knowledge
extraction from the data, but rather prefer to rely heavily on the skills and experience of others
(domain experts) as their source of information. However, because they are typically ultimately
responsible for the decision(s) based on that information, they frequently want to understand
(be comfortable with) the technology applied to those solution. A process model that is well
structured and logical will do much to alleviate any misgivings they may have.
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3. Knowledge discovery projects require a significant project management effort that needs to be
grounded in a solid framework. Most knowledge discovery projects involve teamwork and thus
require careful planning and scheduling. For most project management specialists, KDP and
DM are not familiar terms. Therefore, these specialists need a definition of what such projects
involve and how to carry them out in order to develop a sound project schedule.
4. Knowledge discovery should follow the example of other engineering disciplines that already
have established models. A good example is the software engineering field, which is a
relatively new and dynamic discipline that exhibits many characteristics that are pertinent to
knowledge discovery. Software engineering has adopted several development models, including
the waterfall and spiral models that have become well-known standards in this area.
5. There is a widely recognized need for standardization of the KDP. The challenge for modern
data miners is to come up with widely accepted standards that will stimulate major industry
growth. Standardization of the KDP model would enable the development of standardized
methods and procedures, thereby enabling end users to deploy their projects more easily. It
would lead directly to project performance that is faster, cheaper, more reliable, and more
manageable. The standards would promote the development and delivery of solutions that use
business terminology rather than the traditional language of algorithms, matrices, criterions,
complexities, and the like, resulting in greater exposure and acceptability for the knowledge
discovery field.
Below we define the KDP and its relevant terminology. We also provide a description of several
key KDP models, discuss their applications, and make comparisons. Upon finishing this Chapter,
the reader will know how to structure, plan, and execute a (successful) KD project.

2. What is the Knowledge Discovery Process?
Because there is some confusion about the terms data mining, knowledge discovery, and
knowledge discovery in databases, we first define them. Note, however, that many researchers
and practitioners use DM as a synonym for knowledge discovery; DM is also just one step of
the KDP.
Data mining was defined in Chapter 1. Let us just add here that DM is also known under many
other names, including knowledge extraction, information discovery, information harvesting, data
archeology, and data pattern processing.
The knowledge discovery process (KDP), also called knowledge discovery in databases,
seeks new knowledge in some application domain. It is defined as the nontrivial process of
identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data. The
process generalizes to nondatabase sources of data, although it emphasizes databases as a
primary source of data. It consists of many steps (one of them is DM), each attempting to
complete a particular discovery task and each accomplished by the application of a discovery
method. Knowledge discovery concerns the entire knowledge extraction process, including how
data are stored and accessed, how to use efficient and scalable algorithms to analyze massive
datasets, how to interpret and visualize the results, and how to model and support the interaction
between human and machine. It also concerns support for learning and analyzing the application
domain.
This book defines the term knowledge extraction in a narrow sense. While the authors
acknowledge that extracting knowledge from data can be accomplished through a variety of
methods — some not even requiring the use of a computer — this book uses the term to refer to
knowledge obtained from a database or from textual data via the knowledge discovery process.
Uses of the term outside this context will be identified as such.
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Knowledge
STEP 1
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STEP n–1
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Figure 2.1. Sequential structure of the KDP model.

2.1. Overview of the Knowledge Discovery Process
The KDP model consists of a set of processing steps to be followed by practitioners when
executing a knowledge discovery project. The model describes procedures that are performed in
each of its steps. It is primarily used to plan, work through, and reduce the cost of any given
project.
Since the 1990s, several different KDPs have been developed. The initial efforts were led by
academic research but were quickly followed by industry. The first basic structure of the model
was proposed by Fayyad et al. and later improved/modified by others. The process consists of
multiple steps, that are executed in a sequence. Each subsequent step is initiated upon successful
completion of the previous step, and requires the result generated by the previous step as its
input. Another common feature of the proposed models is the range of activities covered, which
stretches from the task of understanding the project domain and data, through data preparation and
analysis, to evaluation, understanding, and application of the generated results. All the proposed
models also emphasize the iterative nature of the model, in terms of many feedback loops that
are triggered by a revision process. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.1.
The main differences between the models described here lie in the number and scope of their
specific steps. A common feature of all models is the definition of inputs and outputs. Typical
inputs include data in various formats, such as numerical and nominal data stored in databases
or flat files; images; video; semi-structured data, such as XML or HTML; etc. The output is the
generated new knowledge — usually described in terms of rules, patterns, classification models,
associations, trends, statistical analysis, etc.

3. Knowledge Discovery Process Models
Although the models usually emphasize independence from specific applications and tools, they
can be broadly divided into those that take into account industrial issues and those that do not.
However, the academic models, which usually are not concerned with industrial issues, can be
made applicable relatively easily in the industrial setting and vice versa. We restrict our discussion
to those models that have been popularized in the literature and have been used in real knowledge
discovery projects.
3.1. Academic Research Models
The efforts to establish a KDP model were initiated in academia. In the mid-1990s, when the DM
field was being shaped, researchers started defining multistep procedures to guide users of DM
tools in the complex knowledge discovery world. The main emphasis was to provide a sequence
of activities that would help to execute a KDP in an arbitrary domain. The two process models
developed in 1996 and 1998 are the nine-step model by Fayyad et al. and the eight-step model
by Anand and Buchner. Below we introduce the first of these, which is perceived as the leading
research model. The second model is summarized in Sect. 2.3.4.
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The Fayyad et al. KDP model consists of nine steps, which are outlined as follows:
1. Developing and understanding the application domain. This step includes learning the relevant
prior knowledge and the goals of the end user of the discovered knowledge.
2. Creating a target data set. Here the data miner selects a subset of variables (attributes) and
data points (examples) that will be used to perform discovery tasks. This step usually includes
querying the existing data to select the desired subset.
3. Data cleaning and preprocessing. This step consists of removing outliers, dealing with noise
and missing values in the data, and accounting for time sequence information and known
changes.
4. Data reduction and projection. This step consists of finding useful attributes by applying
dimension reduction and transformation methods, and finding invariant representation of
the data.
5. Choosing the data mining task. Here the data miner matches the goals defined in Step 1 with
a particular DM method, such as classification, regression, clustering, etc.
6. Choosing the data mining algorithm. The data miner selects methods to search for patterns in
the data and decides which models and parameters of the methods used may be appropriate.
7. Data mining. This step generates patterns in a particular representational form, such as classification rules, decision trees, regression models, trends, etc.
8. Interpreting mined patterns. Here the analyst performs visualization of the extracted patterns
and models, and visualization of the data based on the extracted models.
9. Consolidating discovered knowledge. The final step consists of incorporating the discovered
knowledge into the performance system, and documenting and reporting it to the interested
parties. This step may also include checking and resolving potential conflicts with previously
believed knowledge.
Notes: This process is iterative. The authors of this model declare that a number of loops between
any two steps are usually executed, but they give no specific details. The model provides a detailed
technical description with respect to data analysis but lacks a description of business aspects. This
model has become a cornerstone of later models.
Major Applications: The nine-step model has been incorporated into a commercial
knowledge discovery system called MineSet™ (for details, see Purple Insight Ltd. at
http://www.purpleinsight.com). The model has been used in a number of different domains,
including engineering, medicine, production, e-business, and software development.
3.2. Industrial Models
Industrial models quickly followed academic efforts. Several different approaches were undertaken, ranging from models proposed by individuals with extensive industrial experience to
models proposed by large industrial consortiums. Two representative industrial models are the
five-step model by Cabena et al., with support from IBM (see Sect. 2.3.4) and the industrial
six-step CRISP-DM model, developed by a large consortium of European companies. The latter
has become the leading industrial model, and is described in detail next.
The CRISP-DM (CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) was first established in
the late 1990s by four companies: Integral Solutions Ltd. (a provider of commercial data mining
solutions), NCR (a database provider), DaimlerChrysler (an automobile manufacturer), and OHRA
(an insurance company). The last two companies served as data and case study sources.
The development of this process model enjoys strong industrial support. It has also been
supported by the ESPRIT program funded by the European Commission. The CRISP-DM Special
Interest Group was created with the goal of supporting the developed process model. Currently,
it includes over 300 users and tool and service providers.
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The CRISP-DM KDP model (see Figure 2.2) consists of six steps, which are summarized
below:
1. Business understanding. This step focuses on the understanding of objectives and requirements
from a business perspective. It also converts these into a DM problem definition, and designs
a preliminary project plan to achieve the objectives. It is further broken into several substeps,
namely,
–
–
–
–

determination of business objectives,
assessment of the situation,
determination of DM goals, and
generation of a project plan.

2. Data understanding. This step starts with initial data collection and familiarization with the
data. Specific aims include identification of data quality problems, initial insights into the data,
and detection of interesting data subsets. Data understanding is further broken down into
–
–
–
–

collection of initial data,
description of data,
exploration of data, and
verification of data quality.

3. Data preparation. This step covers all activities needed to construct the final dataset, which
constitutes the data that will be fed into DM tool(s) in the next step. It includes Table, record,
and attribute selection; data cleaning; construction of new attributes; and transformation of
data. It is divided into
– selection of data,
– cleansing of data,

Business
Understanding

Data
Understanding

Data
Preparation
Data
Deployment
Modeling

Evaluation

Figure 2.2. The CRISP-DM KD process model (source: http://www.crisp-dm.org/).
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– construction of data,
– integration of data, and
– formatting of data substeps.
4. Modeling. At this point, various modeling techniques are selected and applied. Modeling usually
involves the use of several methods for the same DM problem type and the calibration of their
parameters to optimal values. Since some methods may require a specific format for input data,
often reiteration into the previous step is necessary. This step is subdivided into
–
–
–
–

selection of modeling technique(s),
generation of test design,
creation of models, and
assessment of generated models.

5. Evaluation. After one or more models have been built that have high quality from a data
analysis perspective, the model is evaluated from a business objective perspective. A review
of the steps executed to construct the model is also performed. A key objective is to determine
whether any important business issues have not been sufficiently considered. At the end of this
phase, a decision about the use of the DM results should be reached. The key substeps in this
step include
– evaluation of the results,
– process review, and
– determination of the next step.
6. Deployment. Now the discovered knowledge must be organized and presented in a way that
the customer can use. Depending on the requirements, this step can be as simple as generating
a report or as complex as implementing a repeatable KDP. This step is further divided into
–
–
–
–

plan deployment,
plan monitoring and maintenance,
generation of final report, and
review of the process substeps.

Notes: The model is characterized by an easy-to-understand vocabulary and good documentation. It divides all steps into substeps that provide all necessary details. It also acknowledges
the strong iterative nature of the process, with loops between several of the steps. In general,
it is a very successful and extensively applied model, mainly due to its grounding in practical,
industrial, real-world knowledge discovery experience.
Major Applications: The CRISP-DM model has been used in domains such as medicine,
engineering, marketing, and sales. It has also been incorporated into a commercial knowledge
discovery system called Clementine® (see SPSS Inc. at http://www.spss.com/clementine).
3.3. Hybrid Models
The development of academic and industrial models has led to the development of hybrid models,
i.e., models that combine aspects of both. One such model is a six-step KDP model (see Figure 2.3)
developed by Cios et al. It was developed based on the CRISP-DM model by adopting it to
academic research. The main differences and extensions include
– providing more general, research-oriented description of the steps,
– introducing a data mining step instead of the modeling step,
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Figure 2.3. The six-step KDP model. Source: Pal, N.R., Jain, L.C., (Eds.) 2005. Advanced Techniques in
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, Springer Verlag.

– introducing several new explicit feedback mechanisms, (the CRISP-DM model has only three
major feedback sources, while the hybrid model has more detailed feedback mechanisms) and
– modification of the last step, since in the hybrid model, the knowledge discovered for a particular
domain may be applied in other domains.
A description of the six steps follows
1. Understanding of the problem domain. This initial step involves working closely with domain
experts to define the problem and determine the project goals, identifying key people, and
learning about current solutions to the problem. It also involves learning domain-specific
terminology. A description of the problem, including its restrictions, is prepared. Finally, project
goals are translated into DM goals, and the initial selection of DM tools to be used later in the
process is performed.
2. Understanding of the data. This step includes collecting sample data and deciding which data,
including format and size, will be needed. Background knowledge can be used to guide these
efforts. Data are checked for completeness, redundancy, missing values, plausibility of attribute
values, etc. Finally, the step includes verification of the usefulness of the data with respect to
the DM goals.
3. Preparation of the data. This step concerns deciding which data will be used as input for
DM methods in the subsequent step. It involves sampling, running correlation and significance
tests, and data cleaning, which includes checking the completeness of data records, removing
or correcting for noise and missing values, etc. The cleaned data may be further processed by
feature selection and extraction algorithms (to reduce dimensionality), by derivation of new
attributes (say, by discretization), and by summarization of data (data granularization). The end
results are data that meet the specific input requirements for the DM tools selected in Step 1.
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4. Data mining. Here the data miner uses various DM methods to derive knowledge from preprocessed data.
5. Evaluation of the discovered knowledge. Evaluation includes understanding the results, checking
whether the discovered knowledge is novel and interesting, interpretation of the results by
domain experts, and checking the impact of the discovered knowledge. Only approved models
are retained, and the entire process is revisited to identify which alternative actions could have
been taken to improve the results. A list of errors made in the process is prepared.
6. Use of the discovered knowledge. This final step consists of planning where and how to use the
discovered knowledge. The application area in the current domain may be extended to other
domains. A plan to monitor the implementation of the discovered knowledge is created and the
entire project documented. Finally, the discovered knowledge is deployed.
Notes: The model emphasizes the iterative aspects of the process, drawing from the experience
of users of previous models. It identifies and describes several explicit feedback loops:
– from understanding of the data to understanding of the problem domain. This loop is based on
the need for additional domain knowledge to better understand the data.
– from preparation of the data to understanding of the data. This loop is caused by the need for
additional or more specific information about the data in order to guide the choice of specific
data preprocessing algorithms.
– from data mining to understanding of the problem domain. The reason for this loop could
be unsatisfactory results generated by the selected DM methods, requiring modification of the
project’s goals.
– from data mining to understanding of the data. The most common reason for this loop is poor
understanding of the data, which results in incorrect selection of a DM method and its subsequent
failure, e.g., data were misrecognized as continuous and discretized in the understanding of the
data step.
– from data mining to the preparation of the data. This loop is caused by the need to improve
data preparation, which often results from the specific requirements of the DM method used,
since these requirements may not have been known during the preparation of the data step.
– from evaluation of the discovered knowledge to the understanding of the problem domain. The
most common cause for this loop is invalidity of the discovered knowledge. Several possible
reasons include incorrect understanding or interpretation of the domain and incorrect design
or understanding of problem restrictions, requirements, or goals. In these cases, the entire KD
process must be repeated.
– from evaluation of the discovered knowledge to data mining. This loop is executed when the
discovered knowledge is not novel, interesting, or useful. The least expensive solution is to
choose a different DM tool and repeat the DM step.
Awareness of the above common mistakes may help the user to avoid them by deploying some
countermeasures.
Major Applications: The hybrid model has been used in medicine and software development
areas. Example applications include development of computerized diagnostic systems for cardiac
SPECT images and a grid data mining framework called GridMiner-Core. It has also been applied
to analysis of data concerning intensive care, cystic fibrosis, and image-based classification of
cells.
3.4. Comparison of the Models
To understand and interpret the KDP models described above, a direct, side-by-side comparison
is shown in Table 2.1. It includes information about the domain of origin (academic or industry),
the number of steps, a comparison of steps between the models, notes, and application domains.

Domain
of origin
# steps
Steps

Model

3. Data Cleaning and
Preprocessing
4. Data Reduction
and Projection
5. Choosing the Data
Mining Task
6. Choosing the Data
Mining Algorithm
7. Data Mining
8. Interpreting
Mined Patterns

2. Creating a
Target Data Set

8
1. Human Resource
Identification

9
1. Developing and
Understanding
the Application
Domain

5. Methodology
Identification
7. Pattern Discovery
8. Knowledge
Post-Processing

2. Problem
Specification
3. Data Prospecting
4. Domain
Knowledge
Elicitation
6. Data
Preprocessing

Academic

Anand & Buchner

Academic

Fayyad et al.

4. Data Mining
5. Evaluation of
the Discovered
Knowledge

3. Preparation of the
Data

2. Understanding
of the Data

Hybrid
academic/industry
6
1. Understanding of
the Problem
Domain

Cios et al.

3. Data Mining
4. Analysis of
Results

2. Data
Preparation

5
1. Business
Objectives
Determination

Industry

Cabena et al.

Table 2.1. Comparison of the five KDP models. The double-lines group the corresponding steps.

(Continued)

4. Modeling
5. Evaluation

3. Data Preparation

2. Data
Understanding

6
1. Business
Understanding

Industry

CRISP-DM

Supporting
software
Reported
application
domains

Notes

Model

Commercial system
MineSet™
Medicine,
engineering,
production,
e-business,
software

9. Consolidating
Discovered
Knowledge
The most popular
and most cited
model; provides
detailed technical
description with
respect to data
analysis, but lacks
business aspects

Fayyad et al.

Table 2.1. (Continued)
Cios et al.

N/A
Medicine, software

Marketing, sales

6. Use of the
Discovered
Knowledge
Draws from both
academic and
industrial models
and emphasizes
iterative aspects;
identifies and
describes several
explicit feedback
loops

Provides detailed
breakdown of the
initial steps of the
process; missing
step concerned
with application
of the discovered
knowledge
and project
documentation
N/A

Anand & Buchner

Marketing, sales

N/A

Commercial system
Clementine®
Medicine,
engineering,
marketing, sales

Uses
easy-to-understand
vocabulary;
has good
documentation;
divides all steps
into substeps that
provide all
necessary details
Business oriented
and easy to
comprehend by
non-data-mining
specialists; the
model definition
uses non-DM
jargon

CRISP-DM
6. Deployment

Cabena et al.
5. Assimilation of
Knowledge
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Cabena et al. estimates
Shearer estimates
Cios and Kurgan estimates

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Understanding
of Domain

Understanding
of Data

Preparation of
Data

Data Mining

Evaluation of
Results

Deployment of
Results
KDDM steps

Figure 2.4. Relative effort spent on specific steps of the KD process. Source: Pal. N.R., Jain, L.C., (Eds.)
2005. Advanced Techniques in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, Springer Verlag.

Most models follow a similar sequence of steps, while the common steps between the five are
domain understanding, data mining, and evaluation of the discovered knowledge. The nine-step
model carries out the steps concerning the choice of DM tasks and algorithms late in the process.
The other models do so before preprocessing of the data in order to obtain data that are correctly
prepared for the DM step without having to repeat some of the earlier steps. In the case of
Fayyad’s model, the prepared data may not be suitable for the tool of choice, and thus a loop
back to the second, third, or fourth step may be required. The five-step model is very similar to
the six-step models, except that it omits the data understanding step. The eight-step model gives a
very detailed breakdown of steps in the early phases of the KDP, but it does not allow for a step
concerned with applying the discovered knowledge. At the same time, it recognizes the important
issue of human resource identification. This consideration is very important for any KDP, and we
suggest that this step should be performed in all models.
We emphasize that there is no universally “best” KDP model. Each of the models has its strong
and weak points based on the application domain and particular objectives. Further reading can
be found in the Summary and Bibliographical Notes (Sect. 5).
A very important aspect of the KDP is the relative time spent in completing each of the steps.
Evaluation of this effort enables precise scheduling. Several estimates have been proposed by
researchers and practitioners alike. Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of these different estimates.
We note that the numbers given are only estimates, which are used to quantify relative effort, and
their sum may not equal 100%. The specific estimated values depend on many factors, such as
existing knowledge about the considered project domain, the skill level of human resources, and
the complexity of the problem at hand, to name just a few.
The common theme of all estimates is an acknowledgment that the data preparation step is by
far the most time-consuming part of the KDP.

4. Research Issues
The ultimate goal of the KDP model is to achieve overall integration of the entire process through
the use of industrial standards. Another important objective is to provide interoperability and
compatibility between the different software systems and platforms used throughout the process.
Integrated and interoperable models would serve the end user in automating, or more realistically
semiautomating, work with knowledge discovery systems.
4.1. Metadata and the Knowledge Discovery Process
Our goal is to enable users to perform a KDP without possessing extensive background
knowledge, without manual data manipulation, and without manual procedures to exchange data
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and knowledge between different DM methods. This outcome requires the ability to store and
exchange not only the data but also, most importantly, knowledge that is expressed in terms of
data models, and meta-data that describes data and domain knowledge used in the process.
One of the technologies that can be used in achieving these goals is XML (eXtensible Markup
Language), a standard proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium. XML allows the user
to describe and store structured or semistructured data and to exchange data in a platformand tool-independent way. From the KD perspective, XML helps to implement and standardize
communication between diverse KD and database systems, to build standard data repositories
for sharing data between different KD systems that work on different software platforms, and to
provide a framework to integrate the entire KD process.
While XML by itself helps to solve some problems, metadata standards based on XML may
provide a complete solution. Several such standards, such as PMML (Predictive Model Markup
Language), have been identified that allow interoperability among different mining tools and that
achieve integration with other applications, including database systems, spreadsheets, and decision
support systems.
Both XML and PMML can be easily stored in most current database management systems.
PMML, which is an XML-based language designed by the Data Mining Group, is used to
describe data models (generated knowledge) and to share them between compliant applications.
The Data Mining Group is an independent, vendor-led group that develops data mining standards.
Its members include IBM, KXEN, Magnify Inc., Microsoft, MicroStrategy Inc., National Center
for DM, Oracle, Prudential Systems Software GmbH, Salford Systems, SAS Inc., SPSS Inc.,
StatSoft Inc., and other companies (see http://www.dmg.org/). By using such a language, users
can generate data models with one application, use another application to analyze these models,
still another to evaluate them, and finally yet another to visualize the model. A PMML excerpt is
shown in Figure 2.5.
XML and PMML standards can be used to integrate the KDP model in the following way.
Information collected during the domain and data understanding steps can be stored as XML
documents. These documents can be then used in the steps of data understanding, data preparation,
and knowledge evaluation as a source of information that can be accessed automatically, across
platforms, and across tools. In addition, knowledge extracted in the DM step and verified in the
evaluation step, along with domain knowledge gathered in the domain understanding step, can
be stored using PMML documents, which can then be stored and exchanged between different
software tools. A sample architecture is shown in Figure 2.6.

5. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter we introduced the knowledge discovery process. The most important topics
discussed are the following:
– Knowledge discovery is a process that seeks new knowledge about an application domain. It
consists of many steps, one of which is data mining (DM), each aiming to complete a particular
discovery task, and accomplished by the application of a discovery method.
– The KDP consists of multiple steps that are executed in a sequence. The subsequent step is
initiated upon successful completion of the previous step and requires results generated by the
previous step as its inputs.
– The KDP ranges from the task of understanding the project domain and data, through data preparation and analysis, to evaluation, understanding and application of the generated knowledge. It
is highly iterative, and includes many feedback loops and repetitions, which are triggered by
revision processes.
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– The main reason for introducing process models is to formalize knowledge discovery projects
within a common framework, a goal that will result in cost and time savings, and will improve
understanding, success rates, and acceptance of such projects. The models emphasize independence from specific applications, tools, and vendors.
– Five KDP models, including the nine-step model by Fayyad et al., the eight-step model by
Anand and Buchner, the six-step model by Cios et al., the five-step model by Cabena et al.,
and the CRISP-DM model were introduced. Each model has its strong and weak points, based
on its application domain and particular business objectives.
– A very important consideration in the KDP is the relative time spent to complete each step. In
general, we acknowledge that the data preparation step is by far the most time-consuming
part of the KDP.
– The future of KDP models lies in achieving overall integration of the entire process through
the use of popular industrial standards, such as XML and PMML.
The evolution of knowledge discovery systems has already undergone three distinct phases [16]:
– The first-generation systems provided only one data mining technique, such as a decision tree
algorithm or a clustering algorithm, with very weak support for the overall process framework
[11, 15, 18, 20, 21]. They were intended for expert users who already had an understanding of
data mining techniques, the underlying data, and the knowledge being sought. Little attention
was paid to providing support for the data analyst, and thus the first knowledge discovery
systems had very limited commercial success [3]. The general research trend focused on the

<?xml version“1.0” encoding=“windows-1252”?>
<PMML version=“2.0”>
<DataDictionary numberOfFields=“4”>
<DataField name=“PETALLEN” optype=“continuous” x-significance=“0.89”/>
<DataField name=“PETALWID” optype=“continuous” x-significance=“0.39”/>
<DataField name=“SEPALWID” optype=“continuous” x-significance=“0.92”/>
<DataField name=“SPECIES” optype=“categorical” x-significance=“0.94”/>
<DataField name=“SEPALLEN” optype=“continuous”/>
</DataDictionary>
<RegressionModel modelName=“  ”functionName=“regression”
algorithmName=“polynomialRegression” modelType=“stepwisePolynomialRegression”
targetFieldName=“SEPALLEN”>
<MiningSchema>
<MiningField name=“PETALLEN” usageType=“active”/>
<MiningField name=“PETALWID” usageType=“active”/>

</MiningSchema>
<RegressionTable intercept=“−455345912666858”>
<NumericPredictor name=“PETALLEN” exponent=“1” coefficient=“8.87” mean=“37.58”/>
<NumericPredictor name=“PETALLEN” exponent=“2” coefficient=“−042” mean=“1722”/>

</RegressionTable>
</RegressionModel>
<Extension>
<X-modelQuality x-rSquared=“0.8878700000000001”/>

</Extension>
</PMML>

Figure 2.5. A PMML excerpt that expresses the polynomial regression model for the popular iris dataset
generated by the DB2 Intelligent Miner for Data V8.1. Source: http://www.dmg.org/.
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Knowledge
Database
Extend
knowledge to
other domains

Understanding of the
Problem Domain

Understanding of
the Data
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Database

Preparation of the
Data

Data Mining

Evaluation of the
Discovered Knowledge
XML
PMML

Use of the Discovered
Knowledge

Figure 2.6. Application of PMML and XML standards in the framework of the KDP model.

development of new and improved data mining algorithms rather than on research to support
other knowledge discovery activities.
– The second-generation systems, called suites, were developed in the mid-1990s. They provided
multiple types of integrated data analysis methods, as well as support for data cleaning,
preprocessing, and visualization. Examples include systems like SPSS’s Clementine® , Silicon
Graphics’s MineSet™, IBM’s Intelligent Miner, and SAS Institute’s Enterprise Miner.
– The third-generation systems were developed in the late 1990s and introduced a vertical
approach. These systems addressed specific business problems, such as fraud detection, and
provided an interface designed to hide the internal complexity of data mining methods. Some
of the suites also introduced knowledge discovery process models to guide the user’s work.
Examples include MineSet™, which uses the nine-step process model by Fayyad et al., and
Clementine® , which uses the CRISP-DM process model.
The KDP model was first discussed during the inaugural workshop on Knowledge Discovery in
Databases in 1989 [14]. The main driving factor in defining the model was acknowledgment of
the fact that knowledge is the end product of a data-driven discovery process.
In 1996, the foundation for the process model was laid in a book entitled Advances in Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining [7]. The book presented a process model that had resulted from
interactions between researchers and industrial data analysts. The model solved problems that
were not connected with the details and use of particular data mining techniques but rather with
providing support for the highly iterative and complex problem of overall knowledge generation
process. The book also emphasized the close involvement of a human analyst in many, if not all,
steps of the process [3].
The first KDP model was developed by Fayyad et al. [8 – 10]. Other KDP models discussed in
this Chapter include those by Cabena et al. [4], Anand and Buchner [1, 2], Cios et al. [5, 6, 12],
and the CRISP-DM model [17, 19]. A recent survey that includes a comprehensive comparison
of several KDPs can be found in [13].
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6. Exercises

6. Exercises
1. Discuss why we need to standardize knowledge discovery process models.
2. Discuss the difference between terms data mining and knowledge discovery process. Which of
these terms is broader?
3. Imagine that you are a chief data analyst responsible for deploying a knowledge discovery
project related to mining data gathered by a major insurance company. The goal is to discover
fraud patterns. The customer’s data are stored in well-maintained data warehouse, and a team of
data analysts who are familiar with the data are at your disposal. The management stresses the
importance of analysis, documentation, and deployment of the developed solution(s). Which
of the models presented in this Chapter would you choose to carry out the project and why?
Also, provide a rationale as to why other models are less suitable in this case.
4. Provide a detailed description of the Evaluation and Deployment steps in the CRISP-DM
process model. Your description should explain the details of the substeps in these two steps.
5. Compare side by side the six-step CRISP-DM and the eight-step model by Anand and Buchner.
Discuss the main differences between the two models, and provide an example knowledge
discovery application that is best suited for each of the models.
6. Find an industrial application for one of the models discussed in this Chapter. Provide details
about the project that used the model, and discuss what benefits were achieved by deploying
the model. (hint: see Hirji, K. 2001. Exploring data mining implementation. Communications
of the ACM, 44(7), 87–93)
7. Provide a one-page summary of the PMML language standard. Your summary must include
information about the newest release of the standard and which data mining models are
supported by the standard.

Part 2
Data Understanding

3
Data

In this Chapter, we discuss attribute and data types, data storage, and problems of quantity and
quality of data.

1. Introduction
The outcome of data mining and knowledge discovery heavily depends on the quality and quantity
of available data. Before we discuss data analysis methods, data organization and related issues
need to be addressed first. This Chapter focuses on three issues: data types, data storage
techniques, and amount and quality of the data. These topics form the necessary background
for subsequent knowledge discovery process steps such as data preprocessing, data mining,
representation of generated knowledge, and assessment of generated models. Upon finishing this
Chapter, the reader should be able to understand problems associated with available data.

2. Attributes, Data Sets, and Data Storage
Data can have diverse formats and can be stored using a variety of different storage modes. At the
most elementary level, a single unit of information is a value of a feature/attribute, where each
feature can take a number of different values. The objects, described by features, are combined
to form data sets, which in turn are stored as flat (rectangular) files and in other formats using
databases and data warehouses. The relationships among the above concepts are depicted in
Figure 3.1.
In what follows, we provide a detailed explanation of the terminology and concepts introduced
above.
2.1. Values, Features, and Objects
There are two key types of values: numerical and symbolic. Numerical values are expressed by
numbers, for instance, real numbers (–1.09, 123.5), integers (1, 44, 125), prime numbers (1, 3, 5),
etc. In contrast, symbolic values usually describe qualitative concepts such as colors (white, red)
or sizes (small, medium, big).
Features (also known as attributes) are usually described by a set of corresponding values. For
instance, height is usually expressed as a set of real numbers. Features described by both numerical
and symbolic values can be either discrete (categorical) or continuous. Discrete features concern
a situation in which the total number of values is relatively small (finite), while with continuous
features the total number of values is very large (infinite) and covers a specific interval (range).
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values
numerical: 0, 1, 5.34, –10.01
symbolic: Yes, two, Normal, male
features
sex: values ∈{male, female}
blood pressure: values ∈ [0, 250]
chest pain type: values ∈{1, 2, 3, 4}

objects
set of patients

data set (flat file)
objects | features and values
patient 1: male, 117.0, 3
patient 2: female, 130.0, 1
patient 3: female, 102.0, 1
……

database
Denver clinic
database
San Diego clinic

data warehouse
three heart
clinics

database
Edmonton clinic

Figure 3.1. Relationships between values, features, objects, data sets, databases and data warehouses.

A special case of a discrete feature is the binary (dichotomous) feature, for which there are only
two distinct values. A nominal (polytomous) feature implies that there is no natural ordering
among its values, while an ordinal feature implies that some ordering exists. The values for a given
feature can be organized as sets, vectors, or arrays. This categorization of data is important for
practical reasons. For instance, some preprocessing and data mining methods are only applicable to
data described by discrete features. In those cases a process called discretization (see Chapter 8)
becomes a necessary preprocessing step to transform continuous features into discrete ones, and
this step must be completed before the data mining step is performed.
Objects (also known as records, examples, units, cases, individuals, data points) represent
entities described by one or more features. The term multivariate data refers to situation in which
an object is described by many features, while with univariate data a single feature describes an
object.
Let us consider an example concerning patients at a heart disease clinic. A patient is an object
that can be described by a number of features, such as name, sex, age, diagnostic test results such
as blood pressure, cholesterol level, and qualitative evaluations like chest pain and its severity
type. An example of a “patient” object is shown in Figure 3.2.
An important issue, from the point of view of the knowledge discovery process, is how different
types of features and values are manipulated. In particular, any operation on multiple objects,
such as the comparison of feature values or the computation of distance, should be carefully
analyzed and designed. For instance, the symbolic value “two” usually cannot be compared with
the numerical value 2, unless some conversion is performed. Although computation of the distance
between two numerical values is straightforward, performing the same computation between two
nominal values (such as “white” and “red”, or “chest pain of typ 1” and “chest pain of type 4”)
requires special attention. In other words, how can we measure distance between colors (this
could be done using chromaticity diagrams) or distance between chest pain types (this is much
more difficult)? In some cases, it might be impossible to calculate such a distance.

Chapter 3 Data
name: Konrad Black
sex: male
age: 31
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patient Konrad Black (object)
symbolic nominal feature
symbolic binary feature {male, female} set
numerical discrete ordinal feature {0, 1, …, 109, 110} set
numerical continuous feature [0, 200] interval

blood pressure: 130.0
cholesterol
in mg/dl: 331.2
chest pain type: 1

numerical continuous feature [50.0, 600.0] interval
numerical discrete nominal feature {1, 2, 3, 4} set

Figure 3.2. Patient record (object).

An important issue concerning data is the limited comprehension of numbers by humans, who
are the ultimate users of the (generated) knowledge. For instance, most people will not comprehend
a cholesterol value of 331.2, while they can easily understand the meaning when this numerical
value is expressed in terms of aggregated information such as a “high” or “low” level of cholesterol.
In other words, information is often “granulated” and represented at a higher level of abstraction
(aggregation). In a similar manner, operations or relationships between features can be quantified
on an aggregated level. In general, information granulation means encapsulation of numeric
values into single conceptual entities (see Chapter 5). Examples include encapsulation of elements
by sets, or encapsulation of intervals by numbers. Understanding of the concept of encapsulation,
also referred to as a discovery window, is very important in the framework of knowledge discovery.
Continuing with our cholesterol example, we may be satisfied with a single numerical value, say
331.2, which expresses the highest level of granularity (Figure 3.3a). Alternatively, we may want
to define this value as belonging to an interval [300, 400], the next, lower, granularity level, which
captures meaning of the “high” value of cholesterol (Figure 3.3b). Through the refinement of the
discovery window, we can change the “crisp” character of the word “high” by using notion of fuzzy
sets (Figure 3.3c) or rough sets (Figure 3.3d). In the case of fuzzy sets, we express the cholesterol
value as being high to some degree, or being normal to some other degree. The lowest level
of granularity (i.e., the highest generality) occurs when the discovery window covers the entire
spectrum of values, which implies that the knowledge discovery process focuses on the entire
data set.
2.2. Data Sets
Objects described by the same features are grouped to form data sets. Many data mining and
statistical data analysis tools assume that data sets are organized as flat files, in a rectangularly
formatted table composed of rows and columns. The rows represent objects and the columns
represent features, resulting in a flat file that forms a two-dimensional array. Flat files are used
to store data in a simple text file format, and they are often generated from data stored in other,
more complex formats, such as spreadsheets or databases.

high
331.2

cholesterol

331.2

1

cholesterol
400

(a)
331.2 value of
cholesterol

(b)
high value of
cholesterol

high

normal high
cholesterol

331.2
300

400

(c)
high with degree of 1 and
normal with degree of 0.5
value of cholesterol

cholesterol

331.2
300

400

(d)
positively high value of
cholesterol

Figure 3.3. Information granularization methods. (a) Numerical; (b) interval based; (c) fuzzy set based;
(d) rough set based.
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Table 3.1. Flat file data set for heart clinic patients.
Name

Age

Konrad
Black
Konrad
Black
Magda
Doe
Magda
Doe
Anna
White
…

31

Sex

Blood
pressure

Blood
pressure
test date

Cholesterol Cholesterol
in mg/dl
test date

male

130.0

05/05/2005

NULL

NULL

NULL NULL

NULL

31

male

130.0

05/05/2005

331.2

05/21/2005

1

normal

absent

26

female

115.0

01/03/2002

NULL

NULL

4

fixed

present

26

female

115.0

01/03/2002

407.5

06/22/2005

NULL NULL

NULL

56

female

120.0

12/30/1999

45.0

12/30/1999

2

normal

absent

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Chest
pain
type

…

Defect Diagnosis
type

To illustrate, let us design a data set of heart patients, shown in Table 3.1. Each patient (object)
is described by the following set of features:
– name (symbolic nominal feature)
– age (numerical discrete ordinal feature from the 0 1    109 110 set)
– sex (symbolic binary feature from the {male, female} set)
– blood pressure (numerical continuous feature from the [0, 200] interval)
– blood pressure test date (date type feature)
– cholesterol in mg/dl (numerical continuous feature from the [50.0, 600.0] interval)
– cholesterol test date (date type feature)
– chest pain type (numerical discrete nominal feature from the {1, 2, 3, 4} set)
– defect type (symbolic nominal feature from the {normal, fixed, reversible} set)
– diagnosis (symbolic binary feature from the {present, absent} set)
First, let us note that a new feature type, namely, date, has been introduced. Date can be treated
as a numerical continuous feature (after some conversion) but usually is stored in a customary
format like mm/dd/yyyy, which is between being numerical and symbolic. A number of other
special feature types, such as text, image, video, etc., are briefly described in the next section.
Second, a new NULL value has been introduced. This value indicates that the corresponding
feature is unknown (not measured or missing) for the object. Third, we observe that it is possible
that several different objects are related to the same patient. For instance, Konrad Black first came
to get a blood pressure test and later came to do the remaining tests and was diagnosed. Finally, for
the object associated with Anna White, the cholesterol value is 45.0, which is outside the interval
defined/acceptable for this feature, and thus we may suspect that the value may be incorrect, e.g.,
it may be that 45.0 was entered instead of the correct value of 450.0. These observations regarding
different data types and missing and erroneous data lead to certain difficulties associated with the
knowledge discovery process, which are described later in the Chapter.
2.3. Data Storage: Databases and Data Warehouses
Although flat files are a popular format in which to store data, data mining tools used in the
knowledge discovery process can be applied to a great variety of other data formats, such as
those found in databases, data warehouses, advanced database systems, and the World Wide Web
(WWW). Advanced database systems include object-oriented and object-relational databases, as
well as data-specific databases, such as transactional, spatial, temporal, text, and multimedia
databases.
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In the knowledge discovery process we often deal with large data sets that require special data
storage and management systems. There are four reasons for using a specialized system:
1. The corresponding data set may not fit into the memory of a computer used for data mining,
and thus a data management system is used to fetch the data.
2. The data mining methods may need to work on many different subsets of data, and therefore a
data management system is required to efficiently retrieve the required pieces of data.
3. The data may need to be dynamically added and updated, sometimes by different people in
different locations. A data management system is required to handle updating (and also offers
failure and recovery options).
4. The flat file may include significant portions of redundant information, which can be avoided
if a single data set is stored in multiple tables (a characteristic feature of data storage and
management systems).
A poll (September 2005) performed by KDNuggets (http://www.kdnuggets. com) asked which data
formats the users had analyzed in the last 12 months. The results showed that flat files, which
are often extracted from relational databases, were used 26% of the time, time series (temporal
databases) 13%, text databases 11%, transactional databases 10%, and WWW clickstream data,
spatial databases, and WWW content data 5% each. The results indicated that although flat files were
still the most often used, other formats gained significant interest and therefore are discussed below.
2.3.1. Databases
The above mentioned reasons result in a need to use a specialized system, a DataBase
Management System (DBMS). It consists of a database that stores the data, and a set of programs
for management and fast access to the database. The software provides numerous services, such
as the ability to define the structure (schema) of the database, to store the data, to access the
data in concurrent ways (several users may access the data at the same time) and distributed
ways (the data are stored in different locations), and to ensure the security and consistency of
the stored data (for instance, to protect against unauthorized access or a system crash). The most
common database type is a relational database, which consists of a set of tables. Each table
is rectangular and can be perceived as being analogous to a single flat file. At the same time,
the database terminology is slightly different than that used in data mining. The tables consist
of attributes (also called columns or fields) and tuples (also called records and rows). Most
importantly, each table is assigned a unique name, and each tuple in a table is assigned a special
attribute, called a key, that defines its unique identifiers. Relational databases also include the
entity-relational (ER) data model, which defines a set of entities (tables, tuples, etc.) and their
relationships. Next, we define a relational database for a heart clinic, which will extend our
flat file–based data storage and allow better understanding of the above concepts. In order to
better utilize the capabilities of a relational database, our original flat file is divided into four
relational tables. These include the table patient, which stores basic information about patients
together with their diagnostic information (the key is the patient ID attribute), and two tables
blood_pressure_test and cholesterol_test that store the corresponding test values (see Figure 3.4).
The fourth table, performed_tests, represents the relationship between multiple other tables. In
the case of our relational database, the relationship shows which patients had which tests.
Analysis of the above example shows that the use of multiple tables results in the removal
of redundant information included in the flat file. At the same time, the data are divided into
smaller blocks and thus are easier to manipulate and fit into the available memory. Another
important feature of a DBMS is the availability of a specialized language, called Structured
Query Language (SQL), that aims to provide fast and convenient access to portions of the entire
database. For instance, we may want to extract information about the tests performed between
specific dates or obtain a list of all patients who have been diagnosed with a certain diagnosis
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patient
Patient ID
P1
P2
P3
…

Name
Konrad Black
Magda Doe
Anna White
…

Age
31
26
56
…

Sex
male
female
female
…

Chest pain type
1
4
2
…

Defect type
normal
fixed
normal
…

Diagnosis
absent
present
absent
…

blood_pressure_test
Blood pressure test ID
BPT1
BPT2
BPT3
…

Patient ID
P1
P2
P3
…

Blood pressure
130.0
115.0
120.0
…

Blood pressure test date
05/05/2005
01/03/2002
12/30/1999
…

cholesterol_test
Cholesterol test ID
SCT1
SCT2
SCT3
…

Patient ID
P1
P2
P3
…

Cholesterol in mg/dl
331.2
407.5
45.0
…

Cholesterol test date
05/21/2005
06/22/2005
12/30/1999
…

performed_tests
Patient ID
P1
P2
P3
…

Blood pressure test
BPT1
BPT2
BPT3
…

Cholesterol test
SCT1
SCT2
SCT3
…

Figure 3.4. Relational database for heart clinic patients

type. This process is relatively simple when a DBMS and an SQL are used. In contrast, with a
flat file, the user himself is forced to manipulate the data to select the desired portion – a process
that can be tedious and difficult to perform.
SQL allows the user to specify queries that contain a list of relevant attributes and constraints
on those attributes. Oftentimes, DBMSs provide a graphical user interface to facilitate query
formulation. The user’s query is automatically transformed into a set of relational operations,
such as join, selection, and projection, optimized for time – and/or resource–efficient processing
and executed by the DBMS (see Chapter 6). SQL also provides the ability to aggregate data by
computing functions, such as summations, average, count, maximum, and minimum. This ability
allows the user to receive answers to more complex and interesting queries. For instance, the user
could ask the DBMS to compute how many blood pressure tests were performed in a particular
month, or what the average blood pressure is for female patients.
2.3.2. Data Warehouses
Now we consider a more elaborate scenario in which a number of heart clinics in different cities,
each having its own database, belong to the same company. Using a database, we are able to
analyze (mine) data in individual clinics, but it can be very difficult to perform analysis across
all clinics. In this case, a data warehouse, which is a repository of data collected in different
locations (relational databases) and stored using a unified schema, is used. Data warehouses are
usually created by applying a set of processing steps to data coming from multiple databases.
The steps usually include data cleaning, data transformation, data integration, data loading, and
periodical data update (see Figure 3.5).
While the main purpose of a database is storage of the data, the main purpose of a data
warehouse is analysis of the data. Consequently, the data in a data warehouse are organized around
a set of subjects of interest to the user. For instance, in case of the heart clinic, these subjects could
be patients, clinical test types, and diagnoses. The analysis is performed to provide information
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Denver heart clinic

query

clean
transform
integrate
load

database
San Diego heart clinic
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Client A

data warehouse

(update)

query

Client B

database
Edmonton heart clinic

Figure 3.5. Typical architecture of a data warehouse system.

(knowledge) from a historical perspective. For instance, we could ask for a breakdown of the
most performed clinical tests in the past five years. Such requests (queries) require the availability
of summarized information, and therefore data warehouses do not store the same content as the
source databases but rather a summary of these data. For instance, a data warehouse may not store
individual blood pressure test values, but rather the number of tests performed by each clinic, the
time interval (say a month), and a given set of patient age ranges.
A data warehouse usually uses a multidimensional database structure, where each dimension
corresponds to an attribute or a set of attributes selected by the user to be included in the schema.
Each cell in the database corresponds to some summarized (aggregated) measure, such as average,
count, minimum, etc. The actual implementation of the warehouse can be a relational database or
a multidimensional data cube. The latter structure provides a three-dimensional view of the data
and allows for fast access to the summarized data via precomputation. An example of the data
cube for the heart clinic’s data warehouse is shown in Figure 3.6. The cube has three dimensions:
clinic (Denver, San Diego, Edmonton), time (expressed in months), and age range (0–8, 9–21,
21–45, 45–65, over 65). The values are in thousands and show how many blood pressure tests
were performed. Each dimension can be further summarized, e.g., we can collapse months into
quarters and can convert age into some numeric intervals (ranges), say, intervals of values within
0–45 and those over 45.

TIME
33
27
43 37
18
24
25
35
26
21

June

10 17 28 27

8

May

14 15 28 16

9

April

11 21 33 12 21

March

12 32 45 22 14

1 st quarter February

12 19 48 29 11

2 nd quarter

January

9

22 38

9

19

0–8

9–21 21–45 45–65 >65

There were 8,000 blood
pressure tests done in
Edmonton clinic in June 2005
for patients over 65 years old

CLINICS
Denver
San Diego
Edmonton

AGE RANGE
Figure 3.6. A multidimensional data cube. The values are in thousands and show the number of performed
blood pressure tests. For readability, only some of the cube cells are shown.
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The availability of multidimensional data and precomputation gave rise to On-Line Analytical
Processing (OLAP). OLAP makes use of some background knowledge about the domain (which
concerns the data in hand) to present data at different levels of abstraction. Two commonly used
OLAP operations are roll-up and drill-down. The first operation merges data at one or more
dimensions to provide the user with a higher–level summarization, while the latter breaks down
data into subranges to present the user with more detailed information. An example for the heart
clinics warehouse is shown in Figure 3.7.
A detailed discussion of data warehouses and OLAP is provided in Chapter 6.
2.4. Advanced Data Storage
While relational databases (warehouses) are usually used by businesses like retail stores and
banks, other more specialized and advanced database systems have emerged in recent years. The
new breed of databases satisfies the needs of more specialized users who must handle more than
just numerical and nominal data. The new databases handle transactional data; spatial data,
such as maps; hypertext, such as HTML and XML; multimedia data, such as combinations
of text, image, video and audio; temporal data, such as time–related series concerning stock
exchange and historical records; and the WWW, which is enormously large and distributed (and
accessible via the Internet). The special data types require equally specialized databases that utilize
efficient data structures and methods for handling operations on such complex data structures. The
challenges for databases are to cope with variable-length objects, structured and semi-structured
data, unstructured text in various languages, multimedia data formats, and very large amounts of
data.
Due to these challenges, numerous specialized databases have been developed. These
include object-oriented and object-relational databases, spatial databases, temporal databases, text
databases, multimedia databases, and the WWW. Each of these databases not only allows the user
to store data in the corresponding format but also provides facilities to efficiently store, update,

TIME
DRILL-DOWN
age range 0–8 divided into subranges

ROLL-UP
time in months merged into quarters

TIME

72
64

82
172
101 72
73 122
86
41

4th quarter

21 53 141 71 21

3rd quarter

31 63 91 41 22

nd

2 quarter

35 53 89 55 38

1st quarter

33 73 131 60 44
0-8 9-21 21-45 45-65 >65

6

8

5

9

6

9

8

7

June

1

0

3

6

May

2

0

4

8

April

0

2

2

6

March

1

4

4

3

February

2

3

3

4

January

1

2

3

3

CLINICS
Denver
San Diego
Edmonton

AGE
0–2 3–4 5–6 7–8

CLINICS
Denve
San Diego
Edmonton

AGE RANGE

Figure 3.7. Results of the drill-down and roll-up operations for the data cube shown in Figure 3.6. The
values are in thousands; for drill-down, we subdivide the age range dimension; for roll-up, we merge the
time dimension. For readability, only some of the cube cells are shown.
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and retrieve large amount of data. Below we briefly introduce the major types of specialized
database systems.
2.4.1. Object-oriented Databases
Object-oriented databases are based on the object-oriented programming paradigm, which treats
each stored entity as an object (this object is different than the object or record described earlier
in this Chapter). The object encapsulates a set of variables (which provide its description), a set
of messages that the object uses to communicate with other objects, and a set of methods that
contain code to implement the messages. For instance, in the heart clinic example, the object
could be a patient, its variables could be name, address, sex, etc., and methods could implement
messages that, for instance, would retrieve particular test values for particular times. The key
element of object-oriented databases is the ability to group similar (or identical) objects into
classes, which can be organized into hierarchies. For instance, the patient class would have the
variables name, address, and sex, and its instances would be particular patients. The patient class
could have a subclass called retired patient, which would inherit all variables of the patient class,
but would also have new variables, such as date of home release, that pertain to patients who are
not longer under treatment. The inheritance between the classes in a hierarchy allows for better
information sharing.
2.4.2. Object-relational Databases
Object-relational databases are based on the object-relational data model. In essence, this is a
relational database that has been extended by providing a set of complex data types to handle
complex objects. This extension requires availability of a specialized query language to retrieve
the complex data from the database. Most common extensions include the ability to handle data
types such as trees, graphs, lists, class hierarchies, and inheritance.
2.4.3. Transactional Databases
Transactional databases are stored as flat files and consist of records that represent transactions.
A transaction includes a unique identifier and a set of items that make up the transaction.
One example of a transaction is a record of a purchase in a store, which consists of a list of
purchased items, the purchase identifier, and some other information about the sale. The additional
information is usually stored in a separate file, and may include customer name, cashier name,
date, store branch, etc. An example transactional database is shown in Figure 3.8.
The single most important difference between the relational and the transactional databases is
that the latter store a set of items (values), rather than a set of values of the related features. A
transactional database stores information about the presence/absence of an item, while a relational
database stores information about specific feature values that an example (item) possesses.
The transactional databases are often used to identify sets of items that frequently coexist in transactions. For instance, given a transactional database for the heart clinic that stores names of tests
as items, and where each transaction denotes a single patient’s visit to the clinic, we can find out
which tests are often performed together. Based on the results, we can modify business practice
in a clinic to prescribe these tests together instead of prescribing them separately. Transactional
data and corresponding data mining algorithms are described in Chapter 10.
sales
Transation ID
TR000001
TR000002
TR000003
…

Set of item IDs
Item1, Item32, Item52, Item71
Item2, Item3, Item4, Item57, Item 92, Item93
Item11, Item101
…

Figure 3.8. Example transactional database
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2.4.4. Spatial Databases
Spatial databases are designed to handle spatially related data. Example data includes
geographical maps, satellite images, medical images, and VLSI chip-design data. Spatial data can
be represented in two ways: in a raster format and in a vector format. The raster format concerns
using n–dimensional pixel maps, while the vector format requires representing all considered
objects as simple geometrical objects, such as lines, triangles, polygons, etc., and using vectorbased geometry to compute relations between the objects. Spatial databases allow the user to
obtain unique information about the stored data. For instance, for the heart clinic, we can ask
whether patients living in a specific neighborhood are more susceptible to certain heart conditions,
or whether the clinic accepts more patients from the north side than from the south side of town.

2.4.5. Temporal Databases
Temporal databases (also called time-series databases) are used to store time-related data.
Similarly, as in the case of object-relational databases, the temporal databases extend the relational
databases to handle time-related features. Such attributes may be defined using timestamps of
different semantics such as days and months, hours and minutes, days of the week, etc. The
database keeps time-related features by storing sequences of their values that change with time.
In contrast, a relational database usually stores the most recent value only. The temporal data
allow the user to find unique patterns in the data, which are usually related to trends of changes.
In the case of the heart clinic, we can ask whether blood pressure has a tendency to increase or
decrease with age for particular patients or patient groups–say, those with high cholesterol–or we
could compare rates of decrease or increase.

2.4.6. Text Databases
Text databases include features (attributes) that contain word descriptions for objects. These
features are not simple nominal but hold long sentences or paragraphs of text. Examples for the
heart clinic would be reports from patient interviews, physician’s notes and recommendations,
descriptions of how a given drug works for a given patient, etc. The text may be either unstructured, like sentences in plain written language (English, Polish, Spanish, etc.); semistructured,
where some words or parts of the sentence are annotated, such as descriptions of how a drug
works, which may use special annotations for the drug’s name and the dose; and structured,
where all the words are annotated, like a physician’s recommendation that may be a fixed form
listing only specific drugs and doses. Other, easy-to-understand examples include text documents
as unstructured text, HTML pages and emails as semistructured text, and library data as structured
text. Analysis of such databases requires special tools and integration with text data hierarchies,
such as dictionaries, thesauruses, and specialized discipline-oriented term-classification systems,
such as those in medicine, engineering, economy, etc. The mining of text databases is described
in Chapter 14.

2.4.7. Multimedia Databases
Multimedia databases allow storage, retrieval, and manipulation of image, video, and audio data.
The main concern regarding such data sources is their very large size, and therefore, specialized
storage and search techniques are required. Additionally, both video and audio data are recorded
in real time, and thus the database must include mechanisms that assure a steady and predefined
rate of acquisition to avoid gaps, system buffer overflows, etc. An example application of a
multimedia database for the heart clinic would be to find the relation between a video of heart
motion and a recording of the heart beats.
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2.4.8. World Wide Web
The World Wide Web (WWW) is an enormous distributed repository of data that is linked
together via the use of hyperlinks. The hyperlinks link together individual data objects of possibly
different types, allowing for interactive access to the information. The most specific characteristic
of the WWW is that users seek information traversing between objects via links. The WWW also
provides specialized query engines such as Google, Yahoo!, AltaVista, and Prodigy.
Finally, a comment on heterogeneous databases. These consist of a set of interconnected
databases that communicate between themselves in order to exchange data and provide answers
to user queries. The individual databases are connected via intra- and intercomputer networks,
and usually they are of different types. The biggest challenge for a heterogeneous database is
that objects in the component databases usually differ substantially, resulting in difficulties in
developing common semantics to facilitate communication between them. The handling of such
databases is beyond the scope of this book.
2.5. Data Storage and Data Mining
We address here several issues concerning data mining from the perspective of the data storage
system used. From the point of view of the data warehouse and database users, data mining is
often seen as an execution of a set of OLAP commands, but this perception is incorrect. Similarly,
the ability to perform data or information retrieval (selection of data from a large repository,
such as the WWW) or to find aggregate values should not be confused with data mining but
instead should be categorized as using a database or an information retrieval system, respectively.
Although the capabilities of the described storage systems may seem advanced and may appear
to provide everything a user might need when analyzing data, the field of data mining goes much
further. Data mining provides more complex techniques for understanding data and generating
new knowledge than the simple summarization-like processing offered by OLAP. It allows for
automated discovery of patterns and trends in the data. For instance, based on the information
available in the heart clinic database, data mining may allow a user to learn which patients are
susceptible to a particular heart condition, to discover that increased blood pressure over a period
of time may lead to certain heart defects, or to identify deviations such as patients with unusually
high or low blood pressure associated with their given heart condition.

3. Issues Concerning the Amount and Quality of Data
Several fundamental issues related to the data have a significant impact on the quality of the
outcome of a knowledge discovery process. These include the following:
– the huge volume of data, and the related problem of scalability of data mining methods
– the dynamic nature of the data, which are constantly being updated/changed
– problems related to data quality, such as imprecision, incompleteness, noise, missing values,
and redundancy
The above issues must be addressed before we perform any further work on the data; otherwise,
we may encounter serious problems later in the knowledge discovery process. For instance, only
some of the data mining methods can be used on data that contain missing values or noise. In
this case, we need to make sure that a suitable method is available to analyze the data. When
developing a real-time system, we need either to select an appropriate data mining system that
can analyze the data in the specified amount of time or to reduce the processing time, for instance,
by reducing the size of the data.
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In the last decade, a significant amount of work has been devoted to data security and privacy
issues. Data miners must be aware of the existing standards for protection against unauthorized access to data and must know how to prepare the data to guarantee confidentiality of the
information present therein. The best example is medical data, for which the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) dictates, in a very stringent way, how to design databases
so as to store data securely and to preserve patient confidentiality. These issues are described in
Chapter 16.
3.1. High Dimensionality
Although many data mining systems are available, only some can be considered as “truly” mining
the data. The distinguishing factor is their ability to handle massive amount of data, which requires
the use of scalable algorithms and methods. The scalability issue is not related to efficient storage
and retrieval of the data (these are handled by using DBMSs) but instead to the algorithm design.
Systems that are not capable of handling large quantities of data are known by the terms machine
learning or statistical data analysis systems. For each data mining method under consideration,
one needs to evaluate the sensitivity to the size of the data, which translates into the amount of
time required for processing such data. Application domains such as the analysis of data from
large retail store chains (e.g., Wal-Mart) deal with hundreds of millions of objects, while in the
field of bioinformatics, data sets are described by several thousand features (e.g., microarray data
analysis). Published results of a survey on the largest and most heavily used commercial databases
show that the average size of Unix databases experienced a 6-fold, and of Windows databases a
14-fold increase, between 2001 and 2003. Large commercial databases now average 10 billion
objects. Although only a selected portion of these objects is used for data mining purposes, the
ability to cope with large quantities of data remains one of the most important data mining issues.
Three dimensions are usually considered:
– The number of objects, which may range from a few hundred to a few billion
– The number of features, which may range from a few to several thousand
– The number of values a feature assumes, which may range from two to a few million
The ability of a particular data mining algorithm to cope with highly dimensional inputs is usually
described by its asymptotic complexity, i.e., an estimate of an “order of magnitude” of the total
number of operations, which translates into the specific duration of run time. The asymptotic
complexity describes the growth rate of the algorithm’s run time as the size of each dimension
increases. The most commonly performed asymptotic complexity analysis describes scalability
with respect to the number of objects.
The following example illustrates the importance of the asymptotic complexity of a data mining
algorithm. Assume the user wants to generate knowledge in terms of rules from the data using
either a decision tree or a rule algorithm (for details, see Chapter 12). Assume we want to use the
following algorithms:
– See5, which has log-linear complexity, i.e., O(n∗ logn, n is the number of objects
– DataSqueezer, which has linear complexity, i.e., O(n)
– CLIP4, which has quadratic complexity, i.e., On2 
– C4.5 rules, which has cubic complexity, i.e., On3 
To make the example more compelling, assume that the constant for the linear and log-linear
algorithms is 100 times larger than for the quadratic and cubic algorithms–a situation that
strongly favors the latter two algorithms. Table 3.2 shows relative difference in the running
time in seconds required to compute the rules for the increasing number of objects for the four
algorithms.
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Table 3.2. Comparison of running time with respect to the “number of
objects” for four rule-learning algorithms.
Number of
objects in
thousands
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
…

Running time [sec]
DataSqueezer
y = 100∗ a∗ x

See5
y = 100∗ a∗ x∗ logx

CLIP4
y = a∗ x2

C4.5 rules
y = a∗ x3

1000.0
2000.0
3000.0
4000.0
5000.0
6000.0
7000.0
8000.0
9000.0
10000.0
11000.0
…

2000.0
4602.1
7431.4
10408.2
13494.9
16668.9
19915.7
23224.7
26588.2
30000.0
33455.3
…

1000.0
4000.0
9000.0
16000.0
25000.0
36000.0
49000.0
64000.0
81000.0
100000.0
121000.0
…

100000.0
800000.0
2700000.0
6400000.0
12500000.0
21600000.0
34300000.0
51200000.0
72900000.0
100000000.0
133100000.0
…

Thus, for 100,000 objects, the fastest linear algorithm computes the results in 1,000 seconds,
while the slowest cubic algorithm needs 100,000 seconds. When the number of objects increases
tenfold, the time needed to compute the results increases to 10,000 seconds for the linear algorithm
and to 100,000,000 seconds for the cubic algorithm. This example shows that for the linear
algorithm, doubling the number of the objects results in doubling the run time, while for the cubic
algorithm the run time increases eightfold. Note that the rate at which the run time increases as
the number of the objects increases (or any other dimension) is more important than the absolute
value of the run time. The functional relationship between the number of objects and the run time
is shown in Figure 3.9.
A number of techniques are available to improve the scalability of data mining algorithms.
These can be divided into two groups:
– Techniques that speed up the algorithm. This outcome can be achieved through use of
heuristics, optimization, and parallelization. Heuristics simplify the processing of the data

linear
log-linear
quadratic
cubic

time to analyze
the data [sec]

200000

y = 100*a*x
y = 100*a*x*log(x)
y = a*x^2
y = a*x^3

150000

100000

50000

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

data set size (number of objects in thousands)

Figure 3.9. Functional relation between data set size and run time for algorithms with linear, log-linear,
quadratic, and cubic asymptotic complexity.
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performed by the algorithm, e.g., only rules of a certain maximal length are considered, and
longer rules are never generated. Optimization of the algorithm is often achieved by using
efficient data structures, such as bit vectors, hash tables, and binary search trees, to store and
manipulate the data. Finally, parallelization aims to distribute the processing of the data by the
algorithm into several processors that work in parallel and thus can speed up the computations.
– Techniques that partition the data set. This outcome can be achieved by reducing the dimensionality of the input data set through reduction of the number of objects, features, number
of values per feature, and sequential or parallel processing of data divided into subsets. With
dimensionality reduction, the data are sampled and only a representative subset of objects and/or
features is used (see Chapter 7). This approach is especially viable when dealing with large
data sets, in which the objects and/or attributes may be redundant, very similar, or irrelevant,
and thus a subset of the objects and/or features may provide representative information about
the entire data set. Alternatively, for some algorithms, it is beneficial or necessary to reduce
the number of values an attribute assumes by using discretization algorithms (see Chapter 8).
Finally, the division of data into subsets and the processing of these subsets sequentially or in
parallel is beneficial when the complexity of the data mining algorithms is worse than linear.
As an example, let us consider a cubic complexity algorithm from Table 3.2. When used to
analyze 1,000,000 objects, the algorithm takes 100,000,000 seconds to compute the result.
However, if the data set is partitioned into 10 subsets of 100,000 objects each and the subsets
are processed sequentially (processing of each subset takes “only” 100,000 seconds), then all the
data can be analyzed in 10∗ 100 000 = 1 000 000 seconds – a whopping 99,000,000 seconds
savings. Note that the division of the data into subsets should be performed only when the
results generated for each of the subsets can be combined into a result that spans the entire
data set.
3.2. Dynamic Data
Data sets are often dynamic in nature, i.e., new objects and/or features may be added and some
objects and/or features may be removed or replaced by new ones. In this case, data mining
algorithms should also evolve with time, which means that the knowledge derived so far should
be also incrementally updated. The difference between incremental and nonincremental DM
algorithms is shown in Figure 3.10.
The main challenge in incremental data mining methods is merging the newly generated
knowledge from new data with the existing, previous knowledge. The merger may be as simple
as adding the new knowledge to the existing knowledge, but most often it requires modifying the
existing knowledge to preserve consistency.
3.3. Imprecise, Incomplete, and Redundant Data
Real data often include imprecise data objects. For instance, we may not know the exact value
of a given medical test, but instead we know whether the value is high, average, or low. In such
cases, fuzzy and/or rough sets can be used to process such imprecise information (see Chapter ??).
The term incomplete data refers to the situation in which the available data do not contain
enough information to discover new (desired) knowledge. Incompleteness may be a result of an
insufficient feature description of the objects, insufficient number of objects, or missing values
for a given feature. For instance, when analyzing heart patient data, if one wanted to distinguish
between sick and healthy patients but only demographic information was available, the task
could be impossible to complete. In dealing with incomplete data, we first need to identify the
problem and then take measures to remove it. To detect incompleteness, the user must analyze
the existing data set and determine whether the existing features and objects give a sufficiently
rich representation of the problem at hand. A common sign of incompleteness is when generated
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Knowledge generated from the initial data
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the entire new data set
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Knowledge

Knowledge
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Data mining
algorithm
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New data
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Figure 3.10. Incremental vs. nonincremental data mining.

(new) knowledge is of low quality and cannot be improved by using other data mining methods.
The most obvious way to improve the incomplete data is to gather and record additional data,
such as new features and/or new objects. A discussion of missing values can be found in the next
section.
The term redundant data refers to a problem when there are two or more identical objects, or
two or more features that are strongly correlated. Redundant data (objects, one of the correlated
features) are thus removed to speed up the processing time. In some cases, however, redundant data
may reveal useful information, i.e., frequency of identical objects may provide useful information.
A special case of redundant data is irrelevant data, where some objects and/or features are
insignificant with respect to data analysis. For instance, we can expect that a patient’s name is
irrelevant with respect to his/her heart condition and thus can be removed. Redundant data can
be identified by feature selection and extraction algorithms (see Chapter 7).
3.4. Missing Values
Many data sets are plagued by the problem of missing values. These can result from incomplete
manual data entry, incorrect measurements, equipment errors, etc. Such values are usually denoted
by “NULL”, “∗ ” and “?” values. In some domains (as in medicine), it is common to encounter
data with a large percentage of missing values, even over 50% of all values. The methods for
dealing with these missing values can be divided into two categories:
– Removal of missing data. In this case the objects and/or features with missing values are
simply discarded. This approach is effective only when the removed features are not crucial
to the analysis, since the removal would than result in decreasing the information content of
the data. It is practical only when the data contain small amounts of missing values and when
analysis of the remaining complete data will not be biased by the removal. For example, in
distinguishing between sick and healthy heart patients, the removal of the blood pressure feature
will result in biasing the discovered knowledge towards other features, although obviously the
blood pressure feature is important.
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– Imputation (filling in) of missing data. Imputation is performed using a number of different
algorithms, which can be subdivided into single and multiple imputation methods. In singleimputation methods a missing value is imputed by a single value, while with multiple-imputation
methods, several likelihood- ordered choices for imputing the missing value are computed and
one “best” value is selected.
Two missing data imputation methods, the mean and the hot deck, are described next. In mean
imputation, the mean of the values of a feature that contains missing data is used to fill in the
missing values. For a symbolic (categorical) feature, a mode, which is the most frequent value,
is used instead of the mean. The algorithm imputes missing values for each attribute separately.
Mean imputation can be conditional or unconditional. The conditional mean method imputes
a mean value that depends on the values of the complete features for the incomplete object.
In hot deck imputation, for each object that contains missing values, the most similar object
is found, and the missing values are imputed from that object. If the most similar record also
contains missing values for the same features as in the original object, then the similar record
is discarded and another closest object is found. The procedure is repeated until all the missing
values are successfully imputed or the entire data set is searched. When no similar object with
the required values is found, the closest object with the minimum number of missing values is
chosen to impute the missing values. The similarity between objects is usually measured using
distance. One of the commonly used measures for both numerical and categorical values assumes
a distance of 0 between two corresponding features if both have the same value; otherwise,
the distance is 1. A distance of 1 is also assumed for a feature for which at least one object
has a missing value. The data set for heart clinic patients given in Table 3.1 can be used to
illustrate the working of the missing data methods (see Figure 3.11). An example conditional-mean
imputation rule could state that the mean value for the chest pain type feature is imputed only if
the diagnosis feature has the value absent; otherwise, a 2∗ mean value is imputed. Another popular
conditional-mean imputation rule constrains the computation of the mean value to a certain subset
of the objects: for instance, the imputed mean values of features for a given object might be
computed by using only objects with the same value of the diagnosis feature, i.e., absent or
present.
Several other more complex missing-data imputation methods can also be used. Some compute
the most probable value to replace the missing value based on information from the complete
portion of the data. An example is a regression imputation, which is performed by regression
of the missing values using complete values for a given object, e.g., missing value for the
cholesterol feature of object 3 would be computed by using a linear function of values for the
remaining numerical features, such as age, blood pressure, and chest pain type. Several regression
models can be used, including linear, logistic, polytomous, etc. Usually, the logistic regression
model is applied for binary features, linear regression for numerical continuous features, and
polytomous regression for discrete features (see Chapter 11 for information about regression
methods).
3.5. Noise
Noise in the data is defined as a value that is a random error or variance in a measured feature.
Depending on the amount in the data, noise it can be a substantial problem that can jeopardize the
knowledge discovery process. The influence of noise on the data can be prevented by imposing
constraints on features in order to detect anomalies when the data are entered. For instance, DBMS
usually provides means to define customized constrains for individual attributes. When noise is
already present, it can be removed by using one of the following methods: manual inspection
with the use of predefined constraints on feature values, binning, and clustering.
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Original data set with missing values
Object
Name
Age Sex
ID

Blood Cholesterol Chest Defect Diagnosis
pressure in mg/dl
pain
type
type
1
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
NULL
NULL NULL
NULL
2
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
331.2
1
normal
absent
3
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
NULL
4
fixed
present
4
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
407.5
NULL NULL
NULL
5
Anna White 56 female 120.0
45.0
2
normal
absent
Data set with removed objects with missing values
Object
Name
Age Sex
Blood Cholesterol Chest Defect Diagnosis
ID
pressure in mg/dl
pain
type
type
2
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
331.2
1
normal
absent
5
Anna White 56 female 120.0
45.0
2
normal
absent
Data set with removed features with missing values
Object
Name
Age Sex
Blood
ID
pressure
1
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
2
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
3
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
4
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
5
Anna White 56 female 120.0
Data set with missing values imputed using the mean imputation method
Object
Name
Age Sex
Blood Cholesterol Chest Defect Diagnosis
ID
pressure in mg/dl
pain
type
type
1
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
261.2
2
normal
absent
2
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
331.2
1
normal
absent
3
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
261.2
4
fixed
present
4
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
407.5
2
normal
absent
5
Anna White 56 female 120.0
45.0
2
normal
absent
The imputed values for the “cholesterol” feature equal (331.2+407.5+45)/3.
The imputed values for the “chest pain type” equal (1+4+2)/3 rounded to the nearest integer.
The imputed values for the “defect type” equal the most frequent value “normal”.
Data set with missing values imputed using the hot deck imputation
Object
Name
Age Sex
Blood Cholesterol Chest Defect Diagnosis
ID
pressure in mg/dl
pain
type
type
1
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
331.2
1
normal
absent
2
Konrad Black 31 male
130.0
331.2
1
normal
absent
3
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
407.5
4
fixed
present
4
Magda Doe 26 female 115.0
407.5
4
fixed
present
5
Anna White 56 female 120.0
45.0
2
normal
absent
The distance between objects 1 and 2 (object ID is not considered as a feature)
equals 0+0+0+0+1+1+1+1=4.
The distance between objects 1 and 3 equals 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=8.
The object most similar to object 3 that has a complete value for “cholesterol” is object 4 (distance 4).

Figure 3.11. Results of using missing-data handling methods for a data set describing heart clinic patients.

In manual inspection, the user checks feature values against predefined constraints and
manually removes (or changes into missing values) all values that do not satisfy these constraints.
For example, for object 5 in Figure 3.11, the cholesterol value is 45.0, which is outside the
predefined acceptable interval for this feature, namely, within [50.0, 600.0].
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Figure 3.12. Noise detection with use of clustering.

Binning first orders the values of the noisy feature and then replaces the values with a mean
or median value for the predefined bins. As an example, let us consider the cholesterol feature,
with its values 45.0, 261.2, 331.2, and 407.5. If the bin size equals two, two bins are created: bin1
with 45.0 and 261.2, and bin2 with 331.2 and 407.5. For bin1 the mean value is 153.1, and for
bin2 it is 369.4. Therefore the values 45.0 and 261.2 would be replaced with 153.1 and the values
331.2 and 407.5 with 369.4. Note that the two new values are within the acceptable interval.
Clustering finds groups of similar objects and simply removes (or changes into missing values)
all values that fall outside the clusters. For instance, clustering that uses the age and cholesterol
features from Figure 3.11 (in the data set with missing values imputed using the mean imputation)
is shown in Figure 3.12. See Chapter 9 for more information on clustering.

4. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we defined concepts related to data and data sets. We also covered various data
storage techniques and issues related to quality and quantity of data that are used for data mining
purposes. The most important topics discussed in this Chapter are the following:
– different data types, including numerical and symbolic values, which can be subdivided into
categorical (discrete), binary (dichotomous), nominal (polytomous), ordinal and continuous
– data are organized into rectangularly formatted tables called data sets, where rows represent
objects and columns represent features/attributes, which describe the objects
– data sets are stored as flat (rectangular) files and in other formats using databases and data
warehouses
– specialized data types, including transactional data, spatial data, hypertext, multimedia data,
temporal data, and the WWW
– important issues related to the data used in data mining including
– large quantities of data and the related problem of scalability of data mining methods
– dynamic data, which require the use of incremental data mining methods
– data quality problems, which include imprecision, incompleteness, redundancy missing
values, and noise
A tutorial-style article that introduces data types, their organization into data sets, and their relation
to DM can be found in [3]. Another good source for fundamental concepts concerning data types,
data sets and data quality and quantity issues is provided in [4], in particular Chapters 4, 6, and 14.
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There are three main repositories of flat file data sets from different domains, donated by data
mining practitioners:
– http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/ (Machine Learning repository)
– http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/ (Knowledge Discovery in Databases archive)
– http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/ (StatLib repository)
These sites provide free access to numerous data sets and are used mainly for benchmarking and
comparative purposes. Data sets are posted by the original authors along with results concerning
the data. One prominent example of data mining in specialized data is a prototype multimedia
data mining system called MultiMediaMiner [16].
The issues related to the quantity and quality of data used in data mining have been addressed in
numerous publications. A survey of the largest commercial databases was published in [15]. The
availability of huge data sets that can be extracted from these databases calls for the development
of scalable algorithms for data mining. A good overview of scalable algorithms is given in [2].
Data-quality research can be divided into two streams: data quality assessment and methods for
improving data quality. A method that combines subjective and objective assessments of data
quality and proposes practical data quality matrices was introduced in [7]. A framework for the
identification and analysis of data quality issues, covering management responsibilities, operation
and assurance costs, research and development, production, distribution, personnel management,
and legal function, is described in [14]. The second approach addresses data cleaning methods.
A methodology for data cleaning for relational data is reported in [5]. An important branch of
data cleaning is related to the handling of missing values. Traditional imputation methods for
missing values are based on statistical analysis and include simple algorithms such as mean and
hot deck imputation, as well as more complex methods including regression and the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm. The multiple imputations method was first described by Rubin
[8], while subsequent methods [6, 10] used Bayesian algorithms that perform multiple imputations using posterior predictive distribution of the missing data based on the complete data.
Another method imputes each incomplete attribute by cubic spline regression [1]. A detailed
description of multiple imputation algorithms can be found in [9, 12, 17], and a primer can be
found in [13].
There is significant industrial and academic interest in data cleaning research and development.
Several groups exist that aim to develop data cleaning solutions, including the following:
– The Data Cleaning group at Microsoft:
http://research.microsoft.com/dmx/DataCleaning
– The Data Quality group at AT&T:
http://www.dataquality-research.com
– The Total Data Quality Management group at MIT:
http://web.mit.edu/tdqm/www/ index.shtml
Finally, data security and privacy issues with a focus on HIPAA rules in the United States, Canada
and Europe are discussed in [11].
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5. Exercises
1. Discuss feature types and organization of data in the Adult, Mushrooms, and SPECT data sets
from the ML repository (http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/). Using this repository, find at least
three data sets that consist of only symbolic features, and another three that consists only of
numerical features. Finally, find the data set that includes the largest number of features.
2. Convert the data set from Table 3.1 into the transactional format (an example transactional
database is shown in Figure 3.8). Briefly describe how such a conversion could be performed.
Remember to use the appropriate vocabulary.
3. Considering the data given in Table 3.2, calculate the best partitioning of a data set containing
1,000,000 objects with respect to minimizing the total run time when applying the See5
algorithm to these subsets sequentially. The data set can be divided into two or more subsets,
where each subset size is limited to those listed in Table 3.2, i.e. 100,000, 200,000, …, 900,000,
that is, the data set can be partitioned into ten subsets of 100,000, one of 800,000 and one
of 200,000, or one of 800,000 and two 100,000. You must use the estimated run time values
from Table 3.2 and add an overhead of 1,000 seconds for the processing of each subset.
For example, division of the data set into ten 100,000 subsets gives a total run time of
10∗ 2 000 + 10∗ 1 000 = 30 000 seconds compared with 30 000 + 1 000 = 31 000 seconds
if the entire data set is used. Compute how many seconds can be saved by such sequential
processing.
4. Write a program that performs imputation of missing values using both the mean and
hot deck methods for the Water Treatment Plant data set from the ML repository
(http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/). After performing the imputation, discuss which imputation
method, in your opinion, gave better results based on a comparison between the two resulting
complete data sets.
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5. Investigate other methods (except manual, binning, and clustering) for dealing with noise in
the data sets. Find and briefly summarize two alternative methods. Write a one-page report that
includes links and references to the source of the information that you have used.
6. Briefly define and describe the data inconsistency problem. This data quality issue was not
described in this Chapter but may be important with respect to some data mining projects. You
report should be similar to the description of the data redundancy problem from this Chapter
and should include an example that is based on the heart clinic data set.

4
Concepts of Learning, Classification,
and Regression

In this Chapter, we introduce the main concepts and types of learning, classification, and
regression, as well as elaborate on generic properties of classifiers and regression models
(regressors) along with their architectures, learning, and assessment (performance evaluation)
mechanisms.

1. Introductory Comments
In data mining, we encounter a diversity of concepts that support the creation of models of data.
Here we elaborate in detail on learning, classification and regression as being the most dominant
categories of developments of a variety of models.
1.1. Main Modes of Learning from Data-Problem Formulation
To deal with huge databases, we first describe several fundamental ways to complete their analyses,
build underlying models, and deliver major findings. We present the fundamental approaches to
such analyses by distinguishing between supervised and unsupervised learning. We stress that
such a dichotomy is not the only taxonomy available since a number of interesting and useful
alternatives lie somewhere in-between the two thus forming a continuum of options that could be
utilized. The relevance and usefulness of such alternatives are described below.
1.2. Unsupervised Learning
The paradigm of unsupervised learning, quite often referred to as clustering involves a process that
automatically reveals (discovers) structure in data and does not involve any supervision. Given an
N -dimensional dataset X = x1  x2      xN , where each xk is characterized by a set of attributes,
we want to determine the structure of X, i.e., identify and describe groups (clusters) present
within it. To illustrate the essence of the problem and build some conceptual prerequisites, let us
consider the examples of two-dimensional data shown in Figure 4.1. What can we say about the
first one, shown in Figure 4.1(a)? Without any hesitation, we can distinguish three well-separated
spherical groups of points. These are the clusters expressing the structure in the data.
The clusters could also exhibit a very different geometry. For instance, in Figure 4.1(b), we see
two elongated structures and one ellipsoidal cluster. All the clusters are well separated and clearly
visible. In Figure 4.1(c), the structure is much less apparent; the clusters overlap significantly.
Perhaps the two that are close to each other could be considered to form a single cluster. In
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x2

x2

x1

x1

(a)

x2

(b)

x2

x1
(c)

(d)

x1

Figure 4.1. Examples of two-dimensional data (all in the two-dimensional feature space x1 − x2 ) and the
search for their structures: geometry of clusters and their distribution in the two-dimensional data space.

Figure 4.1(d), the shapes are even more complicated: a horseshoe exhibits far higher geometric
complexity than the two remaining spherical clusters.
The practicality of clustering is enormous. In essence, we perform clustering almost everywhere.
Clusters form aggregates or, to put it differently, build an abstraction of the dataset. Rather than
dealing with millions of data points, we focus on a few clusters and doing so is evidently very
convenient. Note, however, that clusters do not have a numeric character; instead we perceive
“clouds” of data and afterwards operate on such structures. Hopefully, each cluster comes with
well-defined semantics that capture some dominant and distinguishable parts of the data. Consider,
for instance, a collection of transactions in a supermarket; the data sets generated daily are
enormous. What could we learn from them? Who are the customers? Are there any clusters –
segments of the market we should learn about and study for the purpose of an advertising
campaign? Discovering these segments takes place through clustering. A concise description of
the clusters leads to an understanding of structure within the collection of customers. Obviously,
these data are highly dimensional and involve a significant number of features that describe the
customers. A seamless visual inspection of data (as we have already seen in the case of examples
in Figure 4.1) is not feasible. We need a powerful “computer eye” that will help us to explore the
structure in any space even highly-dimensional one. Clustering delivers an algorithmic solution
to this problem.
In spite of the evident diversity of clustering mechanisms and their algorithmic underpinnings,
the underlying principle of grouping is evident and quite intuitive. We look for the closest data
points and put them together. The clusters start to grow as we expand them by bringing more
points together. This stepwise formation of clusters is the crux of hierarchical clustering. We
could look at some centers (prototypes) and request that the data points be split so that the given
distance function assumes its lowest value (i.e., their similarity or dissimilarity is highest).
Here we note that all strategies rely heavily on the concept of similarity or distance between
the data. Data that are close to each other are likely to be assigned to the same cluster. Distance
impacts clustering in the sense that it predefines a character of the “computer eye” we use when
searching for structure. Let us briefly recall that for any elements – patterns x y z (treated formally
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as vectors) the distance function (metric) is a function producing a nonnegative numeric value
d(x y) such that the following straightforward conditions are met:
(a) dx x = 0
(b) dx y = dy x symmetry
(c) dx z + dz y ≥ dx y triangle inequality
While the above requirements are very general, there are a number of commonly encountered
ways in which distances are described. One frequently used class of distances is known as the
Minkowski distance (which includes Euclidean, Manhattan, and Tchebyshev as special cases).
Examples of selected distances are given below with and their pertinent plots shown in Figure 4.2.
We should note that while the distances here concern vectors of numeric values, they could be
defined for nonnumeric descriptors of the patterns as well.
dx y =

Hamming distance 

n


xi − yi 

(1)

i=1


dx y =

Euclidean distance 

n


xi − yi 2

(2)

dx y = maxi xi − yi 

(3)

i=1

Tchebyschev distance 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2. Graphic visualization of distances: equidistant regions: (a) Hamming, (b) Euclidean, and
(c) Tchebyshev. Shown are a three-dimensional plot and the two-dimensional contour plots with the distances
computed between x and the origin, d(x,0).
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The graphic illustration of distances is quite revealing and deserves attention. Each distance comes
with its own geometry. The Euclidean distance imposes spherical shapes of equidistant regions.
The Hamming distance imposes diamond – like geometry, while the Tchebyschev distance forms
hyper – squares. The weighted versions affect the original shape. For the weighted Euclidean,
we arrive at ellipsoidal shapes. The Tchebyschev distance leads to hyperboxes whose sides are
of different length. It is easy to see that the use of a certain distance function in expressing the
closeness of the patterns implies which patterns will be treated as closest neighbors and candidates
for belonging to the same cluster. If we are concerned with, say, the Euclidean distance, the search
for the structure leads to the discovery of spherical shapes. This means that the method becomes
predisposed towards searching for such geometric shapes in the structure.
Clustering methods are described in Chapter 9, while another class of unsupervised learning
methods, namely, association rules, is described in Chapter 10.
1.3. Supervised Learning
Supervised learning is at the other end of the spectrum from unsupervised learning in the existing
diversity of learning schemes. In unsupervised learning, we are provided with data and requested
to discover its structure.
In supervised learning, the situation is very different. We are given a collection of data (patterns)
and their characterization, which can be expressed in the form of some discrete labels (in which
case we have a classification problem) or some values of auxiliary continuous variables. In which
case we are faced with a regression problem or an approximation problem. In classification
problems, each data point xk comes with a certain class label, say k , where the values of k
come from a small set of integers k ∈ 1 2     c, where “c” stands for a number of classes.
Some examples of two-dimensional classification data are shown in Figure 4.3. The objective
here is to build a classifier that is a construct of a function , called a classifier, that generates a
class label as its output, xk  = k .
The geometry of the classification problem depends on the distribution of classes. Depending
upon the distribution, we can design linear or nonlinear classifiers. Several examples of such

Φ (x)

Φ (x)

(b)

(a)

Φ (x)

(c)

Figure 4.3. Examples of classification problems in a two-dimensional space: (a) linear classifier,
(b) piecewise linear classifier, (c) nonlinear classifier. Two classes of patterns are denoted by black and
white dots, respectively.
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classifiers are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The geometry of the classifiers is reflective of the distribution of the data. Here we emphasize the fact that the nonlinearity of the classifier depends upon
the geometry of the data. Likewise, the patterns belonging to the same class could be distributed
in several disjoint regions of X.
1.4. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is a learning paradigm positioned between unsupervised and supervised
learning. In unsupervised learning, there is no guidance as to the assignment of patterns to classes.
In supervised learning, class assignment is known. In reinforcement learning, we are offered less
detailed information (the supervision mechanism) than that encountered in supervised learning.
This information (guidance) comes in the form of some reinforcement (the reinforcement signal).
For instance, given “c” classes, the reinforcement signal r(w) could be binary in its nature:

1
if class label is even
rw =
−1 otherwise

2

4    

(4)

See also Figure 4.4. When used to supervise development of the classifier, reinforcement offers a
fairly limited level of supervision. For instance, we do not “tell” the classifier to which class the
pattern belongs but only distinguish between the two super – categories that are composed of odd
and even numbers of class labels. Nevertheless, this information provides more guidance than no
labeling at all. In the continuous problem (regression), reinforcement results from the discretization
of the original continuous target value. Another situation arises when detailed supervision over
time is replaced by the mean values regarded as its aggregates – a certain reinforcement signal,
as shown in Figure 4.4(c).
In a nutshell, reinforcement learning is guided by signals that could be sought as an aggregation
(generalization) of the more detailed supervision signals used in “standard” supervised learning.
The emergence of this type of learning could be motivated by scarcity of available supervision,
which in turn that could have been dictated by economical factors (less supervision effort).

r (z)

classifier

Regression
model

r (z)

(b)

(a)

Reinforcement
model

r (z)

(c)

Figure 4.4. Examples of reinforcement signals: (a) classification provides only partial guidance by combining
several classes together as exemplified by (4), and (b) regression offers a threshold version of the continuous
target signal, (c) reinforcement supervision involves aggregates (mean value) over time.
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1.5. Learning with Knowledge Hints and Semi-supervised Learning
Supervised and unsupervised learning are two extremes and reinforcement learning is an aggregate
positioned in-between them. However, a number of other interesting options exist that fall under
the umbrella of what could generally be called learning with knowledge-based hints. These
options reflect practice: rarely are we provided with complete knowledge and rarely do we
approach a problem with no domain knowledge. Both these cases are quite impractical. Noting
this point, we now discuss several possibilities in which domain knowledge comes into the
picture.
In a large dataset X, we have a small portion of labeled patterns that lead to the notion of
clustering with partial supervision, see Figure 4.5.
These labeled patterns in an ocean of data form some “anchor” points that help us
navigate the process of determining (discovering) clusters. The search space and the number
of viable structures in the data are thus reduced, simplifying and focusing the overall search
process.
The format in which partial supervision directly encapsulates available knowledge could be
present in numerous situations in data mining. Imagine a huge database of handwritten characters
(e.g., digits and letters used in postal codes). Typically there will be millions of characters (digits
and letters). A very small fraction of these are labeled by an expert, who chooses some handwritten
characters (maybe those that are difficult to decipher) and labels them. In this way, we produce
a small labeled dataset.
Knowledge hints come in different formats. Envision a huge collection of digital pictures. In
this dataset we have some pairs of data (patterns) whose proximity has been quantified by an
expert or user (see Figure 4.6). These proximity hints, are a useful element of supervision during
data clustering or in this case when organizing a digital photo album.
We note that knowledge hints of this nature are very different from those we had in partial
supervision. The striking difference is this: in the case of clustering with partial supervision, we
assume that the number of clusters is equal to the number of classes and that this number is known.
This assumption could be true in many instances; for example when dealing with handwritten
characters. In proximity-based clustering, however we do not specify the number of clusters, and
in this sense the format of the hints is far more general. In a photo album, the number of clusters
is obviously unknown. Thus the use of proximity-based hints under these circumstances is fully
justifiable.

labeled patterns

Figure 4.5. Clustering with partial supervision–the highlighted patterns come with class labeling.
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Proximity = μ

Figure 4.6. Clustering with proximity hints-selected pairs of data are assigned some degree of proximity
(closeness).

2. Classification
2.1. Problem Formulation
In the previous section, we introduced the concept of classification. Classifiers are constructs
(algorithms) that discriminate between classes of patterns. Depending upon the number of classes
in the problem, we may encounter two-class or many-class classifiers. The design of a classifier
depends upon the character of the data, the number of classes, the learning algorithm and the
validation procedures. Let us recall that the development of the classifier gives rise to the
mapping  
X→

1

c

2    

(5)

that maps any pattern x in X to one of the labels (classes). In practice, both linear and nonlinear
mapping require careful quality assessment. Building classifiers requires prudent use of data so
that we reach a sound balance between accuracy and the generalization abilities of the constructed
classifier. This goal calls for the arrangement of data into training and testing subsets and for the
running training procedures in some mode. The remainder of this section covers these topics.
2.2. Two- and Many-class Classification Problems
Classification tasks involve two or more classes. This taxonomy is quite instructive as it reveals
several ways to form classifier architectures and to organize them into a certain topology. In the
simplest case, let us consider two classes of data (patterns). Here the classifier (denoted by )
generates a single output whose value depends on the class to which the given pattern is assigned
as shown in Figure 4.7.

y
x

classifier

ω1

ω2

a
ω1

ω2

0
ω1

ω2

b

1

y

y

y
(a)

0
(b)

Figure 4.7. (a) a two-class classifier; (b) some alternative ways to code its single output (y) to represent
two classes in the problem.
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Since there are two classes, their coding could be realized in several ways. As shown, a given
range of real numbers could be split into two intervals, Figure 4.7(b). In particular, if we use the
range [0,1], the coding could assume the following form:
0 ½ if the pattern belongs to class

1

½ 1 if the pattern belongs to class

2

(6)

In another typical coding alternative, we use the entire real space, and the coding assumes the
form:
x < 0 if x belongs to

1

x ≥ 0 if x belongs to

2

(7)

We will come back to this classification rule when we discuss the main classifier architectures.
The multiclass problem can be handled in two different ways. An intuitive way to build a
classifier is to consider all classes together and to create a classifier with “c” outputs, where the
class to which x belongs to is assigned by identifying the output for which it attains the maximal
value. We express this option in the form:
i0 = arg max y1  y2      yc 
where y1  y2      yc are the outputs of the classifier (see Figure 4.8).
The other general approach is to split the c-class problem into a subset of two-class problems.
In each, we consider one class, say 1 , with the other class composed of all the patterns that do
not belong to 1 . In this case, we come up with a dichotomy:
1 x

≥ 0 if x belongs to

1

1 x < 0 if x does not belong to

1

(8)

(here the index in the classifier formula pertains to the class label).
In the same way, we can design a two-class classifier for 2 , 3 ,   , c . When used, these
classifiers are invoked by some pattern x and return decisions about class assignment (see
Figure 4.9).
If only one classifier generates a nonnegative value, the assignment of the class is obvious.
There are two other possible outcomes, however: (a) several classifiers identify the pattern as
belonging to a specific class, in which case we have a conflicting situation that needs to be
resolved, or (b) no classifier issued a classification decision, in which case the class assignment
of the pattern becomes undefined. An example of the resulting geometry of the two-class linear
classifiers is shown in Figure 4.9.
Below, we discuss the main categories of classifiers i.e., elaborate on various forms of the
classifier (viz. function ) being used to realize discrimination.

y1
classifier
x

y2
yc

Figure 4.8. A single-level c-output classifier

x.
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ω1
conflict

not ω1

ω1

ω2
lack of
decision

ω2

not ω2

Figure 4.9. Two-class linear classifiers and their classification decisions. Note the regions of conflict and
lack of decision.

2.3. Classification and Regression: A General Taxonomy
As we have noted, the essence of classification is to assign a new pattern to one of the classes
when the number of classes is usually quite low. We usually make a clear distinction between
classification and regression. In regression, we encounter a continuous output variable and our
objective is to build a model (regressor) so that a certain approximation error is minimized. More
formally, consider a data set formed by some pairs of input-output data xk  yk , k = 1 2     N ,
where now yk ∈ R. The regression model (regressor) comes in the form of some mapping F(x)
such that for any xk we obtain Fxk  ≈ yk . As illustrated in Figure 4.10, the regression model
attempts to “capture” most of the data by passing through the area of the highest density of data.
The quality of the model depends on the nature of the data (including their dispersion) and its
functional form. Several cases are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
Regression becomes a standard model when revealing dependencies between input and output
variables. For instance, one might be interested in finding a meaningful relationship between the
spending of customers and their income, marital status, job, etc.
One could treat classification as a discrete version of the regression problem. Simply discretize
the continuous output variable existing in the regression problem and treat each discrete value as
a class label.
As we will see in the ensuing discussion, the arguments, architectures, and algorithms pertaining
to classification models are also relevant when discussing and solving regression problems.
2.4. Main Categories of Classifiers and Selected Architectures
The diversity of classifiers is amazing. It is motivated by the geometry of the classification
problems, the ensuing approaches to design, and complexity of the problem at hand. The reader
may have been exposed to names like linear classifier, decision trees, neural networks, k-nearest
neighbor, polynomial classifier, and the alike. The taxonomy of classifiers could be presented in
several ways depending on which development facet we decide to focus. In the ensuing discussion,
we concentrate on two different viewpoints.
2.4.1. Explicit and Implicit Characterization of the Classifier
The distinction made here is concerned with the form in which the classifier arises. It could be
described as some function, say, x, where
could be quite complex yet described in an
explicit manner. In other words, could be a linear function, a quadratic relationship, some high
order polynomial, etc. Implicit characterization of a classifier takes place when we do not have
a formula but rather the classifier is described in some graphic form, such as a decision tree,
a nearest neighbor classifier, or a cognitive map. To illustrate this point, let us concentrate on
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y

y

x

x

(a)

(b)

y

x

(c)

Figure 4.10. Examples of regression models with single input and single output and their relationships
with data: (a) linearly distributed data with a very limited dispersion – a an excellent fit offered by some
linear model; (b) linearly distributed data with significant dispersion; no model could result in acceptable
fit; (c) nonlinearly distributed data well captured by the corresponding nonlinear model yet leading to poor
performance of any linear model.

the first two of these. The nearest neighbor classifier is perhaps one of the simplest (yet quite
powerful) classification mechanisms. Given a collection of labeled data (we could refer to these
as reference patterns), the new data x is classified on a basis of the distance between it and other
labeled data. We are tempted to classify x in the same class as its closest labeled neighbor (see
Figure 4.11). Because of its evident simplicity and intuitive appeal, this classification principle is
very attractive.

Figure 4.11. The principle of the nearest neighbor (NN) classifier; the dark point to be classified on the
basis of distances computed from some labeled patterns (empty points).
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Formally, we write the classification rule in the following form:
L = arg mink x − xk  class of x is the same as the class to which xL belongs
where the minimum is taken over all data; here k ranges across the set of labeled data. There are
also some variations to this generic rule in which we consider several (K) closest neighbors of x.
In this case we talk about a K-nearest neighbor classification rule. We consider K to be a small
odd number, say, 3, 5, and 7. Choosing more than one neighbor helps to increase our confidence
in the classification (labeling) of the new data point. What has to be stressed, though, is that
the distance in the above classification rule plays a pivotal role since it quantifies the concept of
the nearest neighbor. Depending on our choice of distance, we encounter different classification
boundaries for each classifier (viz. the boundaries of the region where each point is closer to the
given reference point in comparison with the others); in essence the region consists of all elements
of the space where the classification rule for the xL th pattern applies. The concept is illustrated
in Figure 4.12. Consider three labeled data points in a two-dimensional space. The regions of
“attraction” (where the points are found to be the closest to the given labeled data) determine the
classification (decision) boundaries. As shown in the Figure, they depend on the distance being
accepted in the determination of the closest neighbor.
The concept of decision trees reflects a sequential process of forming piecewise decision
boundaries. The tree involves a series of decision blocks that offer a series of splits of the variables.
By directly traversing the tree, we come up with the classification decision. Several illustrative
examples of decision trees concerning two variables with several split points are provided in
Figure 4.13.
The classifiers given in an explicit functional form give rise to a general taxonomy that reflect
the character of the decision boundary being captured by the function.
2.4.2. Linear and Nonlinear Classifiers
This very general view describes classifiers in terms of the properties of the underlying mapping.
The linear classifier is governed by the following expression:
x = w0 + w1 x1 + w2 x2 +    + wn xn

(9)

where w0  w1  w2      wn are the parameters of the classifier. Since x is a linear relationship
of the inputs, we call this construct a linear classifier. The classification boundary is determined
by the values of its parameters. Given the linear dependency captured by (9), the classification
boundary is a line, plane or a hyperplane (which one depends upon the dimensionality of the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.12. Classification boundaries implied by different distance functions used in the nearest neighbor
rule : (a) Hamming; (b) Euclidean; (c) Tchebyschev.
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x1 < a

no

b

yes
x2 > b
yes

no

class-1

x1
a
class-1

class-2

class-1
class-2

Figure 4.13. Example of (a) a decision tree and (b) its ensuing decision boundaries. Note the series of
guillotine cuts (dashed line) parallel to the coordinates. There are two classes of patterns.

problem). The plot of the characteristics of the classifier in the two-dimensional case is shown in
Figure 4.14. It becomes apparent that such classifiers produce good results when data (classes)
are linearly separable. Otherwise, as shown in Figure 4.14, we always end up with a nonzero
classification error.
The linear classifier can be conveniently described in a compact form by introducing the
following vector notation:
x = wT x∼

(10)

where w = w0 w1    wn T and x∼ = 1x1 x2    xn .
Note that x∼ is defined in an extended input space that is x∼ = 1 x T . To emphasize the fact that
the classifier comes with some parameters, we use them in the characterization of the classifier
by writing it in the form x w. To cope with any nonlinear character of the classification
boundary, we introduce nonlinear classifiers. Here the number of alternative approaches is very
high. One interesting category of such classifiers is formed by polynomial functions. We can then
talk about quadratic, cubic, and higher-order polynomials. For instance, the quadratic form reads
as follows:
x =w0 + w1 x1 + w2 x2 +    + wn xn +
+ wn+1 x12 + wn+2 x22 +    + w2n xn2 +
+ w2n+1 x1 x2 +    

Figure 4.14. Classification boundary of the linear classifier

x1  x2  = 07 + 13x1 − 25x2 .

(11)
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Figure 4.15. An example of nonlinear boundaries produced by the quadratic classifier;
06x12 − 2∗ x22 + 4x1 x2 + 15x1 − 16x2 .
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x1  x2  = 01 +

Thus, in addition to the linear part, we have quadratic terms and a series of bilinear components
in which we have products of all combinations of the variables. Here the number of parameters
is far higher than in the case of a linear classifier. This increased complexity is the price we
pay for enhanced functionality of the classifier. The higher-order polynomials help us deal with
the nonlinear classification boundaries, but at significant expense to the architectural complexity,
Figure 4.15.
2.5. Learning Algorithms
As stressed above, the role of a classifier is to discriminate between classes of data. The
discrimination happens through the use of a certain classification boundary, realized by the
classifier. The form of the classifier depends not only on the nature of the classifier (linear
or nonlinear) but also on the values of its parameters. We observed quite vividly that by
changing the parameters of a linear classifier, we affect the position of the resulting hyperplane that forms the classification boundary. The changes in parameters have translated into the
rotation and translation of the hyperplane. By changing the location of the decision boundary,
we affect the quality of the classifier and minimize the resulting classification error. The
minimization of this error through optimization of the parameters of the classifier is achieved
through learning. In other words, we could view learning as a process of optimizing the
classifier. While we will discuss the nature of performance and its evaluation later on, it is
instructive to look into the linear classifier and emphasize how the optimization is defined
and what this process entails. Alluding to the fundamental requirement of the “ideal” (viz.
zero-error) classifier, the process translates into the satisfaction of the following system of
inequalities:
xk  ≥ 0 for xk ∈

1

and

xk  < 0 for xk ∈

(12)

2

which is equivalent to the system
xk  ≥ 0 for xk ∈

1

and − xk  > 0 for xk ∈

2

(13)

(note that we have multiplied the second set of the constraints by –1). We also observe that the
optimization boils down to the determination of the line parameters for which the above system
of inequalities is satisfied.
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Likewise, we can think of a general formulation in which we consider a certain performance
of the classifier, say Q, whose value depends upon the values of the parameters of the classifier.
Depending upon the form of the classifier, the optimization could be carried out in a closedloop format or in an iterative fashion. This choice very much depends upon the formulas of the
classifier. If the classifier is a linear function of its parameters and Q is differentiable, we could
arrive at a closed-type formula. A solution of this nature may lead to the global minimum of
the performance index. Note, that even polynomial classifiers (such as those described by (11))
are linear with respect to their parameters and as such could be optimized through the use of
some closed-type formula. If the problem is indeed nonlinear, some optimization techniques are
essential, including gradient-based techniques, evolutionary optimization, and others.

2.5.1. Performance Assessment: Basic Classification Rates and Loss Functions
The performance index of the classifier that we used in the previous section was treated in a
somewhat general manner. We switch now to its detailed specification and show different ways
of forming it depending upon the nature of the problem at hand. In one possible scenario, the
performance of the classifier can be expressed (estimated) by counting the number of misclassified
patterns. For any pattern, when we encounter class i while the classifier issues, a decision
about some other class j where i = j, we regard this to be an error and increment some error
counter. Checking this condition for each pattern, we finally obtain a total count which determines
performance of the classifier. The higher the value of this count, the higher the error and the
lower the performance of the classifier. Ideally, we can have zero value of this counter. In this
case, the way in which we counted the error was very simple, yet it did not take into consideration
the specificity of the problem. We viewed each error to be the same – an assumption that could
be an obvious oversimplification of the problem. It could well be (and is usually the case) that
misclassifying patterns produces different consequences that could be associated with different
costs. Say we have two classes in some inspection problem, 1 and 2 . 1 stands for good parts,
while 2 denotes faulty ones. If we misclassify the pattern that actually belongs to 1 and classify
it as 2 , then the consequences of this misclassification could be quite different. In the first case,
in which L 1  2  denotes losses encountered when we classify as a faulty part  2  as the good
one  1 , the costs could be quite high (testing and replacement costs when the part get used in the
systems). However the losses we are faced with when classifying as a good part  1  as a faulty
one  2  might be far lower (we discard the part but do not face troubleshooting and replacement
afterwards); let us denote the losses by L 2  1 . Obviously, the losses when the classification
decision is correct are equal zero. We note an evident asymmetry: L 1  2  = L 2  1 . All of
four these situations are visualized in Figure 4.16.

classifier

ω1
ω1

ω2

ω2
L (ω1, ω2)

L (ω2, ω1)

Figure 4.16. Classification results. Four possible situations are shown, of which two lead to the classification
error.
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The overall performance index we use to measure the quality of the classifier can be expressed
in the following form for the k-th data
⎧
⎪
⎨L 1  2  if xk was misclassified as belonging to 1
(14)
exk  = L 2  1  if xk was misclassified as belonging to 2
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise
We sum up the above expressions over all data to compute a cumulative error
Q=



exk 

(15)

k=1

A detailed discussion of performance assessment is given in Chapter 15.
2.6. Generalization Abilities of Classification and Regression Models
2.6.1. Generalization Abilities
So far we have focused on architectures and the learning of the classifiers, and we have shown
how to assess classifier performance. Performance, like classification error, is computed with the
same data that have been used for its design. Consequently, the results could be overly optimistic.
A classifier is intended to be used on new, unseen, data. It is crucial to gain some sense of its
anticipated classification rate in such cases. Performance is linked with the ability of the classifier
to generalize. We refer to this important property of the classifier as its generalization ability.
High generalization stipulates that the classifier can perform well in a broad range of situations
(new data). This feature is highly desirable and practically relevant given the future use of the
classifier. This means to achieve high generalization abilities of the classifier relates directly to
ways of using the available data in the overall design process.
2.6.2. Dealing with Experimental Data: Training, Validation, and Testing Sets
A classifier that is being trained and evaluated on one dataset produces overly optimistic results that
could lead to catastrophic behavior of the classifier in practice. To achieve some confidence, the
development of the classifier must be based on prudent utilization of the data. This approach helps
quantify expectations about the future performance of the classifier on unseen data. Typically, the
data are split into three disjoint subsets:
• training data
• validation data, and
• testing data
Each of these subsets plays a different role in the design process. The training data set is
essentially used to complete the training (learning) of the classifier. In particular, all optimization
activities are guided by the performance index and its changes as reported on the basis of the
training data. The validation set is particularly relevant when we are concerned with the structural
optimization of the classifier. Suppose we can adjust the order of the classifier polynomial. The
noticeable tendency is that with increased order, the accuracy (approximation abilities) of the
classifier increases. Since we want to minimize error, we could make the classifier overly complex.
The validation set is essential in avoiding this pitfall. Even though performance on the training
set could be steadily improving, the classification accuracy reported from the validation set could
indicate a different tendency and point to a structure that is not excessive. Likewise, we can use
the validation set to monitor the learning process, particularly if this process relies on some form
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validation set

training set
order of polynomial

Performance index

(a)

validation set
training set
number of iterations

(b)
Figure 4.17. Example performance of a polynomial classifier on the training and validation sets; (a)
monitoring structural complexity- identification of the preferred order of the polynomial; (b) monitoring the
learning process – avoidance of overtraining.

of gradient-based optimization that usually involves a number of iterations. Finally, the testing
set is used to evaluate the classifier design in the same manner. The plots shown in Figure 4.17
show typical examples of performance as reported for the training and validation sets.
The division of the data into three subsets could be done in many different ways. There
could be different protocols for building the classifier, using which we could quantify its future
performance on unseen patterns. A detailed discussion is given in Chapter 15.
2.6.3. Approximation, Generalization, and Memorization
In general, we note an interesting tradeoff in the performance of the same classifier reported from
training and testing data. Excellent performance of the classifier on the training set quite often
results in relative poor performance on the testing set. This effect is referred to as memorization.

Figure 4.18. Approximation and generalization abilities of the classifier at the learning phase, the nonlinear
classifier produced a zero classification error through building a more complex boundary; however, its
generalization abilities deteriorated.
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The classifier in this case has high approximation abilities but low generalization power. It cannot
easily and efficiently move beyond the data it was trained on and fails on the unseen (testing)
data. We are thus faced with the approximation-generalization dilemma which is no trivial and
requires careful attention during the development phase. During its training, the classifier has
almost memorized all data but has failed to acquire any generalization abilities. Noisy data, if
exist, gets incorporated into the classifier and afterwards may create a highly detrimental effect on
future classifier efficiency and contribute to a low classification rate. To illustrate this effect, let
us refer to Figure 4.18. Note that the two classes are almost linearly separable, with the exception
of three patterns that seem to be more like outliers. If these are to be accommodated, the resulting
classifier needs to be nonlinear, as displayed in the Figure. The generalization abilities could
be quite detrimental to the formation of classification boundaries. We say that the classifier has
memorized all data but lost its generalization capabilities.

3. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
The fundamental concepts of classification, the mechanisms of classification and regression
and general architectures form the backbone of the paradigm of pattern recognition. This
framework is essential in casting a broad category of problems in a general framework with a
well-supported methodology and algorithms. The distinction between several modes of learning
is crucial from the practical standpoint: it helps address the needs of the problem and effectively
utilizes all domain knowledge available within the context of the task at hand. It is also worth
stressing that a significant number of learning modes are spread between purely supervised and
unsupervised learning.
Supervised and unsupervised learning has been intensively studied in the framework of pattern
recognition; the reader may refer here to [3, 4, 5, 14] (supervised learning) and [1, 2, 8, 11]
(unsupervised learning). Classic references concerning statistical pattern recognition include
[7, 9, 14]. Various parameter estimation problems can be discussed and studied in the context of
system identification [12, 13] and signal processing [10].
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4. Exercises
1. The Hamming distance is used to design robust classifiers-that is, classifiers whose
construction is not affected by outliers. Explain why.
Hint: Plot a one-dimensional distance d(x,0) for the Hamming distance and compare it with
the plot of the Euclidean distance. Compare these two curves and elaborate on how they
change with respect to changes in x. Which one changes more rapidly for larger values of x?
2. Plot the classification boundary of the classifier for two classes, where the discriminant
function is described in the form
x1  x2  = 65 + 05x1 − 09x2 + 01x1 x2
Do the patterns (1.2, 7.5) and (10.4, −150) belong to the same class? Justify your answer.
3. What would you identify as the main drawback of the nearest neighbor classifier?
4. Think of some possible way to introduce mechanisms of supervision in the following
problems.(a) records of patients, (b) collection of integrated circuits, (c) collection of movies.
Justify your choice of the pertinent mechanism.
5. It is known that the number of clusters is crucial in unsupervised learning. Consider that the
number of “true” clusters is equal to “c”. Discuss what happens if you go for the smaller
number of clusters and the larger number of clusters.
6. The Minkowski distance d(x,y) is defined in the form

dx y =

m

n


xi − yi m

i=1

m > 0. Plot this distance in the two-dimensional case for several values of m. In particular,
select values of m equal to 1, 2, and 20. What do you notice about the geometry of the
equidistant curves?
7. A two-class problem comes with the following distribution of data. What type of classifier
would you suggest here? Justify your choice.

8. Give some everyday examples for which you could use clustering. What would be the objective
of its use?
9. It is evident that regression can be realized in the form of linear and nonlinear relationships.
Pick one everyday example and elaborate on the choice of the form of the model. What would
be your preference? Justify your choice.
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10. The decision tree for a two-class problem is shown below. Write down the expressions
describing its boundaries and sketch them. The variables x1 and x2 assume nonnegative
values.

no

yes
x1 + x2 < 10

yes

ω2

no
x1 + x2 > 4

ω1

ω2

5
Knowledge Representation

In this Chapter, we discuss several categories of the fundamental models of knowledge
representation. We also describe some generic schemes of data representation and their essential
features.
Organizing available domain knowledge, as well as dealing with the knowledge acquired
through data mining, could be realized in many different ways. The organization of knowledge is
fundamental to all pursuits of data mining and impacts their effectiveness, accuracy of findings,
and interpretability of results.

1. Data Representation and their Categories: General Insights
The data available for data mining purposes are highly diversified. It is instructive to elaborate on
their main categories since these directly affect the character of the generic schemes of knowledge
representation used in data mining. There are several categories of data types (data variables) as
shown in Figure 5.1 and described below.
Continuous quantitative data. These data concern continuous variables, such as pressure,
temperature, height, etc., Figure 5.1(a). They occur very often in relationship to physical
phenomena as these data naturally generate such continuous variables.
Qualitative data. They typically assume some limited number of values. For which either a
linear organization which could be established (ordinal qualitative data) or no such order could
be formed (nominal qualitative data). For instance, when quantifying academic qualifications
we can enumerate successive levels of education starting from junior high and high school and
finishing with graduate school as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). Qualitative data could also be the
result of a transformation of original continuous quantitative data, subject to some generalization.
As an example, consider temperature. This continuous quantitative variable can be granulated
(abstracted) by defining several labels such as low, medium, and high. These could ordered by
noting that low  medium  high where  denotes a certain intuitively appealing ordering of
the labels. We will return to this issue later on in the context of information granulation and
information granules. Some qualitative data are nominal, for which no specific order could be
established (that makes sense). An example is the enumeration of various types of employment,
refer to Figure 5.1(c).
Structured data. These data become more complex as we build a hierarchy of specialized
concepts; an example shown in Figure 5.2 illustrates the case where the general concept of
vehicles forms a hierarchy of more specialized and sometimes nested subconcepts. This process
gives rise to tree structures whose nodes represent the values encountered in the problem while
the links (edges) indicate relationships between them. Another example, structure of colors, as
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pressure
[kPa]
(a)

junior
high

high
school

undergraduate

graduate

(b)
self-employed
federal
government
employee
provincial
government
employee

social
assistance
(c)

Figure 5.1. Examples of quantitative and qualitative data as described in the text: (a) continuous quantitative;
(b) ordinal qualitative; (c) nominal qualitative.
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van
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truck

Figure 5.2. Examples of structured data showing their hierarchical organization.
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Figure 5.3. An example of a lattice of colors as perceived by a human observer.
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perceived by a human observer, forms a lattice structure. This means that we encounter some
extreme elements (viz. maximal and minimal); here those will be white and black. However,
not all colors can be ordered in a linear fashion. To be more specific, along each edge of the
structure shown in Figure 5.3, the colors could be organized with respect to their intensity (light…
dark) and their position in the spectrum (yellow, green, red, etc.). Those located on different
edges of the graph are not comparable from the standpoint of our intuitive perception of colors
(see Figure 5.3).

2. Categories of Knowledge Representation
We now consider the main categories of knowledge representation schemes such as rules,
graphs, and networks.
2.1. Rules
In their most generic format, rules are conditional statements of the form
IF condition THEN conclusion (action)

(1)

where the condition and conclusion are descriptors of pieces of knowledge about the domain,
while the rule itself expresses the relationship between these descriptors. namely, For instance, the
rule “IF the temperature is high THEN the electricity demand is high” captures a piece of domain
knowledge that is essential to planning the activities of an electric company. Notably, rules of
this sort are quite qualitative yet highly expressive. We are perhaps not so much concerned with
detailed numeric quantification of the descriptors occurring in such rules since we appreciate that
the rule exhibits an interesting relationship that is pertinent to the problem. We note that both
the condition and the conclusion are formed as information granules-conceptual entities that are
semantically sound abstractions. The operational context within which information granules are
formalized and used can be established by considering any of the available formal frameworks
such as sets, fuzzy sets, and rough sets.
In practice, domain knowledge is typically structured into a family of rules, with each of these
assuming the same format or a similar format, e.g.,
IF condition is Ai

THEN conclusion is Bi

(2)

where Ai and Bi are information granules. The rules articulate a collection of meaningful
relationships existing within the problem.
We may envision more complex rules whose left-hand side may include several conditions of
the form
IF condition1 and condition2 and     and conditionn THEN conclusion

(3)

with multidimensional input space composed as a Cartesian product of the input variables. Note
that the individual conditions are aggregated together by the and logic connective. Rules give rise
to the highly modular form of a granular model, and expansion of the model requires addition of
some new rules while the existing ones are left intact.
There are two important points regarding the development of this form of knowledge representation. First, information granules can be expressed within various formal frameworks. Second,
rules exhibit various architecture and a richness of possible extensions.
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2.1.1. Gradual Rules
In gradual (graded) rules, rather than expressing an association between condition and conclusion,
we capture the trend within information granules and hence the condition and conclusion parts
will each contain a term referring to that trend. For instance, the gradual rules rules of the form:
“the higher the values of the condition, the higher the values of the conclusion”

(4)

“the lower the values of the condition, the higher the values of the conclusion”

(5)

or

represent knowledge about the relationships between changes in the condition and the conclusion,
as in “the higher the income, the higher the taxes”. Using the previous notation, we can rewrite
such rules in the form
“IF Ai  THEN Bi ”

(6)

where  and  are modifiers acting upon the values of Ai and Bi and causing their shift in a
certain direction (hence capturing the existing increasing or decreasing trends in their values).
2.1.2. Quantified Rules
It is quite common to quantify the relevance (confidence) of a specific rule. For instance, a rule
of the form
the likelihood that high fluctuations in real estate prices lead to a
significant migration of population within the province is quite moderate

(7)

is an example of a quantified rule whose likelihood of satisfaction is quite moderate. Again, we
may have several schemes for the realization of the quantification effect itself. In some expert
systems, these take the form of confidence factors, that is numeric values in the range of [–1, 1].
In other cases, we may use linguistic characters of quantification captured in the language of
fuzzy sets.
2.1.3. Analogical Rules
Here the rules focus on levels of similarity (closeness, resemblance, etc.) between pairs of items
standing in the condition and the conclusion. The analogical rules assume the form
IF similarity Ai  Aj  THEN similarity Bi  Bj 

(8)

Present in this form, the rules constitute a framework for analogical reasoning. In a nutshell, we are
provided with an information granule A in the condition space and wish to infer a corresponding
conclusion B in the conclusion space.
2.1.4. Rules with Regression Local Models
In such rules the conclusion comes in the form of a “local” regression models whose scope is
narrowed down to the condition portion of the rule, that is,
IF condition is Ai

THEN y = fi x ai 

(9)

The regression model fi  could be linear or nonlinear and applies only to the inputs x ∈ Rn  that
belong to the information granule represented by Ai .
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B

A

C
D

Figure 5.4. An example graph representing dependencies between concepts.

Let us reiterate two general and highly essential observations that hold despite the significant
diversity of formats of the rules themselves and of their applications. First, the rules give rise to
highly modular architectures, and this an organization becomes crucial to the efficient realization
of the mechanisms of model formation, reasoning, and maintenance. Secondly, rules are always
formulated in the language of information granules; hence, they constitute an abstract reflection
of the problem or of problem solving. Since we never reason in terms of numbers, the explicit
use of numbers in the rules is highly unjustifiable.
2.2. Graphs and Directed Graphs
Graphs are fundamental constructs representing relationships between concepts. Concepts are
represented as nodes of a graph. The linkages (associations, dependencies, etc.) between the
concepts are represented as the edges of the graph. An example of a graph is shown in Figure 5.4;
here we have four nodes (A, B, C, and D) with several links between them (A-B, A-C, B-C,
and C-D).
Graphs are helpful in visualizing a collection of concepts and presenting key relationships
(dependencies) between them. They are highly appealing to designers as well as to users of
developed systems. When properly displayed and augmented by colors, graphs help provide a
solid insight into the behavior of the phenomenon under discussion.
There are many variations and augmentations of generic graphs. First, graphs can be directed,
that is, their links can indicate directional relationships between the nodes. For instance, an
occurrence of concept (node) A triggers occurrence of concept (node) B. We can represent a
chaining effect (A-B-C) or looping (C-D-E -C) as illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Second, graphs can also show numeric quantification of the links that indicate the strength of
dependency between the concepts (nodes). This quantification is shown in Figure 5.5 as well.
Here, the strength of the relationship between E and C is far lower than that between B and C.
0.7

B

A
1.0
0.6

C

1.0

D

E

0.4

Figure 5.5. A directed graph showing a chaining effect (A-B-C) and a loop (C-D-E-C) in the graph.
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Figure 5.6. A hierarchy of graphs; note that the lower graph (presenting more details) expands a node of
the structure at the higher level of abstraction.

To deal with a significant number of nodes, a graph can be structured as a hierarchy of
subgraphs where the nodes on the upper level are expanded to a collection of nodes in the graph
on the lower level. An example of a hierarchy of graphs is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
2.3. Trees
Trees are a special category of graphs in which there is a single root node and a collection of
terminal nodes. There are no loops in trees. An example tree is shown in Figure 5.7.
As in the case of the graphs themselves, each node represents a certain concept or attribute
while the edges of the graph present the relationships between the concepts.
Decision trees are one of the most commonly used tree structures. Here each node of the tree
represents an attribute that assumes a finite number of discrete values while the edges originating
from each node are labeled with the corresponding values. An example of a decision tree is shown
in Figure 5.8.
We note that decision trees can be easily translated into a collection of rules. For each rule, we
traverse the tree starting from its root and moving down to one of the terminal nodes. Along the
way, we collect the attributes and the values that they assume. For instance, the rules obtained
from the tree shown in Figure 5.8 read as follows:
IF A is c and B is w THEN 
IF A is c and B is z THEN
IF A is a and C is k THEN

Figure 5.7. An example tree. Terminal nodes are shaded.
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A
a
c

b

C

B
l

k

w

z
ω

φ
ω

φ

Figure 5.8. A decision tree showing nodes with the edges labeled by the discrete values (a, b, c… ) of the
attributes (A, B, C). The terminal nodes are shaded.

IF A is a and C is l

THEN 

(10)

Note that the length of each rule is different since it is the result of the tree traversal and each
path being traveled could be of a different length. It is important to observe that the traversal
process sets up the order of the conditions (attributes) in the rule. This organization of conditions
is not captured when the rules are formed on a basis of available domain knowledge.
2.4. Networks
Networks can be regarded as generalized graphs in the sense that at each node of the graph we
encounter some local processing capability. In other words, the network not only represents the
knowledge itself but also contains the underlying processing being realized at the local level.
An example network, illustrated in Figure 5.9 shows the nodes at which we compute the logic
expressions of the inputs. In essence, these are logic functions operating on the input variables
through the use of the logic operations of conjunction, disjunction, and negation.
Networks can be built in a hierarchical structure where a node at a higher conceptual level
unfolds into a collection of nodes at a lower level; the nodes existing there may be endowed with
some limited processing capabilities or they may contain no processing at all. The hierarchical
organization of the network is helpful in representation of structure in data.

z1 = γ (x1, x2, x3)
y = ρ (z1, z2, x4)

z2 = η (x1, x2, x3)

Figure 5.9. A network whose nodes provide logic computing (logic formulas      ) over the variables
associated with the incoming links.
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3. Granularity of Data and Knowledge Representation Schemes
We now proceed with fundamentals of information granules that support human-centric
computing. In a broad sense, by human-centricity we mean all faculties of a computing systems
that facilitate interaction with human users; either by improving and enhancing the quality of
communication of findings or by accepting user inputs that can be realized in a more flexible
and friendly manner (say, in some linguistic form). We discuss key concepts and show how they
translate into detailed algorithmic constructs.
Information granules tend to permeate human endeavors. No matter what a given task is, we
usually cast it in a certain conceptual framework of basic entities that we regard to be of relevance
in the given formulation. Using this framework, we formulate generic concepts adhering to some
level of abstraction, carry out processing, and communicate the results to the external environment.
Consider image processing: in spite of continuous progress in the field a human being assumes
a dominant position with reference to image understanding and interpretation. Humans do not
focus on individual pixels and process them afterwards, but instead group them together into
semantically meaningful constructs – objects we deal with in everyday life. These involve regions
that consist of pixels or groups of pixels drawn together because of their proximity in the image,
their similar texture, their color, etc. This remarkable ability of humans, so far unchallenged
by computer systems, is based on our ability to construct information granules and manipulate
them. As another example, consider a collection of time series. From our perspective we can
describe these in a semiqualitative manner by pointing to specific regions of the signals. Specialists
easily interpret ECG signals by distinguishing some segments and their combinations. Again, the
individual samples of the signal are not the focus of the analysis and signal interpretation. We
granulate all phenomena (no matter whether they are originally discrete or analog). Time is a
variable that is subject to granulation. We use seconds, minutes, days, months, years, and so on.
Depending on a specific problem and who the user is, the size of information granules (time
intervals) could vary dramatically. To high-level management, a time interval of quarters or a few
years could be a meaningful temporal information granule on the basis of which management may
develop models. For a designer of high-speed digital systems the temporal information granules are
nanoseconds and microseconds. These commonly encountered examples are convincing enough
to lead us believe that (a) information granules are key components of knowledge representation
and processing, (b) the level of granularity of information granules (their size) becomes crucial
to the problem description, and (c) there is no universal level of granularity of information; the
size of granules is problem specific and user dependent.
What has been said so far touches on the qualitative aspect of the problem. The challenge is to
develop a computing framework within which all these representation and processing endeavors
could be formally realized. The common platform emerging within this context comes under the name
granular computing, an emerging paradigm of information processing. While we have already
described a number of important conceptual and computational constructs developed in the domain of
system modeling, machine learning, image processing, pattern recognition, and data compression in
which various abstractions (information granules) came into existence,
Granular Computing is innovative in several ways:
– It identifies essential commonalities between surprisingly diversified problems and technologies,
which can be cast into a unified framework that we usually refer to as a granular world. Fully
operational processing entity interacts with the external world (which could be another granular
or numeric world) by collecting necessary granular information and returning the outcomes of
granular computing.
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– With the emergence of the unified framework of granular processing we get a better grasp on
the role of interaction between various formalisms and can visualize the way in which they
communicate.
– It brings together the existing formalisms of set theory (interval analysis), fuzzy sets, rough sets,
etc. under the same roof by clearly showing that in spite of their visibly distinct underpinnings
(and ensuing processing), they also possess fundamental commonalities. In this sense, Granular
Computing provides an environment of synergy between the individual approaches.
– By building upon the commonalities of the existing formal approaches, Granular Computing
helps build heterogeneous and multifaceted models of processing of information granules by
recognizing the orthogonal nature of some existing and well probability density functions, and
fuzzy sets with their membership functions). The orthogonality implies that some of these
technologies supplement each other rather than taking some form of competition.
– Granular Computing fully uses a notion of variable granularity, whose range may cover detailed
numeric entities and very abstract and general information granules. It looks at the aspects of
compatibility of information granules and communication mechanisms between the granular
worlds.
To cast Granular Computing in a historic perspective, it is worth acknowledging that a number of
fundamental mechanisms of granulation have come from interval analysis, fuzzy sets, uncertain
variables, and rough sets.

4. Sets and Interval Analysis
The two-valued world of sets and interval analysis ultimately depends upon a collection of intervals
in the line of reals, [a b], [c d],…, etc. Conceptually, sets are rooted in a two-valued logic using
the fundamental predicate of membership “belongs to” or “element of” (∈). An important isomorphism holds between the structure of two-valued logic endowed with truth values (false-true) and
the set theory with sets described by characteristic functions. Sets are fundamental manifestations
of abstraction whose role is to organize knowledge about the world and to form the most suitable
perspective from which that knowledge could be described. The most essential manipulation of sets
is carried out through basic operations such as union, intersection, complement, exclusive or, and
the like. While their definitions are straightforward, very often we consider the use of characteristic functions that assume values of 0 and 1, depending on whether a certain element is included
in a set or excluded. The list of essential operations along with their operational facets as expressed
in the language of characteristic functions is shown in Table 5.1.
Interval analysis is a cornerstone of reliable computing that is ultimately associated with digital
computing, in which any variable comes with a finite accuracy (implied by the fixed number of
Table 5.1. Sets, their description and their generic set-based operations
(sets A and B are defined in the same space X). The description of sets is
provided in terms of their characteristic functions.
Concept

Description

Characteristic function of a set, Ax

Offers a complete
description of a set

1 if x ∈ A
Ax =
0 otherwise

Union of A and B
Intersection of A and B

A ∪ Bx = maxAx Bx
A ∩ Bx = minAx Bx

Complement of A

Āx = 1 − Ax
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Table 5.2. Algebraic processing in interval analysis. Two numeric intervals,
[a b] and [c d] are considered.
Operation

Result

Addition a b + c d
Multiplication a b∗ c d
Division [a b] / [c d]

[a + c, b + d]
[min(ac, ad, bc, bd), max (ac, ad, bc, bd)]
[min(a/d, a/c, b/c b/d), max(a/d, a/c, b/c, b/d]

bits used to represent numbers). This limited accuracy gives rise to a pattern of propagation of
computing error. Interval analysis offers detailed calculations that produce results that are very
much on the “conservative” side. In practice, the results of propagation of the outcomes of interval
computing lead to a rapid growth of the ranges of the results, especially if such results are the
outcome of successive processing of intervals. For instance, the addition of two intervals [a b]
and [c d] leads to some broader interval of the form [a + c, b + d]. Detailed formulas governing
algebraic processing of numeric intervals are shown in Table 5.2. When intervals degenerate into
a single numeric quantity the results are the same as obtained for “standard” numeric computing.
The accumulation of uncertainty (or decreased granularity of the result) depends upon the
specific algebraic operation realized for the given intervals. Interestingly, intervals formed
uniformly in a certain space realize an analog-to-digital conversion; the higher the number of
bits, the finer the intervals and the higher their number. The well-known fundamental relationship
states that with “n” bits we can build a collection of 2n intervals of width b − a/2n for the
original range of [a b]. Traditionally, given a universe of discourse X, a family of intervals (sets)
defined therein is denoted by PX.

5. Fuzzy Sets as Human-Centric Information Granules
The main difference between sets (intervals) and fuzzy sets is that in fuzzy sets we allow a
concept of partial membership so that we can discriminate between elements that are “typical”
to the concept and those of borderline character. Information granules such as high speed, warm
weather, fast car are examples of information granules falling into this category. We cannot
specify a single, well-defined element that forms a solid border between full belongingness and
full exclusion. Fuzzy sets, with their soft or gradual transition boundaries, are an ideal vehicle to
capture the notion of partial membership. An example of a fuzzy set of safe highway speed is
shown in Figure 5.10.
A fuzzy set A defined in X is characterized by its membership function:
A  X → 0 1

(11)

where Ax denotes a degree of membership of x in A.
membership
1

0
60

90

Figure 5.10. A membership function of safe speed.
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Table 5.3. Generic descriptors used in the characterization of fuzzy set A.
Notion and definition

Description

-cut A = xAx ≥ 

Height of A, hgtA = supx Ax

Support of A,
suppA = xAx > 0
Cardinality of A,
cardA = Axdx (assumed
X

that the integral does exist)

Set induced by some threshold consisting of
elements belonging to A to an extent not
lower than . By choosing a certain
threshold, we convert A into the
corresponding set representative. -cuts
provide important links between fuzzy sets
and sets.
Supremum of the membership grades; A is
normal if hgtA = 1. Core of A is formed
by all elements of the universe for which
Ax attains 1.
Set induced by all elements of A belonging to
it with nonzero membership grades
Counts the number of elements belonging to
A; characterizes the granularity of A.
Higher cardA implies higher
granularity(specificity) or, equivalently,
lower generality

A family of fuzzy sets defined in X is denoted as FX. As the semantics of A is far richer
than the one encountered in sets, fuzzy sets come with several important characterizations which
are summarized in Table 5.3.
Fuzzy sets are provided in the form of membership functions either in their continuous or
discrete format. In the first case, we have an analytical expression for the membership function, say:

exp−07x if x ≥ 0
Ax =
(12)
0 otherwise
In the second case, the membership function is defined in discrete elements of the universe of
discourse and could be expressed by some formula (say, Axi  = i/100, i = 1 2     100) or
could come in a tabular format:
xi

1

2

3

4

5

6

Axi 

06

10

00

05

03

09

Fuzzy sets defined in the line of real numbers (R) whose membership functions satisfy several
intuitively appealing properties such as (a) unimodality, (b) continuity, and (c) convexity, are
referred to as fuzzy numbers. They generalize the concept of a single numeric quantity by
providing an envelope of possible values they can assume.
The calculus of fuzzy numbers generalizes the idea of operations on intervals and follows the
extension principle. Given two fuzzy numbers A and B, their function C = fA B returns a
fuzzy number with the membership function
Cz = supxy z=fxy minAx By

(13)

5.1. Operations on Fuzzy Sets
Fuzzy sets defined in the same space are combined logically through logic operators of intersection, union, and complement, originally defined by Polish logician Lukasiewicz in the 1920s.
The realization of these operations is completed via t- and s-norms (t-conorms) commonly used as
models of the logic operators and and or, respectively. This description gives rise to the following
expressions
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A∩B 

A ∩ Bx = Ax t Bx

A∪B 

A ∪ Bx = Ax s Bx

Ā 

Āx = 1 − Ax

(14)

The negation operation, denoted by an overbar symbol, is usually taken by subtracting the
membership function from 1, that is, Āx = 1 − Ax. Let us recall that by a t-norm we mean a
two-argument function:
t  0 12 → 0 1

(15)

that satisfies the following collection of conditions:
(a) x t y = y t x
(b) x t y t z = x t y t z
(c) if x ≤ y and w ≤ z then x t w ≤ y t z
(d) 0 t x = 0, 1 t x = x

commutativity
associativity
monotonicity
boundary conditions

Several examples of commonly used t-norms are shown in Table 5.4. The most commonly used
t-norms are the minimum (min), product, and Lukasiewicz’s and-operator. Given any t-norm, we
can generate a dual t-conorm (s-norm) through the following expression:
a s b = 1 − 1 − a t 1 − b

(16)

a, b ∈ 0 1 which is the Morgan law (recall that A ∪ B = Ā ∩ B̄). In other words, we do not
need any separate table for s-norms as these could be easily generated. Again, the list of s-norms
(t-conorms) being in common use involves the operation of the maximum (max), the probabilistic
sum, and Lukasiewicz’s or-operator.
5.2. Fuzzy Relations
Fuzzy sets are defined in a given space. Fuzzy relations are defined in Cartesian products of
some spaces and represent composite concepts. For instance, the notion “high price and fast car”
can be represented as a fuzzy relation R defined in the Cartesian product of price and speed.
Table 5.4. Examples of t-norms.
t-norm
x t y = minx y

Comments
The first model of the and operation used in fuzzy sets (as
proposed by Zadeh in his seminal 1965 paper). Note that
this model is noninteractive, meaning that the result
depends on only a single argument. More specifically,
minx x +  = x regardless of the value of .
For p = 0, this yields the Lukasiewicz and operator

xty=
max0 1+px+y−1−pxy p ≥ −1
x t y = xy
The product operator is commonly encountered in
applications; the operator is interactive.
xty=
The parametric flexibility is assured by the choice of

values of “p”
1 − min1 p 1 − xp + 1 − yp  p > 0
xy
As
above, this family of t-norms is indexed by the
x t y=
p ≥ 0
auxiliary parameter, whose value could be adjusted.
p + 1 − px + y − xy
xy
 p ∈ 0 1
See the note above.
x t y=
maxx
y p

x if y = 1
Drastic product – exhibits a “drastic” behavior that is it
x t y y if x = 1
returns a nonzero argument when one of them is
0 otherwise
equal to 1, otherwise it returns 0
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Note that R could be formally treated as a two-dimensional fuzzy set, R  X × Y → 0 1, with
X and Y being the corresponding spaces of price and speed.
Fuzzy partition matrices generated by fuzzy clustering provide a discrete characterization
of fuzzy relations. Given “c” clusters, the partition matrix consists of “c” fuzzy relations A1 ,
A2      Ac whose membership grades appear as individual rows of this matrix. In other words,
U can be written down in the form
⎡ ⎤
A1
U = ⎣ A2 ⎦
(17)
Ac
The partition matrix is a manifestation of granulation of original numeric data.
5.3. Second-Type Fuzzy Sets
Fuzzy sets are constructs with membership grades in the unit interval. There are several interesting
generalizations justified by some specific applications. Two among these are of particular interest.
Second type fuzzy sets are fuzzy sets whose membership grades are fuzzy sets defined in
[0,1]. Thus we depart from individual numeric membership grades and acknowledge that the
degrees of membership themselves could be given in an approximate way. This implies a model
of fuzzy sets as membership valuation. In particular, we can admit some ranges of membership,
thus arriving at interval-valued fuzzy sets.
The generalization along this line is of particular interest when we are dealing with situations
where the granularity in quantification of membership cannot be ignored and has to be incorporated
into further processing. An example of second-type fuzzy sets is shown in Figure 5.11; here we
illustrate both an interval-valued fuzzy set as well as a second order fuzzy set, with fuzzy sets
regarded as their memberships.
5.4. Fuzzy Sets of Order-2
Fuzzy sets of order 2 are another conceptual extension of fuzzy sets, where we define a certain
fuzzy set over a universe of several reference fuzzy sets. For instance, the term comfortable
temperature can be defined by a collection of generic terms such as cold temperature, around zero,
Upper bound

lower bound

x
(a)

modal value

x
(b)

Figure 5.11. Examples of second type (type-2) fuzzy sets. (a) Interval valued; and (b) membership functions
as grades of belongingness.
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Comfortable
temperature

0.1
0.2
cold

~0C

0.9
warm

0.5

hot

Figure 5.12. Fuzzy set of order-2 of comfortable temperature. Note the collection of referential fuzzy sets
over which the order-2 fuzzy set is formed.

warm, hot, etc. Fuzzy sets of order-2 are more abstract than fuzzy sets of order-1 (the “standard”
fuzzy sets). We portray the fuzzy set of order-2 of comfortable temperature in Figure 5.12.
Some further generalizations and extensions are possible as well e.g., we can consider fuzzy
sets of type 2 of order 2.
With all these formalisms of representation of information granules, it is worth viewing them
vis-à-vis the main agenda of data mining. Indisputably, the users are various domain experts who
own the data and who often also collect the data themselves. For our purposes, we assume that
the data owner has deep understanding of the data and of the processes that generated the data.
Businesses are the largest group of DM users because they routinely collect massive amounts
of data and have a vested interest in making sense of them. They are interested in making their
businesses more competitive and profitable. Domain experts desire not only to better understand
their data but also to gain new knowledge about the domain (represented by the data) for the
purpose of solving problems in novel, possibly better ways. The various formalisms of information
granulation and information granules are one of the possibilities arise with new and efficient ways
of data mining. The interpretation of the results, taking full advantage of such formalisms, is
another essential asset that has to be taken into consideration.

6. Shadowed Sets
Fuzzy sets help describe and quantify concepts of continuous boundaries. By introducing an -cut,
we can convert a fuzzy set into a set. By choosing a threshold level  that is high enough, we
admit elements whose membership grades are meaningful (as viewed from the standpoint of the
used threshold). The fact that an -cut transforms a fuzzy set into a set, could create the impression
that any fuzzy set can be made equivalent to some set. This point of view is highly deceptive. In
essence, by building any -cut, we elevate some membership grades to 1 (full membership) and
eliminate other with lower membership grades (total exclusion). Surprisingly, this process does
not take into account the distribution of elements with partial membership so this effect cannot be
quantified in the resulting construct. The idea of shadowed sets aims at alleviating this problem
by constructing regions of complete ignorance about membership grades. In essence, a shadowed
set A∼ induced by a given fuzzy set A defined in X is an interval-valued set in X which maps
elements of X into 0, 1, and the entire unit interval, that is [0,1]. Formally, A∼ is a mapping:
A∼  X → 0 1 0 1

(18)

Given A∼ x, the two numeric values (0 and 1) take on a standard interpretation: 0 denotes
complete exclusion from A∼ , while 1 stands for complete inclusion in A. A∼ x equal to [0,1]
represents a complete ignorance – nothing is known about the membership of x in A∼ : we neither
confirm its belongingness to A∼ nor commit to its exclusion. In this sense, such as “x” is the
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most “questionable” point and should be treated as such (e.g., this outcome could trigger some
action to analyze this element in more detail, exclude it from further analysis, etc.). The name
shadowed set is a descriptive reflection of a set that comes with “shadows” positioned around the
edges of the characteristic function, as illustrated in Figure 5.13.
Shadowed sets are isomorphic with a three-valued logic. Operations on shadowed sets are
the same as in this logic. The underlying principle is to retain the vagueness of the arguments
(shadows of the shadowed sets being used in the aggregation). The following tables capture the
description of the operators on shadowed sets:
⎡

Union

⎤
0
0 1 0 1
1 ⎣ 1 1 1 ⎦
0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
Intersection
⎡
⎤
0
0 0
0
1 ⎣0 1
0 1⎦
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
Complement
⎡
⎤
0
1
1 ⎣ 0 ⎦
0 1 0 1
From the design point of view, shadowed sets are induced by fuzzy sets, and in this setting
their role is to help interpret results given in the form of fuzzy sets and to reduce computational
overhead. Since shadowed sets do not focus on detailed membership grades and process only 0, 1,
and 1/2 (considering that the numeric value of 1/2 is used to code the shadow), all processing is
very simple and computationally appealing.
The development of shadowed sets starts from a given fuzzy set. The underlying criterion
governing this transformation is straightforward: maintain a balance of uncertainty in the sense
that, while reducing low membership grades to zero and bringing high membership grades to 1,
maintain the overall balance of change in membership grades. The changes of membership grades
to 0 and 1 are compensated for by the construction of the shadow that “absorbs” the previous
elimination of partial membership at low and high ranges of membership. This design principle
for a unimodal fuzzy set is illustrated in Figure 5.14. The transformation is guided by the value
of threshold ; more specifically, we are concerned with two individual thresholds, namely,
 and 1-.
A~
[0, 1]

[0, 1]

Figure 5.13. A shadowed set A∼ . Note “shadows” produced at the edges of the characteristic function.
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Ω3

A(x)
1

Ω2

1–β
Ω1

β
a

b
a1

x

a2

Figure 5.14. Induced shadowed set. The elimination of regions of partial membership is counterbalanced
by the formation of shadows “absorbing” the reduction realized in the region of partial membership grades.

The retention of balance translates into the following dependency:
 1 + 2 =  3
where the corresponding regions are illustrated in Figure 5.14. Note that we are dealing with the
increasing and decreasing portions of the membership functions separately. The integral form of
the above relationship is
a1

a

a2

b

Axdx +

1 − Axdx =
a2

dx

(19)

a1

For its detailed interpretation, refer again to Figure 5.14. A certain threshold value of   ∈
0 1/2 that satisfies this expression is treated as a solution to the problem. Based on this result,
we form a shadow of the shadowed set. In the case of commonly encountered membership
functions, the optimal value of  can be determined in an analytical manner. For the triangular
membership function, we consider each segment (the increasing and decreasing portion of the
membership function) separately and focus on the linearly increasing portion of the membership
function governed by an expression of the form x − a/b − a. Simple calculations reveal that
the cutoff points a1 and a2 are equal to a + b − a and a + 1 − b − a. Subsequently, the
3/2
resulting optimal value of  is equal to 2 2−2 = 04142.
 x−a Similarly, when dealing with a square
in x ∈ a b and zero outside this
root type of membership function, that is Ax = b−a
interval we get a1 = a + 2 b − a and a2 = a + 1 − 2 b − a. The only root that satisfies the
requirements imposed on the threshold values is equal to 0.405.

7. Rough Sets
The fundamental concept represented and quantified by rough sets concerns the description of
a given concept in the language of a collection (vocabulary) of generic terms. Depending upon
this collection of elements of the vocabulary relative to the concept, we encounter situations
where a concept cannot be fully and uniquely described with the aid of the elements that form a
certain vocabulary. The result is an approximate, or “rough” description of the given concept. To
illustrate this, let us consider a concept of temperature in the range [a, b] that we intend to describe
using a vocabulary of terms that are uniformly distributed intervals, as shown in Figure 5.15.
Clearly the concept (shown as a solid thick line) to be described fully “covers” (includes) one
interval, which is I3 . There are also intervals that have at least some limited overlap with the
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[a, b]

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

Figure 5.15. Concept (set) [a b] represented in the language of uniformly distributed intervals. Note the
upper and lower bounds forming their representation.

concept, namely I2  I3 , and I4 . In other words, we say that the concept, when characterized by the
predefined vocabulary of intervals, does not lend itself to a unique description and therefore the
best characterization we can produce comes in the form of some bounds. The tighter the bounds
are, the better the description is.
Rough sets are directly related to the families of predefined information granules whose
definition has been provided above. Using Figure 5.16, let us consider that a certain algorithm
operating on the data set X forms a collection of information granules – sets. Their number is
equal to c[1]. When using some other algorithm on the same data, we end up with c[2] information
granules. In general, there is no need to consider these two numbers to be equal to each other,
c 1 == c 2.
Let us denote the information granules produced by the first algorithm by A1  A2      Ac 1 .
The other algorithm gives rise to the information granules denoted as B1  B2      Bc 2 . Now each
information granule Bi is characterized in the language of information granules formed by the
first algorithm. The result of such description is a rough set. More specifically, we identify those
Aj ’s that are fully “covered” by Bi s (that is, they are fully included):
Bi∗ = Aj Aj ⊂ Bi 

(20)

Data

C1

C2

information granules
(sets) formed by C1

Rough set
representation

Figure 5.16. Emergence of rough sets through representation of sets by the family of sets constructed by C1 .
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Similarly, we list all Aj ’s such that their intersection with Bi is nonempty, that is,
Bi∗ = Aj Aj ∩ Bi = ∅

(21)

For the given family Ai , the resulting rough set is fully characterized by its upper and lower
bound that are described in the form < Bi∗  Bi∗ >.
Example: Let us consider c 1 = 4 where the corresponding sets are as follows:
A1 = 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
A2 = 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
A3 = 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
A4 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Let B1 be given by the following characteristic function:
B1 = 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Then B1 expressed in the language of the first family of sets is described with the lower and
upper bound, where:
B1∗ = A3  A4  B1∗ = A1  A3  A4 

(22)

In this manner we have arrived at the rough set representation of B1 .

8. Characterization of Knowledge Representation Schemes
When we consider and select one of the categories of models of knowledge representation a
number of aspects need to be taken into account. The most essential facets worth considering are
the following:

– expressive power of the model
– computational complexity and associated tradeoffs vs. flexibility of the knowledge representation
scheme as well as its scalability
– designer and user familiarity with the specific knowledge representation scheme
– effectiveness of creating such a model on the basis of the existing domain knowledge and
experimental data
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– character of information granulation and the level of specificity of the information granules to
be used in the constructs of knowledge representation.
Interestingly, this list embraces various aspects that are human-centric (user and designer
oriented) and includes issues that are driven by explicit problem requirements and algorithmic
needs.
We are not concerned here with purely symbolic representations of information granules, as
those might give rise to a great deal of ambiguity. To clarify, let us consider temperature as one of
the variables in a problem under consideration. One could easily arrive at a collection of linguistic
terms to describe temperature such as cold, warm, and hot. Let us denote them by C, W, and H,
respectively. Conceptually, we can look at these entities as being symbols and manipulate them
using some syntactic rules (as we use them in grammars). If we treat these terms as sets, fuzzy
sets, or rough sets, in essence we endow them with some underlying numeric information that
could be further processed according to the nature of the specific information granules.

9. Levels of Granularity and Perception Perspectives
Information granules play a pivotal role in knowledge representation when regarded as building
blocks that capture the essence of the problem and facilitate its handling. A given problem can also
be looked at from different standpoints. In particular, the level of detail (specificity) is particularly
relevant and is directly associated with the level of information granularity at which we represent
knowledge about the problem. By delivering a certain mechanism of abstraction, information
granules can be a flexible means to deal with the required level of specificity/generality of the
problem description. So far, we have not discussed granularity in a formal fashion, even though
the essence of this concept seems to be self-explanatory. Intuitively, we associate the notion
of granularity with the number of elements or concepts that are included in the form of some
information granule. The larger the number of components embraced in this way, the higher the
level of abstraction (generality); in other words, the level of granularity gets lower. On the other
hand, if only a few elements are contained in a certain information granule, we say that this
granule is very specific. Hence, the terms granularity and specificity are reciprocal: an increase
in one of them leads to a decrease in the other.
Given that granularity is reflective of the number of elements within the information granule, in
quantifying this concept we need to engage in some sort of counting of the number of elements.
In the case of sets, the process is straightforward, since the corresponding characteristic functions
indicate the belongingness of the given element to the set. In the case of other formalisms of
information granulation, such as fuzzy sets or rough sets, the choice is not that evident.
Table 5.5 shows some selected ways to compute the level of granularity of information granules.
Table 5.5. Computing the granularity of information granules expressed as
fuzzy sets and rough sets.
Information
granules
Fuzzy sets

Granularity
-count,
for given fuzzy set A, its -count is determined as

Axdx (we assume that the integral does exist). In the case
x

Rough sets

of a finite space X, the integral is replaced by a sum of the
membership grades
cardinality of the lower and upper bound, card A+ , card(A− );
the difference between these two describes roughness of A
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All the measures of granularity shown in Table 5.5 could be also presented in their normalized
version by dividing their values by the cardinality of the overall space over which they are
defined.

10. The Concept of Granularity in Rules

granularity
of conclusion

Rules are generic constructs of knowledge representation whose components are information
granules. By virtue of their very nature, they tend to capture general relationships between
variables (attributes). Furthermore, to make such dependencies meaningful, they have to be
expressed at the level of abstract entities – information granules. For instance, a rule of the form
“if high temperature then a substantial sale of cold drinks” is quite obvious. The relationship “if
temperature of 28C then sale of 12,566 bottles of cold drinks” does not tell us too much and
might not be a meaningful rule. The bottom line is that rules come hand in hand with information
granules.
To emphasize the relevance of the use of granular information in rule-based computing, let
us consider a rule of the form “If A then B” where A and B are represented as numeric intervals
in the space of real numbers. In this context, the idea of information granularity comes with
a clearly articulated practical relevance. A low level of granularity of the condition associated
with a high level of granularity of the conclusion describes a rule of high relevance: it applies
to a wide range of situations (as its condition is not very detailed) while offering a very specific
conclusion. On the other hand, if we encounter a rule containing a very specific (detailed)
condition with quite limited applicability while the conclusion is quite general, we may view a
rule’s relevance to be quite limited. In general, increasing granularity (high specificity) of the
condition and decreasing granularity of the conclusion decrease the quality of the rule. We can
offer some qualitative assessment of rules by distinguishing between those rules that are still
acceptable and those whose usefulness (given the specificity of conditions and conclusions) could
be questioned. A hypothetical boundary between these two categories of rules is illustrated in
Figure 5.17. Obviously the detailed shape of the boundary could be different; our primary intent
was to illustrate the main character of such a relationship.

increased usefulness of
rule

unacceptable
rules
acceptable
rules
granularity
of condition

Figure 5.17. Identifying relevant rules with reference to the granularity of their conditions and conclusions.
The boundary is intended to reflect the main tendency by showing the reduced usefulness of the rule when
associated with an increased level of granularity of the condition and a decreased level of granularity of the
conclusion.
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11. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we covered the essentials of knowledge representation by presenting the most
commonly encountered schemes such as rules, graphs, networks, and their generalizations. The
fundamental issue of abstraction of information captured by information granulation and the
resulting information granules was discussed in detail. We stressed that the formalisms existing
within the realm of granular computing offer a wealth of possibilities with reference it comes
to representation of generic entities of information. Similarly, by choosing a certain level of
granularity (specificity), one can easily cater the results to the needs of the user. In this way,
information granules offer the important feature of customization of data mining activities. We
showed that the choice of a certain formalism of information granulation depends upon a number
of essential factors spelled out in Sec. 5.8. Given that in data mining we are faced with an
enormous diversity of data one has to make prudent decision about the underlying schemes of
knowledge representation.
An excellent coverage of generic knowledge-based structures including rules is offered in
[4, 6, 9, 21]. Graph structures are discussed in depth in [5, 14]. A general overview of the
fundamentals and realization of various schemes of knowledge representation is included in
[23]. Granular computing regarded as a unified paradigm of forming and processing information
granules, is discussed in [1, 19, 24]. The role of information granulation is stressed in [26].
Set-theoretic structures (in particular, interval analysis) are presented in [8, 11, 24] Fuzzy sets
introduced by Zadeh [25] are studied in depth in [16, 27 – 29, 31]. An in-depth coverage of rough
sets developed by Pawlak is provided in [13, 20, 22]. Shadowed sets are presented in [15, 17, 18].
Some generalizations of fuzzy sets are discussed in [10, 12].
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12. Exercises
1. Offer some examples of quantitative and qualitative variables.
2. What would be a shadowed set induced by the membership function Ax = cosx defined
over 0 /2?
3. What rules would you suggest to describe the following input-output relationship?

y

x

4. Suggest a rule-based description of the problem of buying a car. What attributes (variables)
would you consider? Give a granular description of these attributes. Think of a possible
quantification of relevance of the rules.
5. Derive a collection of rules from the decision tree shown below; order the rules with respect
to their length (number of conditions).
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A
a1

a2

B

D
b2

b1

d3

d1

d2

C
c1

c2

ω2

ω1

ω3

ω2

ω1

6. The “curse of dimensionality” is present in rule based systems. Consider that we are given
“n” variables and each of them assumes “p” values. What is the number of rules in this case?
To get a better sense as to the growth of this number, take p = 5 and vary n from 5 to 20.
Plot your findings, treating the number of rules as a function of n. How could you avoid this
curse?
7. Obtain the rules from the following network:
and

a

xor
or
b

or
y

c
d

8. Suggest a membership function for the concept of fast speed. Discuss its semantics. Specify
conditions under which such a fuzzy set could be effectively used.
9. Given are two fuzzy sets A and B with the following membership functions:
A = 07 06 02 00 09 10 B = 09 07 05 02 01 00
Compute their union, intersection and the expression C = A ∩ B̄.
10. You are given a two-dimensional grid in the x-y space where the size of the grid in each
coordinate is one unit. How could you describe the concept of a circle x − 102 + y − 52 = 4
in terms of the components of this grid?

Part 3
Data Preprocessing

6
Databases, Data Warehouses,
and OLAP

In this Chapter, we explain issues related to databases and data warehouses and show their
relationships to data mining. Specific topics covered include relational database management
systems, data warehouses, SQL, and OLAP.

1. Introduction
Databases and data warehouses provide efficient data retrieval and summarization capabilities,
which are necessary to prepare and select data for the subsequent steps of the knowledge discovery
process. Therefore, prior to presenting data mining methods, we provide an overview of data
storage and retrieval technologies.
This Chapter introduces and describes the following topics: database management systems,
SQL, data warehouses, and OLAP. It explains the architecture and basic functionality, from
a data mining point of view, of the most commonly used relational database management
systems. Next, it discusses the differences between these systems and data warehouses. Finally,
it describes different data warehouse architectures and their functionality and outlines the most
important operations.
A diagram that visualizes relationship between databases/data warehouses and data mining is
shown in Figure 6.1. Both databases and data warehouses are used to select data that are relevant
to a data mining task from the available data. The main difference between a database and a data
warehouse is that the latter provides integrated, subject-centered, organization-wide, historical data,
while the former provides only a snapshot of the organization’s data. Upon finishing this Chapter, the
reader will understand basic concepts and terminology, architectures, and implementation techniques
required for performing data mining using databases and data warehouses as the source of data.

2. Database Management Systems and SQL
Database management systems (DBMSs) were initially introduced in Chapter 3. A DBMS is
defined as a collection of interrelated data and a set of programs to access the data. Two primary
goals for a DBMS are
– to provide an environment that is both convenient and efficient to use in retrieving and storing
data
– to provide design, update, and maintenance capabilities
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Database

Data (information)
retrieval with SQL

relevant
data

Data mining

KNOWLEDGE
Database A

Database B

Data
warehouse

Data (information)
retrieval with OLAP

relevant
data

Data mining

Database C

Figure 6.1. Databases and data warehouses and their relation to knowledge generated using data mining.

From the perspective of data mining and knowledge discovery, the primary objective of a
DBMS system is to provide efficient data retrieval capabilities, while the other functionalities are
of lesser importance. Therefore, this Chapter describes only the basic principles of the DBMS
and focuses on data retrieval.
2.1. Architecture of Database Management Systems
A DBMS has a three-level structure, as shown in Figure 6.2:
– the view level, which is defined as the part of the database that is interesting to the user, and
that consists of a selected portion of the data stored in the DBMS
– the logical level, which describes what data is stored in the database and what relationships are
defined among these data
– the physical level, which describes how the data are stored.
This structure aims to shield the user from the internal physical details of how data are stored
and organized. The user interfaces with the DBMS through the views and is able to define and
update the logical level, but is not entangled in the details of the physical level.
The most common database type is a relational database management system (RDBMS),
which consists of a set of rectangular tables. Each table is assigned a unique name and consists
of attributes (also called columns or fields) and tuples (also called records and rows). Each table
includes a special attribute called key that is used to uniquely identify tuples stored in the table.
All activities performed with a RDBMS, including data retrieval, data storage, design, update, and
maintenance, are performed based on a basic working unit called a transaction, which consists
of a sequence of queries. A query is defined as an instance of access to a database. A transaction
may include multiple queries and is characterized by the following (ACID) properties:

View 1

View 2

Logical level
Physical level

Figure 6.2. The three-layered structure of an RDBMS.

View n
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– Atomicity — a transaction should be run in its entirety or not at all (“all-or-nothing”)
– Consistency — a transaction always transforms an RDBMS from a consistent state to another
consistent state
– Isolation — any transient state of the RDBMS caused by a specific transaction is invisible to
other transactions until it is finalized (committed)
– Durability — once a transaction has been committed, its results are permanent
The RDBMS architecture consists of three major components:
– a query processor, which handles the translation of queries into physical read/write requests.
Queries are written in a language that hides the details of the data storage representation. The
query processor performs query optimization, which aims to come up with the best (most
efficient) strategy for extracting the data needed to satisfy a particular query.
– a storage manager, which handles the physical aspects of the RDBMS, such as disk space
allocation, read/write operations, buffer and cache management, etc.
– a transaction manager, which handles issues related to concurrent multiuser access and issues
related to system failures and recovery.
A schematic RDBMS architecture and the relation among its components is shown in Figure 6.3.
The user sends queries, which are packed into transactions, to the RDBMS through the query
processor, which communicates with both the transaction and storage managers to provide the
required data. To speed up the location of the required data, the storage manager uses metadata
indices, which allow for more efficiency in finding the physical location of the data.
We will explain and demonstrate concepts related to the data retrieval capabilities of an RDBMS
using an example database, which stores information about personal banking accounts. A database
is defined by a schema, which provides information about individual tables, attributes, and
relations among attributes. The example schema consists of three tables, namely, Own, Borrow,
and Account, and is shown in Figure 6.4. The key attribute for all three tables is the account
number. The Account table stores information about checking, savings, and loan accounts for the
clients. These accounts are divided into those in which the clients own their money (table Own)
and those in which the clients borrow (table Borrow) the money.

INTERFACE

query processor evaluation/optimization

transaction manager

storage manager

meta data indices
data (disc storage)

Figure 6.3. Architecture of an RDBMS system.
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Own

Borrow

Account

CustomerName AccountNumber CustomerName AccountNumber AccountNumber AccountType Balance
Will Smith

1000001

Will Smith

1000005

1000001

checking

Joe Dalton

1000002

Will Smith

1000006

1000002

saving

1000

Joe Dalton

1000004

Joe Dalton

1000003

1000003

loan

5000

1000004

checking

1216

1000005

loan

205

1000006

loan

1300

1605

Figure 6.4. Example RDBMS schema.

2.2. Introduction to SQL
Several programming languages support data retrieval, but the structured query language (SQL)1
is the standard for writing queries for an RDBMS. SQL is a declarative language (in contrast to
procedural languages). A procedural language requires the user to specify explicit sequences of
steps to follow in order to produce a result, while a declarative language is based on describing
the relations among attributes (variables) and the language executor (often called the interpreter,
compiler, or query processor in the case of SQL), who applies an algorithm to these relations to
produce a result. In other words, with SQL, the user specifies only what he/she wants, and the
RDBMS determines the best way to obtain it. The advantage of a procedural language is speed,
since it specifies explicitly and in advance what and how things must be done. These instructions
are compiled into machine language to speed up the execution. At the same time, a procedural
language lacks flexibility in terms of its lack of adaptation to changes. A declarative language
references items by name rather than by physical location and thus requires additional processing,
but it provides flexibility for dealing with changes. Examples of declarative languages include
Prolog and SQL, while examples of procedural languages are Visual Basic, C, and C ++.
Being a declarative language, SQL does not have control flow constructs, such as if-then-else
or do-while, and function definitions. Instead, it offers a fixed set of data types–that is, the user
cannot create his/her own data types, as is common with other languages–and consists of only
about 30 core commands. SQL is a relatively simple language and is used in all major RDBMSs,
such as IBM’s Informix, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, Oracle, and Sybase.
An RDBMS uses the following types of languages to retrieve and manipulate data:
– Data Manipulation Language (DML), which is used to retrieve and modify the data
– Data Definition Language (DDL), which is used to define the structure of the data (database
schema), i.e., statements that create, alter, or remove tables, attributes, and relations between
attributes
– Data Control Language (DCL), which is used to define the privileges of database users
DDL and DCL are used only by a DBA (database administrator) and by users authorized by
the DBA, while DML is used by “regular” RDBMS users. These three languages are expressed
with SQL.
The main applications of SQL are as follows:
– defining schema for each relation using SQL DDL, which includes creating and managing
tables, keys, and indices. Indices are used to speed up the process of finding the physical location
of the data. Corresponding SQL commands include CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP
TABLE, CREATE INDEX, and DROP INDEX.

1

SQL is pronounced “sequel” or “es cue el,” although the former pronunciation is more commonly used
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– defining privileges for users using SQL DCL, which includes creating of objects related to
user access and privileges and assigning/revoking permissions to read and alter data. Corresponding SQL commands include ALTER PASSWORD, GRANT, REVOKE, and CREATE
SYNONYM.
– populating the database, which includes initial loading of the tuples into the tables created in
the database. Corresponding SQL commands include SELECT and INSERT.
– writing queries, which are used to perform various operations on the existing database, such as
selecting and modifying existing tuples, creating views, updating privileges, etc. Corresponding
SQL commands include SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and VIEW.
Once the database has been created and initially populated, SQL statements are prepared and
executed to retrieve and update the data. The latter process happens online, i.e., while the RDBMS
is running. In contrast, some of the commands included in the first three application types have
to be executed offline, i.e., when the RDBMS is not being accessed by the users.

2.3. Data Retrieval with SQL
This section introduces Data Manipulation Language (DML), which provides functionality for
data retrieval, the core functionality of an RDBMS for data mining. The most popular SQL DML
commands are
– SELECT, which is used to scan the content of tables
– VIEW, which is used to create a new database view (the view can be seen as a filter applied to
one or more tables, that does not constitute a new physical table, and is often used to design
more complex queries)
– INSERT, which is used to insert new data into a table
– UPDATE, which is used to modify existing data in a table, but not to remove or add new tuples
– DELETE, which is used to remove a tuple from a table
The most commonly used SQL commands (queries) consist of three main clauses: select, from,
and where. To write a query, the user needs to specify
– attributes that will be retrieved inside the SELECT clause
– all tables (relations) that are affected or used in the query inside the FROM clause
– conditions that constrain the desired operations in the WHERE clause
Before defining specific commands, we describe several common problems and mistakes related
to writing SQL queries. First, the same attributes may appear in different tables under different
names, and it is up to the user to provide the correct names in the correct tables. Second, although
SQL itself is case insensitive, users should be cautious when retrieving the contents of a field
(attribute value), since the stored data may be case sensitive. Finally, every SQL statement must
be terminated by a semicolon, even if it is long and extended over many lines.
Below we describe the syntax and provide examples for each of the above data retrieval
commands. The examples are based on the database defined in Figure 6.4. The text inside square
brackets [ ] denotes optional conditions;  denotes or; ‘’ (single quotation marks) are used to
express a string of characters; and SQL keywords are given in bold.
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2.3.1. SELECT Command
SELECT
[∗  all  distinct ] column1, column2, …
FROM
table1 [, table2, …]
[ WHERE
condition1  expression1 ]
[ AND
condition2  expression2 ]
[ GROUP BY column1, column2, …]
[ HAVING conditions1  expression1 ]
[ ORDER BY column1  integer1, column2  integer2, … [ASC  DESC] ]
The SELECT command must contain a SELECT list, i.e., a list of attributes (columns) or
expressions to be retrieved, and a FROM clause, i.e., the table(s) from which to retrieve the data.
The distinct keyword is used to prevent duplicate rows being returned, all keyword assumes that
a query concerns all columns from a given table(s), and the WHERE clause is used to filter out
records (tuples) of interest. Finally, GROUP BY allows computing values for a set of tuples (see
the next section for details).
Example: Find all account numbers (and their balances) with loan balances bigger than 1000.
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND
ORDER BY

AccountNumber, Balance
Account
Balance >1000
AccountType = ‘loan’
Balance DESC;

The query will return
AccountNumber
1000003
1000006

Balance
5000
1300

Example: (a join between two tables): Find all customers who have both a loan and some other
account type.
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY

distinct CustomerName
Own, Borrow
Own.CustomerName = Borrow.CustomerName
CustomerName;

The query will return
CustomerName
Joe Dalton
Will Smith

This query, as well as virtually all other queries, can be written in several ways, e.g.,
SELECT
FROM

distinct CustomerName
Own, Borrow
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WHERE
ORDER BY

Own.CustomerName = Borrow.CustomerName
CustomerName;

SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY

distinct CustomerName
Borrow
CustomerName IN (SELECT CustomerName FROM Own)
CustomerName;

SELECT
FROM
WHERE

distinct CustomerName
Borrow
EXISTS (SELECT CustomerName FROM Own WHERE
Own.CustomerName = Borrow.CustomerName)
CustomerName;

ORDER BY
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The two latter alternatives use nested queries. The nested query imbeds another query (or
queries) to compute its own result. The ability to express a given query in alternative ways in
SQL is necessary since not all commercial products support all SQL features. It also provides
flexibility in designing complex queries.
Example: (a join with aliases among three tables): Find all customers (and their account
types) who have both a loan and another type of account. Rename the corresponding columns
(attributes) as Name and Type.
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND
ORDER BY

distinct O.CustomerName Name, A.AccountType Type
Account A, Borrow B, Own O
O.CustomerName = B.CustomerName
(O.AccountNumber = A.AccountNumber OR
B.AccountNumber = A.AccountNumber)
CustomerName;

The query will return
AccountNumber

Balance

Joe Dalton
Joe Dalton
Joe Dalton
Will Smith
Will Smith

saving
checking
loan
checking
loan

2.3.2. Aggregate Functions
SQL provides several aggregate functions, which map a collection of values into a single value.
These functions allow the user to compute simple statistics from the data based on the SELECT
command. The aggregate functions are
–
–
–
–
–

avg(x) — average of a collection of numbers x
sum(x) — sum of a collection of numbers x
max(x) — max value among a collection of numbers or nonnumeric data x
min(x) — min value among a collection of numbers or nonnumeric data x
count(x) — cardinality of a collections of numbers or nonnumeric data x

Example: (using aggregate functions): Find an average balance and number of all loans.
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SELECT
FROM
WHERE

avg(Balance) average loan, count(Balance) number of loans
Account
AccountType = ‘loan’;

The query will return
average loan

number of loans

2168.3

3

Example: (using aggregate functions with GROUP BY): Find all account types, and their
maximum balances, but only if their average balance is more than 1000.
SELECT
FROM
GROUP BY
HAVING

AccountType, max(Balance)
Account
AccountType
avg(Balance) >1000

The query will return
AccountType

max(Balance)

checking
loan

1605
5000

2.3.3. VIEW Command
CREATE VIEW view [ ( column_name_list ) ]
AS SELECT query
The view is the name of a view to be created, column_name_list is an optional list of names
to be used for columns in the view (these names override the column names that would be
deduced from the SQL query), and query is an SQL query, which is usually given as a SELECT
statement, that provides the columns and rows (tuples) of the view.
Example: Design a view that lists all customers that have a non-loan account together with their
account types.
CREATE VIEW
AS

CustomerAccounts (Name, Type)
SELECT CustomerName, AccountType FROM Own, Account
WHERE Own.AccountNumber = Account.AccountNumber;

The query will return
CustomerAccounts
Name
Will Smith
Joe Dalton
Joe Dalton

Type
checking
saving
checking

Once created, the view can be used to formulate more complex queries that are based on the
data from the view. Often a single view can be used as a basis to formulate multiple different
complex queries.
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2.3.4. INSERT Command
INSERT INTO table_name [ (‘column1’, ‘column2’) ]
VALUES
(‘values1’, ‘value2’, [ NULL ] );
The SELECT command can be used with the INSERT command to insert data into the table
based on the results of a query from another table.
INSERT INTO
SELECT
FROM
[ WHERE

table_name [ (‘column1’, ‘column2’) ]
[ ∗  (‘column1’, ‘column2’) ]
table_name
condition(s) ];

Example: Add a new savings account for Will Smith with balance of $10,000. This requires the
following two queries:
INSERT INTO
VALUES
INSERT INTO
VALUES

Own (AccountNumber, CustomerName)
(1000007,‘Will Smith’);
Account
(1000007,‘saving’,‘10000’);

The two queries will update the Account and Own tables to read as follows:
Own
CustomerName
Will Smith
Joe Dalton
Joe Dalton
Will Smith

AccountNumber
1000001
1000002
1000004
1000007

Account
AccountNumber
1000001
1000002
1000003
1000004
1000005
1000006
1000007

AccountType

Balance

checking
saving
loan
checking
loan
loan
saving

1605
1000
5000
1216
205
1300
10000

2.3.5. UPDATE Command
UPDATE
SET

[ WHERE

table_name
column1 = ‘value’,
[ column2 = ‘value’, ]
[ column3 = ‘value’ ]
condition ];
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The UPDATE command usually uses the WHERE clause to specify tuple(s) that should be
updated. In the case when this clause is omitted, all tuples in the table for the specified column(s)
are updated.
Example: The just-established savings account for Will Smith should have a balance of $1,000
instead of $10,000.
UPDATE
SET
WHERE

Account
Balance = 1000
AccountNumber = 1000007;

The query will update the Account table to
Account
AccountNumber
1000001
1000002
1000003
1000004
1000005
1000006
1000007

AccountType

Balance

checking
saving
loan
checking
loan
loan
saving

1605
1000
5000
1216
205
1300
1000

2.3.6. DELETE Command
DELETE FROM
[ WHERE

table_name
condition ];

This command removes a single, or several, tuples from the specified table. Similarly to the
UPDATE command, the DELETE is usually used with the WHERE clause that selects the tuples
to be deleted. In the case when the WHERE clause is omitted, all tuples in the table are deleted,
but an empty table is kept.
Example: Will Smith has closed his checking account with a balance of $1,605, and thus this
account should be removed. Doing so requires the following two queries:
DELETE FROM
WHERE

DELETE FROM
WHERE

Account
Account Number =
(SELECT Account.AccountNumber FROM Own,
Account
WHERE Own.AccountNumber =
Account.AccountNumber
AND Account.Balance = 1605
AND Own.CustomerName = ‘Will Smith’);
Own
CustomerName = ‘Will Smith’ AND AccountName
= 1000001;

The query will update the Account and Own tables to
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Own
CustomerName

AccountNumber

Joe Dalton
Joe Dalton
Will Smith

1000002
1000004
1000007

Account
AccountNumber

AccountType

Balance

saving
loan
checking
loan
loan
saving

1000
5000
1216
205
1300
1000

1000002
1000003
1000004
1000005
1000006
1000007

2.3.7. Finalizing the Changes to the Database
When using SQL DML commands, such as INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE, the changes are
finalized, i.e., the data are physically updated on the hard drive, by using the following three
commands:
– COMMIT, which makes the changes permanent
– ROLLBACK, which undoes the current transaction (a transaction is understood to be the last
block of SQL queries)
– SAVEPOINT, which marks and names the current point in processing a transaction and thus
allows the undoing of part of a transaction instead of the whole transaction.
Example: Committing a transaction.
DELETE FROM
WHERE
COMMIT;

Account
AccountNumber = 1000002;

As a result, one tuple in the Account table is removed and the database is physically updated.
2.3.8. Query Optimization
A very important issue from the perspective of data mining is how fast the data can be retrieved
and updated. Given a user-specified query, the RDBMS interprets it and plans a strategy for
carrying it out. This means that the RDBMS, not the user, is responsible for query optimization,
i.e., the execution of a given query in the most efficient way. All but the simplest queries can
be executed in many ways. Each execution can have a different total processing cost, which can
vary even by several orders of magnitude.
To process and optimize an SQL query, the RDBMS goes through five steps:
1. Parsing. The query is broke up into individual words called tokens, and the query processor
makes sure that the query contains valid verb and legal clauses, i.e., syntax errors and
misspellings are detected.
2. Validation. The query processor checks the query against the schema to verify that all tables
named in the query exist in the database, all columns exist and their names are unambiguous,
and the user has the required privileges to execute the query.
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3. Optimization. The query processor explores various ways to carry out the query. For instance,
it may choose between first applying a condition to table A and then merging it with table
B, or first merging the two tables and then applying the condition. In general, optimization
aims to use predefined indices to speed up the search for data and to avoid sequential searches
through entire tables by first reducing them though applying conditions. After the alternatives
have been explored, the optimal sequence of actions is chosen.
4. Execution plan preparation. The query processor generates an execution plan for the query.
This includes the generation of an “executable code” that translates the query into a sequence
of low-level operations, such as read/write.
5. Execution. The query is executed according to the prepared execution plan.
The parsing of an SQL query does not require access to the database and typically can be
done very quickly. Optimization is CPU intensive and requires access to the database schema.
For a complex query that uses multiple tables, the optimization often explores more than a dozen
different alternatives. At the same time, the cost of doing so in a nonoptimized way is usually much
higher than the combined cost of optimization and execution of the query in the optimized way.

3. Data Warehouses
While databases offer basic data storage and retrieval solution, businesses require more sophisticated systems in order to systematically use, organize, and understand data for data mining and,
ultimately, for decision making. Many large companies have spent millions of dollars to develop
enterprise-wide data warehouses. In the current fast-paced and highly competitive marketplace,
data warehousing is one of the must-have support tools.
A data warehouse (DW) is a database that is maintained separately from the organization’s
operational database for the purpose of decision support. Data warehousing is a process of
constructing and using a DW. A DW provides integrated, enterprise-wide, historical data and
focuses on providing support for decision makers with respect to data modeling and analysis.
A DW is a collection of data specific to the entire organization, not only to a certain group of
users. Finally, a DW, in contrast to an RDBMS, is not used for daily operations and transaction
processing.
DWs provide online analytical processing tools for fast and interactive analysis of multidimensional data at different levels of granularity. This process boils down to providing tools to
visually represent aggregated information and to enable interactive manipulation of these views.
The corresponding DW tools are integrated with certain data mining techniques, such as classification, prediction, clustering, and association mining, resulting in an all-in-one solution. Finally,
a DW is characterized by very high data retrieval performance.
3.1. Data Warehouses vs. RDBMS
W. Inmon, the “father of the data warehouse,” defined the DW as “a subject-oriented, integrated,
time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in support of management’s decision making
process.” Following Inmon let us explain each term used in the above definition:
– Subject oriented. A DW provides a simple and concise view around a particular subject, such
as customer, product, or sales, instead of the general organization’s ongoing operations. This
is done by excluding data that are not useful with respect to the subject and including all data
needed by the users to understand the subject.
– Integrated. A DW integrates multiple, heterogeneous data sources, such as RDBMS, flat files,
and online transaction records. Doing so requires performing data cleaning and integration
during data warehousing to ensure consistency in naming conventions, attribute types, etc.,
among different data sources.
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– Time-variant. The DW has a much longer time horizon than the operational RDBMS. The latter
keeps only current-value data (a current data snapshot), while the DW provides information
from a historical perspective, e.g., the past 10 years of data. Every key attribute in the DW
contains a time-defining element.
– Nonvolatile. The DW is a physically separate data storage, which is transformed from the source
operational RDBMS. The operational updates of data do not occur in the DW, i.e., update,
insert, and delete operations are not performed. In fact, in the DW only two data processing
operations are performed: (1) initial loading of data, and (2) read. Therefore, the DW does
not require transaction processing, recovery, and concurrency capabilities, which allows for
substantial speedup of data retrieval.
RDBMSs use on-line transaction processing (OLTP) to process queries grouped in transactions. The transactions are used to insert, read, and update data for day-to-day operations.
RDBMSs are tuned for OLTP, which provides functionalities such as data accessing, indexing,
concurrency control, recovery, etc. On the other hand, DWs use on-line analytical processing
(OLAP) to perform data analysis based on a static copy of data and using exclusively read-only
operations. DWs are tuned for OLAP, which is designed for efficient execution of complex
read-based queries, and for providing multidimensional views involving the GROUP BY and
aggregative functions.
The DW includes historical data that are not maintained by the RDBMS; uses integrated and
reconciled (and thus consistent) data representations, codes, and formats; and provides a basis for
analysis and exploration, which are used to identify useful trends and to create data summaries.
A side-by-side comparison between OLTP and OLAP is given in Table 6.1.
3.2. Virtual Data Warehouses, Data Marts, and Enterprise Data Warehouses
A DW is usually established through an incremental process. This evolution involves these three
steps:
• Creation of a virtual data warehouse. The virtual DW is created based on a set of views defined
for an operational RDBMS. This warehouse type is relatively easy to build but requires excess
computational capacity of the underlying operational database system. The users directly access
operational data via middleware tools. This architecture is feasible only if queries are posed
Table 6.1. Comparison between OLTP (RDBMS) and OLAP (data warehouse).
Dimension
users
data

goals
main
features

Specific feature
target users
# concurrent users
type of data
size
# accessed records /
work unit
target of the analysis
main use
designed to provide
type of access
queries
unit of work
data accessing pattern
type of underlying
DB design

OLTP

OLAP

clerks, IT professionals
thousands
current, detailed, flat
relational, and isolated
MB to GB
tens

decision support specialists
several (up to hundreds)
historical, multidimensional,
integrated, and summarized
MB to TB
up to millions

customer oriented
day-to-day operations
application-oriented solution
read and update
less complex
transaction
frequently
ER diagrams

market oriented
decision support
subject-oriented solution
read-only
very complex
complex query
ad hoc
star model
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infrequently, and usually is used as a temporary solution until a permanent data warehouse is
developed.
• Creation of a data mart. The data mart contains a subset of the organization-wide data that
is of value to a small group of users, e.g., marketing or customer service. This is usually a
precursor (and/or a successor) of the actual data warehouse, which differs with respect to the
scope that is confined to a specific group of users.
• Creation of an enterprise warehouse. This warehouse type holds all information about subjects
spanning the entire organization. For a medium- to a large-size company, usually several years
are needed to design and build the enterprise warehouse.
The differences between the virtual and the enterprise DWs are shown in Figure 6.5.
Data marts can also be created as successors of an enterprise data warehouse. In this case, the
DW consists of an enterprise warehouse and (several) data marts (see Figure 6.6).
3.3. Architecture of Data Warehouses
The DWs have a three-level (tier) architecture that includes
• a bottom tier that consists of the DW server, which may include several specialized data marts
and a metadata repository
• a middle tier that consists of an OLAP server (described later) for fast querying of the data
warehouse
• a top tier that includes front-end tools for displaying results provided by OLAP, as well as
additional tools for data mining of the OLAP-generated data
External data sources

Operational databases

extraction, cleaning,
transformation, and load

query
results

Middleware
server
Enterprise warehouse

Decision support environment

Figure 6.5. A virtual data warehouse (left) and an enterprise data warehouse (right).
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External data sources

extraction, cleaning,
transformation and load

Enterprise warehouse

selection and aggregation

Data mart

Data mart

Decision support environment

Figure 6.6. Data warehouse consisting of an enterprise warehouse and data marts.

The overall DW architecture is shown in Figure 6.7.
The metadata repository stores information that defines DW objects. It includes the following
parameters and information for the middle and the top tier applications:
– a description of the DW structure, including the warehouse schema, dimensions, hierarchies,
data mart locations and contents, etc.
– operational meta-data, which usually describe the currency level of the stored data, i.e., active,
archived or purged, and warehouse monitoring information, i.e., usage statistics, error reports,
audit trails, etc.
– system performance data, which includes indices used to improve data access and retrieval
performance
– information about mapping from operational databases, which includes source RDBMSs and
their contents, cleaning and transformation rules, etc.
– summarization algorithms, predefined queries and reports
– business data, which include business terms and definitions, ownership information, etc.
Similarly to the RDBMS, the internal structure of a DW is defined using a warehouse schema.
There are three major types of warehouse schemas:
• the star schema, where a so-called fact table, which is connected to a set of dimension tables,
is in the middle
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DATA
External data sources

Operational databases

extraction, cleaning,
transformation, and load
Metadata
repository

BOTTOM TIER: data warehouse server
Data marts

Monitoring

Administration

Data
warehouse

MIDDLE TIER: OLAP server
OLAP
server

OLAP
server

Output
TOP TIER: front–end tools
IF a THEN x
IF b AND a THEN w
IF b THEN x

Querying / reporting

Simple analysis

Data mining

Figure 6.7. Three-tier architecture of a data warehouse.

• the snowflake schema, which is a refinement of the star schema, in which some dimensional
tables are normalized into a set of smaller tables, forming a shape similar to a snowflake
• the galaxy schema, in which there are multiple fact tables that share dimension tables (this
collection of star schemas is also called a fact constellation).
Each schema type is illustrated using the example of a computer hardware reseller company.
The company sells various computer hardware (CPUs, printers, monitors, etc.), has multiple
locations (Edmonton, Denver, San Diego), and sells products from different vendors (CompuBus,
CyberMax, MiniComp). The subject of this DW is “the sells,” e.g., the number of sold units and
the related costs and profits.
3.3.1. Star Schema
An example star schema for the hardware reseller company is shown in Figure 6.8.
The item, time, location, and producer are dimension tables, associated with the fact table sales
through key attributes, such as item_code, time_code, etc. These tables are implemented as regular
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item

location

item_code

zip

type

sales (fact table)

country

name

item_code

city

size

time_code

street

zip

#workers

weight
time
time_code
month

manuf_code

producer
manuf_code

units_sold
name
dollars_sold
phone

quarter
dollars_cost
year
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manager
headquarters

Figure 6.8. Example star schema.

relational tables. The fact table stores time-ordered data that concern the predefined DW subject,
while the dimension tables store supplementary data that allow the user to organize, dissect, and
summarize the subject-related data.
The star schema-based DW contains a single fact table that includes nonredundant data. Each
tuple in the fact table can be identified using a composite key attribute that usually consists
of key attributes from the dimension tables. Each dimension also consists of a single table,
i.e., items, time, location, and producer are described using a single table. These tables may be
denormalized, i.e., they may contain redundant data. Using the star schema, the data are retrieved
by performing a join operation between the fact table and one or more dimension tables followed
by a projection operation and a selection operation. The join operation selects common data
between two or more tables, the projection operation selects a set of particular columns, and
the selection operation selects a set of particular tuples. The main benefits of the star schema
include ease of understanding and a reduction in the number of joins needed to retrieve data. This
translates into higher efficiency when compared with the other two schemas. On the other hand,
the star schema does not provide support for concept (attribute) hierarchies, which are explained
later in the Chapter. The star schema for our example is shown in Figure 6.9.
3.3.2. Snowflake and Galaxy Schemas
The snowflake schema is a refinement of the star schema. Similarly to the star schema, it has
only one fact table, but dimensional tables are normalized into a set of smaller tables, forming a
shape similar to snowflake. The normalization results in tables that do not contain redundant data.
The normalized dimensions improve the ease of maintaining the dimension tables and also save
storage space. However, the space savings are, in most cases, negligible in comparison with the
magnitude of the size of the fact table. The snowflake schema is suitable for concept hierarchies,
but it requires the execution of a much larger number of join operations to provide answers to
most of the queries and thereby has a strong negative impact on the data retrieval performance.
Finally, the galaxy schema is a collection of several snowflake schemas, in which there are
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item
item_code
100
104
121
…

sales
item_code
100
100
100
121
…

type
CPU
CPU
CPU
…

name
Intel PIII
Intel PIV
Intel Pentium
…

time_code
001
001
001
004
…

size
weight
10 × 30 × 0.1 111
10 × 30 × 0.1 101
10 × 30 × 0.1 104
…
…
location
zip
country
80234 – 17562 USA
31541 – 90876 USA
T5K – 2T3
Canada
…
…

zip
80234–17562
31541–90876
T5K–2T3
T5K–2T3
…

manuf_code
M01
M01
M01
M02
…

city
Denver
San Diego
Edmonton
…

street
3011 14th street
12 Broadway St
9190 102th Ave
…

units_sold
315
213
24
456
…

dollars_sold
315,000
213,000
24,000
245,000
…

#workers
34
123
54
…

dollars_cost
215,000
110,000
45,000
230,000
…

producer
manuf_code
M01
M02
M04
…
time
time_code
0001
0002
0003
0004
…

month
January
February
March
April
…

quarter
1
1
1
1
…

name
CompuBus
CyberMax
MiniComp
…

phone
451 334 5578
213 443 9018
776 552 1854
…

manager
B.J. Smith
W. Red
J. Mance
…

headquarters
Colorado, USA
Florida, USA
Alberta, Canada
…

year
2002
2002
2002
2002
…

Figure 6.9. Example data for the computer hardware reseller company in the star schema.

multiple fact tables that may share some of their dimension tables. Example snowflake and galaxy
schemas for our example are shown in Figure 6.10.
3.3.3. Concept Hierarchy
A concept hierarchy defines a sequence of mappings from a set of very specific, low-level
concepts to more general, higher-level concepts. In a data warehouse, it is usually used to express
different levels of granularity of an attribute from one of the dimension tables. To illustrate,
we use the concept of location, in which each street address is mapped into a corresponding
city, which is mapped into the state or province, which is finally mapped into the corresponding
country. The location concept hierarchy is shown in Figure 6.11.
Concept hierarchies are crucial for the formulation of useful OLAP queries. The hierarchy
allows the user to summarize the data at various levels. For instance, using the location hierarchy,
the user can retrieve data that summarize sales for each individual location, for all locations in a
given city, a given state, or even a given country without the necessity of reorganizing the data.
3.4. Multidimensional Data Models and Data Cubes
One of the most important characteristics of a data warehouse is that it is based on a multidimensional data model. The data are visualized not as a table, as is the case for the RDBMS,
but rather as a multidimensional data cube. Each dimension of the cube represents different
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item

location

item_code

zip

param_code
type

sales (fact table)

state_code

name

item_code

street

param_code

time_code

#workers

supplr_code

zip

time

manuf_code

time_code

units_sold

month

dollars_sold

size
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state

weight
supplier
supplr_code

state_code
country

producer
city

zip

manuf_code

phone

name

manager

phone

quarter

dollars_cost

rating

manager

year

headquarters

parameters
param_code

item

location

item_code

zip
state

type

state_code

production (fact table)

size

name

weight

item_code

param_code

item_code

#workers

zip

time_code

seller

time

manuf_code

seller_code

time_code

units_build

units_sold

month

dollars_cost

dollars_sold

city

supplr_code
zip
phone
manager
rating

country

time_code

supplr_code

supplier

state_code

sales (fact table) street

seller_code
country

producer
manuf_code
name

city

phone

street
quarter

manager

phone
year

headquarters

Figure 6.10. Example snowflake (top) and galaxy (bottom) schemas for the computer hardware reseller
company.

all

U.S.A.

country

state

city

street

Canada

Ohio

Colorado

California

Fort Collins

Denver

Broadway Ave

Figure 6.11. “Location” concept hierarchy.

Boulder

6th Street

Alberta

Manitoba
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0 – D (apex) cuboid

all

item

time

time, item

time,producer

time, item,
producer

time, location

time, item, location

producer

item,producer

1 – D cuboids

location

item, location

time,producer, location

producer, location

2 –D cuboids

3–D cuboids

item,producer, location

4 – D (base) cuboid

time, item,producer, location

Figure 6.12. Example lattice of cuboids.

Relational (two-dimensional) table
location = “Edmonton”, producer = “MiniComp”
month
January 2002
February 2002
March2002
April2002
…

CPU_Intel

CPU_AMD

Prnt_HP

Prnt_Lexmark

Prnt_Canon

442
224
211
254
…

401
289
271
208
…

201
134
75
143
…

302
89
76
108
…

187
121
312
112
…

Three-dimensional data cube
location, time, and item (producer = “MiniComp”)

Four-dimensional data cube
producer, location, time and item

Figure 6.13. Example multidimensional data models.
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information and can contain multiple levels of granularity (abstraction) defined by the corresponding concept hierarchies. For our computer hardware company, the example dimensions are
item (name and type), producer (name), location (cities), and time (day, week, month, quarter
and year). Figure 6.12 shows a lattice of cuboids that is defined based on combinations of the
four dimensions. The apex cuboid is the topmost 0-D cuboid, which is at the highest level of
summarization, while the n-D base cuboid is at the bottom.
The difference between the two-dimensional, table-based data model of the RDBMS and the
multidimensional data model of the data warehouse is shown in Figure 6.13. It shows the number
of sold units when using the two-dimensional relational table, and the three- and four-dimensional
cuboids.
The concept hierarchies for the time, item, and location dimensions of the three-dimensional
cuboid that represents sold units for the computer hardware company are shown in Figure 6.14.
The data cubes can be interactively manipulated by the user through a point-and-click interface,
making the data retrieval and analysis process relatively intuitive and user-friendly (at least when
compared with relational tables). For instance, a data cube can be rotated and the user can focus on
a particular dimension, summarization, and cross-section. These manipulations are implemented
using OLAP, which is discussed next.

Figure 6.14. Example concept hierarchies for a three-dimensional cuboid.
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4. On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
As described above, the DWs use on-line analytical processing (OLAP) to formulate and execute
user queries. OLAP is an SLQ-based methodology that provides aggregate data (measurements)
along a set of dimensions, in which
– each dimension is described by a set of attributes, i.e., each dimension table includes a set
of attributes
– each measure depends on a set of dimensions that provide context for the measure, e.g. for
the reseller company DW, the measure is the number of sold units, which are described by the
corresponding location, time, and item type
– all dimensions are assumed to uniquely determine the measure, e.g., for the reseller company,
the location, time, producer, and item type provide all necessary information to determine
context of a particular number of sold units.
Below, we define and illustrate basic OLAP commands that are used to perform data retrieval
from a DW.

4.1. Data Retrieval with OLAP
There are five basic OLAP commands:
– ROLL UP, which is used to navigate to lower levels of details for a given data cube. This
command takes the current data cube (object) and performs a GROUP BY on one of the
dimensions, e.g., given the total number of sold units by month, it can provide sales summarized
by quarter.
– DRILL DOWN, which is used to navigate to higher levels of detail. This command is the
opposite of ROLL UP, e.g., given the total number of units sold for an entire continent, it can
provide sales in the U.S.A.
– SLICE, which provides a cut through a given data cube. This command enables users to focus
on some specific slice of data inside the cube, e.g., the user may want to look at the data
concerning unit sales only in Denver.
– DICE, which provides just one cell from the cube (the smallest slice), e.g. it can provide data
concerning the number of sold Canon printers in May 2002 in Denver.
– PIVOT, which rotates the cube to change the perspective, e.g., the “time item” perspective may
be changed into “time location.”
These commands, in terms of their specification and execution, are usually carried out using a
point-and-click interface, and therefore we do not describe their syntax. Instead, we give examples
for each of the above OLAP commands.

4.1.1. ROLL UP Command
The ROLL UP allows the user to summarize data into a more general level in hierarchy. For
instance, if the user currently analyzes the number of sold CPU units for each month in the first
half of 2002, this command will allows him/her to aggregate this information into the first two
quarters. Using ROLL UP, the view
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Figure 6.15. Example ROLL UP command.

# sold units

CPU

2002

Intel
AMD

January

February

March

April

May

June

442
401

224
289

211
271

254
208

187
234

112
267

is transformed into
# sold units

CPU

2002

Intel
AMD

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

877
961

553
709

From the perspective of a three-dimensional cuboid, the time y axis is transformed from
months to quarters; see the shaded cells in Figure 6.15.
4.1.2. DRILL DOWN Command
The DRILL DOWN command provides a more detailed breakdown of information from lower
in the hierarchy. For instance, if the user currently analyzes the number of sold CPU and Printer
units in Europe and U.S.A., it will allows him/her to find details of sales in specific cities in the
U.S.A., i.e., the view

# sold units

All

CPU

USA
Europe

Printer

Intel

AMD

HP

Lexm

Canon

2231
1981

2134
2001

1801
1432

1560
1431

1129
1876
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is transformed into

# sold units

All

Printer

CPU

Denver
LA
NY

Intel

AMD

HP

Lexm

Canon

877
833
521

961
574
599

410
621
770

467
443
650

620
213
296

Again, using a data cube representation, the location (z) axis is transformed from summarization
by continents to sales for individual cities; see the shaded cells in Figure 6.16.

4.1.3. SLICE and DICE Command
These commands perform selection and projection of the data cube onto one or more user-specified
dimensions. The specific possibilities are shown in Figure 6.17.
SLICE allows the user to focus the analysis of the data on a particular perspective from one
or more dimensions. For instance, if the user analyzes the number of sold CPU and Printer units
in all combined locations in the first two quarters of 2002, he/she can ask to see the units in the
same time frame in a particular city, say in Los Angeles. The view

# sold units

2002

CPU

1 quarter
2 quarter

Printer

Intel

AMD

HP

Lexm

Canon

2231
2321

2001
2341

2390
2403

1780
1851

1560
1621

is transformed into the L.A. table
# sold units

2002

CPU

1 quarter
2 quarter

Printer

Intel

AMD

HP

Lexm

Canon

666
1053

601
759

766
323

187
693

730
501

The DICE command, in contrast to SLICE, requires the user to impose restrictions on all dimensions in a given data cube. An example SLICE command, which provides data about sales only
in L.A., and DICE command, which provides data about sales of Canon printers in May 2002 in
L.A., are shown in Figure 6.18.
4.1.4. PIVOT Command
PIVOT is used to rotate a given data cube to select a different view. Given that the user currently
analyzes the sales for particular products in the first quarter of 2002, he/she can shift the focus to
see sales in the same quarter, but for different continents instead of for products, i.e., the view
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Figure 6.16. Example DRILL DOWN command.

# sold units

1 quarter

CPU

January
February
March

Printer

Intel

AMD

HP

Lexm

Canon

442
224
211

401
289
271

201
134
75

302
89
76

187
121
312

is transformed into

# sold units

1 quarter

January
February
March

America

Europe

Denver

LA

NY

Paris

Berlin

556
453
123

321
564
234

432
654
345

432
213
112

341
231
232

Again, in the data cube representation, the location-time view is pivoted to the product-time
view (see Figure 6.19).
4.1.5. SQL Realization of OLAP Commands
Although the user is shielded from writing OLAP statements in a command-line style, as in the
case of SQL, we have decided to explain how the OLAP commands are implemented behind the
scenes. As mentioned before, the OLAP commands are translated and executed using SQL. A
three-dimensional cuboid shown in Figure 6.20, which concerns the computer reseller example,
is used to show SQL-based implementations of several OLAP commands. The example concerns
three dimension tables, i.e., time, location, and item, and a fact table that stores the number of
produced units for each combination of location, time, and item codes.
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Figure 6.17. Possible projections and selections for a three-dimensional data cube.

Figure 6.18. Example SLICE and DICE commands.
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Figure 6.19. Example PIVOT command.

The DICE command shown in Figure 6.20 is implemented using the following SQL statement:
Example:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

(DICE command):
units_produced
location L, time T, item I, facts F
F.location_code = L.location_code
AND F.time_code = T.time_code
AND F.item_code = I.item_code
AND L.city = ‘Denver’
AND T.month = ‘January’
AND I.brand = ‘Canon’;

The statement consists of two distinct parts. The first five lines define the cuboid that should be
used, and are independent of the executed OLAP command. The last three lines, which are shown

Figure 6.20. A three-dimensional cuboid for the computer hardware reseller example.
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in italics, are specific to the DICE command and select a single cell in the cube. The command
will return number of sold Canon units in January 2002 in Denver.
There are two different SLICE commands shown in Figure 6.20. In the case of slice 1, a subset
of the original cuboid, which is narrowed down to sales of printers in America in the first quarter
of 2002, will be returned to the user. The following SLQ statement will be used.
Example: (SLICE command):
SELECT units_produced
FROM
location L, time T, item I, facts F
WHERE F.location_code = L.location_code
AND F.time_code = T.time_code
AND F.item_code = I.item_code
AND L.continent = ‘America’
AND T.quarter = ‘1’
AND I.kind = ‘Printer’;
In the case of slice 2, the user narrows down the cube with respect to only one dimension, i.e.,
time, while the other two dimensions are left untouched. Again, the corresponding SQL statement
is shown below.
Example: (SLICE command):
SELECT units_produced
FROM
location L, time T, item I, facts F
WHERE F.location_code = L.location_code
AND F.time_code = T.time_code
AND F.item_code = I.item_code
AND T.month = ‘May’;
Since the above three examples are executed on the same cuboid, they share the first five
lines. Next, we focus on implementation of the ROLL UP and DRILL DOWN commands. The
following SQL statement concerns ROLL UP on the time dimension, i.e., instead of focusing on
the individual months, the command moves two levels up in the hierarchy and summarizes sales
by years.
Example: (ROLL UP command):
SELECT SUM(units_produced)
FROM
location L, time T, item I, facts F
WHERE F.location_code = L.location_code
AND F.time_code = T.time_code
AND F.item_code = I.item_code
GROUP BY T.year;
Again, lines 2 through 5 are the same as in the previous examples, since the same cuboid is at
stake. At the same time, summarization of the data requires the execution of SUM on the data in
the original cube (first line) and the specification that it should be performed based on the year
“level” of the time-dimension hierarchy through the application of the GROUP BY command
(last line). Once the new cuboid that uses years for the time dimension is created, DRILL DOWN
can be executed to change the focus of this dimension to one level down in the hierarchy, i.e.,
the quarters.
The only difference between this and the previous SQL implementations is the last line, which
specifies the level in the hierarchy on which the data should be summarized.
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Example: (DRILL DOWN command):
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

SUM(units_produced)
location L, time T, item I, facts F
F.location_code = L.location_code
AND F.time_code = T.time_code
AND F.item_code = I.item_code
GROUP BY T.quarter;

4.2. OLAP Server Architectures
We describe here the physical implementation of an OLAP server in a DW. There are three
different possible designs:
– Relational OLAP (ROLAP)
– Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP)
– Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP)
ROLAP stores the data based on the already familiar relational DBMS technology. In this
case, data and the related aggregations are stored in RDBMS, and OLAP middleware is used to
implement handling and exploration of data cubes. This architecture focuses on the optimization
of the RDBMS back end and provides additional tools and services such as data cube navigation
logic. Due to the use of the RDBMS back end, the main advantage of ROLAP is scalability in
handling large data volumes. Example ROLAP engines include the commercial IBM Informix
Metacube (www.ibm.com) and the Microstrategy DSS server (www.microstrategy.com), as well
as the open-source product Mondrian (mondrian.sourceforge.net).
In contrast to ROLAP, which uses tuples as the data storage unit, the MOLAP uses a dedicated
n-dimensional array storage engine and OLAP middleware to manage data. Therefore, OLAP
queries are realized through a direct addressing to the related multidimensional views (data
cubes). Additionally, this architecture focuses on pre-calculation of the transactional data into
the aggregations, which results in fast query execution performance. More specifically, MOLAP
precalculates and stores aggregated measures at every hierarchy level at load time, and stores
and indexes these values for immediate retrieval. The full precalculation requires a substantial
amount of overhead, both in processing time and in storage space. For sparse data, MOLAP
uses sparse matrix compression algorithms to improve storage utilization, and thus in general is
characterized by smaller on-disk size of data in comparison with data stored in RDBMS. Example
MOLAP products are the commercial Hyperion Ebasse (www.hyperion.com) and the Applix TM1
(www.applix.com), as well as Palo (www.opensourceolap.org), which is an open-source product.
To achieve a tradeoff between ROLAP’s scalability and MOLAP’s query performance, many
commercial OLAP servers are based on the HOLAP approach. In this case, the user decides which
portion of the data to store in the MOLAP and which in the ROLAP. For instance, often the
low-level data are stored using a relational database, while higher-level data, such as aggregations,
are stored in a separate MOLAP. An example product that supports all three architectures is
Microsoft’s OLAP Services (www.microsoft.com/), which is part of the company’s SQL Server.
4.3. Efficiency of OLAP
Since a DW is built to store and retrieve/manipulate huge volumes of data, it employs methodologies for efficient computation and indexing of multidimensional data cubes. These methods are
especially valuable for data mining applications, since they are aimed at improving data retrieval
speed. Two approaches are considered to improve performance of the OLAP queries:
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– Materialization of cuboids. Here the most frequently accessed cuboids are materialized, i.e.,
stored on the hard drive.
– Data indexing. Two popular indexing methods are bitmap indexing and join indexing. The
former is used to perform searches through cuboids, while the latter is used to perform joins
between the fact table and the dimension tables.

4.3.1. Materialization of Cuboids
The optimization of the OLAP performance with respect to materialization of cuboids can be
done using the following methods:
– Full cube materialization, in which case the entire data cube (including all cuboids) is physically materialized. This results in the fastest query response but requires heavy precomputing
and very large storage space. For large DWs, it is often unrealistic to precompute and materialize
all the cuboids that can be generated for a given data cube. For instance, for our example cube
that includes just four dimensions (item, time, location, and producer), sixteen cuboids can be
created (see Figure 6.12).
– No cube materialization, in which case nothing is materialized. This architecture gives the
slowest query response and always requires dynamic query evaluation, but at the same time it
requires no overhead and needs significantly smaller amount of storage space. For a DW, which
requires execution of complex queries, this architecture results in a very slow response time.
– Partial cube materialization, in which case selected parts of a data cube, i.e., selected cuboids,
are materialized. This hybrid architecture implements a balance between the response time and
the required storage space and overhead. It requires identification of a subset of cuboids that
will be materialized as well as efficient updating of the materialized cuboids during each load
and refresh of the data. The selection of cuboids for materialization can be performed using
system performance data stored in the metadata repository.

4.3.2. Data Indexing
DWs also use data indexing techniques to improve response time. The bitmap index is defined
for chosen attributes (columns) in the dimension and fact tables. In this case, each attribute value
is represented by a bit vector of a length equal to the number of values, i.e., a bit in the vector
is set to 1 if the corresponding row in the table has the corresponding value for the indexed
attribute. Using bitmap indexing, the join and aggregation operators executed by OLAP (and
SQL) are reduced to bit arithmetic, which is very fast, even faster than hash and tree indexing.
This index works best for attributes with low cardinality, i.e., a low number of values. In case of
high cardinality attributes, a compression technique may be used to implement the index.
For example, for the item dimension table
Item
item_code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

type

name

DVD drive
DVD drive
HDD
HDD
DVD drive
HDD
HDD

HP
Intel
HP
Seagate
Samsung
Intel
Seagate
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the corresponding bitmap indices for the type and name attributes are
index on type
record_code

DVD drive

HDD

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
index on name

record_code HP Intel Seagate Samsung
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

The name index can be used to find all rows in the item table where the name is either HP or
Intel, which translates into binary 1000 OR 0100. Therefore, using the mask of 1100 the rows 1,
2, 3, and 6 are selected.
The join index addresses computationally expensive join operations. While traditional indices
map the values of an attribute to a list of record IDs, e.g., a bitmap index, join indices are used
to register the joinable rows between two or more tables. In the case of a DW, join indices speed
up the process of finding related values (rows) between a dimension table and a fact table, and
between multiple dimension tables and a fact table. In the latter case, they are called composite
join indices and are used to select interesting cuboids. An example definition of a join index for
subsets of the schema related to the computer hardware reseller company is shown in Figure 6.21.
The join indices for the type, which is a part of the item dimension, and the fact table, between
continent, which is part of the location dimension, and the fact table, and finally the composite
join index between the type, the continent, and the fact table, are defined based on sample data
from the corresponding three tables.
4.4. Fast Analysis of Shared Multidimensional Information (FASMI) Test
Dozens of relatively new, OLAP tools were developed by smaller vendors, in contrast to the
modern DBMSs that were developed by well-established companies like IBM, Microsoft, Oracle,
and Sybase. Below we explain how the user can decide whether a particular tool actually provides
the desired OLAP functionalities and what these functionalities are.
Although many vendors claim to have “OLAP compliant” products, the user should be aware
of the vendors’ own descriptions. The techniques used to achieve OLAP functionality include
different flavors of client/server architectures, time series analysis, object-orientation, optimized
(and often proprietary) data storage, multithreading, and various patented ideas of which vendors
are very proud. Although these techniques are important in order to implement the OLAP functionalities, different tools should be compared independently of the underlying technology. Therefore,
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item

location

item_code

zip

type
name

sales (fact table)

continent

item_code

city

time_code
zip
facts_code
units_sold
item
item_
code
…
5
6
…
15
…

type

name

…
Printer
Printer
…
Printer
…

…
…
…
…
…
…

sales (facts table)
time_ item_ location_ facts_ units_
code sold
code code code
…
…
…
1
…
…
30514
…
5
2
3
…
…
6
…
…
…
13982
4
…
…
12011
5
…
…
…
15
…
6
…
…

join index for
type/sales

…

…

…

location
continent

city

…
…
30514 America
…
…
12011 America
13982 America
…
…

…
…
…
…
…
…

zip

…
join index for
continent/sales

composite join index for
type/continent/sales

type

facts_code

type

continent

facts_code

…
Printer
Printer
Printer
…

…
2
3
6
…

…
Printer
…

…
America
…

…
2
…

continent
…

facts_code
…

America

2

America

5

America

4

…

…

Figure 6.21. Example join and composite join indices.

a standard test called Fast Analysis of Shared Multidimensional Information (FASMI) was
developed to evaluate the OLAP products. The FASMI test was first used in the mid-1990s and
has been widely adopted ever since. The test summarizes the OLAP tools using five dimensions
that were used to derive its acronym:
– Fast; An OLAP system must deliver most responses to users within about five seconds, with the
simplest analyses taking no more than one second and very few taking more than 20 seconds.
Slow query response is consistently the most often-cited technical problem with OLAP products.
– Analysis; An OLAP system must be able to cope with any business logic and statistical analysis
that is relevant for the user of the system and application, and to keep the analysis easy enough
for the target user. The system must permit the definition of new ad hoc calculations and report
on the data in any desired way, without needing low-level programming.
– Shared; An OLAP system must implement the security mechanisms necessary to provide
confidentiality (possibly down to a single-cell level) and concurrent update locking capabilities
(if multiple write access is needed).
– Multidimensional; Multidimensionality is a key requirement for any OLAP tool. An OLAP
system must provide a multidimensional conceptual view of the data, which includes full support
for hierarchies and multiple hierarchies.
– Information; Information is defined as all the data and derived information stored in the underlying DW, wherever it is and however much of it is relevant for a particular application. An
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OLAP tool is evaluated in terms of how much data it can handle, not how many Gb it takes to
store the data. The “largest” OLAP products can hold at least three orders of magnitude more
data than the “smallest” tools.
The FASMI web site can be found at www.olapreport.com/fasmi.htm. It currently stores evaluations of about 25 OLAP products. A significant downside of this test is that the actual evaluations
have to be purchased by the user.
4.5. Example Commercial OLAP Tools
A recent report by the OLAP Report (www.olapreport.com) describes the top ten commercial
OLAP products together with their market shares: Microsoft (28.0%), Hyperion (19.3%), Cognos
(14.0%), Business Objects (7.4%), MicroStrategy (7.3%), SAP (5.9%), Cartesis (3.8%), Systems
Union/MIS AG (3.4%), Oracle (3.4%), and Applix (3.2%). About 25 currently supported and
over 20 discontinued OLAP products are also listed.
Specific commercial OLAP products include Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and 2005 Analysis
Services, Hyperion Essbase 7X, Cognos PowerPlay 7.3, BusinessObjects XI, MicroStrategy 7i,
SAP BW 3.1, Cartesis Magnitude 7.4, Oracle Express and the OLAP Option 6.4, and Applix
TM1 8.3. Also, a number of open-source OLAP products, including Mondrian and Palo, have
been developed.

5. Data Warehouses and OLAP for Data Mining
A DW integrated with an OLAP server can be used to perform these important tasks:
– information processing, which is implemented through querying, providing basic statistical
analysis, and reporting using tables, charts, and graphs
– analytical processing, in which multidimensional analysis of the data by using basic OLAP
operations, such as slice and dice, drilling, pivoting, etc. is performed
– data mining, in which new and interesting hidden patterns in the data are found. Some of the
DW are furnished with, or can be integrated with, data mining tools that support discovery of
data associations, construction of analytical models, performance of classification and prediction,
and presentation of the results using visualization tools.
The above three functionalities are aligned with the typical evolution process of a DW. Initially,
they are usually used for the generation of reports and for providing answers to predefined user
queries. As the amount of stored data accumulates, the DWs are used to analyze summarized
data, and the results are often presented in the form of charts and reports. Mature DWs are usually
used for decision making purposes through the performance of multidimensional data analysis
and complex OLAP operations. Finally, the ultimate application is to perform strategic decision
making through the use of knowledge discovery and data mining tools that are integrated or
interfaced with OLAP.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, although OLAP functionalities may seem to be advanced and
as all that a user may need when analyzing the data, data mining provides additional and
different services. It offers more complex techniques for understanding the data and generating
new knowledge rather than simple user-directed data summarizations and comparisons provided
by OLAP. More specifically, data mining allows the user to perform association discovery,
classification, prediction, clustering, time-series analysis, etc., which are described in subsequent
Chapters.
There are many reasons why data mining systems are integrated or interfaced with DWs. DWs
contain high-quality data, which are already integrated, cleaned, and consistent. Therefore, the
amount of work necessary to prepare data for a data mining project is substantially reduced (as
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Interface for user queries

OLAP

On Line Data Mining
Off Line Data Mining

Materialized Views
Data Cubes

Database

Metadata

Data
Warehouse

Figure 6.22. Integrated architecture for OLAP and data mining in a DW environment.

we know from Chapter 2, preparation of the data is one of the most time-consuming tasks in the
knowledge discovery process). DWs also provide an information-processing infrastructure that
includes the following:
– Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), a widely accepted application programming interface
(API) for database access
– Object Linking and Embedding for Databases (OLEDB), which is a COM-based data access
object that provides access to data in a DBMS
– OLAP tools
– reporting capabilities
– web-based interface
Finally, DWs provide OLAP-based exploratory data analysis, which allows for efficient
selection and processing of relevant data by means of drilling, dicing, pivoting, and other operators.
The overall architecture that integrates DWs, OLAP, and data mining is shown in Figure 6.22.
The integration is performed though concurrent use of on-line data mining tools and the OLAP
technology. As some of the data mining techniques require substantial computational resources
and time, they are used to analyze the data off-line, and only the results of their analysis are used
during the on-line interaction with the user. The data are extracted from the underlying DW (or
a DBMS) and presented to the data mining algorithms through the use of data cubes.

6. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we introduced databases, DataBase Management Systems (DBMSs), Structured Query Language (SQL), Data Warehouses (DWs), and On-Line Analytical Processing
(OLAP). The most important topics discussed in this Chapter are the following:
– Relational DBMS (RDBMS) is defined as a collection of interrelated data and a set of software
programs to access those data. It consists of three major components: a query processor,
a storage manager, and a transaction manager. All activities performed with an RDBMS,
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including data retrieval, data storage, design, update, and maintenance, are performed based on
a basic working unit called transaction, which consists of a sequence of queries. A query is
defined as an instance of access to a database.
– SQL is a declarative language for writing queries for an RDBMS. Three types of languages
to retrieve and manipulate data, which include Data Manipulation Language (DML), Data
Definition Language (DDL), and Data Control Language (DCL), are implemented using SQL.
DML provides functionality for data retrieval, which is the core functionality of an RDBMS
with respect to data mining. The most popular SQL DML commands are SELECT, VIEW,
INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE. Given a user-specified SQL query, the RDBMS interprets it
and plans a strategy for carrying it out in the most efficient way, i.e., the RDBMS is responsible
for query optimization.
– A DW is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and nonvolatile collection of data in support
of management’s decision-making process. Three types of DW can be distinguished: the virtual
data warehouse, the data mart, and the enterprise warehouse. The internal structure of a
DW is defined using a warehouse schema, which can be defined using one of the three main
types: star schema, snowflake schema, and galaxy schema.
– A concept hierarchy is a sequence of mappings from a set of very specific, low-level concepts
to more general, higher-level concepts in a DW. Concept hierarchies allow the formulation of
data summarizations and thus are crucial to the writing of useful OLAP queries (described
below).
– A DW is based on a multidimensional data model. The data are shown using a multidimensional data cube, in contrast to the relational table used in the case of the RDBMS.
Each dimension of the cube represents different information and can contain multiple levels of
granularity (abstraction) defined by the corresponding concept hierarchies.
– RDBMSs use on-line transaction processing (OLTP) to process queries grouped in transactions
and to provide functionalities such as data accessing, indexing, concurrency control, recovery,
etc. In contrast, DWs use OLAP to perform data analysis based on a static copy of data and
using exclusively read-only operations.
– OLAP provides aggregate data (measurements) along a set of predefined dimensions. There are
five basic OLAP commands: ROLL UP, DRILL DOWN, SLICE, DICE, and PIVOT.
– Physical implementation of an OLAP server in a DW can be realized through relational OLAP
(ROLAP), multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP), and hybrid OLAP (HOLAP).
– Two approaches are taken to improve the performance of OLAP queries: materialization of
cuboids and data indexing.
– The FASMI test was developed to evaluate different OLAP products.
– A DW integrated with an OLAP server can be used to perform three main tasks: information
processing, analytical processing, and data mining.
Some of the introductory-level textbooks on data warehousing and OLAP are [3, 8, 9, 12, 18].
A comparison between statistical databases and OLAP can be found in [16]. Good articles that
provides an overview and describe the relation between data warehousing and OLAP are [5, 13],
while the integration of OLAP and data mining is addressed in [10].
The history of data warehousing and OLAP goes back to the early 1990s, when the term OLAP
was coined [6]. The data cube was proposed as a relational aggregation operator in [7]. A greedy
algorithm for the partial materialization of cuboids was proposed in [1]. Several methods for
fast computation of data cubes can be found in [2, 4, 15]. The use of join indices and the bitmap
join index method to speed up OLAP query processing were proposed in [14, 19]. Operations
for modeling multidimensional databases were proposed in [1] and methods for selection of
materialized cuboids for efficient OLAP query processing in [5, 11, 17]. More information about
data warehousing and an OLAP bibliography can be found at www.daniel-lemire.com/OLAP.
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7. Exercises
1. Discuss which SLQ commands can be executed online and which are executed only offline.
2. Explain what does it means that the data warehouses are nonvolatile. Give three example SQL
commands that would not be executed in an online data warehouse.
3. Contrast a normalized relational schema and a star schema. You may use an example to
demonstrate the differences and commonalities.
4. Design a data warehouse schema for a global weather center. In your design you should
assume that the center gathers data from 10,000 weather stations, which record and transmit
basic weather information including temperature, pressure, precipitation, wind speed, and wind
direction every hour. The stations are located in different cities around the globe, which can
be divided into different continents, countries, and states (provinces); those that are located
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inland, on the coast, and on the ocean; and finally those that are located at different altitudes.
The center has already accumulated five years of historical data and now requires a tool that
allows for efficient querying and deriving of general weather patterns in a multidimensional
space.
5. Consider an example data warehouse that consists of five dimensions, namely, students, courses,
professors, departments, semesters, and two measures, namely, GPA and number_of_credits.
At the lowest granularity level, GPA stores a student’s grade in a course taken from a specific
professor, in a specific department and semester, while number_of_credits stores how many
credits the course is worth. Given this description:
a. list three types of data warehouse schema that can be used to model this data
b. draw a schema diagram for the schema that uses multiple fact tables
c. considering the four-dimensional data cube, identify what specific OLAP commands should
be used to derive the GPA of students from the Electrical and Computer Engineering
department from the fourth-year courses in 2003
d. write down the SQL implementation of the command from (c)
e. assuming that each dimension has four levels, which includes all, e.g., course < course year
< course college < all, determine how many cuboids can be generated for the above data
cube (you should include both base and apex cuboids)
6. Find at least four commercial OLAP tools that utilize the ROLAP architecture. For each of
these tools, list the corresponding URL or publication.
7. Explain the main differences between the three types of data warehouse usage, i.e., information
processing, analytical processing, and data mining. List at least five specific names of data
mining algorithms that can be used to perform classification.

7
Feature Extraction and Selection
Methods

This Chapter provides background and algorithms for feature extraction and feature selection
from numerical data. Both methods are performed to reduce the dimensionality of the original
data. Feature extraction methods do it by generating new transformed features and selecting the
informative ones while feature selection methods choose a subset of original features.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, we deal with large datasets that include up to billions of objects (examples, patterns)
and up to several thousands of features. This Chapter provides an introduction to data preprocessing methods, which are concerned with the extraction and selection of features to reduce
the dimensionality and improve the data for subsequent data mining analysis. Feature selection
selects a subset of features among the set of all features from the original dataset. On the other
hand, feature extraction generates new features based on the original dataset.
This Chapter describes both supervised and unsupervised feature extraction methods. These
include dimensionality reduction and feature extraction via unsupervised Principal Component
Analysis, unsupervised Independent Component Analysis, and supervised Fisher’s linear
discriminant analysis. The first two methods are linear transformations that optimally reduce
dimensionality, in terms of the number of features, of the original unsupervised dataset. The
Fisher’s method also implements a linear transformation that optimally converts supervised
datasets into a new space that includes fewer features, which are more suitable for classification. While the above methods are mainly used with numerical (time-independent) data, we
also describe two groups of methods for preprocessing of time-series data. These include Fourier
transform and Wavelets and their two-dimensional versions. We also discuss Zernike moments
and Singular Value Decomposition.
The second part of the Chapter describes a wide variety of feature selection methods. The
design of these methods is based on two components, namely, selection criteria and search
methods.

2. Feature Extraction
Data preprocessing may include transformation (projection) of the original patterns (also called
examples or objects) into the transformed pattern space, frequently along with reduction of
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dimensionality of a pattern by extraction of only the most informative features. The transformation and reduction of pattern dimensionality may improve the recognition process through a
consideration of only the most important data representation, possibly with uncorrelated-pattern
elements retaining maximum information about the original data. These approaches may also lead
to better generalization abilities of a subsequently designed model, such as a classifier.
Reduction of the original pattern dimensionality refers to a transformation of original
n-dimensional patterns into other m-dimensional feature patterns (m ≤ n). The pattern transformation and dimensionality reduction can be considered as a nonlinear transformation (mapping)
y = Fx

(1)

of n-dimensional original patterns x (vectors in the n-dimensional pattern space) into
m-dimensional transformed patterns y (vectors in the m-dimensional transformed pattern space).
The m-dimensional transforming function Fx may be designed based on the available knowledge
about a domain and data statistics. Elements yi (i = 1 2 · · ·  m) of the transformed patterns y are
called features and the m-dimensional transformed patterns y are called feature vectors. Feature
vectors represent data objects in the feature space. However, the general name pattern is also
adequate in this context.
The projection and reduction of a pattern space may depend on the goal of processing. The
purpose of transformation is to obtain a pattern representing data in the best form for a given
processing goal. For example, one can choose features in order to characterize (model) a natural
phenomenon that generates patterns. Another goal may be finding the best features for the
classification (recognition) of objects.
Below we present an optimal linear transformation that guarantees the preservation of maximum
information by the extracted feature vector.
The reasons for performing data transformation and dimensionality reduction of patterns are as
follows:
– Removing redundancy in data
– Compression of data sets
– Obtaining transformed and reduced patterns containing only a relevant set of features that help
to design classifiers with better generalization capabilities
– Discovering the intrinsic variables of data that help design a data model, and improving understanding of phenomena that generate patterns
– Projecting high-dimensional data (preserving intrinsic data topology) onto low-dimensional
space in order to visually discover clusters and other relationships in data
2.1. Principal Component Analysis
Probably the most popular statistical method of linear pattern transformation and feature extraction
is Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This linear transformation is based on the statistical
characteristics of a given data set represented by the covariance matrix of data patterns, its
eigenvalues, and the corresponding eigenvectors.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a technique, developed in a biological context, to
represent a linear regression analysis as fitting planes to data in the sense of least-squares error.
PCA determines an optimal linear transformation
y = Wx

(2)

of a real-valued n-dimensional random data pattern x ∈ Rn into another m-dimensional (m ≤ n)
transformed vector y ∈ Rm . The m × n linear transformation matrix W ∈ Rm×n is optimal from the
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point of view of obtaining the maximal information retention. PCA is realized through exploring
statistical correlations among elements of the original patterns and finding (possibly reduced) data
representation that retains the maximum nonredundant and uncorrelated intrinsic information of
the original data. Exploration of the original data set, represented by the original n-dimensional
patterns xi , is based on computing and analyzing a data covariance matrix, its eigenvalues, and the
corresponding eigenvectors arranged in descending order. The arrangement of subsequent rows
of a transformation matrix W as the normalized eigenvectors, corresponding to the subsequent
largest eigenvalues of the data covariance matrix, will result in an optimal linear transformation
matrix Ŵ. The elements of the m-dimensional transformed feature vector y will be uncorrelated
and arranged in decreasing order according to decreasing information content. This allows for
a straightforward reduction of dimensionality (and thus data compression) by discarding trailing
feature elements with the lowest information content. Depending on the nature of an original
data pattern, one can obtain a substantial reduction of feature vector dimensionality m << n
compared with the dimensionality of original data patterns. First, having determined the optimal
transformation matrix Ŵ, one can reduce the decorrelated feature vector dimension and use
reduced feature vectors for classification. Second, all original n-dimensional data patterns can be
optimally transformed to data patterns in the feature space with lower dimensionality. This means
that the original data will be compressed with the minimal information loss when the data are
reconstructed (preserving the maximal information content of the original data).
A PCA-based linear transformation of an original data pattern can also be interpreted as a
projection of original patterns into m-dimensional feature space with orthonormal bases (guaranteeing that one obtains decorrelation of feature vector elements).
We can think of a PCA as an unsupervised learning from data. Indeed, PCA does not use
knowledge about a class associated with a pattern, but only discovers correlation among patterns
and their elements, as well as ordered intrinsic directions where the data patterns change most
(with maximum variance), as shown in Figure 7.1.
Despite the fact that PCA is an unsupervised method, it can also be used in classifier design for
the projection and reduction of feature patterns. Here, PCA is applied solely to patterns in order
to determine an optimal transformation of original patterns into a principal component space and
possibly to reduce the dimensionality of the projected pattern. Once an optimal transformation

x2

Second principal
component
First principal
component

x1
Figure 7.1. Principal components.
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has been completed, the projected patterns will have the same class assignments as those in the
original data set.
2.1.1. Statistical Characteristics of Data Required by PCA
Let us consider data objects characterized by n-dimensional column patterns x ∈ Rn in
n-dimensional pattern space whose elements take real values xi ∈ R. We assume that our
knowledge about a domain is represented as a limited size sample (from a certain domain) of N
random patterns xi gathered as an unlabeled training data set Ttra :
Ttra = x1  x2  · · ·  xN 

(3)

The entire training set data will be represented as an N × n data pattern matrix:
⎡ 1 T⎤
x 
⎢ x2 T ⎥
⎥
⎢
X=⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦

(4)

xN T
One row of the data matrix contains one transposed pattern. If a data set contains patterns labeled
by classes, for unsupervised PCA analysis we need to extract only patterns from this data set.
The data can be characterized by second-order statistics, namely, by the n-dimensional mean
vector

 = Ex = Ex1  Ex2  · · ·  Exn

T

(5)

and the square n × n-dimensional covariance matrix

Rxx =  = E x − x − T

(6)

where E· denotes the expectation operator and  is the mean vector of a pattern vector x. The
square, semipositive definite, symmetric (rij = rji ), real-valued covariance matrix Rxx describes
correlations between elements of pattern vectors (treated as random variables). The PCA technique
assumes that the original data patterns are zero-mean random vectors
 = Ex = 0

(7)

If this condition is not satisfied, one can convert an original pattern x to the zero mean representation by the operation x − . For zero mean patterns, the covariance matrix (equal to the
correlation matrix) is defined as
Rxx =  = ExxT

(8)

The true values  and Rxx for the mean vectors and the covariance matrix are in practice not
available, since we usually do not know the exact probabilistic characteristics of patterns generated
by nature. Our knowledge about a pattern-generation mechanism is included in a given data set
Ttra containing a finite number of N patterns x1  x2  · · ·  xN . Under these circumstances, we
find estimates for the mean

ˆ =

1
N

N

xi
i=1

(9)
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and the covariance matrix (unbiased estimate)
R̂xx =

N

1
N −1

xi − xi − T

(10)

i=1

based on a given limited sample. For zero-mean data, the covariance estimate becomes
R̂xx =

N

1
N −1

xi xi T =
i

1
XT X
N −1

where X is a whole N × n original data pattern matrix (data set).
The intrinsic characteristic of given data X can be found as a set of n eigenvalues
corresponding eigenvectors ei by solving the eigenvalue problem
Rxx ei =

ie

i



i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(11)

i

and the
(12)

We consider the orthonormal eigenvectors, which is a legitimate approach since a covariance
matrix Rxx is symmetric and real valued. This means that the eigenvectors are orthogonal ei T ej =
0i j = 1 2 · · ·  n i = j with unit length ei  = ei T ei = 1i = 1 2 · · · n.
In the PCA analysis, it is essential that the eigenvalues of the matrix Rxx are arranged in the
decreasing order
1

≥

2

≥ ···

n

≥0

(13)

with 1 = max . The corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors e will be composed as the square
n × n matrix
i

E = e1  e2  · · ·  en

(14)

with the ith column representing one eigenvector ei corresponding to the eigenvalue i . The most
dominant first eigenvector e1 in the first column of the matrix E corresponds to the first most
dominant eigenvalue 1 of the covariance matrix Rxx . The second most dominant eigenvector e2
in the second column corresponds to the second most dominant eigenvalue 2 , etc.
The arrangement of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors in descending order is essential
for data dimensionality reduction. Only the first m principal components of projected feature
vectors (those carrying the most information) and corresponding to the first m dominant eigenvalues should be considered.
The eigenvalue problem equation can be written in the matrix form
Rxx E = E

(15)

where  = diag 1  1  · · ·  n .
We can observe that for the orthonormal matrix E we have
ET E = I

(16)

where I is the n × n unit matrix. Consequently, we have
E−1 = ET

(17)

In light of the above equality, we can write formulas for the so-called orthogonal similarity
transformation
E−1 Rxx E = ET Rxx E = 

(18)

and consequently the spectral factorization of the covariance matrix Rxx ,
Rxx = EET

(19)
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2.1.2. The Optimization Criterion of PCA
The goal of PCA is to find the optimal linear transformation y = Wx of the original n-dimensional
data patterns x into m-dimensional feature vectors y, possibly with lower dimensionality m < n.
More formally, PCA can be considered as a static optimization problem, with a specifically defined
optimization criterion, which will guarantee obtaining (through optimal projection) a transformed
feature vector possessing the desired characteristics. In PCA, it is required that:
– optimal transformation is orthogonal (with orthonormal basis)
– elements of the transformed feature vector y are uncorrelated
– orthonormal basis of the linear projections shows, in decreasing order, the orthogonal intrinsic
directions in data along which the data changes (variances) are maximal
– pattern reconstruction error will be minimal in the least-squares sense
For the orthonormal linear transformation y = Wx, with the m × n-dimensional orthonormal
tranformation matrix W, an estimate of the reconstructed pattern is x̂ = W−1 y. Since for the
orthonormal matrices we have W−1 = WT , thus
x̂ = W−1 y = WT y = WT Wx

(20)

The criterion for the optimal, PCA-based, linear transformation is selected in order to guarantee
obtaining a minimum of the reconstruction error metric. The reconstruction error-based criterion
has the form

Jlse W = E x − x̂2

(21)

where x − x̂2 = x − x̂22 denotes the square of the Euclidean distance, denoted by the subscript
lse indicating that the criterion used in optimization is based on the mean least squares error
criterion. For practical computations, one can use the criterion
Jlse W =

1
2

N

xi − x̂i 2 =
i

1
2

N

n

i

j

xji − x̂ji 2

(22)

PCA seeks the optimal transformation matrix W that guarantees minimization of the mean squares
reconstruction error (criterion Jlse W) for a given data set Ttra .
In order to better understand the goal of PCA, we provide a more detailed interpretation of the
PCA criterion:

JW = E x − x̂2

= E trace x − x̂x − x̂T
= traceRxx  − traceWRxx WT 

(23)

In the above equations, we used the facts that traceW = traceWT  and WWT = WW−1 = I,
along with the following equalities:
x − x̂2 = tracex − x̂x − x̂T 
traceEWT WxxT WT W  = traceWWT WRxx WT 
= traceWRxx WT 

(24)
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We can observe that in the PCA criterion given in Equation (23), the second term
traceWRxx WT  = Jvariance W and is equal to the variance of the projected feature vector y, or
consequently, equal to to the variance of the reconstructed pattern vector x̂:

Jvariance W = traceWRxx WT  = E traceyyT  =

m

yi2

(25)

i=1
n

Jlse W = traceWT WRxx WT W = Etracex̂x̂T  =

x̂i2
i=1

The conclusion from the above criterion analysis is that minimization of the mean square error
criterion Jlse W is in fact equivalent to maximization of the projected feature vector y variance
(with the criterion Jvariance ). One can interpret PCA as minimization of the reconstruction error
in the mean least squares sense, or equivalently as maximization of the resulting projection
(feature vector) variance. We see that the optimal PCA-based linear transformation will result in
a projection of the original patterns into the feature vectors, with elements located in the feature
space in the directions with maximal variances (maximal variabilities).
2.1.3. PCA Theorem
For a given data set (a training set), let Ttra = x1  x2  · · ·  xN , containing N n-dimensional
zero-mean randomly generated patterns x ∈ Rn with real-valued elements and the symmetric, realvalued n × n covariance matrix Rxx ∈ Rn×n . Let the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Rxx be
arranged in decreasing order 1 ≥ 2 ≥ · · · n ≥ 0 (with 1 = max ). Assume that the corresponding
orthonormal eigenvectors (orthogonal with unit length e = 1) e1  e2  · · ·  en compose the n × n
orthonormal matrix
E = e1  e2  · · ·  en

(26)

with columns being orthonormal eigenvectors. Then the optimal linear transformation
ŷ = Ŵx

(27)

transforms the original n-dimensional patterns x into m-dimensional m ≤ n feature patterns,
minimizing the mean least squares reconstruction error criterion Jlse W given by Equation (25) (or
maximizing the variance of projected patterns) and provides for the m × n optimal transformation
matrix Ŵ, denoted also by WKL (under the constraints WWT = I), as
⎡ 1 T⎤
e 
⎢ e2 T ⎥
⎥
⎢
(28)
Ŵ = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
em T
composed with m rows that are the first m orthonormal eigenvectors of the original data covariance
matrix Rxx .
The resulting optimal linear transformation y = Ŵx, with the optimal transformation matrix
Ŵ, is called the Karhunen-Loéve (KLT) or Hotelling transformation.
2.1.4. Properties of the Karhunen-Loéve Transformation
The optimal KLT transformation guarantees the minimum reconstruction error in the least squares
sense, with the minimal value
n

min Jlse W =

i
i=m+1

(29)
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The minimum value of the reconstruction error is equal to the sum of the trailing n−m eigenvalues
m+1  m+2  · · ·  n (from the ordered eigenvalues) of the covariance matrix Rxx , where m is the
possibly reduced length of the projected feature vector y (m ≤ n).
Simultaneously, the transformation guarantees the maximum of the projected feature vector
variance, with the maximum value
m

max Jvariance W =

(30)

i
i=1

equal to the sum of the first m eigenvalues of Rxx . The orthonormal eigenvectors e1 , e2 , · · · , en
(rows of the optimal transformation matrix Ŵ), corresponding to the descending-order eigenvalues
1  2  · · ·  n of the data covariance matrix Rxx , are called the principal eigenvectors. They
show orthogonal directions (in descending order, corresponding to the principal eigenvectors and
eigenvalues) in the pattern space where data change maximally (with maximal variance). The m
principal eigenvectors (arranged as rows) compose the optimal transformation matrix Ŵ.
For a given n-dimensional random pattern x, the optimal transformation y = Ŵx will
produce the optimally projected m-dimensional feature vector y = y1  y2  · · ·  ym T . The elements
y1  y2  · · ·  ym of the feature vector are called the principal components of a pattern x. The
principal components are statistically uncorrelated with covariances
Eyi yj = eiT Rxx ej = 0

(31)

and with variances equal to the corresponding eigenvalues
Eyi yi = Eyi2 = ei T Rxx ei =

(32)

i

The covariance matrix Ryy = EyyT of the projected feature vectors y is diagonal, with eigenvalues
of the original pattern covariance matrix Rxx on the main diagonal given in descending value
order. The variances are arranged in descending variance value order Ey12 ≤ Ey22 ≤ · · · ≤ Eym2 .
The ith principal component yi of the original pattern x, corresponding to the ith largest eigenvalue i of the covariance matrix Rxx , is obtained as an inner product
yi = ei T x = e1i x1 + e2i x2 + · · · + eni xn

(33)

of the ith orthonormal eigenvector ei (ith row of Ŵ) and a given pattern x. It is just a linear
combination of the elements of pattern vector x.
The first principal component y1 = e1 T x, corresponding to the first most dominant eigenvalue
1
1 (and first eigenvector e ) of the covariance matrix, is such that its variance
variancey1  = Ey12 = Ee1 x2 = e1 ExxT e1 T = e1 Rxx e1 T =

1

(34)

is maximal. The first most dominant principal component y1 is along the first eigenvector direction
e1 , with maximum variance equal to the most dominant eigenvalue 1 of the covariance matrix.
Subsequently, the second principal component y2 = e2 T x, corresponding to the second
dominant eigenvalue 2 (and the second eigenvector e2 ), is such that its variance
variancey2  = Ey22 =

2

(35)

is maximal. The second dominant principal component y2 is along the second eigenvector direction
e2 , with the second maximum variance equal to the second dominant eigenvalue 2 of the
covariance matrix. The direction of the second principal component is perpendicular to the
direction of the first most dominant principal component. Similarly, the third dominant principal
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component y3 = e3 T x is along the third eigenvector direction e3 , with the third maximum
variance equal to the third dominant eigenvalue 3 of the covariance matrix. The direction of the
third principal component is perpendicular (orthogonal) to the direction of the first and second
dominant principal component. Generally, the ith principal component will be in the direction
orthogonal to all prior principal components y1  y2  · · ·  yi−1 , with the maximal value of variance
in this direction equal to i . The m principal components form principal component space into
which patterns x are optimally projected. Most information is contained along the first principal
component.
2.1.5. Optimal KLT Transformation of the Original Patterns
Once we have defined the optimal KLT transformation matrix Ŵ, the optimal transformation of a
given n-dimensional original pattern x into the m-dimensional optimal feature pattern y is given
by y = Ŵx. The inverse transformation can be obtained from
x̂ = Ŵ−1 y = ŴT y =

m

yi e i

(36)

i=1

The optimal transformation of the entire original data set X is given by the formula
Y = ŴXT T = XŴT

(37)

The m × m covariance matrix Ryy = EyyT for the projected patterns y can be estimated as
Ry =

1
YT Y = ŴRxx ŴT = diag
N −1

i

(38)

The entire reconstructed pattern set is given by
X̂ = YŴ

(39)

2.1.6. Dimensionality Reduction
PCA can be effectively used for feature extraction and dimensionality reduction. Instead of the
entire n-dimensional original data pattern x, one can form the m-dimensional m ≤ n feature
vector y = y1  y2  · · ·  ym T containing only the first m most dominant principal components of
x, corresponding to the first m most dominant eigenvalues 1  2  · · ·  m of the original data
pattern covariance matrix. PCA is the best technique for linear feature extraction from the original
set of patterns, in the sense of minimization of the reconstruction error. Projection of patterns
from highly dimensional pattern space x ∈ Rn  onto reduced principal component space (with
dimension m << n) will result in the square of the approximation error
n

e2 =

i

(40)

i=m+1

which is equal to the sum of n − m discarded eigenvalues. We also can say that the m principal
components yi are the most expressive features of a data set. PCA provides a way to reduce
(compress) data representation by choosing the feature vector with lower dimensionality. The
reduced-size feature vectors represent data in a new feature space, where the feature vector
elements are uncorrelated and placed along the orthogonal directions of principal components
with maximal variances. This characteristic might be desirable in classifier design for some
types of data. However, PCA does not consider the improvement of classification in principal
component space, as a transformation criterion. This mean that most expressive features obtained
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through principal components are well suited for data representation (the model) and compression.
However, they might not be good for classification. The data in the feature space will be an
approximation (a model) of the original data patterns.
The approximation error vector e is orthogonal to the reconstructed data pattern x̂. The least
squares error between x and x̂ is


1/2

n

e = x − x̂ =

xi − x̂i 

2

(41)

i=1

The least mean squares error is equal to
n

Ex − x̂2 =

i

(42)

i=m+1

and it is also equal to the sum of n − m eigenvalues not used.
One method (criterion) for (data representation oriented) selection of a dimension of a reduced
feature vector y is to choose a minimal number of the first m most dominant principal components
y1  y2  · · ·  ym of x for which the mean square reconstruction error is less than the heuristically
set error threshold . Another, more practical method may be to select the minimal number of
the first m most dominant principal components for which a percentage V of a sum of unused
eigenvalues of a sum of all eigenvalues
n
i=m+1
V= 
n
i=1

i

100%

(43)

i

and is less than a defined threshold : P < .
One can try to use principal components for classification. Selection of the best principal
components for classification purposes is outside the scope of this Chapter. In such a case, Fisher’s
Linear Discriminant Analysis (described in Section 2.2) should be used.
Example: Let us consider a data set (shown in Table 7.1) containing 10 two-feature patterns
x ∈ R2 from two classes c1 = 0 and c2 = 1 (five patterns in each class) drawn according to the
Gaussian normal density distribution.
The patterns x ∈ R2 from both classes of the original data set can be composed as a 10 ×
2n=2 N = 10 data pattern matrix Xorig (Table 7.2). The mean vector for the original patterns x
Table 7.1. Two-class
data set.
x1

x2

class

1
2
2
3
3
6
7
8
8
7

2
2
3
1
2
8
8
7
8
9

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
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Table 7.2. Data pattern matrix
⎡

1
⎢2
⎢2
⎢
⎢3
⎢
⎢3
Xorig = ⎢
⎢6
⎢
⎢7
⎢
⎢8
⎣8
7

⎤
2
2⎥
3⎥
⎥
1⎥
⎥
2⎥
⎥
8⎥
⎥
8⎥
⎥
7⎥
8⎦
9

is  = 47 50 T , and the zero mean data pattern can be obtained by extraction x − , yielding
the zero mean data pattern matrix X:
⎡

−37
⎢ −27
⎢
⎢ −27
⎢
⎢ −17
⎢
⎢ −17
X=⎢
⎢ 13
⎢
⎢ 23
⎢
⎢ 33
⎢
⎣ 33
23

⎤
−30
−30 ⎥
⎥
−20 ⎥
⎥
−40 ⎥
⎥
−30 ⎥
⎥
30 ⎥
⎥
30 ⎥
⎥
20 ⎥
⎥
30 ⎦
40

The 2 × 2 covariance matrix Rxx of the data patterns X is


75667 81111
Rxx =
81111 104444



= 07678, 2 = 172433, and 06424 07624 T . Arranged in decreasing order, the eigenvalues
and corresponding orthogonal eigenvectors of matrix Rxx are 1 = 172433, 2 = 07678, and
e1 = 06424 07664 T , e2 = −07664 06424 T . Matrix E, composed with eigenvectors e1 and
e2 as columns, is


06424 −07664
E=
07664
06424
1

We can easily see that the eigenvectors are orthonormal: orthogonal e1 T e2 = 0 with unit
length ei  = 1. Finally, the optimal KLT transformation matrix Ŵ, with rows of eigenvectors
corresponding to the decreasing-order eigenvalues of a covariance matrix, is

Ŵ =

06424 07664
−07664 06424



The projected first vector x1 = −37 −30 T from X gives, as a feature vector in the principal
component space, y1 = −46760 09084 T . Here, y11 = −46760 is the first principal component
of the pattern x1 along the direction of the first eigenvector e1 . The data have maximal variance
1
1 = 172433 in this direction. Consequently, y2 = 09084 is the second principal component of
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the pattern x1 along the direction of the second eigenvector e2 orthogonal to e1 . The projection
of all vectors from X onto principal components are Y = XŴT :
⎡
⎤
−46760
09084
⎢ −40336
01421 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −32672
07844 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −41576 −12667 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −33912 −06243 ⎥
⎥
Y=⎢
⎢ 31342
09309 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 37766
01645 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 36526 −12443 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ 44190 −06019 ⎦
45430
08069
The covariance matrix of Y is diagonal, with elements equal to


172433 00000
00000 07678

1

and

2:

The first original pattern vector x1 = −37 −30 T can be reconstructed, by the inverse operation
x̂ = ŴT y, from the principal component space vectors y1 = −46760 09084 T :


 

06424 −07664 −46760
−37
x̂1 =
=
07664
06424
09084
−30
The reconstruction is exact, since the dimension of the original pattern and the feature patterns are
equal m = n, and consequently we used all eigenvectors in the optimal transformation matrix
Ŵ. Reconstruction of all the original pattern space vectors X̂, by the inverse operation X̂ = YW,
gives
⎡
⎤
−37 −30
⎢ −27 −30 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −27 −20 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −17 −40 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −17 −30 ⎥
⎢
⎥
X̂ = ⎢
30 ⎥
⎢ 13
⎥
⎢ 23
30 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 33
20 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ 33
30 ⎦
23
40
The fully reconstructed original pattern vectors, with the mean vector x̂orig = x̂ +  added, are
equal to the original patterns Xorig :
⎡
⎤
1 2
⎢2 2⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢2 3⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢3 1⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢3 2⎥
⎥
X̂orig = ⎢
⎢6 8⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢7 8⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢8 7⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣8 8⎦
7 9
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Let us consider now how we can model considered zero mean data patterns X by only one latent
variable y = y1 ∈ Rm = 1 being the first principal component of two dimensional patterns
x. Here, we form the 1 × 2 optimal KLT transformation matrix Ŵ by choosing as its sole row
the first eigenvector e1 of the covariance matrix Rxx , corresponding to the first most dominant
eigenvalue 1 :
Ŵ = e1 = 06424 07664
The projected first vector x1 = −37 −30 T from X gives, as the feature vector in the principal
component space, y1 = −46760 . Here, y11 = −46760 is the first principal component of the
pattern x1 along the direction of the first eigenvector e1 . The data have maximal variance 1
in this direction. The projection of all vectors from X onto the first principal component gives
Y = XŴT 
⎡

⎤
−46760
⎢ −40336 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −32672 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −41576 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ −33912 ⎥
⎢
⎥
Y=⎢
⎥
⎢ 31342 ⎥
⎢ 37766 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 36526 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ 44190 ⎦
45430
The covariance of Y = 172433 for 1 . The first original pattern vector, x1 = −37 −30 T ,
can be reconstructed, by the inverse operation x̂ = ŴT y, from the principal component space
vectors y1 = −46760 :
x̂1 =





06424 
−30038
−46760 =
07664
−35836

The reconstructed error vector is x1 − x̂1 = −06962 05836 T . Reconstruction of all original
pattern space vectors X̂, by the inverse operation X̂ = YW, gives
⎡

−30038
⎢ −25911
⎢
⎢ −20988
⎢
⎢ −26708
⎢
⎢ −21785
X̂ = ⎢
⎢ 20134
⎢
⎢ 24261
⎢
⎢ 23464
⎢
⎣ 28387
29184

⎤
−35836
−30913 ⎥
⎥
−25039 ⎥
⎥
−31863 ⎥
⎥
−25989 ⎥
⎥
24020 ⎥
⎥
28943 ⎥
⎥
27993 ⎥
⎥
33866 ⎦
34817
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The reconstructed error vectors are
⎡

06962
⎢ −01089
⎢
⎢ −06012
⎢
⎢ 09708
⎢
⎢ 04785
X − X̂ = ⎢
⎢ −07134
⎢
⎢ −01261
⎢
⎢ 09536
⎢
⎣ 04613
−06184
The least mean squares error is equal to
pattern error equals 07478).

2

⎤
05836
00913 ⎥
⎥
05039 ⎥
⎥
−08137 ⎥
⎥
−04011 ⎥
⎥
05980 ⎥
⎥
01057 ⎥
⎥
−07993 ⎥
⎥
−03866 ⎦
05183

= 07678 (its numerical estimate as the mean of the

2.2. Supervised Feature Extraction Based on Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis
Fisher’s linear discriminant method, with a linear transformation of the original patterns, is
the classic method of real-valued feature extraction and pattern dimensionality reduction. This
linear transformation is obtained based on statistical characteristics extracted from a given data
set represented by data pattern scatter matrices (proportional to covariance matrices). Fisher’s
linear transformation is constructed based on a given limited-size data set Ttra , containing N
i
examples. Each example xi  ctarget
 i = 1 2 · · ·  N, representing one object of recognition, is
i
constituted with an n-dimensional real-valued pattern x ∈ Rn with corresponding target class ctarget
.
l
We assume that a data set Ttra contains Ni  i Ni = N examples from each categorical class ci ,
with the total number of classes denoted by l.
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis is a method of supervised learning from data, since it
considers patterns labeled by target classes and reveals and uses measures of pattern scatter through
the total data set, as well as within and between classes. A linear transformation of an original data
pattern can also be interpreted as a projection of original patterns into a reduced m-dimensional
feature space. Here, feature space reduction and feature extraction via transformation are included
in one transformation.
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis, based on statistical data-analysis techniques, determines
an optimal linear transformation
y = Wx

(44)

of a real-valued n-dimensional data pattern x into another m-dimensional m ≤ n transformed
pattern y. The m × n transformation matrix W is designed optimally from the point of view of
maximal interclass separability of projected patterns. This design allows us to find a reduced
compact data representation, in lower-dimensionality pattern space, with maximal separability
between classes, thereby allowing us to design a better classifier.
Designing Fisher’s linear transformation as a static optimization problem with specifically
defined optimization criterion leads to obtaining an optimal transformation. The criterion JFisher is
selected for the optimal Fisher linear transformation in order to ensure that we obtain a minimum
interclass separability of transformed patterns. The evaluation of interclass separability is based
on scatter matrices (proportional to covariance matrices) estimated for a given data set for each
class and between classes. It is constructed to choose new features, by the transformation of
original features to fewer new features, which will ensure a small within-class scatter and a large
between-class scatter.
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2.2.1. Two-class Data and Fisher’s Projection onto a Line
First, we assume a two-class data set and analyze a linear transformation of n-dimensional patterns
x ∈ Rn into a one-dimensional feature space, with patterns y ∈ R containing one feature. This
transformation has the linear form
y = wT x

(45)

where w = w1  w2  · · ·  xn T is an n-dimensional transformation vector (containing n adjustable
coefficients). We see that this is a linear projection of multidimensional patterns in the
n-dimensional pattern space onto a line in the one-dimensional reduced feature space y. Here, y
is an extracted and reduced data feature. Even for well-clustered and separated patterns from two
classes in the original n-dimensional pattern space, such linear projection onto a line may result
in a large loss of information and a confusing overlap of patterns from both classes. However,
by rotating a line of projection (by changing a transformation coefficient wi ), we can find a line
position that will give maximal separability of projected patterns from the two classes. This observation sets the foundation for Fisher’s linear transformation (projection), which can be generalized
also for multiclass data sets.
We will discuss Fisher’s linear transformation as constructed based on a given limited-size data
set Ttra . The set Ttra contains N examples (containing patterns labeled by classes). Each example
i
xi  ctarget
i = 1 2 · · ·  N is constituted with an n-dimensional real-valued pattern x ∈ Rn with
i
corresponding target class ctarget
i = 1 2. We assume that a data set Ttra (a training set) contains
Ni N1 + N2 = N examples from each of two categorical classes c1 , c2 , with the total number of
classes denoted by l = 2.
2.2.2. Statistical Characteristics of Patterns from an Original n-feature Data Set Ttra
First, we should provide measures of the statistical characteristics of patterns from an original
n-feature data set Ttra . The mean for each class, which shows a separation of patterns from each
class, can be estimated by
i =

1
Ni

x i = 1 2

(46)

x ∈ xci

where x ∈ xci denotes a set of patterns from the class ci . In order to calculate the scatter of
patterns within one class ci around this class mean, the n × n-dimensional within-class ci scatter
matrix is defined as
Si =

x − i x − i T  i = 1 2

(47)

x ∈ xci

This matrix is proportional to the covariance matrix; it is symmetric and positive semidefinite
(and, for Ni > n, usually nonsingular). The summarizing measure for the scatter of patterns around
means for all l classes, the so-called within-class scatter matrix, can be defined as
S w = S 1 + S2

(48)

The total scatter matrix (for all Nall patterns from Ttra )
N

St =

xj − xj − T

(49)

j=1

illustrates a between-class scatter. The total data mean can be estimated by
=

1
N

N

xj =
j=1

1
N  + N2 2 
N 1 1

(50)
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We find that the total scatter matrix can be decomposed into two matrices
S t = S w + Sb

(51)

where Sw is the within-class scatter matrix, and the n × n square matrix Sb is the between-class
scatter matrix, defined as
Sb = N1 1 − 1 − T + N2 2 − 2 − T

(52)

2.2.3. Statistical Characteristics of the Projected Original Data Set Patterns onto a Single
Feature y Pattern Space
Similar statistical characteristics can be provided for projected original data set patterns onto a
single feature y pattern space (with linear transformation y = wT x). All projected patterns y form
i
a projected data set Ttra proj with N cases yi  ctarget
 containing labeled single feature patterns
y ∈ R. The mean of projected patterns y in Ttra proj for each class c1 and c2 can be estimated from

ip

=

1
Ni

y=
y ∈ yci

1
Ni

w T x = w T i

i = 1 2

(53)

x ∈ xci

and the scatter of a feature y (from projected original data) for each class is
2
=
sip

1
Ni

y −

ip 

2



i = 1 2

(54)

y ∈ yci

2
. The total
Note that the estimate of variance of the projected patterns for each class is 1/Ni sip
within-class scatter of y in an entire data set Ttra proj is defined by
2
2
2
= s1p
+ s2p
stp

(55)

We can see that the distance between projected means can be found to be 
wT 1 − 2 .
The design criterion for optimal interclass separability
JFisher W =



1p − 2p 
2
2
s1p
+ s2p

2



1p

−

2p 

=

(56)

guarantees a large value either for larger between-class scatter or for smaller within-class scatter.
The above criterion for a single feature, based on interclass separability, is called the Fisher
F-ratio. It guarantees finding an optimal linear transformation y = wT x of n-feature patterns into
one feature pattern y, maximizing the between-class variance while simultaneously minimizing
the within-class variance.
Let us sketch a solution for an optimal linear transformation. We try to find an optimal
transformation vector ŵ providing maximization of a criterion JFisher W. Derivations show that
 1p − 2p 2 = wT Sb w, with
Sb = 1 − 2 1 − 2 T

(57)

2
2
2
and stp
= s1p
+ s2p
= wT Sw w. Thus, the criterion J for interclass separability of projected patterns
y as a function of w is given by

JFisher w =

w T Sb w
w T Sw w

(58)
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It is known that the optimal transform vector w that minimizes the criterion functional Jw must
be a solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem
Sb w = S w w

(59)

or, written in another form (after multiplying both sides of the criterion by S−1 ),
S−1
w Sb w = w

(60)

For a nonsingular Sw , we have a final solution for the optimal value of Fisher’s linear transformation vector ŵ (Fukunaga, 1990):
ŵ = S−1
w 1 − 2 

(61)

2.2.4. Fisher Linear Discriminant – Classification
The main purpose of Fisher’s linear transformation is to optimally convert patterns into a pattern
space with a reduced dimensionality of projected pattern more suitable for the classification.
However, we can design a classifier based on Fisher’s linear transformation by using an optimal
pattern projection formula that acts like a discriminant:
y = dx = ŵT x

(62)

If we choose a threshold value ythreshold for the projected pattern y, a new pattern x could be
classified as belonging to class ci = 1 if y = dx = ŵT x ≥ ythreshold , and otherwise as belonging
to class ci = 2.
Let us consider the original l-class data set Ttra with n-dimensional class labeled patterns. We
assume that for the class data set Ttra with n dimensions, the dimensionality of the original patterns
is smaller than a number of classes n > l. We will discuss how to transform n-dimensional
patterns from an original data set Ttra into reduced-size m-dimensional feature patterns (with
m > 1), thereby ensuring maximal interclass separability in the projected space. Later we will
show that m > l.
Here we have m linear transformations (discriminants)
yi = wiT x i = 1 2 · · ·  m

(63)

for all features yi of projected patterns, with wi being the transformation column vectors (for
yi discriminant). All m features of projected patterns form an m-dimensional projected feature
pattern y = y1  y2  · · ·  ym T ∈ Rm . The linear transformation has the form
y = Wx

(64)

where W is an m × n-dimensional transformation matrix, with each row wi being a transformation
vector for a corresponding feature yi i = 1 2 · · ·  m.
One can generalize definitions for the statistical characteristics for both data sets, the original
Ttra and the projected Ttra proj , needed to find an optimal transform matrix Ŵ.
The n × n within-class ci scatter matrix is defined as
Si =

x − i x − i T 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(65)

x∈xci

where i is the mean
i =

1
Ni

x i = 1 2 · · ·  l
x∈xci

(66)
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for patterns within each class. The within-class scatter matrix is defined as
l

Sw =

(67)

Si
i=1

The total scatter matrix for all patterns is defined as
N

St =

xj − xj − T

(68)

j=1

where  is the estimate of the total data mean
=

1
N

N

xj =
j=1

1
N

l

Ni i

(69)

i=1

We can find the decomposition
St = Sw + Sb

(70)

where Sw is the within-class scatter matrix, and the n × n between-class scatter matrix Sb is
defined as
l

Sb =

Ni i − i − T

(71)

i=1

Now, the projection of an n-dimensional pattern space into an l − 1-dimensional discriminant
space is given by l − 1 functions
yi = wiT x i = 1 · · ·  l − 1

(72)

We can also write the matrix version of above equation, assuming that y ∈ Rl−1 and that W is
the n × l − 1 matrix containing, as rows, the transpose of the transformation weigh vectors wi :
y = WT x

(73)

Projections of all the original patterns x1  · · ·  xN  will result in the set of corresponding projected
patterns y1  · · ·  yN . One can find similar statistical characteristics (denoted by p) for the
projected data set Ttra proj with m-dimensional projected patterns y:
ip =

1
Ni

p =
Sip =

y i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(74)

y ∈ yci

1
N

N

yj =
j=1

1
N

l

Ni ip

(75)

i=1

y − ip y − ip T  i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(76)

y ∈ yci
l

Swp =

N

Sip  Stp =
i=1

yj − p yj − p T

(77)

j=1

It can be seen that
Swp = WT Sw W

(78)
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and
Sbp = WT Sb W

(79)

For multiple classes and multifeature patterns, the following scalar between-class separability
criterion may be defined:
JW =

Sbp 
WT Sb W
=
Swp  WT Sw W

(80)

Here, Sbp  denotes a scalar representation of the between-class scatter matrix, and similarly,
Swp  denotes a scalar representation of the within-class scatter matrix for projected patterns.
An optimal transformation matrix Ŵ can be found as a solution to the general eigenvalue
problem
Sb wiT =

T
i S w wi 

i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(81)

i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(82)

Multiplying both sides by S−1
w gives
T
S−1
w Sb wi =

T
i wi 

The solution of this problem is based on computing, and rearranging in decreased order, the
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors for the matrix S−1
w Sb . Let us assume that the eigenvalues of the matrix S−1
S
are
arranged
in
decreasing
order
b
1 ≥ 2 ≥ · · · n ≥ 0 (with 1 = max ).
w
Consequently, assume that the corresponding eigenvectors e1 , e2 , · · · , en compose the n × n matrix
E = e1  e2  · · ·  en

(83)

with columns being eigenvectors. Then the optimal linear transformation matrix Ŵ is composed
with rows being the first m columns of matrix E:
⎡ 1 T⎤
e 
⎢ e2 T ⎥
⎥
⎢
Ŵ = ET = ⎢  ⎥
(84)
⎣  ⎦
em T
Thus, an optimal Fisher transformation matrix Ŵ (denoted also by WF ) is composed with m rows
being the first m eigenvectors of the matrix S−1
w Sb .
The linear Fisher transformation faces problems when the within-class scatter matrix Sw
becomes degenerate (noninvertible). This can happen when the number of cases (objects) is
smaller than the dimension of a pattern.
2.3. Sequence of PCA and Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Projection
The PCA, with its resulting linear Karhunen-Loéve projection, provides feature extraction and
reduction that are optimal from the point of view of minimizing the reconstruction error. However,
PCA does not guarantee that selecting (reduced) principal components as a feature vector will
be adequate for classification (will have discriminatory power). Nevertheless, the projection of
high-dimensional patterns into lower-dimensional orthogonal principal-component feature vectors
might ensure better classification for some data types.
On the other hand, the linear Fisher transformation is designed optimally from the point of view
of maximal interclass separability of projected patterns. This transformation is a linear projection
of the original patterns into a reduced discriminative feature space (suitable for classification).
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However, we recall that the linear Fisher transformation faces problems when the within-class
scatter matrix Sw becomes degenerate (noninvertible). This can happen when the number of cases
(objects) in a data set is smaller than the pattern dimension. One solution to this problem is first
to transform a data set with high-dimensional patterns into a lower dimensional feature space, for
example by using a KLT transform, and then to apply a discriminative linear Fisher projection to
the lower-dimensional patterns. This approach may lead to feature vectors that are more suitable
for classification (and with better discriminatory power than the original patterns).
The entire projection procedure of the original high dimensional (n-dimensional) patterns x into
the lower-dimensional (c-dimensional), more discriminative feature vectors can be decomposed
into two subsequent linear transformations:
– PCA with the resulting Karhunen-Loéve projection into the m-dimensional principal component
feature vectors y
– A linear Fisher projection of m-dimensional principal component vectors y into c-dimensional
Fisher discriminative feature vectors z
Let us consider a given limited size data set T containing N cases labeled by associated classes.
i
i = 1 2 · · ·  N  is composed of an n-dimensional real-valued pattern x ∈ Rn
Each case xi  ctarget
i
and a corresponding target class ctarget
. The total number of classes is l.
The selection of the projection dimensions m and c can be done in the following way. One can
choose m such that for a number N of cases in a data set we have m + l ≤ N . We know that it is
impossible for m to be greater than N − 1 (since there is a maximum of N − 1 nonzero eigenvalues
in the Karhunen-Loéve projection). We further constrain the final dimension of the reduced PCA
feature vector to be less than the rank of the within-class scatter matrix Sw in order to make Sw
nondegenerate (invertible). However, m cannot be smaller than the number of classes l. Since
there are at most l − 1 nonzero eigenvalues of the matrix S−1
w Sb (where Sb is the between-class
scatter matrix), one can choose c ≤ l − 1 as a resulting dimension in the discriminative Fisher
feature space. This will be the final dimension of a sequence of two projections. The relations
between the dimensions of each projection are c + 1 ≤ l ≤ m ≤ N − l.
The algorithm for the Karhunen-Loéve-Fisher transformations is as follows.
i
 labeled by associated categorical classes (with
Given: A data set T , containing N cases xi , ctarget
a total of l classes)
1. Extract from data set T only the pattern portion represented by the n × N matrix X with
n-dimensional patterns x as rows.
2. Select a dimension m for the feature vectors containing principal components (already projected
by the Karhunen-Loéve transformation), satisfying the inequalities l ≤ m ≤ N − l.
3. Compute, for the data in matrix X, the m × n-dimensional optimal linear Karhunen-Loéve
transformation matrix WKL .
4. Transform (project) each original pattern x onto a reduced-size m-dimensional pattern y by
using the formula y = WKL x (or, for all projected patterns, by using the formula Y = XWTKL ).
5. Select a dimension c for the final reduced feature vectors z (projected by Fisher’s transformation), satisfying the inequality c + 1 ≤ l.
6. Compute, for the projected data in matrix Y, the c × m-dimensional optimal linear Fisher
transformation matrix WF .
7. Transform (project) each projected pattern y from Y into the reduced-size c-dimensional pattern
z by using the formula z = WF y (or, for all projected patterns, by the formula Z = YWTF ).
Result: The m × n-dimensional optimal linear Karhunen-Loéve transformation matrix is WKL .
The c × m dimensional optimal linear Fisher’s transformation matrix is WF . The projected pattern
matrix is Z.
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2.4. Singular Value Decomposition as a Method of Feature Extraction
One of the most important matrix decompositions is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
SVD can be used both as a powerful method of extracting features from images and as a method
of image compression. We know from linear algebra theory that any symmetric matrix can
be transformed into a diagonal matrix by means of orthogonal transformation. Similarly, any
rectangular n × m real image represented by an n × m matrix A, where m ≤ n, can be transformed
into a diagonal matrix by singular value decomposition. SVD decomposes a rectangular matrix
A ∈ Rm×n into two orthogonal matrices  r of dimension n × n and r of dimension m × m, a
pseudodiagonal matrix  of dimension r × r, and a pseudodiagonal matrix containing singular
values of the transposed matrix. Here,  = diag1  2      p , where p = minm n. The real
nonnegative numbers 1 ≥ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ p are called the singular values of matrix A.
The following equalities hold:
Tr r = r Tr = I

Tr r = r Tr = I

and

(85)

Now, assume that the rank of matrix A is r ≤ m. The matrices AAT and AT A are nonnegative
and symmetric and have identical eigenvalues i . For m ≤ n, there are at most r ≤ m nonzero
eigenvalues. The SVD transform decomposes matrix A into the product of two orthogonal matrices
 of dimension n × r, and  of dimension m × r and a diagonal matrix 1/2 of dimension r × r.
The SVD of a matrix A (for example, representing an image) is given by
r

A = 1/2 T =

T
i i  i 

(86)

i=1

where the matrices  and  have r orthogonal columns i ∈ Rn , i ∈ Rm i = 1 · · ·  r, respectively (representing the orthogonal eigenvectors of AAT and AT A, respectively). The square
matrix 1/2 has diagonal entries defined by
1/2 = diag

1

2 · · ·



r

(87)

where i =
i i = 1 2 · · ·  r are the singular values of the matrix A. Each i , i = 1 2 · · ·  r
is the nonzero eigenvalue of AAT (and of AT A). Since the columns of  and  are the eigenvectors
of AAT and AT A, respectively, the following equations must therefore be satisfied:
AAT − i In×n i = 0

i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(88)

A A − i Im×m i = 0

i = 1 2 · · ·  m

(89)

T

Note that in both cases, we assume i = 0 if i > r. We also include additional i such that
AT i = 0, for i = r + 1 · · ·  n, and additional i such that Ai = 0, for i = r + 1 · · ·  m. The
above equations are also defined for i = 1 2 · · ·  r. In this case the SVD transform is unitary,
with unitary matrices  and .
Having decomposed matrix A (an image) as A = 1/2 T , and since  and  have orthogonal
columns, the singular value decomposition transform (SVD transform) of the image A is
defined as
1/2 = T A

(90)

1/2
The r singular values
represent in
i i = 1 2 · · ·  r from the main diagonal of the matrix 
condensed form the matrix A. If the matrix A represents an n × m image, then r singular values
can be considered as extracted features from an image.
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Unlike the PCA, the SVD is purely a matrix processing technique and not a statistical technique.
However, SVD may relate to statistics if we consider processing a matrix related to statistical
observations. If the singular values i are arranged in decreasing order of magnitude, i.e., 1 >
2 > · · · > r , the error in approximation of the image is minimized in the least squares error
sense. The nonzero diagonal singular values are unique for a given image. They can be used
as features for textural image modeling, compression, and possibly classification purposes. The
SVD features have many excellent characteristics, such as stability and rotational and translation
invariances.
The SVD transform provides a means of extraction of the most expressive features for
minimization of reconstruction error. Let us assume that, for the n × mm ≤ n image represented
by the matrix A of rank r ≤ m, we find the SVD decomposition A = 1/2 T , corresponding to
r eigenvalues i of AAT . Now, assume that we will represent the original image A by the reduced
number k ≤ r of features
i i = 1 2 · · ·  k. Assume that eigenvalues i i = 1 2 · · ·  r are
arranged in decreasing order. The reconstructed n × m image Ak based on k eigenvalues of AAT
can be obtained by
k

Ak =

k≤r

T
i i  i 

(91)

i=1

The reconstruction matrix Ak of rank k ≤ r is the best approximation, in the least squares error
sense, of the original matrix A. The reconstruction least squares error is computed by
n

m

ek2 =

aij − akij 2

(92)

i=1 j=1

or equivalently by
r

ek2 =

i

(93)

i=k+1

We see that the least squares reconstruction error is equal to the sum of r − k trailing eigenvalues
of AAT .
Despite the expressive power of the SVD transform image features, it is difficult to say
arbitrarily how powerful the SVD features could be for the classification of images.
2.5. Independent Component Analysis
Independent component analysis (ICA) is a computational and statistical method for discovering
intrinsic independent factors in the data (sets of random variables, measurements, or signals).
ICA is an unsupervised data processing method that exploits higher-order statistical dependencies
among data. It discovers a generative model for the observed multidimensional data (given as a
database). In the ICA model, the observed data variables xi are assumed to be linear mixtures of
some unknown independent sources si (latent variables, intrinsic variables) xi = h1 s1 + · · · + hm sm .
A mixing system is assumed to be unknown.
Independent variables are assumed to be nongaussian and mutually statistically independent.
Latent variables are called the independent components or sources of the observed data. ICA tries
to estimate unknown mixing matrix and independent components representing processed data.
2.5.1. The Cocktail-party Problem
One interesting example of independent component analysis is the blind source separation problem
known as “the cocktail party.” Let us consider a room where two people are speaking simultaneously. Two microphones in different locations record speech signals x1 t and x2 t. Each
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recorded signal is a weighted sum of speech signals generated by the two speakers s1 t and s2 t.
The mixing of speech signals can be expressed as a linear equation:
x1 t = a11 s1 t + a12 s2 t
x2 t = a21 s1 t + a22 s2 t

(94)

where a11 , a12 , a21 , and s22 are parameters. The estimation of two original speech signals s1 t
and s2 t using only the recorded signals x1 t and x2 t is called the cocktail-party problem.
For known parameters aij , one could solve the linear mixing equation using classical linear
algebra methods. However, the cocktail-party problem is more difficult, since the parameters aij
are unknown. Independent component analysis can be used to estimate the mixing parameters
aij based on information about their independence. This, in turn, allows us to separate the two
original source signals s1 t and s2 t from their recorded mixtures x1 t and x2 t.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of two original source signals and their linear mixtures.
2.5.2. ICA: Data and Model
ICA can be considered as an extension of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We know
that PCA finds the linear transformation of data patterns such that transformed patterns will
have uncorrelated elements. The transformation matrix is formed with the ordered eigenvectors
(corresponding to ordered eigenvalues in descending order) of the patterns covariance matrix.
Discovered uncorrelated orthogonal principal components are optimal in the sense of minimizing
mean-squares reconstruction error, and they show the directions in which data change the most.
PCA decorrelates patterns but does not assure that uncorrelated patterns will be statistically
independent.
ICA provides data representation (through the linear transformation) based on discovered
statistically independent latent variables (independent components). The observed data signal can
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be expressed as a linear mixture of statistically independent components (with highly nongaussian
distributions). ICA is optimal in the sense of maximal statistical independence of sources.
The ICA model assumes that the n observed sensory signals xi are given as the n-dimensional
column pattern vectors x = x1  x2  · · ·  xn T ∈ Rn . ICA is applied based on a sample from
the given domain of observed patterns. This sample is given as a set T of N pattern vectors
T = x1  x2  · · ·  xN , which can be represented as an n × N data matrix X of measured N data
patterns xi i = 1 · · ·  N. Columns of matrix X are composed with patterns xi . Generally, data
pattern elements are considered to be random variables.
The ICA model for the xi is given as linear mixtures of m source-independent variables sj ,
m

hij sj = hi1 s1 + hi2 s2 + · · · + him sm 

xi =

i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(95)

j=1

where xi is the observed variable, sj is the j th independent component (source signal), and
hij are mixing coefficients. The source variable constitutes the m-dimensional column source
vector (source pattern, independent component pattern) s = s1  s2  · · ·  sm T ∈ Rm . Without loss
of generality, we can assume that both the observable variables and the independent components
have zero mean. The observed variables xi can always be centered by subtracting the sample
mean.
The ICA model can be presented in the matrix form
x = Hs

(96)

where H ∈ Rn×m is the n × m unknown mixing matrix whose row vector hi1  hi2  · · ·  him
represents the mixing coefficients for observed signal xi . We can also write
m

x=

hi si

(97)

i=1

where hi denotes the ith column of the mixing matrix H.
In statistical independent component analysis, a data model is a generative type of model. This
model expresses how the observed data are generated by a process of mixing of the independent
components si . The independent components (sources) are latent variables that are not directly
observable. The mixing matrix H is also assumed to be unknown.
The task of ICA is to estimate both the mixing matrix H and the sources s (independent
components) based on the set of observed pattern vectors x (see Figure 7.3).
The ICA model can be discovered based on the n × N data matrix X. The ICA model for the
set of patterns from matrix X can be written as
X=H S

(98)
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where S is the m × N matrix whose columns contain m-dimensional independent component
vectors si = si1  si2  · · ·  sim T discovered from the observation vectors. We can also write
X T = ST H T

(99)

ICA seems to be an underdetermined system. However, despite some constraints and ambiguities,
one can discover independent components based on the principles of statistical independence of
sources.
The following ambiguities are associated with ICA:
– Energies (variances) of independent components cannot be discovered because a scalar multiplier
in si results in the same vector x as a scaling of the ith column in matrix H.
– It is not possible to determine the order of independent components because exchanging two
sources results in the same x as swapping the corresponding columns in H.
These ambiguities arise from the fact that both s and H are unknown. The ICA assumes that
the components si are statistically independent and have nongaussian distributions. Once the
n × m mixing matrix H has been estimated, we can compute its m × n inverse matrix (demixing,
separation matrix) B = H−1 (for m = n), or pseudo-inverse B = H+ (for m ≤ n), then the
independent component vector for the observation vector x can be computed by
s = Bx

(100)

The inverse ICA model for the set of patterns T (matrix X) can be written as
S=B X

(101)

where S is the m × N matrix in which columns contain m-dimensional independent component
vectors discovered from the observation vectors. We can also write
S T = X T BT

(102)

The extracted independent components si are as independent as possible, but can be evaluated by
an information-theoretic cost criterion such as minimum Kulback-Leibler divergence.
ICA closely relates to the technique of blind source separation (BSS) or blind signal separation.
In BSS, source signals (i.e., unknown independent components) are extracted from the observed
patterns with very little knowledge about the mixing matrix or the statistics of the source signals.
2.5.3. Preprocessing
ICA can be preceded by necessary preprocessing, including centering and whitening, in order to
simplify operations and make them better conditioned.
Centering of x is the process of subtracting its mean vector  = Ex:
x = x − Ex

(103)

This process makes x (and consequently also s) a zero-mean variable.
Once the mixing matrix H has been estimated for the centered data, then we can compute the
final estimation by adding the mean vector of s back to the centered estimates of s. The mean
vector of s is given by H−1 , where  is the mean that has been computed in preprocessing.
The second frequent preprocessing step in ICA (provided for centered signals) is whitening.
The whitening is a linear transformation of measured patterns x that produces decorrelated white
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patterns y, possibly with reduced dimensionality compared with n. Speaking more formally,
whitening of the sensor signal vector x is a linear transformation
y = Wx

so

EyyT  = Il

(104)

where y ∈ Rl is the l-dimensional l ≤ n whitened vector, W is the l × n whitening matrix and
Il is the l × l identity matrix.
First, let us assume that l = n (the dimension of whitened signal equals dimension of the
original pattern x).
Generally, the observed sensor signals xi are mutually correlated, and their covariance matrices
Rxx = ExxT  are of full rank (not diagonal). The purpose of whitening is to transform the
observed vector x linearly to a new vector y (which is white) whose elements are uncorrelated
and whose variances equal unity. This mean that the covariance matrix of y is equal to the identity
matrix:
Ryy = EyyT  = EWxxT WT  = WRx x WT = Il

(105)

This transformation (which is always possible) is called sphering. We can notice that the matrix
W ∈ Rl×n is not unique. Whitening also allows dimensionality reduction because it considers
only the l ≤ n largest eigenvalues and the corresponding l eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
of x. Since the covariance matrix of observed vectors x is usually symmetric positive definite,
whitening can therefore be realized using, for example, the eigenvalue decomposition of the
covariance matrix ExxT  = Rxx ∈ Rn×n of the observed vector x:
Rxx = ExxT  = Ex x ExT

(106)

Here, Ex ∈ Rn×n is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors of Rxx = ExxT  and  is the n × n
diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues
x = diag 1 

2 · · ·



n

(107)

Note that ExxT  can be estimated from the available sample x1  · · ·  xN of the observed
vector x. For l = n, we consider all l = n eigenvalues 1  2  · · ·  n (and all l = n corresponding
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix Rxx ).
The whitening matrix can be computed as
ExT
W = Ex −1/2
x

(108)

Thus, the whitening operation can be realized using the formula
y = Ex −1/2
ExT x = Wx
x

(109)

here the matrix −1/2 is computed as −1/2 = diag −1/2
 · · ·  −1/2
. One can now find that for
1
n
T
whitened vectors we have Eyy  = Il .
Recalling that y = Wx and x = H s, we can find from the above equation that
ExT H s = Hw s
y = Ex −1/2
x

(110)

We can see that whitening transforms the original mixing matrix H into a new one, Hw :
Hw = Ex −1/2
Ex H
x

(111)
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An important feature of whitening is producing the new mixing matrix Hw , which is orthogonal
Hw−1 = HwT :
EyyT  = Hw EssT HwT = Hw HwT = Il

(112)

If during the whitening process l = n we consider all l = n eigenvalues 1  2  · · ·  n (and all
l = n corresponding eigenvectors of the covariance matrix Rxx ), the dimension of the matrix W
is n × n, and there is no reduction of the size of the observed transformed vector y. For the
fully dimensional matrix W ∈ Rn×n , whitening provides only decorrelation of observed vectors
and orthogonalization of the mixing matrix. We can see that whitening for l = n can reduce the
number of parameters to be estimated by ICA processing. Instead of having to estimate the n2
parameters that are the elements of the original mixing matrix H, we only need to estimate the
new, orthogonal mixing matrix Hw . In this orthogonal matrix, we have to estimate only nn − 1/2
parameters.
Whitening allows us to reduce the dimensionality of the whitened vector by considering only
the ll ≤ n largest eigenvalues and the corresponding l eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
Exx = Rxx . This will result in obtaining a reduced whitening matrix W of dimension l × n and a
reduced l-dimensional whitened vector y ∈ Rl . Consequently, the dimension of the new mixing
matrix Hw will be reduced to l × n. This is similar to the dimensionality reduction of patterns in
PCA. Then the resulting dimension of the matrix W is l × n, and there is a reduction of the size
of the observed transformed vector y from n to l.
For the set of N original patterns arranged in matrix X, whose columns are patterns x, the
whitening is given by
Y=W X

(113)

where Y is the N × l matrix, whose columns are constituted by prewhitened vectors y. The
dewhitening operation is given by
X̃ = DY

(114)

where the dewhitening matrix is defined as D = W−1 for l = n and as D = W+ for l = n (where
W+ denotes the pseudoinverse of the rectangular matrix).
The output vector of the whitening process y can be considered as an input to the ICA algorithm:
an input to the unmixing operation (separation, finding an independent components vector).
We can see that instead of estimating the mixing matrix H, we can just estimate the orthogonal
matrix Ww , which simplifies the computation.
Whitening results in a new mixing matrix Hw (and in the ICA model y = Hw s) being found,
as well as a set of N whitened patterns Y. Assume that the mixing matrix Hw and Y have been
found. Recall that y = Hw s; therefore, the unmixing operation for one vector y is given by
s = Bw y

(115)
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where the demixing matrix is computed as inverse Bw = Hw−1 (for l = n) or as pseudo-inverse
B = Hw+ (for l ≤ n) of Hw .
For a set of N whitened patterns Y, we can compute a set of N corresponding independent
component vectors arranged as the m × N matrix S whose columns are constituted by
m-dimensional independent component vectors si = si1  si2  · · ·  sim T :
S = Bw Y

(116)

Since Y = WX, therefore we can also write
S = Bw WX

(117)

Discovered independent components s are only estimates. Thus, inverse operations will also
be just estimates. Once the mixing matrix Hw has been estimated, one can estimate the original
mixing matrix H, denoted by Hesty , by applying the inverse (for l = n) (or pseudo-inverse) of the
whitening operation on the new mixing matrix (Hw = W H):
Hesty = W−1 Hw

(118)

An approximation (reconstruction) of the original observed vector x from a given s can be
computed as
x̃ = Hesty s

(119)

For the set of N independent component vectors arranged as columns of the m × N matrix S, we
can provide an estimation of the ICA model:
X̃ = Hesty S

(120)

Whitening can be realized using the PCA transformation. Here, the eigenvalues of the pattern
covariance matrix Rxx are arranged in decreasing order 1 ≥ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ n , and the corresponding
eigenvectors, arranged in decreasing order, constitute rows of the whitening transformation
matrix W.
The dimensionality reduction of whitened patterns can be realized by considering only the first
l eigenvectors in constructing the whitening matrix.
The ICA estimates of the demixing (separation) matrix B and independent component vectors
S are based on a set of patterns XS = BX. Estimations can be realized using different criteria
and algorithms. In a computationally efficient algorithm, the following maximization criterion has
been used:

m 


(121)
Js̃ = Es̃i4  − 3Es̃i2  2 
i=1

where m is number of independent and m-dimensional principal component vectors. The above
equation corresponds to Fourth-order cumulant kurtosis. Based on the gradient operation of J , the
independent component separation matrix guarantees that the independency characteristic will be
preserved:
ps1  s2  · · ·  sm  = m
i=1 pi si

(122)

where p is the probability density function.
Let us consider two scalar-valued random variables y1 and y2 . The variables y1 and y2 are
independent if information about the value of y1 does not provide any information about the
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value of y2 (and vice versa). Practically, independence can be explained by probability densities.
Let us denote by py1  y2  the joint probability density function (pdf) of y1 and y2 . Additionally,
let us denote by p1 y1  the pdf of y1 when it is considered alone:

(123)
p1 y1  = py1  y2 dy2
and similarly for y2 . Now, one can state that y1 and y2 are independent if and only if the joint pdf
can be expressed as
py1  y2  = p1 y1 p2 y2 

(124)

This definition can be generalized for n random variables (the joint probability density must be a
product of n pdfs).
By virtue of that definition, for two functions, h1 and h2 , we have
Eh1 y1 h2 y2  = Eh1 y1 Eh2 y2 

(125)

We can write generally for n independent random variables that
py1  y2  · · ·  yn  = p1 y1 p2 y2     pn yn 

(126)

Consequently, we can write, for any functions fi ,
Ef1 y1  · · ·  fn yn  = Ef1 y1  · · · Efn yn 

(127)

It is known that uncorrelated variables are only partly independent. A weaker definition of
variable independence is uncorrelatedness. Two random variables v1 and v2 are uncorrelated, if
their covariance is zero:
Ey1 y2  − Ey1 Ey2  = 0

(128)

Independent variables are uncorrelated (independency implies uncorrelatedness); however,
uncorrelated variables do not have to be independent. The majority of ICA methods provide
uncorrelated estimates of the independent components.
ICA assumes that independent components must be nongaussian. The basis for estimating the
ICA model is this assumption about nongaussianity.
The most natural measure of nongaussianity is kurtosis or the fourth-order cumulant. The
kurtosis of random variable y defined as
kurty = Ey4  − 3Ey2 2

(129)

Assuming that y has unit variance, the above equation simplifies to kurty = Ey4  − 3. We
see that kurtosis is a normalized version of the fourth moment Ey4 . Since for a Gaussian
variable y, the fourth moment is 3Ey2 , therefore the kurtosis value is zero for a Gaussian
random variable. For most nongaussian random variables, kurtosis is nonzero. Random variables
that have a negative kurtosis are called subgaussian, and those with positive kurtosis are called
supergaussian.
Usually nongaussianity is measured by the absolute (or square) value of kurtosis. This measure
is equal to zero for a Gaussian variable, and greater than zero for most nongaussian random
variables.
Kurtosis has been frequently used as a measure of nongaussianity in ICA and related fields. In
practical computations, kurtosis can be estimated by using the fourth moment of the sample data.
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The linearity property helps in the simplification of kurtosis:
kurtx1 + x2  = kurtx1  + kurtx2 
kurtx1  = 4 kurtx1 

(130)

where x1 and x2 are two independent random variables, and  is a coefficient. Kurtosis values
can be very sensitive to outliers, and thus they may be not robust measures of nongaussianity. As
a remedy for this weakness, negentropy can be used for robust approximations of kurtosis.
A negentropy (which is based on the information-theoretic quantity of differential entropy)
can be considered as a robust measure of nongaussianity. Thus, it can be used as a performance
criterion in the optimal solution (estimation) of the ICA model.
We recall that entropy of a random variable can be considered as the degree of information
given by observation of the variable. For more unpredicted, “random” (unstructured, disarrayed)
variables, the entropy is larger. Formally, entropy is expressed as the coding length of the random
variable. Entropy Hentr for a discrete random variable Y , with ei as the possible values of Y , is
defined as
Eentr Y = −

PY = ei  log PY = ei 

(131)

i

For a continuous-valued random variable y with known probability density fy, the entropy
(called differential entropy) Hdentr is defined as

Hdentr y = − fy log fy dy
(132)
Information theory shows that a Gaussian variable has the largest entropy among all random
variables of equal variance. This property predisposes entropy to be a good measure of
nongaussianity. The Gaussian distribution is the “most random” (the least structured) among all
distributions.
A good measure of nongaussianity is differential entropy, called negentropy:
Jy = Hentr ygauss  − Hdentr y

(133)

where ygauss is a Gaussian random variable with the same covariance matrix as y. Negentropy has
nonnegative values, and it is zero for the Gaussian distribution of y. Furthermore, negentropy is
invariant for invertible linear transformations. Computation of negentropy requires an estimation
of the probability density of y, which makes the use of pure definition impractical.
For the random variable y (zero mean with unit variance), a computationally feasible approximation of negentropy using higher-order moments can be expressed as
Jy ≈

1
1
kurty2
Ey3 2 +
48
12

(134)

The applicability of this approximation may be limited due to the nonrobustness associated
with kurtosis. Better approximations of negentropy are given by
r

Jy ≈


2
ai EGi y − EGi 

(135)

i=1

where Gi i = 1 · · ·  r are chosen r nonquadratic functions. Here ai are positive constants and 
is a zero mean and unit variance Gaussian variable. Variable y is assumed to be of zero mean and
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unit variance. The above measure can be used to test nongaussianity. It is always nonnegative
and is equal to zero if y has a Gaussian distribution.
If we use only one nonquadratic function G, the approximation results in

2
Jy ≈ EGy − EG

(136)

for practically any nonquadratic function G. For Gy = y4 , one can obtain exactly a kurtosis-based
approximation. The following choices of G are recommended:
G1 u =

1
logcosh a1 u
a1

G2 u = − exp−u2 /2

(137)

where 1 ≤ a1 ≤ 2 is a constant.
Measures of nongaussianity can be used as performance criteria for ICA estimation.
Two fundamental applications of ICA are blind source separation and feature extraction.
In blind source separation, the observed values of x correspond to the realization of an
m-dimensional discrete-time signal xt, t = 1 2 · · · . The components si t are called source
signals, which are usually original, uncorrupted signals or noise sources. Frequently such sources
are statistically independent from each other, and thus the signals can be recovered from linear
mixtures xi by finding a transformation in which the transformed signals are as independent as
possible, as in ICA.
In feature extraction based on ICA, the ith si independent component represents the ith feature
in the observed data pattern vector x.
2.5.4. Feature Extraction using ICA
In feature extraction, which is based on independent component analysis, one can consider an ith
independent component si as the ith feature of the recognized object represented by the observed
pattern x. The feature pattern can be formed from m independent components of the observed
data pattern. A procedure of pattern formation using ICA follows:
1. Extract n-element original feature patterns x from the recognized objects. Compose the original
data set T containing N cases xiT  ci  that contain patterns and the corresponding class ci .
The original patterns are represented as the n × N pattern matrix X (composed with patterns as
columns) and the corresponding categorical classes (represented as column c).
2. Subtract a mean vector from each pattern.
3. Perform linear feature extraction by projection (and reduction) of the original patterns x from
matrix X through ICA.
(a) Whiten the data set X, including dimensionality reduction. Obtain l-element decorrelated
whitened patterns xw gathered in an l × N matrix Xw .
(b) Estimate (for whitened patterns) the m × n unmixing matrix B.
(c) Estimate m independent components forming an m-element independent component pattern
xs for each pattern xw . This result can be realized through projections of patterns xw into an
m-element pattern xs (in independent component space). This projection can be realized using
the discovered unmixing matrix B. The independent component patterns will have decorrelated
and independent elements.
(d) Form the final m × N pattern set Xs with N ICA patterns xs as columns.
4. Construct the final class-labeled data set as the matrix Xsf which is formed by adding class
column vector c to matrix Xs .
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ICA does not guarantee that the independent components selected first, as a feature vector, will
be the most relevant for classification. In contrast to PCA, ICA does not provide an intrinsic order
for the representation features of a recognized object (for example, an image). Thus, one cannot
reduce an ICA pattern just by removing its trailing elements (which is possible for PCA patterns).
Selecting features from independent components is possible through the application of rough
set theory (see Chapter 5). Specifically, defined in rough sets, the computation of a reduct can
be used to select some independent components-based features (attributes) constituting a reduct.
These reduct-based independent component features will describe all concepts in a data set. The
rough set method is used for finding reducts from discretized ICA patterns. The final pattern is
formed from ICA patterns based on the selected reduct.
2.6. Vector Quantization and Compression
Data compression is particularly important for images, time series and speech, where the amount of
data to be handled and stored is very large. When data sets contain a lot of redundant information,
or when specific applications do not require high precision of data representation, then lossy
compression might be a viable option among techniques of data storing or transmitting. Vector
quantization is a powerful technique of lossy data representation (approximation) that is widely
used in data compression and in classification.
Vector quantization(VQ) is a technique of representing (encoding) input data patterns by
using a smaller finite set of codevectors (template vectors, reference vectors) that is a good
approximation of the input pattern space. When an input data pattern is processed, it can be
encoded (approximated) by the nearest codevector.
The objective of vector quantization for a given training data set T is to design (discover) the
optimal codebook, containing a predetermined number of reference code vectors, which guarantee
minimization of the chosen distortion metric for all encoded patterns from the data set. Each code
vector in the codebook has an associated integer index used for referencing.
Once the optimal set of codevectors in the codebook has been computed, then it can be used
for the encoding and decoding of input patterns (for example in data transmission). This process
may result in substantial data compression.
Vector quantization belongs to unsupervised learning techniques. It uses an unlabeled training
set in the design phase. The fundamental role played by unsupervised quantization involves
distortion measures. Vector quantization approximates data and naturally will cause some information loss. One distortion metric is used to measure a distance (similarity) between an input
pattern x and the codevector w. It can also be used for the selection, for a given x, of the nearest
codevector wj from a codebook. The other metric is used to determine the average distortion
measure for all training patterns and a given codebook. This metric measures the quality of the
entire codebook with respect to a given data set T , and it is instrumental in the design of an optimal
(“best”) codebook. The optimal codebook depends on the distortion metrics used. Examples of
distortion metrics are discussed in the next sections.
The design process for vector quantization comprises the discovery of an optimal set of
codevectors (a codebook) that best approximates a given training set of patterns. An optimal
vector quantizer yields the minimum of the average distortion for a given data set. The processing
of an input pattern using VQ relates to finding the reference vector that is closest to a pattern,
according to the selected similarity metric.
2.6.1. Vector Quantization as a Clustering Process
Vector quantization, which is based on the optimal design of a codebook, can be seen as
clustering (see Chapter 9). It corresponds to a partition of the input pattern space into encoding
regions/clusters. Here, for each discovered cluster (encoding region), one can find the vector that
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is a representation of the cluster. For example, the mean vector of a cluster (a cluster centroid) can
be selected as a representation of the entire cluster. Such a centroid vector can be considered as the
codevector associated with a given cluster. This codevector can be added as one entry (codevector)
in the codebook. A set of all indexed cluster centroids is treated as the codebook of codevectors.
A codebook represents, in an approximate way, a given training set. Based on a given codebook,
a training set of patterns, and selected distortion measures, one can find the optimal partition of
the input pattern space into a number of encoding regions (clusters) with codevectors representing
entire regions. For an optimal partition and an optimal codebook, the average distortion measure
as an optimization criterion will be minimal. This means that a distortion measure between any
input pattern x and its quantized representation as codevector w is minimal.
The procedure of deciding to which cluster an input pattern belongs can be realized by using
selected distortion measures between a pattern and codevector. Here, a specific role is played by
the Euclidean distance (or the squared Euclidean distance)

n

dx y = x − y 2 =

xi − yi 2

(138)

i=1

The optimal partition, which uses the Euclidean distance as a similarity measure (a distortion
measure between x and w) in order to find the closest codevector to the input pattern, produces a
special vector quantizer called the Voronoi quantizer. The Voronoi quantizer partitions the input
pattern space into Voronoi cells (clusters, encoding regions). One Voronoi cell is represented by
one corresponding codevector in a codebook. A cell contains all those input patterns x that are
closer to the codevector wj (in the sense of Euclidean distance) than to any other codevector. The
data set patterns that fall inside a Voronoi cell will be assigned to one corresponding codevector.
This partition of the input pattern space is called Voronoi tessellation. The “rigid” boundaries between Voronoi cells are perpendicular bisector planes of lines that join codevectors in
neighboring cells. Topologically, the Voronoi partition resembles a honeycomb.
A codebook contains all the codevectors representing a data set. The set of all encoding regions
is called the partition of the input pattern space.
2.6.2. Vector Quantization – Design and Processing
Design of an optimal codebook is a minimization process. Let us consider a given data set
T (training set) containing N n-dimensional continuous-valued input patterns x ∈ Rn . Vector
quantization is the process of categorization of input patterns x into M distinct encoding regions
(cells, clusters) C1  C2  · · ·  CM . Each encoding region Ci is represented by one n-dimensional
real-valued codevector wi ∈ Rn i = 1 2 · · ·  M. A set of codevectors will be denoted by
W = w1  w2  · · ·  wM  or, in M × n matrix form, as
⎡ T⎤
w1
⎢ w2T ⎥
⎢ ⎥
(139)
W=⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
T
wM
The indexed set of M codevectors wi i = 1 2 · · ·  M is called the codebook Wc = i wi M
1
of the quantization. Table 7.3 shows the form of the codebook.
The vector quantization for a given data set contains two steps:
1. Designing the optimal (i.e., having minimum average distortion) codebook Wc = i wi M
i=1 ,
which is an indexed set of M reference codevectors representing M entirely distinct cells in
the input pattern space. A codebook of codevectors is designed for a given training set T of
n-dimensional patterns x ∈ Rn .
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Table 7.3. The code book.
Index

Reference codevector w

1
2


M

w1
w2


wM

2. Processing input patterns: encoding/decoding.
Vector quantization can also be seen as a combination of two functions: vector encoding and
vector decoding. During the encoding process, every input pattern vector x is compared with each
of the M codevectors in a codebook, according to some distortion measure dx wi i=1 2     M.
The codevector wj that yields the minimum distortion is selected as a quantized representation
of the input pattern, and the index j associated with this codevector is generated for transmission
or storage. In other words, the representative codevector for the pattern x (an encoding vector)
is determined to be the closest codevector wj in the sense of a given pattern distortion metric
(for example, the Euclidean distance). This codevector is a unique representation of all input
patterns from the encoding region represented by the considered codevector.
If indexed codevectors (a codebook) are known in advance, then instead of representing the
pattern x by the whole corresponding codevector wj , one can provide only the the codevector
index j (the encoding region number j into which the pattern falls). This encoding region number
can then be stored or transmitted instead of the pattern (as the compressed representation of the
pattern).
In the decoding phase, a decoder has a copy of the codebook and uses the received index to
find the corresponding codeword. The decoder then outputs the codevector wj as a substitute for
the original vector x. Figure 7.5 shows the basic quantization model.
In other words, determining an encoding region for a given input pattern x is provided by
choosing the “winning” codebook vector wj , representing the j th encoding region Cj , which has
the smallest value of the distortion metric used to determine the distance of the input pattern x to
the codevector w:
winning j th codevector  wj

min

i=12··· M

dx wi 

(140)

The pattern x thus belongs to the same region Cj as the “winning” closest codebook vector wj .
One of the most important applications of competitive learning is data compression through
vector quantization. The idea of applying competitive learning for vector quantization, which is
based on a winner selection determined by the distortion (distance) measure, is quite natural and
straightforward.
Vector quantization is understood as the process of dividing the original input pattern space into
a number of distinct regions (Voronoi cells). To each region, a codevector wi i = 1 2 · · ·  M)
Decoder

Encoder
Signal
x
Original
vector

Codebook Wc
VQ(x)

Transmission
channel

wj
j (index)

Codevector xj and index j

Figure 7.5. Encoding and decoding.
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Figure 7.6. Voronoi cells and Voronoi tesselation.

is assigned. This codevector represents all the patterns from the entire region (cell), as indicated
in Figure 7.6.
In other words, a vector quantization maps N n-dimensional patterns x from the input pattern
space Rn into a finite set of M codevectors wi ∈ Rn belonging to a codebook. The nearestneighbors region (Voronoi cell) is associated with each wi codevector. A region is defined as
Ci = x ∈ Rn  dx wi  ≤ dx wj 

for all

i = j

The set of Voronoi regions partitions the entire space Rn such that

Ci = Rn and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for i = j

(141)

(142)

i

Vector quantization is a technique that partitions the input pattern space into M distinct regions
(cells), each with a codevector representing the entire region. Vector quantization maps any
input pattern vector x ∈ Rn from an n-dimensional input pattern space Rn into a finite set of
M n-dimensional codevectors wi ∈ Rn i = 1 2 · · ·  M:
VQ  x ∈ Rn → W

(143)

M
where W = wi M
1 is the set of M codevectors. The set of indexed codevectors wc = i wi 1
constitutes a codebook of vector quantization.
Since the codebook has M entries, the quantity R, called the rate of the quantizer, is defined as

R = log2 M

(144)

measured in bits per input pattern vector. Since the input pattern has n components, it follows that
r=

R
n

(145)

is the rate in bits per vector component.
In the topological interpretation, the knowledge of the mapping function VQ determines a
partition of input patterns into M subsets (cells):
Ci = x ∈ Rn  VQx = wi  i = 1 · · ·  M

(146)

A cell Ci in Rn is associated with each codevector wi of the vector quantizer, that is,
Ci = x ∈ Rn  VQx = wi . It is sometime called the inverse image of a codevector wi under
mapping VQ and is denoted by Ci = VQ−1 wi .
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From the definition of a cell, it follows that


Ci = Rn and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for i = j

(147)

i

which indicates that the cells form a partition of Rn .
When the input pattern x is quantized and represented as a codevector w w = VQx, a
quantization error results and a distortion measure can be defined between x and w. As with the
measurement of a distance between two vectors (see Appendix A), several distortion measures have
been proposed for vector quantization algorithms, including Euclidean distance, the Minkowski
norm, the weighted-squares distortion
n

dx y =

ai xi − yi 2  ai ≥ 0

(148)

i=1

the Mahalanobis distortion, and the general quadratic distortion, defined as
n

n

dx y = x − y Bx − yT =

bij xi − yi xj − yj 

(149)

i=1 j=1

where B is an n × n positive definite symmetric matrix.
These distortion measures are computed for two vectors, and they depend on the error vector
x − y. They are called difference distortion measures.
It is also possible to define the following average distortion measure for a given set T = xi Ni=1
of N input pattern vectors, a given set of M codevectors W = w1  w2  · · ·  wM , and a given
partition PW of the input vector space on cells:

 1
da = da W PW =
N

N

min dxj  w
j=1

w∈W

(150)

where dxj  w is the distortion measure for two vectors.
One can also define an average distortion measure as
Da =

1
N


 1
d xi  VQxi  =
N
i=1
N

N

 xi − VQxi  22

(151)

i=1

or as
Da =

1
D
M i

(152)

dx wi 

(153)

where Di is the total distortion for cell Ci :
Di =
x∈Ci

where VQxi  denotes a mapping of the input pattern xi into a codevector w = VQxi .
The goal of designing an optimal quantizer is to find a codebook of M codevectors such that
the average distortion measure in encoding all patterns from the training set is minimal. To design
an M-level codebook, the n-dimensional input pattern space is partitioned into M distinct regions
or cells Ci  i = 1 2 · · ·  M and a codevector wi is associated with each cell Ci . Figure 7.7
shows the partition.
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Figure 7.7. Partition of a pattern space into encoding regions (cells).

The quantizer then assigns the wi if an input vector x belongs to Ci . Two necessary conditions
(criteria) must be fulfilled in order to obtain an optimal codebook: the nearest neighbor condition
and the centroid condition.
The first condition is that the partition of the input pattern space should be obtained by using
a minimum-distortion or nearest-neighbor selection rule:
VQx = wi

iff

dx wi  ≤ dx wj  j = i 1 ≤ j ≤ M

(154)

Here, the quantizer selects for x the codevector wj that results in the minimum distortion with
respect to x. In other words, a cell Ci should consist of all patterns that are closer to wi than any
of the other codevectors:
x ∈ T   x − wi 22 ≤  x − wj 22 

j = 1 · · · M

(155)

The nearest neighbor conditions permits the realization of an optimal partition.
The second necessary condition to achieve an optimal codebook is that each codevector wi is
chosen to minimize the average distortion in cell Ci . That is, for each cell there exists a minimum
distortion codevector for which
 


(156)
E dx w  x ∈ Ci = min E dx wj   x ∈ Ci
j

where E denotes the expectation with respect to the underlying probability distribution


E dx w  x ∈ Ci =
dx w px dx

(157)

x∈Ci

The codevector wi is called the centroid of the cell Ci :
wi = centCi 

(158)

One can also say that codevector wi should be the average of all those training patterns that are
in the encoding region (a cell):

x∈C x
(159)
wi =  i  i = 1 · · ·  M
x∈Ci 1
Computing the centroid for a particular region or cell depends mainly on the definition of the
distortion measure. The cells are known as nearest neighbor cells or Voronoi cells. Generally,
the design of an optimal codebook requires knowledge of the probability distribution of the
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source pattern vectors. However, in most cases the distribution is not known and the codebook
determination usually involves training from examples. Usually, a set of N training vectors
T = xj Nj=1 is given that is representative of the data the quantizer is more likely to encounter in
practice.
We briefly describe two vector quantization (clustering) algorithms:
– the generalized Lloyd algorithm (LBG centroid algorithm), and
– the iterative cluster splitting algorithm.
The idea of the LBG centroid algorithm is as follows. The algorithm starts with an initial
codebook selected. For the given codebook (with its set of codevectors) the minimum distortion is
iteratively improved until a local minimum is reached. In each iteration, a partition is realized, and
then for a given partition the optimal set of codevectors is found. This can be done in two steps.
In the first step, for each iteration, each pattern is mapped to the nearest codevector (according to
the defined distortion measure between the two patterns) in the current codebook. In the second
step, all the codevectors of the code book are recalculated as the centroids of new encoding
regions of the new partitions. The algorithm continues as long as improvement is achieved. For
a given set of codevectors and a data set of patterns, the partition of the input pattern space that
minimizes the average distortion measure is achieved by mapping each pattern xi i = 1 · · ·  N
to the codevector wj j = 1 · · ·  M, for which the distortion dxi  wj  is the minimum over
all wj . The centroid vector quantization clustering algorithm (which uses a squared Euclidean
distortion metric) can be described as follows:
Algorithm:
Given: A training set T = xi N1 of N unlabeled pattern vectors, given number M of codebook
reference vectors (quantization levels), and distortion measure threshold ≥ 0.
1. Select randomly an initial setting of the M-level codebook containing a set of M codevectors
Ŵ 0 = ŵi0 M
i=1 .
2. Select a distortion measure threshold ≥ 0.
3. Set the previous average distortion measure da0 = 0.
4. Set the iteration step number k = 1.
k
M
5. Given Ŵ k = ŵik M
i=1 , find the minimum distortion partition PŴ  = Ci i=1 of the training set
patterns (based on the nearest-neighbor condition)
xj ∈ Ci

if

dxj  wi  ≤ dxj  wl  for

all

l = 1 2 · · ·  M

(160)

where dx w is considered to be the distortion measure. If the distortion measures are the
same for a few codevectors, then the assigning of patterns to cells is random.
6. Compute the average distortion for a given codebook of codevectors Ŵ k and partition PW k 
at step k:

1
dak = dak Ŵ k  PŴ k  =
N


 1
d xi  VQxi  =
N
i=1
N

N



xi − VQxi 2
2

(161)

i=1

7. If the average distortion measure dak at iteration step k relative to dak−1 is below a certain
threshold

 k−1
d − dk 
a
a
≤
(162)
dak
then stop the iteration, with Ŵ k being the final codebook of the codevector set. Otherwise,
proceed to the next step.
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8. Find the optimal codebook (codevectors) (based on the centroid condition) Ŵ k+1 PŴ k  =
ŵk+1 Ci   i = 1 2 · · ·  M for PŴ k . For the squared-error distortion measure, ŵk+1 Ci 
is the Euclidean center of gravity (or centroid) for a cell Ci and given by the equation
ŵk+1 Ci  =

1
x
Ci  xj ∈Ci j

(163)

Here ŵk+1 Ci  is averaged in a componentwise manner, where Ci  denotes the number of
training vectors in the cell Ci . If Ci  = 0, set ŵk+1 Ci  = wik (the previous codevector).
Set k = k + 1. Continue the iteration from step 5.
In the above algorithm, the initial codebook vector set Ŵ 0 must be guessed. Frequently, the M
vectors randomly chosen from the training set T are selected as initial values for the codevectors.
Alternatively, an initial codebook vector set can be obtained by computing the centroid of the
training set vectors and dividing this vector into two vectors. Each of these two vectors is then
split into two new codevectors, and this process continues until the initial M level codebook
vector set has been created. Each vector wi is split by adding a fixed perturbation vector , thereby
producing two new codevectors wi + and wi − .
The top-down cluster (region) splitting algorithm starts with a single cluster including all
patterns of the training set T , with one codevector w1 computed as a mean of all patterns belonging
to the first cluster. Then new clusters are created (one at a time) by splitting the existing clusters.
This can be done by “splitting” the codevector w1 into two close codevectors w1 + and w1 − ,
where is an n-dimensional vector with small values of all elements. Such new codevectors are
considered in the following iterations. For a given codevectors, a two-step procedure is realized:
finding the minimum average distortion partitions, and finding the optimal set of code vectors
(codebook) for a given partition. The cluster splitting process continues until the required number
of clusters is reached.
The performance of VQ is frequently measured as the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR):
SDR = 10 log10

2
Daverage

db

(164)

computed in dB. Here  2 is the source variance and Daverage is the average squared-error
distortion. Larger values correspond to better performance.
Example: We provided vector quantization of the black and white version of the Halinka image
(Figure 7.8(a)) composed with I × J = 720 × 680 pixels of 256 gray levels. All gray levels are
represented by an integer value included in [0, 255].
The image shown in Figure 7.8(a) was divided into N = I/nb  × J/nb  = 180 × 170 = 30600
blocks, each of nb × nb = 4 × 4 pixels, where nb = 4 is the number of rows in a block (equal
to the number of columns). Each block has been unfolded (row by row) into the resulting
n = nb × nb = 4 × 4 = 16-element block vector xb (a column vector). A sequence of n-element
n = 16 block vectors, constituted with a sequence of considered image blocks (from left to
right, row by row) forms the unsupervised training set Ttra containing N = 30600 block vectors.
The number of codevectors in the codebook was set to M = 64.
For the training set Ttra and a codebook size equal to M = 64, the optimal codebook was found
using the generalized Lloyd algorithm. Figure 7.8(b) shows the reconstructed black and white
version of the Halinka image.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8. Original (a) and reconstructed (b) Halinka images.

In image compression, the so-called peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is frequently used to
evaluate the quality of the resulting images after the quantization process. The PSNR is defined as
PSNR = 10 log10

1
IJ

MAX2
2
i=I−1 i=J −1 
fi j − f̃ i j
i=0
j=0

(165)

where fi j and f̃ i j are, respectively, the gray level of the original image and of the reconstructed one and I and J are the number of rows and columns of an image. Here, MAX denotes
the maximum value of an image intensity. For example, for an 8-bit image, MAX = 28 − 1 = 255.
2.6.3. Complexity Issues
The computational and storage costs impose a very real and practical limitation on the applicability
of vector quantization. The computational cost refers to the amount of computation needed per
unit of time, and the storage cost refers to the memory size required to store the codebook for a
particular application.
With a basic vector quantizer designed, each n-dimensional input vector x can be encoded by
computing the distortion measure between the vector x and each of the codebook codevectors,
keeping track of the one with minimum distortion and continuing until every codevector has
been tested. For a quantizer with a codebook of size M, the number of distortion computations
is M, and for a training set containing N patterns, each distortion computation requires N
multiply-add operations for the squared-error distortion (other distortion measures can have higher
computational demands). Therefore, the computational cost  for encoding each input vector x is
=M N
If we encode each codevector into R = log2 M bits, since R = rn (where r =
per vector component) then
 = N 2rn

(166)
R
n

is a rate in bits
(167)

The computational cost grows exponentially with the number of pattern dimensions and the
number of bits per dimension. The storage cost can be measured assuming one storage location
per vector component
= n2rn

(168)

Again, the storage cost grows exponentially in the number of dimensions and the number of bits
per dimension.
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2.7. Learning Vector Quantization
Kohonen proposed the so-called Learning Vector quantization (LVQ) algorithm (and its neural
network implementation), which combines supervised learning and vector quantization. The
algorithm guarantees the performance of vector quantization, but in addition uses the idea of
competitive learning to select the winning neuron, whose weights will be adjusted and punishreward learning utilized for the direction of weight adjustment. In a nutshell, assuming that
Euclidean distance is used for pattern similarity measures, LVQ provides fine tuning (moving)
of the rigid boundaries of the Voronoi tessellation regions. This technique utilizes additional
information about regions, which comes from the class labels associated with data set patterns.
The learning vector quantization algorithm assumes that the training set T = xi  Ci Ni=1 of
N n-element input pattern vectors x ∈ Rn labeled by corresponding l categorical classes Ci is
available for supervised learning. Generally, it is also assumed that the probability of classes is
known as well as the probability density of patterns px.
From this perspective, the LVQ algorithm can be seen as a classifier design based on a given
supervised training set. However, the LVQ algorithm with Kohonen learning also provides vector
quantization of input patterns from the population represented by a given, representative, labeled
training set. This means that the LVQ algorithm guarantees the mapping of input patterns from
Rn into one of the reference code vectors from the limited-size codebook

the input patternMspace
Wc = i wi i=1 . This is an approximation of input pattern vectors by their quantized values.
In the LVQ algorithm, for the purpose of precise vector quantization approximation, usually
several reference code vectors of the codebook are assigned to represent the labeling patterns of
each class Ci from the training set
WCi = wj  for all j wj representing class Ci

(169)

The pattern x is considered to belong to the same class to which the nearest reference code vector
from the codebook wj belongs. For vector x and for the Euclidean distance metric, we can write
j th nearest reference vector wj

min

i=12··· M

x − wi 

(170)

Kohonen proposed a competitive supervised learning algorithm that approximately minimizes
misclassification errors of vector quantization, stated as the nearest-neighbors classification.
During proposed supervised learning with a punish-reward idea of weights adjustment, the
optimal reference vectors wi i = 1 2 · · ·  M of the codebook may be found as the asymptotic
values of the following competitive learning technique.
First, for a given input pattern x belonging to the class Cl and a previous value wjk M
i=1 of the
codebook reference code vectors, the code vector that is nearest to the input pattern x is selected
as the winner of the competition:
j th nearest code vector wj

min

i=12··· M

x − wi 

(171)

This reference code vector belongs to a certain class Cr . Then only that j th code vector wj nearest
to x will be adjusted in the following way:
wjk+1 =wjk + kx − wj

if

Cl = Cr

wjk+1 =wjk − kx − wj

if

Cl = Cr

wik+1

=

wik

if

i = j

(172)

where 0 < k < 1 is the learning rate. The above weights adjustment is based on the “winnertake-all” and the punish-reward idea. Only the reference code vector wj nearest to the pattern x
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is adjusted. If the class Cr of the reference code vector wj is the same as the class Cl of the input
pattern x, then this winning reference code vector is rewarded by a positive adjustment in the
direction of improving the match with vector x:
wjk+1 = wjk + kx − wj

(173)

If the class of the winning reference code vector and the class of the input pattern are different,
than the reference code vector is punished:
wjk+1 = wjk − kx − wj

(174)

Reference code vectors other than the j th reference code vectors nearest to the pattern x remain
unchanged. This learning scheme for vector quantization, which adjusts only the reference vector
nearest to x, is called LVQ1.
The main reason for the punish-reward learning scheme is to minimize the number of misclassifications. This scheme also ensures that the reference code vectors will be pulled away from the
pattern overlap areas when misclassifications persist.
Vector quantization through supervised learning allows more fine tuning of the decision surfaces
between classes (the borders between Voronoi cells represented by reference vectors). This
outcome is understandable in the light of the idea of pattern classification, where the decision
surface between pattern classes is most important and not the precision of the pattern distribution
within classes.
In the above learning rule, an k is a learning rate. The learning rate values are not critical
for learning (as long as the number of learning steps is sufficiently large). The value may be
set as a small constant or as a decreasing function with learning time (with a starting value for
examples smaller
 than 01). Frequently a linear decreasing function of learning time is chosen
−k = max 1 − Nk − where Nl is the maximal number of learning steps.
l

2.7.1. Learning Vector Quantization Neural Network
The feedforward static competitive learning vector quantization neural network LVQ1 consists
of an input and an output layer fully connected through weights (see Figure 7.9). The weightless
input layer is connected via weights with the output layer. The weightless n neurons of the input
layer receive only the n-dimensional input pattern x ∈ Rn . The number of input layer neurons
equals the size of the input pattern x ∈ Rn . The subsequent output layer with M neurons is fully
connected with the input layer neurons via weights. The number of output layer neurons is equal
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to the size (or number of reference code vectors) of codebook M. The connection weights are
described by the n × M weights matrix
W = wi 

i = 1 2 · · ·  M

(175)

where wi = wi1  wi2  · · ·  wiM gives the vector weights of the ith output neuron. The weights
vectors wi of each ith output neuron represent the reference code vector of the codebook. Each
output neuron represents a certain class of the training set.
The type of output activation function of the output neurons is not critically important and
may be assumed to be an identity function y = fh xs = xs, where xs is the intermediate value
of an output neuron. Each ith i = 1 2 · · ·  M output neuron, with value yi , has a known class
Cyi ∈ C1  C2  · · ·  Cl  that represents it.
Several output neurons i j · · ·  s representing the distinct reference vectors wi  wj  · · ·  ws 
may be assigned to the same class Cg . Generally, we have M ≥ M in order to provide a better
approximation of the input pattern space by reference vectors.
The processing model for immediate outputs xs and outputs y of the output neurons can be
written as
xs = Wx
y = Fxs

(176)

or written in the scalar form
n

xsi = wi x =

wil xl  i = 1 2     M
l=1

yi = fh xsi  = xsi i = 1 2 · · ·  M

(177)

where W is the M × n weights matrix.
2.7.2. Learning Algorithm for LVQ1 Neural Network
Vector quantization by the LVQ1 neural network requires
– Supervised learning from the class-labeled patterns of training set T . This learning is in the
design of the optimal codebook Wc = i wM
i=1 composed of reference code vectors indexed
by i, that is, W = wi M
,
which
are
the
asymptotic
values of the learned vector weights of the
i=1
output neurons.
– Processing of the input patterns by the already-designed neural network. For a given input
pattern x, the most responsive output neurons will be declared as the winners and will denote
the reference vector, which will represent input pattern.
Given: The training set T = xi  Cxi Li=1 containing N class-labeled patterns x ∈ Rn, the number

of learning steps Nl , and the learning rate function k (for example, k = max 1 − Nk ).
l

1. Select randomly M input patterns from the training set T and assign them as the starting values
of the codebook reference vectors
wi0 = xi 

i = 1 2 · · ·  M

(178)

The remaining patterns of the training sets will be used for learning.
2. Present a randomly selected input pattern x to the network. This pattern will represent a known
class Cl .
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3. Adjust the learning rate k for the kth learning steps.
4. Select the j th winning neuron. The winner is the neuron whose weights vector (representing
the current codebook reference vector wj = xcj ) best matches (is nearest) the input vector xi
according to the minimal Euclidean distance:
j th

nearest reference vector

wj

min x − wi 

i=12M

(179)

This reference vector wj belongs to a certain class Cr .
5. Adjust only the j th winning neuron’s weights wj , related to the j th reference vector of the
codebook, by an amount depending on whether the class Cl of input pattern x is in the same
as the class Cr of the j th winning neuron:
(a)
wjk+1 = wjk + kx − wj

if

Cl = Cr

wjk+1 = wjk − kx − wj

if

Cl = Cr

(b)
wik+1 = wik

if

i = j

(180)

where 0 < k < 1 is the learning rate. The above weights adjustments is based on the
“Winner-Take-All” and punish-reward ideas.
6. Test stopping condition. This condition may be specified by reaching a fixed maximal number
of iterations k ≤ Nl or by the learning rate reaching a minimal value min . If the stopping
condition is not met, then continue iterations from step 2. If the stopping condition is satisfied,
stop the iterations.
Result: A weight vector wi i = 1 2 · · ·  M that constitutes the reference vectors of the codebook.
Modification of the learning rate is frequently realized after all the patterns from the training
sets have been learned (after learning of one epoch).
During the learning computation of the network output neurons, intermediate outputs xsi
i = 1 2 · · ·  M are not required.
The inputs are processed using the following algorithm.
Given: The network architecture with an n-neuron input layer fully connected via weights with
M neurons of the output layer. The weights vectors of the output neurons represent M stored
reference code vectors of the codebook. The learned weights matrix W = wi i = 1 2 · · ·  M
whose vectors wi represent the reference vectors of a codebook is also given.
For the given input pattern x, the LVQ1 neural network provides the following forward
computations.
1. The input-layer neurons receive the input pattern x.
2. The intermediate values xs of the output neurons are computed by the matrix equations
xs = Wx

(181)

where
n

xsi =

wij xj  i = 1 2 · · ·  M
j=1

(182)
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3. The final values of the output neurons are computed through the output activation functions fh
yi = fh xsi 

(183)

y = Fh xs

(184)

or in the vector form

where Fh · = fh xs1  fh xs2  · · ·  fh xsM 
function.

T

is the M-dimensional output activation vector

As a result of processing, many output neurons may have nonzero values, depending on the
distance from the input pattern to the neuron’s weight vector. However, an output neuron may
have the dominating value. This neuron can be considered as indicating the input vector class
(the cluster to which the input vector belong). To specify the reference vector best representing
an input vector, one can identify the neuron with the most responsive output value:
j th code vector yj = max yi 
i=12M

(185)

2.7.3. Practical Design Issues for LVQ Vector Quantizers
There is no existing rigorous proven design method for optimal LVQ vector quantizers. Good
design still relies on heuristics and simulation-based findings. The goal of LVQ-type vector
quantization is not to best approximate the probability density function of the class pattern
samples but to directly define between-class borders based on the nearest-neighbor technique. The
performance and accuracy of an LVQ quantizer can be evaluated based on its ability to perform
accurate and generalized classification or to quantize input patterns for reduction purposes with
minimal distortion. The accuracy of an LVQ may depend in the design phase on the following:
– An optimal number of reference vectors assigned to each class defined by training set
– Initial values of the codebook reference vectors
– Concrete, detailed implementation of a learning algorithm: an appropriate learning rate and its
decreasing rule, an appropriate stopping criterion, and an order of selecting the input pattern
from the training set, as well as a mix of different LVQ types of algorithms in the multistep
hybrid sequence of learning
– A stopping rule and generalization through crossvalidation
2.8. The Fourier Transform
Fourier analysis is one of the most important data processing methods. This section focuses on
the role of Fourier transform in feature extraction and pattern formation in timeseries.
An appropriate transform of data or functions into another space may result in better
understanding and representation, with simpler and computationally more efficient processing
algorithms. The Fourier transform maps a function, or a signal, into the frequency domain,
providing information about the periodic frequency components of a function or of a signal
(generated by a function).
The Fourier transform decomposes a function into a spectrum of its frequency components,
and the inverse transform synthesizes a function from its spectrum of frequency components.
In experimental domains, the transform of a signal can be thought of as that signal in the
“frequency domain.” In other words, the Fourier transform decomposes a function or a signal into
sine waves with different frequencies. The Fourier transform localizes a function or a signal in
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frequency space. However, it does not localize such frequencies in time. The results of the Fourier
transform are Fourier coefficients Fu (a spectrum) related to different frequencies. Multiplication
of spectral coefficients by a sinusoid of corresponding frequency results in reconstruction (an
inverse transform) of the sinusoidal component of the original function or signal.
The Fourier transform allows us to form patterns of timeseries or of images in frequency
domain. Fourier transform processing comes from the observation that a periodic continuous
function ft with period 2 can be represented by the infinite sum of sine and cosine functions
a0 +

ak coskt + bk sinkt

(186)

k=1

where parameters a0  ak  bk are defined as
1  2
ft dt
2 0
1  2
ak =
fkt sinkt dt
 0
1  2
fkt coskt dt
bk =
 0
a0 =

(187)

Fourier transform is a linear mapping of functions to other functions (in a frequency domain).
In other words, the Fourier transform decomposes a function into a continuous spectrum of its
frequency components. The inverse Fourier transform reconstructs (synthesizes) a function from
its spectrum of frequency components back into the original domain. In empirical domains, the
Fourier transform provides representation of a signal in the time domain into the “frequency
domain.”
For a continuous function ft of a real variable t, the continuous Fourier transform FTft =
Fu is defined as

FTft = Fu =
fte−j 2ut dt
(188)
−

√
where j = −1 is the imaginary unit and u is the frequency variable. Given Fu, we can obtain
an original function ft by using the inverse Fourier transform:

ft =
Fuej2ut du
(189)
−

We can also write
Fj =


−

fte−j  t dt

(190)

where  = 2u is the angular frequency (in radians) and u is the oscillatory frequency (in HZ).
Here, the inverse Fourier transform is given by
ft =

1 
Fjejt d
2 −

(191)

The term frequency variable comes from the fact that, using Euler’s formula, the exponential term
e−j 2ut may be written in the form
e−j2ut = cos 2ut − j sin 2ut

(192)
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Fu is composed of an infinite sum of sine and cosine terms, and each value of u determines the
frequency of its corresponding sine-cosine pairs.
We can also write

ftcos 2ut − j sin 2utdt
(193)
Fu =
−

The Fourier transform (even for a real function) is generally complex, that is
Fu = Ru + j Iu

(194)

where Ru and Iu are, respectively, the real and imaginary components of Fu. The above
equation is often more convenient to express in the exponential form
Fu = Fu  eju

(195)

where
 Fu = R2 u + I 2 u

1/2

(196)

The Fu (magnitude) is called the Fourier spectrum (frequency spectrum) of function ft.
The term


Iu
−1
u = tan
(197)
Ru
is called the phase angle of the Fourier transform. The square of Fourier spectrum values
Pu = Fu 2 = R2 u + I 2 u

(198)

is called the power spectrum (spectral density) of function ft.
2.8.1. Basic Properties of the Fourier Transform
Time – Frequency Duality.
Ft ⇔ f−u

(199)

Faft + bgt = aFft + bFgt

(200)

Linearity.

Symmetry. The Fourier transform is symmetric, since Fu = FTft implies F−u =
FTf−t:
if fx is real then F−u = Fu∗
if fx is imaginary then F−u = −Fu∗
if fx is even then F−u = Fu
if fx is odd then − F−u = −Fu
where ∗ indicates a complex conjugate operation.

(201)
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Orthogonality. Functions

√1 ejt
2




−

form an orthogonal basis

1
√ ejat
2




1 −jbt
dt = a − b
√ e
2

(202)

where  is Kronecker delta. The Fourier transform can be considered as a transformation of
coordinate bases in this space.
Scaling.
fat ⇔

1 u
F
a
a

(203)

Time Shift.
ft − t0  ⇔ e−j2ut0 Fu

(204)

ft ⊗ gt ⇔ Ff uFg u

(205)

Convolution.

where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation. Here, we have

fgt −  d
ft ⊗ gt =
−

(206)

Releigh Property.


+

−

ft2 dt =



+
−

Fu2 du

(207)

2.8.2. Discrete Data and the Discrete Fourier Transform
In real life processing we deal mostly with discrete data and we apply Discrete Fourier Transform.
The sampling rate or sampling frequency determines the number of samples per second taken
from a continuous signal in order to create a discrete signal. The inverse of the sampling frequency
is the sampling period or sampling time, which is the time between samples.
The sampling frequency is measured in Hertz. The Hertz (denoted by Hz) is the unit of
frequency. One Hz denotes one sample of signal per second, 50 Hz means 50 samples per second,
etc. The unit may be applied to any periodic event.
2.8.3. The Discrete Fourier Transform
Frequently a continuous function ft is given as a finite discrete set of N uniformly spaced
samples of the function values
ft0  ft0 + t ft0 + 2t · · ·  ft0 + N − 1t

(208)

−1
fk k = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1 fkNk=0

(209)

denoted also as

in N sampling points of variable t in the range of values t0  t0 + N − 1t . Here, t is the time
increment between samples.
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For the discrete sampled function fk, the discrete Fourier transform (DTF) is defined as
Fu =

N −1

fke−j 2uk/N  for u = 0 1 2 · · ·  N − 1

(210)

k=0

and the inverse of the discrete Fourier transform is given by
fk =

1
N

N −1

Fuej 2uk/N  for k = 0 1 2 · · ·  N − 1

(211)

u=0

The discrete values of samples u = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1 in the discrete Fourier transform correspond to
the samples of the continuous Fourier transform given for the values 0, u, 2u, · · · , N − 1u.
Hence, Fu represents Fu u. The relation between t and u is given by
u =

1
1
=
N t T

(212)

We can see that the following equalities hold in the time and frequency domains.
Time Domain.
– T : total sampling time (sampling interval, total sampling length of a time signal)
– N : total number of discrete samples taken (sample size)
– t : time increment between samples (time spacing) t = NT
– length : T = N − 1t
– period : T = Nt
Frequency Domain.
– N : number of components in the spectrum
– fs : the sampling frequency (sampling rate) fs = t1 = NT
– u = f : the frequency increment (frequency resolution) u =
N
– fp : the frequency period (spectrum period) fp = Nfs = t
in Hz.
1
– fmax : the maximum frequency fmax = 2 fs

1
T

= fs /N =

1
N t

The time domain values are measured in seconds, and the frequency domain values in Hz.
Both FT and DFT deal with discrete functions in time and frequency. The DFT transforms a
series of N values in time fti , i = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1, into a series of N components Ffi ,
i = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1, in the frequency space, where fi is a discrete frequency in the spectrum.
For samples equally spaced in time, with total sampling time T [seconds] and time increment
between samples t (signal sampled every t seconds for N − 1t seconds), the N discrete
samples taken create a time signal of length
T = N − 1t

(213)

which is equal to the total sampling period T in seconds. For a signal with N samples, the
frequency spectrum has N components. The numbers of samples N in time is usually taken to be
a power of 2N = 2r .
The sampling frequency is
fs =

N
1
=
t
T

(214)
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The spacing interval for frequencies (the frequency resolution)
f=

1
1
=
Nt T

(215)

is determined for given N and t. The highest frequency is determined as
fmax =

N
1
f = fs Hz
2
2

(216)

In DFT, a computing aliasing situation might happen when false spectral lines appear in a
spectrum from frequencies above the measured bandwidth. Application of the Nyquist frequency
criterion helps to prevent such situations. The Nyquist frequency (critical frequency) is half the
sampling frequency for a signal. In principle, a Nyquist frequency equal to the signal bandwidth
is sufficient to allow perfect reconstruction of the signal from the samples. The critical 1/2fs
frequency point is known as the Nyquist frequency. The Nyquist criterion states that for signal
sampling at some sampling frequency fs , it is possible to obtain proper (without aliasing) frequency
information only for frequencies less than fs /2. In other words, only half of the N outputs of
DFT can be used.
Example: Assume that we sample a signal for T = 2 seconds, at a sampling rate of fs = 100 Hz.
The number of samples taken in 2 seconds is N = Tfs = 2 × 100 = 200. The time interval
between samples is t = 1/fs = 1/100 = 001 seconds. The number of useful samples that has
been obtained is N/2 = 100. The frequency resolution is f = T1 = 05 Hz. The maximum
frequency for which the DFT output is reliable is fmax = fs /2 = 100 Hz/2 = 50 Hz (or
fmax = N2 f = 50 Hz.
The real part of the transform is even whenever the signal is real. Hence, the values for k < N/2
are negative frequency results. Negative frequency values are mirror images of the positive values
around the middle frequency fp /2 called the folding frequency. For N points in time space,
there are N points in the frequency domain. For real signals, there are N complex values in the
transform with N real and complex parts. Around the folding frequency, the real part is even and
the imaginary part is odd. Including the component for frequency f = 0, there are in fact only
N/2 + 1 points in the frequency domain.
For the signal ft, with N samples, with sampling time t and corresponding spacing interval
1
for frequencies u = Nt
, the frequency components of the spectrum in HZ are
f =−

N

N u
 · · ·  0 u  · · · 
− 1 u
2
2

(217)

The Fourier spectrum of the signal ft is periodic, and the spectrum period is fp = N/t = Nfs
in Hz. Since the signal spectrum is symmetric in pattern formation, one can only consider spectral
values for N/2 + 1 frequencies:
N

f = 0 u 2u · · · 
− 1 u
(218)
2
2.8.4. Fast Fourier Transform
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a computationally efficient algorithm to compute the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse. Due to reduced computation costs FFT plays an important
role in digital signal processing and its applications.
For a sequence of discrete complex values x0  · · ·  xN −1 , a DFT is defined by the formula
Fu =

N −1

xk e
k=0

−j2
N ku

u = 0 · · ·  N − 1

(219)
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A direct evaluation of the Fourier transform for this sequence would requires ON 2  arithmetical
operations. An FFT algorithm computes the same result in only On log n operations (where log
is the base-2 logarithm). The FFT algorithm can also be easily adapted for computation of an
inverse Fourier transform.
2.8.5. Properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform
The basic properties of the DFT are similar to that for the continuous Fourier transform. We can
list some specific properties of the DFT:
– Orthogonality. Vectors ej2ku/N form an orthogonal basis over the set of N -dimensional
complex vectors:
N −1
k=0



ej2ku/N e−j2k u/N =

N
0

if k = k
otherwise

(220)

– Autocorrelation from the Fourier transform. It can be shown that the Fourier transform of the
power spectrum is the autocorrelation function. In applications where the full autocorrelation
function is needed, it may be faster to use this method than the direct computation.
2.8.6. Short Fourier Transform
The discrete short-term Fourier transform (SDFT) is the DFT performed for the short
−1
N -elements frame (usually windowed) of discrete complex (or just real) values xkNk=0
. The
result is an N -element array of complex values that is the discrete frequency spectrum of a signal
spaced at interval fs = 1/Nt, where t is the spacing between time samples.
The SFT is widely used in speech processing, where a speech signal is divided into overlapping
short sliding frames (containing 64, 128, 256, or 512 samples). It is believed that the parameters
of the spectral model of the speech frame are stationary within a frame, and a sequence of frames
represents variability and the natural sequential character of the speech signal. The SFT spectral
components are extracted from windowed frame signals xw k:
xw k = xk · wk

(221)

The popular Hamming window is defined as wk = 054 − 046 cos 2k/nw − 1, where nw
is the window size.
2.8.7. Spectrogram
In order to grasp the sequential character of longer signals (for example, speech signals), the
subsequent windows from a sliding frame along the speech signal are arranged in a so-called
spectrogram. A spectrogram shows the sequential character of a speech signal in the timefrequency coordinate system on a plane. Time runs along the horizontal axis, while frequency runs
along the vertical axis. The amount of energy (the power spectrum of the window’s short Fourier
transform) in any region in the time-frequency plane is depicted by the darkness of shading.
This spectrogram image is composed with subsequent power spectrum vectors (as subsequent
columns) obtained by taking discrete short Fourier transforms of short subsequent windows of
the original signal in the time domain. A spectrogram is a signal representation in the time
domain that captures the sequential nature of processed signals. A spectrogram might be further
processed, for example, by using image processing transforms. We can also compose a pattern
vector representing a sequence of frames as a concatenation of spectrogram columns.
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2.8.8. Pattern Forming for a Spectral DFT Signal
Since spectrum of signal is symmetric in pattern forming, one can only consider spectral values
for ndft = N/2 + 1 frequencies
f = 0 fs  2fs  · · · 

N
2


− 1 fs 

(222)

which corresponds to the following indices of DFT values
ndft  ndft + 1 · · ·  ndft + N/2 + 1

(223)

1. The spectral patterns xsdft .
The spectral DFT pattern can be formed as

T
xsdft = Fndft  Fndft + 1 · · ·  Fndft + N/2 + 1

(224)

where Fi is an amplitude of DFT transform value for frequency related to index i of DFT.
2. The power spectrum patterns xpdft .
The power spectrum pattern can be formed as

T
xpdft = PFndft  PFndft + 1 · · ·  PFndft + N/2 + 1

(225)

where PFi is the power spectrum value for frequency related to index i of DFT.
2.9. Two-dimensional Fourier Transform and 2D Spectral Features
One of the most powerful feature extraction methods from images or sub-windows of images is
based on the two-dimensional Fourier transform. The Fourier transform allows us to represent
and interpret an image in the frequency domain. Let us begin with the general continuous twodimensional Fourier transform.
2.9.1. The Continuous 2D Fourier Transform
The two-dimensional continuous Fourier transform (2DFT) for the two-dimensional continuous
function fx y is defined as
 
Fu v =
fx ye−j2ux+vy dx dy
(226)
−

−

and the inverse of the Fourier transform is defined as
 
fx y =
Fu vej2ux+vy du dv
−

−

(227)

The Fourier transform Fu v (even for a real function) is generally complex. From Euler’s
formula, we have
e−jux+vy = cosux + vy − j sinux + vy
Here, x and y are spatial coordinates, u and v are the spatial frequencies, and Fu v is the
frequency spectrum.
For the continuous transform, x y and u v take on a real continuum of values. The spectrum
Fu v is complex and periodic.
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2.9.2. The Discrete 2D Fourier Transform
For the two-dimensional continuous function sampled in the 2D grid of M × N points, with
divisions of width x and y for the x- and y-axis, respectively, we can define the twodimensional discrete Fourier transform. Here, the discrete function fx y represents discrete
samples of the function fx0 + xx y0 + yy for x = 0 1 · · ·  M − 1 and y = 0 1 · · ·  N-1.
Similarly, the discrete function Fu v represents samples of the function Fuu vv at
u = 0 1 · · ·  M − 1 and v = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1. The sampling increments in the frequency domain
are given by
1
Mx
1
v =
Ny

u =

(228)

The two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform is given by the formula
Fu v =

1
MN

1
=
M

M−1 N −1

vy

fx ye−j2 M + N 
ux

x=0 y=0

M−1



x=0



N −1

1
N

fx ye

−j2 vy
N 

e−j2 M  
ux

y=0

u = 0 1 · · ·  M − 1 v = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1

(229)

The term in square brackets  is the one-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the xth
line (row) and can be computed using standard Fourier transform procedures (usually assuming
N = 2k). Each line is replaced by its Fourier transform, and the one-dimensional discrete Fourier
transform of each column is computed.
The inverse 2D discrete Fourier transform is given by the equation
fx y =

M−1 N −1

vy

Fu vej2 M + N  
ux

u=0 v=0

x = 0 1 · · ·  M − 1 y = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1

(230)

The kernel function for the 2D discrete Fourier transform is
vy

e−j2  M + N 
ux

(231)

The Fourier transform Fu v (even for a real function) is generally complex and consists of real
and imaginary parts. Using Euler’s formula, it can be expressed as
Fu v = Reu v + j Imu v u = 0 · · ·  M − 1 v = 0 · · ·  N − 1
where
1
Reu v =
MN

M−1



x=0

vy 
+
fx y cos 2
M
N
y=0

N −1



 ux

(232)


(233)

is the real part, and
1
Imu v =
MN

M−1
x=0





 ux

vy 
−fx y sin 2
+
M
N
y=0

N −1


(234)
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is the imaginary part of the transform. We can also express Fu v in the exponential form
Fu v = Fu veiuv

(235)

where the norm of magnitude (amplitude) Fu v
Fu v =

Re2 u u + Im2 u v

is called the Fourier spectrum (frequency spectrum) of fx y and the term


−1 Imu v
u v = tan
Reu v

(236)

(237)

is the phase spectrum (phase angle). The square of the amplitude
Pu v = Fu v2 = Re2 u v + Im2 u v

(238)

is called the power spectrum Pu v of fx y. The power spectrum Pu v is also called the
spectral density.
Let us consider the Fourier transform for images, which are defined on a finite support. In
computing the Fourier transform of an image, we will consider an image as an M × N matrix,
where M is a number of rows and N is a number of columns:
⎡
⎤
f0 0
f0 1
···
f0 N − 1
⎢ f1 0
f1 1
···
f1 N − 1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
(239)
⎢
⎥




⎣
⎦




fM − 1 0 fM − 1 0 · · · fM − 1 N − 1
where fx y denotes pixel brightness at the integer coordinates x y of an image. If an image
has width N and height M with the origin in a center, then
M/2 N/2

Fu v =

fx ye−j2ux+vy

(240)

−M/2 −N/2

Here, we assume that fx y is extended, with fx y = 0 outside the image frame.
The 2D discrete Fourier transform is an important image processing tool that is used to
decompose an image into its sine and cosine components. The input to 2DDFT is an image in
the real domain, whereas output of the transformation represents the image in the Fourier or
frequency space. In the Fourier space image, each point represents a specific frequency contained
in the real domain image.
The Fourier transform is used in a wide range of applications, such as image analysis, filtering,
recognition, compression, and image reconstruction.
2.9.3. Basic Properties of 2DDFT
There are several properties associated with the two-dimensional Fourier transform and the 2D
inverse Fourier transform. Generally, the properties of 2DDFT are the same as those for onedimensional DFT. These properties have an interesting interpretation when 2DDFT is applied to
images. We can list some of the most important properties of 2DDT as applied to digital image
processing. The Fourier transform is, in general, a complex function of real frequency variables.
As such, the transform can be written in terms of its magnitude and phase.
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The Fourier transform is linear. For 2DDFT of images, this means, that
– adding two images together results in adding the two Fourier transforms together
– multiplying an image by a constant multiplies the image’s Fourier + transform by the same
constant
Separability means that the Fourier transform of a two-dimensional function is the Fourier
transform in one dimension of the Fourier transform in the other direction. This means that
we can compute the two-dimensional Fourier transform by providing a one-dimensional Fourier
transform of the rows and then taking a one-dimensional Fourier transform of the columns of the
result.
Rotational Invariance. Rotation of an image results in the rotation of its Fourier transform.
Translation and Phase. Translation of an image does not change the magnitude of the Fourier
transform but does change its phase.
Scaling. Changing the spatial unit of distance changes the Fourier transform. If the 2D
signal fx y is scaled Mx x My y in its spatial coordinates x y, then Fu v becomes
Fu/Mx  v/My /Mx My .
Periodicity and Conjugate Symmetry. The Fourier transform in discrete space is periodic in
both space and in frequency. The periodicity of the Fourier transform can be explained by
Fu −v = Fu Np − v  F−u v = FMp − u v
FaMp + u bNp + v = Fu v  F−x y = FMp − x y
fx −y = fx Np − y  faMp + x bNp + y = fx y

(241)

where Np and Mp are periods. If a 2D signal fx y is real, then the Fourier transform possess
certain symmetries:
Fu v = ∗ F−u −v

(242)

The symbol (∗) indicates complex conjugation of Fu v. For real signals,
Fu v = F−u −v

(243)

If a 2D signal is real and even, then the Fourier transform is real and even.
Energy. According to Parseval’s theorem, the energy in a 2D signal can be computed either in
the spatial domain or in the frequency domain. For a continuous 2D signal with finite energy,
E=



+
−



+
−

fx y2 dx dy =

1  +  +
Fu v2 du dv
4 2 −
−

(244)

For a discrete 2D signal with finite energy,
E=

+

+

−

−

fx y2 =

1  +  +
Fu v2 du dv
4 2 − −

(245)
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Convolution. For three given two-dimensional signals a b, and c and their Fourier transforms
Fa , Fb , and Fc ,
c = a ⊗ b → F a · Fb
c = a · b → Fc =

(246)

1
F ⊗ Fb
4 2 a

(247)

where ⊗ denotes convolution operation. Convolution in the spatial domain is equivalent to
multiplication in the Fourier (frequency) domain and vice versa. This property provides a method
for the implementation of a convolution.
2.9.4. 2DDFT Patterns
A power spectrum of 2DDFT of an image can be used to form an image spectral pattern. In
the first phase of feature extraction from an image, the 2DDFT can be used in order to convert
the gray-scale image pixels into the corresponding spatial frequency representation. The 2DDFT
complex features are extracted from an M × N pixel image by formulas:
Fu v = Reu v + j Imu v u = 0 · · ·  M − 1 v = 1 · · ·  N − 1

(248)

where
Reu v =

1
MN

1
Imu v =
MN

M
2

−1

x=− M2
M
2

−1

x=− M2

⎡
⎣

N
2

−1

fx y cos 2

y=− N2

⎡
⎣



N
2

−1

y=− N2

 ux
M

+

vy 
N

⎤
⎦

⎤
vy ⎦
−fx y sin 2
+
M
N


 ux

(249)

and x y and u v denote the image pixel integer-valued coordinates.
In the above equation, Reu v denotes the real component and Imu v the imaginary
component of the discrete Fourier transform of an image. For each pixel fu v of an original
image, we can compute the real and imaginary part of Reu v and Imu v and then the
real-valued power spectrum
Pu v = Fu v2 = Re2 u v + Im2 u v

(250)

This power spectrum can be represented as an m × n image (a power spectrum map). In the
most general situation, a two-dimensional transform takes a complex array. The most common
application is for image processing, where each value in the array represents a pixel; the real
value is the pixel value, and the imaginary value is 0. Two-dimensional Fourier transforms simply
involve a number of one-dimensional Fourier transforms. More precisely, a two-dimensional
transform is achieved by first transforming each row, replacing each row with its transform, and
then transforming each column and replacing each column with its transform. Thus a 2D transform
of a 1000 × 1000 image requires 2000 1D transforms. This conclusion follows directly from the
definition of the Fourier transform of a continuous variable or the discrete Fourier transform of a
discrete system.
2.9.5. Constructed Spatial 2DDFT Power Spectrum Features and Patterns
One of the natural ways of constructing a pattern from 2DDFT of 2D data (for example an
image) is forming a column vector containing concatenated subsequent column of the power
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spectrum image (map) of the 2DDFT of 2D data. For m × n2D data the resulting pattern will
have m × m elements.
In order to capture the spatial relation (a shape) of the components of the “power spectrum
image” (map), a number of spatial features can be computed from the power spectrum array
treated as an image.
We have assumed that the numerical characteristics (measures) of the shape of the spatial
frequency spectrum, such as location, size, and orientation of peaks and entropy of the normalized
spectrum in regions of spatial frequency, can be used as object features (pattern elements) suitable
for recognition of an image. Some spatial features of the normalized “power spectrum” image
require the computation for such an image of the covariance matrix and its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors as well as principal components. Numerous subsequent spatial spectral features
(computed in the frequency domain) can be extracted or created from the normalized “power
spectrum image” Pu v:
Pu v = 

Pu v
uv=0 Pu v

(251)

Energy of the major peak
f1 = pu1  v1  × 100

(252)

where u1 , v1 are the frequency coordinates of the maximum peak of the normalized power
spectrum. Here, f is a percentage of the total energy.
Laplacian of the major peak
f2 = 2 Pu1  v1 
= Pu1 + 1 v1  + Pu1 − 1 v1  + Pu1  v1 + 1 + Pu1  v1 − 1 − 4Pu1  v1 

(253)

Laplacian of the secondary peak
f3 = 2 Pu2  v2 

(254)

where u2 , v2 are the coordinates of the second largest peak in the Pu v map.
Spread of the major peak
f4 is the number of adjacent neighbors of u1 , v1 with
1
Pu v ≥ kPu1  v1 
2

(255)

where the neighbors are u1 ± 1, v1 , and u1 , v1 ± 1.
Squared frequency of the major peak in Pu v
f5 = u21 + v12
Relative orientation of the major and secondary peaks



v
v 
f6 = tan−1 1 − tan−1 2 
u1
u2

(256)

(257)
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Isotropy of the normalized power spectrum Pu v
f7 = 

u − v 
u − v 

2

− 42uv

(258)

 21

where
u =

u

v

v =

u

v

uv =

u

v

u2 pu v
v2 pu v
uvpu v

Here, f7 measures the elongation of the normalized power spectrum and is maximum for parallel
line faces.
Circularity of the normalized power spectrum
f8 =

AD
AC

(259)

where
AD = number of nonzero frequency components within a circle of radius
AC = number of distinct frequency components within a circle of radius
1 = maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of pu v

1
1

Major peak horizontal frequency
f 9 = u1

(260)

f10 = v1

(261)

f11 = u2

(262)

f12 = v2

(263)

Major peak vertical frequency

Secondary peak horizontal frequency

Secondary peak vertical frequency

Squared distance between the major and secondary peak
f13 = u1 − u2 2 + v1 − v2 2

(264)

Principal component magnitude (squared)
f14 =

1

(265)
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Principal component direction

=

where

1
2

f15 = cos−1 1 



is a normalized eigenvector for eigenvalue

(266)
1

Ratio of the minor to major principal axis

f16 =

2

 21
(267)

1

where

2

is the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of pu v

Moment of inertia, quadrant I
1

f17 =

u2 − v2  2 pu v

(268)

u>0 v>0

Moment of inertia, quadrant II
1

f18 =

u2 − v2  2 pu v

(269)

u<0 v>0

Here, in f17 and f18 , the power spectrum is normalized within quadrants I and II, respectively.
Moment ratio
f19 =

f18
f17

(270)

Percentage energy, quadrant I
f20 =

pu v

(271)

pu v

(272)

u>0 v>0

Percentage energy, quadrant II
f21 =
u<0 v>0

Ratio of nonzero components
f22 =

n1
n2

(273)

where ni denotes a number of nonzero frequency components in quadrant i
Laplacian of the major peak phase
f23 = 2 u1  v1 

(274)

Laplacian of the secondary peak phase
f24 = 2 u2  v2 

(275)
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Relative entropy of the normalized power spectrum R1 
 
− uv∈R1 P1 u v log P1 u v
f25 =
log K1

(276)

where
P1 u v =  Puv
uv∈Ri Puv
Ki = number of distinct frequencies in Ri
!
i−1
i
um < u < um
Ri = u v 
4
4

and

i−1
i
vm < v < vm
4
4

"

where um , vm are the maximum frequency components for the local spectrum
Relative entropy R2 
f26 =

 
− uv∈R2 P2 u v log P2 u v
log K2

(277)

Relative entropy R3 
f27 =

 
− uv∈R3 P3 u v log P3 u v
log K3

(278)

Relative entropy R4 
f28 =

 
− uv∈R4 P4 u v log P4 u v
log K4

(279)

Histogram subpattern xh :
f29  · · ·  f29 + nh × N
For an M × N “image” of normalized Pu v, the following histogram features can be extracted
and presented as the nh × N -element vector xh :
(a) For each column of an image (treated as a matrix), the column elements are binned into nh
equally spaced containers and the number of elements in each container is computed. The
result forms a histogram matrix Hp of dimension nh × N .
(b) Now we can consider the histogram subpattern as an nh × N -element vector xh , obtained
through columnwise concatenation of the matrix Hp .
Magnitude of complex Zernike moments (defined later in the Chapter) of order from 1 1
through p q for normalized Pu v.
The 2DDFT provides a powerful spectral representation of images in the frequency domain,
with significant predispositions toward features of image patterns used in image recognition. A
spectral pattern of an image can be formed as concatenated columns of a “normalized power
spectrum image.” One can also form a spectral pattern as any subset of the spatial spectral features
defined above.
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2.10. Wavelets
Wavelets are another powerful technique for processing timeseries and images. The foundation of
wavelets comes from orthogonality, function decomposition, and multiresolution approximation.
Wavelets (wavelet analysis, the wavelet transform) provide representation (approximation) of a
function (or a signal) by a fast-decaying oscillating waveform (known as the mother wavelet).
This waveform can be scaled and translated in order to best match the function or input signal.
A wavelet is a special kind of oscillating waveform of substantially limited duration with an
average value equal to zero. Wavelets can be considered to be one step ahead of the Fourier
transform.
The Fourier transform decomposes a function or signal into sine waves with different
frequencies (or, in other words, is the sum over all time of the signal ft multiplied by a complex
exponential). However, it does not localize these frequencies in time. The results of the Fourier
transform are Fourier coefficients F:
FT ft = F = 2− 2

1



+
−

fte−jt dt

(280)

(a spectrum) related to different frequencies. Multiplication of spectral coefficients by a sinusoid
of corresponding frequency results in the reconstruction (an inverse transform) of the sinusoidal
component of the original function or signal.
Wavelets break up a function or a signal into a shifted and scaled instance of the mother
wavelet. The continuous wavelet transform is the sum over all time of a function or a signal
multiplied by the shifted, scaled instance of the wavelet function. The results of the wavelet
transform are coefficients C:
 +
Cposition scale =
ftposition scale t dt
(281)
−

which are a function of position and scale. In the inverse wavelet transform, multiplication of
each coefficient by the corresponding shifted and scaled wavelet results in constituent wavelets of
the original function or signal. Wavelets provide localization both in frequency and in time (or in
space). A function ft (or signal xk) can be more easily analyzed or described when expressed
as a linear decomposition
ft =

ar r t

(282)

r

where r is an integer index (for a finite or infinite sum). The ar ∈ R are expansion coefficients,
and the r t are real-valued functions of t (the expansion set). For a unique expansion, the set
of functions r t is called a basis. Especially important expansions of a function can be obtained
for the orthogonal basis when we have

< r t l t >= r t l t dt = 0 r = l
(283)

ar =< ft r t >= ftr t dt
(284)
For the best-known Fourier transform, the orthogonal basis functions k t are sinkt and
coskt function of kt. This transformation maps a one-dimensional function of the continuous
variable into one-dimensional sequence of coefficients.
The main difference between wavelets and the Fourier transform is that wavelets are localized
in both time and frequency, whereas the Fourier transform is localized in frequency space. The
Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) could be called a prelude to wavelets, since it is also time
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and frequency localized. However, wavelets provide better tools for muliresolution in frequency
and in time. For two-parameter wavelet transformation, with the wavelet expansion function
jk t forming the orthogonal basis, we have
ft = D−1

  1
< ft jk > jk dj dk
j2

(285)

and the corresponding discrete version
ft =

ajk jk t
k

(286)

j

where j and k are integer indices and D−j is the scaling factor. The set of coefficients ajk j k ∈ Z
is the discrete wavelet transform DW ft of a function ft.
The wavelet expansion maps a one-dimensional function into a two-dimensional array of
coefficients (discrete wavelets transform), allowing localization of the signal in both time and
frequency simultaneously.
Wavelets are defined by the wavelet function t (wavelet) and the scaling function t (also
called the father wavelet) in the time domain. The wavelet function acts as a band-pass filter,
and scaling it for each level halves its bandwidth, whereas scaling the function filters the lowest
level of the transform and ensures that the entire spectrum is covered.
2.10.1. A Wavelet Function
The wavelet transform is a method of approximating a given function ft ∈ L2 R or a signal
(as a sequence of values) using the functions t and t. The function t is a scalable
approximation curve localized on a definite time (or space) interval. The function t is called
a mother function (wavelet function, or generating wavelet). The mother wavelet must satisfy
the following admissibility conditions:
c =
or


0


−

2
d <


tdt = 0

(287)

1 #
where  = 2− 2 − te−jt dt is the Fourier transform of t.
The second derivative of the Gaussian function is an example of the wavelet function:
t2

t = 1 − t2 e− 2

(288)

Two-dimensional parametrization, with a dilation parameter a and a translation parameter b,
yields the possibility of scaling and shifting the wavelet function over a certain time (or space)
domain. Wavelets constitute a family of functions designed from dilations and translations of
a single function – the mother wavelet. For signal expansion, the mother wavelet is a band-pass
filter. Incorporating continuous variation of the dilation parameter a and the translation parameter
b, we can find a family of continuous wavelets


t−b
1
ab t = a− 2 
 a b ∈ R a ≥ 0
(289)
a
where a and b may vary over R. This is a band-pass filter with two parameters: the dilation
and translation parameters a and b. The dilation parameter a determinates the frequency of
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information (interpreted as changing the bandwidth of the filter). Varying the dilation parameter a
generates different spectra of ab t. For a smaller dilation parameter a, the wavelet is narrowed;
for increased a, the wavelet stretches in time. The translation parameter b determinates the time
information (location in time) or space information (location in space). It localizes the wavelet
curve on a specific time interval with center at t = b. For this reason, wavelets are time (or space)
and frequency localized. These properties are essential for wavelets. Wavelets functions have
finite energy, and they are locally concentrated.
2.10.2. Continous Wavelet Transform
For a given function ft, the continuous wavelet transform is defined as



t−b
− 21
WT fa b = a
dt
ft
a
−

(290)

where a and b are dilation and translation parameters, and · is a wavelet function. One can see
that the wavelet transform is the scalar product of two functions, namely, ft and ab in L2 R:
WT fa b =< ft ab t >

(291)

A function can be characterized by its wavelet coefficients < ft ab t >. A function ft can
be reconstructed from its wavelet transform WT fa b by the inverse transform
1  
1
ft =
WT fa bab t da db
(292)
D  − − a2
where D is a scaling factor representing an average energy of the wavelet function
D = 2



2
d


−

(293)

2.10.3. Discrete Wavelet Transform
In the discrete case, parameters a and b take only discrete values. The discrete wavelets are
obtained, after sampling parameters a and b as a = aj0 and b = kab0 = kaj0 b0 (where j k ∈ Z,
−
−
i j =+ 1 + 2 · · · ), as
jk t = a0 − 2 a−j
0 t − kb0  j k ∈ Z
j

(294)

where jk t constitutes basis for L2 R. The selection of a0 and b0 depends on an application.
The discrete wavelet transform is defined for sampled parameters by the equation

j
DWT fj k = a0 − 2
fta−j
(295)
0 t − kb0  dt
−

For a0 = 2 a = 2  and b0 = 1 b = 2 k, functions jk t form an orthogonal wavelet base for
L2 R:
j

j

j

jk t = 2− 2 2−j t − k

(296)

For a function ft ∈ L2 R, the discrete wavelet expansion of ft is represented by
ft =

bjk jk t
j

(297)

k

where the expansion coefficients bjk are the inner product of ft and jk t, i.e.,
bjk =< jk t ft >

(298)
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2.10.4. Multiresolution Analysis of a Function
A continuous wavelet transform is redundant. This redundancy can be avoided in a discrete
transform by using the fast wavelet transform. The idea of multiresolution analysis of a function
ft is to construct a ladder of close subspaces of Z, Vn  n ∈ Z (nested subspaces), for representing functions with successive resolution. This result can be realized with a basis scaling
function t in L2 R (low pass or smoothing function):
k t = t − k k ∈ Z
with a spanned subspace V0 of L2 R for this function for all integers from −
ak k t forany ft ∈ V0

ft =

(299)
to

, and with
(300)

k

Subspaces in L2 R are
0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V−2 ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ L2 R

(301)

These representations satisfy the following conditions:
1. A subspace Vn is contained in Vn+1 :
Vn ⊂ Vn+1  n ∈ Z

(302)

A space containing high resolution signals will also contain
$ lower resolution signals.
2. An%intersection of all subspaces Vn for all n ∈ Z is null Vn = 0, and the union of subspaces
is Vn is dense in L2 R.
3. A subspace Vn is invariant under integral translations
ft ∈ Vn ⇔ ft − k ∈ Vn  k ∈ Z

(303)

4. There exists a scaling function t ∈ V0 that, with its translated version t − k, forms an
orthonormal basis in V0 so that following conditions hold:

t dt = 1 normalization

tt − k dt = k orthogonality
(304)
The subspaces satisfy the natural scaling condition
ft ∈ Vn ⇔ f2t ∈ Vn+1

(305)

which means that elements in a space Vn+1 are scaled version of elements in the next subspace.
The scaling function can also be dilated and translated (similarly to the wavelet function):
jk = a− 2 a−1 − k a = 2
1

(306)

However, the scaling function is not orthogonal to its dilation. Nesting conditions show that t
can be expressed in terms of the weighted sum of shifted ·:
t =

hk −1k t

(307)

k

where
hk k = 0 1 · · ·  K − 1 is a set of scaling coefficients hk =< t −1k t >, and

2
k∈Z hk  = 1:
−1k = 2− 2 2−1 t − k
1

(308)
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2.10.5. Construction of the Wavelet Function from the Scaling Function
Based on an idea of multiresolution and the property of the orthonormal complement Wi of
subspaces Vi (contained in Vi−1 ), we find that wavelet function t can be expressed as a linear
combination of the basis scaling functions −1k t:
t =

gk −1k t

(309)

k

where gk = −1k h−k+1 or, in matrix notation,
t =

−1 g

(310)

with g = −1K−1 h−K+2  · · ·  h−1  h0  h1 T .

The coefficients hk satisfy the orthonormality condition K−1
k=0 hk hk+2n = n and
K−1

hk =
k=0

√

−1k hk = 0

2

(311)

k

A function ft ∈ L2 R can be analyzed using multiresolution idea with scaling and wavelet
functions jk t and jk t j k = −1 0 1 2 · · · , respectively. These functions constitute the
orthonormal bases of the approximation spaces Wj and Vj . Based on functions −1k k and −1k ,
one can decompose a space V−1 into two subspaces V0 and W0 . Similarly, the subspace V0 can be
decomposed into V1 and W1 , and so forth. In general, we have the following decomposition:
jk t Vj → Vj+1
jk t Vj → Wj+1

(312)

Each expanded subspace has a different resolution specified by index j. Thus, we may have the
multiresolution expansion of a given space, with the resulting wavelet expansion of a function
ft in this space.
For signals, scaling functions encode the low spatial (or time) frequency information, whereas
wavelets encode signals in different frequency bands to a certain level of frequency.
Let us consider a function uniquely determined by N discrete samples
f1 f2 · · ·  fN
It can be shown that it is possible to expand this function as a series of N orthogonal basis
functions.
2.10.6. Discrete Wavelet Transform: Wavelet and Scaling Functions
For discrete parameters a and b, a discrete wavelets transformation decomposes a function into
an expansion (using dilations and translations) of two functions: a scaling function t and a
wavelet function t. The basis sets for a scaling function (nonnormalized) are
Lk t = 2L t − k k = 1 2 · · ·  KL  KL = N 2−L

(313)

where L is an expansion level, and for the wavelet function
jk t = 2j t − k j = 1 2 · · ·  L k = 1 2 · · ·  K K = N 2−j
where the level of expansion L satisfies 0 < L ≤ log2 N.

(314)
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An L-level discrete wavelet transform of function ft described by N samples contains:
1. a set of parameters aLk  defined by the inner products of ft with N 2−j translations of the
scaling function t at L different widths
aLk t = < ft Lk t > k = 1 2 · · ·  KL  KL = N 2−L 

(315)

2. a set of parameters bjk  defined by the inner products of ft with N 2−L translations of the
wavelet function jk t at a single width
bjk t = < ft jk 2j t − k > j = 1 2 · · ·  L
k = 1 2 · · ·  K K = N 2−j 
The reconstruction of a function ft based on wavelet transform coefficients can be obtained by
the inverse transform
ft =

KL

L

K

j

k

aLk Lk t +

k

bjk jk t

(316)

The number of parameters of L-level wavelet transform is equal to
L

2−j + N 2−L = N1 − 2L + 2L  = N

(317)

j

which is the same as the corresponding number of coefficients of a Fourier transform.
2.10.7. Haar Wavelets
One of the simplest orthogonal wavelets is generated from the Haar scaling function and wavelet.
The Haar transform uses square pulses to approximate the original function. The basis functions
for Haar wavelets at some level all look like a unit pulse, shifted along the x-axis. Haar scales
are all of unit pulses.
The Haar wavelet is defined as follows
⎧
⎪
if t ∈ 0 05
⎨1
t = −1 if t ∈ 05 1
(318)
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise
The dilations and translations of the Haar wavelet function form an orthogonal wavelet base for
L2 R. The mother Haar wavelets are defined as
jk t = 2j t − k j k ∈ Z

(319)

The Haar scaling function t is the unit-width function t
t =

1 if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
0 otherwise

(320)

Figure 7.10 shows the Haar scaling and wavelet functions.
We can easily see that the Haar scaling function t can be constructed using 2t:
t = 2t − 2t − 1

(321)
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Figure 7.10. Haar scaling (a) and Haar wavelet (b) functions.

The Haar decomposition of a function ft ∈ L2 R or finite-dimensional vector for a signal in
the time domain can be expressed as
d 2j−1

ft = a00 00 t +

bjk jk t

(322)

j=1 k=0

where ft ∈ L2 0 1, a00 is the parameter, 00 t is a scale function on the interval [0,1), and
jk t is a set of wavelets with different resolutions. Due to the property of local analysis, the time
interval of a function is not [0,1); the desired interval can be shifted to [0,1) to get the expected
results. For the function ft ∈ L2 R, the discrete wavelet expansion of ft is represented as
d 2j−1

ft = a00 00 t +

bjk jk t = a00 00 t + b

j t

(323)

j=1 k=0

where 00 t is a scale function on interval [0,1), jk t is the set of wavelets with different
resolution, b is the Haar wavelet coefficient vector, and j is a set of Haar wavelets, jk t,
which is chosen according to necessity. The two vectors b and j are defined by
b = b0  b1  · · ·  bj−1

T

= 0  1  · · ·  j−1

j

T

(324)

j t

(325)

where i  i = 0 1 · · ·  j − 1, is some jk t.
The Haar integral operational matrix P is given as


t

t0

=P

j t dt

The coefficients pi j of P can be found numerically as the discrete wavelet expansion
Pi j =<



t
t0

i dt j >

(326)
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2.10.8. Two-dimensional Wavelets
In general, the two-dimensional wavelet transform can be realized by successively applying the
one-dimensional wavelet transform to data in every dimension. First, the rows are transformed
by using a one-dimensional transform, and a similar transformation is provided for all columns
of the intermediate results.
For a two-dimensional wavelet expansion of the two-dimensional function ft1  t2 , we have
to define a wavelet function of two variables t1 and t2 t1  t2 . This function should satisfy the
following condition:
C =



vt1  vt2 2
dv <
v

−

(327)

where  denotes the Fourier transform of .
The two-variable wavelet function can be defined as a product of two one-dimensional mother
(generating) wavelets t1  and t2 :
t1  t2  = t1 t2 

(328)

With dilation and translation parameters, the two-dimensional wavelet function is defined as
a1 a2 b1 b2  t1  t2  = a1 b1  t1 a2 b2  t2 

(329)

where ab t = a− 2  t−b
. We can also write
a
1

a1 a2 b1 b2  t1  t2  =



1
a1 a2 

a1 b1 




t1 − b1
t2 − b2
a2 b2 
a1
a2

(330)

Assuming that a1 = a2 the two-dimensional continuous wavelet expansion of the two-variable
function ft1  t2  can be expressed as
 
ft1  t2 ab1 b2  t1  t2  dt1 dt2
(331)
TWT fa b1  b2  = a−1
−

−

The inverse of the continuous wavelet transform is defined as
1
1   
TWT fa b1  b2 ab1 b2  t1  t2  da db1 db2
ft1  t2  =
C − − − a4

(332)

For the discretized parameters a, b1 , and b2 ,
a = aj0  b1 = k1 ab10  b2 = k2 ab20

(333)

the two-dimensional discrete wavelet expansion can be written as
L

ft1  t2  =

aLk1 k2 Lk1 k2 t1  t2  +
k1

bjk1 k2 ijk1 k2 t1  t2 
i=HDV j=1 k1

k2

(334)

k2

For a two-dimensional grid of 2n × 2n values (for example, image pixels) and for discrete
parameters a1 = 2n−j1 , a2 = 2n−j2 , b1 = 2n−j1 k1 , b2 = 2n−j2 k2 , with integer values for j1  j2  k1 , and
k2 , the 2D discrete wavelet function can be defined as
j1 j2 k1 k2 t1  t2  = 2

j1 +j2 
−n
2

2j1 −n t1 − k1 2j2 −n t2 − k2 

(335)
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where j1  j2  k1 , and k2 are the dilation and the translation coefficients for each variable, satisfying
the conditions
0 ≤ j1  j2 ≤ n − 1 0 ≤ k1 ≤ 2j1 − 1 0 ≤ k2 ≤ 2j2 − 1

(336)

1
The resolution level is j = j1 +k
and corresponds to 2n−j .
2
Additionally, defining the scaling function

j1 j2 k1 k2 t1  t2  = 2

j1 +j2
2

−n

2j1 −n t1 − k1  2j2 −n t2 − k2 

(337)

allows us to define a complete basis to reconstruct a discrete function ft1  t2  (for example, a
discrete image):
0000 t1  t2  = 2−n 2−n t1 2−n t2 
j2

H
0j2 0k2 t1  t2 

= 2 2 −n 2−n t1 2j2 −n t2 − k2 

V
j1 0k1 0 t1  t2 

= 2 2 −n 2j1 −n t1 − k1 2−n t2 

j1

(338)

The discrete bases satisfy orthonormality conditions
<

j1 j2 k1 k2 

j1 j2 k1 k2

>= j1 j1 j2 j2 k1 k1 k2 k2

(339)

where ···· denotes any of the previous orthonormal bases. The 2D discrete wavelet coefficients
are defined as
 
2DWT wj1 j2 k1 k2 =
ft1  t2  j1 j2 k1 k2 dt1 dt2
(340)
where j1 j2 k1 k2 denotes any of the previously defined orthonormal bases. These coefficients can
be formed as the Haar wavelet coefficient matrix P.
An inverse discrete wavelet reconstruction (an image reconstruction) can be described by the
following expression:
ft1  t2  =

wj1 j2 k1 k2
j1

j2

k1

j1 j2 k1 k2 t1  t2 

(341)

k2

Wavelet Patterns. Patterns, representing recognition objects (time-series or images), can be
formed based on the coefficient matrices of certain level of wavelets transform. One can constitute
a pattern through concatenation of subsequent parameter matrices rows as one pattern.
2.11. Zernike Moments
A robust pattern recognition system must be able to recognize an image (or an object within
an image) regardless of its orientation, size, or position. In other words, rotation-, scale-, and
translation-invariance are desired properties for extracted features. For example, as shown in
Figure 7.11, all the images should be recognized as “8.” In this section, we will introduce moments
and complex Zernike moments for robust feature extraction from images. In statistics, the concept
of moments is used extensively. Moments were first introduced for two-dimensional pattern
recognition in the early 1960s. However, the recovery of an image from these moments is quite
difficult and computationally expensive.
Major extension of moments has been provided through introduction of Zernike moments by
using the idea of orthogonal moment invariants and the theory of orthogonal polynomials. This
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.11. The image of character “8” (a) and its translated (b), scaled (c), and rotated (d) versions.

approach allows moment invariants to be constructed to an arbitrarily high order. In addition,
Zernike moments are also rotation – invariant. Rotating the image does not change the magnitudes
of the moments. Another property of Zernike moments is the simplicity of image reconstruction.
Studies have shown that orthogonal moments including Zernike moments are better than other
types of moments in terms of information redundancy and image representation. Since Zernike
moments are only rotation invariant, to obtain scale and translation invariance, an image must be
normalized via image normalization. In order to understand the image normalization process, in
the next section we briefly describe three basic image processing operations: translation, scaling,
and rotation.
2.11.1. An Image Description
A computer image is a collection of pixels in 2D coordinate space, with the horizontal axis
usually labeled x and the vertical axis usually labeled y. A gray-scale spatial domain image can
be defined as
fx y ∈ 0 1 · · ·  255  x = 0 1 · · ·  M − 1 y = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1

(342)

and a binary spatial domain image as
fx y ∈ 0 1  x = 0 1 · · ·  M − 1 y = 0 1 · · ·  N − 1

(343)

where x is the column index, y is the row index, M is the number of columns, N is the number
of rows, and fx y is the pixel value at location x y.
2.11.2. Basic Image Transformations
Let f denote the original image and f t the transformed image. Translation,
f t x + x  y + y  = fx y

(344)

is a transformation that allows an image to be changed in position the along x-axis by x and
along the y-axis by y .
The operation of scaling,
f s x y = fx/ax  y/ay 

(345)

where ax and ay are scaling factors and ax , ay > 0, allows an image to be changed in size. If
ax /ay < 1, the image is shrunk along the x-axis / y-axis. Similarly, if ax /ay > 1, the image is
enlarged along x-axis / y-axis.
The rotation operation,
f r x y = f r ! " = f! " − 

(346)
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allows an image to be rotated about its center point through any arbitrarily specified angle. The
angle of rotation is counterclockwise. Let f r denote a rotated image and f the original image.
The relationship between the rotated and original image can be explained as follows: ! is the
length of the vector from the origin to the x y pixel, " is the angle between ! and the x-axis in
the counterclockwise direction, and  is the angle of rotation in the counterclockwise direction.
2.11.3. Image Normalization
Zernike moments are only rotationally invariant, but the images might have scale and translation differences. Therefore, prior to the extraction of Zernike moments, the images should be
normalized with respect to scaling and translation.
Translation invariance can be achieved by moving the origin to the center (centroid) of an
image. To obtain the centroid location of an image, general moments (or regular moments) can
be used. General moments are defined as
 
xp yq fx y dxdy
(347)
mpq =
−

−

where mpq is the p + q order moment of the continuous image function fx y. For digital
images, the integrals can be replaced by summations. Given a two-dimensional M × N image, the
moment mpq is given by
th

mpq =

M−1 N −1

xp yq fx y

(348)

x=0 y=0

To keep the dynamic range of mpq consistent for any size of image, the M × N image plane should
be first mapped onto a square defined by x ∈ −1 +1 , y ∈ −1 +1 . This mapping implies that
grid locations will no longer be integers but will have real values in the −1 +1 range. This
changes the definition of mpq to
+1

mpq =

+1

xp yq fx y

(349)

x=−1 y=−1

Hence, we can find the centroid location of an image by the general moment. According to
Zernike, the coordinates of the image centroid x̄ ȳ are
x̄ =

m
m10
 ȳ = 01
m00
m00

(350)

To achieve translation invariance, one can transform the image into a new one whose first-order
moments, m01 and m10 , are both equal to zero. This can be done by transforming the original image
into the fx + x̄ y + ȳ image, where x̄ and ȳ are centroid locations of an original image computed as
in Equation (350). In other words, we need to move the origin of the coordinates to the image centroid.
Let gx y represent the translated image; then the new image function becomes
gx y = fx + x̄ y + ȳ

(351)

Scale invariance is accomplished by enlarging or reducing each image such that its zero-order
moment, m00 , is set equal to a predetermined value #. That is, we can achieve this outcome by
transforming the original image function fx y into a new function fx/a y/a, with scaling
factor a, where

#
(352)
a=
m00
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Note that in the case of binary images, m00 is equal to the total number of object pixels in the
image. # is chosen based on the size of the image and the object in the image. For example,
one can choose # = 800 for 64 × 64 binary images of characters “A” to “Z”; consequently, the
lower case “a” to “z” might need a lower value of # than that of upper case “A” to “Z”. Another
choice – for example, for 32 × 32 images of digits “0” to “9” – could be # = 256.
Let gx y be the scaled image. After scale normalization, we will obtain
gx y = f

x y 

a a

(353)

2.11.4. Translation and Scale Normalization
In summary, an image function can be normalized with respect to scale and translation by
transforming it into gx y, where
gx y = f

x
a

+ x̄


y
+ ȳ
a

(354)

*
with x̄ ȳ being the centroid of fx y and a = m# , with # a predetermined value. However,
00
x/a + x̄ y/a + ȳ might not correspond to a grid location. To solve this problem, an interpolation
method known as nearest neighborhood approximation can be used. In this technique, four
nearest pixels are used and the fractional address of a pixel is truncated to the nearest integer
pixel address.

2.11.5. Zernike Moments
As a result of image normalization, an image has obtained translation and scale invariance. To
achieve rotational invariance, complex Zernike moments are used.
Zernike introduced a set of complex polynomials that form a complete orthogonal set over the
interior of a unit circle, i.e., x2 + y2 = 1. Let the set of these polynomials be denoted by Vnl x y.
The form of these polynomials is
Vnl x y = Vnl ! sin " ! cos " = Vnl ! " = Rnl ! expil"

(355)

where n is a positive integer or zero; l is a positive or
√negative integer, subject to the constraints
n − l = even; l ≤ n, i is the complex number i = −1; ! is the length of the vector from the
origin to the x y pixel; and " is the angle between vector ! and the x-axis in the counterclockwise
direction.
In the following, we assume that the notations Vnl x y ∗ and Vnl∗ x y are equivalent where
the symbol * denotes the complex conjugate. Radial polynomials Rnl ! are defined as

Rnl ! =

n−l
2

s=0

−1s n − s! !n−2s
s! n+l
− s! n−l
− s!
2
2

(356)
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We note that Rn−l ! = Rnm !. These polynomials are orthogonal and satisfy the equality
 

 
Vnl x y ∗ Vjk x y dxdy =
n + 1 nj lk
x2 +y2 ≤1
where the meaning of Kronecker delta is as follows:
!
1 a=b
ab =
0 otherwise

(357)

where the symbol ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Zernike moments are projection of the image
function onto these orthogonal basis functions. The Zernike moments of order n, with repetition
l for a continuous image function fx y, are
n+1  
fx yVnl ! " ∗ dxdy = An−l ∗
(358)
Anl =

x2 +y2 ≤1
For a digital image,
Anl =

n+1


fx yVnl∗ ! " x2 + y2 ≤ 1
x

(359)

y

The real Zernike moments for l = 0 are


 
2n + 2  
cos l"
Cnl
=
fx y Rnl !
dxdy
− sin l"
Snl

x2 +y2 ≤1

(360)

or
Cnl = 2 Re Anl 
2n + 2  
=
fx y Rnl ! cos l" dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
Snl = −2 Im Anl 
−2n − 2  
=
fx y Rnl ! sin l" dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
and for l = 0
Cn0 = An0 =

(361)

(362)

1 
fx yRn0 ! dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1

Sn0 = 0

(363)

For a digital image, when l = 0,


 
2n + 2 +1 +1
cos l"
Cnl
=
fx yRnl !
Snl
− sin l"
 x=−1 y=−1

(364)

and when l = 0,
Cn0 = An0 =
Sn0 = 0

1


+1

+1

fx yRn0 !
x=−1 x=−1

(365)
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The connection between real and complex Zernike moments is l > 0
– Cnl = 2ReAnl 
– Snl = −2ImAnl 
nl 
= An−l ∗
– Anl = Cnl −iS
2
To compute the Zernike moments of a given image, the center of the image is taken as the origin,
and pixel coordinates are mapped to the range of the unit circle, i.e., x2 + y2 ≤ 1. Those pixels
that fall outside the unit circle are not used in the computation.
The image translation and scale normalization processes affect two of the Zernike features;
namely, A00  and A11 , the magnitude of Zernike moments A00 and A11 .
1. A00  is going to be the same for all images.
C00 =

2 
2
gx yR00 ! dxdy = m00  S00 = 0
2
2


x +y ≤1

(366)

Since m00 = #,


 
 C
S  #
A00  =  00 − i 00  =
2
2


(367)

2. A11  is equal to zero.
4 
gx yR11 ! cos " dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
4 
=
gx y ! cos " dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
4 
=
gx y x dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
4
= m10


C11 =

(368)

and
4 
gx yR11 ! sin " dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
4 
=
gx y ! sin " dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
4 
=
gx y y dxdy

x2 +y2 ≤1
4
= m01 


S11 =

Since m10 = m01 = 0 for all normalized images, then


 
 C
S 
A11  =  11 − i 11  = 0
2
2
Therefore, A00  and A11  are not taken as features utilized in the classification.

(369)

(370)
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Image reconstruction (inverse transform) from Zernike moments can be done in a simple way.
Suppose we know all moments Anl (Cnl and Snl ) of an image fx y up to a given order nmax .
We can reconstruct an image f̂ by
f̂ x y =

nmax

Anl Vnl ! "

(371)

n=0 l

where n − l = even and l ≤ n.
Since it is easier to work with real-valued functions, we can expand Equation (371) to
f̂ x y =

nmax

Cnl cos l" + Snl sin l"Rnl !

(372)

n=0 l

where n − l = even and l ≤ n.
The reconstructed image can be generated by mapping fx y to the 0 255 range. To generate
a binary image, we can use a threshold of 128. One can choose the values of # and order as 256
and 12, respectively. After image normalization, the input image would turn out to be close to
the original.
2.11.6. Pattern Formation from Zernike Moments
Let us assume that nf = p + 1q + 1 subsequent Zernike moments, of orders from m00 to mpq ,
have been extracted from a given normalized image. One can form the Zernike moment-based
pattern representing an image. Each Zernike moment of a given order is a complex number with
real part C and imaginary part√S. In the pattern-forming phase, we represent a given ith moment
by its real-valued magnitude C 2 + S 2 , and we set this value as the ith element of the Zernike
pattern xzer .
The translation and scale normalization processes affect two of the Zernike features, namely,
A00  and A11 . The magnitude of the Zernike moments A00 is the same for all images, and the
moment A11  is equal to zero. Therefore, A00  and A11  are not considered as pattern features
utilized in the classification. Consequently, the length of the Zernike pattern is equal nz = nf − 2.
Values of mpq (and the resulting value nf ) are found heuristically.
Example: Zernike moments have been successfully applied to handwritten character recognition.
Here, Zernike moments from (2,0) through (12,12) are extracted from binarized, thinned, and
normalized 32 × 32 pixel images of characters. From the initial number 169 − 2 = 167 of Zernike
moments, the final (reduced) 6 element patterns are selected by the rough sets methods and used
in recognition. The back-propagation neural network-based classifier yielded 92% accuracy in
this application.

3. Feature Selection
Pattern dimensionality reduction (and thus data set compression), via feature extraction and
feature selection, belongs to the most fundamental steps in data processing. Feature selection can
be an inherent part of feature extraction (for example, using principal component analysis) or
even a processing algorithm design (as in decision tree design). However, feature selection is
often isolated as a separate step in processing sequence.
We can define feature selection as a process of finding a subset of features, from the original
set of features forming patterns in a given data set, according to the defined criterion of feature
selection (a feature goodness criterion). Here, we consider feature selection as a process of
finding the best feature subset Xopt from the original set of pattern features, according to the
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defined feature goodness criterion Jfeature Xfeature_subset , without additional feature transformation
or construction. Feature selection should be stated in terms of the optimal solution of the selection
problem (according to the defined goal and criterion) and with the resulting algorithm of such
optimal selection.
3.1. Optimal Feature Selection
Assume that a limited-size data set Tall is given (consisting of Nall cases), constituted with n-feature
patterns x (labeled or unlabeled by target values), sometimes accompanied by a priori knowledge
about domain. Let all n features of the pattern (the pattern vector elements xi i = 1 2 · · ·  n)
form the entire original feature set Xall = x1  x2  · · ·  xn . The optimal feature selection is the
process of finding, for a given type of predictor, a subset Xopt = x1opt  x2opt  · · ·  xmopt  containing
m ≤ n features from the set of all original features Xopt ⊆ Xall that guarantee accomplishment
of a processing goal while minimizing a defined feature selection criterion (a feature goodness
criterion) Jfeature Xfeature_subset . The optimal feature set will depend on the type of predictor designed.
More precisely, optimal feature selection will depend on the overall processing goal and its
performance evaluation criterion, type of predictor designed, existing data set, a priori domain
knowledge, original set of pattern features, overall processing algorithm applied, and defined
criterion of feature subset goodness Jfeature (feature selection criterion). A solution for the optimal
feature selection may not be unique. Different subsets of original features may result in the same
performance.
The goals of data processing, roles of features, and performance evaluation criteria of processing
algorithms may be different. Feature selection algorithms, based on defined feature selection
(feature goodness) criteria and the resulting optimal features, will depend on these conditions. For
example, for the same data set from the same domain, optimal features found for the classification
task, with minimum average classification error probability criterion, might be different that those
found for the data compression task with the minimum sum squares error criterion. Similarly, an
optimal feature set found for a Bayesian quadratic discriminant-based classifier could be different
that that found for a back-propagation neural network classifier.
Generally, the criterion J of performance evaluation for an overall processing algorithm and
the criterion Jfeature of feature goodness are different, although one can design optimal feature
selection where these criteria can be the same.
3.1.1. Paradigms of Optimal Feature Selection
We will shortly discuss two paradigms in optimal feature selection: minimal representation and
maximal class separability.
The general goal of feature selection typically includes the key ability of the processing
algorithm (using an optimal feature subset) to best process novel instances of domain data that
were not seen or used during the design (generalization problem).
Since the processing algorithm (for example, a classifier) is a data model, and since optimal
feature selection influences processing algorithm complexity, we can state that optimal feature
selection should have much in common with finding an optimal data model. This similarity implies
that optimal feature selection might possibly be supported by some general paradigms of data
model building. Even though these paradigms have mostly theoretical value, experience shows
that they may have also practical implications. The most prominent paradigms in data model
building, and potentially in optimal feature selection, are the so-called minimum construction
paradigms: Occam’s razor, minimum description length, and minimum message length
(see Chapter 15).
In the light of minimum construction, a straightforward technique of best feature selection
could be to choose a minimal feature subset that fully describes all concepts (for example, classes
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in prediction-classification) in a given data set. However, this approach, while applicable for a
given (possibly limited) data set, may not be useful for processing unseen patterns, since these
methods might not provide good generalization.
Methods based on minimum construction paradigms for limited-size data sets should take into
account generalization problem. This kind of approach relates to the general solution of the
bias-variance dilemma in data processing design based on limited-size data sets.
Informally, let us transform these somewhat overlapping minimum construction paradigms
into the terms of optimal feature selection. The paradigms deal with generalization versus the
complexity of a processing algorithm (a data model complexity) and are influenced by the size
of the feature set. They indicate that in order to obtain the best generalization, we should find
the processing algorithm that has minimal complexity guaranteed by the minimal feature set and
that well represents the available data set. Such a paradigm sheds some light on the design of
the generalizing algorithm for optimal feature selection. However, it does not provide a rigorous
design procedure.
Designers of algorithms based on optimal feature selection face the bias/variance dilemma
(see Chapter 15). This dilemma underlines the controversy related to the selection of a processing
algorithm and optimal feature set complexity: namely, the need to find the best process for a
given data set and simultaneously to provide the best generalization for future patterns. Given this
dilemma, designers divide the generalization error criteria into the sum of two parts: squared bias
and variance. If the designer too precisely fits the complex processing algorithm to given data in
a large feature set, then the algorithm’s ability to generalize for unseen patterns may deteriorate.
By increasing the complexity of the processing algorithm and feature set, we can reduce the bias
and increase the variance. On the other hand, a processing algorithm with a small feature set may
not be able to process a given data set satisfactorily. A processing algorithm that is too simple and
thus inflexible (with too small a number of parameters), influenced by its small feature set, may
have too big a bias and too small a variance. The robust processing algorithm, with its associated
set of features (reflecting complexity), implements a tradeoff between its best ability to process
a given data set and its generalization capability. This problem is also called the bias/variance
tradeoff. Despite the theoretical power of design paradigms with minimal structures (for example,
with a minimal set of features), in practice, for limited size data sets, the optimal solution is not
always a minimal one.
The second general paradigm of optimal feature selection, mainly used in classifier design, relates
to selecting the feature subset that guarantees maximal between-class separability for a reduced data
set and thus helps design a better predictor-classifier. This paradigm relates to discriminatory power
of features, i.e., their ability to distinguish patterns from different classes.
Selection of the best feature subset for a given prediction task corresponds to feature relevancy.
The relevance of a feature can be understood as its ability to contribute to improving the predictor’s
performance. For a predictor-classifier, relevance would mean the ability to improve classification
accuracy.
A few attempts (both deterministic and probabilistic) have been made in machine learning to
define feature relevancy. Let us assume a labeled data set T with N cases (x, target), containing
n-feature patterns x and associated targets. For classification, a target is a categorical class target
ctarget (a concept c) with values from the set of l discrete classes c1  c2  · · ·  cl . For regression,
a target is the desired output (scalar or vector) of a real valued predictor (see Chapter 4).
The following definition of deterministic relevancy was proposed for Boolean features in
noise-free data sets for the classification task.
Definition 1. A feature xi is relevant to a class c (a concept c) if xi appears in every Boolean
formula that represents c, and is irrelevant otherwise.
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Definition 2. A feature xi is relevant if there exists some value of that feature axi and a predictor
output y value ay (generally a vector) for which Pxi = axi  > 0 such that
Py = ay xi = axi  = Py = ay 

(373)

According to this definition, a feature xi is relevant if knowledge of its value can change the
estimates of y, or in another words, if an output vector y is conditionally dependent on xi . Since the
above definitions do not deal with the relevance of features in the parity concept, a modification
was proposed. Let us denote a vector of features vi = x1  x2  · · ·  xi−1  xi+1  · · ·  xn T (with its
values denoted by avi ) obtained from an original feature vector x by removing the xi feature.
Definition 3. A feature xi is relevant if there exists some value of that feature axi and a predictor
output y value ay (generally a vector) for which Pxi = axi  > 0 such that
Py = ay  vi = avi xi = axi  = Py = ay  vi = avi 

(374)

According to this definition, a feature xi is relevant if the probability of a target (given all
features) can change if we remove knowledge about a value of that feature. Since the above
definitions are quite general and may provide unexpected relevancy judgments for a specific data
set (for example, one with the nominal features numerically encoded by indicators), more precise
definitions of so-called strong and weak relevance were introduced.
Definition 4. A feature xi is strongly relevant if there exists some value of that feature axi , a
predictor output y value ay , and a value avi of a vector vi for which Pxi = axi  vi = avi  > 0
such that
Py = ay vi = avi  xi = axi  = Py = ay vi = avi 

(375)

Strong relevance indicates that a feature is indispensable, which means that its removal from a
feature vector will decrease prediction accuracy.
Definition 5. A feature xi is weakly relevant if it is not strongly relevant, and there exists some
subset of features (forming a vector zi ) from a set of features forming patterns vi for which there
exist some value of that feature axi , a predictor output value ay , and a value azi of a vector zi , for
which Pxi = axi  zi = azi  > 0 such that
Py = ay zi = azi  xi = axi  = Py = ay zi = azi 

(376)

Weak relevance indicates that a feature might be dispensable but sometimes (in the company of
some other features) may improve prediction accuracy.
In the light of the above definitions, a feature is relevant if it is either strongly relevant
or weakly relevant; otherwise, it is irrelevant. By definition an irrelevant feature will never
contribute to prediction accuracy and thus can be removed.
The theory of rough sets defines deterministic strong and weak relevance for discrete features
and discrete targets. For a given data set, a set of all strongly relevant features forms a core. A
minimal set of features satisfactory to describe concepts in a given data set, including a core and
possibly some weakly relevant features, form a reduct. A core is an intersection of reducts.
It has been shown that, for some predictor designs, feature relevancy (even strong relevancy)
does not imply that the feature must be in an optimal feature subset. Relevancy, although helpful in
feature assessment, does not necessarily contribute to optimal predictor design with generalization
ability.
Since an optimal feature set depends on the type of predictor used, definitions of absolute
irrelevant, conditionally irrelevant, and conditionally relevant are suggested. Absolute irrelevant
features, equivalent to irrelevant features as defined above, are those that cannot contribute to
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prediction performance, and thus can be removed. The remaining features are either conditionally
irrelevant or relevant, depending on the designed predictor type. For a given type of predictor,
conditionally irrelevant features are these not included in an optimal set of features (for which a
predictor achieves maximal performance). Conditionally irrelevant features are not included in
the optimal set for a given predictor and thus can be removed. However, conditionally irrelevant
features for one type of a predictor could be conditionally relevant for another types. The conditional relevance depends not only on the type of predictor used but also on the applied feature
optimality criterion.
3.1.2. Feature Selection Methods and Algorithms
Although optimal feature selection, related to data model discovery and processing algorithm
design, is a rather general problem, so far the statistical, machine learning, and automatic control
communities have developed slightly different methods of solution. The existing feature selection
methods, depending on the feature selection criterion used, include two main streams:
– open loop methods (filter, preset bias, front end)
– closed loop methods (wrapper, classifier feedback)
Open loop methods, also called filter, preset bias, or the front end methods (Figure 7.12), are
based mostly on selecting features through the use of between-class separability criteria. These
methods do not consider the effect of selected features on the performance of an entire processing
algorithm (for example, a classifier), since the feature selection criterion does not involve predictor
evaluation for reduced data sets containing patterns with selected feature subsets only. Instead,
these methods select, for example, those features for which the resulting reduced data set has
maximal between-class separability, usually defined based on between-class and between-class
covariances (or scatter matrices) and their combinations. The ignoring of the effect of a selected
feature subset on the performance of the predictor (lack of feedback from predictor performance)
is a weak side of open-loop methods. However, these methods are computationally less expensive.
Closed loop methods, also called wrapper, performance bias, or classifier feedback methods
(Figure 7.13), are based on feature selection using predictor performance (and thus providing
processing feedback) as a criterion of feature subset selection. The goodness of a selected feature
subset is evaluated using as a criterion Jfeature = Jpredictor , where Jpredictor is the performance evaluation of a whole prediction algorithm for a reduced data set containing patterns with the selected
features as pattern elements. Here, the selection algorithm is a “wrapper” around the prediction
algorithm.
Closed loop methods generally provide better selection of a feature subset, since they fulfill
the ultimate goal and criterion of optimal feature selection, i.e., they provide best prediction. The
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Figure 7.13. A closed loop feature selection method.

prediction algorithm used in closed-loop feature selection may be the final predictor PR (which
provides best selection, Jfeature = J ), or a simpler predictor PRfeature may be used for reasons of
computational feasibility.
A procedure for optimal feature selection contains
– feature selection criterion Jfeature that allows us to judge whether one subset of features is
better than another (evaluation method)
– systematic search procedure that allows us to search through candidate subsets of features and
includes the initial state of the search and stopping criteria
A search procedure selects a feature subset from among possible subsets of features, and the
goodness of this subset is evaluated using the feature selection (optimality judgement) criterion.
Some feature selection criteria do not obey the monotonicity property, which limits the application of the dynamic programming type of search. Ideally, a feature selection criterion should be
the same as the criterion for evaluating an entire predictor algorithm (a prediction quality evaluation). This is the ideal approach for closed-loop type (wrapper) feature selection. In practice,
simplified selection criteria could be used with simpler predictors that are used exclusively for
feature selection.
An ideal search procedure would implement an exhaustive search through all possible subsets
of features. This approach is, in fact, the only method that ensures finding an optimal solution.
In practice, for large number of features, an exhaustive search is not feasible. Thus, in order to
reduce computational complexity, simplified nonexhaustive search methods are used. However,
these methods usually provide only a suboptimal solution for feature subset selection.
3.1.3. Feature Selection Criteria
Depending on the criterion used, feature selection, like other optimization problems, can be
described in two ways: either as the maximization of a criterion or as the minimization of the
reversed criterion. Here, we will consider criteria based on maximization, where a better subset
of features always gives a bigger value of a criterion, and the optimal feature subset gives the
maximum value of the criterion.
A feature selection algorithm is based on defined criteria for feature selection (goodness),
which ideally should be the same as the criteria for the design of a generalizing prediction.
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In other words, the general goal of feature selection typically takes into account the ability of
the processing algorithm to best process new data patterns. This constitutes a tradeoff between
predictor generalization capability and the dimension and type of features used for pattern
formation.
In the light of the generalization goal, we may expect specific behavior of the feature selection
criteria during an optimal search process. Reduction of feature dimensionality initially improves
the generalization ability of an entire predictor (with increasing values of the feature goodness
criterion). However, when a particular reduction of pattern dimensionality is reached, the generalization ability starts to degrade. This change may correspond to the point when the best generalizing feature subset is obtained, when the selection criterion reaches its maximum. Surprisingly,
however, many feature selection criteria do not behave in this way. The monotonicity property
is defined as
+
Jfeature Xfeature
 ≥ Jfeature Xfeature 

(377)

+
where Xfeature denotes a feature subset, and Xfeature
denotes a larger feature subset that contains
Xfeature as a subset. This definition means that adding a feature to a given feature set results in a
criterion value that stays the same or increases:

Jfeature x1  ≤ Jfeature x1  x2  ≤ Jfeature x1  x2  x3  ≤ · · ·
≤ Jfeature x1  x2  · · ·  xn 

(378)

On the other hand, deleting a feature does not improve performance. Several criteria, such as
the class separability (based on covariance computations), the Bayes average probability of error,
and some distance measures such as the Mahalanobis or Bhattacharyya distance satisfy the
monotonicity condition. However, some criteria used in machine learning (such as inconsistency
rate) do not obey the monotonicity condition.
Criteria that include monotonicity properties cannot be used to compare the goodness of
different size feature subsets when a large subset contains a smaller one. However, such criteria
can still be used to compare feature subsets of equal size. In practice, for a limited-size data set
and performance estimation based on that data set, removing a feature may improve performance.
Thus, by using estimates of ideal performance as criteria, we still can seek an optimal reduced
subset of features.
Ideally, the feature selection criterion should be the same as the criterion for evaluating an
entire predictor algorithm (a prediction quality evaluation), i.e., Jfeature = J . For example, for
prediction-regression the criterion could be a sum of squares error, and for prediction-classification
a classification error rate. In an ideal closed-loop type (wrapper) feature selection approach, the
entire predictor is used in order to evaluate the goodness of a feature subset, and this predictor’s
performance criterion should be the same as the feature selection criterion. In practice, simplified
closed-loop feature selection criteria could be used, based on a simpler predictor PRfeature and
only for feature evaluation, with a performance evaluation criterion equal to the feature extraction
criterion, i.e., Jfeature = JPRfeature . For example, instead of evaluating feature goodness by training
and testing a complex neural network-type predictor, a simpler predictor, such as k-nearest
neighbors, along with its performance evaluation, for example the error rate, can be used for
feature evaluation.
Open-loop feature selection criteria are frequently designed differently for real-valued features
and prediction-regression and for discrete features for prediction-classification, whereas closed
loop criteria are usually adequate for both real-valued and discrete features. Some criteria may
include penalty terms that favor lower dimensionality of optimal feature subsets.
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3.1.4. Open Loop Feature Selection Criteria
Open loop feature selection criteria are usually based on information (such as interclass
separability) contained in the data set alone. They do not consider the direct influence of the
selected feature subset on the performance of an entire predictor. They do not provide feedback
from the predictor quality assessment to the feature selection process.
3.1.5. Criteria Based on Minimum Concept Description
Feature selection criteria based on the minimum concept description paradigm have been studied
in machine learning and in statistics for discrete features of noise-free data sets. One technique
for best feature selection is to choose a minimal feature subset that fully describes all the concepts
in a given data set. Here, a criterion of feature selection could be defined as a Boolean function
Jfeature Xfeature  with value 1 if the feature subset Xfeature is satisfactory in describing all concepts
in a data set, and otherwise having a value 0. The final selection would be based on choosing a
minimal subset for which the criterion gives value 1.
3.1.6. Criteria Based on Mutual Information
Based on information theory analysis, the mutual information (MI) measure of data sets (based
on entropy) can be used as a criterion for feature selection. For two variables, mutual information
can be considered to provide a reduction of uncertainty about one variable given the other one. Let
us consider mutual information for classification for a given data set T containing n-dimensional
pattern vectors x labeled by l classes ctarget ∈ c1  c2  · · ·  cl  in feature pattern vector x. The entire
set of original features is a collection of pattern vector elements: X = x1  x2  · · ·  xl . The mutual
information for the classification problem is the reduction of uncertainty about classification given
a subset of features X forming a feature pattern x. It can be understand as the suitability of the
feature subset X for classification. If we consider initially only probabilistic knowledge about
classes, the uncertainty is measured by entropy as
l

Ec = −

Pci  log2 Pci 

(379)

i=1

where Pci  is the a priori probability of a class ci occurrence (which may be estimated based on
the data set). Entropy Ec is the expected amount of information needed for class prediction.
The entropy is maximal when a priori probabilities Pci  are equal. The uncertainty about class
prediction can be reduced by knowledge abut feature patterns x formed with features from a
subset X, characterizing recognized objects and their class membership. The conditional entropy
Ecx (a measure of uncertainty), given pattern x, is defined as
l

Pci x log2 Pci x

Ecx =

(380)

i=1

The conditional entropy, given the subset of features X, is defined for discrete features as
+
,
l

EcX = −

Pci x log2 Pci x

Px

(381)

i=1

all x

The outer sum considers all feature vectors x in a feature space. Using equality Pci x =
we can obtain
+
,
l
Pci  x
Pci  x
EcX = −
Px
log2
Px
i=1 Px
all x
l

=−

Pci  x log2
all x i=1

Pci  x
Px

Pci x
,
Px

(382)
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For patterns with continuous features, the outer sum should be replaced by an integral and the
probabilities Px by the probability density function px:
+
,

l
px
Pci x log2 Pci x
(383)
EcX = −
all x

i=1

Using Bayes’s rule,
Pci x =

pxci Pci 
px

(384)

The probabilities Pcx that are difficult to estimate can be replaced by px and Pxci . The
initial uncertainty (based on a priori probabilities Pci  only), might decrease given knowledge
about feature pattern x. The mutual information MIc X between the classification and the
feature subset X is measured by a decrease in uncertainty about the prediction of classes, given
knowledge about patterns x formed from features X:
Jfeature X = MIc X = Ec − EcX

(385)

Since for discrete features we can derive the equation
l

Jfeature X = MIc X =

Pci  x log2
all x i=1

Pci  x
PxPci 

(386)

the mutual information is a function of c and x; if they are independent, the mutual information
is equal to zero (knowledge of x does not improve class prediction).
Mutual information is the unbiased information about the ability of feature subset X to predict
classes. The criterion MIc X is a theoretical limit for feature goodness (similarly, a classifier
design based on the Bayes optimal decision is a theoretical limit of accuracy for predictors).
The informative power of a feature subset X is never larger than its mutual information with a
predicted class. Features from a subset X are absolutely irrelevant for the classification task if
their mutual information is equal to zero.
The mutual information criterion is difficult to use in practice due to the difficulties and
inaccuracy of estimating conditional probabilities for limited-size data sets. These problems
surface when the dimensionality of feature patterns is high and the number of cases small. For
low-dimensional data patterns, application of the mutual information criterion (with probability
density estimations) can be used to choose the best feature subset from all possible feature subsets.
In the simplified application of the mutual information criterion for feature selection, a greedy
algorithm adds one most-informative feature at a time. The added feature is chosen as that which
has the maximal mutual information with a class and minimal mutual information with already
selected features. This method does not solve the redundancy problem between groups of features.
3.1.7. Criteria Based on Inconsistency Count
Another criterion for feature subset evaluation for discrete feature data sets is the inconsistency
measure. Let us consider a given feature subset Xfeature and a reduced data set TXfeature , with all
Nall cases xf  ctarget . Each case contains a pattern xf constituted with m features from a subset
Xfeature and labeled by classes ctarget . The inconsistency criterion Jinc TXfeature  for a data set TXfeature
can be defined as the ratio of all inconsistency counts divided by the number of cases. Two cases
k
i
xfj  ctarget
 and xfk  ctarget
 are inconsistent if both have the same patterns xfj = xfk but different
j
k
associated classes ctarget = ctarget
. We can find the inconsistency count of a given set of the same
i
patterns xf for which cases are inconsistent. Here, for the same matching patterns xfi we compute
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the inconsistency count as a number ninci of all inconsistent cases for the matching pattern minus
the largest number of cases in one of the classes from this set of inconsistent cases. For example,
let us assume that we have, in a reduced data set TXfeature , v inconsistent cases for a pattern xfi , with
q1 cases from a class c1 , q2 cases from a class c2 , and q3 cases from a class c3 v = q1 + q2 + q3 .
If q2 is the largest number among the three, then the inconsistency count for matching pattern xfi
is Ii = n − q2 . The inconsistency rate criterion is defined for a reduced data set TXfeature as a ratio
of sum of all inconsistency counts and a number of all cases Nall in the data set

all inconsistent patterns Ii
Jinc TXfeature  =
(387)
Nall
3.1.8. Criteria Based on Rough Sets’ Quality of Classification
For prediction-classification, feature subset goodness can be measured by its ability to classify
concepts (family of classes) in a given data set. This idea comes from rough sets theory. Let us
consider a data set represented by the information system S with the close universe U (object
sets with card U = N ) and a full set of attributes X. Consider a subset of attributes A ⊆ X. Let
$ = Y1  Y2      Ym  for every Yi ⊆ U1 ≤ i ≤ m be a classification (a partition, a family of
subsets) of U . The family of sets
% $ = Y1  Y2  · · ·  Ym  is a classification in U in S, if Yi ∩ Yj = ∅
for every i j ≤ m i = j and m
i=1 Xi = U . Xi are called classes of $ . Here, we will consider a
classification based on a subset of attributes A. The quality of classification $ by A, imposed
by the set of attributes A, is defined as follows:
!A $ =

%m
i=1 card AYi 
card U

(388)

which represents the ratio of all A correctly classified objects to all objects in the information
system S. The term AYi denotes the lower approximation of class Yi by the set of attributes A.
This measure can be considered as a feature selection criterion if we assume Xfeature = A:
Jfeature Xfeature  = !A $ = !Xfeature =

%m
i=1 card X feature Yi 
card U

(389)

The above criterion is an open-closed loop type from the point of view of a given data set (the
training set), since it considers selection of a feature subset (a reduct) that guarantees correct
classification for a given data set. However, this criterion provides no assurances about how well
this feature subset will perform for new unseen cases.
3.1.9. Criteria Based on Interclass Separability
Prediction-classification open loop criteria for feature selection are frequently based on interclass
separability, computed based on covariances (or scatter matrices) estimated for given data sets
for each class and between classes. They are constructed based on an evaluation paradigm such
that a good feature (with high discernibility power) will cause a small within-class scatter and a
large between-class scatter.
i
Let us first study a given original data set Tall containing Nall cases xi  ctarget
 with patterns x
i
constituted with n features and labeled by one target class ctarget from all possible l classes. For a

data set Tall , we denote a number of cases in each class ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l by Ni  li=1 Ni = Ntotal .
Recalling Fisher’s analysis, one can estimate the expected value (a mean) for patterns within each
class by
i =

1
Ni

Ni
j=1xj in ci

xj  i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(390)
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In order to present a scatter of patterns around a mean and within patterns of one class ci , one
ideally would consider an unbiased estimate of a squared covariance matrix of class n × n,
%i =

Ni
1
xj − i xj − i T 
Ni − 1 j=1xj in c

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(391)

i

However, instead of a covariance matrix, a squared n × n within-class ci scatter matrix is
considered instead:
Si =

Ni
j=1xj

xj − i xj − i T 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(392)

in ci

This matrix is proportional to the covariance matrix, symmetric, and positive semidefinite (and,
for Nall > n, usually nonsingular). In order to provide a summarizing measure for scatter patterns
around means for all l classes, the so-called within-class scatter matrix is defined:
l

Sw =

(393)

Si
i=1

To illustrate between-class scatter, first we define estimates of the total data mean and the total
scatter matrix (for all Nall patterns from Tall ) as a proportional representation of a covariance
estimate. The total data mean can be estimated by
=

1
N

N

xj =

1
N

l

N i i

(394)

xj − xj − T

(395)

j=1

i=1

and the total scatter matrix for all patterns as
Nall

St =

j=1

We find that the total scatter matrix can be decomposed into two matrices
St = Sw + Sb

(396)

where Sw is the within-class scatter matrix and the n × n square matrix Sb is the so-called
between-class scatter matrix, defined as
l

Sb =

Ni i − i − T

(397)

i=1

To form a final scalar feature selection criterion involving interclass separability, we need to define
a function that gives a larger value when within-class scatter is smaller or between-class scatter
is larger. Generally, this function gives a larger value when interclass separability is larger. For
one feature, one can say that a feature is “good” (has a large discriminatory or predictive power)
if its within-class variance is small and its between-class variance is large. For multiple classes
and multifeature patterns, the following feature selection criteria, based on interclass separability,
are defined:
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1. Ratio of determinants for between-class and within-class scatter matrices:
Jfeature =

Sb 
detSb 
=
Sw  detSw 

(398)

where the determinant Sb  denotes a scalar representation of the between-class scatter matrix,
and similarly the determinant Sw  denotes a scalar representation of the within-class scatter
matrix.
2. Ratio of determinants for between-class and total scatter matrices:
Sb 
Sb 
=
St 
Sb + Sw 

Jfeature =

(399)

which in older literature is referred to as Wilks’ lambda.
3. Trace of S−1
w Sb :
Jfeature = traceS−1
w Sb 

(400)



Jfeature = ln S−1
w Sb

(401)

where trace denotes a matrix trace.
4. Logarithm of S−1
w Sb :

For single feature patterns x, and for two-class classification, the following version of the
interclass separation criterion can be used:
Jfeature = FFisher =



1 − 2
s12 + s22

2

(402)

Here, data patterns mean, for each class,

i

=

1
Ni

Ni

i = 1 2

xj 

(403)

j=1xj in ci

and the scatter of a feature x for each class is
si2 =

1
Ni

Ni



i −x

j 2



i = 1 2

(404)

j=1xj in ci

Finally, the total scatter of feature x in an entire data set is
st2 = s12 + s22

(405)

The above single feature selection criterion, which is based on the Fisher linear discriminant
analysis and on interclass separability, is called the Fisher F-ratio. It allows us to find a feature
guaranteeing maximization of the between-class variance while simultaneously minimizing the
within-class variance.
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3.1.10. Closed Loop Feature Selection Criteria
The closed-loop-type feature selection criteria and their estimations are similar both for
classification and for regression type predictors.
Let us consider a feature selection criterion for a prediction task based on the original data
set Tall that includes Nall cases x target consisting of n-dimensional input patterns x (whose
elements represent all features X) and a target value. Let us assume that the m-feature subset
Xfeature ⊆ X ought to be evaluated based on the closed-loop-type criterion. First, a reduced data
set Tfeature , with patterns containing only m features from the subset Xfeature , should be constructed.
Then a type of predictor PRfeature (for example, k-nearest neighbors or a neural network), used
for feature goodness evaluation, should be chosen. This predictor ideally should be the same
as the final predictor PR for an entire design; however, in a simplified suboptimal solution, a
computationally less expensive predictor can be used only for feature selection purposes. After a
reduced data set Xfeature has been constructed and a predictor algorithm PRfeature has been decided
for the considered feature subset Xfeature , then evaluation of feature goodness, equivalent to the
predictor evaluation criterion, can be performed. Doing so will require defining a performance
criterion JPRfeature , of a predictor PRfeature , and an error counting method showing how to estimate
a performance and how to grasp its statistical character through averaging of results. Consider
as an example a holdout error-counting method for predictor performance evaluation. In order to
evaluate the performance of a predictor PRfeature , an extracted feature data set Tfeature is split into
a Ntra -case training set Tfeaturetra , and a Ntest -case test set Tfeaturetest (the holdout for testing). Each
case xfi  targeti  of both sets contains a feature pattern xf labeled by a target.
The criteria for evaluating the performance of predictor PRfeature should be considered separately
for regression and classification.
In prediction-regression, the predicted output variables are continuous. Prediction-regression
performance criteria are based on the counting error between target and guessed real values. Let us
consider defining a feature selection criterion for a prediction-regression task, with a q-dimensional
output vector y ∈ Rq whose elements take real values. Here, the design is based on a reduced
i
feature data set Tfeature (with Nall cases). This data set’s case xfi  ytarget
 includes m-dimensional
feature input patterns xf and associated real-valued ytarget ∈ Rq target vectors for outputs. Elements
of patterns xf are features from the subset Xfeature . One example of the predictor performance
criterion JPRfeature , being here equivalent to the feature selection criterion Jfeature = JPRfeature , could be
Jfeature = JPRfeature = Ĵsquared =

Nall

i
i
ytarget
− yi T ytarget
− yi 

i=1

=

Nall m

i
yjtarget
− yji 2

(406)

i=1 j=1

which boils down to the sum of squares errors. This criterion is evaluated based on a limited-size
test set Tfeaturetest obtained from the example by splitting the entire set Tfeature into subsets Tfeaturetra
for training (design) and Tfeaturetest for testing.
In prediction-classification, cases in the feature subset Tfeature are pairs xf  ctarget  that include
the feature input pattern xf and a categorical-type target ctarget being one of the possible l classes
ci . The quality of classifier PRfeature , computed, for example (for holdout error counting), based
on the limited-size test set Tfeaturetest with Ntest patterns, can be measured using the performance
criterion JPRfeature below (here equal to the feature selection criteria Jfeature ), which estimate the
probabilities of errors (expressed in percent) by relative frequencies of errors:
JPRfeature = Ĵall

miscl

=

nall miscl
· 100%
Ntest

(407)
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where nall miscl is the number of all misclassified patterns, and Ntest is the number of all tested
patterns. This measure is an estimate of the probability of error P(assigned class different than
target class), expressed in percent (percentage of all misclassified patterns, an error rate, or the
relative frequency of errors).
3.1.11. Computing Feature Selection Criteria
Let us consider a given m-feature subset Xfeature , created from a n-feature set of original features
X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn . Computing a feature selection criterion Jfeature Xfeature , for a given m-feature
subset Xfeature , first requires the creation of a reduced data set Tfeature extracted from the original
total data set Tall . This reduced data set Tfeature contains Nall cases with m-dimensional feature
pattern vectors xf , containing, as elements, features from the considered subset Xfeature , and the
same targets as in the original entire data set. Other n − m “columns” of the entire data set are
discarded. For this reduced data set Tfeature , a feature selection criterion could be computed.
The computing of closed-loop-type feature selection criteria, which is based on the evaluation of
feature goodness by testing the performance of an entire predictor, is computationally expensive.
It involves design (training) of a predictor PRfeature and its performance evaluation, both based on a
reduced data set Tfeature . First, for a given m-feature subset Xfeature , a reduced m-feature pattern data
set Tfeature is constructed (with Nall cases). Then, based on this reduced data set, a chosen predictor
PRfeature is designed. Finally, the performance of this designed predictor is evaluated, according to
its defined evaluation criterion JPRfeature , which is equal to feature selection criterion Jfeature . Design
and performance evaluation of a predictor used for feature selection can be realized using one of
the methods of predictor design-evaluation. Such a method splits the reduced data set Tfeature into
training and test sets and then uses a statistical error counting method. For example, the average
holdout, leave-one-out, or leave-k-out method of predictor design/performance evaluation could
be used.
For open-loop-type feature selection criteria, which are based on interclass separability, first the
within-class Sw and between-class Sb scatter matrices are computed for a reduced data set Xfeature ,
and then the final value of criterion Jfeature is computed as a function of these scatter matrices. No
predictor performance evaluation is considered for the tested features.
3.1.12. Search Methods
Given the large number of features constituting a pattern, the number of possible feature subsets
evaluated by using exhaustive search-based feature selection could be too high to be computationally feasible. For n features, a total of 2n subsets (including an empty subset) can be formed.
For n = 12 features, the number of possible subsets is 4096; however, for n = 100, the number
of possible subset is larger than 1030 , which makes exhaustive search unrealizable. If, for some
design reason, we are searching for a feature subset containing exactly m features, then for n
feature patterns, the total number of possible m-feature subsets is
 
n!
n
=
(408)
m
n − m!m!
This number (which can be much smaller than 2n ) can be, from a computational perspective, too
high.
Generally, feature selection is an NP-hard problem, and for highly dimensional patterns, an
exhaustive search can be impractical and suboptimal selection methods should be used. Next,
we discuss an exhaustive search technique and the optimal branch and bound method. Then
we consider two suboptimal greedy search methods: forward and backward search. We also
discuss random search, and finally we give pointers suboptimal search methods such as simulated
annealing and genetic programming.
For a small number of pattern features, the exhaustive search could be acceptable and could
guarantee an optimal solution.
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Algorithm: Feature selection based on exhaustive search
Given: A data set Tall with Nall labeled patterns constituted with n features X = x1  x2 , · · ·  xn .
A feature selection criterion Jfeature with a defined computation procedure based on a limited-size
data set TXfeature .
1. Set j = 1 (a counter of the feature subset number).
2. Select a distinct subset of features X j ⊆ X (with the number of elements 1 ≤ NXj ≤ n).
3. For a selected feature subset X j , compute a feature selection criterion Jfeature X j .
4. If j ≤ 2n , continue from step 2; otherwise, go to the next step.
5. Chose an optimal subset X̂opt with a maximal value of the selection criterion
Jfeature X̂opt  ≥ Jfeature X̂ j 

j = 1 2 · · ·  2n

(409)

A sequence of generated distinct feature subsets X j is not important for the above algorithm. For
example, for the three feature patterns X = x1  x2  x3 , one can generate the following exhaustive
collection of 23 = 8 feature subsets (including an empty subset):
  x1  x2  x3  x1  x2  x1  x3  x2  x3  x1  x2  x3 

(410)

The algorithm guarantees finding an optimal feature subset. Depending on the feature selection
criterion (and the procedure for its estimation), either an open loop or a closed loop feature
selection scheme is consequently employed.
3.1.13. Branch and Bound Method for Optimal Feature Selection
In combinatorial optimization, in order to avoid a costly exhaustive search, branch and bound
methods were developed and adapted to optimal feature selection. The branch and bound
search can be used for feature selection, assuming that a feature selection criterion satisfies the
monotonicity relation. This method allows us to find an optimal set of features without needing
to test all possible feature subsets. Using a tree representation for the exhaustive subset search,
the branch and bound methods with monotonic performance criterion are based on the idea of
discarding some subtrees from the exhaustive search. The removed subtrees contain subsets of
feature that would not improve performance in the search procedure. To explain the method, we
consider an attempt to construct a fully exhausted search tree (containing all possible subsets
of features) designed in a way that allows reduction of a search by employing the idea of
monotonicity of a feature selection criterion.
We start with pattern feature of all n-elements, represented in this algorithm as a sequence
x1  x2  · · ·  xn , and search for the best subset containing a known number of m features. Let
us denote the indices of the d = n − m discarded features (from all sets of n features X) by
z1  z2  · · ·  zd . Here, each variable zi can take an integer number (the index number of the feature
from the sequence of features taken from X) from the set of indices 1 2 · · ·  n. We note that
each variable zi has a distinct index number, since each feature can be discarded only one time.
The order of variables zi is not important, since any permutation of the sequence z1  z2  · · ·  zd
gives an identical value for the feature selection criteria. In order to better design a search tree,
we consider sequences of variables zi that satisfy the relation
z 1 < z2 < · · · < z d

(411)

and that determine a convenient way to design a search tree. By definition, a feature selection
criterion Jfeature Xfeature  is a function of the m = n − d feature subset Xfeature remaining after
discarding d features from the set of all features. For convenience, we will also use the notation
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Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zd  for the same criterion. The goal of the optimal search is to find the best
m-feature subset Xopt , with discarded d = n − m features (from the original sequence of n features)
indicated by an “optimal” sequence of indices ẑ1  ẑ2  · · ·  ẑd . Searching for an optimal feature
subset is then equivalent to searching for the “optimal” set of discarded features:
Jfeature ẑ1  ẑ2  · · ·  ẑd  = max Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zd 
z1 z2 ··· zd

(412)

Using the defined convention, we can now design a specific search tree starting from all sets of n
features at the root (level 0). At each subsequent level, we attempt to generate a limited number
of subtrees by deleting, from the ancestor node’s pool of features, one specific feature at a time
(limited by convention). In the search tree, each node at the j th level is labeled by a value of the
variable zj , which is equal to the index of a feature discarded from the sequence of features in the
ancestor node at the previous level j − 1. Each node at the j th level can be identified by a sequence
of already-discarded j features starting from the root. Here, according to defined convention, at
each j th level the largest value of a variable zi must be m − j. This method allows the design of a
n!
search tree containing all possible n−m!m!
subsets with m features out of all n. However, in the
branch and bound search, not all subtrees need to be searched.
Assume that a feature selection criterion satisfies monotonicity:
Jfeature z1  ≥ Jfeature z1  z2  ≥ Jfeature z1  z2  z3  ≥ · · · ≥ Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zd 

(413)

Let as assume that at a certain level of the search, the best feature set identified so far has been
found by deleting d features indexed by a sequence z1  z2  · · ·  zd , with maximal performance
criterion value Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zd  = # (set as a current threshold). Then, for a new feature
subset obtained by deleting r features r < d indexed by z1  z2  · · ·  zr , if
Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zr  ≤ #

(414)

then the monotonicity property yields
Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zr  zr+1  · · · zd  ≤ Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zr  ≤ #

(415)

for all possible sequences zr  zr+1  · · · zd . This new feature subset, obtained by deleting r features
r < d, cannot be optimal, nor can its successors in the search tree. If the described technique of
designing a search tree has been applied, then the above observation reveals the main idea of the
branch and bound search, namely, if the value of a selection criterion evaluated at any node of
a search tree (for corresponding feature subset) is smaller than the current value of a threshold
# (corresponding to the best subset found so far by using best evaluation criterion value), then
all nodes in the tree, including successors of that node, have a selection criterion value less
than the threshold #. Consequently, this node cannot be optimal (nor can all its successors), and
consequently this subtree can be removed from the search. This is why, in branch and bound
feature selection, we obtain an optimal solution without needing to evaluate all possible feature
subsets.
Algorithm: Feature selection by branch and bound search.
Given: A data set Tall with Nall labeled patterns constituted with n features X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn .
A number m of features in the resulting subset of best features. A feature subset selection criterion
Jfeature (satisfying the monotonicity property) with a defined procedure for its computation based
on a limited-size data set TXfeature .
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1. Set a level number j = 0, z0 = 0 (the notation of a node at level j), and an initial value of the
threshold # = − .
2. Create successors by generating a list Sj ,
Sj = zj−1 + 1 zj−1 + 2 · · ·  m + j

j = 1 2 · · ·  m

(416)

of all possible values that zj at level j can take (assuming given values from previous levels
z1  z2  · · ·  zj−1 ), with a maximal index m + j. The successor nodes contains feature subsets
with one feature deleted from the list of the previous level.
3. Select a new node. If a list Sj is empty, then go to step 5. Otherwise, find a value k (with
maximal value of the criterion) for which
Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zj−1  k = max Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zj−1  i
i∈Sj

(417)

Set zj = k, and delete k from the list Sj .
4. Test a bound. If Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zj  < #, then go to the step 5. If the last level has been
reached, go to step 6; otherwise, advance to a new level by setting j = j + 1 and continuing
from step 2.
5. Return (backtrack) to a lower level. For j = 0, terminate; otherwise, continue from step 3.
6. The last level: Set # = Jfeature z1  z2  · · ·  zd  and ẑ1  ẑ2  · · ·  ẑd = z1  z2  · · ·  zd . Continue from
step 5.
Result: An optimal subset of features with the largest value of the criterion.
Figure 7.14 shows an example of the branch and bound algorithm for selecting two features
m = 2 from the total number of n = 5 features.
The black nodes show examples of subtrees that do not need to be searched for optimal subsets
because they will not provide better solutions. The number next to each node shows the index
of the feature deleted from a list of ancestor features. A node at level j is labeled with the
value zj . The set of all possible subsets of two features out of five is represented by nodes
of the last level (each node represents one feature subset obtained by deleting corresponding
features). According to the defined convention, the maximal value of zj is m + j; thus at the
first level it equals 3, at the next level it equals 4, etc. To show how the algorithm work, we
assume that so far the node marked by A has given the best value of the criterion set as a current
threshold #. Then, according to criterion monotonicity, if at any step of the algorithm an intermediate node is considered (such as that marked by B) for which the criterion value is less

z2 = 0
Subtree excluded from
a search

2

z2=2

Feature x 3 deleted

B

z1 = 1

2

1

4

3

3

3 Level 1

4

4 Level 2

A
z3 = 3

1

4

5

4

5

4

5

n = 5, m = 2, d = n - m = 3

Figure 7.14. Illustration of the branch and bound algorithm.
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than the current threshold, then all subtrees starting from that node can be excluded from the
search. If for any node in the final level a selection criterion has a larger value than the current
threshold, this criterion value becomes a new threshold. The algorithm terminates when each final
level node has been evaluated or excluded based on the monotonicity property.
3.1.14. Feature Selection with Individual Feature Ranking
One of the simplest feature selection procedures is based on first evaluating the individual
predictive power of each feature alone, then ranking such evaluated features, and eventually
choosing the best first m features. The criterion for the individual feature could be of either open
loop or closed loop type. This algorithm assumes that features are independent and that the final
selection criterion can be obtained as a sum or product of criteria evaluated for each feature
independently. Since these conditions are rarely satisfied, the algorithm does not guarantee an
optimal selection. A single feature alone may have very low predictive power. However, this
feature in combination with another feature may provide substantial predictive power. A decision
concerning how many best m-ranked features should be chosen for the final feature set could
be made based on experience from using another search procedure. Here, one could select the
minimal number m̂ of best-ranked features that guarantee a performance better than or equal to a
predefined threshold according to a defined criterion Jfeatureranked .
Algorithm: Feature selection with individual feature ranking
Given: A data set Tall with Nall labeled patterns consisting of n features X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn ;
a feature evaluation criterion Jfeaturesingle with a defined procedure for its computation based on
a limited-size data set TXfeature ; and an evaluation criterion Jfeatureranked for a final collection of m
ranked features.
1. Set j = 1, and choose a feature xj .
2. Evaluate the predictive power of a single feature xj alone by computing the criterion
Jfeaturesingle xj .
3. If j ≤ n, continue from step 1; otherwise, go to the next step.
4. Rank all n features according to the value of the computed criterion Jfeaturesingle :
xa  xb  · · ·  xm  · · ·  xr 

Jfeaturesingle xa  ≥ Jfeaturesingle xb  etc

(418)

5. Find the minimal number of first-ranked m̂ features according to the criterion Jfeatureranked .
6. Select the first m̂ best-ranked features as a final subset of selected features.
Result: An optimal subset of features.
3.1.15. Sequential Suboptimal Forward and Backward Feature Selection
In order to reduce the computational burden associated with an exhaustive search, several suboptimal feature selection methods have been proposed. Let us present two suboptimal sequential
(stepwise) methods of feature selection: forward and backward feature selection.
Let us consider selecting the best m-feature subset from nm < n features constituting an
original pattern. Figure 7.15 shows an example of finding an m = 3 feature subset from an n = 4
feature pattern.
A forward selection search starts with individual evaluation of each feature. For each feature,
a feature selection criterion, Jfeature , is evaluated, and the feature with the best score (maximal
value of the performance criterion) is selected for the next step of the search (a “winner” – an
ancestor of the subtree). Then, in the second step, one additional feature is added to the selected
“winner” feature (having the best value of the criterion) from previous step, forming all possible
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{x2, x4}

winner

Step 2

{ x2, x3}
winner

{x1, x2, x3}

{x2 , x3, x4}

Step 3

{x1, x2, x3}

winner

Figure 7.15. Sequential forward feature selection search.

two-feature subsets containing a “winner.” Each subset with its pair of features is evaluated, and
those presenting the maximal increase of the performance criterion are selected as a winner and
successor of the next step. The procedure continues until the best m-feature subset (the “winner”
of the mth step) has been processed.
Algorithm: Feature selection by stepwise forward search.
Given: A data set Tall with Nall labeled patterns consisting of n features X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn ;
a number m of features in the resulting subset of best features; and a feature subset evaluation
criterion Jfeature with a defined procedure for its computation based on a limited-size data set
TXfeature .
1. Set an initial “winner” feature subset as an empty set Xwinner0 =  .
2. Set a step number j = 1.
3. Form all possible n − j + 1 subsets, with a total of j features, that contain a winning j − 1
feature subset Xwinnerj−1 from the previous step, with one new feature added.
4. Evaluate the feature selection criterion for each feature subset formed in step j. Select as a
winner a subset Xwinnerj with a larger increase  of the performance criterion Jfeature as compared
with the maximal criterion value (for the winner subset Xwinnerj−1 ) from the previous step.
5. If j = m, then stop. The winner Xwinnerj subset in step j is the final selected subset of m
features. Otherwise, set j = j + 1 and continue from step 3.
The forward selection algorithm provides a suboptimal solution, since it does not examine all
possible subsets of features.
The basic forward selection procedure assumes that the number of features m in a resulting
subset is known. This procedure will require exactly m steps. In some cases, the proper number of
features m has to be found. This situation defines another search process with stopping criterion
Jfeaturelength . Here, a possible stopping criterion for finding the proper number m of features in
a final selected feature subset could be, for example, a defined threshold length of maximal
performance increase for two consecutive steps. In other words, the stopping point is reached
when the increase in the feature selection criterion for the j th -step winning feature subset Xwinnerj ,
as compared with the corresponding performance for a winner feature subset from the previous
step j − 1, is less than the defined threshold length :
Jfeaturelength = Jfeature Xwinnerj  − Jfeature Xwinnerj−1  <

length

(419)
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Backward selection is similar to forward selection, but it applies a reversed procedure of
feature selection, starting with the entire feature set and eliminating features one at a time. In
backward selection, assuming a known number m of final features, the search starts with the
evaluation of the entire set of n features. For the entire feature set, a selection criterion Jfeature is
evaluated. Then, in the next step, all possible subsets containing features from the previous step
with one feature discarded are formed and their performance criteria are evaluated. At each step,
one feature, which gives the smallest decrease in the value the feature selection criterion included
in the previous step, is discarded. The procedure continues until the best m-feature subset is
found. Figure 7.16 depicts an example of finding an m = 2 optimal feature subset from an n = 4
feature pattern.
Algorithm: Feature selection by stepwise backward search.
Given: A data set Tall with Nall labeled patterns consisting of n features X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn ;
a number m of features in the resulting subset of best features; and a feature subset evaluation
criterion Jfeature with a defined procedure for its computation based on a limited-size data set TXfeature .
1. Evaluate a feature selection criterion Jfeature X for a set X of all n features.
2. Set a step number j = 1 with a list X of all n features.
3. Form all n − j + 1 possible subsets with n − j features by discarding one feature at a time from
the list of features of the previous step.
4. Evaluate a feature selection criterion for each feature subset formed in step j. Select as a
“winner” a subset Xwinnerj with the smallest decrease of a performance criterion Jfeature Xwinnerj 
as compared with the criterion value from the previous step (which corresponds to its biggest
value for this step from a pool of all subsets). The discarded feature from the previous step,
which caused the creation of the winning subset Xwinnerj , is then discarded from a pool of
features used in the next step, and winning subset becomes an ancestor of a deeper subtree.
5. If j = m, then stop: the winner subset in step j is the final selected subset of m features.
Otherwise, set j = j + 1 and continue from step 3.
The forward selection algorithm provides a suboptimal solution, since it does not examine all
possible subsets of features. The backward selection algorithm requires more intensive computations than the forward selection. Despite of similarities, both algorithms may provide different
results for the same conditions.
{x1, x2, x3, x4}
Step 0

{x2, x3, x4}

{x1, x3, x4}

{x1, x3, x2}

{x1, x2, x4}

{x1, x4, x3}

Step 1

winner
x discarded

{x1, x3}

{x3, x4}

{x1, x4}

Step 2
{x, x} winner

Figure 7.16. A sequential backward search.
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If the number m of final features is a unknown a priori, then another optimal search should be
employed. Finding the proper number m of features in the final selected feature subset could be
realized in a manner similar to the method described earlier for forward selection.
The forward and backward search methods can be combined in several ways, allowing them to
cover more feature subsets through increased computations, and thereby to find better suboptimal
feature sets. For example, in the so-called full stepwise search, operations at each step start as
in the backward search. All subsets created by removing one variable from the previous-step
pool are evaluated. If the feature selection criterion decrease is below a defined threshold, then
a variable is removed. If none of the variables provide a decrease below the threshold, then a
variable is added, as in the forward search method.
Based on the concept of Monte Carlo techniques, several feature selection methods have
been developed using probabilistic search. These methods make probabilistic choices of feature
subsets in search of the best subset in a feature space. These random search methods can be used
both for open loop and closed loop feature selection algorithms. In general, they do not require
that a feature selection criterion must obey the monotonicity condition. Probabilistic algorithms
use the inconsistency rate in open loop selection, as a feature goodness criterion and select the
feature subset with the minimal number of features that has an inconsistency rate smaller than the
predefined threshold. Allowing for features to have some degree of inconsistency opens a way to
define the robust feature subset that is not only the best for a given data set but also potentially
good for unseen cases (i.e., with generalization ability). The closed loop feature selection scheme
has also been proposed for random searches with the ID3 algorithm as classifier.
These probabilistic methods are simple to implement and guarantee finding the best subset
of features, if a required number of random trials for subset selection will be performed. These
algorithms provide satisfactory results for highly correlated features.
Algorithm: Probabilistic (Monte Carlo) method of feature selection
Given: A data set Tall with Nall patterns labeled by classes and consisting of n features
X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn ; a feature subset selection criterion Jfeature with a defined procedure for its
computation based on a limited-size data set TXfeature ; and a maximum number of random subset
search trials max_runs.
1. Set initially the best-feature subset as equal to an original n-feature set Xopt = X. Compute the
value of the criterion Jfeature Xfeature0  = Jfeature Tall  for a data set Tall .
2. Set j = 1 (a search trial number).
3. From all possible 2n feature subsets, select randomly a distinct subset of features Xfeaturej (with
number of features 1 ≤ mj ≤ n).
4. Create a reduced data set TXfeature j with all Nall cases with patterns constituted with mj features
from a subset Xfeaturej .
5. Compute the value of the criterion Jfeature TXfeaturej  for the data set TXfeaturej .
6. If Jfeature Xfeaturej  > Jfeature Xfeaturej−1 , then set Xbest = Xfeaturej and continue from step 7.
Otherwise, continue from step 7.
7. Set j = j + 1. If j ≤ max_runs, then stop; otherwise, continue from step 3.
The version of the probabilistic algorithm with the open loop inconsistency criterion defined
earlier may be formed as follows.
Algorithm: Probabilistic (Monte Carlo) method of open loop feature selection with inconsistency criterion
Given: A data set Tall with Nall patterns labeled by classes and consisting of n features
X = x1  x2  · · ·  xn ; a feature subset selection criterion Jfeature = Jinc with a defined procedure for
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its computation based on a limited-size data set TXfeature ; a rejection threshold # of feature subset
inconsistency; and a maximum number of random subset search trials max_runs.
1. Set an initial value for the best (minimal) feature number as equal to the number n of all
original features mbest = n. Set initially the best feature subset as equal to an original n-feature
set Xopt = X.
2. Set j = 1 (a search trial number).
3. From all possible 2n feature subsets, select randomly a distinct subset of features Xfeaturej
(with the number of features 1 ≤ mj ≤ n).
4. Compute the number of features in the subset
Xfeaturej 

mj = cardinalityXfeaturej 

(420)

5. Create a reduced data set TXfeaturej with all Nall cases with patterns consisting of mj features
from a subset Xfeaturej .
6. Compute a value of the inconsistency criterion Jinc TXfeaturej  for a data set TXfeaturej
7. If mj < mbest and Jinc Xfeaturej  < #, then set Xbest = Xfeaturej and mbest = mj , and continue from
step 8. Otherwise, continue from step 8.
8. Set j = j + 1. If j ≤ max_runs, then stop; otherwise, continue from step 3.
Random selection of the feature subset Xfeature from an original set of all ordered features
x1  x2  · · ·  xn can be realized, for example, as follows. First, a random number generator uniformly
distributed in [0,1] is executed n times. Each generated number ri corresponds to one feature xi .
Then, if ri > 05, a feature xi is selected for a subset Xfeaturej ; otherwise, it is not selected.
3.1.16. Feature Scaling
Feature scaling (weighting) is used in feature selection. If we consider different discriminatory
power of pattern features, feature scaling can be described as assigning continuous weight values
from the range [0, 1] to each feature, depending on its impact on prediction. Given an original
set of features X forming an n-dimensional pattern x, feature scaling is the transformation of x
into xs using the n-dimensional weights vector w wi ∈ 0 1 :
xsi = wi xi 

i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(421)

In the extreme situation of weight taken only to binary values wi ∈ 0 1, feature scaling becomes
feature selection. For wi = 1, feature xi is selected for the final pattern; otherwise, for wi = 0,
the feature is removed. Choosing the best feature weights is an optimization problem, which can
be as difficult as optimal feature selection. Feature scaling also faces a feature dimensionality
problem.

4. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter we have introduced feature selection and feature extraction methods. The most
important topics discussed were the unsupervised Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
supervised Fisher’s linear discriminant technique. These can be used for pattern projection,
feature extraction, and dimensionality reduction. The other unsupervised method covered was
the Independent component analysis (ICA) used for discovering unknown intrinsic independent
variables in the data. ICA estimates unknown mixing matrix and independent components
representing given data. It can be used for blind source separation and linear feature extraction
and reduction. The Singular Value Decomposition method is used often used for extracting
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features from images and image compression. Feature extraction and compression can be also
achieved by using vector quantization, Fourier transform and wavelets. Vector quantization is
the technique of representing (encoding) input data patterns by a smaller finite set of code vectors
that approximate the input pattern space. Learning vector quantization technique combines
supervised learning and vector quantization. Fourier analysis can be used to preprocess timeseries data and images. Fourier transform (both one- and two-dimensional) converts input data
into frequency domain that provides better understanding and representation of the data. A fast
Fourier transform is a computationally efficient algorithm for computing a discrete Fourier
transform. One-dimensional Fourier transform is a fundamental technique in processing feature
extraction for time-series and speech data, whereas two-dimensional Fourier transform is
widely used in image processing, including feature extraction. Wavelets analysis provides multiresolution approximation of a time-series signal and images using a fast-decaying oscillating
waveform. Wavelets provide localization in time and in a space and a powerful technique for
feature extraction from data. Zernike moments are used to extract rotation-invariant robust
features from images using orthogonal moment invariants and orthogonal polynomials.
In feature selection, features are divided into strongly relevant, weakly relevant, and irrelevant. Feature selection methods are divided into open loop and closed loop (wrapper) methods.
All feature selection methods depend on the selection criteria and search method. The selection
criteria include minimum concept description, mutual information, inconsistency count, rough
sets, and interclass separability. In the Chapter we have described exhaustive search, branch
and bound, feature ranking, and forward and backward feature selection methods.
Feature selection and extraction methods, including PCA and Fisher’s transformations are
well presented in [6, 7, 12, 14, 16, 17, 26]. Independent component analysis is nicely
described in [11], while the blind source separation problem is described in [4], and applications of ICA are presented in [24, 25]. A description of vector quantization can be found
in [9, 15, 18]. Fourier transform and Wavelets are covered in [1, 5, 8, 21]. The Zernike
moments were introduced in [28] and later extended in [13, 23]. The open loop feature
selection methods include Focus [2] and Relief algorithms [16] and their extensions [3, 6,
12, 17, 22, 26]. The closed loop (wrapper) feature selection methods are described in [3, 6,
10, 12, 22, 23]. The sequential backward selection was introduced in [19], and the forward
selection and stepwise methods were presented in [14]. The branch and bound search for feature
selection (based on the idea of dynamic programming) is covered in [20, 27].
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5. Exercises
1. Let us consider the data set containing patterns with three nominal attributes MONITOR,
OS, CPU labeled by two categorical classes c1 = Poor, c2 = Good (Table 7.4). For this data
set (decision table):
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(a) Compute a set of strongly relevant attributes (for the entire pattern x) with respect to a
class attribute d, using the idea of core defined by rough sets theory.
(b) Compute sets of weakly relevant attributes (for a whole pattern x) with respect to a class
attribute d using the idea of reduct defined by rough sets theory.
(c) For selected minimal reduct, design decision rules using the rough sets method.
(d) Find a minimal set of attributes describing all concepts in the data set using exhaustive
search.
2. For a data set from Table 7.4, find an optimal set of attributes, using the open loop scheme
with individual feature ranking, using the criteria of
(a) mutual information
(b) inconsistency count
3. Let us consider a data set containing 20 cases (Table 7.5). Each case is composed of the four
feature patterns x ∈ R4 labeled by categorical classes c1 = 1 and c2 = 2 (10 patterns in each
class). A pattern’s attributes take on real values.
For the considered data set, find the best feature subset, using the open loop feature selection
method, with the following feature selection criteria:
(a) mutual information
(b) inconsistency count
(c) interclass separability
while applying
(a) exhaustive search
(b) branch and bound search
(c) sequential forward search
4. For a data set from Table 7.5, find the best feature subset, using the closed loop feature
selection method, with the relative frequency of classification errors as a feature selection
criterion. Use the k-nearest neighbors classifier for feature evaluation and also as a final
classifier. For performance evaluation of classifiers, use the holdout error counting method
(with partion of the data set used for design and the other portion held out for testing).
5. For a data set from Table 7.5, the provide principal component analysis (PCA) (global for all
patterns for all classes):

Table 7.4. Example of the decision table PC.
Object

Condition attributes

Decision attributes

C

D

U
PC

MONITOR

OS

CPU

d

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8

Color
Color
Monochrome
Color
Color
Monochrome
Monochrome
Color

DOS
Windows
DOS
Windows
DOS
Windows
Windows
Windows

486
Pentium
Pentium
486
386
486
Pentium
386

Good
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Good
Good
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Table 7.5. A data set with real-valued attributes.
x1

x2

x3

x4

08
13
19
20
11
01
22
21
13
29
52
78
45
89
42
32
66
99
128
49

07
06
17
01
16
02
24
19
27
32
25
95
76
62
54
87
63
22
42
92

11
09
03
03
01
21
03
05
03
08
106
122
39
29
113
25
103
68
98
48

05
13
06
18
19
23
13
29
22
01
55
65
23
83
93
159
122
151
41
79

Class
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

(a) Compute the covariance matrix
(b) Find an optimal Karhunen-Loéve transform
(c) Transform the original patterns to full-size principal component space. Compute the inverse
transform
(d) Transform the original patterns to the reduced principal component space (consider
m = 1 2 3). Compute the inverse transform. Compute the reconstruction error: a)
numerically (as a sum of squared errors); b) as a sum of trailing eigenvalues (remove the
least significant principal components).
6. For a data set from Table 7.5,
(a) Provide principal component analysis (PCA) with transformation of data into the full-size
principal component space. For the full-size PCA feature vector, compute and evaluate
the k-nearest neighbors classifier.
(b) Select the first m principal components (m = 4 3 2 1) as a reduced feature vector. For
this feature pattern, design and evaluate the k-nearest neighbors classifier.
7. Generate samples for two time signals sin02 ∗ x and sin2 ∗ x, for x from 0 to 10 with
the step /100. Mix the signals linearly using the mixing matrix


01 09
x = 0  /100  10 ∗ 
H=
09 01
Separate sources using ICA method. Solve the problems
(a) Without whitening.
(b) With whitening and with reduction of the dimension to 1.
(c) With whitening implemented as PCA, and with reduction of the dimension to 1.
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8. Design a Matlab program to perform vector quantization on a gray-scale image using a 4 × 4
pixel block as a quantization unit. Unfold the pixel block as a 16-element block vector x
by concatenating the subsequent rows of the block. Form the training set Ttra containing
subsequent block vectors for all blocks of an image (for example, considering the sequence
of blocks for an image from the left to the right, etc.), design your optimal codebook using
all block vectors from the training data set. Use the generalized Lloyd algorithm to find the
optimal codebook. Select the size of codebook (say, M = 128). Then quantize the image
represented by the training set Ttra using your codebook. Find the quantization quality using
a PSNR measure. Provide quantization of the image for codebook size equal to 32, 64, and
256. Reconstruct an image from the compressed representation. Compare the results. Provide
quantization experiments and compare the resulting quality of quantization.
As a result of quantization of an image, we obtain the codebook with M codevectors labeled
by M indices. The quantization result of the considered image is the vector of encoding indices
Tind , which entry contains an index of encoding codevector representing the corresponding
block vector in the set Ttra . In order to find the reconstructed image from Tind each encoding
codevector for a given block is folded into an image block (through row-by-row folding).
9. Synthesize (or get from the Internet) a data set of gray-scale images of handwritten digits
0 1 · · ·  9 (at least 10 instances per digit).
(a) Write in MatLab language (or in another language) a program implementing the computation of complex Zernike moments.
(b) Extract from each image the Zernike moments with maximal order (6,6) and (12, 12).
Design Zernike patterns and construct supervised training and testing sets (with 10 classes).
(c) Design and test the following classifiers: k-nearest neighbors, error back-propagation
neural networks, and learning vector quantization.
(d) Apply principal component analysis (PCA) to obtained supervised data sets. Project all
patterns into principal component space, and reduce the projected patterns to a heuristically
selected number. Design and test the classifiers listed in the previous question.
(e) Form the training and test sets containing raw patterns composed from digit images as concatenated columns. Apply principal component analysis (PCA) to such raw data sets. Project all
patterns into the principal component space, and reduce the length of the projected patterns
to a heuristically selected number. Design and test the handwritten digit recognitions using
classifiers listed in the previous question.
10. Get (from the Internet) a data set of gray-scale images of human faces (with at least 10
classes, and at least 10 instances of face for a class). Extract the face image features and
form a pattern. Compare different methods of feature extraction and pattern forming and their
impact on classifier accuracy. Write the required operations in Matlab language. Consider the
following methods of feature extraction:
(a) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(b) Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
(c) Singular Values Decomposition (SVD)
(d) Zernike Moments
(e) Two-dimensional Fourier transform (power spectrum features)
(f) Synthetic features (see previous Chapters) derived from the normalized power spectrum
map of two-dimensional Fourier transform (power spectrum features)
(g) Haar wavelets
(h) Morlet wavelets

8
Discretization Methods

In this Chapter, we introduce unsupervised and supervised methods for discretization of continuous
data attributes. Discretization is one of the most important, and often required, preprocessing
methods. Its overall goal is to reduce the complexity of the data for further data mining tasks.

1. Why Discretize Data Attributes?
Often data are described by attributes that assume continuous values. If the number of continuous
values of the attributes/features is huge, model building for such data can be difficult and/or
highly inefficient. Moreover, many data mining algorithms, as described in Part 4 of this book,
operate only in discrete search/attribute spaces. Examples of the latter are decision trees and rule
algorithms, for which discretization is a necessary preprocessing step, not just a tool for reducing
the data and the subsequently generated model complexity.
The goal of discretization is to reduce the number of values a continuous attribute assumes by
grouping them into a number, n, of intervals (bins).
Two key problems associated with discretization are how to choose the number of intervals
(bins), and how to decide on their width. Discretization can be performed with or without taking
class information (if available) into account. Analogously to unsupervised vs. supervised learning
methods (which require class information), discretization algorithms are divided into two main
categories: unsupervised and supervised. If class information exists (i.e., if we have access to
training data) a discretization algorithm should take advantage of it, especially if the subsequently
used learning algorithm for model building is supervised. In this case, a discretization algorithm
should maximize the interdependence between the attribute values and the class labels. An
additional benefit of using class information in the discretization process is that it minimizes the
(original) information loss. Figure 8.1 illustrates a trivial case for one attribute, using the same
width for all intervals. The top of Figure 8.1 shows a case where a user decided to choose n = 2
intervals, without using information about class membership of the data points. The bottom of
Figure 8.1 shows the grouping of attribute values into n = 4 intervals, while taking into account
the class information; the four intervals better discretize the data for a subsequent classification
into two classes, represented by white and black ovals. In the first case, by choosing just two
intervals, the user made it more difficult for a classifier to distinguish between the classes (since
the instances from different classes were grouped into the same intervals). With real data, it would
be unusual to have such nicely distributed attribute values; most often there would be a mixture
of data points from several classes in each interval, as illustrated in Figure 8.2.
Discretization of continuous attributes is most often performed one attribute at a time,
independent of other attributes. This approach is known as static attribute discretization On the
other end of the spectrum is dynamic attribute discretization, where all attributes are discretized
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x

x

Figure 8.1. Deciding on the number of intervals without using (top) and after using (bottom) class
information.

simultaneously while taking into account the interdependencies among them. Still another way
to look at discretization algorithms is to consider whether the partitions produced by them apply
only to localized regions of the example/instance space. In this case, they are called local (like the
one performed by the C4.5 algorithm, where not all features are discretized). On the other hand,
when all attributes are discretized, they produce n1 • n2 •    nd regions, where ni is the number
of intervals of the ith attribute; such methods are called global.
Discretization transforms continuous attribute/feature values into a finite number of intervals
and associates with each interval a discrete value. Discrete values can be nominal (e.g. white, red)
or numerical (e.g., 1, 2, 3), although for coding purposes nominal values are always converted
into numerical ones. Any discretization process consists of two basic steps:
– first, the number of discrete intervals needs to be chosen. This is usually done by the user,
although a few discretization algorithms are able to do it on their own. There also exist some
heuristic rules that help the user to decide on the number of intervals.
– second, the width (boundary) of each interval (given the range of values of an attribute) must
be determined, which is often done by a discretization algorithm itself.
Since all discretization algorithms but one supervised algorithm (outlined later in the Chapter)
are static and all but one (k-means) are global we shall use only the following categorization to
describe them:
– unsupervised (or class-blind), which discretize attributes without taking into account class
information
– supervised (or class-aware), which discretize attributes while using interdependence between
the known class labels and the attribute values
As we will learn in Part 4 of this book, most of the model-building algorithms are strongly
influenced by the number of intervals into which the attributes are divided. One such effect is
efficiency of model-building, and another the ability of the model to generalize on new data. The
larger the number of intervals, the larger the chance for a model to overfit the data (see Chapter15).
To summarize: on the one hand, a discretization algorithm, used as a preprocessing step, should
generate as few discrete intervals as possible. On the other hand, however, too few intervals may
hide information about the relationship between the class variable (if known) and the interval
variable. The latter situation is especially true when the attribute values are not distributed

x

Figure 8.2. Distribution of points belonging to three categories over attribute X.
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evenly, in which case a large amount of important original information may be lost. In practice,
discretization algorithms search for a number of discrete intervals as a tradeoff between these two
goals.

2. Unsupervised Discretization Algorithms
Unsupervised discretization algorithms are the simplest to use and implement. They only require
the user to specify the number of intervals and/or how many data points should be included in
any given interval.
The following heuristic is often used to choose intervals: the number of intervals for each
attribute should not be smaller than the number of classes (if known). The other popular heuristic
is to choose the number of intervals, nFi , for each attribute, Fi (i = 1     n, where n is the
number of attributes), as follows:
nFi = M/3∗ C
where M is the number of training examples and C is the number of known categories.
A description of two unsupervised algorithms follows. We assume that, in general, the user
supplies a set of numbers, representing the number of intervals into which each attribute/feature
is to be discretized:
N = nF 1      nFi      nFn 
2.1. Equal-Width Discretization
This algorithm first finds the minimum and maximum values for each feature, Fi , and then divides
this range into a number, nFi , of user-specified, equal-width intervals.
2.2. Equal-Frequency Discretization
This algorithm determines the minimum and maximum values of the attribute, sorts all values in
ascending order, and divides the range into a user-defined number of intervals, in such a way that
every interval contains the same number of sorted values.

3. Supervised Discretization Algorithms
As we will learn in Part 4 of this book (particularly in Chapter 12), the goal of machine learning
algorithms is to generate models of the data that well approximate concepts/hypotheses represented
(described) by the data. In other words, their goal is to discover relation between the class variable
(such as the conclusion (THEN part) of a production rule) and the attribute/feature variable (such
as the condition (IF part) of a rule). In a similar manner a supervised discretization problem can
be formalized in view of the class-attribute interdependence, as described below.
3.1. Information-Theoretic Algorithms
Many supervised discretization algorithms have their origins in information theory. A supervised
learning task requires having a training dataset consisting of M examples, where each example
belongs to only one of the S classes. Let F indicate a continuous attribute/feature. We say that
there exists a discretization scheme D on F that discretizes the continuous attribute F into n
discrete intervals, bounded by the pairs of numbers:
D  d0  d1  d1  d2      dn−1  dn

(1)
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where d0 is the minimal value and dn is the maximal value of attribute F , and the values in
Equation (1) are arranged in ascending order.
These values constitute the boundary set for discretization D:
d0  d1  d2      dn−1  dn
Each value of attribute F can be assigned into only one of the n intervals defined in Equation (1).
The membership of each value, within a certain interval, for attribute F may change with a change
of the discretization D. The class variable and the discretization variable of attribute F are treated
as random variables defining a two-dimensional frequency matrix, called the quanta matrix, as
shown in Table 8.1.
In the table, qir is the total number of continuous values belonging to the ith class that are
within interval dr−1  dr . Mi+ is the total number of objects belonging to the ith class, and M+r
is the total number of continuous values of attribute F that are within the interval dr−1  dr , for
i = 1 2     S and r = 1 2     n.
Example: Let us assume there are three classes, four intervals, and 33 examples, distributed as
illustrated in Figure 8.2. For these data we construct the corresponding quanta matrix, shown in
Table 8.2.
The values shown in Table 8.2 have been calculated as follows. Total number of values:
M=

Lj


q+r =

r=1

c


qi+

i=1

M = 8 + 7 + 10 + 8 = 33
M = 11 + 9 + 13 = 33
Number of values in the First interval:
M+r =

c


qir

i=1

M+first = 5 + 1 + 2 = 8
Table 8.1. Two-dimensional quanta matrix for attribute F and discretization scheme D.
Class

C1
:
Ci
:
CS
Interval Total

Interval

Class Total

d0  d1

…

dr−1  dr

…

dn−1  dn

q11
:
qi1
:
qS1
M+1

…
…
…
…
…
…

q1r
:
qir
:
qSr
M+r

…
…
…
…
…
…

q1n
:
qin
:
qSn
M+n

Table 8.2. Quanta matrix corresponding to Figure 8.2.
Classes

White
Grey
Black
Total

Intervals

Total

First

Second

Third

Fourth

5
1
2
8

2
2
3
7

4
2
4
10

0
4
4
8

11
9
13
33

M1+
:
Mi+
:
MS+
M
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Number of values in the White class:
Mi+ =

n


qir

r=1

Mwhite+ = 5 + 2 + 4 + 0 = 11
We now calculate several statistics from the above quanta matrix. The estimated joint probability
of the occurrence that attribute F values are within interval Dr = dr−1  dr and belong to class
Ci is calculated as follows:
q
pir = pCi  Dr F = ir
(2)
M
(For the example: pwhitefirst = 5/33 = 024)
The estimated class marginal probability that attribute F values belong to class Ci  pi+ , and
the estimated interval marginal probability that attribute F values are within the interval Dr =
dr−1  dr p+r , are:
pi+ = pCi  =

Mi+
M

(3)

(For the example: pwhite+ = 11/33)
p+r = pDr F =

M+r
M

(4)

(For the example: p+first = 8/33)
The Class-Attribute Mutual Information between the class variable C and the discretization
variable D for attribute F given the 2-D frequency matrix is defined as
IC DF =

n
S 


pir log2

i=1 r=1

pir
pi+ p+r

(5)

(For the example: IC D  vj = 5/33∗ log5/33/11/33∗ 8/33 +    + 4/33∗ log4/33
/13/33∗ 8/33
Similarly, the Class-Attribute Information and Shannon’s entropy are defined,
respectively, as
INFOC DF =

S 
n


pir log2

i=1 r=1

p+r
pir

(6)

(For the example: INFOC D  vj = 5/33∗ log8/33/5/33 +    + 4/33∗ log8/33
/4/33
HC DF  =

n
S 


pir log2

i=1 r=1

1
pir

(7)

(For the example: Hc  vj = 5/33∗ log1/5/33 +    + 4/33∗ log1/ 4/33
Given Equations (5), (6) and (7), the Class-Attribute Interdependence Redundancy criterion
(CAIR, or R) and the Class-Attribute Interdependence Uncertainty criterion (CAIU, or U) are
defined as
RC DF =

IC DF
HC DF

(8)

UC DF =

INFOC DF
HC DF

(9)
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The CAIR criterion measures the interdependence between classes (the larger its value, the
better correlated are the class label and the discrete intervals) and the discretized attribute. CAIR
is independent of the number of class labels and of the number of unique values of the continuous
attribute. The same holds true for the CAIU criterion, but with a reverse relationship. The CAIR
criterion is used in a CADD algorithm, described later, that uses a user-specified number of
intervals, initializes the discretization intervals using a maximum entropy discretization method,
and uses the significance test for selection of a proper confidence interval, all of which add to
its complexity. The CAIM algorithm, on the otherhand, described in detail below, avoids these
disadvantages.
3.1.1. CAIM: Class-Attribute Interdependency Maximization Algorithm
The Class-Attribute Interdependency Maximization algorithm works in a top-down manner: it
divides one of the existing intervals into two new intervals, using a criterion function that results
in achieving the optimal class-attribute interdependency after the split. It starts with the entire
interval do  dn and maximizes interdependence between the continuous attribute and its class
labels in order to automatically generate a small number of discrete intervals. The discretization
criterion used in the CAIM algorithm is described next.
The CAIM criterion (note that the criterion’s name is the same as the algorithm’s name)
measures dependency between the class variable C and the discretization variable D for attribute
F , for a given quanta matrix, and is defined as follows:
n max2

r
r=1 M+r
CAIMC DF =
n

(10)

where n is the number of intervals, r iterates through all intervals, i.e., r = 1 2     n, maxr
is the maximum value among all qir values (maximum in the r th column of the quanta matrix),
i = 1 2     S, and M+r is the total number of continuous values of attribute F that are within
the interval dr−1  dr .
The CAIM criterion is a heuristic measure defined to quantify the interdependence between
classes and the discretized attribute. It has the following properties:
– the larger the value of the CAIM, the higher the interdependence between the class labels and
the intervals. The larger the number of values belonging to class Ci within a particular interval
(if the number of values belonging to Ci within the interval is the largest, then Ci is called
the leading class), the higher the interdependence between Ci and the interval. The goal of
maximizing the interdependence can be translated into the goal of achieving the largest possible
number of values that belong to a leading class, within all intervals. CAIM maximizes the
number of values belonging to a leading class by using the maxi operation. CAIM achieves
the highest value when all values within a particular interval belong to the same class, for all
intervals; then maxr = Mri and CAIM = M/n.
– CAIM assumes real values in the interval [0, M], where M is the number of values of attribute F .
– CAIM generates a discretization scheme where each interval potentially has the majority of its
values grouped within a single class label
– the squared maxi value is divided by the Mri in order to account for the (negative) impact that
values belonging to classes other than the leading class have on the discretization scheme. The
more such values, the bigger the value of Mri , which decreases the value of the CAIM criterion.
max2r
– scales the maxr2 value to avoid overflow error during calculations. To do so, we calculate
Mri
maxr
as
maxr
Mri
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– since CAIM favors discretization schemes with smaller numbers of intervals the summed value
is divided by the number of intervals n.
The value of the CAIM criterion is calculated with a single pass over the quanta matrix.
The optimal discretization scheme can be found by searching over the space of all possible
discretization schemes to find the one with the highest value of the CAIM criterion. Since such a
search for the globally optimal CAIM value would be highly combinatorial, the algorithm uses a
greedy approach to search for an approximation of the optimal value by finding locally maximal
values of the criterion. Although this approach does not guarantee finding the global maximum it
is computationally inexpensive.
The CAIM algorithm, like all discretization algorithms, consists of two steps: (1) initialization
of the candidate interval boundaries and the corresponding initial discretization scheme, and (2)
the consecutive additions of a new boundary that results in the locally highest value of the CAIM
criterion. The pseudocode of the CAIM algorithm follows.
Given: Data consisting of M examples, S classes, and continuous attributes Fi
For every Fi DO:
Step1.
1.1 find the maximum dn  and minimum d0  values of Fi
1.2 form a set of all distinct values of Fi in ascending order, and initialize all possible interval
boundaries B with minimum, maximum and all the midpoints of all the adjacent pairs in
the set
1.3 set the initial discretization scheme as D  d0  dn , set GlobalCAIM=0
Step2.
2.1 initialize k = 1
2.2 tentatively add an inner boundary, which is not already in D, from B, and calculate the
corresponding CAIM value
2.3 after all the tentative additions have been tried accept the one with the highest value of CAIM
2.4 if (CAIM > GlobalCAIM or k < S), then update D with the boundary accepted in step 2.3
and set GlobalCAIM=CAIM; else terminate
2.5 set k = k + 1 and go to step 2.2
Result: Discretization scheme D.
The algorithm starts with a single interval that covers all values of an attribute and then divides
it iteratively. From all possible division points that are tried (with replacement) in Step 2.2., it
chooses the division boundary that gives the highest value of the CAIM criterion. The algorithm
uses the heuristic that every discretized attribute should have at least the number of intervals equal
to the number of classes.
The running time of the algorithm is log-linear, namely, O (M log (M)). Tables 8.4 and 8.5 illustrate the performance of the algorithm on several datasets. All but the smo dataset can be obtained
from the UC Irvine ML repository at http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.html, while
the smo can be obtained from the StatLib at http://lib.stat.cmu.edu. A summary description of the
eight datasets is shown in Table 8.3.
A comparison of the results achieved by the CAIM algorithm and six other unsupervised and
supervised discretization algorithms (described later in this Chapter), on the eight datasets, is
shown in Table 8.4. The goodness of discretization is evaluated by three measures: (a) the CAIR
criterion value, (b) the number of generated intervals, and (c) the execution time.
As mentioned above, one of the goals of data preprocessing is to make it easier for the subsequently used machine learning algorithm to generate a model of the data. In Tables 8.5 and 8.6 we
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5.2
6.5
4.4
4.0
3.6
6.0
4.2
11.8
6.0
4.0
3.2
3.2
3.8

#

iris

0.4
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.6
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.6
0.4

std
47.9
47.4
42.7
47.1
45.9
44.7
45.6
348.5
367.0
243.4
390.7
346.6
466.9
332.2
287.7

#

sat

1.2
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.5
0.9
0.7
18.1
14.1
7.8
21.9
12.0
22.0
16.1
16.6

std
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
31.8
56.4
15.9
42.0
35.7
34.1
10.9
11.2

#

thy

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
4.8
2.3
0.8
2.9
3.0
1.4
1.3

std
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
69.8
56.3
41.3
63.1
72.5
270.1
58.2
46.2

#

wav

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.3
10.6
8.1
8.5
15.7
19.0
5.6
4.1

std

#

ion

1.1
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.0
2.1
1.9
32.7
36.5
18.2
32.6
24.6
12.9
7.7
11.1

Datasets

0.3
0.3
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.7
0.3
2.9
6.5
2.1
2.4
5.1
3.0
1.3
2.0

std
20.0
19.9
19.3
19.8
20.0
18.9
18.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.4

#

smo

0.0
0.3
0.7
0.6
0.0
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3

std

7.3
7.2
1.4
7.0
7.1
3.6
1.9
249.7
303.4
58.6
306.5
249.7
11.5
20.0
35.0

#

pid

0.5
0.4
0.5
0.0
0.3
0.5
0.3
11.4
7.8
3.5
11.6
15.9
2.4
2.4
9.3

std

7.0
6.1
7.0
6.0
6.8
8.3
7.6
66.9
82.3
58.0
70.8
73.2
16.2
31.8
33.3

#

hea

Table 8.6. Comparison of the number of rules/leaves generated by the CLIP4 and C5.0 algorithms (bolded values indicate the best results).

0.5
0.7
1.1
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
5.6
0.6
3.5
8.6
5.8
2.0
2.9
2.5

std
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show the classification results of two machine learning algorithms, achieved after the data were
discretized by different discretization algorithms. The algorithms are a decision tree C5.0 and a rule
algorithm CLIP4, which are described in Chapter 12. The classification results are compared using
two measures: the accuracy (Table 8.5) and the number of the generated rules (Table 8.6).
Note: Since the decision tree algorithm has a built-in front-end discretization algorithm, and
thus is able to generate models from continuous attributes, we show its performance while it
generated rules from raw data against the results achieved when discretized data were used.
As we see in Table 8.5 the best accuracy, on average, for the two machine learning algorithms
is achieved for data discretized with the CAIM algorithm. Table 8.6 compares the number of
rules generated by the two machine learning algorithms and indicates that the CAIM algorithm,
by generating discretization schemes with small numbers of intervals, reduces the number of rules
generated by the CLIP4 algorithm, and the size of the generated decision trees.
3.1.2.  2
A supervised learning  2 test (Chi2 test) is used in the CAIR/CADD algorithm, but can also be
used on its own for discretization purposes.
In the 2 test, we use the decision attribute, so it is a supervised discretization method. Let
us note that any interval Boundary Point (BP) divides the feature values from the range a b ,
into two parts, namely, the left boundary point LBP = a BP and the right boundary point
RBP = BP b ; thus n = 2. Using statistics, we can measure the degree of independence between
the partition defined by the decision attribute and defined by the interval BP. For that purpose,
we use the 2 test as follows:
2

=

2 
C

qir − Eir 2

Eir

r=1 i=1

where Eir is the expected frequency of feature Fir :
Eir =

qi+

q+r
M

If either q+r or qi+ is zero, then Eir is set to 0.1. It holds that if the partitions defined by a
decision attribute and by an interval boundary point BP are independent, then
Pqi+  = Pqi+ LBP  = Pqi+ RBP 
for any class, which means that qir = Eir for any r ∈ 1 2 and i ∈ 1     C , and 2 = 0.
Conversely, if an interval boundary point properly separates objects from different classes the
value of the 2 test for this particular BP should be very high. This observation leads to the
following heuristic: retain interval boundaries with corresponding high values of the 2 test and
delete those with small corresponding values.
Example: Let us calculate 2 test values for data shown in the contingency tables shown in
Table 8.7.
In Table 8.7 the boundary points BP1 through BP4 separate 14 data points for one feature (the
points belong to two classes) into two intervals each (Int.1 and Int.2) in four different ways. The
2
values corresponding to the partitions shown in Table 8.7 are (from top left to bottom right)
2.26, 7.02, 0.0, and 14.0, respectively.
In order to use the 2 test for discretization, the following procedure can be used. First, the
user chooses the 2 value, based on the desired significance level and degree of freedom using
statistical tables. Then, the 2 values are calculated for all adjacent intervals. Next, the smallest
of the calculated 2 values is found and compared with the user-chosen value: if it is smaller,
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Table 8.7. Four hypothetical scenarios for discretizing an
attribute.
BP1

BP2

Class

Int.1

Int.2

Total

Class

Int.1

Int.2

Total

C1
C2
Total

4
1
5

4
5
9

8
6
14

C1
C2
Total

7
1
8

1
5
6

8
6
14

BP3

BP4

Class

Int.1

Int.2

Total

Class

Int.1

Int.2

Total

C1
C2
Total

4
3
7

4
3
7

8
6
14

C1
C2
Total

8
0
8

0
6
6

8
6
14

then the two corresponding intervals are merged; otherwise, they are kept. The process is repeated
until the smallest value found is larger than the user-specified value. The procedure needs to be
repeated for each feature separately. There are also several other ways, not covered here, in which
the 2 test can be used for discretization of features.
3.1.3. Maximum Entropy Discretization
Let us recall that in order to design an effective discretization scheme, one needs to choose:
– Initial discretization. One way of doing this is to start with only one interval bounded by the
minimum and the maximum values of the attribute. The optimal interval scheme is found by
successively adding the candidate boundary points. On the other hand, a search can begin with
all the boundary points as candidates for the optimal interval scheme, and then their number can
be reduced by elimination. The easiest way to chooe the candidate boundary points, however, is
to take all the midpoints between any two nearby values of a continuous feature; alternatively,
the user may use some heuristic to specify their number.
– Criteria for a discretization scheme. As mentioned above, CAIM, CAIR, and CAIU criteria are
good measures of the interdependence between the class variable and the interval variable, and
thus all can be used as discretization criteria.
Let T be the set of all possible discretization schemes, with their corresponding quanta matrices.
The goal of the maximum entropy discretization is to find a t∗ ∈ T such that
Ht∗  ≥ Ht

∀t ∈ T

where H is Shannon’s entropy as defined before. This method is intended to ensure maximum
entropy with minimum loss of information. To calculate the maximum entropy (ME) for one row
in the quanta matrix (one class), a discretization scheme must be found that makes the quanta
values as even as possible. However, for a general multiclass problem, discretization based on
maximum entropy for the quanta matrix can be highly combinatorial. To avoid this situation, the
problem of maximizing the total entropy of the quanta matrix is approximated by maximizing the
marginal entropy. Then boundary improvement (by successive local perturbation) is performed to
maximize the total entropy of the quanta matrix. The ME algorithm after Ching et al. is presented
below.
Given: A training data set consisting of M examples and C classes.
For each feature, DO:
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1. Initial selection of the interval boundaries:
a) Calculate the heuristic number of intervals = M/3∗ C
b) Set the initial boundary so that the sums of the rows for each column in the quanta matrix
distribute as evenly as possible to maximize the marginal entropy
2. Local improvement of the interval boundaries
a) Boundary adjustments are made in increments of the ordered, observed unique feature values
to both the lower boundary and the upper boundary for each interval
b) Accept the new boundary if the total entropy is increased by such an adjustment
c) Repeat the above until no improvement can be achieved
Result: Final interval boundaries for each feature.
The ME discretization seeks the discretization scheme that preserves the information about a given
data set. However, since it hides information about the class-feature interdependence, it is not very
helpful for subsequently used ML algorithms, which have to find the class-feature interdependence
on their own.
3.1.4. Class-Attribute Interdependence Redundancy Discretization (CAIR)
In order to overcome the ME problem of not retaining the interdependence relationship between
the class variable and attribute variable, the CAIR measure can be used as a criterion for the
discretization algorithm. Since the problem of maximizing CAIR, if we are to find an optimal
number of intervals, is highly combinatorial, a heuristic is used to find a local optimization
solution, as outlined in the following pseudocode.
Given: A training data set consisting of M examples and C classes.
1. Interval initialization
a) Sort in an increasing order the continuous-valued attributes
b) Calculate the number of intervals from the heuristic M/3∗ C
c) Perform ME discretization on the sorted values to obtain initial intervals
d) Form the quanta matrix corresponding to those initial intervals
2. Interval improvement
a) Based on the existing boundaries, tentatively eliminate each inner boundary in turn, and
calculate its corresponding CAIR
a) After all tentative elimination has been tried on each existing boundary, accept the one with
the largest corresponding value of CAIR
b) Update the boundaries, and repeat this step until there is no increase of CAIR
3. Interval elimination
At this step the statistically insignificant (redundant) intervals are consolidated. This is done
by using the 2 test in the following manner:
a) Perform the following test:
RC  Fj  ≥

2

2 · L · HC  Fj 

where 2 is the 2 value at a certain significance level specified by the user, L is the total
number of values in two adjacent intervals, and H is the entropy for these intervals
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b) If the test is significant at the specified level, then perform the same test for the next pair of
intervals
c) If not, one of the intervals from the pair is redundant, and they are consolidated into one by
eliminating the separating boundary
Result: Final interval boundaries for each feature.
The CAIR criterion was used in the CADD algorithm to select a minimum number of intervals
without significantly reducing CA interdependence information. The problems with CADD are
that it uses the heuristic in selecting the initial number of intervals, that the use of ME to initialize
the interval boundaries may result in a very poor discretization scheme, although this outcome is
remedied by the boundary perturbation scheme at step 2, and that the confidence level for the 2
test needs to be specified by the user. All these factors increase the computational complexity of
the algorithm.
3.2. Other Supervised Discretization Algorithms
Below we describe two conceptually simple supervised discretization algorithms that are normally
used for other purposes. One is a clustering algorithm and the other a decision tree. Later we
outline a dynamic supervised discretization algorithm.
3.2.1. K-means clustering for discretization
The K-means algorithm, the widely used clustering algorithm, is based on the minimization of
a performance index defined as the sum of the squared distances of all vectors, in a cluster, to its
center. The K-means algorithm is described in detail in Chapter 9. Below, we restate it expressly
for the purpose of discretization of an attribute, namely, for finding the number and the boundaries
of intervals.
Given: A training data set consisting of M examples and C classes, and a user-defined number
of intervals nFi for feature Fi
1. Do class cj for j = 1     C
2. Choose K = nFi as the initial number of cluster centers. Initially, the first K values of the
feature can be selected as the cluster centers.
3. Distribute the values of the feature among the K cluster centers, based on the minimal distance
criterion. As a result, feature values will cluster around the updated K cluster centers.
4. Compute K new cluster centers such that for each cluster the sum of the squared distances
from all points in the same cluster to the new cluster center is minimized
5. Check whether the updated K cluster centers are the same as the previous ones, if yes go to
step 1; otherwise, go to Step 3
Result: The final boundaries for the single feature that consist of the minimum value of the
feature, midpoints between any two nearby cluster prototypes for all classes, and the maximum
value of the feature.
The outcome of the algorithm, in an ideal case, is illustrated, for one feature, in Figure 8.3.
The behavior of the K-means algorithm is strongly influenced by the number of cluster centers
(which the user must choose), the choice of initial cluster centers, the order in which the samples
are taken, and geometric properties of the data. In practice, before specifying the number of
intervals for each feature, the user might draw the frequency plot for each attribute so that the
“guessed” number of intervals (clusters) is as correct as possible. In Figure 8.3 we have correctly
“guessed” the number of clusters to be 6, and therefore the result is good. Otherwise, we might
have gotten a number of intervals that did not correspond to the true number of clusters present
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Figure 8.3. Illustration of the K-means discretization algorithm.

in a given attribute (what we are in fact doing is one-dimensional clustering). The problem of
choosing the correct number of clusters is inherent to all clustering algorithms. To avoid it, one can
cluster the feature values into several different numbers of intervals (clusters) and then calculate
some measure of the goodness of clustering (see the discussion of cluster validity measures in
Chapter 9). Then, one can choose the number of intervals that corresponds to the optimal value
of the used cluster validity measure.
3.2.2. One-level Decision Tree Discretization
In order to better understand the one-level decision tree algorithm the reader is encouraged to
read about decision trees in Chapter 12. The one-level decision tree algorithm by Holte can be
used for feature discretization. It is known as One-Rule Discretizer, or 1RD. It greedily divides
the feature range into a number of intervals, using the constraint that each interval must include at
least the user-specified minimum number of continuous values (statistics tells us that this number
should not be less than 5). The 1RD algorithm starts with initial partition into the intervals, each
containing the minimum number of values, and then moves the initial partition boundaries, by
adding the feature values, so that each interval contains a strong majority of objects from one
decision class. The process is illustrated in Figure 8.4.

Y

X

Figure 8.4. Illustration of the 1RD algorithm for 2D data. On the right, we see a discretization using features
X and Y , respectively.
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3.2.3. Dynamic Attribute Discretization
Few algorithms for dynamic attribute selection exist, and their applicability to large data sets is
limited because of the high computational costs. In spite of this situation we outline below one
supervised dynamic discretization algorithm. Discretization performed by a supervised dynamic
discretization algorithm, in an ideal case, may essentially eliminate the need for the subsequent
design of a classifier, as illustrated in Figure 8.5, which shows the hypothetical outcome of the
algorithm.
From the outcome of such discretization, we may design a classifier (although one that does not
recognize all the training instances correctly) in terms of the following rules, using both features:
IF
IF
IF
IF

x1 = 1
x1 = 2
x1 = 2
x1 = 2

AND
AND
AND
AND

x2 = I
x2 = II
x2 = III
x2 = I

IF x1 = 1 AND x2 = II

THEN class = MINUS (covers 10 minuses)
THEN class = PLUS (covers 10 pluses)
THEN class = MINUS (covers 5 minuses)
THEN class = MINUS MAJORITY CLASS
(covers 3 minuses & 2 pluses)
THEN class = PLUS MAJORITY CLASS
(covers 2 pluses & 1 minus)

X2

III

II

I

X1
1

2

X1
1

2

X2
I

II

III

Figure 8.5. Discretization of two attributes performed in a supervised dynamic way. Top: training data
instances (their class memberships). Bottom: discretization of the first attribute into two intervals and of the
second attribute also into two intervals.
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We note that the discretized feature x2 alone can be used to design a reasonably accurate
classifier if the following rules are specified:
IF x2 = I
IF x2 = II
IF x2 = III

THEN class = MINUS MAJORITY CLASS
(covers 10 minuses & 2 pluses)
THEN class = PLUS MAJORITY CLASS
(covers 10 pluses & 1 minus)
THEN class = MINUS (covers 5 minuses)

By defining the above, simpler classifier, we have in fact used the most discriminatory feature
(see Chapter 7), identified by the dynamic discretization algorithm. In specifying both classifiers,
we have used the terms PLUS/MINUS MAJORITY CLASS to indicate that the corresponding
rules do not cover only one class but a mixture of both. As we will see in Chapter 12, to avoid
overfitting of the training data, we accept such rules for large data sets.
Below, after Gama et al., we outline one such supervised dynamic discretization algorithm. It
uses training data to build hypotheses for possible discretizations of all continuous attributes into a
number of intervals for each attribute. Then it uses test data to validate/choose the best hypothesis.
The algorithm uses an A∗ search to determine the number of intervals for each attribute.
The size of the search space for the A∗ algorithm is r1 • r2 •    rd regions, where ri is the
number of continuous values for the ith attribute. A state is defined as a collection of vectors
n1 n2    nd , where ni is the number of intervals for attribute i. The most general discretization
would be into one interval for each attribute, i.e., 1 1    1, and the most specific would be to
use all original continuous values for all attributes, i.e. r1  r2    rd . The goal of the search is
to find the optimal value for each attribute, according to some objective function. The objective
function for the A∗ algorithm is defined as on = gn + dn, where n denotes a state. The
function g measures the distance to the goal state, and function d measures the depth of the search
tree, or distance from the initial state. The function g is defined using the test data set, that is
defined in terms of the error committed on the test data using the current discretization scheme for
all attributes. For example, for four attributes, it could be (2,3,5,4). The function d is defined as

dn =

l
1
logni 
c i=1

where c is a user-specified scaling constant used to control the influence of function d on the
objective function. The objective function favors smaller over larger number of intervals for each
attribute.
Before one can calculate the value of function g (the error on test data), two operations must
be performed for a current candidate hypothesis, say, (2,3,5,4):
– both the training and test data must be discretized into 2, 3, 5, and 4 intervals, respectively
– to achieve this outcome one can use any of the discretization algorithms described in this
Chapter (we know the number of intervals for each attribute).
Once we have discretized both data sets, we compute the error on the test data. If it is smaller
than the current best value, we accept the new discretization. Using our example, if the current
state is (2,3,5,4) and we decide to increase the number of intervals for each attribute by one (our
initial state was (1,1,1,1)), and the current node has four children nodes ((3,3,5,4), (2,4,5,4), etc.),
the decision of which of these nodes to expand will depend on the value of the objective function:
only the node with the smallest value will be expanded.
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The stopping criteria for the algorithm are as follows: if the value of the objective function is
zero (no error on test data), then stop: optimal discretization has been found. The other criterion is
that if after a few iterations (say, 3) there is no improvement of the objective function value, then
increase the number of intervals by one. If, again, after a few iterations there is no improvement,
then stop: optimal discretization has been found.
From the above outline, we note that this supervised dynamic discretization algorithm, although
interesting, is computationally expensive. That is why dynamic algorithms are not used in practice.
3.2.4. Paterson and Niblett Algorithm
Finally, we briefly describe an algorithm that is incorporated into C4.5 and C5.0 algorithms as a
preprocessing step, used before building a decision tree, to discretize continuous data. For feature
Fi that has a number, r, of continuous values, first the training examples are sorted on the values
of feature Fi . Then they are split, on threshold R, into two intervals: those for which Fi ≤ R and
those for which Fi > R. To find the threshold R, all the r-1 possible divisions on feature Fi are
examined. For each possible value of R, the information gain is computed, and the threshold
corresponding to the largest value of information gain, or gain ratio, is chosen as the threshold
to discretize this feature (see Chapter 12 for information about decision trees).

4. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter we introduced two unsupervised and several supervised discretization
algorithms [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11]. We also outlined one dynamic discretization algorithm
[7] and performed comparison between several state-of-the-art algorithms [3, 10]. Discretization
algorithms are one of the most important preprocessing tools. Depending on the goal of preprocessing and the type of data, we use either one type of algorithm or another. If the goal is to build
a model of the data in a situation where training data are available, one should use a supervised
discretization algorithm. If the data are very large then one is constrained to using only the
simplest algorithms. The most important topics discussed in this Chapter are the notion of the
quanta matrix and the information-theoretic approach to discretization.
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5. Exercises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the basic categories of discretization algorithms?
What is a quanta matrix?
Implement and run a one-level decision tree to discretize the iris and pid data sets (see Table 8.3).
Implement and run the CAIM algorithm on the iris and pid data sets (see Table 8.3).
Implement and run the dynamic discretization algorithm on the iris and pid data sets (see
Table 8.3).

Part 4
Data Mining: Methods for
Constructing Data Models

9
Unsupervised Learning: Clustering

In this Chapter, we introduce the concept of clustering, present the basic terminology, offer a
commonly encountered taxonomy of clustering algorithms, and discuss in detail some representative algorithms. We cover essential issues of scalable clustering that offers an insight into the
issues of handling large data sets.

1. From Data to Information Granules or Clusters
Making sense of data has been an ongoing quest within various types of research communities
in almost every practical endeavor that deals with collected experimental evidence. The age of
information technology, whose eminent manifestation is a vast amount of data, has amplified this
quest and made it even more challenging. The collections of large quantities of data anytime and
anywhere have become the predominant reality of our lives.
Within this context, clustering arises as a remarkably rich conceptual and algorithmic framework
for data analysis and interpretation. In a nutshell, clustering is about abstraction–discovering
structure in collections of data. The task of clustering is challenging both conceptually and
computationally. As explained in Chapter 4, the term clustering is often used as a synonym
for unsupervised learning (but we need to remember that another key unsupervised learning
technique is association rules). As the name clustering implies, it is anticipated that a suitable,
unsupervised algorithm is capable of discovering structure on its own by exploring similarities or
differences (such as distances) between individual data points in a data set under consideration.
This highly intuitive and appealing guideline sounds deceptively simple: cluster two data points
if they are “close” to each other and keep doing the same by exploring the distances between
newly formed clusters and the remaining data points. The number of different strategies for cluster
formation is enormous, and a great many approaches try to determine what “similarity” between
elements in the data means. Different clustering algorithms address various facets and properties
of clusters. Their computational aspects are of paramount importance, and we need to become
cognizant of them at the very beginning, in particular with reference to scalability issues. Let
us stress that dividing N data (patterns) into c clusters (groups) gives rise to a huge number of
possible partitions, which is expressed in the form of the Stirling number:
 
c
1
c N
i
−1c−i
(1)
i
c! i=1
To illustrate the magnitude of the existing possibilities, let us consider N = 100 and c = 5,
which sounds like a fairly limited problem. Even in this case, we end up with over 1067 partitions.
Obviously, we need to resort to some optimization techniques the ones known as clustering
methods.
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2. Categories of Clustering Algorithms
Clustering techniques can be divided into three main categories:
1. Partition – based clustering, sometimes referred to as objective function-based clustering
2. Hierarchical clustering
3. Model-based (a mixture of probabilities) clustering.
The clustering principles for each of these categories are very different which implies very different
style of processing and resulting formats of the results. In partition based clustering, we rely on
a certain objective function whose minimization is supposed to lead us to the “discovery” of the
structure existing in the data set. While the algorithmic setup is quite appealing and convincing
(the optimization problem could be well formalized), one is never sure what type of structure to
expect and hence what should be the most suitable form of the objective function. Typically, in this
category of the methods, we predefine the number of clusters and proceed with the optimization
of the objective function. There are some variants in which we also allow for successive splits
of the clusters, a process that leads us to a dynamically adjusted number of clusters. The essence
of hierarchical clustering lies in the successive development of clusters; we begin either with
successive splits (starting with a single cluster that is an entire data set) or with individual points
treated as initial clusters, which we and keep merging (this process leads us to the concept of
agglomerative clustering). The essential feature of hierarchical clustering concerns a suitable choice
of a distance function and a means to express the distance between data and patterns. These
features, in essence, give rise to a spectrum of various clustering methods (single linkage, complete
linkage, etc.). In model-based clustering, as the name itself stipulates, we assume a certain probabilistic model of the data and then estimate its parameters. In this case, we refer to a so-called
mixture density model where we assume that the data are a result of a mixture of c sources
of data. Each of these sources is treated as a potential cluster.

3. Similarity Measures
Although we have discussed the concept of similarity (or distance) in Chapter 4, it is instructive
to cast these ideas in the setting of clustering. In the case of continuous features (variables) one
can use many distance functions as similarity measures (see Table 9.1). Each of these distances
comes with its own geometry (such as hyperspheres and hyperboxes). As will become clear later
on, the choice of distance function implies some specific geometry of the clusters formed.
In the case of binary variables, we usually do not use distance as a similarity measure. Consider
two binary vectors x and y, that are two strings of binary data:
x = x1 x2    xn T
y = y1 y2    yn T
compare them coordinate-wise and then count the number of occurrences of specific combinations
of 0’s and 1’s:
a) when
b) when
c) when
d) when

xk and yk are both equal to 1
xk = 0 and yk = 1
xk = 1 and yk = 0
xk and yk are both equal to 0

These four combinations of numbers can be organized into a 2 × 2 co-occurrence matrix to
show how the two strings are “close” to each other. Note that since the strings are composed of
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Table 9.1. Selected distance functions between patterns x and y.
Distance function

Formula and comments
n
dx y = ∑ xi − yi 2

Euclidean distance

i=1

n

Hamming (city block) distance

dx y = ∑ xi − yi 

Tchebyschev distance

dx y = maxi=12n xi − yi 
n
dx y = p ∑ xi − yi p  p > 0

i=1

Minkowski distance

i=1

n

dx y = ∑

Canberra distance

i=1

xi −yi 
 xi
xi +yi

and yi are positive

n

dx y =

Angular separation

∑ xi yi

 n

i=1

n

∑ xi2 ∑ yi2

i=1

1/2

i=1

Note: similarity measure expresses the
angle between the unit vectors in the
direction of x and y

0’s and 1’s, we encounter four combinations; these are represented in the tabular format shown
below. For instance, the first row and the first column corresponds to the number of times 1s’
occur in both strings (equal to a):

1
0

1
a
c

0
b
d

Evidently, the zero nondiagonal entries of this matrix indicate ideal matching (the highest
similarity). Based on these four entries, there are several commonly encountered measures of
similarity of binary vectors. The simplest is the matching coefficient defined as
a+d
a+b+c+d

(2)

Another measure of similarity, Russell and Rao’s, takes the following form:
a
a+b+c+d

(3)

The Jacard index is more focused since it involves cases in which both inputs assume values
equal to 1:
a
a+b+c

(4)

The Czekanowski index is practically the same, but by adding the weight factor of 2 it
emphasizes the coincidence of situations when both entries in x and y assume values equal to 1:
2a
2a + b + c

(5)
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For binary data, the Hamming distance could be another viable alternative. It is essential to be
aware of the existence of numerous approaches to defining similarity measures used in various
application-oriented settings.
When the features assume p discrete values, we can express the level of similarity/matching
by counting the number of situations in which the values of the corresponding entries of x and y
coincide. If this occurs r times, the pertinent measure could be in the following form, where n
denotes the dimension of the corresponding vectors:
dx y =

n−r
r
= 1−
n
n

(6)

4. Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering algorithms produce a graphical representation of data. The construction
of graphs (these methods reveal structure by considering each individual pattern) is done in two
modes: the bottom-up and top-down. In the bottom-up mode, also known as the agglomerative
approach, we treat each pattern as a single-element cluster and then successively merge the closest
clusters. At each pass of the algorithm, we merge the two clusters that are the closest. The process
repeats until we get to a single data set (cluster) or reach a predefined threshold value. The
top-down approach, also known as the divisive approach, works in the opposite direction. We
start with the entire set, treat it as a single cluster, and keep splitting it into smaller clusters.
Considering the nature of the top-down and bottom-up processes, these methods are quite often
computationally inefficient, except possibly in the case of binary patterns.
The results of hierarchical clustering are represented in the form of a dendrogram. A
dendrogram is defined as a binary tree with a distinguished root that has all the data items at its
leaves. An example of a dendrogram is shown in Figure 9.1, along with distance values guiding
the process of successive merging of the clusters. Depending upon the distance value, we produce
a sequence of nested clusters.
Dendrograms are visually appealing graphical constructs that help us understand how difficult
it is to merge two clusters. The nodes (represented in the form of small dots) located at the
bottom of the graph correspond to the patterns/data points a b c   . While moving up in the
graph, we merge the points that are the closest in terms of some assumed similarity function.
For instance, the distance between g and h is the smallest, and thus these two are merged. The
distance scale shown at the right-hand side of the graph helps us visualize distance between the
clusters. Moving upwards, the clusters get larger.
Thus, at any level of the graph (see the dotted line in Figure 9.1), we can explicitly enumerate
the content of the clusters. For instance, following the dotted line, we end up with three clusters,
that is a , b c d e , and f g h . This process implies a simple stopping criterion: given a
certain threshold value of the distance, we stop merging the clusters once the distance between

{a}
{b, c, d, e}
{f, g, h}

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Figure 9.1. A dendrogram as a visualization of structure in the data.
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them exceeds the threshold. In other words, merging two quite distinct structures (where their
distinctiveness is expressed via the distance value) does not seem to be a good idea.
An important issue arises as to the way in which one can measure distance between two
clusters. Note that we have discussed how to express distance between two patterns. Here, since
each cluster may contain many patterns, distance computations are not that obvious and certainly
not unique. Consider clusters A and B as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Let us describe the distance
(between A and B) by dA B and denote the number of patterns in A and B by n1 and n2 ,
respectively.
We have several ways of computing the distance between two such clusters, as described below.
Single link method (see Figure 9.2 (a)) the distance dA B is based on the minimal distance
between the patterns belonging to A and B. It is computed as
dA B = minx∈Ay∈B dx y

(7)

In essence, this distance is a radically “optimistic” mode, where we involve the closest patterns
located in different clusters. The clustering method based on this distance is one of the most
commonly used.
Complete link method (see Figure 9.2 (b)) This approach is on the opposite end of the spectrum,
since it is based on the farthest distance between two patterns in two clusters:
dA B = maxx∈Ay∈B dx y

(8)

Group average link (see Figure 9.2 (c)) in contrast to the two previous approaches, in which the
distance is determined on the basis of extreme values of the distance function, in this method we
calculate the average between the distances as computed between each pair of patterns, with one
pattern from each cluster:
dA B =


1
dx y
cardAcardB x∈Ay∈B

(9)

Obviously, the computations are more intensive, but they reflect a general tendency between the
distances computed for individual pairs of patterns.
One can develop other ways of expressing the distance between clusters A and B. For instance,
we can calculate the Hausdorff distance between two sets of patterns:
dA B = maxmaxx∈A miny∈B dx y maxy∈B minx∈A dx y

(10)

To illustrate the essence of distance computations between a data point and a cluster we will
use the following example.

B
A

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.2. Two clusters A and B and several ways of computing the distance between them: (a) single
link; (b) complete link; (c) group average link. Data are denoted by small circles.
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Example: Let cluster A consist of three points (1,3), (2,3), and (1.5, 0.5). The distance between
x and A, d(x,A) is computed using formulas (7)–(9). In the computations we use the Euclidean,
Hamming and Tchebyschev distance, respectively. The results are displayed in a series of graphs
shown in Figure 9.3.
An interesting general formula for expressing various agglomerative clustering approaches is
known as the Lance-Williams recurrence formula. It expresses the distance between cluster A and
B and the cluster formed by merging these two (which gives rise to cluster C):
dA∪BC =

A dAC

+

B dBC

+ dAB + dAC − dBC 

(11)

with adjustable values of the parameters A  B  , and . The choice of values for these
parameters implies a certain clustering method, as shown in Table 9.2.
With reference to the algorithmic considerations, hierarchical clustering can be realized in many
different ways. One interesting alternative comes in the form of the Jarvis-Patrick (JP) algorithm.
For each data point, we form a list of k nearest neighbors (where the neighborhood is expressed
in terms of some predefined distance function).
We allocate two points to the same cluster if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
a) the points are within each other’s list of nearest neighbors
b) the points have at least kmin nearest neighbors in common.
Here k and kmin are two integer parameters whose values are specified in advance before
building the clusters. The JP algorithm has two evident advantages. First, it allows for nonconvex

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.3. Plots of distance d(x,A) for (a) the single link (b) complete link, (c) group average link, and the
Euclidean, Hamming, and Tchebyshev distances, from left to right, respectively.
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Table 9.2. Values of the parameters in the Lance-Williams recurrence
formula and the resulting agglomerative clustering; nA  nB and nC
denote the number of patterns in the corresponding clusters.
Clustering method

A B

1/2

0

−1/2

1/2
nA
nA + nB
1/2

0
nA nB
−
nA + nB 2
−1/4

1/2

Single link
Complete link
Centroid
Median

0
0

clusters. This point becomes obvious: the data point a may be clustered with b and b could be
grouped with c, and subsequently, the points a and c which do not seem to be related to each
other end up in the same cluster. Second, the algorithm is nonparametric. Since it is based upon
the ordering of the distances (ranking) it is less sensitive to potential outliers.

5. Objective Function-Based Clustering
The key design challenge in objective function-based clustering is the formulation of an objective
function capable of reflecting the nature of the problem so that its minimization reveals meaningful
structure (clusters) in the data.
Objective function-based clustering looks for a data structure through minimization of some
performance index (called also objective function). Our anticipation is that a proper choice of
the objective function and its minimization would help reveal a “genuine” structure in the data.
There are many possibilities for formulating the objective function and various ways of
organizing the optimization activities. In what follows, we discuss several representative
algorithms by emphasizing the very nature of the underlying methods. The representation of the
structure (clusters) is provided in two ways, namely, as a collection of representatives (prototypes)
and as a partition matrix. Let us denote the prototypes by v1  v2      vc . The partition matrix
U = uik  consists of c rows and N columns whose entries describe allocation of the corresponding
data to the consecutive clusters.
5.1. K-Means Algorithm
The minimum variance criterion is one of the most common options that help organize the data. It
comes with a clear and intuitive motivation: the prototypes of a large number of data should be
such that they minimize a dispersion of data around them. Having N patterns in Rn and assuming
that we are interested in forming c clusters, we compute the sum of dispersions between the
patterns and a set of prototypes v1  v2      vc :
Q=

N
c 


uik xk − vi 2

(12)

i=1 k=1

where  2 being Euclidean distance between xk and vi . The important
component in the above sum is the partition matrix U = uik  i = 1 2     c
k = 1 2     N whose role is to allocate the patterns to the clusters. The entries of U are binary.
Pattern k belongs to cluster i when uik = 1. The same pattern is excluded from the cluster when
uik is equal to 0.
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Partition matrices satisfy the following conditions:
• each cluster is nontrivial, i.e., it does not include all patterns and is nonempty:
0<

N


uik < N  i = 1 2     c

(13)

k=1

• each pattern belongs to a single cluster
C


uik = 1 k = 1 2     N

(14)

i=1

The family of partition matrices (binary matrices satisfying these two conditions) will be
denoted by U. As a result of minimization of Q, we construct the partition matrix and a set of
prototypes. Formally, we express this construct in the following way, which is an optimization
problem with constraints:
Min Q with respect to v1  v2      vc and U ∈ U

(15)

There are a number of approaches for this optimization. The most common is K-Means, a well
established way to cluster data.
The flow of the main optimization activities in K-Means clustering can be outlined in the
following manner:
Start with some initial configuration of the prototypes vi  i = 1 2     c (e.g., choose them
randomly)
• iterate
• construct a partition matrix by assigning numeric values to U according to the following rule

1 if dxk  vi  = minj=i dxk  vj 
uik =
(16)
0
otherwise
• update the prototypes by computing the weighted average, which involves the entries of the
partition matrix
N

uik xk
vi =

k=1
N

(17)
uik

k=1

until the performance index Q stabilizes and does not change, or until the changes are negligible.
Partition matrices form a vehicle to illustrate the structure of the patterns. For instance, the
matrix formed for N = 8 patterns split into c = 3 clusters is shown as follows:
⎡
⎤
10 01 0 1 0 1
U = ⎣0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0⎦
00 00 1 0 1 0
Each row describes a single cluster. Thus we have the following arrangement: the first cluster
consists of patterns 1 4 6 8 , the second involves a set of patterns 2 3 , and the third one
covers the remaining patterns, that is 5 7
Graphical visualization of the partition matrix (data structure) can be shown in the form of a
star or radar diagram as shown in Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.4. Star diagram as a graphical representation of the partition matrix for three clusters.

5.2. Growing a Hierarchy of Clusters
Objective function-based clustering can be organized in some hierarchical topology of clusters
that helps us reveal a structure in a successive manner while reducing the required computing
effort. The crux of this approach is as follows: we start with a fairly small number of clusters,
say, 3–5. Given this low number, the optimization may not be very demanding. For each cluster
formed here, we determine the value of the associated objective function, say the one given by
expression (4) and computed for each cluster separately. Denote it by Qi . The cluster with the
highest value of Qi is a candidate for further splitting (structural refinement). We cluster the data
belonging to this cluster into c groups and next compute the values of the objective function for
each of these groups. Again, we find the cluster with the highest objective function and proceed
with its refinement (further splits). This process is repeated until we reach the point where the
values of the objective functions for each cluster have fallen below a predefined threshold or
we have exceeded the maximal number of clusters allowed in this process. The growth of the
cluster tree (Figure 9.5) depends on the nature of the data. In some cases, we can envision a fairly
balanced growth. In others, the growth could concentrate upon portions of the data where some
newly split clusters are subject to further consecutive splits.
The advantage of this stepwise development process is that instead of proceeding with a
large number of clusters in advance (which carries a significant computing cost associated with
this grouping), we successively handle the clusters that require attention due to their heterogeneity
(dispersion).

c-clusters

c-clusters

c-clusters

c-clusters

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.5. Growing a tree of clusters (a) balanced growth where most clusters at the higher level are split;
(b) imbalanced growth, in which some clusters are subject to consecutive splits.
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5.3. Kernel–based Clustering
The structure present in original data could be quite complicated – a situation that poses a
genuine challenge to a variety of clustering techniques. One interesting alternative to address
this problem is to elevate the original data x y z    to a higher dimensional space M (where
typically M >> N ) in anticipation that the structure arising there could be made quite simple.
This possibility could create an advantage when clustering the data in this new space. Consider
a certain mapping x. By applying it to all data to be clustered, e.g., x1  x2      xN we end up
with x1  x2      xN , which are now located in the extended (augmented) space and are
subject to clustering. As an illustration of the concept, let us focus on the following objective
function involving distances  formulated in some augmented space:
Q=

N
c 


uikm xk  − vi 2

i=1 k=1

The optimization of Q is realized with respect to the partition matrix U and the prototypes
v1  v2      vc  located in this new space. This task could appear to be more complicated
given the fact that now the patterns are located in a highly dimensional space. Hopefully, there
are ways around it that alleviate this potential difficulty. The use of the Mercer theorem allows
us to express a scalar product of the transformed data as a kernel function Kx y so that
Kx y = xT y
Obviously, there is a direct correspondence between the kernel function and the mapping .
Here also originates the name of the kernel-based clustering itself.
If we use Gaussian kernels of the form
Kx y = exp−x − y2 / 2 
then the distance present in the objective function transforms into the far more manageable form
 xk  − vi 2 = 2 − Kxk  vi 
Once this transformation has been noted, the derivations of the complete algorithm are straightforward. These will become obvious when we present the details of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
clustering.
5.4. K-medoids Algorithms
Before we move on to the essence of the K-medoids clustering algorithm, we note that the
prototypes of the clusters are formed on the basis of all elements, and if any data point is affected
by noise, this affects the prototypes. Furthermore, the prototype is not one of the elements of the
data, which again could be treated as an undesired phenomenon. To alleviate these difficulties,
we resort to representatives of the data that are more robust. These come under the term medoids.
To explain the concept, we start with the concept of a median.
The median, med x1  x2      xN , of real numbers is an ordered statistic that expresses a
“central” element in the set. Assume that the above set of data is ordered, say, x ≤ x2     ≤ xN . The
median is defined as follows: (a) median = xN +1/2 if N is odd and (b) median = xN/2 + xN/2+1 /2
if N is even. It is worth stressing that the median is a robust estimator: the result does not depend
on noisy data. To illustrates, let us imagine that x1 assumes a value that is far lower than the
rest of the data. x1 is therefore an outlier and, as such, should not impact the result. The median
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median

median

mean

mean

Figure 9.6. Median of dataset x1  x2      xN . Note its robustness property which manifests as no change
even in the presence of one or more outlier(s) – see the situation represented on the right-hand side.

reflects this situation – note that its value has not been changed (see Figure 9.6). Evidently, in
this case because of the outlier, the mean of this data set is pushed far down in comparison with
the previous case.
One could easily demonstrate that the median is a solution to the following optimization
problem:
minii

N


xk − xii  =

k=1

N


xk − med

(18)

k=1

where med denotes the median. Interestingly, in the above objective function we encounter a
Hamming distance, which stands in sharp contrast with the Euclidean distance we found in
the K-means algorithm. In other words, some objective functions promote the robustness of
clustering.
In addition to the evident robustness property (highly desirable), we note that the prototype is
one of the elements of the data. This is not the case in K-means clustering where the prototype
is calculated from averaging and hence does not have any interpretability.
In general, for n-dimensional data, the objective function governing the clustering into c clusters
is written in the form
Q=

N
c 

i=1 k=1

uik  xk − vi 2 =

n
c 
N 


uik xkj − vij 

(19)

i=1 k=1 j=1

Finding the minimum of this function leads to the centers of the clusters. Nevertheless, this
optimization process can be quite tedious. To avoid this type of the optimization process, other
arrangements are considered. They come under the name of specialized clustering techniques
including Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) and Clustering LARge Applications (CLARA).
The underlying idea of the PAM algorithm is to represent the structure in the data by a collection
of medoids – a family of the most centrally positioned data points. For a given collection of
medoids, each data point is grouped around the medoid to which its distance is the shortest.
The quality of the produced clustering formed from the collection of medoids is quantified by
taking the sum of distances between the medoids and the data belonging to the corresponding
cluster represented by the specific medoid. PAM starts with an arbitrary collection of elements
treated as medoids. At each step of the optimization, we make an exchange between a certain
data point and one of the medoids, assuming that the swap results in improvement in the quality
of the clustering. This method has some limitations with reference to the size of the dataset.
Experimental results demonstrate that PAM works well for small datasets with a small number
of clusters, for example, 100 data points and 5 clusters. To deal with larger datasets, the method
has been modified to sample the dataset rather than operating on all data. The resulting method,
called CLARA (Clustering LARge Applications), draws the sample, applies PAM to this sample
and finds the medoids. CLARA draws multiple samples and produces the best clustering as the
output of the clustering.
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In summary, note that the K-medoids algorithm and its variants offer two evident and highly
desirable features:
a) robustness and
b) interpretability of the prototype (as one of the elements of the dataset).
However it also comes with a high computational overhead, which needs to be phased into the
overall knowledge discovery process.
5.5. Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm
In the above described “standard” clustering methods, we assumed that clusters are well-delineated
structures, namely, that a data point belongs to only one of the clusters. While this assumption
sounds mathematically appealing, it is not fully reflective of reality and comes with some
conceptual deficiencies. Consider the two-dimensional data set shown in Figure 9.7.
How many clusters can we distinguish? “Three” seems like a sound answer. If so, we assume
c = 3 and run a clustering algorithm, the two data points situated between the two quite dense
and compact clusters have to be assigned to one of the clusters. K-means will force them to be
assigned somewhere. While this assignment process is technically viable, the conceptual aspect is
far from being fully accepted. Such points may be difficult to assign using Boolean logic, therefore
we would do better to flag them out by showing their partial membership (belongingness) to both
clusters. A split of membership of 1/2 − 1/2 or 0.6 −04 or the like could be more reflective
of the situation presented by these data. To adopt this line of thought, we have to abandon
the concept of two-valued logic (0–1 membership). Doing so brings us to the world of fuzzy
sets, described in Chapter 4. The allocation of the data point becomes a matter of degree – the
higher the membership value, the stronger its bond to the cluster. At the limit, full membership
(a degree of membership of 1) indicates that the data point is fully allocated to the cluster.
Lower values indicate weaker membership in the cluster. The most “unclear” situation occurs
when the membership in each cluster is equal to 1/c that is the element is shared among all
clusters to the same extent. Membership degrees are indicative of “borderline” elements: their
membership in the clusters is not obvious, and this situation is easily flagged for the user/data
analyst.
The concept of partial membership in clusters is the cornerstone of fuzzy clustering. In line
with objective function-based clustering, we introduce the concept of a fuzzy partition matrix. In
contrast to the binary belongingness of elements to individual clusters, we now relax the condition
of membership by allowing the values of uik to be positioned anywhere in [0,1]. The two other

Figure 9.7. Three compact clusters and two isolated data points inbetween them: a two-valued logic challenge
and the emergence of fuzzy sets.
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fundamental conditions remain the same as before, as given by equations (13) and (14). The
objective function incorporates the partition matrix and comes in the form of the double sum:
Q=

N
c 


2
um
ik xk − vi 

(20)

i=1 k=1

The elements of the partition matrix come with a fuzzification coefficient m whose values
are greater than 1. The optimization of equation (20) is completed with respect to the prototypes
and the partition matrix. Without going into computational details, we offer a general iterative
scheme of Fuzzy C-Means clustering, in which we successively update the partition matrix and
the prototypes.
Initialize: Select the number of clusters c, stopping value , and fuzzification coefficient m.
The distance function is Euclidean or weighted Euclidean. The initial partition matrix consists of
random entries satisfying equations (13)–(14).
Repeat
update prototypes
N

vi =

k=1
N

um
ik xk
(21)

k=1

um
ik

update partition matrix
uik =

c
l=1



1
xk −vi 
xk −vj 

2/m−1

(22)

Until a certain stopping criterion has been satisfied
The stopping criterion is usually taken to be the distance between two consecutive partition
matrices, U (iter) and Uiter + 1. The algorithm is terminated once the following condition is
satisfied:
maxik  uik iter + 1 − uik iter

≤

(23)

We may use for instance  = 10−6 . Note that the above expression is nothing but a Tchebyshev
distance. The role of the parameters of this clustering is the same as that already discussed in the
case of K-means. The new parameter here is the fuzzification coefficient, which did not exist in
the previous algorithms for the obvious reason that the entries of the partition matrix were only
taken to be 0 or 1. Here the fuzzification coefficient plays a visible role by affecting the shape of
the membership functions of the clusters. Some snapshots of membership functions are shown in
Figure 9.8.
Notably, the values close to 1 yield almost Boolean (binary) membership functions.
5.6. Model-based Algorithms
In this approach, we assume a certain probabilistic model of the data and then estimate its
parameters. This structure, which is highly intuitive comes under the name of mixture density.
We assume that the data are a result of a mixture of c sources of data that might be thought
of as clusters. Each component of this mixture is described by some conditional probability
density function (pdf), pxi , characterized by a vector of parameters i . The prior probabilities
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.8. Plots of membership functions for several values of the fuzzification coefficient m used in the
objective function (a) m = 12; (b) m = 20; (c) m = 30.

p1  p2      pc of clusters are given. Under these assumptions, the model is additive and comes in
the form of mixture densities:
px1  2      c  =

c


pxi pi

(24)

i=1

Given the nature of the model, we also refer to p1 , p2 , .. and pc as mixing parameters. To
build the model, one has to estimate the parameters of the contributing pdfs. To do so we have
to assume that px  is identifiable which means that if  =  then there exists an x such that
px = px). The standard approach used to discover the clusters is to carry out maximum
likelihood estimation. In essence, this estimate maximizes the expression
PX =

N


pxk 

(25)

k=1

One should know that the above optimization problem is not straightforward, especially with
high-dimensional data.
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5.7. Scalable Clustering Algorithms
5.7.1. Density-Based Clustering (DBSCAN)
As the name indicates, density-based clustering methods rely on the formation of clustering on
the basis of the density of data points. This approach follows a very intuitive observation: if in
some region of the feature space the data are located close to each other, then their density is
high, and hence they form a cluster. On the other hand, if there are some points in some region
and their density is low, they are most likely potential outliers not associated with the majority
of the data.
This appealing observation constitutes the rationale behind the algorithms belonging to the
category of density-based clustering. The DBSCAN method is one of the common representatives
of this category, with OPTICS, DENCLUE, and CLIQUE following the same line of thought.
To convert these intuitive and compelling ideas into the algorithmic environment, we introduce
the notion of the -neighborhood. Given some data xk , the -neighborhood, denoted by N xk ,
is defined as:
N xk  = xdx xk 

≤

(26)

Note that the form of the distance function implies the geometry of the -neighborhood.
Obviously, higher values of  produce larger neighborhoods. For the neighborhood of xk , we can
count the number of data points falling within it. We introduce another parameter, N_Pts, that
tells us how many data points fall within a neighborhood. If the neighborhood of xk is highly
populated by other data, that is
card N xk  ≥ N_Pts
we say that xk satisfies a core point condition. Otherwise, we label xk as a border point.
We say that xi is xk density-reachable with parameters  and N_Pts if:
(a) xi belongs to N xk , and
(b) card N xk  ≥ N_Pts
Figure 9.8 illustrates this type of reachability. Note that the xi could also be density-reachable
from xk by a chain of other data points:
xk+1  xk+2      xi−1

(27)

such that xk+1 is density reachable from xk  xk+2 is density reachable from xk+1 , etc. This type of
transitivity is again illustrated in Figure 9.9.
The property of density reachability becomes the crux of the underlying clustering algorithm.
We form the clusters on the basis of density reachability, and all data belonging to the same
cluster are those that are density reachable.
Nε (xk)
Nε (x1)

Figure 9.9. The concept of density reachability and its transitive character when a sequence of data is
involved.
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Given this background rationale, the generic DBSCAN algorithm consists of the following
sequence of steps.
Set up the parameters of the neighborhood, e and N_Pts:
(a) arbitrarily select a data point, say, xk
(b) find (retrieve) all data that are density reachable from xk
(c) if xk is a core point, then the cluster has been formed (all points are density reachable from xk 
(d) otherwise, consider xk to be a border point and move on to the next data point
The sequence (a) – (d) is repeated until all data points have been processed.
If we take a closer look at the clustering mechanisms, we can see that the concept of densitybased reachability focuses on the formation of groups in a local way. In essence, each data point
(regarded as a potential core) “looks” at its surroundings, which are formed by its neighborhood
of some predefined size . This situation offers a broad variety of potential geometric shapes
of clusters that could be formed in this manner. The elements that are not density reachable are
treated as outliers. Obviously, as in any other mechanism of unsupervised learning, one should be
aware of the number of parameters whose values directly impact the performance of clustering
and the form of the results. Three of these play an essential role. The distance function, as already
mentioned, defines the geometry of the formed neighborhood. The size of the neighborhood and
the number of points, N_Pts, affect the granularity of the search. These latter two are related;
a higher value of  requires higher values of N_Pts. If we consider very small values of , the
DBSCAN starts building a significant number of clusters. With increasing values of , far fewer
clusters are formed, more data points are regarded as outliers, and a more general structure is
revealed. In essence, these parameters offer a significant level of flexibility, yet the choice of
suitable values of the parameters becomes a data-dependent task. The computational complexity
of the method is O (NlogN).
5.7.2. Cure
The essence of CURE (Clustering Using Representatives) is to exploit the concept of scattered
points in clusters. Let us contrast this method with the two extreme clustering techniques. In
centroid-based clustering (such as, e.g., K-means), we use single elements (prototypes) to represent
the clusters. In hierarchical clustering, on the other hand, at the beginning of the process all points
are representative for the clustering process. In the CURE algorithm, we choose a collection of
scattered data in each cluster. The intent of these scattered points is to reflect the shape of the
clusters. During the process of clustering, the scattered points shrink toward the center (mean).
The speed of shrinking is controlled by the damping coefficient (called the shrinking factor),
which assumes values between 0 and 1. If the value of the shrinking factor is 1, then we end
up with K-means clustering. At the other extreme, with the shrinking factor equal to 0 (where
no shrinking occurs), we end up with hierarchical clustering. Since each cluster is represented
by a collection of points, the method is less sensitive to outliers as shrinking helps eliminate
their potential impact. For the realization of CURE in the presence of large datasets, the method
implements the following process. First, it draws a random sample of data. Assuming that the
sample is large enough, one could anticipate that this sample could reflect the overall structure.
Next CURE partitions the random sample and clusters the data in each partition.

6. Grid - Based Clustering
The ideas and motivation behind grid-based clustering are appealing and quite convincing.
Clustering reveals a structure at some level of generality, and we are interested in describing such
structures in the language of generic geometric constructs like hyperboxes and their combinations.
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These result in a highly descriptive shape of the structure. Hence it is appropriate to start by
defining a grid in the data space and then processing the resulting hyperboxes. Obviously, each
hyperbox is described in terms of some statistics of data falling within its boundaries, yet in
further processing we are not concerned with dealing with individual data points. By avoiding
this detailed processing, we save computing time. Let us start with a simple illustrative example.
Consider a collection of quite irregular clusters as shown in Figure 9.10.
It is very likely that partition-based clustering could have problems with this dataset due to
the diversity of geometric shapes of the clusters. Likewise, to carry out clustering, we have to
identify the number of clusters in advance, which poses a major challenge.
Grid-based clustering alleviates these problems by successively merging the elements of the
grid. The boxes combined together give rise to a fairly faithful description of the clusters, and
this otcome becomes possible irrespective of the visible diversity in the geometry of the shapes.
Let us move into a more formal description of grid–based clustering by introducing the main
concepts. The key notion is a family of hyperboxes (referred to as blocks) that are formed in the
data space. Let us denote these by B1  B2      Bp . They satisfy the following requirements: (a) Bi
is nonempty in the sense that it includes some data points, (b) the hyperboxes are disjoint, that
p

is Bi ∩ Bj = Ø if i = j, and (c) a union of all hyperboxes covers all data that is Bi = X where
i=1

X = x1  x2      xN .We also require that such hyperboxes “cover” some maximal number (say,
bmax ) of data points. Hyperboxes differ between themselves with respect to the number of data
they cover. To measure the property of how well a certain hyperbox reflects the data, we compute
a density index that is computed as the ratio of the number of data falling within the hyperbox
and its volume.
Next, the clustering algorithm clusters the blocks Bi , (and, in essence, the data) into a nested
sequence of nonempty and disjoint collections of hyperboxes. The hyperboxes with the highest
density become the centers of clusters of hyperboxes. The remaining hyperboxes are afterwards
clustered iteratively based on their density index, thereby building new cluster centers or merging
with existing clusters. We can merge only those hyperboxes that are adjacent to a certain cluster
(“neighbor”). A neighbor search is conducted, starting at the cluster center and inspecting adjacent
blocks. If a neighbor block is found, the search proceeds recursively with this hyperbox.
Algorithmically, grid-based clustering comprises the following fundamental phases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formation of the grid structure
Insertion of data into the grid structure
Computation of the density index of each hyperbox of the grid structure
Sorting the hyperboxes with respect to the values of their density index
Identification of cluster centres (viz. the hyperboxes of the highest density)
Traversal of neighboring hyperboxes and the merging process

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.10. (a) A collection of geometrically different clusters; (b) and a grid structure formed in the data
space along with clusters being built by merging the adjacent boxes of the grid structure.
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One should be aware that since clustering moves only towards merging hyperboxes, the choice
of grid (which becomes a prerequisite for the overall algorithm) does deserve careful attention.
A grid which is rough may not help capture the details of the structure in the data. A grid that is
too detailed produces a significant computational overhead.
In the literature, most studies focus on cases that involve a significant number of data N
yet they shy away from discussing data of high dimensionality. This tendency is perhaps understandable since grid-based clustering becomes particularly beneficial in these cases (the processing
of the hypeboxes abstracts all computing from the large number of the individual data points).
To summarize, let us highlight the outstanding features of grid-based clustering:
• The grid-based clustering algorithm scans the data set only once and in this way can potentially
handle large data sets.
• By considering basic building blocks the method could handle a broad range of possible
geometric shapes of clusters.
• Since grid-based clustering is predominantly concerned with the notion of density, it is helpful
in handling clusters of arbitrary shapes. Similarly, although we rely on the density of points,
we can detect potential outliers.

7. Self-Organizing Feature Maps
Objective function-based clustering forms one of the main optimization paradigms of data
discovery. To put it in a broader perspective, we switch to an alternative arising in neural networks
(see Chapter 13), namely self-organizing feature maps. This alternative will help us to contrast
the underlying optimization mechanisms and to look at formats of results generated by different
clustering methods.
The concept of a Self-Organizing feature Map (SOM) was originally developed by Kohonen. As
emphasized in the literature, SOMs are regarded as neural networks composed of a grid of artificial
neurons that attempt to show highly dimensional data in a low-dimensional structure, usually
in the form of a two- or three-dimensional map. To make such visualization meaningful, one
ultimate requirement is that the low-dimensional representation of the originally high-dimensional
data has to preserve the topological properties of the data set.
In a nutshell, this requirement means that two data points (patterns) that are close to each
other in the original feature higher-dimensional space should retain this similarity (or closeness or
proximity) in their representation (mapping) in the reduced, lower-dimensional space. Similarly,
two distant patterns in the original feature space should retain their distant locations in the
lower-dimensional space. By being more descriptive, SOM acts as a computer eye that helps
us gain insight into the structure of the data and observe relations occurring between patterns
that were originally located in a high dimensional space by showing those relations in a lowdimensional, typically two- or three-dimensional space. In this way, we can confine ourselves
to a two-dimensional map that apparently preserves all the essential relations between the data
as well as the dependencies between the individual variables. In spite of many variations, the
generic SOM architecture (as well as the learning algorithm) remains basically the same. Below
we summarize the essence of the underlying self-organization algorithm that realizes a certain
form of unsupervised learning.
Before proceeding with detailed computations, we introduce necessary notation. We assume, as
usual, that the data are vectors composed of “n” real numbers, viz. they are elements of Rn . The
SOM is a collection of linear neurons organized in the form of a two-dimensional grid (array), as
shown in Figure 9.11.
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…

Figure 9.11. A basic topology of the SOM constructed as a grid of identical neurons.

In general, the grid may consist of p rows and r columns; quite commonly, we use the square
array of p × p neurons. Each neuron is equipped with modifiable connections wi j where these
form an n-dimensional vector of connections:
wi j = w1 i jw2 i j    wn i j
Note that the pair of indexes (i0, j0) refers to the location of this neuron on the map (array of
neurons). It completes computing of the distance function  between its connections and the
input vector x:
yi j = wi j − x

(28)

The distance function can be any of those discussed earlier. In particular, one could consider
Euclidean distance or its weighted version. The same input x is fed to all neurons. The neuron
with the shortest distance between the input vector and its own weight vector becomes activated
and is called the winning neuron. Let us denote the coordinates of the neuron by (i0, j0). More
precisely, we have
i0 j0 = arg minij wi j − x

(29)

The winning neuron best matches (responds to, is similar to) the input vector x. As a winner of
the competition, it is rewarded by being allowed to modify its weight so that it becomes positioned
even closer to the input. The learning rule is read as follows (see Chapter 13, Sec. 3.2.1 for more
details):
w_newi0 j0 = wi0 j0 + x − wi0 j0

(30)

where  denotes a learning rate,  > 0. The higher the learning rate is, the more intensive the
updates of the weight are. In addition to the changes of weight of the winning neuron, we often
allow its neighbors (the neurons located at the consecutive coordinates of the map) to update their
weights as well. This influence is quantified via a neighbor function  (i, j, i0, j0). In general,
this function satisfies two intuitively appealing conditions:
a) it attains a maximum equal to 1 for the winning node, i = i0 j = j0 i0 j0 i0 j0 = 1 and
b) when the node is apart from the winning node, the value of the function gets lower (the updates
are smaller). Evidently, there are also nodes where the neighbor function goes to zero and the
nodes are not affected.
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Considering the above, we rewrite Equation (30) in the following form:
w_newi j = wi0 j0 + i j i0 j0x − wi j

(31)

The typical neighbor function comes in the form
i j i0 j0 = exp− i − i02 + j − j02 

(32)

with parameter usually assuming small positive values.
Expression (31) applies to all the nodes (i, j) of the map. As we iterate (update) the weights, the
neighborhood function shrinks: at the beginning of the updates, we start with a large region, and
when the learning settles down, we start reducing the size of the neighborhood. For instance, one
may think of a linear decrease of neighborhood size. To emphasize this relationship, we can use
the notation iter i j i0 j0 where iter denotes consecutive iterations of the learning scheme.
Either the number of iterations is specified in advance or the learning terminates once there are
no significant changes in the weights of the neurons.
Some conditions for successful learning of the SOM neural network algorithm are as follows:
• The training data set must be sufficiently large since self-organization relies on statistical
properties of data.
• Proper selection of the neighbor function will assure that only the weights of the winning neuron
and its neighborhood neurons are locally adjusted
• The radius, and thus the size, of the winning neighborhood must monotonically decrease with
learning time (in successive iterations)
• The amount of weight adjustment for neurons in a winning neighborhood depends on how close
they are to the input.
Another approach to designing a SOM network is to use heuristics and simulation-based
findings:
• Since the weights of the SOM network have to approximate the probability density of input
vectors px, it is advisable to have visual inspection of this distribution first. This can be done
by using Sammon nonlinear projection as an initial step before designing the SOM network
(we elaborate on this idea later on).
• The size of the 2D array of neurons should be large enough to accommodate all the clusters that
can be present in the data. An array that is too small may allow discovery of only the coarse
clustering structure (smaller clusters may be put together). For smaller problems, the number
of neurons in a 2D array should be approximately equal to the number of input vectors.
• Since good accuracy of statistical modeling requires a large number of samples (say 100,000), in
practice, for a limited size of input data sets, we may use the data set several times repetitively,
either randomly or by cycling the data in the same sequence through the network.
• To enhance the impact coming some patterns that are known to be important, we can simply
present them to the network a large number of times, or increase their learning rate nd/or
neighbor function i j i0 j0.
• Patterns with missing values can be still used for training, with the missing value being replaced
by the average of that feature
• when it is desired in some applications such as, monitoring of real-time measurements, to map
some nominal data in a specific location on the map (for instance, in the middle) we can copy
these patterns as initial values for the neurons in the desired map location, and then keep their
learning rate low during successive adjustments.
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Example: This example shows the use of the SOM algorithm for finding the hierarchical structure
of pattern vectors after Kohonen. It is an interesting example of SOM self-organization and global
ordering as shown for five-dimensional patterns. The labeled training set, shown in Table 9.2
contains 32 input vectors with categories labeled by letters A, B, …,Z and digits 1,2,…,6. The
SOM neural network has been composed with its 5 inputs fully connected by weights with 70
neurons.
The neurons have been arranged in a rectangular 7 × 10 array with hexagonal neighborhood
geometry:
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The SOM network has been trained using only unlabeled patterns selected randomly. After
10,000 iterations, the weights of the network converged to the stable values. Then the trained
network was calibrated by presenting to it known labeled patterns xi  classj , the classes being
shown as feature x6 in Table 9.2.

ABCDE
F
G
HKLMNOPQR
I
S
W
J
T
X123456
U
Y
V
Z

For each labeled pattern, the array response was computed and the neuron with the strongest
response was labeled by the pattern class. For example, when the pattern (2,0,0,0,0 ; B) was
presented to the network, the left upper neuron in the array had the dominating strongest response
was labeled as class B. It was shown that only 32 neurons were activated during calibration,
whereas the remaining 38 neurons remained unlabeled, as is shown below.
This structure represents a global order, achieved through local interactions and weights adjustments, and reflects a minimum spanning tree relationship among the input patterns as shown
below.
This example shows the power of self-organization. The minimum spanning tree is a mathematical technique, originating in graph theory. Assume that the data patterns from a given set
will be presented as a planar graph, where each vertex represents one data pattern (vector). In
addition, assume that one assigns to each edge, connecting two vertices a weight equal to the
distance between the vertices. The minimum spanning tree is the spanning tree of the pattern
vertices for which the sum of its connected edges is minimal. In another words, the minimum
spanning tree for the data vectors is a corresponding planar tree that connects all data patterns to
their closest neighbors such that total length of the tree edges is minimal. Analyzing the data in
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Table 9.2. Kohonen’s five-dimensional example.
x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Class

1
2
3
4
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
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0
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
3
3
3
3
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
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0
0
0
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0
0
0
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0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
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M
N
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P
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U
V
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X
Y
Z
1
2
3
3
5
6

Table 9.2, we find that the Euclidean distances between subsequent neighboring patterns differ
by a value of one. For instance, for patterns xA and xB
xA − xB  = 1 < xA − xi 

i = C D     Z 1     6

SOM and FCM are complementary, and so are their advantages and shortcomings. FCM requires
the number of groups (clusters) to be defined in advance. It is guided by a certain performance
index (objective function), and the solution comes in the clear form of a certain partition matrix.
In contrast, SOM is more user oriented. There is no number of clusters (group) that needs to be
specified in advance.
As emphasized very clearly so far, SOM provides an important tool for visualization of highdimensional data in a two- or three-dimensional space. The preservation of distances is crucial to
this visualization process.
The same idea of distance preservation is a cornerstone of the Sammon’s projection method;
however, the realization of this concept is accomplished in quite a different manner. This nonlinear
projection attempts to preserve topological relations between patterns in the original and the
reduced spaces by preserving the interpattern distances. Sammon’s projection algorithm minimizes
an error defined as the difference between patterns in the original and reduced feature spaces. More
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formally, let xk be the set of L n-dimensional vectors xk in the original feature space Rn , and let
yk be the set of L corresponding m-dimensional vectors y in the reduced low-dimensional space
Rm , with m << n. Most often we take m = 2. Let us denote by dxi  xj  the distance (usually
Euclidean) between two vectors in the original feature space. Denote by dyi  yj  the distance
between two vectors in the (reduced) projected feature space. Sammon’s algorithm determines the
projection such that it minimizes the following distortion measure Jd , for all L patterns, defined
as follows
Jd =

L


1
L

L

i=1i=j j=1j=i

dxi  xj 

L

dxi  xj  − dyi  yj 2
dxi  xj 
i=1i=j j=1j=i

This criterion, called Sammon’s stress, expresses how well all interpattern distances are preserved
in the projection into a lower-dimensional feature space. Minimization procedures, such as
gradient descent, can be used to find optimal projections that minimize this distortion criterion.
To avoid getting stuck in a local minimum, one may start from different, random, initial configurations, or add noise. Since for every iteration step, LL − 1/2 inter-pattern distances need to
be computed, this algorithm becomes impractical for large number of patterns. Other techniques
for minimization, such as evolutionary programming, can also be used for finding a solution and
possibly even finding the global minimum. Unfortunately, Sammon’s algorithm does not provide
an explicit function describing the relationship between pattern vectors in both the original and
projected spaces. Consequently after finding the optimal projection for a given set of L patterns,
the algorithm does not exhibit a generalization capability. Thus, for new data, the minimization
procedure must be rerun from scratch to accommodate both old and new data.

8. Clustering and Vector Quantization
Briefly speaking, vector quantization concerns various means of data compression, which is
essential when dealing with storage and transmission of images, audio files, multimedia information and so forth (see Chapter 7). There are two important criteria, namely, quality of reconstruction (here we are interested in minimal quantization error) and high compression rate (so that
we can store and transmit only a small portion of the original data to faithfully reconstruct the
original source). An overall scheme for such processing is shown in Figure 9.12.
At the encoding end, we represent data through prototypes. These are usually referred to as a
codebook. Any input datum is then captured in terms of the elements of the codebook and the
index of the representative that matches it best is transmitted or stored. Formally, we can explain
the flow of processing in the following manner:
x

i0
encoder

decoder

codebook

Figure 9.12. The principle of vector quantization. The encoder and decoder both use the same codebook; in
transmission, rather than sending a multidimensional vector x, one transmits an index of the best prototypes
i0  which are used at the decoding end (hence the result of decoding is one of the elements of the codebook).
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Encoding: determine the best representative (prototype) of the codebook and store (transmit)
its index i0  i0 = arg mini x − vi  where vi denotes the ith prototype.
Decoding: recall the best prototype given the transmitted index i0 .
Clustering as we have discussed here, is geared towards the discovery of structure in the data.
There are some similarities and differences between the processes of vector quantization and
clustering.
Clustering is an integral part of vector quantization. As a matter of fact, in the formation of the
codebook we directly use various tools of clustering, such as K-Means.
The apparent differences concern key objectives. In vector quantization, we are interested in
the quality of reconstruction (recall) while in clustering, cast in the framework of data mining,
interpretability becomes very important. For instance, to maintain a low reconstruction error we
might need to consider two very close elements of the codebook (their use helps us keep the
error low enough). The same two prototypes, considered in the context of data mining may not
be retained since their closeness makes them almost the same (conceptually redundant) from the
point of view of data interpretation.

9. Cluster Validity
Since clustering is one of the two key unsupervised learning techniques, we should proceed
very carefully with the assessment of its results. Are the generated clusters (along with their
representation in the form of prototypes, partition matrices, dendrograms, etc.) reflective of the
true nature of the data? This is a fundamental issue that permeates all clustering pursuits and
profoundly impacts the practical usefulness of the technique. We should be fully cognizant of the
fact that, while in essence being unsupervised, clustering is subconsciously endowed with some
implicit components of supervision. The selection of these components impacts the character and
quality of the results delivered by any clustering algorithm. We focus on the two main components
present in almost any algorithm no matter what its nature and algorithmic details (SOM does
not require a priori specification of the number of clusters, but its interpretation could be fairly
complicated)
The choice of a similarity measure plays a primordial role in the search in the data space.
We have discussed many types of such measures. We indicated that each distance measure used
implies a certain geometry in the data space. As a consequence, the clustering technique endowed
with specific distance is searching for structure in data that conforms to this specific geometry
(such as hyperspheres in the case of using Euclidean distance). In the latter example, regardless
of the “real” structure (shape) of clusters (and we never know it), an algorithm would searches for
spherical clusters only. In short, we predispose the clustering right up front to search for clusters
of some specific shape. This shortcoming is very much problem dependent. First, one could
envision that due to the normality of data distribution, it is very likely that the structure could
quite well conform to this geometric model of the clusters. In the case when a more complicated
geometry of the clusters is encountered, we can envision that clustering with more clusters may
take care of this problem (see Figure 9.13). In essence, one could adopt Euclidean distance as
a fairly general and reasonable model of real shape in the data. The price is a larger number of
clusters when there is a higher geometric diversity that could be resolved by asking for more
clusters to be generated. The advantage is in the numeric treatment, since the Euclidean distance
facilitates the optimization aspects of the clustering techniques.
The weighted Euclidean distance is an example of modified distance, which takes into consideration substantial differences in the ranges of the variables. Some other distances such as the
Mahalanobis, come with an increased geometric flexibility but are associated with a high price of
computing inverse of the corresponding covariance matrices (and thus are often quite prohibitive).
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Figure 9.13. Diverse structure/shape of data in which clustering using the Euclidean distance can result in
a larger number of spherical clusters (three clusters are required to represent the elongated cluster).

The number of clusters c that must be specified by users a priori (except when using SOM) is
an extremely important parameter affecting the clustering outcome, since it explicitly determines
a level of detail of the overall search for structure. On the one hand, we focus on the ensuing
analysis and thus may anticipate that a certain range of the number of clusters (say between
3 and 8) does exist in the data. For example, in doing market analysis, we can easily guess
the approximate number of categories of customers or at least contemplate a range of possible
numbers of valid clusters.
In general, however, users must guess a priori the number of clusters that a given algorithm
will be asked to generate. Normally, the user would guess the range of the number of clusters and
then use cluster validity measures to assess which particular number of clusters best reveals the
true structure in the data.
Two categories of tasks fall under the umbrella of what is referred to as cluster validity –
a suite of methodologies and algorithms that offer us some mechanisms to validate clustering
results.
There are many measures, called cluster validity indices, whose values relate to the number
of clusters generated, and thus are used to judge the clusters detected in the data and to assess
the quality of the structure revealed in this manner. In what follows, we present some of these
measures and explain their motivation and computational details. In any case, we must always
remember that the success of the clustering validity index depends upon the characteristics of the
data and the clustering algorithm being used.
In spite of the diversity of clustering algorithms, we can spell out two fundamental and
intuitively appealing requirements to which clusters should adhere.
Compactness. This property expresses how close the elements in a cluster are. For instance,
consider a variance of the elements: the lower the value of the variance, the higher the compactness
of the cluster. Since we are interested in compact clusters, low values of compactness are desirable.
Likewise, we can calculate distances between the elements belonging to a cluster (intra cluster
distances).
Separability. For this property, we evaluate how distinct the clusters are. An intuitive way of
expressing separability is to compute inter cluster distances. Since we strive for high compactness
and high separability, a structure should be characterized by small values of intra cluster distances
and large values of inter cluster distances.
The realization of this observation comes in the form of the Davies-Bouldin index. To determine
its value, we compute the within scatter distance for the ith cluster:
si =


1
x − vi 2
cardi  x∈i

(33)
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with  being some distance function. Here i denotes the ith cluster. We introduce the following
distance between the prototypes of the clusters:
dij = vi − vj 2

(34)

which can serve as the inter cluster distance between the two clusters. Now, we define the ratio
ri = maxjj=i

s i + sj
dij

(35)

and sum its values over the clusters arriving at the following sum:
r=

c
1
r
c i=1 i

(36)

The “optimal” (“correct”) number of clusters (c) is the number for which the value of r attains
its minimum. Note that the minimum of r favors minimal values of the nominator of ri and
maximal values of the denominator in this expression. This is really what makes the clusters
compact and well separated.
In the same vein of the minimization of scattering with a cluster or the maximization of inter
cluster distances comes the Dunn separation index. In this construct, we first define a diameter
of the cluster:
i  = maxxy∈i x − y

(37)

Then the inter cluster distance is expressed as
i  j  = minx∈i y∈j x − y

(38)

The Dunn separation index is formed as follows:
r = min minjj≡c
i

i  j 
maxk k 

(39)

The values of r are maximized with respect to the number of the clusters.
The Xie-Benie index relates to fuzzy clustering and realizes the same concept as described above.
Here we arrive at the following expression:
N

r=

c

k=1 i=1

uikm xk − vi 2

Nmini=j vi − vj 2

(40)

Note that the “optimal” number of clusters will result in the lowest values of r yet the index may
show some monotonicity when the number of clusters is quite close to the number of the data.
The concepts of scattering and compactness of clusters could be realized in different ways. One
quite commonly encountered approach relies on forming a sound compromise between these two
concepts. Let us introduce the average scattering
av_scatter =

c
1
si
c i=1 s

(41)
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where si denotes a measure of scattering for the ith cluster while s stands for the scattering reported
for the entire data set. The expression for the separation between clusters reads as follows

−1
c
c

Dmin 
separation =
v − vj 
Dmax i=1 j=1 i

(42)

where Dmin = minij=12c vi − vj  and Dmax = maxij=12c vi − vj . The validity index (SD)
is taken as a weighted combination of the average scattering and separation, that is
SD =  av_scatter + separation

(43)

where  is used to strike a sound balance between the two components of the index. By monitoring
the values of SD treated as a function of c and determining its lowest value, we arrive at the
plausible (or “optimal”) number of clusters.
With reference to fuzzy clustering, there are several interesting cluster validity indicators. The
first of these are based exclusively on the values of the partition matrix, while the third one takes
into consideration the data as well as the prototypes. The partition coefficient P1 is built upon
the entries of the partition matrix:
P1 =

N
c 


u2ik

(44)

i=1 k=1

The values assumed by this index are in 1/c 1. At the extreme, if the data belong to a single
cluster, viz. uik equals 1 for some i, then P1 is equal to 1. On the other hand, if we encounter
an equal distribution of membership grades (so it is likely that the data set does not exhibit any
evident strongly manifested structure), uik = 1/c then P1 is equal to 0. When searching for the
number of clusters, we look at the plot of P1 versus c and choose the number of clusters for
which this plot exhibits some “knee” – a place where a substantial change in the values of the
index occurs.
The partition entropy is defined as:
P2 = −

N
c 
1 
u log u
N i=1 k=1 ik a ik

(45)

where a > 0. The values of P2 are confined to the interval 0 loga c. Again, the most suitable
number of clusters is determined by inspecting the character of the relationship P2 treated as a
function of c.
The third validity index not only takes into account the partition matrix but also involves the
data as well as the prototypes,
P3 =

N
c 


2
2
um
ik xk − vi  − vi − v 

(46)

i=1 k=1

The first component of P3 expresses a level of compactness of the clusters (dispersion around
the prototypes) while the second one is concerned with the distances between the clusters (more
specifically, their prototypes) and the mean of all data (v).
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In general, while these validity indexes are useful, in many cases they may produce inconclusive
results. Given this effect, one should treat them with a big grain of salt by understanding that
they offer only some guidelines and do not decisively point at the unique “correct” number of
clusters. Also remember that when the number of clusters approaches the number of data points
the usefulness of these indices is limited. Hopefully, in practice the number of clusters will always
be a small fraction of the size of the dataset. In many cases, the user (decision-maker) could also
provide some general hints in this regard.

10. Random Sampling and Clustering as a Mechanism
of Dealing with Large Datasets
Large data sets require very careful treatment. No matter what clustering technique one might
envision, it may be impractical due to the size of the data set. The communication overhead could
be enormous, and the computing itself could be quite prohibitive. However, a suitable solution to
the problem can be identified trough the use of sampling. There are two fundamental conceptual
and design issues in this respect. First, we should know what a random sample means and how
large it should be to become representative of the dataset and the structure we are interested in
revealing. Second, once sampling has been completed, one has to know how to perform further
clustering. Let us note that some of these mechanisms have been already mentioned in the context
of clustering algorithms, such as CURE.
10.1. Random Sampling of Datasets
In a nutshell, we are concerned with a random draw of data from a huge dataset so that the
clustering completed for this subset (samples) leads to meaningful results (that could be “similar”
to those obtained when we run the clustering algorithm on the entire dataset). Given the clustering,
we could rephrase the question about size of the random sample so that the probability of
deforming the structure in the sample (for example, by missing some clusters) is low. Let us
note that the probability of missing some cluster  is low if the sample includes a fraction of
the data belonging to this cluster, say f ∗ card with f ∈ 0 1. Recall that card() stands for
the number of data in . The value of f is dependent on the geometry of the clusters and their
separability. In essence, we can envision that if the structure of data is well defined, the clusters
will be condensed and well-separated and then the required fraction f could be made substantially
lower. Let us determine the size s of the sample such that that the probability that the sample
contains fewer than f card is less than . Let Zj be a binary variable of value 1 if the j th
data belongs to the cluster  and 0 otherwise. Assume that Zj are 0-1 random variables treated
as independent Bernoulli trials such that PZj = 1 = card/N j = 1 2    s. The number of
data in the sample that belong to cluster  is then expressed as the sum Z =

s

Zi . Its expected
i=1

value is  = EZ = scard/N . If we use the Chernoff bounds for the independent Poisson
trials Z1  Z2      Zs we find the following probability bounds:
PZ < 1 −  < exp−2 /2

(47)

In other words, the probability that the number of data falls below the expected count m by
more than  is lower than the right–hand expression (47). We require that the probability that
this number falls below f card should be no more than d. In other words, we require that the
following holds:
PZ < f card < 

(48)
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Let us rewrite the expression in the following equivalent format:
PZ < 1 − 1 − f card/ < 
With the use of the Chernoff bound, the above inequality for the probability holds if:
⎛
2 ⎞

 1 − f card

⎟
⎜
exp ⎝−
⎠≤
2

(49)

(50)

Given that  = scard/N , we solve the above equation with respect to s we obtain the following
inequality:

  2
 
 
1
1
N
1
N
ln
ln
+
(51)
+ 2f card ln
s ≥ fN +
card

card


In other words (51) holds if the sample size is not lower than the number provided above. If we
neglect some very small clusters (which may not have played any significant role), it has been
shown that the sample size is independent from the original number of data points.
Clustering based on the random samples of the data
The sampling of data is a viable alternative to the dimensionality problem. A random sample is
drawn and, on that basis, we discover a structure of the data. To enhance the reliability of the
results, another option is to cluster the prototypes developed for each sample. This overall scheme
is illustrated in Figure 9.14.
We draw a random sample, complete clustering and return a collection of the prototypes.
Denote these by vi ii with the index ii denoting the iith random sample. Then all the prototypes
are again clustered in this way, reconciling the structures developed at the lower level. Since the
number of elements to cluster at this level is far lower than in the sample itself, the clustering at
the higher level of the structure does not require any substantial computing.
prototypes

prototypes

sampling

DATA

clustering

Figure 9.14. A two-level (double) clustering: random sampling followed by clustering of the prototypes.
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11. Summary and Biographical Notes
In this Chapter, we have covered clustering, which occupies a predominant position in unsupervised learning and data mining. There are several compelling reasons. For this first, clustering
techniques play an important role in revealing structure in data, basically without supervision. This
feature of clustering is valuable given the fact that we do not know the structure in data and thus
any mechanism that could help develop some insights into it is highly desirable. We presented
a spectrum of clustering methods and elaborated on their conceptual properties, computational
aspects and scalability. We addressed the issue of validity of clustering, stressing that although
several cluster validity indexes are available, their outcomes should be treated with caution. The
treatment of huge databases through mechanisms of sampling and distributed clustering was
discussed as well. The latter two approaches are essential for dealing with huge datasets.
Clustering has been an area of very intensive research for several decades; the reader may
consult classic texts in this area such as [1, 9, 11, 14, 17, 18, 20, 35]. The literature on fuzzy
clustering is also abundant starting with the book by Bezdek [3]; interesting and useful references
are [4, 7, 8, 12, 13, 16, 21, 22]. Cluster validity issues are presented in [10, 35, 36, 37]. The
concept of self-organizing feature maps is well presented by Kohonen [23, 24, 25, 26]. Hierarchical
clustering is covered in [31].
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12. Exercises
1. In grid-based clustering, form a grid along each variable of d intervals. If we are concerned
with n dimensional data, how may hyperboxes are needed in total? If the data set consists of
N data points, elaborate on the use of grid-based clustering vis-à-vis the ratio of the number
of hyperboxes and the size of the data set. What conclusions could be derived? Based on your
findings, offer some design guidelines.
2. Think of possible advantages of using the Tchebyschev distance in clustering versus some
other distance functions (hint: think about the interpretability of the clusters by referring to the
geometry of this distance).
3. In hierarchical clustering, we use different ways of expressing distance between clusters, which
lead to various dendrograms. Elaborate on the impact of this approach on the shape of the
resulting clusters.
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4. Calculate the similarity between the two binary strings [1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0] and [00 11 11 1 0].
Compare differences between the results.
5. Run a few iterations of the K-Means for the toy dataset (1.0, 0.2) (0.9, 0.5) (2.0, 5.0) (2.1, 4.5)
(3.1, 3.2) (0.9, 1.3). Select the number of clusters and justify your choice. Interpret the results.
6. Elaborate on the main differences between clustering and vector quantization.
7. Consider the same data set clustered by two different clustering algorithms and thus yielding
two different partition matrices. How could you describe the clusters obtained by one method
by using the clusters formed by another one?
8. The weights of a small 2 × 2 SOM developed for some three-dimensional data are as follows:
(1,1): (0.3 -1.5 2.0) (1,2): (0.0 0.5 0.9)
(2,1): (4.0 2.1 -1.5) (2,2): (0.8 -4.0 -1.0).
Where would you locate the inputs a = 020611 and b = 22 − 15 − 12?
If you were to assess confidence of this mapping, what could you say about a and b?
9. In the hierarchical buildup of clusters governed by some objective function, we split the data
into a very limited number of clusters and then proceed with a series of successive refinements.
Consider that you allow for p phases of usage of the algorithm while using “c” clusters at
each level. Compare computing costs of this clustering method with the clustering realized at
a single level when using cp clusters.

10
Unsupervised Learning:
Association Rules

In this Chapter, we cover the second key technique of unsupervised learning, namely, association
rules. The first technique, clustering, was covered in Chapter 9. We discuss both the algorithms
and data from which association rules are generated.

1. Introduction
Association rules mining is another key unsupervised data mining method, after clustering, that
finds interesting associations (relationships, dependencies) in large sets of data items. The items
are stored in the form of transactions that can be generated by an external process, or extracted
from relational databases or data warehouses. Due to good scalability characteristics of the
association rules algorithms and the ever-growing size of the accumulated data, association rules
are an essential data mining tool for extracting knowledge from data. The discovery of interesting
associations provides a source of information often used by businesses for decision making. Some
application areas of association rules are market-basket data analysis, cross-marketing, catalog
design, loss-leader analysis, clustering, data preprocessing, genomics, etc. Interesting examples
are personalization and recommendation systems for browsing web pages (such as Amazon’s
recommendations of related/associated books) and the analysis of genomic data.
Market-basket analysis, one of the most intuitive applications of association rules, strives to
analyze customer buying patterns by finding associations between items that customers put into
their baskets. For instance, one can discover that customers buy milk and bread together, and
even that some particular brands of milk are more often bought with certain brands of bread, e.g.,
multigrain bread and soy milk. These and other more interesting (and previously unknown) rules
can be used to maximize profits by helping to design successful marketing campaigns, and by
customizing store layout. In the case of the milk and bread example, the retailer may not offer
discounts for both at the same time, but just for one; the milk can be put at the opposite end of
the store with respect to bread, to increase customer traffic so that customers may possibly buy
more products. A number of interesting associations can be found in the market basket data, as
illustrated in Figure 10.1.
This Chapter provides background and explains which data are suitable for association rule
mining, what kinds of association rules can be generated, how to generate association rules,
and which rules are the most interesting. The explanations are supported by easy-to-understand
examples. Upon finishing this Chapter, the reader will know how to generate and interpret
association rules.
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In this shopping basket, the
customer has tomatoes,
carrots, bananas, bread, eggs,
soup, milk, etc.
How does demographic
information affect what the
customer buys?
Is bread usually bought
together with milk?
Does a specific milk brand
make any difference?
Where should tomatoes be
placed to maximize sales?

Is bread bought also when
both milk and eggs are
purchased?

Figure 10.1. Application of association rules in market-basket analysis.

2. Association Rules and Transactional Data
Continuing our example of market-basket analysis, we represent each product in a store as a
Boolean variable, which represents whether an item is present or absent. Each customer’s basket
is represented as a Boolean vector, denoting which items are purchased. The vectors are analyzed
to find which products are frequently bought together (by different customers), i.e., associated
with each other. These cooccurrences are represented in the form of association rules:
LHS ⇒ RHS [support, confidence]
where the left-hand side (LHS) implies the right-hand side (RHS), with a given value of support
and confidence.
Support and confidence are used to measure the quality of a given rule, in terms of its
usefulness (strength) and certainty. Support tells how many examples (transactions) from a
data set that was used to generate the rule include items from both LHS and RHS. Confidence
expresses how many examples (transactions) that include items from LHS also include items
from RHS. Measured values are most often expressed as percentages. An association rule is
considered interesting if it satisfies minimum values of confidence and support, which are to be
specified by the user (domain expert). The following examples are used to illustrate the concepts.
Example: An association rule that describes customers who buy milk and bread.
buys (x, milk) ⇒ buys (x, bread) [25%, 60.0%]
The rule shows that customers who buy milk also buy bread. The direction of the association,
from left to right, shows that buying milk “triggers” buying bread. These items are bought together
in 25% of store purchases (transactions), and 60% of the baskets that include milk also include
bread.
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Example: An association rule describing graduate students might read as follows:
major(x, Computer Engineering) AND takes_course(x, Advanced Data Analysis and Decision
Making) ⇒ level(x, PhD) [1%, 75%]
The rule has two items in the LHS and one item in the RHS. Association rules can include multiple
items in their LHS. The rule in this example states that students who major in Computer Engineering
and who take Advanced Data Analysis and Decision Making course are at the Ph.D. level with 1%
support and 75% confidence. Again, the support shows that 1% of all students in the database satisfy
this association. At the same time, among those who major in Computer Engineering and who take
Advanced Data Analysis and Decision Making courses, 75% are the Ph.D. students.
Association rules are derived when data describe events (items in a transaction) that occur at the
same time or in close proximity. The two main types of association rules are single-dimensional
and multidimensional. The former refers to one dimension, such as buy in the first example,
while the latter refers to more than one dimension, as in the second example where we have
three dimensions: major, takes_course, and level. Both of these types of association rules could
also be categorized as Boolean or quantitative. The former concerns the presence or absence of
an item, while the latter considers quantitative values, which are partitioned into item intervals.
An example of a multidimensional quantitative rule follows.
Example: An association rule that describes the finding that young adult customers who earn
below 20K buy bread.
age(x, “(18, 25)”) ∧ income(x, “<20K”) ⇒ buy(x, bread) [0.5%, 50.0%]
The quantitative items such as age and income are discretized (see Chapter 8).
Association rules can be also categorized as single-level and multilevel. The former operate on
a single level of abstraction, while the latter are based on items that can be expressed at different
levels in a hierarchy (see Chapter 6). The example below shows a multilevel association rule
(which can be contrasted with the single-level rule given in the first example).
Example: A multilevel association rule that describes customers buying skim milk and large
white bread.
buys (x, skim_milk) ⇒ buys (x, large_white_bread) [2.5%, 60.0%]
In the above rule, the milk and bread items are subdivided into different kinds that constitute a
hierarchy. For instance, bread can be divided into white and wheat, and each of these two types
can be subdivided into small, medium, and large.
In what follows, we describe data and methods that can be used to generate single-dimensional
(single-level) Boolean association rules. Next, we discuss how to extend these basic algorithms
to address multidimensional, multilevel, and quantitative rules.
2.1. Transactional Data
Input data for an association-rule mining algorithm are provided in the transactional form. Each
record (example) should consist of a transaction ID and information about all items (in a consistent
format) that constitute the transaction, as shown in Figure 10.2.
An example of transactional data that concern the market-basket example for a grocery store
is shown in Table 10.1.
Two example association rules that can be found by visual analysis of the above table are
Beer ⇒ Eggs
Apples ⇒ Celery
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TID
1000
…

Transaction (basket)
Beer, Diapers, Eggs
….

transaction ID

subset of all available items

Figure 10.2. Example transaction.

Table 10.1. Example of transactional data..
TID

Transaction (basket)

1000
2000
3000
4000

Apples, Celery, Diapers
Beer, Celery, Eggs
Apples, Beer, Celery, Eggs
Beer, Eggs

The transactional data can be obtained directly from a transactional database (which could be
stored by a grocery or a retail store), or alternatively, these data can be obtained by a simple
transformation of relational data. A relational table describing patients of a heart clinic (see
Chapter 3) can be transformed to the transactional form, as shown in Figure 10.3.
Given a suitable transactional database, in which each transaction is a list of items (say, items
being purchased by a customer in a single visit to a store), we aim at finding association rules that
relate the presence of one set of items with another set of items. In the following, we formally
define basic concepts used to describe an association mining algorithm.
2.2. Basic Concepts
Let I = i1  i2      im  be a set of items and D be the set of transactions (transactional data set)
where each transaction T ⊆ I is associated with an identifier TID and m is the number of items.
Let A and B be two sets of items. A transaction T is said to contain A if and only if A ⊆ T . An
association rule is an implication in the form A ⇒ B where A ⊂ I, B ⊂ I, and A ∩ B = Ø
The interestingness of an association rules describes how significant the rule is with respect to
D. Two measures are used to quantify the interestingness of a rule:

patient
patient ID
P1
P2
P3
…

(relational)
name
Konrad Black
Konrad Black
Anna White
…

age
31
26
56
…

sex
male
female
female
…

chest pain type
1
4
2
…

defect type
normal
fixed
normal
…

diagnosis
absent
present
absent
…

patient (transactional)
TID
Transaction (basket)
1000
name=Konrad Black, age=31, sex=male, chest_pain_type=1, defect type=normal, diagnosis=absent
2000
name=Konrad Black, age=26, sex=female, chest_pain_type=4, defect type=fixed, diagnosis=present
3000
name=Anna White, age=56, sex=female, chest_pain_type=2, defect type=normal, diagnosis=absent
…
…

Figure 10.3. Transformation from relational to transactional data.
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||{T ∈ D | A ∪ B ⊆ T }||
|| D ||

||{T ∈ D | A ∪ B ⊆ T }||
||{T ∈ D | A ⊆ T }||
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Customers who bought Eggs
Customers who bought
Beer

Customers who bought both Eggs and Beer

Figure 10.4. Computing support and confidence for the association rule Beer ⇒ Eggs.

– Support, which indicates the frequency (probability) of the entire rule with respect to D. It
is defined as ratio of the number of transactions containing A and B to the total number of
transactions (the probability of both A and B cooccurring in D):

supportA ⇒ B = PA ∪ B =

T ∈ DA ∪ B ⊆ T
D

– Confidence, which indicates the strength of implication in the rule. It is defined as ratio of
the number of transactions containing A and B to the number of transactions containing A
(conditional probability of B given A):
confidenceA ⇒ B = PBA =

T ∈ DA ∪ B ⊆ T
T ∈ DA ⊆ T

Figure 10.4 illustrates these concepts using the rule Beer ⇒ Eggs as an example.
Rules that satisfy both the minimum support threshold and the minimum confidence threshold
are called strong association rules, as explained in Figure 10.5. In Figure 10.6, we give another
example to better explain the introduced concepts and definitions.
A set of items is referred to as an itemset (in data mining, the term itemset is used instead of
item set). An itemset that contains k items is referred to as a k-itemset. For instance, {Beer, Eggs}
is a 2-itemset. The support count (also known as frequency, occurrence frequency, or count) of
For the given transactions, find all rules such that LHS = A B, RHS = C, with minimum support = 50% and
minimum confidence = 50%.
TID

Transactions

1000
2000
3000
4000

A, B, C
A, C
A, D
B, E, F

Support is the probability that a transaction contains A B C, and confidence is the conditional probability that a
transaction containing A B also contains C.
Rule A ∧ B ⇒ C [support 25%, confidence 100%] does not satisfy the minimum confidence. Two (shorter) strong
association rules are generated as:
A ⇒ C [support 50%, confidence 66.6%]
C ⇒ A [support 50%, confidence 100%]

Figure 10.5. Strong association rules.
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For the given transactions

TID

Transactions

1000
2000
3000
4000

Apples, Celery, Diapers
Beer, Celery, Eggs
Apples, Beer, Celery, Eggs
Beer, Eggs

find I, T for TID = 2000, support Beer ⇒ Eggs, and confidence Beer ⇒ Eggs
I = Apples, Beer, Celery, Diapers, Eggs
T = Beer, Celery, Eggs
support Beer ⇒ Eggs = 75%
confidence Beer ⇒ Eggs = 100%

Figure 10.6. Example transactional data and related association rule concepts.

an itemset is the number of transactions in D that contain the itemset. A frequent itemset is an
itemset that satisfies a minimum support level, i.e., the support count of this frequent itemset is
greater than or equal to the product of the minimum support and the total number of transactions
in D. The number of transactions required for an itemset to satisfy minimum support is called the
minimum support count. The set of frequent k-itemsets is commonly denoted as Lk .
In simple terms, the generation of association rules boils down to generation of frequent
itemsets. Note, that this generation may be difficult if, for a given transactional data set, the
number of items, m, is large.
Since we are interested only in strong association rules, i.e., those that satisfy minimum
support and minimum confidence (user-defined parameters), we generate these only from frequent
itemsets. Given an itemset, say, {Beer, Eggs}, we can generate four association rules:
⇒ Beer, Eggs
Beer ⇒ Eggs
Eggs ⇒ Beer
Eggs, Beer ⇒
The examples below provide more insight into the process of generation of association rules
from frequent itemsets. More details are given in Sec. 3.3.
Example: Given the transactions from Figure 10.6 and minimum support of 50%, the frequent
itemset {Beer, Eggs, Celery} can be generated. Requiring minimum confidence of 60%, this
itemset can be transformed into the following association rule:
Beer ∧ Eggs ⇒ Celery [50%, 66%]
The rule can be read as
IF customer buys Beer and Eggs THEN the probability of buying Celery is 66%.
Example: Given the following two itemsets:
{Beer, Eggs} with support 75%
{Beer, Celery, Eggs} with support 50%
we can generate the following rule:
IF customer buys Beer and Eggs THEN the probability of buying Celery is 66%.
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3. Mining Single Dimensional, Single-Level Boolean Association Rules
The following four steps are used to generate single-dimensional association rules:
1. Prepare input data in the transactional format.
2. Choose items of interest, i.e., itemsets.
3. Compute support counts to evaluate whether selected itemsets are frequent, i.e., whether they
satisfy minimum support.
4. Given the frequent itemsets, generate strong association rules that satisfy the minimum confidence by computing the corresponding conditional probabilities (counts).
Since the frequent itemsets used to generate the association rules satisfy the minimum support,
the generated rules also satisfy the minimum support.
The computational performance (scalability) of an association-rule mining algorithm is determined by the second and third steps above. The remaining steps are much less computationally
expensive. Therefore, the following discussion concentrates on these two steps.
3.1. The Naïve Algorithm
The simplest way to compute frequent itemsets is to consider all possible itemsets, compute
their support, and check whether they are higher than the minimum support threshold. A naïve
algorithm for generation of frequent itemsets (Steps 2 and 3 above) is shown in Figure 10.7.
Given that 2m itemsets must be searched and n transactions must be scanned each time, this
algorithm requires O 2m n tests. This number grows exponentially with the number of items,
and thus for larger problems the computations would take an unacceptably long time. Since 2m
is causing the problem, we need to find a way to reduce the number of tests. The itemsets that
we can safely assume will not produce frequent itemsets do not need to be tested. This reasoning
resulted in the development of the Apriori algorithm that is discussed next.
3.2. The Apriori Algorithm
The Apriori algorithm uses prior knowledge about an important property of frequent itemsets—
hence its name. The Apriori property of an itemset says that all nonempty subsets of a frequent
itemset must also be frequent. In other words, if a given itemset is not frequent (if it does not
satisfy the minimum support threshold), then any superset of this itemset will also be not frequent,
because it cannot occur more frequently than the original itemset. A proof follows:
Given n transactions, suppose A is a subset of i transactions (itemset).
If A ⊂ A, then A is a subset of i ≤ i transactions.
Thus, if i/n < minimum support, then i /n is also < minimum support.

n = D
for each subset s of 

counter = 0;
for each transaction T in D

if s is a subset of T;
counter = counter + 1 
if minimum support ≤ counter / n
add s to frequent itemsets; 

Figure 10.7. Naïve algorithm for generation of frequent itemsets.
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The simplest superset of an itemset is the itemset with one more added item. The Apriori
property is an antimonotone property, i.e., if a set cannot satisfy a property, all of its supersets
will also fail the same test.
The Apriori property is used to reduce the number of itemsets that must be searched to find
frequent itemsets. The association-rule mining algorithm, the Apriori algorithm, performs the
iterative search through itemsets, starting with 1-itemsets, through 2-itemsets, 3-itemsets, etc. In
general, it finds and processes k-itemsets based on the exploration of (k–1)-itemsets. Using the
Apriori property, the Apriori algorithm
– first finds all 1-itemsets
– next, finds among them a set of frequent 1-itemsets, L1
– next extends L1 to generate 2-itemsets
– next finds among these 2-itemsets a set of frequent 2-itemsets, L2
– and repeats the process to obtain L3 , L4 , etc.
Based on the Apriori property, in each iteration, k-itemsets that do not satisfy the minimum
support are removed and only the remaining k-itemsets are used to generate itemsets for the next,
k + 1, iteration. This process substantially reduces the number of itemsets that must be checked
if they are frequent. The algorithm is shown in Figure 10.8.
The only unknown in implementing the Apriori algorithm is how to perform generation of Ck ,
which is a set of k-itemsets based on Lk−1 . These k-itemsets are checked against the minimum
support to derive Lk . The Ck is generated in two steps:
1. For each frequent itemset FI from Lk−1 , find each item i that does not belong to FI, but belongs
to some other frequent (k − 1)-itemset in Lk−1 . Add i to FI to create a k-itemset. Remove
duplicate k-itemsets after all additions for all (k − 1)-itemsets are finished.
Example: Generation of frequent 2-itemsets from frequent 1-itemsets.
Frequent 1-itemsets include {A}, {B}, {C}.
The 2-itemsets generated based on Step 1 are {A, B}, {A, C}, {B A}, {B, C}, {C, A}, and
{C, B}. After elimination of duplicates, the following
2-itemsets are left: {A, B}, {A, C},
and {B, C}.
2. If frequent (k–1)-itemsets from Lk−1 have (k–2)-items in common, then create a k-itemset by
adding the two different items to (k–2) common items.
Example: Generation of frequent 4-itemsets from overlapping frequent 3-itemsets.
For two 3-itemsets {A, B, C} and {A, B, D} the resulting 4-itemset is {A, B, C, D}.

n = D
L1 = {frequent 1-itemsets}
for (k = 2; Lk−1 is not empty; k + +)
{
Ck is generated as k-itemset candidates from Lk−1 ;
for each transaction T in D

Ct = subsetCk , T;
// k-itemsets that are subsets of T
for each k-itemset c in Ct
c.count++ 
Lk = c in Ck such that c.count ≥ minimum support 
Result: the frequent itemsets are the union of all Lk

Figure 10.8. The Apriori algorithm for the generation of frequent itemsets.
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3.3. Generating Association Rules from Frequent Itemsets
The last step of the four that are used to generate single-dimensional association rules is to
generate association rules from frequent itemsets. The association-rule mining algorithm requires
the generation of strong rules, i.e., those that satisfy both minimum confidence and minimum
support. The minimum support level is guaranteed by using frequent itemsets, and thus we need
only to (1) generate the rules and (2) prune those rules that do not satisfy the minimum confidence.
The confidence can be defined based on the corresponding support values as follows:
confidenceA ⇒ B = PBA = support_countA ∪ B/support_countA
where support_countA ∪ B is the number of transactions in D containing the itemset A ∪ B, and
support_countA is the number of transactions in D containing the itemset A.
Based on this formula, each frequent itemset FI is used to generate association rules in two
steps:
1. Generate all nonempty subsets of items, Y , of FI
2. For each Y , output the rules “Y ⇒ FI − Y” if support_count(FI) / support_countY ≥
minimum confidence threshold.
To demonstrate the Apriori algorithm in action, we generate association rules from the transactional data given in Figure 10.1, as is shown in Figure 10.9.
3.4. Improving Efficiency of the Apriori Algorithm
The Apriori algorithm was further modified to improve its efficiency (computational complexity).
Below we briefly explain the most important improvements.
– Hashing is used to reduce the size of the candidate k-itemsets, i.e., itemsets generated from
frequent itemsets from iteration k–1, Ck , for k>1. For instance, when scanning D to generate
L1 from the candidate 1-itemsets in C1 , we can at the same time generate all 2-itemsets for each
transaction, hash (map) them into different buckets of the hash table structure, and increase
the corresponding bucket counts. A 2-itemset whose corresponding bucket count is below the
support threshold cannot be frequent, and thus we can remove it from the candidate set C2 . In
this way, we reduce the number of candidate 2-itemsets that must be examined to obtain L2 .
– Transaction removal removes transactions that do not contain frequent itemsets. In general,
if a transaction does not contain any frequent k-itemsets, it cannot contain any frequent
k + 1 itemsets, and thus it can be removed from the computation of any frequent t-itemsets,
where t > k.
– Data set partitioning generates frequent itemsets based on the discovery of frequent itemsets
in subsets (partition) of D. The method has two steps:
1. Division of the transactions in D into s nonoverlapping subsets and the mining frequent itemsets
in each subset. Given a minimum support threshold (minimum_support) for D, then the minimum
itemset support for a subset equals minimum_support∗ number_transactions_in_this_subset.
Based on this support count, all frequent itemsets (for all k) in each subset, referred to as local
frequent itemsets, are found. A special data structure, which for each itemset records the TID
of the transactions that contains the items in this itemset, is used to find all local frequent kitemsets, for all k = 1 2 3   , in just one scan of D. The frequent local itemsets may or may
not be frequent in D, but any itemset that is potentially frequent in D must be frequent in at least
one subset. Therefore, local frequent itemsets from all subsets become candidate itemsets for
D. The collection of all local frequent itemsets is referred to as global candidate itemsets with
respect to D.
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TID

Transactions

1000
2000
3000
4000

A, C, D
B, C, E
A, B, C, E
B, E

The minimum support threshold=50%, and the minimum confidence threshold = 60%
Candidate set
L1
C1
TID

Transactions

1000
2000
3000

A, C, D
B, C, E
A, B, C, E

generate
1-itemsets

itemset support
count
A
2
B
3
C
3
D
1
E
3

C2

generate
2-itemsets

itemset support
count
A, B
1
A, C
2
A, E
1
B, C
2
B, E
3
C, E
2

generate frequent
2-itemsets

itemset support
count
B, C, E
2

generate frequent
1-itemsets

A
B
C

2
3
3

delete candidates below
minimum support

L2
itemset support
count
A, C
2
B, C
2
B, E
3

delete candidates below
minimum support

C3

generate
3-itemsets

itemset support
count

generate frequent
3-itemsets

L3
itemset support
count
B, C, E
2

We do not use 3itemsets with (A,
B) and (A, E),
since they are
below minimum
support.

Finally, we derive association rules from the generated frequent 3-itemset {B,
C, E} with support = 50%; they must satisfy the minimum confidence of 60%.
B and C ⇒ E with support = 50% and confidence = 2 / 2 = 100%
B and E ⇒ C with support = 50% and confidence = 2 / 3 = 66.7%
C and E ⇒ B with support = 50% and confidence = 2 / 2 = 100%
B ⇒ C and E with support = 50% and confidence = 2 / 3 = 66.7%
C ⇒ B and E with support = 50% and confidence = 2 / 3 = 66.7%
E ⇒ B and C with support = 50% and confidence = 2 / 3 = 66.7%

Figure 10.9. Example generation of association rules using the Apriori algorithm.

2. Computation of frequent itemsets for D based on the global candidate itemsets. One scan
of D is performed to find out which of the global candidate itemsets satisfy the support
threshold.
The size and number of subsets is usually set so that each of the subsets can fit into the main
computer memory. Figure 10.10 illustrates the data set partitioning procedure.
– Sampling generates association rules based on a sampled subset of transactions in D. In this
case, a randomly selected subset S of D is used to search for the frequent itemsets. The
generation of frequent itemsets from S is more efficient (faster), but some of the rules that
would have been generated from D may be missing, and some rules generated from S may not
be present in D, i.e., the “accuracy” of the rules may be lower. Usually the size of S is selected
so that the transactions can fit into the main memory, and thus only one scan of the data is
required (no paging). To reduce the possibility that we will miss some of the frequent itemsets
from D when generating frequent itemsets from S, we may use a lower support threshold for S
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subset2 of D

Find frequent itemsets
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Transaction
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global candidate
itemsets

step 1
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Find frequent
itemsets in D
based on global
candidate
itemsets

step 2

Figure 10.10. Generation of frequent itemsets using data set partitioning.

as compared with the support threshold for D. This approach is especially valuable when the
association rules are computed on a very frequent basis.
– Mining frequent itemsets without generation of candidate itemsets. One of the main limiting
aspects of the Apriori algorithm is that it can still generate very large number of candidate
itemsets. For instance, for 10,000 1-itemsets, the Apriori algorithm generates approximately
10,000,000 candidate 2-itemsets and has to compute and store their occurrence frequencies.
When a long frequent pattern is generated, say with 100 items, the Apriori algorithm generates
as many as 2100 candidate itemsets. The other limiting aspect is that the Apriori algorithm
may need to repeatedly scan the data set D to check frequencies of a large set of candidate
itemsets—a process that is especially transparent when mining long itemsets, i.e., n+1 scans is
required where n is the length of the longest itemset.
To address these issues, a divide-and-conquer method, which decomposes the overall
problem into a set of smaller tasks, is used. The method, referred to as frequent-pattern growth
(FP-growth), compresses the set of frequent (individual) items from D into a frequent pattern
tree (FP-tree). The tree preserves complete information about D with respect to the frequent
pattern mining, is never larger than D, and reduces the irrelevant information, i.e., infrequent
items are removed. The FP-tree, instead of D, is scanned to find frequent itemsets. Next, this
compacted frequent-item-based data set is divided into a set of conditional data sets, each
associated with one frequent item, and each of these conditional data sets is mined separately.
A more detailed discussion of the FP-growth algorithms is beyond the scope of this textbook.
Several studies that have considered the performance of frequent itemset generation indicate
that the FP-growth algorithm is efficient and scalable for mining both short and long frequent
itemsets, and is about an order of magnitude faster than the Apriori algorithm. The FP-growth
algorithm is faster than another method known as the tree-projection algorithm, which recursively projects D into a tree of projected databases. Intuitively, this improvement is due to
avoiding generation of candidate itemsets, using compact data structure and elimination of
repeated scans of D. Instead of generation of candidate itemsets, the FP-tree is built and simple
counts are computed.
3.5. Finding Interesting Association Rules
As suggested by the example given in Figure 10.9, and depending on the minimum support
and confidence values, the user may generate a large number of rules to analyze and assess.
The question then is how one can filter out the rules that are potentially the most interesting.
First, whenever a rule is interesting (or not) it can be evaluated either objectively or subjectively.
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The ultimate subjective user’s evaluations cannot be quantified or anticipated; they are different
for different users. That is why objective interestingness measures, based on the statistical
information present in D, were developed in order to remove uninteresting rules before presenting
them to the user.
The subjective evaluation of association rules often boils down to checking whether a given
rule is unexpected (i.e., surprises the user) and actionable (i.e., the user can do something useful
based on the rule). More specifically, the rules are categorized as
– useful, when they provide high-quality, actionable information, e.g., diapers ⇒ beers
– trivial, when they are valid and supported by data, but useless since they confirm well-known
facts, e.g., milk ⇒ bread
– inexplicable, when they concern valid and new facts but cannot be utilized, e.g., grocery_store
⇒ milk_is_sold_as_often_as_bread
In most cases, the confidence and support values associated with each rule are used as an
objective measure to select the most interesting rules. Rules that have confidence and support
values higher than other rules are preferred. Although this simple approach works in many cases,
we will show that sometimes rules that have high confidence and support may be uninteresting
and even misleading. Therefore, an additional quality measure is used. This measure is not used
to generate the rules (support and confidence are sufficient for this purpose) but is helpful for
selecting interesting rules.
Let us assume that a transactional data set concerning a grocery store contains milk and bread
as the frequent items. The data show that on a given day 2,000 transactions were recorded and
among these, in 1,200 transactions the customers bought milk, in 1,650 transactions the customers
bought bread, and in 900 transactions the customers bough both milk and bread. Given a minimum
support threshold of 40% and a minimum confidence threshold of 70%, the “milk ⇒ bread [45%,
75%]” rule would be generated. On the other hand, due to low support and confidence values, the
“milk ⇒ not bread [15%, 25%]” rule would not be generated. At the same time, the latter rule is
by far more “accurate,” while the first may be misleading. This phenomenon is explained using
the contingency matrix shown in Table 10.2, which provides corresponding support counts for
all (four) combinations of the two Boolean items.
The probability of buying bread is 82.5%, while the confidence of milk ⇒ bread is lower and
equals 75%. In other words, bread and milk are negatively associated, i.e., buying one results
in a decrease in buying the other. Obviously, using this rule would not be a wise decision.
The confidence value is only an estimate of the conditional probability of itemset B (bread)
given A (milk).
The alternative approach to evaluating the interestingness of association rules is to use measures
based on correlation. For an A ⇒ B rule, the itemset A is independent of the occurrence of the
itemset B if PA ∪ B = PAPB. Otherwise, itemsets A and B are dependent and correlated as
events. The correlation measure (also referred to as lift and interest), which is defined between

Table 10.2. Support count values
for the milk ⇒ bread example.
bread
not bread
total

milk

not milk

total

900
300
1200

750
50
800

1650
350
2000
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itemsets A and B (but can be easily extended to more than two itemsets), is defined as
correlationA B =

PA ∪ B
PAPB

If the correlation value is less than 1, then the occurrence of A is negatively correlated (inhibits)
the occurrence of B. If the value is greater than 1, then A and B are positively correlated, which
means that the occurrence of one implies (promotes) the occurrence of the other. Finally, if the
correlation equals 1, then A and B are independent, i.e., there is no correlation between these
itemsets.
Based on the contingency matrix shown in Table 10.2, the correlation value for milk ⇒ bread
equals 045/06∗ 0825 = 045/0495 = 091. This result shows that milk and bread are negatively
correlated, and thus the corresponding association rule should not be used. On the other hand, for
the milk ⇒ not bread rule, the correlation equals 015/06∗ 0175 = 015/0105 = 143. In this
case, there is a relatively strong positive correlation between these two itemsets. This example
demonstrates that the correlation cannot be successfully captured using support and confidence
values.

4. Mining Other Types of Association Rules
The simplest form of an association rules is a Boolean, single-level, single-dimensional rule, which
we described in Sec. 10.3 above. In what follows, we describe methods for mining multilevel,
multidimensional, and quantitative association rules.
4.1. Multilevel Association Rules
In applications where items form a hierarchy, it may be difficult to find strong association rules
at the low level of abstraction due to sparsity of data in the multidimensional space. Strong
association rules usually can be found at the higher level of a hierarchy, but they often represent
already known, commonsense knowledge. For instance, the milk ⇒ bread rule is likely to have
strong support, but it is trivial. At the same time, the rule skim_milk ⇒ large_white_bread
may be useful, but it may have weak support. The corresponding concept hierarchy is shown in
Figure 10.11.

food
bread

small_bread

medium_bread

white medium bread

milk

large_bread skim_milk

wheat_medium_bread

Figure 10.11. Example of a concept hierarchy concerning food.

low_fat_milk reduced_fat_milk
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An association mining algorithm should be able to generate and traverse between the rules at
different levels of abstraction. Multilevel association rules are generated by performing a topdown, iterative deepening search. In simple terms, we first find strong rules at the high level(s)
in the hierarchy, and then search for lower-level “weaker” rules. For instance, we first generate
the milk ⇒ bread rule and then concentrate on finding rules that concern breads of different sizes
and milks with different fat content.
There are two main families of methods for multilevel association-rule mining:
– Methods based on uniform support, where the same minimum support threshold is used to
generate rules at all levels of abstraction. In this case, the search for rules is simplified, since
we can safely assume that itemsets containing item(s) whose ancestors (in the hierarchy) do not
satisfy the minimum support are also not frequent. At the same time, it is very unlikely that
items at the lower level of abstraction occur as frequently as those at the higher levels. Consequently, if the minimum support threshold is too high, the algorithm will miss potentially useful
associations at lower levels of abstraction. On the other hand, if the threshold is too low, a very
large number of potentially uninteresting associations would be generated at the higher levels.
– Methods based on reduced support, an approach that addresses the drawbacks of uniform
support. In this case, each level of abstraction is furnished with its own minimum support
threshold. The lower the abstraction level, the smaller the corresponding threshold. Figure 10.12
illustrates the difference between the uniform and reduced support methods.
If we assume a minimum support threshold value of 10% and use the uniform support method,
then milk and reduced_fat_milk items are frequent and the skim_milk and low_fat_milk items
are removed. In the case of the reduced support method, if the minimum support for the lower
abstraction level is lowered by half, milk, reduced_fat_milk, and low_fat_milk items would all be
considered frequent. There are three approaches to search for multilevel associations using the
reduced support method:
– The level-by-level independent method, in which a breadth-first search is performed, i.e., each
node in the hierarchy is examined, regardless of whether or not its parent node is found to be
frequent.
– The level-cross-filtering by single item method, in which an item at a given level in the
hierarchy is examined only if its parent at the preceding level is frequent. In this way, a
more specific association is generated from a general one. For example, in Figure 10.12, if
the minimum support threshold were set to 25%, then reduced_fat_milk, low_fat_milk, and
skim_milk would not be considered.
– The level-cross-filtering by k-itemset method, in which a k-itemset at a given level is examined
only if its parent k-itemset at the preceding level is frequent.
Once the multilevel association rules have been generated, some of them may be redundant
due to the ancestor relationship between their items. For example, the following two rules are
redundant:
milk [support 20%]

skim _milk [support 3%]

reduced_fat_milk [support 11%]
low_fat _milk [support 6%]

Figure 10.12. Multilevel association-rule mining using uniform and reduced support methods.
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milk ⇒ large_bread [10%, 80%]
skim_milk ⇒ large_bread [2%, 75%]
The latter rule doe not provide useful information in the context of the former rule. The former
rule is called ancestor of the latter rule, since it can be obtained by replacing an item in the
latter rule by using their ancestor in the concept hierarchy. A rule is considered redundant if
its support is similar to its “expected” value, based on the ancestor of the rule. Continuing our
example with the two rules shown above, since the former rule has support of 10% and about one
quarter of the sold milk is skim_milk, the expected support for the skim_milk is about 2.5%. The
actual support for the latter rule is 2%, which means that the rule is redundant. As a consequence,
only the former rule, which is more general, is kept.
4.2. Multidimensional and Quantitative Association Rules
The Boolean, single-dimensional association rules consider only one predicate and only the
presence/absence of an item. In contrast, multidimensional association rules consider multiple
predicates, and quantitative association rules consider items (attributes) that may assume a range
of values instead of just two values.
The motivation for multidimensional association rules stems from data warehouses, which
store multidimensional data. In this case, items correspond to features that describe different
dimensions, and thus are associated with different predicates. An example in Sec. 2 showed a
multidimensional rule that uses three predicates: major, takes_course, and level. Such a rule is
referred to as an interdimension association rule, since none of the predicates is repeated. In
contrast, the hybrid-dimension association rule incorporates some of the predicates multiple
times (see the following example).
Example: An association rule that describes graduate students.
major(x, Computer Engineering) AND takes_course(x, Advanced Data Analysis and Decision
Making) AND takes_course(x, Data Mining) ⇒ level(x, PhD) [0.9%, 90%]
Some of the data attributes are discrete (categorical) and continuous, in contrast to Boolean
attributes, which are used in generic association mining. All attribute types can be categorized
as nominal, in which case there is no ordering between their values, and ordinal, in which case
some ordering exists. An example discrete ordinal attribute is age, while an example discrete
nominal attribute is major. The continuous attributes must be preprocessed before being used
for association mining. The preprocessing boils down to discretization, which divides the entire
range of the attribute values into subintervals and associates a discrete value with each of the
intervals. For instance, age can be divided into subintervals [0, 9], [9, 18], [18, 30], [30, 65],
[65, 120], and these intervals can be associated with the following discrete values: child, teenager,
young_adult, adult, senior. The discretization can be performed manually, based on an associated
attribute hierarchy and/or an expert’s knowledge. In the case of continuous ordinal attributes,
discretization can also be performed automatically (see Chapter 8). A quantitative association rule uses discrete and/or discretized continuous items (attributes); see the example shown
in Sec. 2.
The multidimensional and quantitative association rules can be generated using the same
algorithms as the Boolean, single-dimensional rules. These include the Apriori algorithm and its
modifications, such as hashing, partitioning, sampling, etc. The main difference is in how the
input transactional data, is prepared. Namely, the continuous attributes must be discretized and the
algorithm must search through all relevant attributes (attribute-value pairs; see Sec. 2.1) together,
instead of searching just one attribute (predicate).
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5. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we introduced association rules and association rule mining algorithms. The
most important topics discussed in this Chapter are the following.
– Association rule mining is one of the two key unsupervised data mining methods that finds
interesting associations (correlation) relationships within a large set of items.
– The items are stored using transactions.
– The association rules can be categorized as single-dimensional and multidimensional, Boolean
and quantitative, and single-level and multilevel.
– The interestingness of association rules is measured using support, confidence, and correlation.
– The association rules are generated from frequent itemsets, which in turn are generated from
transactions.
– The most popular algorithm for the generation of association rules is the Apriori algorithm.
– Several modifications to this algorithm have been proposed to improve its efficiency. These
include hashing, transaction removal, data set partitioning, sampling, and mining frequent
itemsets without generation of candidate itemsets.
– Multilevel association rules are generated using uniform support-based and reduced supportbased methods.
A number of introductory-level textbooks provide material concerning association rules and
association rule mining, such as [10, 12, 19]. Association rule mining was first proposed by
Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami [2], while the Apriori algorithm was introduced in [3, 4, 14].
The subsequent improvements to the Apriori algorithm, described in this Chapter, include hashing
[15], removal of transactions [3, 8, 15], partitioning [16], sampling [20], and mining itemsets
without candidate generation [9].
Multilevel association rule mining was introduced in [8, 17]. Mining for quantitative association rules includes approaches based on rule clustering [13], x-monotone regions [7], and
partial completeness [18]. Multidimensional association rules were studied in [11]. Finally, the
interestingness of the association rules was reported in [1, 5, 6].
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6. Exercises
1. Generate frequent itemsets for the following transactional data. Assume that the minimum
support threshold equals 40%.

TID

Transaction (basket)

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000

C, S, B, M
E, R, D, B
R, K, D, M
C, R, B, D, M
K, B, D, M
R, B, D, M, S
K, B, D, M

2. For the following transactional data, generate frequent itemsets and strong association rules.
Assume a minimum support threshold equal to 33.3% and a minimum confidence threshold
equal to 60%. Sort the resulting strong rules by their confidence and determine their corresponding support and confidence values.
3. The following transactional data include four transactions. Assuming that the minimum support
threshold equals 60% and the minimum confidence threshold equals 80% find all frequent
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TID

Transaction (basket)

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000

A, C, D
A, D
B, C, D
B, C
B, C
B, C, D

TID

Transaction (basket)

1000
2000
3000
4000

A,
A,
A,
A,

B,
B,
B,
B,

D, F
C, D, E
C, E
D

itemsets. Generate all strong association rules of the form “x and y ⇒ y” where x, y, and z are
the corresponding items, i.e., A, B, C, D, E, and F.
4. The number of generated association rules depends on the number of generated frequent
itemsets. Assuming that, for a given transactional data set, the number of items, m, is large,
estimate how many frequent itemsets can be generated from m items. Consider the case when
all candidate itemsets satisfy the minimum support level and when, on average, half of the
candidate itemsets satisfy the minimum support level.
5. Use WEKA software (available for free at http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) to generate
association rules. Run WEKA with the nominal data set weather.nominal, which is included with
the software. You can initially use the default values of confidence and support, but you should
also try several other combinations. Analyze and interpret the discovered rules.
6. Describe the FP-growth algorithm for mining association algorithms. Use transactions from
Exercise 3 to demonstrate how it works. Briefly contrast this algorithm with a tree-projection
algorithm.
7. Based on the contingency matrix below, a minimum support threshold equal to 30%, and a
minimum confidence threshold equal to 60%, verify whether the “Beer ⇒ Diapers” association
rule is strong. Describe what kind of correlation (independent, positively correlated, negatively
correlated) exists between beer and diapers.

Diapers
Not diapers
Total

Beer

Not beer

Total

200
100
300

50
150
200

250
250
500

8. Come up with a simple example (different than the example used in the text) demonstrating
that items that constitute a strong association rule can be negatively correlated.
9. Research the topic of incremental association rules. Create a bibliography of related literature
and write a short paper that discusses the background, motivation, and related algorithms.

11
Supervised Learning:
Statistical Methods

In this Chapter, we cover the fundamentals of statistical supervised learning. The discussion
addresses two dominant groups of topics in this domain namely, Bayesian methods and regression
models. The Bayesian approach is concerned with processing probabilistic information represented
in the form of prior probabilities and conditional probabilities. The regression models develop
relationships between variables on the basis of available data and make use of assumptions about
the statistical nature of such data and the character of possible errors.

1. Bayesian Methods
In this section, we present the fundamentals of Bayesian methods. We first introduce a simple
Bayesian technique for a two-class pattern classification and then generalize it for multifeature
and multiclass classification. We also discuss classifier design based on discriminant functions
for normally distributed probabilities of patterns. Furthermore, we describe major estimation
techniques of probability densities used in Bayesian inference. Finally, we discuss a Probabilistic
Neural Network (PNN) regarded as a hardware implementation of kernel-based probability density
estimation and Bayesian classification.
1.1. Introduction
Statistical processing based on the Bayes decision theory is a fundamental technique for pattern
recognition and classification. It is based on the assumption that the classification of patterns (the
decision problem) is expressed in probabilistic terms. The statistical characteristics of patterns
are expressed as known probability values that describe the random nature of patterns and their
features. These probabilistic characteristics are mostly concerned with a priori probabilities and
conditional probability densities of patterns and classes. The Bayes decision theory provides a
framework for statistical methods for classifying patterns into classes based on probabilities of
patterns and their features.
1.2. Basics of Bayesian Methods
Let us assume an experiment involving recognition of two kinds of birds flying over a garden: an
eagle and a hawk. The goal of recognition is to discriminate between these two classes of birds.
We assume that an observer has collected information about birds for a long time. Furthermore,
the two types of birds emerge over time in some random sequence. However, for a concrete
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instance of a bird, we know that it can be only an eagle or a hawk. We say that a state of
nature, which is a bird flying over a garden, has only two distinct states: either it is “an eagle” or
“a hawk”:
States of nature C = “an eagle” “a hawk”
We can call the state of nature, namely a bird flying over a garden, as C. This is a random variable
taking two discrete values c  c1 for an eagle and c2 for a hawk:
Values of C = c1  c2  = “an eagle” “a hawk”
We can also use numerical coding for the two states of nature, for example,
c1 = 0 or 1 represents an eagle class1
c2 = 1 or 2 represents a hawk class2
We may imagine that, for an observer, a bird is perceived as an object, an image, or a pattern.
This pattern may be then analyzed by an observer who sees it as a feature pattern, embracing
some measurable characteristic of a bird, like size, speed, or lightness level.
Since birds fly over a garden in a random way, we consider a variable C representing a bird
as a random variable. We can also consider that this random variable C represents an object as a
subject of recognition. Features describing a bird will also have random values.
The goal of classification, based on Bayesian decision theory, is to classify objects based on
statistical information about objects in such a way as to minimize the probability of misclassification. The classification capability when dealing with new objects depends on prior statistical
information gathered from a population of previously seen randomly appearing objects. The level
of accuracy (or misclassification level) with which we can predict the class of a new incoming
object depends on the amount of statistical measurements and the nature of knowledge gathered
prior to the current experiment. The statistical characteristics of previously seen objects can be
expressed in terms of probabilities concerning the objects and their features. When the statistics for
previous observations have been calculated based on a limited size sample, then the probabilities
can be estimated.
For recognizing an eagle / hawk, we may assume that among the large number N of prior
observations it was concluded that a fraction neagle of them belonged to a class c1 (“an eagle”)
and a fraction nhawk belonged to a class c2 (“a hawk”) (with neagle + nhawk = N ). Then we consider
the a priori probability (prior) Pc1  that the next bird will belong to the class c1 (will be an
eagle) and Pc2  that the next bird will belong to the class c2 (will be a hawk). The probability
Pci i = 1 2 corresponds to the fraction nci of birds in an ith class, in the limit of an infinite
numbers of birds observed:
Pci  = lim

N →

nci
N

 i = 1 2

(1)

For a large number of observed objects, the a priori probability Pci  can be estimated by
P̂ci  =

nci
N

(2)

Pci  denotes the (unconditional) probability that an object belongs to class ci , without the help
of any further information about the object.
The a priori probabilities Pc1  and Pc2  represent our prior initial knowledge (in statistical
terms) about how likely it is that an eagle or a hawk may emerge even before a bird physically
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appears. For example, if a prior observation shows that an eagle appears four times as often as a
hawk, we may have Pc1  = P“an eagle” = 08 and Pc2  = P“a hawk” = 02.
Suppose that we are forced to make a classification decision for a new bird, which will appear
in the next observation, without our having seen it yet. So far the only statistical knowledge about
the type of bird is the prior probabilities Pc1  and Pc2 . Based on this limited knowledge about
probabilities, our natural and best decision is to assign the next bird to the class having the higher
a priori probability. Thus, we can write a classification decision knowing Pc1  and Pc2  as
follows:
“Assign a bird to a class c1 if Pc1  > Pc2 
otherwise, assign a bird to a class c2 ”

(3)

If Pc1  = Pc2 , then both classes have the same chance of occurrence.
For a particular object and a particular classification decision, the probability of classification
error is as follows:

Pc2  if we decide C = c1
Pclassification_error =
Pc1  if we decide C = c2
(4)
We see that the probability of a classification error is minimized for the classification decision of
the form “select c1 if Pc1  > Pc2 , and c2 otherwise.” Selecting a class with a bigger probability
value produces a smaller probability of classification error.
1.3. Involving Object Features in Classification
In order to increase classification accuracy, we provide an additional measure of values for some
selected features characterizing an object and allowing for better discrimination between one class
from another. For classification of an eagle and a hawk, we can assume that a measure of a bird
feature, like size, will help to distinguish the two. We anticipate that the average eagle is bigger
than the average hawk. According to nature, bird size assumes values in a random way.
We denote a random feature of bird size by x and call it a feature variable of an object or
a feature. Frequently, the feature variable is assumed to be a continuous random variable taking
continuous values from a given range. The variability of a random variable x can be expressed in
probabilistic terms. The probability distribution for this variable depends on the state of nature.
We represent a distribution of a random variable x by the class conditional probability density
function (the state conditional probability density function)
pxci  i = 1 2

(5)

The probability pxci  is the probability density function for a value x of a random feature
variable given that the object belongs to class ci (the state of nature is ci ).
For birds, the class conditional probability density functions, for a value x of a feature variable
representing bird size, are as follows:
pxc1  for an eagle pxc2  for a hawk

(6)

Examples of probability densities are shown in Figure 11.1. We can provide a similar interpretation
for a hawk, that is, pxc2 . The conditional probability density functions pxc1  and pxc2 
represent distribution of variability of eagle and hawk sizes. It is quite intuitive that knowledge
about bird size may help in classifying them into different categories.
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Probability densities

p (x|c2) (a hawk)

p (x|c1) (an eagle)

x

Figure 11.1. An example of probability densities.

The probability density function pxci  is also called the likelihood of a class ci with respect
to the value x of a feature variable. This conditional probability density function suggests that the
likelihood that an object belongs to class ci is bigger if pxci  is larger.
Let us define the joint probability density function pci  x to be a probability density that
an object is in a class ci and has a feature variable value x. Let us also define the conditional
probability function Pci xi = 1 2, which specifies the probability that the object class is ci
given that the measured value of a feature variable is x. The probability Pci x is called the
a posteriori (posterior) probability; its value depends on the a posteriori fact that a feature
variable took a concrete value x. We have
2


Pci x = 1

(7)

i

From probability theory (see Appendix B), we know that the following relations hold for a priori
and a posteriori probabilities:
pci  x = Pci xpx

i = 1 2

pci  x = pxci Pci 

i = 1 2

(8)

The term px represents an unconditional probability density function for a feature variable
x. We know that:
px =

2


pxci Pci  = pxc1 Pc1  + pxc2 Pc2 

(9)

i=1

Rearranging the above relationships results in Bayes’ rule (Bayes’ theorem):
Pci x =
Since px =

2

i=1 pxci Pci ,

pxci Pci 

px

i = 1 2

(10)

we can also write

pxc1 Pci 
Pci x = 2

i=1 pxci Pci 

i = 1 2

(11)

The probability density function px plays the role of a scaling factor, ensuring that a posteriori
probabilities sum to 1Pc1 x + Pc2 x = 1.
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The importance of Bayes’ rule is that it allows us to reverse conditions in conditional probabilities. Specifically, the conditional probability Pci x can be expressed in terms of the a priori
probability function Pci , together with the class conditional probability density function pxci .
In practice, it is difficult to find Pci x, whereas pxci  and Pci  can be estimated easily by
sampling from prior observations.
Now we can formulate a classification decision for a new emerging bird, having a measure
of its feature (size) x. Let us assume that we know the a posteriori conditional probabilities
Pci xi = 1 2 from prior observations, as well as their feature variable x. With this knowledge
we provide the following classification decision for a new observed bird:
“Assign class ci to a bird that has the largest value of the a posteriori conditional probability
Pci x, for a given x.”
This statistical classification rule is best in the sense of minimizing the probability of misclassification (the probability of classification error). This rule is called Bayes’ decision (Bayesian
classification rule).
We see that for a given bird with measured feature value x, the conditional probability of the
classification error is:

Pc2 x if we decide C = c1
Pclassification_errorx =
Pc1 x if we decide C = c2
(12)
For a given object and a given x, we can easily find that the probability of classification error is
minimized if we decide according to Bayes’ rule.
Because different objects may emerge in a random sequence, each having a different value of
x, we need to show that Bayes’ classification rule minimizes the average probability of error (for
all possible objects). The average probability of error is defined as
Pclassification_error =
=





−
 
−

Pclassification_error x dx
Pclassification_errorxpx dx

(13)

We see that if the classification decision ensures that for each x the probability
Pclassification_errorx is as small as possible, then the whole integral will be as small as possible,
which guarantees its minimization. This outcome implies that choosing Bayes’ classification
rule guarantees minimization of the average probability of classification error. For the two-class
example, Bayes’ rule yields the following value for x conditional probability of classification
error:
Pclassification_errorx = minPc1 x Pc2 x

(14)

Since the probability function Pci xi = 1 2 is difficult to estimate, we express it by the class
conditional probability density functions pxci  px, and the probability Pci  using Bayes’
theorem. Then we form the following Bayes’ classification rule:

“Decide a class c1 if

pxc1 Pc1  pxc2 Pc2 
>
px
px

and a class c2 otherwise.”

(15)
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From the rule, we see that the probability density function px is not important for a classification decision (since it is only a scaling factor ensuring that a posteriori probabilities sum to 1).
Hence, we express Bayes’ classification rule for the two-class example in the equivalent form:

“Decide a class c1 if pxc1 Pc1  > pxc2 Pc2 
and a class c2 otherwise if pxc2 Pc2  > pxc1 Pc2 ”
Since the probabilities pxci  and Pci  can be estimated by sampling the previous observations,
Bayes’ rule is considered practically relevant. We note that both pxci  and Pci  are important
for statistical classification and guarantee minimization of the probability of classification error.
Example: Let us consider a bird classification problem with Pc1  = P“an eagle” = 08 and
Pc2  = P“a hawk” = 02 and known probability density functions pxc1  and pxc2 . Assume
that, for a new bird, we have measured its size x = 45 cm and for this value we computed
p45c1  = 22828 · 10−2 and p45c2  = 11053 · 10−2 . Thus, the classification rule predicts class
c1 (“an eagle”) because pxc1 Pc1  > pxc2 Pc2 22828 · 10−2 · 08 > 11053 · 10−2 · 02. Let
us assume that we have known an unconditional density px value to be equal to p45 = 03.
The probability of classification error is
Pclassification_errorx = minPc1 x Pc2 x
= min

pxc1 Pc1  pxc1 Pc2 


px
px

= min00754 007 = 007
1.4. Bayesian Classification – General Case
We generalize Bayes’ classification rule for objects belonging to more than two classes and
for measured characteristics of objects having more than one feature variable. Furthermore, we
generalize Bayes’ rule by introducing a classification loss function that is more general than the
probability of classification error. This approach will be supported by introducing the possibility
of deciding classification actions other than the physical states of nature of an object (such as
rejection or unknown).
As we know from Chapter 7, features may be of different types. Here we consider real-valued
features of an object as n-dimensional column vector x ∈ Rn :
⎤
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
x = ⎢ ⎥
⎣  ⎦
⎡

(16)

xn
where xi ∈ R is an ith element of a feature vector. A feature vector x represents an object and is
regarded as a point in n-dimensional space. The concrete realization of a vector x represents an
instance of a measurement for the given object. For example, for an eagle / hawk we can measure
two features, size and weight (which form the two-dimensional feature vector x ∈ R2 )
x=

size
x1
=
x2
weight

(17)
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1.4.1. Bayes’ Classification Rule for Multiclass Multifeature Objects
Objects can be classified into more than two classes. Generally, we assume that an object may
belong to l distinct classes (l distinct states of nature):
C = c1  c2  · · ·  cl 

(18)

For example, we may classify birds into four classes: eagle, hawk, stork, or owl.
Let us express Bayes’ theorem and Bayes’ classification rule for multiclass and multifeature
classification problems. We denote by Pci  the a priori probability that the next object will
belong to class ci . The probability Pci i = 1 2 · · ·  l corresponds to the fraction of birds in
the ith class, in the limit of an infinite numbers of birds observed.
The class conditional probability density function (the state conditional probability density
function) is denoted for all l classes by pxci i = 1 2 · · ·  l. The joint probability density
function is denoted by pci  x and is the probability density that an object is in class ci and has
feature vector value x. The conditional probability function Pci xi = 1 2 · · ·  l specifies the
probability that an object class is ci given that the measured value of a feature vector is x. The
probability Pci x is the a posteriori (posterior) probability, the value of which depends on the
a posteriori fact that a feature vector took the value x. We have
l


Pci x = 1

(19)

i=1

From probability theory, we know that the following relations hold for a priori and a posteriori
probabilities:
pci  x = Pci xpx

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

pci  x = pxci Pci 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(20)

The term px represents the unconditional probability density function for a feature vector x.
We know that
px =

l


pxci Pci  = pxc1 Pc1  + · · · + pxcl Pcl 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(21)

i=1

Rearranging the above equations results in Bayes’ theorem:
Pci x =
Since px =

l

i=1 pxci Pci ,

pxci Pci 

px

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(22)

we can also write

pxci Pci 

Pci x = l
i=1 pxci Pci 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(23)

For multiclass objects with a multidimensional feature vector, Bayes’ classification rule can be
stated as follows:
“Given an object with a corresponding feature vector value x
assign an object to a class cj
with the highest a posteriori conditional probability Pcj x”
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In other words:
“For a given object with a given value x
of a feature vector assign an object to class cj when
Pcj x > Pci x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j ”

(24)

The conditional probability Pci x is difficult to ascertain; however, using Bayes’ theorem, we
express it in terms of pxci  Pci  and px:
“A given object with a given value x of a feature vector
can be classified as belonging to class cj when
pxcj Pcj  pxci Pci 
>

px
px

i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j ”

(25)

After canceling the scaling probability px from both sides, we obtain the following form of the
Bayes classification rule:
“Assign an object with a given value x
of a feature vector to class cj when
pxcj Pcj  > pxci Pci 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j ”

(26)

In the sense of the minimization of the probability of classification, Bayes’ error rule is the
theoretically optimal classification rule. In other words, there is no other classification rule that
yields lower values of the classification error.
1.5. Classification that Minimizes Risk
In some applications, like medical diagnosis, the criterion of minimization of the classification
error may not be the most desirable. To incorporate the fact that misclassifications of some classes
are more costly than others, we define a classification that is based on a minimization criterion
that involve a loss regarding a given classification decision for a given true state of nature.
Let us assume that, based on the measured feature vector x, a classification decision yields
class cj , whereas the object’s true class is ci . We define the loss function:
Ldecision_classj  true_classi 

(27)

as cost (penalty, weight) due to the fact of assigning an object to class cj when in fact
the true class is ci . We denote a loss function (a function of a classification decision)
Ldecision_classj true_classi  by Lij . For l-class classification problems, the loss elements form
a square l × l loss matrix L:
⎤
⎡
L11 L12 · · · L1l
⎢ L21 L22 · · · L2l ⎥
⎥
⎢
(28)
L=⎢ 

 ⎥

⎣ 


 ⎦
Ll1

Ll2

···

Lll

Selection of the loss matrix depends on the specificity of the application and expertise available
in a given domain.
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Let us consider classification of an object with measured feature vector value x. We do not
know true class of this object – it can be any number of the set of possible classes c1  c2  · · ·  cl .
Assume that Pci x is the conditional probability that the object belongs to a true class ci based
on x. We define the expected (average) conditional loss associated with making a decision that
the object belongs to a class cj , when in fact the object may belong to another class ci i =
1 2 · · ·  l i = j, as
Rcj x =

l


Ldecision_classj  true_classi Pci x

(29)

i=1

or in a short form as
Rj =

l


Lij Pci x

(30)

i=1

The expected loss Rj = Rcj x is called conditional risk. This risk, associated with a decision
cj , is conditioned on the realization x of a feature vector. If, for a given new object, we measure
a feature vector value as x, then we can minimize the conditional risk by taking a classification
decision cj j ∈ 1 2 · · ·  l, which minimizes the conditional risk criterion Rj .
A classification rule (classification decision) assigns a class for each realization x of a feature
vector. Now we define the overall risk as the expected loss associated with a given classification
decision, considered for all possible realizations x of a n-dimensional feature vector from Rx as
R=


Rx

Rcj x dx =

 
l
Rx i=1

Lij Pci x dx

(31)

where the integral is calculated for an entire feature vector space Rx .
The overall risk R can be considered as a classification criterion for minimizing risk related
to a classification decision. From the definition of risk, we see that if a classification decision
cj is made so that it guarantees that the conditional risk Rcj x is as small as possible for each
realization of a feature vector x, then overall risk is also minimized. This result leads to the
generalization of Bayes’ rule for minimization of probability of the classification error.
Let us now state a classification problem as deciding which class a new object belongs to, for a
given realization of a feature vector x, provided that minimization of a risk R is our minimization
criterion.
For this general classification problem, we have the following Bayes’ classification rule:
“For a given object with a given value x of a feature vector, evaluate all conditional risks for all
possible classes cj j = 1 2 · · ·  l,
Rcj x =

l


Lij Pci x

j = 1 2 · · ·  l

(32)

i=1

and choose a decision cj for which the conditional risk Rcj x is minimal:
Rcj x < Rck x

k = 1 2 · · ·  l

k = j

(33)

The minimal overall risk R obtained as a result of the application of Bayes’ classification
decision is called the Bayes risk.
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The definition of the conditional risk Rci x of Bayes’ classification rule can also be written
in the form:
“For a given object with a given value x of a feature vector
choose a decision a class cj for which
l


Lij Pci x <

i=1

l


Lik Pci x

k = 1 2 · · ·  l k = j ”

(34)

i=1

From Bayes’ theorem, we know that
Pci x =

pxci Pci 
px

(35)

Thus, we can rewrite Bayes’ rule as
“Choose a decision a class cj for which
l


Lij

i=1

l
pxci Pci  
pxci Pci 
< Lik

px
px
i=1

k = 1 2 · · ·  l

k = j ”

(36)

Since px as the scaling factor appears on both sides of the inequality, we can write a practical
form of Bayes’ classification rule:
“Choose a decision a class cj for which
l


Lij pxci Pci  <

i=1

l


Lik pxci Pci 

k = 1 2 · · ·  l k = j ”

(37)

i=1

1.5.1. Bayesian Classification Minimizing the Probability of Error
Frequently a classification problem is associated with deciding to which class ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l a
new object belongs. This decision is a prediction of a true state of nature. Here we exclude from
the classification rule decisions the category of not being a true state of nature (like a decision
“unknown”). We can assume that wrong classification decisions are equally costly for all classes.
Thus, if an object is classified as belonging to a class cj when the true class is ci , then when
j = i, the classification is correct; otherwise, if j = i, we have a classification error. We do not
weigh a loss concerning misclassification of each state of nature; rather we are interested only
in judging whether a classification is correct or incorrect. Formally, we define the symmetrical
zero-one conditional loss function as

0 for i = j
Lij = Ldecision_classj  true_classi  =
1 for i = j
(38)
The loss function assigns a loss of 0 for correct classification and a loss of 1 for any kind of
classification error (regardless of class type). All errors are equally costly.
It is easy to notice that for the zero-one loss function the conditional risk Rcj x criterion is
the same as the average probability of classification error:
Rcj x =

l

i=1

Lij Pci x =

l

i=1 i=j

Pci x = 1 − Pcj x

(39)
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where Pcj x is the conditional probability that the classification decision cj is correct for a
given x.
From Equation (30), we know that Bayes’ classification rule provides a classification decision
that minimizes the conditional risk Rcj x. We can observe that in order to minimize the
conditional risk, we have to find a classification decision cj that minimizes 1 − Pcj x, which
means maximizing the posteriori conditional probability Pcj x. This leads to minimization by
the Bayes’ classification rule of the average probability of the classification error:
“Choose a decision a class cj for which
Pcj x > Pck x

k = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j ”

For this statement of classification, it is easy to find a classification rule that guarantees
minimization of the average probability of classification error ( i.e., the error rate). An average
probability of classification error is thus used as a criterion of minimization for selecting the best
classification decision.
If a loss matrix L is chosen in a way that assigns a loss of 1 for all incorrectly decided classes
and a loss of 0 for correct classes Lii = 0, yielding a loss matrix
⎡
⎤
0 1 1 1
⎢1 0 1 1⎥
⎢
⎥
L=⎢  
(40)
⎥
⎣      ⎦
1 1

1

0

then minimization by the generalized Bayes’ classification rule of the risk criterion is equivalent
to minimization by Bayes’ rule of the average probability of classification error.
1.5.2. Generalization of the Maximum Likelihood Classification
For multiclass multifeature objects, we define the generalized likelihood ratio for classes ci and cj :
pxcj 

pxci 

j i = 1 2 · · ·  l

j = i

(41)

and the generalized threshold value as
ji

=

Lij − Lii Pci 
Lji − Ljj Pcj 

(42)

Thus the maximum likelihood classification rule, which minimizes the risk, can be interpreted
as choosing a class for which the likelihood ratio exceeds all other threshold values for other
classes:
“Decide class cj if
pxcj 
>
pxci 

ji 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j ”

(43)

For symmetric loss functions Lij = Lji with Lii = 0 (no loss for correct decisions), we can obtain
the following classification rule:
“Decide a class cj if
pxcj 
Pci 
>
Pcj 
pxci 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j ”

(44)
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1.6. Decision Regions and Probability of Errors
We will analyze classification error regardless of the type of classifier (Bayes’ or other). Generally,
the task of a classifier is to assign each instance x of a feature vector of a considered object to
one of the possible classes ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l. In other words, that a classifier divides the feature
space into l disjoint decision regions (decision subspaces) R1  R2  · · ·  Rl . The region Ri is a
subspace such that each realization x of a feature vector of an object falling into this region will
be assigned to a class ci (see Figure 11.2).
In general, regions Ri i = 1 2 · · ·  l need not be contiguous and may be divided into several
disjoint subregions; however, all vectors in these subregions will belong to the same class ci .
The regions intersect, and boundaries between adjacent regions are called decision boundaries
(decision surfaces) because classification decisions change across boundaries.
The task of a classifier design is to find classification rules that will guarantee division of a feature
space into optimal decision regions R1  R2  · · ·  Rl (with optimal decision boundaries) that will
minimize a selected classification performance criterion. These optimal decision boundaries do not
guarantee an ideal, errorless classification, but do guarantee that the average error will be minimal
according to the chosen minimization criterion.
We will address this difficult classification problem of finding optimal decision regions and
decision boundaries by analyzing a two-class classification with n-dimensional feature vector x.
Assume that a feature space was divided (possibly not optimally) into two distinct regions, namely
R1 , corresponding to class c1 , and R2 , corresponding to class c2 . We have two scenarios in which
classification error occurs. The first occurs when a measured feature vector value x falls into
region R1 , yielding a decision c1 , when the true class is c2 . The second occurs when a feature
vector realization x falls into region R2 , yielding a decision c2 , when the true class is c1 . Since
both errors are mutually exclusive, we calculate the total probability of each kind of classification
error as
Pclassification_error = Px ∈ R1  c2  + Px ∈ R2  c1 
= Px ∈ R1 c2 Pc2  + Px ∈ R2 c1 Pc1 

(45)

Using Bayes’ theorem, we find
Pclassification_error =


R1

pxc2 Pc2 dx +


R2

pxc1 Pc1 dx

Probabilities
Optimal decision boundary
p (x|c1) P (c1)

Non-optimal
decision boundary

p (x|c2) P (c2)

x
R1

Figure 11.2. Decision boundaries.

R2

(46)
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Now we form optimal decision regions R1 and R2 (thus defining a classification rule) that
maximize the above probability P(classification_error). Let us consider an object with a given
realization of a feature vector x. The probability of classification error is minimized if for
pxc1 Pc1  > pxc2 Pc2  we choose region R1 such that x will be in region R1 , because this
guarantees a smaller contribution to the probability of classification error (minimization criterion).
This outcome is equivalent to minimization by Bayes’ classification rule of the average probability
of classification error by choosing a class with the largest a posteriori probability.
An optimal classification formula based on minimization of the probability of classification
error can be generalized for a multiclass multiple feature classification. For multiclass problems,
it is more convenient to define the probability of the correct classification decision. For objects
being classified into l distinct classes c1  c2  · · ·  cl , with n-dimensional feature vector x ∈ Rn , we
have the following average probability of correct classification of new objects based on value x
of a feature vector:
Pclassification_correct =

l


Px ∈ Ri  ci 

i=1

=

l


Px ∈ Ri ci Pci 

i=1

=

l 

i=1 Ri

pxci Pci dx

(47)

where Ri is a decision region associated with a class ci .
Classification problems can be stated as choosing a decision region Ri (thus defining a classification rule) that maximize the probability Pclassification_correct of correct classification being
an optimization criterion. Thus, this criterion is maximized by choosing
 a region Ri such that each
feature vector value x is assigned to a class for which an integral Ri pxci Pci dx is maximal
(for all x). This is equivalent to Bayes’ classification rule, which guarantees the best possible
partition of a feature space into decision regions from the point of view of maximization of the
average probability of correct classification.
1.7. Discriminant Functions
Classifiers can be designed in many ways using different paradigms and different optimal design
criteria. In the previous sections, we have discussed statistical classifiers based on Bayes’ decisions,
which use the comparison of relative values of the probabilities concerning objects and their
features. One of the most classical forms of a classifier design is to express the class selection
problem, based on values x of a feature vector, in a canonical form using a set of explicitly
defined discriminant functions:
di x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(48)

Each discriminant is associated with a specific class ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l. This discriminant-type
classifier assigns an object with a given value x of a feature vector to a class cj if
dj x > di x

for

all

i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j

(49)

In other words, the classifier assigns to an object a class for which the corresponding discriminant
value is the largest.
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x

Discriminant
for class c1

d1 (x)

Discriminant
for class c2

d2 (x)

Class
selection

Max

cj

. ..
dl (x)

Discriminant
for class cl

Figure 11.3. The discriminant classifier.

The discriminant classifier can be designed as a system (see Figure 11.3) containing a collection
of discriminants di xi = 1 2 · · ·  l associated with each class ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l along with a
module that selects the discriminant with the largest value as the recognized class:
di x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

maxdi x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(50)

For a discriminant function-based classifier, the classification rule can be expressed as follows:
Given an object with a given value x of a feature vector:
(1) Compute numerical values of all discriminant functions for x:
di x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(51)

(2) Choose a class cj as a prediction of true class for which a value of the associated discriminant
function dj x is the largest:
Select a class cj for which dj x = maxdi x i = 1 2 · · ·  l
The discriminant function can be defined in several ways based on the classification optimization
criterion.
Let us define discriminant functions for those cases in which Bayesian classification minimizes
the probability of classification error. For Bayesian classifiers, the natural choice for the discriminant function is the a posteriori conditional probability Pci x:
di x = Pci x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(52)

Using Bayes’ theorem, we find more practical versions of the discriminant function:
pxci Pci 

px

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(53)

di x = pxci Pci 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(54)

di x =

Note that only the relative values of the discriminant functions are important for class determination. Thus, any monotonically increasing function fdi x of di x will provide an identical
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classification decision. Hence, we find the equivalent form of the Bayesian discriminant by taking
a natural logarithmic function ln di x for the above discriminant:
di x = ln pxci  + ln Pci 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(55)

All of the above discriminant functions provide equivalent classification.
By choosing a discriminant function di x for each class ci , the classification rule is defined as
well. This means that a feature space is divided into l distinct decision regions Ri i = 1 2 · · ·  l.
Each of these is associated with the decision stating that if a feature vector value x falls into
region Rj , then an object is classified as belonging to a class cj .
Therefore, if, for a given value x of a feature vector, dj x > di x for all i = 1 2 · · ·  l i = j,
then x is in the corresponding region Rj , and a classification decision assigns a new object
to a class cj . Discriminant functions define the decision boundaries that separate the decision
regions. Generally, the decision boundaries are defined by neighboring decision regions when the
corresponding discriminant function values are equal. The decision boundaries define a surface in
the feature space where classification decisions change. For the contiguous neighboring regions
Rj and Ri , the decision boundary that separates them can be found by equaling the associated
discriminant functions:
dj x = di x

(56)

The decision boundaries are unaffected by the increasingly monotonic transformation of discriminant functions.
Generally, for risk that minimizes Bayes’ classifier, discriminant functions can be defined as
di x = −Rci x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(57)

A minus sign in the discriminant definition has been added because the maximal value of a
discriminant will be achieved for the minimal conditional risk Rci x.
1.7.1. Bayesian Discriminant Functions for Two Classes
For two-class (c1 and c2 ) classification, we define two discriminant functions, namely, d1 x and
d2 x. These discriminant functions define two decision regions R1 and R2 in a feature space that
is divided by the decision boundary where discriminant functions are equal:
d1 x = d2 x

(58)

and where a classification decision changes from class c1 to c2 . An object with the feature vector
x is classified to class c1 (belonging to the decision region R1 ) if d1 x > d2 x. Otherwise, it is
assigned to class c2 (belonging to the decision region R2 ). We see that for two-class classification
a feature space is divided into two distinct regions; thus, instead of choosing a classifier with two
discriminant functions, we design a dichotomizer with a single discriminant function:
dx = d1 x − d2 x

(59)

For a given x, the dichotomizer computes the value of a single discriminant function dx and
asigns a class, based on the sign of this value.
For discriminant functions selected on the basis of Bayes’ rule, we find the following
dichotomizers for two-class recognition:
dx = Pc1 x − Pc2 x

(60)

dx = pxc1 Pc1  − pxc2 Pc2 

(61)
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or
dx = ln

Pc1 
pxc1 
+ ln
pxc2 
Pc2 

(62)

1.7.2. Quadratic and Linear Discriminants Derived from the Bayes Rule
Under the assumption of multivariate normality of feature vector distribution densities within the
classes, a quadratic discriminant can be derived from the Bayes rule. With a further assumption
about the equality of the covariance matrices computed for the features of the patterns for each of
the classes, a simple linear discriminant can be derived from the Bayes rule. These discriminants
can be designed based on estimation of class probabilities and within-class covariance matrices.
This leads to a practical statistical classifier design for given data.
In the previous section, we have seen the following form of the Bayesian discriminant:
di x = ln pxci  + ln Pci x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(63)

A classifier based on these discriminants assigns an object with a given feature vector x to a class
cj for which the value of the discriminant function is the largest.
Quadratic Discriminant. Let us assume a multivariate normal Gaussian distribution of the
feature vector x within each class. Thus, each component of the feature vector has a Gaussian
(normal) distribution within a class. The vector form of the normal or Gaussian distribution of
the probability density function pxCi , for the feature vector x within a class Ci , is given by the
expression
pxci  =

1

1
exp − x − i T −1
i x − i 
2
2  i 
n
2

1
2

(64)

where i is the mean vector of the ith class feature vector, i is the ith class feature vector
covariance matrix,  i  is the determinant of the covariance matrix, and n is the dimension of the
feature vector x. Substituting Equation (64) into Equation (63) gives the following form of the
discriminant function:
di x = ln

1

1
exp − x − i T −1
i x − i  + ln Pci 
2
2  i 
n
2

1
2

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(65)

1
1
n
di x = − ln i  − x − i T −1
ln 2 + ln Pci 
i x − i  −
2
2
2
i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(66)

Expanding the logarithm gives:

Finally, eliminating the constant element

n
2

ln 2

leads to the following expression:

1
1
di x = − ln i  − x − i T −1
i x − i  + ln Pci 
2
2
i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(67)

We see that the above discriminant is a quadratic function of the feature vector x for a given
Pci  and i . It is called a quadratic discriminant. Decision boundaries between classes i and
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j along which we have equalities di x = dj x are hyperquadratic functions in n-dimensional
feature space (hyperspheres, hyperellipsoids, hyperparaboloids, etc.).
A classifier based on the quadratic Bayesian discriminants can be constructed as follows:
Given: A pattern x. Values of state conditional probability densities pxci  and the a priori
probabilities Pci  for all classes i = 1 2 · · ·  l.
(1) Compute values of the mean vectors i and the covariance matrices i for all classes l =
1 2 · · ·  l based on the training set.
(2) Compute values of the discriminant function for all classes
1
1
di x = − ln i  − x − i T −1
i x − i  + ln Pci 
2
2
i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(68)

(3) Choose a class cj as a prediction of true class for which a value of the associated discriminant
function dj x is largest:
Select

a

class

cj

for

which

dj x = maxdi x

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

Result: The predicted class.
Linear Discriminant: Equal Within-Class Covariance Matrices. An important linear discriminant form can be derived assuming equal covariances for all classes i = i = 1 2 · · ·  l. In
this case in the above quadratic discriminant function, the term ln i  = ln  is class independent
and thus can be dropped, yielding the discriminant form:
1
di x = − x − i T −1 x − i  + ln Pci 
2

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(69)

Let us expand the quadratic form in the above discriminant:
1
x − i T −1 x − i 
2
1
1
1
1
= xT −1 x − xT −1 i − Ti −1 x + Ti −1 i
2
2
2
2
Because  is symmetric, its inverse is also symmetric, and hence 21 xT −1 i = 21 Ti −1 x. In
addition, we see that the term 21 xT −1 x is class independent; therefore, it may be eliminated,
yielding a linear form of discriminant functions:
1
di x = Ti −1 x − Ti −1 i + ln Pci  i = 1 2 · · ·  l
2

(70)

The above discriminant, as a linear function of a feature vector x, is called a linear discriminant
function. Decision boundaries between classes i and j, for which di x = dj x, are pieces of hyperplanes in n-dimensional feature space.
For two-class classification with two-dimensional feature vectors the decision boundary between
classes is a line (see Figure 11.4).
The classification process using linear discriminants can be stated as follows:
(1) Compute, for a given x, numerical values of discriminant functions for all classes:
1
di x = Ti −1 x − Ti −1 i + ln Pci  i = 1 2 · · ·  l
2

(71)
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Figure 11.4. Two-class two-feature pattern classification.

(2) Choose a class cj for which a value of the discriminant function dj x is largest:
Select a class cj for which dj x = maxdi x i = 1 2 · · ·  l
Example: Let us assume that the following two-feature patterns x ∈ R2 from two classes c1 = 0
and c2 = 1 have been drawn according to the Gaussian (normal) density distribution:
x1
1
2
2
3
3

x2
2
2
3
1
2

class
0
0
0
0
0

x1
6
7
8
8
7

x2
8
8
7
8
9

class
1
1
1
1
1

From this set of patterns, we estimate, for each class separately, the mean vectors and covariance
matrices. The mean values are equal to:

ˆ1=

5
1
22
xclass1i =
20
5 i=1


ˆ2 =

5
1
72
xclass2i =
80
5 i=1

where xclassji denotes the ith pattern from class j. The estimate for the covariance matrix for
patterns from class 1 can be computed as
ˆ =

1
=

N
1 
xclass1i − 
ˆ 1 xclass1i − 
ˆ 1 T
5 − 1 i=1

1 1 − 22
4 2−2

1 − 22 2 − 2 +

2 − 22
2−2

2 − 22 2 − 2

+

2 − 22
3−2

2 − 22 3 − 2 +

3 − 22
1−2

3 − 22 1 − 2

+

3 − 22
2−2

3 − 22 2 − 2
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=

1
28 −10
−10
200
4

=

07 −025
−025 05
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Similarly, we have
ˆ =

2

07 −025
−025 05

We see that the estimates of the symmetric covariance matrices for both classes are equal,
ˆ =
ˆ = ,
ˆ and thus the simpler linear version of discriminants can be used:

1
2
ˆ −1 x − 1 
ˆ −1 
di x = 
ˆ i + ln Pci  i = 1 2
ˆ T
ˆ Ti 
2 i
We compute
ˆ −1 = 17391304 08695652

08695652 24347826
ˆ −1 = 55652174

ˆ T1 

67826087

ˆ −1 = 19478261

ˆ T2 

25739130

1 T ˆ −1

ˆ  
ˆ1=
2 1
1 T ˆ −1

ˆ  
ˆ2 =
2 2

1
· 25808696
2
1
· 34615652
2

and ln Pc1  = ln Pc2  = ln 05 = −06931. This leads to the following linear discriminant
functions for both classes:
d1 x = 55652174x1 + 67826087x2 − 229043 − 06931
d2 x = 19478261x1 + 25739130x2 − 1730833 − 06931
We can also find a dichotomizer for this two-class classification representing the Bayes decision
boundary between the two classes (see Figure 11.5):
dx = d1 x − d2 x = 0
dx = −139130x1 − 189565x2 + 1501790 = 0
or
x2 = −07339x1 + 79219
which is (for equal covariance matrices) a line separating clusters of patterns belonging to the
two classes. Patterns “above” dx < 0 the decision boundary dx are classified as belonging
to the class c2 and pattern “below” dx > 0 as belonging to the class c1 (see Figure 11.5). We
see that the data patterns do not overlap and that ideal classification of these training patterns is
possible by the linear discriminants and linear decision boundary.
Let us test how the designed linear discriminant classifies a new pattern x11 = 4 1T .
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Figure 11.5. Two-class two-feature pattern dichotomizer.

We compute values of two discriminants for two classes, namely, d1  4 1T  = 54461 and
d2  4 1T  = −513416. Then we assign x11 to class c1 , since d1  4 1T  > d2  4 1T . For the
other new pattern x12 = 6 7T , we have d1  6 7T  = 572722 and d2  6 7T  = 1232671. Then
we assign the new pattern x12 = 6 7T to the class c2 , since d1  6 7T  < d2  6 7T .
We can also use a dichotomizer for classifying new patterns. For the pattern x11 = 4 1T , we
have d 4 1T  = 755705 > 0, indicating the class c1 (the pattern “below” the decision boundary).
For x12 = 6 7T , the dichotomizer value is d 6 7T  = −659945 < 0, indicating the class c2
(the pattern located “above” the decision boundary).
The linear discriminant function can also be presented in the form of a linear neural network,
that is,
di x = wiT x + wi0 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(72)

where the weight vector is defined as
wi = −1 i

(73)

wi0 = −Ti −1 i + ln Pci 

(74)

and the threshold is determined by

For contiguous regions Ri and Rj for classes i and j, the decision boundary between these classes
is governed by the linear relationship
di x − dj x = bx + wij0

(75)

b = wi − wj T = i −1 − j −1 T

(76)

where

wij0 = wi0 − wj0
= −Ti −1 i + ln Pci  + Tj −1 j − ln Pcj 

(77)

The hyperplane, separating classes i and j, is generally not orthogonal to the line passing through
the means i and j . For nonequal a priori probabilities Pci , the separating hyperplane is
translated away from the more likely mean.
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Minimum Mahalanobis Distance Classifier. If we assume equal covariance matrices for all
classes i = i = 1 2 · · ·  l, and equal a priori probabilities for all classes Pci  = P, then
we can ignore in the discriminant equation the term ln Pci . This gives a simple form of the
discriminant (after neglecting 21 ):
di x = −x − i T −1 x − i  i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(78)

We observe that a classifier based on the above discriminants assigns an object with a given value x
of a feature vector to a class j for which the squared Mahalanobis distance x −i T −1 x −i  of
x to the mean vector j is smallest (because this approach gives the largest value of discriminant).
In other words, a classifier selects the class cj for which a value x is nearest, in the sense of
Mahalanobis distance, to the corresponding mean vector j . This classifier is called a minimum
Mahalanobis distance classifier.
We find the following linear version of the minimum Mahalanobis distance classifier (by
expanding the squared Mahalanobis distance):
1
di x = Ti −1 x − Ti −1 i 
2

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(79)

The above discriminant is a linear function of a feature vector x.
A minimum Mahalanobis distance classifier algorithm can be constructed as follows.
Given: The mean vectors for all classes i i = 1 2 · · ·  l and a given value x of a feature vector.
(1) Compute numerical values of the Mahalanobis distances x − i T −1 x − i i = 1 2
· · ·  l between x and means i for all classes.
(2) Choose a class cj as a prediction of true class, for which the value of the associated Mahalanobis
distance attains the minimum:
x − j T −1 x − j  = minx − i T −1 x − i 
i

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(80)

Result: The predicted class.
For a minimum Mahalanobis distance classifier, the mean vectors act as l prototypes for l
classes, and a new feature vector value x is matched to the prototypes. The predicted class is
assigned to a class with the nearest mean to x in the sense of the Mahalanobis distance.
Linear Discriminant for Statistically Independent Features. The discriminant function can be
simplified if we assume that the covariance matrices for all classes are equal and that features are
statistically independent. In this case, each feature has the same variance 2 , and the covariance
matrix becomes diagonal:
 = 2 I

(81)

where I is an n × n identity matrix (having ones only on the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere
−2
else). We see that i  =  2n and −1
i =  I, which leads to the simple form of the discriminant:
di x = −

x − i 2
+ ln Pci 
22

where  ·  denotes the Euclidean norm
x − i  =

i = 1 2 · · ·  l


x − i T x − i 

(82)

(83)
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Notice that in the above discriminant the squared distance between a feature vector and a mean
vector is normalized by the variance  2 and biased by Pci . Thus, we find that, for a feature
vector value x equally distant from the two mean vectors of two different classes, the class with
the bigger a priori probability Pcj  will be chosen.
In fact, we do not need to compute the Euclidean distances for the above discriminants. Note that
x − i T x − i  = xT x − 2Ti x + Ti i

(84)

which yields the quadratic discriminant formula
di x = −


1  T
x x − 2Ti x + Ti i + ln Pci 
2
2

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(85)

However, since the term xT x is the same for all classes, it can be dropped, which gives the linear
discriminant formula
di x =

1 T
1
 x − 2 Ti i + ln Pci 
2
2 i

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(86)

This linear discriminant can be written in the “neural network” style as a linear threshold machine:
di x = wiT x + wi0

(87)

where the weight vector is defined as
wi =

1

2 i

(88)

and the threshold weight (a bias in the ith direction) is
wi0 = −

1 T
  + ln Pci 
2 2 i i

(89)

The decision surfaces for the above linear discriminants are pieces of hyperplanes defined by
equations di x − dj x. For contiguous regions Ri and Rj for classes i and j, with the highest
a posteriori probabilities, the decision boundaries between these classes are governed by the
linear equation
di x − dj x = bx + wij0

(90)

where
b = wi − wj T =

1
 − j T
2 i

(91)

and
wij0 = −


1  T
i i − Tj j + ln Pci  − ln Pcj 
2
2

(92)

The above decision hyperplane is orthogonal to the vector i − j (orthogonal to the line linking
means i and j of classes i and j). For equal a priori probabilities Pci  and Pcj , the intersection
point of the line joining the means and the decision hyperplane is situated in the middle of
the segment joining the two means i and j . For nonequal a priori probabilities Pci , the
intersection point is away from the larger probability (toward the less likelihood mean). We see
that for a small variance 2 , compared with a distance between means i − j , the influence
of a priori probabilities on the position of the decision boundary is small.
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Minimum Euclidean Distance Classifier. If we can assume that the covariance matrices for all
classes are equal and that features are statistically independent, then we also have  = 2 I. If,
additionally, we have equal a priori probabilities for all classes Pci  = P, then we can ignore the
term ln Pci . This produces a straightforward form of discriminants:
di x = −

x − i 2

2 2

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(93)

or (neglecting the term 2 , which is unimportant for discrimination):
di x = −2 2 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(94)

We see that a classifier based on the above discriminants assigns an object with a given value
x of a feature vector to a class j for which the Euclidean distance x − j  of x to the mean
vector j is the smallest (because this gives the largest value of the discriminant). In other words,
a classifier selects the class cj of which a value x is nearest to the corresponding mean vector
j . This classifier is called a minimum distance classifier or a minimum Euclidean distance
classifier.
We also find the following linear version of the minimum distance classifier (expanding the
Euclidean norm and neglecting the term 2 ):
di x = Ti x − Ti i 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(95)

The above minimum Euclidean distance discriminant is a linear function of a feature vector x
(a linear discriminant, a linear classifier).
Below we give a pseudocode for a minimum Euclidean distance classifier.
Given: Mean vectors for all classes i i = 1 2 · · ·  l and a given value x of a feature vector.
(1) Compute numerical values of Euclidean distances between x and means i for all classes:

x − i  =

n


xk − ki 2 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(96)

k=1

(2) Choose a class cj as a prediction of true class for which a value of the associated Euclidean
distance is smallest:
x − j  = min x − i 

i = 1 2 · · ·  l

(97)

Result: The predicted class.
Limitations of Bayesian Normal Discriminant. The use of the assumptions of multivariate
normality within classes, and equal covariance matrices between classes, leads to the linear
discriminant form of the Bayes rule. If the assumptions are true, the linear discriminant is equivalent to the optimal classifier from the point of view of minimal probability of the classification
error. Obviously, in real-world situations, these assumptions are satisfied only approximately.
However, even if the assumptions are not valid, the linear discriminant has shown good performance. Due to its simple structure, the linear discriminant tends not to overfit the training data
set, which may lead to stronger generalization ability for unseen cases (see Chapter 15).
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1.8. Estimation of Probability Densities
We can design an optimal Bayesian classifier, in the sense of minimizing the probability of
classification error, by knowing the priori probabilities Pci  and class conditional probability
densities pxci  for all classes ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l. In practice, we almost never have sufficient
knowledge about the probabilistic characteristics of the real patterns under consideration. This
knowledge is usually very vague, uncertain, and incomplete. Our partial knowledge about the
probabilistic nature of recognized objects is derived from a limited, finite set of observed a priori
patterns/objects (a limited sample).
Due to the limited number of a priori observed objects, we try to estimate a priori probabilities
and to state conditional probability densities. This estimation should be optimal according to
the well-defined estimation criterion. The computed estimates can then be further used instead
of true probabilities in Bayesian classifier design. However, we should remember that estimates
only approximately represent true probabilities, and therefore these estimates may be a source of
classification uncertainty.
Estimates of a priori probabilities can be expressed as the following ratios:
nc
P̂ci  = i  i = 1 2 · · ·  l
(98)
N
where nci is the number of objects in the ith class of a limited sample, and N is the total number
of objects in a sample.
In Bayesian processing, the estimation of the class conditional probability densities pxci  is
a major concern. Three main approaches are used in probability density estimation.
– Parametric methods (with the assumption of a specific functional form of a probability density
function).
– Nonparametric methods (without the assumption of a specific functional form of a probability
density function).
– Semiparametric method (a combination of parametric and nonparametric methods).
Parametric methods assume that a specific functional form (for example, a specific algebraic
formula) of the probability density function with a certain number of parameters is given as a
model of the probability density. Thus, the task of estimation in parametric methods is to estimate
the optimal values of parameters.
Nonparametric methods do not assume a specific functional form of the probability density
function, and this function is derived entirely from given data.
The semiparametric method is a combination of parametric and nonparametric methods, and
assumes a very general functional form of probability densities and a possibly variable number
of adaptively adjusted parameters.
The estimation of the probability density can be done in both supervised and unsupervised
modes. Probability density estimation techniques also include neural network methods.
1.8.1. Parametric Methods of Probability Density Estimation
Let us assume that we have a priori observations of objects and corresponding patterns as a
limited-size sample containing N patterns belonging to l classes ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l:
X = x1  x2  · · ·  xN 

(99)

Having patterns labeled by the corresponding classes, we can split the set of all patterns X
according to a class into l disjoint sets:

Xc1  Xc2  · · ·  Xcl 
Xi = X
(100)
i=12··· cl
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Each set Xci contains Ni patterns belonging to class ci . We assume that patterns from each set
Xci have been drawn independently according to the class conditional probability density function
pxci  i = 1 2 · · ·  l. Assume that the parametric form of the class conditional probability
density is given as a function
pxci  i 

(101)

where i =  i1  i2  · · ·  im T is the m-dimensional vector of parameters for the ith class. For
example, if the probability density has a normal (Gaussian) form:
pxci  = pxci  i  =

1

1
exp − x − i T −1
i x − i 
2
2  i 
n
2

1
2

(102)

then the parameter vector can be constituted of the elements of the ith class mean vector i and
the covariance matrix elements i :
i = Ti  i1  i2  · · ·  in T

(103)

where ij denotes the j th row of a covariance matrix i . For the one-dimensional feature vector
for the normal distribution, the parameter vector contains a mean and a variance:
i =

i
2i

(104)

Since we assumed that patterns for each class were generated independently, the parameter
estimation of probability density can be provided in a similar way, independently for each class.
We may simplify the notation assuming that we estimate the probability density of a certain class.
This allows us to omit the class index, denoting pxci  i  by px.
1.8.2. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Parameters
The maximum likelihood optimal parameter estimation problem can be stated as follows. Assume
that we are given a limited-size set of N patterns xi for a given class generated independently:
X = x1  x2  · · ·  xN 

(105)

We also assume that we know a parametric form px of a conditional probability density
function. The task of estimation is to find the optimal (the best according to the used criterion)
value of the parameter vector  of a given dimension m.
Since patterns xi are drawn independently according to distribution px, the joint probability
density of all patterns from the data set X can be written as a product of the probabilities for each
pattern separately:
L = pX =

N


pxi 

(106)

i=1

The probability density L is a function of a parameter vector  for a given set of patterns X.
It is called the likelihood of for a given set of patterns X.
The function L can be chosen as a criterion for finding the optimal estimate of . Given this
optimal criterion, such an estimation is called the maximum likelihood estimation of parameters
. In this technique, the optimal value ˆ of a parameter vector is chosen to maximize the criterion
L. This can be viewed as choosing the  that most likely matches a given observed pattern set.
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For computational reasons, in maximizing the likelihood estimation criterion, it is more convenient
to minimize the negative natural logarithm of the likelihood L:
J = − ln L = −

N


ln pxi 

(107)

i=1

and the optimal estimate is chosen by minimizing J (corresponding to the maximizing
likelihood L). However, since the negative ln is a monotonic function, both criteria are
equivalent.
For the differentiable function pxi , the minimum value of  can be found from the set of
m equations (obtained by making equal to 0 the gradient of J for ):
⎡ J ⎤
⎢ 1 ⎥


⎢ J ⎥
N
⎢ 2 ⎥



i
⎥
J = ⎢
⎢  ⎥ =  − ln px 

⎢  ⎥
i=1
⎦
⎣
J
 m
⎡  − N ln pxi  ⎤
i=1
⎢ N  1 i ⎥
⎢  − i=1 lnpx  ⎥
⎥
⎢
 2

=⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−




N

i=1 lnpx



i 

⎥=0
⎥
⎥
⎦

(108)

m

For the normal form of a probability density function N  with unknown parameters  and
 constituting vector , we can find a close algebraic formula for maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameter vector:

ˆ =

N
1 
xi
N i=1

(109)

N

i
ˆ = 1

xi − x
ˆ
− 
ˆ T
N i=1

(110)

These equations show that the maximum likelihood estimate 
ˆ for the mean  is the sample
ˆ
mean (the average for a given set of patterns). Similarly, the maximum likelihood estimate 
of the covariance matrix  is the sample arithmetic average of the N matrices (outer products)
i
ˆ
− 
ˆ T.
xi − x
We show how to find the estimates for the normal form of the probability density
px =

1
1

2  2  2

exp −

1
x − 2
2 2

(111)

for a one-dimensional pattern vector x with two unknown parameters
a two-dimensional feature vector :
=

1
2

1

=  and


2

2

= 2 forming
(112)

The maximum likelihood estimation criterion in this case can be written as
J =

N
1
1 
ln 2
N i=1 2

2+

1 i
x −
2 2

1

2

(113)
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The gradient of this criterion with respect to  equal to zero leads to the solution of the maximum
likelihood estimates for the parameters:
N
1 
ˆ1 = 
ˆ =
xi
N i=1

(114)

N

ˆ 2 = ˆ 2 = 1
xi − 
ˆ 2
N i=1

(115)

These results can be similarly extended for the multivariate case.
Theory shows that the maximum likelihood estimate of a covariance matrix  is biased, i.e.,
ˆ is not equal to . For example, for the one-dimensional pattern, the
the expected value of 
expected value of ,
E 
ˆ =

N −1 2

N

(116)

(where 2 is the true variance) is not equal to . For N → , the bias disappears. The unbiased
estimate can be obtained in the form
ˆ =


N
1 
i
xi − x
ˆ
− 
ˆ T
N − 1 i=1

(117)

1.8.3. Nonparametric Methods of Probability Density Estimation
In many problems, the functional form of probability density function (for example, the formula
for normal distribution) is not known in advance. More general methods of probability density
estimation seek, based on existing data, the functional form of the probability density function as
well as numerical values of its parameters. Some techniques, like histograms, do not provide the
close algebraic formula for density, but do provide precomputed numerical values for densities.
Neural networks are also used for density estimation. These estimation methods are called
nonparametric.
We will introduce the following nonparametric techniques: histogram, kernel-based method,
k-nearest neighbors, and nearest neighbors.
General Idea of Nonparametric Probability Density Estimation. Suppose that a limited set of
N samples (patterns) X = x1  x2  · · ·  xN  is independently generated for a given class according
to an unknown probability density function px. Our intent is to determine an estimate p̂x of
a true probability density px based on the available limited-size sample.
The probability that a new pattern x, drawn according to the unknown probability density px,
will fall inside a region R is given by

px̃ dx̃
(118)
P=
x̃∈R

For a small region and for continuous px, with almost the same values within a region R, we
can (for a pattern lying inside R) write the following approximation:

px̃ dx̃ ≈ pxV
(119)
P=
x̃∈R


where V is the volume of a region RV = x̃∈R dx̃. Based on this approximation, we see that we
can estimate px for a given x knowing the probability P that x will fall in R.
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To find P, we first note that the probability that for N sample patterns set k of them will fall
in a region R is given by the binomial law
Pk

from N

=

N!
P k 1 − PN −k
k!N − k!

(120)

The mean of the fraction of patterns k/N falling into a region R is E k/N = P, with variance
around the mean E k/N − P2  = P1 − P/N . Because the binomial distribution Pk from N for k
sharply peaks around a mean for N → , we assume that the ratio k/N is a sound estimate of
the probability P:
P≈

k
N

(121)

Combining Equations (119) and (120), we can find the following approximation for a probability
density function for a given pattern x:
px ≈ p̂ =

k
NV

(122)

To endure that the above region-based probability density estimation will converge to true px,
we need a decision about the proper selection of region R. The choice of R should be an optimal
compromise between contradicting requirements. First, in order to be sure that the approximation
P ≈ k/N holds, region R must be large, causing P to be large and thus ensuring that the binomial
distribution will sharply peak around a mean. Second, the approximation P = pxV is more
accurate if R (and thus V ) is smaller, guaranteeing that px remains almost constant in the
integration region. The best estimate requires finding an optimal region R.
There are two major techniques for probability density estimation based on region selection
and counting the number of patterns falling in the region:
– Kernel-based methods
– K-nearest neighbors methods
In the kernel-based method, region R (and thus the volume V ) is fixed and a number k of patterns
falling in the region is counted from the data.
In the k-nearest neighbors method, the number k of patterns is predetermined. Based on this
value, a region is determined from the data with a corresponding volume. It has been shown
that both techniques converge to the true probability density in the limit of infinite N (N → ),
provided that the region volume shrinks with increasing N , and k grows with N .
Both techniques require training data to be present during the estimation of the probability
density value px for a new pattern x.
Kernel-based Method and Parzen Window. One of the most straightforward techniques of
probability density estimation px for a new pattern x, based on a given training set Ttra containing
N patterns x1  x2  · · ·  xN , is called the kernel-based method. This method is based on fixing
around a pattern vector x a region R (and thus a region volume V ) and counting a number k of
given training patterns falling in this region by using a special kernel function associated with the
region. Such a kernel function is also called a Parzen window.
One choice of a fixed region for an n-dimensional pattern x is an n-dimensional hypercube
with side length equal to h, centered around point x. The volume of this hypercube is
V = hn

(123)
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We find an analytic formula for calculating the number k of patterns from a training set falling
within the hypercube, with the help of the following kernel (window) function:

1 for yi  ≤ 1/2 i = 1 2 · · ·  n
(124)
y =
0 otherwise
This kernel function (a hypercube-type Parzen window) corresponds to a unit hypercube (with
a side length h = 1) centered at the origin. It allows us to decide whether a given pattern falls
inside the unit hypercube. This decision may be easily extended for the hypercube with side h.
We see that for the pattern xi , the value of kernel function x − xi /h is equal to 1 if a pattern
xi falls within the hypercube with a side h centered on the point x, and it is equal to 0 otherwise.
For an N -sample-pattern set, the total number of patterns falling within the hypercube centered
around x is given by
k=

N





i=1

x − xi
h


(125)

Substituting the above into Equation (121) gives the estimate of the probability density function
for a given state x based on a given training set:
p̂x =





N
N
1 
1
x − xi
x − xi
1 
=


N i=1 hn
h
N hn i
h

(126)

The hypercube-type kernel function method resembles the histogram technique for a probability
density estimation. However, instead of fixed bins defined in advance, the kernel method locates
hypercube cells at new pattern points. The hypercube kernel methods, like a histogram, suffer
from a discontinuity of the estimate on boundaries of hypercubes. The kernel-based methods, in
general, require that a training set of N patterns be available for the density estimate of new
patterns as a reference pattern set.
In order to obtain a smooth estimate of a probability density, we use other forms of a kernel
function x. A kernel function must satisfy two conditions:
y ≥ 0



all y

(127)

y dy = 1

One of the natural choices can be the radial symmetric multivariate Gaussian (normal) kernel:


y2
1
(128)
exp −
y =
2
2 n/2

i
where y = yT y, which for y = x−x
gives the following estimate:
h
p̂x =

1

N


2 n/2 hn N

i=1
N



exp


−x − xi 2
2h2



−x − xi T x − xi 
=
exp
2 n/2 hn N i=1
2h2
1


(129)

The term x − xi  = x − xi T x − xi 1/2 is the Euclidean distance between patterns x and xi .
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If the class-dependent pxck  probability density is estimated, then in the simple approach,
the designer has to separate from the training set all patterns belonging to the same class ck and
use only these patterns to compute an estimate. Let us denote the number of patterns from the kth
class by Nk , and the ith reference pattern from the training set from the class ck by xki . Then the
class conditional probability density is given by the expression


Nk
1
1 
x − xki

p̂xck  =
Ni i=1 hnk
hk

(130)

where hk is the class-dependent smoothing parameter. The probability density is computed
separately for each class. For the Gaussian kernel, we have
Nk




−x − xki 2
exp
p̂xck  =
n
2 n/2 hk Nk i=1
2h2k
1


(131)

The design problem with a kernel-based estimation is associated with the selection of a kernel
function and a “window size.” For example, for a Parzen window that is a rectangular cube, this
problem relates to choosing the size of a side h of a hypercube. A proper selection of h, called
a smoothing parameter, is crucial for obtaining a good estimate of true density. For large h, an
estimate may be too smooth. A value of h that is too small may result in too much detail and noise
from the data. The selection of h depends on the character of the data and could be completed
experimentally. Let us note that the fixed size of a region limits kernel-based estimation methods.
A simple design approach assumes an equal smoothing parameter for all classes. We can also
try to tune distinct smoothing parameters for each class. The generalization ability of the kernelbased density estimation depends on the training set and on smoothing parameters. We can also
select a reduced training set that is a subset of an original training set. Kernel-based estimation is
memory and computation intensive. It requires availability of the training set during the estimation
of density for new patterns. To reduce this burden, we consider some reduction of the training
data. For example, the patterns from the same class of the training set can be clustered. Then,
instead of taking all patterns, we can use only centers of clusters as reference training patterns.
K-nearest Neighbors. A method of probability density estimation with variable size regions is
the k-nearest neighbors method. In the k-nearest neighbors method, a number of patterns k
within a region is fixed, whereas a region size (and thus a volume V ) varies depending on the
data. In this technique, the estimation of probability density for a given new pattern x, based on a
given training set Ttra of N patterns, is provided in the following way. First, a small n-dimensional
sphere is located in the pattern space centered at the point x. Then a radius of this sphere is
extended until the sphere contains exactly the fixed number k of patterns from a given training
set. Then an estimate of the probability density p̂x for x is computed as
p̂x =

k
NV

(132)

The k-nearest neighbors methods lead to an estimate that in fact is not a true probability density,
since its integral does not converge over pattern space.
Modifications of the k-nearest neighbors estimation may include selecting as a reference pattern
only some part of the training set or clustering training data set and using only cluster centers as
reference patterns.
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K-nearest Neighbors Classification Rule. The k-nearest neighbors probability density estimation
method can be simply modified as the k-nearest neighbors classification rule. Let us assume that
we are given a training set Ttra of N patterns x1  x2  · · ·  xN labeled by l classes and containing Ni
l
patterns for the ith class ci i = 1 2 · · ·  l
i Ni = l. A new pattern x is assigned to the class cj
most frequently appearing within the k-nearest neighbors for x. In other words for a given x, the
first k-nearest neighbors from a training set should be found (regardless of a class label) based on
a defined pattern distance measure. Then, among the selected k nearest neighbors, numbers ni of
patterns belonging to each class ci are computed. The predicted class cj assigned to x corresponds
to a class for which nj is the largest (a winner class in voting among k-nearest neighbors).
We can combine the k-nearest neighbors method with the Gaussian classification rule, assigning
to x a class for which the conditional a posteriori probability Pcj x is largest. Using the knearest neighbors method, we have the following estimate (approximation) of a class conditional
probability density in the region containing the k-nearest neighbors of x:
p̂xci  =

ni
Ni V

(133)

For the unconditional probability density,
p̂x =

K
NV

(134)

We also can find an approximation for the a priori probability:
P̂ci  =

ni
N

(135)

From Bayes’ theorem, we have
Pci x =

pxci Pci  ni
≈
px
k

(136)

The classification rule, which minimizes the probability of misclassification error, selects the
n
predicted class cj for a pattern x for which the ratio kj is the largest.
Nearest Neighbor Classification Rule. The simple version of the k-nearest neighbors classification is for a number of neighbors k equal to one. This nearest neighbor classification assigns
for a new state x a class of nearest neighbor patterns from a given training set x1  x2  · · ·  xN .
The algorithm for the nearest neighbors classification is stored as follows.
Given: A training set Ttra of N patterns x1  x2  · · ·  xN labeled by l classes. A new pattern x.
(1) Compute for a given x the nearest neighbor xj from a whole training set based on the defined
pattern distance measure distance x xi .
(2) Assign to x a class cj of nearest neighbors to x.
Result: The predicted class.
1.8.4. Semiparametric Methods of Probability Density Estimation
In the previous sections, we discussed parametric and nonparametric methods of probability
density estimation. Parametric methods assume a known form of probability density function that
is global for the entire data set, and the task of estimation is to find unknown parameters of a known
function based on existing data. The disadvantage of parametric methods is choosing one density
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function form without the possibility of local fitting to specific regions of data. Nonparametric
methods allow more general forms of density function but suffer from large dimensionality of the
required parameters, depending on the data size. They also require the presence of the entire data
set for estimation of the density of new patterns. For large data sets these techniques are time
consuming and memory consuming.
The combination of parametric and nonparametric methods gives the foundation for semiparametric methods. Two frequently used semiparametric methods are
– Functional approximation
– Mixture models (mixtures of probability densities)
These methods are concerned with the formation of a density estimation model regared as a linear
or nonlinear parametric combination of known basis functions or probability density functions
(for example, normal densities) localized in certain regions of data.
For semiparametric methods, the estimation task is to find forms of basis functions or component
densities and their numbers and parameters, along with the mixing parameter values used in the
model. For the semiparametric model of density, the computation of an estimate for a new pattern
requires only an algebraic (or other) form of the density model instead of all the data.
A major advantage of semiparametric models is their ability to precisely fit component functions
locally to specific regions of a feature space, based on discoveries about probability distributions
and their modalities from the existing data.
Functional Approximation. This method assumes approximation of density by the linear combination of m basis functions i x:
p̂x = gx a =

m


ai i x

(137)

i=1

where ai i = 1 2 · · ·  m are elements of a parameter vector a ∈ Rm . An example is a symmetric
radial basis function for which an approximation of density can be proposed by the following
smooth continuous scalar function defined in R:
gx a =

m


ai i x − xi 

i=1

= a1 1 x − x1  + a2 2 x − x2  + · · · + am m x − xm 

(138)

where x − xi  is a distance between two vectors in Rn . We see that an approximating
function gx a is constructed as a linear combination of radial basis functions i x − xi 
i = 1 2 · · ·  m centered around m center vectors xi . Let us consider a smooth continuous scalar
radial basis function (a kernel) c x − xc  defined in [0, 1] and centered around a center xc ∈ Rn .
The basis function is radially symmetric. Thus, a function value is identical for vectors x that lie
at the fixed radial distance from the center of the basis function xc . There are different approaches
for selecting basis functions. However, the most commonly used basis function is the Gaussian
radial function (Gaussian kernel):
c x − xc  = c x − xc  c 
= exp −

x − xc T x − xc 
22c

(139)

with two parameters such as xc being a center of the Gaussian radial function, and 2c being the
normalization parameter for the Gaussian kernel. Furthermore, x − xc 2 = x − xc T x − xc  is
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a squared Euclidean distance between vectors x and xc . The normalization parameter  has the
same form as the standard deviation in the Gaussian normal probability distribution, although it is
estimated in a different way. The Gaussian kernel values are in the range from 0 to 1. This means
that the closer the vector x is to the center xc of the Gaussian kernel, the larger is the function
value. The goal of functional approximation of density is to find, for selected basis functions
with given corresponding parameters, an optimal value â of a parameter vector according to the
assumed optimization criterion. For example, it can be read as:

px − p̂x2 dx
(140)
Ja =
all x

Substitution of an approximating function gx a for p̂x p gives
Ja =


all x

px +

m


ai i x2 dx

(141)

i=1

Finding optimal parameters requires minimization of the criterion Ja, with necessary conditions
for the minimum given by setting to zero the values of the criterion gradient for a:
Ja
=0
a

(142)

or
Ja
= 0
aj
We find

Ja
=2
aj
all

j = 1 2 · · ·  m


x

px −

m


(143)


ai i x j x dx = 0

(144)

i=1

which gives

all x

j xpx dx =




all x

j x

m



ai i x

dx

(145)

i=1


By definition, all x j xpx dx is an expected value E j x of a function j x.
Rearrangement of the above equations gives the set of m linear equations for optimal parameters
a1  a2  · · ·  am :
m



ai

i=1

all x

j xi x dx = E j x

j = 1 2 · · ·  m

(146)

The solution of the above equations requires knowledge of a density px. However, one can use
the following approximation:
E j x =


all x

j xpx dx ≈

N
1 
 xk 
N k=1 j

(147)

where N is a number of patterns. Thus, we have
m

i=1


pi

all x

j xi x dx =

N
1 
 xk 
N k=1 j

j = 1 2 · · ·  m

(148)
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This set of m linear equations for ai can be solved for a given m basis function j x. If the
orthonormal basis functions are used, which satisfy the conditions


1 for i = j
j xi x dx =
(149)
0 for i = j
all x
then we can obtain the following optimal estimates for parameters:
âj =

N
1 
 xk 
N k=1 j

j = 1 2 · · ·  m

(150)

The above batch formula for optimal parameter calculation requires knowledge of all N patterns.
The sequential (iterative) formula is
âNj +1 =


1  N
N âj + j xN +1 
N +1

(151)

where âNj and âNj +1 are optimal coefficients obtained for N and N +1 pattern samples, respectively.
Knowing the optimal values of parameters and basis functions, we have a functional approximation
of probability density:
p̂x =

m


âi i x

(152)

i=1

The design procedure for the functional approximation of density first requires the selection of
the number and forms of basis functions x, along with their parameters.
The algorithm for the functional approximation of a probability density is as follows:
Given: A training set Ttra of N patterns x1  x2  · · ·  xN . The m orthonormal radial basis functions
i xi = 1 2 · · ·  m, along with their parameters.
(1) Compute the estimates of unknown parameters
âj =

N
1 
 xk 
N k=1 j

j = 1 2 · · ·  m

(153)

(2) Form the model of the probability density as a functional approximation
p̂x =

m


âi i x

(154)

i=1

Result: The probability density of patterns.
Mixture Models (Mixtures of Probability Densities). These models are based on linear
parametric combination of known probability density functions (for example, normal densities)
localized in certain regions of data. One of the natural choices for a mixture model is the following
linear mixture distribution:
px = px  = px P =

m


pi xi Pi

(155)

i=1

where pi xi  is the ith component density with parameter vector i , m is a number of component
densities, and Pi is the ith mixing parameter. The terms  and P denote the component densities
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parameter vector and the mixing parameter vector, respectively. Finally,  denotes a parameter
vector composed of  and P. To simplify notation, we describe the mixture model as
px =

m


pi xPi

(156)

i=1

The above linear mixture distribution resembles the definition of the unconditional probability
density. Indeed, we shall consider Pi as the a priori probability that the pattern x has been
generated by the ith component density pi x of the mixture. Furthermore, we select Pi to satisfy
m


Pi = 1

i=1

0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1
and assume normalization of component densities:

pi xdx = 1

(157)

(158)

all x

which then can be compared with class conditional densities. Generation of a new pattern by the
above mixture model is as follows. First, one ith component density is randomly selected with
probability Pi . Then a pattern x is generated according to the selected probability density pi x.
Most frequently mixtures of normal Gaussian densities are used for probability density
modeling. Mixture models play an important role in the design of radial basis neural networks
(see Chapter 13) and mixture of experts.
1.8.5. Distance Between Probability Densities and the Kullback-Leibler Distance
The goal of density estimation procedures is to find a density model as close as possible to
the true density. We can define distance dpx p̂x between two densities, with true density
px and its approximate
estimate p̂x. The negative natural logarithm of the likelihood function

L = pX = Ni=1 pxi  for N patterns x1  x2  · · ·  xN is
− ln L = −

N


ln pxi 

(159)

i=1

For the model p̂x, the average of the negative log-likelihood per pattern, in the limit as a number
of patterns go to infinity, can be expressed as an expected value

N
1 
ln p̂xi  = −
px ln p̂x dx
N → N
all x
i=1

E − ln L = − lim

(160)

The above expectation may be considered as a measure telling us how closely the model and the
true density agree. For identical densities px = p̂x, the expected value is

−
px ln px dx
(161)
all x

which is the entropy of px. Subtraction of this entropy from the expectation E − ln L gives a
measure of the distance between px and p̂x:

p̂x
dpx p̂x = −
dx
(162)
px ln
px
all x
and is called the Kullback-Leibler distance.
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1.9. Probabilistic Neural Network
The kernel-based probability density estimation and the optimal Bayesian classification rule can
be bases for designing a probabilistic neural network (PNN). The optimal Bayes’ classification
rule is stated as follows: Given values of state conditional probability densities pxck  and a
priori probabilities Pck  for all classes k = 1 2 · · ·  l:
“Assign an object with pattern vector x to a class cj when
pxcj Pcj  > pxck Pck  k = 1 2 · · ·  l k = j ”
This rule requires knowledge of probabilities pxck  and Pck  for all classes ck k =
1 2 · · ·  l. The kernel-based method provides the following estimate of a probability density
function pxck  for a given state x from the class ck based on given Nk training patterns xki
from class ck :


Nk
x − xki
1 
p̂xck  =
(163)

Nk hnk i=1
hk
where y is the selected kernel function (a Parzen window) and hk is a class-dependent
smoothing parameter.
The probabilistic neural network is, in fact, a hardware implementation of the kernel-based
method of density estimation and Bayesian optimal classification (providing minimization of the
average probability of the classification error).
The PNN is a static network with feedforward architecture (see also Chapter 13). It is composed
of four layers: an input layer; two hidden layers, a pattern layer and a summation layer (density
estimates); and an output layer (decision layer) (see Figure 11.6).
An input layer (weightless) consists of n neurons (units), each receiving one element xi i =
1 2 · · ·  n of the n-dimensional input pattern vector x.
The PNN network is designed based on the specific training set of patterns Ttra used for
computing the probability densities for each class. We assume
that the training
set Ttra contains

N patterns, with Nk patterns for each class ck k = 1 2 · · ·  l lk Nk = N .
A pattern layer consists of N neurons (units, nodes), each representing one reference pattern
from the training set Ttra . Each neuron in the pattern layer receives n inputs (outputs of each
input layer unit — the entire input pattern x). Since the number N of units in the pattern
layer is equal to the number of reference patterns in the training set, the topology of the
PNN depends on the number of patterns in the training set. The N neurons in the pattern
layer are divided into l groups (subsets) PNk k = 1 2 · · ·  l, each containing Nk neurons with
reference patterns xki belonging to the same class ck .
 ki 
The transfer function of the pattern layer neuron implements a kernel function  x−x
hk
(a Parzen window). This neuron uses two parameters: the ith reference pattern xki from the
training set from the given class ck , and the kernel smoothing parameter hk for a given class ck .
In some applications, the smoothing parameter h is set to be the same for all classes. Generally,
the pattern neuron does not use an output activation function. The output of the pattern neuron is
directly attached (with a weightless connection) to the summation-layer neuron representing the
same class ck as a class of a reference pattern of the considered-pattern neuron.
The weightless second hidden layer is the summation layer. The number of neurons in the
summation layer is equal to the number of classes l. Each ith neuron in the summation layer
th
corresponds to the calculation of an estimate of a probability density pxc
 k  forththe k class
ck k = 1 2 · · ·  l. The transfer function of the summation neuron is a sum . The k summationlayer neuron, associated with the kth class ck , receives Nk outputs from all pattern-layer neurons
(belonging to the group PNk ) having as a parameter an exemplary pattern xki from class ck .
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Figure 11.6. Probabilistic neural network.

The output activation function of the summation layer neuron is generally equal to N 1hn but
k k
may be modified for different kernel functions. The smoothing parameter hk is generally set for
each class separately. The final output of the kth neuron of the summation layer is equal to the
estimate p̂xck  of a class conditional probability density for a given input pattern x and a given
class ck .
The output layer is the classification decision layer that implements Bayes’ classification rule
by selecting the largest value p̂xck P̂ck  and thus decides a class cj for the pattern x. The
output unit receives l outputs from the summation-layer neurons representing the probability
density estimates p̂xck  for each class ck . The weights for the output unit are the estimates P̂ck 
of a priori probabilities for each class ck . Thus, the output of the kth summation-layer neuron
is multiplied by probability P̂ck . For Bayesian classification involving risk factors for each
class, the weights of the output units may be additionally multiplied by the risk term. The output
classification unit may be implemented as a winner-take-all neural network (see Chapter 9).
The design of the probabilistic neural network (PNN) requires a training set and values of
a priori class probabilities Pck k = 1 2 · · ·  l for all l classes. For a given training set Ttra
(considered as a reference pattern set) containing N patterns with n features belonging to l classes,
the architecture of the PNN is formed as follows.
The network consists of four layers: input, pattern, summation, and output. The number of
network inputs is equal to the number n of features in the pattern vector. The pattern neuron layer
will contain N pattern neurons, each implementing the selected kernel function. The number of
pattern neurons is equal to the number of reference patterns in the training set Ttra . Each pattern
neuron will take as a parameter the ith reference pattern vector xki from the training set Ttra (from
a given class ck ) and a smoothing parameter hk set for a class ck to which the reference pattern
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belongs. The N pattern neurons are divided into l groups (subsets) PNk k = 1 2 · · ·  l, each
containing Nk neurons with reference patterns xki belonging to the same class ck .
The summation layer will contain l weightless summation neurons, each for one class ck k =
1 2 · · ·  l. The output activation function of the summation-layer neurons requires two parameters: the number Nk of patterns from class ck in the training set, and a class-dependent smoothing
parameter hk . The output of the summation-layer neuron (after an output activation function)
represents the probability density estimate for a given input pattern from a given class.
The output layer contains one decision unit. It may be, for example, implemented as a winnertake-all competitive network or in some other selected way. The weights of the output units are
set to values equal to the estimates P̂ck  of a priori probabilities for each class. The single direct
kth input (after exceeding the weight) is the Bayes’ discriminant function dk x for a given input
pattern x and a class ck .
The PNN network is fully connected between the input and the pattern layers. The connections
between the pattern layer and the summation layer are sparse. The pattern-layer neuron associated
with the reference pattern from class ck is connected only to the summation-layer neuron associated
with this class.
The training of the PNN network is in fact part of the network design, since it does not involve
trial and error learning. The whole training set Ttra is presented to the PNN only once. Each
training set pattern is loaded to the pattern layer neuron as a reference parameter.
The designer has to select a kernel function and smoothing parameters hk k = 1 2 · · ·  l,
usually by trial and error. A simple design approach assumes equal smoothing parameters for
all classes h = hk k = 1 2 · · ·  l, whereas one may obtain better results by choosing different
smoothing parameters for each class.
One suggestion for a class-dependent smoothing parameter selection is based on the discovery
of the average minimum distances between patterns in the reference training set Ttra belonging
to the same class. Let us denote by mdpki the minimum distance between a pattern xki from the
training set and the nearest pattern within the same class ck . Then the average minimum distance
within class k is
mpdaveragek =

Ni
1 
mpdki
Nk i=1

(164)

where Nk denotes the number of patterns from class ck in the training set. One choice for the
between-pattern distance measure could be the Euclidean distance. With an average minimum
distance computed for patterns of the kth class, the smoothing parameter for class ck can be
chosen as
hk = a · mpdaveragek

(165)

where a is a constant that has to be found experimentally. Since the PNN is memory and
computation intensive, some design methods select only some subset of the training set for
reference patterns only, which reduces the computation burden.
Pattern Processing. Processing of patterns by the already-designed PNN network is performed
in the feedforward manner. The input pattern is prxesented to the network and processed forward
by each layer. The resulting output is the predicted class.
Probabilistic Neural Network with the Radial Gaussian Kernel. The most natural choice for
a kernel function is a radial symmetric multivariate Gaussian (normal) kernel:




x − xki
1
x − xki 2

=
(166)
exp
−
hk
2 n/2 hnk Nk
2h2k
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where xki denotes the ith training set pattern from a k class ck . For the above Gaussian kernel, the kth
neuron in the pattern layer implements, for the reference pattern xki from the class ck , the function
vki = −


x − xki 2
1
1
= 2 xT xki − xT x + xki T xki
2
2
2hk
hk

(167)

For the Gaussian kernel, the pattern neuron will have the exponential output activation function
exp vki . The term 2 1n/2 hn is moved to the summing layer as altering the output activation
k
function. The kth output neuron of the summation layer, forming a probability density for the kth
class, will have the following output activation function:
1
2

n/2 hnk Nk

(168)

PNN with the Radial Gaussian Normal Kernel and Normalized Patterns. A probabilistic
neural network with a radial Gaussian normal kernel may be simplified
if all training set reference

2
2
patterns and input patterns are normalized to have unit length ni=1 x√
1 = 1, x x = 1. The normalT
ization of a pattern is given by the formula x/x (where x = x x). For the normalized
patterns, the transfer function for the pattern-layer neuron becomes:



1
1 
1
1 
xT xki − xT x + xki T xki = 2 xT xki − 1 = 2 zki − 1
2
2
hk
hk
hk

(169)

where zki = xT xki .
Normalization of patterns allows for a simpler architecture of the pattern-layer neurons,
containing here also input weights and an exponential output activation function. The transfer
function of a pattern neuron can be divided into a neuron’s transfer function and an output
activation function. The n weights of the ith pattern neuron from the kth class (forming a weight
vector wki ) are set by the values of elements of an ith reference pattern from the kth class:
wjki = xjki j = 1 2 · · ·  n wki = xki . The pattern neuron realizes the sum of input pattern
elements multiplied by the corresponding weights (the outer product wki T :
zki =

n


wjki xj

j=1

zki = wki T x

(170)

The pattern-neuron output activation function has the form exp zki − 1/h2k . Other layers of the
network are similar to the PNN with Gaussian kernel, discusses above for nonnormalized patterns.
Training of the PNN networks with the Gaussian kernel and normalized patterns is part of
network design and does not involve trial and error learning. The whole training set Ttra is
presented to the PNN only one time. Each training set pattern is assigned as the weight vector of
the corresponding pattern layer neuron.
The processing of a new input pattern in the already-designed PNN network first requires
pattern normalization (as a front-end operation). Then the normalized pattern is presented to the
network and subsequently processed by each layer. The resulting output will be the predicted class.
1.10. Constraints in Classifier Design
Classifiers based on the optimal Bayesian classification rule are designed based on known
class conditional probabilities pxci  i = 1 2 · · ·  l and a priori class probabilities Pci  (i =
1 2     l). The probabilities characterize the probabilistic nature of real phenomena generating
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classified patterns. Let us assume that, based on an analysis of existing a priori gathered data
(or based on known statistical characteristics of the generated patterns), we can find precisely
the class conditional probability densities and a priori class probabilities. Then we can design
the ideal optimal classfier based on Bayes’ rule. This type of optimal design assumes as an
optimization criterion the average probability of classification error for all population of generated
patterns. For the ideal optimal Bayes classifier, we do not need to analyze the performance of
the designed classifier for unseen patterns with the identical underlying probability characteristic.
We know that an ideal optimal classifier will guarantee minimization of the average probability
of the classification error. However, ideal situations rarely exist in real life. The class conditional
probability densities and a priori class probabilities are normally not known a priori and must be
estimated in some optimal way based on a specific subset of a finite (often severely limited) data
set gathered a priori. We assume that this specific subset of data (a training set) well represents
patterns generated by a physical phenomenon and that we can assume that these patterns are drawn
according to the characteristic of underlying-phenomenon probability density. Furthermore, the
average probability of classification error is difficult to calculate for real data.
In real-life situations, we instead seek feasible suboptimal solutions of Bayesian classifier
design. The major task and difficulty in this suboptimal design is the estimation of class conditional
probabilities pxci i = 1 2 · · ·  l based on a limited sample. The samples are frequently
collected randomly, not using a well-planned experimental procedure; thus, the assumptions that
they are a good representation of nature and are satisfactory to grasp pattern probability density,
are often not satisfied. Specifically, in the design of Bayesian classifiers, particularly in the design
of Gaussian normal classifiers, a frequently made assumption about the normal form of probability
densities governing the generation of patterns is not necessarily true.
Another difficulty in probability density estimation arises from the fact that the estimation
techniques discussed earlier require selecting (heuristically) design parameters from a limited
pattern sample. This, in practice, leads to a suboptimal solution.

2. Regression
To store, interpret, and process massive data, we first intuitively look for simple data models.
In the design of optimal models, the most prominent approach is the minimization method of
least squares of errors (LS), which uses as a criterion a sum of squares of modeling errors. We
begin with the concept of regression analysis and the least squares method for discovering linear
models of data. Then we present simple linear regression analysis, including linear model design
for two-dimensional data. Later we present the mathematically elegant and easy-to-understand
matrix version of simple linear regression. One of the mathematical attractions of linear models
is their ability to find closed analytical formulas for model parameters, optimal in the sense of
minimum least squares of errors.
2.1. Data Models
Mathematical models are useful approximate representations of phenomena that generate data
and may be used for prediction, classification, compression, or control design. A mathematical
model of biological or chemical processes, dynamic systems, etc. may be obtained from the
principles and laws of physics that govern the process behavior. However, in different data
processing scenarios, there is a demand to find a mathematical model by processing existing
data without employing the law of physics governing data generating phenomena. These types
of models are called “black-box” models. In the design of a black-box type of model, one
tries to fit the data by using well-known mathematical functions, for example, the function
defining a line.
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Often, when a model of data is designed based on a sample from a given population, this kind
of data analysis and model discovery is called regression analysis.
Model design consists of finding a model structure, computing optimal values of model parameters, and assessing the model quality (see Chapter 15).
A model structure relates to the type (and for some models the order) of mathematical formulas
that describe the system behavior (for example, equations of lines and planes, difference equations,
differential equations, Boolean functions, etc.) Depending on the model structure, we can divide
regression models into the following categories:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Simple linear regression
Multiple linear regression
Neural network-based linear regression
Polynomial regression.
Logistic regression
Log-linear regression
Local piecewise linear regression.
Nonlinear regression (with a nonlinear model)
Neural network-based nonlinear regression

We can also distinguish static and dynamic models. A static model produces outcomes based
only on the current input. Such a model has no internal memory. In contrast, a dynamic model
produces outcomes based on the current input and the past history of the model behavior. Such a
model has internal memory represented by the internal state.
Models are designed based on given data. Although data may represent the entire population,
in reality, the designer often has access only to a sample of the population. Frequently a data
space is surprisingly “empty”, since a sample might be very small. For example, suppose that
during an experiment we have measured N values of the observable entity y for N different
values of known conditions x. We may consider measuring patient temperature y in time scale
x, or observing a reaction (output) y of a process as a result of providing an input signal. One
instance of the experiment is represented by a pair xi  yi  of numerical values of an observation
yi for a given condition xi . In most cases, we say that y is the dependent variable, whereas x is
an independent variable.
Regression analysis is applied to the given data set that is the random sample from a certain
population (see Figure 11.7). Most of the time, both independent and dependent variables are
continuous valued (real valued).
As a result of experiment, or of gathering the statistical data, we collect N pairs of the
experimental data set named Torig :
Torig = x1  y1  x2  y2  · · ·  xN  yN  = xi  yi  i = 1 2     N

Population
Sample

(Height, Weight)
(Height, Weight)

Figure 11.7. Data gathering.

(171)
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where the superscript i denotes a case number. Each ith pair of data xi  yi  represents one ith data
point (one ith case). This pair is composed of the ith value xi of the independent variable x and
the corresponding (resulting) value yi of the dependent variable y.
Regression analysis is a statistical method used to discover the relationship between variables
and to design a data model that can be used to predict variable values based on other variables
(see Figure 11.8 and 11.9). Generally, the discovered model can be nonlinear. Linear regression
belongs to the statistical methods used to determine the linear relationship and linear data model
for two or more variables. A simple linear regression is the most common technique which
discovers linear association (relations) and a linear model between two generally random variables.
A simple linear regression attempts to find the linear relationship between two variables, x and y,
and to discover a linear model, i.e., a line equation y = b + ax, which is the best fit to given data
in order to predict values of data. This modeling line is called the regression line of y on x and
the equation of that line is called a regression equation (regression model). Linear regression
attempts to discover the best linear model representing the given dataset, based on a defined
performance criterion. This process corresponds to finding a line which is the best fit to a given
dataset containing a sample population.
Although linear regression is generally considered between two random variables, in typical
approaches linear regression analysis provides a prediction of a dependent variable y based
on an independent variable x. The independent variable x is also called the input variable,
predictor variable, or explanatory variable, whereas the dependent variable y is called the
outcome, observation, response, or criterion variable.
Frequently, values of the independent variable x are fixed, and the corresponding values of the
dependent variable y are subject to random variation.
The term independent variable means that the value of the variable can be chosen arbitrarily,
and consequently, the dependent variable is an effect of the input variable. There is a causal
dependency of the dependent variable on the independent variable (an input-output model concept).
One of the results of regression analysis is a data model. The discovered regression model can
be used for prediction of real values of the dependent variable. Note that not all values of y from
Torig will occur exactly on the regression line.
In regression analysis, only the dependent variable y has to be considered as a random sample.
The independent variable x does not need to be a random sample and can be chosen arbitrarily.

Population

Regression
model

Sample

New data

Figure 11.8. Regression analysis.

Regression
model

Prediction
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Independent variable

Model
y = f (x)

y

Dependent variable
Prediction

Figure 11.9. Prediction.

Data Visualization: Scatter Plot. An easy way to present and examine given two-dimensional
data is through a scatter plot. A scatter diagram contains a plot of the points from a given data set
onto a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. The horizontal axis represents the independent
variable x, and the vertical axis represents the dependent variable y (see Figure 11.10, where x
represents Height and y Weight).
One point of a scatter plot depicts one pair of data xi  yi . A scatter plot helps visually to find
any relationship that may exist among the data. It is also useful in analyzing the data and the
errors in linear regression analysis. For multiple regression with two independent variables, it is
possible to visualize data in a three-dimensional scatter plot. Additional insight into regression
analysis provides overlapping plots of scatter data points with a regression line (see Figure 11.11).
2.2. Simple Linear Regression Analysis
As an example of linear regression, we consider discovering the relationship and simultaneous
changes of height and weight with age for a certain population. Let us assume that data have
been gathered from the population of students in San Diego in the age range from 9 to 14. Here,
age can be represented by the independent variable x, and weight by the dependent variable y.
59
Weight
(kg)
58

57

56

55

54

53
158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

Height (cm)

Figure 11.10. Scatter plot for height versus weight data.
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59
Weight
58
Linear model
y = b + ax

57

56

55

Data point

54

53
158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166
Height

Figure 11.11. Scatter plot and regression line.

Regression analysis discovers the relation between height and weight and shows “how change
in height can influence the change in weight.” The discovered regression model can be used to
predict a weight based on the height of a student. The linear regression postulates that the linear
function (dependency)
y = b + ax

(172)

is an adequate model representing the relationship between x and y. The structure of the model
is the straight line y = b + ax, where a is the slope and b is the intercept of the line. Coefficients
a and b are model parameters.
We try to find a linear model (line) of best fit to the data containing pairs of values for height
and weight of a sample of students. The regression line is that of y on x, because we are predicting
values of y based on the corresponding values of x.
Table 11.1 shows a randomly selected sample of six students from the considered population.
Figure 11.12 shows a scatter plot and the best-fitting line as the linear regression model
y = b + ax with parameter values a = 06857 and b = −557619. The prediction (regression)
error is the difference between the real value of y and the predicted value computed using
the regression model e = y − b + ax. The vector of errors for all cases from the data is e =
00476 03619 − 03238 − 00095 − 06952 06190T . The sum of squared errors is
equal to J = 110484. As will be explained later, this sum is the minimal value of the performance
criterion.
Linear regression is a fundamental data mining tool used in a variety of domains to discovery
linear relations between variables and to design a linear variable based on known values of one
Table 11.1. Relation between height and weight: sample data.
Height
Weight

x
y

160
54

161
55

162
55

163
56

164
56

165
58
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4
y
3.5
3
Slope a
2.5

Regression line
y = b + ax

Predicted response
yest = b + ax

2

Model

1.5
1
Intercept b
0.5
x
0

0

1

2

3

4

x

5

Figure 11.12. Regression model.

or more independent variables. Linear models are approximate representations of real relations
between variables, since data are rarely ideally linear. We must remember that global linear
regression models may not be adequate for “nonlinear” data. Despite these limitations, linear
regression, due to its simplicity, is widely used in almost all domains of science and engineering.
Assumptions. A linear model is designed based on given data as a sample of a certain population.
It can be considered to be a finite set of pairs of values xi  yi  of x and y drawn according
to a given probability distribution from a population. This limited knowledge about the true
relationship between x and y is used in the model-building process. Linear regression analysis is
carried out on the basis of the following assumptions:
1) The observations yi (i = 1 · · ·  N ) are random samples and are mutually independent.
2) The regression error terms (the difference between the predicted value and the true value) are
also mutually independent, with the same distribution (normal distribution with zero mean)
and constant variances.
3) The distribution of the error term is independent of the joint distribution of explanatory
variables. It is also assumed that unknown parameters of regression models are constants.
Simple Linear Regression Analysis. Simple linear regression analysis assumes a linear form
of the data model y = b + ax for a given data set. It comprises evaluation of basic statistical
characteristics of data, capturing the linear relationship between two variables: the independent
variable x and the dependent variable y (through correlation analysis). Furthermore, it provides an
estimation of the optimal parameters of a linear model (mostly by using the least squares method;
see Figure 11.13) and assesses model quality and generalization ability to predict the outcome for
new data (also see Chapter 15).
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Regression line
y = b + ax

3.5
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3
Data point (x, y) →
2.5
2

← Data point (x, y)

1.5
1
0.5
0

0

1

2

3

4

5
x

Figure 11.13. Scatter plot and optimal regression model.

Model Structure. For a given set Torig of N data points xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N, we form
the hypothesis that the possibility exists to discover a data model as the functional relationship
between y and x as expressed by a function y = fx.
Generally, a function fx could be nonlinear in x (see Figure 11.14). For example,

y
3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

0

Figure 11.14. Nonlinear data.
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(173)

However, several structural forms of this function can be considered including a line equation
y = fx = b + ax

(174)

as a simple data model.
A Model in Multiple Linear Regression. In a multiple regression, we have data with n input
independent variables, denoted as a vector of independent variables x = xi  x2  · · ·  xn T x ∈ Rn 
and one (generally many) dependent output variable y. Here, one data pair is composed as xi  yi .
The relations between variables and the multiple regression model can be discovered from data
containing multiple independent variables.
One can try to best fit the data by using the linear function
y = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + · · · + an xn

(175)

where a = a0  a1  · · ·  an T is a parameter vector x ∈ Rn . For n = 3, the linear regression model
represents a plane. For n > 3, we are concerned with a certain hyperplane.
Generally, the multiple regression model can be a function (generally nonlinear) of x: fx:
y = fx = a0 + a1 1 x + a2 2 x + · · · + am m x

(176)

where ai i = 0 1 2 · · ·  m are parameters and i xi = 1 2 · · ·  m are generally nonlinear
functions of x.
Regression Errors. Because a model is an approximation of the reality, computation of a
predicted outcome will come with certain error. Let us consider the ith data point xi  yi  from
the data set Torig , with values xi and yi of the independent and dependent variable, respectively;
the predicted variable value computed by the model yiest = b̂ + âxi lies on the regression line.
This value is different than the true data value yi from the data point xi  yi . This difference
e = real-value − predicted-value, i.e,
ei = yi − fxi  = yi − yiest = yi − b̂ + âxi 

(177)

is the regression error also called the residual or modeling error.
The residuals have an easy interpretation on a scatter plot with an overlapping plot of the
regression line (see Figure 11.15).
The error is the vertical distance from the regression line to the point on the scatter plot.
Performance Criterion – Sum of Squared Errors. The most natural and commonly encountered
performance criterion is the sum of squared errors (the residuals sum of squares):
Jparameters =

N

i=1

ei 2 =

N


yi − fxi 2

(178)

i=1

where xi  yi  is the ith data point from a data set, xi is the ith instance of the input independent
variable, yi is the ith instance of the output dependent variable, and fx is a model. A scalar value
of the performance criterion computed for the entire data set is used as a measure for comparing
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Figure 11.15. Regression errors.

model quality in procedures of searching to discover the best regression model for the data. For
the model which is best fit to data the residual sum of squares is minimum.
For multiple regression, with a vector x of n-input independent variables the sum of squared
errors performance criterion is defined as
Jparameters =

N
N


ei 2 = yi − fxi 2
i=1

(179)

i=1

where xi  yi  is the ith data point from a data set, xi is the ith instance of the input independent
variables vector, and fx is a model.
A performance criterion lets us compare models for different values of parameters. The
minimization technique in regression that uses as a criterion the sum of squared error – method
of least squares or errors (LSE) or, in short, the method of least squares.
We assume that regression errors are random values with normal distribution and mean equal
to zero.
Basic Statistical Characteristics of Data. Regression analysis requires computation of the basic
statistical characteristics of data and variables. We need to find the characteristic of initial data:
mean, variance, and standard deviation of the values of both variables x and y. We also need to
compute sums of squared variations of the dependent variable y due to both regression analysis
and model imperfection.
The estimates of the mean and the variance are major statistical descriptors of data clusters.
The mean of N samples can be estimated as
x̄ =

N
1 
xi 
N i=1

ȳ =

N
1 
yi
N i=1

(180)
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The mean is the center of mass of data related to x. The center of the data is defined as
 N i N i 
i=1 x
i=1 y

N
N
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(181)

The identified optimal regression line passes through the center of the data.
The variance is defined as
x2 =

1 N i
 x − x̄2 
N i=1

y2 =

N
1 
yi − ȳ2
N i=1

(182)

The variance is the second moment around the mean.
The standard deviation is the square root of the variance:


x = 2x  y = y2

(183)

In statistics, the covariance between two real-valued random variables x and y, with expected
values Ex = x̄ and Ey = ȳ, is defined as
covx y = Ex − x̄y − ȳ

(184)

where E denotes the expected value.
In calculation of covariance for the N data values xi  yi , the following numerical estimate is
used:
N
xi − x̄yi − ȳ
covx y = i=1
(185)
N
Covariance indicates the extent to which two random variables covary. For example, if the analysis
of two technology stocks shows that they are affected by the same industry trends, their prices
will tend to rise or fall together. Then they covary. Covariance and correlation measure such
tendencies.
Let us recall useful equations for the sum of squared values containing N data points xi  yi 
about their respective mean values x̄ and ȳ:
Sx =

N


xi − x̄2 =

N


i=1

xi 2 − N x̄2  Sy =

i=1

Sxy =

N


N


yi − ȳ2 =

i=1

xi − x̄yi − ȳ =

i=1

N


N


yi 2 − N ȳ2

(186)

i=1

xi yi − N x̄ȳ

(187)

i=1

Sum of Squared Variations in y Caused by the Regression Model. Due to imperfection of
the regression model, the dependent variable y will fluctuate around the regression model. The
following sums of squared variations in y are useful in regression analysis.
We write that the total sum of the squared variations in y,
Stotal =

N


yi − ȳ2

(188)

i=1

is equal to the sum of the squared deviations (due to regression and explained by the regression
model):
Sye =

N

i=1

yiest − ȳ2

(189)
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plus the sum of squared unexplained variations (due to errors):
Sre =

N


yi − yiest 2

(190)

i=1

The total sum of squared variations in y is expressed by:
Stotal = Sye + Sre
Stotal =

N


yi − ȳ2 =

i=1

N


yiest − ȳ2 +

i=1

(191)
N


yi − yiest 2

i=1

These formulas are used to define important regression measures (for example, the correlation
coefficient).
Computing Optimal Values of the Regression Model Parameters. For a known structure of
the linear regression model y = b + ax, optimal model parameters values have to be computed
based on the given data set and the defined performance criterion. Finding values of parameters is
the static minimization problem. A designer tries to define a model goodness criterion for judging
what values of parameters guarantee the best fit of a model to data. These parameters are optimal
in the sense of the given performance criterion. The most famous is the criteria of the sum of
squared regression errors.
There are few methods for estimation of optimal model parameter values. The most commonly
used methods are the following:
– The analytical offline method, which is based on least squares of errors and uses closed
mathematical formula for optimal model parameter values
– The analytical recursive offline method, which is based on the least squares of errors criterion
– Searching iteratively optimal model parameters which is based on gradient descent methods
– Neural network-based regression, which uses mechanisms of learning
In the next sections, we derive closed formulas for the optimal values of parameters for the linear
model y = b + ax.
Simple Linear Regression Analysis, Linear Least Squares, and Design of a Model. Let
us assume that the data set Torig = xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N is available. One choice for the
regression function can be a linear function representing a line on the x y plane:
y = b + ax

(192)

y = fx = a0 + a1 1 x

(193)

where a is a slope and b is an intercept.
The general linear model structure is

with a0 representing intercept b (bias), a1 representing slope a, and 1 x = x. This line equation
is the linear mathematical model for the data, where a and b are model parameters. If we have
decided that the line equation will be the mathematical model of data, then we have to find
optimal values of the model parameters a and b by using a selected model performance criterion.
The most obvious choice is the sum of squared errors.
Sometimes we anticipate the “linear nature” of a process that generates experimental data, but
due to the nature of a population, measurement errors, or other disturbances, the measured data
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not necessary fall on the line y = b + ax. Therefore, we try to find the line with parameters a and b
that will best fit the experimental data. Let us assume that we will now compute, using the model
y = b + ax, the predicted value (estimated response) yest for the known value yi of the independent
variable x from the pair of data xi  yi i = 1 2 · · ·  N. The line equations will not be satisfied
ideally for all pairs (i.e., yi − b + axi  = 0). We will instead obtain a set of equations that includes
error terms ei = yi − fxi  = yi − b + axi , representing the difference between the true data yi ,
obtained from the measurement, and the data approximated by the model, fxi  = b + axi for the
known xi :
y1 = b + ax1  + e1
y2 = b + ax2  + e2


yi = b + axi  + ei


yN = b + axN  + eN

(194)

where e = y − b + ax  is the error for the i pair of the data.
To answer the question of which regression line is the “best” fit for the experimental data, we
must define the performance criterion that will allow us to objectively judge, in a quantitative
way, the quality of fit. The criterion is usually defined as the sum of the squares of all errors:
i

i

i

th

Ja b =

N


yi − fxi 2 =

i=1

N


yi − b + axi 2

(195)

i=1

The criterion Ja b for a linear model is the function of the parameters a and b. For the given a
and b and a given set of experimental data, the criterion Ja b takes a numerical scalar value. We
can compare the values of Ja b for different pairs of parameters a b for given experimental
data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N. In other words, we can compare models.
Figure 11.16 shows the performance curve, representing values of the performance criterion
versus values of one parameter a for the model y = ax, which is the line passing through the
origin, with the second parameter b (the intercept) equal to zero b = 0. We can see that the
performance curve has a minimum.
Now, to solve the problem of the best fit of the experimental data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N
by the line y = b + ax, we should find parameters values â b̂ minimizing the criterion Ja b:
â b̂ = arg min Ja b
âb̂

N


yi − b + axi 2

(196)

i=1

Parameters â b̂ are called the optimal parameters for the criterion Ja b and the data
xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N. For the optimal parameters, the criterion will take the minimum value
Ĵ â b̂.
We know from calculus that to make Ja b a minimum the following necessary conditions
for the minimum of a function must be satisfied:
Ja b
Ja b
= 0
=0
(197)
a
b
We can find the partial derivatives of Ja b as
N
Ja b 
= −2 yi − b + axi xi  = 0
a
i=1
N
Ja b 
= −2 yi − b + axi  = 0
b
i=1

(198)
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Figure 11.16. Performance criterion curve.

As a result, we have obtained two linear equations of two unknowns a and b, called the normal
equations. We can rewrite these equations in the form
!
!
N
N
N



i 2
i
x  a +
x b = xi y i
i=1
N


!

i=1

i=1

xi a + Nb =

i=1

N


yi

(199)

i=1

The solution of the above equations may be easily found as
N
N
N



1
xi y i − xi y i
N
â =
d
i=1
i=1
i=1

!

N
N
N
N



1 
b̂ =
xi 2 yi − xi xi yi
d i=1
i=1
i=1
i=1
!2
N
N


i 2
i
d = N x  −
x
i=1

We can also write the solution as
â =
N
b̂ =

N

!

(200)

i=1

N i  N i
i i
i=1 x
i=1 y
i=1 x y −
2
N
N
i
2
i
i=1 x  −
i=1 x

N
N




 Ni=1 yi − Ni=1 xi Ni=1 xi yi

2

N Ni=1 xi 2 − Ni=1 xi

i=1 x

(201)

i 2

(202)
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For the application of the least square method a procedure for simple linear regression is given
below
Given: The number N of experimental observations, and the set of the N experimental data points
xi  yi  i = 1 2     N.
(1) Compute the statistical characteristics of the data (Equations (186)–(187)).
(2) Compute the estimates of the model optimal parameters using Equations (201) and (202).
(3) Assess the regression model quality indicating how well the model fits the data. Compute
(a) Standard error of estimate (Equation (177))
(b) Correlation coefficient r
(c) Coefficient of determination r 2
Result: Optimal model parameter values â and b̂.
Once the linear regression model has been found, we need a measure of model quality. This
measure should tell us how well the model fits real data. For example, for a simple linear model,
a correlation coefficient and a coefficient of determination can be considered to indicate a model
quality. As will be shown in the next sections, these statistical measures of model quality are
based on linear correlation analysis.
Example: Let us consider a data set composed of four pairs N = 4 of the experimental data,
with one independent variable x and one dependent variable y (see Table 11.2).
The optimal parameters of the regression line y = b + ax are found as
!2
4
4


i 2
i i
d = 4 x  −
xy
= 4 · 30 − 102 = 20
i=1

i=1

!
1
1
i i
i
â =
yi = 4 · 258 − 10 · 92 = 056
4 xy − x
d
20
i=1
i=1
i=1
4


and

4


4


!
4
4
4
4



1 
1
i 2
i
i i
b̂ =
x 
y − xi x y = 30 · 92 − 10 · 258 = 09
d i=1
20
i=1
i=1
i=1

The resulting regression line y = 09 + 056x represents the best model of the data with respect
to the minimum of the least squares of regression errors. We see that, for a given set of pairs
of data xi  yi  i = 1 2 3 4, the optimal regression line provides a data fit with the following
regression errors (regression residuals):
e1 = y1 − b̂ + âx1  = 15 − 09 + 056 · 1 = 004
Table 11.2. Sample of
four data points.
x
10
20
30
40

y
15
19
27
31
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e2 = y2 − b̂ + âx2  = 19 − 09 + 056 · 2 = −012
e3 = y3 − b̂ + âx3  = 27 − 09 + 056 · 3 = 012
e4 = y4 − b̂ + âx4  = 31 − 09 + 056 · 4 = −004
The corresponding value of the performance criterion is
Jâ b̂ = J056 09 = 0042 + −0122 + 0122 + −0042 = 00304
Optimal Parameter Values in the Minimum Least Squares Sense. For the given set T
containing N data points xi  yi , the regression parameter – the slope b and the intercept a of the
line equation (regression equation) y = b + ax that best fits the data in the sense of the minimum
of least square errors – can be found by Equations (201) and (202).
As we may recall, the required conditions for a valid linear regression are as follow:
– The error term e = y − b + ax is normally distributed.
– The error variance is the same for all values of x.
– Error are independent of each other.
Quality of the Linear Regression Model and Linear Correlation Analysis.. Having computed
the parameter of the linear model, we now would like to evaluate a measure that will tell us about
the quality of a model. In other words, we want to know how well a regression line represents the
true relationship between points in the data. The assessment of model quality raises the following
questions:
– Is a linear regression model appropriate for the data set at hand?
– Does a linear relationship actually exist between the two variables x and y, and what is its
strength?
The concept of linear correlation analysis (with the resulting correlation coefficient) can be used
as a measure of how well the trends predicted by the values follow the trends in the training data.
Similarly, the coefficient of determination can be used to measure how well the regression line
fits the data points.
Correlation of Variables. Correlation describes the strength, or degree, of linear relationship.
That is, correlation lets us specify to what extent two variables vary together. Correlation analysis
is used to assess the simultaneous variability of a collection of variables. The relationships among
variables in a correlation analysis are generally not directional.
Autocorrelation. Autocorrelation is correlation over time in which the level of dependency
observed at some time period affects the level of response in the next time period. Autocorrelation
plays an important role in processing time series (temporal sequential data).
Correlation Coefficient. The correlation coefficient is a measure of the quality of least squares
fitting the training data. The linear correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of the strength
and direction of a linear relationship between two variables. The linear correlation coefficient is
also known as the product-moment coefficient of correlation or Pearson’s correlation. In other
words, the correlation coefficient r is a measure of how well the predicted values computed by
linear regression model “fit” the true data. The correlation coefficient, r, is a measure of the
reliability of the linear relationship between values of the independent variable x and the dependent
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variable y. The correlation coefficient takes scalar real values from the range −1 ≤ r ≤ 1. A
value of r = 1 indicates an exact linear relationship between x and y. Values of r close to 1
indicate excellent linear reliability. If the correlation coefficient is relatively far away from 1, the
predictions based on the linear relationship are less reliable.
The correlation coefficient is defined as the covariance of the independent variable x and the
dependent variable y divided by the product of the standard deviations of x and y. Given a data
set containing N data points xi  yi , the correlation coefficient r is calculated as
N

xi −x̄yi −ȳ

i=1
Sxy
N
r =   = 

N
N
i −x̄2
i
2
x
Sx Sy
i=1
i=1 y −ȳ

N

(203)

N

The correlation coefficient can also be computed using the formula
N



y  − Ni=1 xi Ni=1 yi
r= 
 


N Ni= 1 xi 2 −  Ni=1 xi 2 N Ni= 1 yi 2 −  Ni=1 yi 2
N

i=1 x

i i

(204)

It can be easily observed that if there is no relationship between the values predicted by the model
and the actual true values, the correlation coefficient is 0 or is very low (the predicted values are
no better than random numbers). As the strength of the relationship between the predicted values
and the actual values increases, so does the correlation coefficient.
The signs + and − are used to distinguish positive linear correlations and negative linear
correlations, respectively. Positive values of the correlation coefficient indicate a relation between
x and y such that, as values of x increase, then the values for y increase as well. If x and y have a
strong positive linear correlation, then r is close to +1. For the perfect positive fit, when all data
points lie exactly on a straight line, the value of r is equal to +1. Negative values of r indicate
a relationship between x and y such that when values for x increase, the values for y decrease.
For a strong negative linear correlation x and y, the value of r is close to −1. If there is no linear
correlation (or a weak linear correlation) between x and y, then the value for r is zero or near
zero (indicating that there is a random, nonlinear relationship between the two variables).
Coefficient of Determination. In linear regression analysis, we also use another statistical
measure, the coefficient of determination, denoted by r 2 . The coefficient of determination r 2
measures how well the regression line represents (fits) the data.
The coefficient tells us how much of the variation in y is explained by the linear relationship with
x. Formally, the coefficient of determination computes the proportion of the variance (fluctuation)
of one variable (y) that is predicted based on the other variable (x). The coefficient of determination
can be defined as
– the percent of variation in the dependent variable y that can be explained by the regression
equation,
– the explained variation in y divided by the total variation, or
– the square of r (correlation coefficient).
Every sample has some variation in it. The total variation is made up of two parts, namely the
part that can be explained by the regression equation and the part that cannot. The ratio of the
explained variation to the total variation is a measure of how well the regression line represents
the given dataset. If the regression line passes perfectly through every point on the scatter plot,
this model is able to explain all the variation. The further the regression line is from the points,
the less the model is able to explain (see Figure 11.17).
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Figure 11.17. Explained and unexplained variation in y.

The coefficient of determination takes real values from the range 0 ≤ r 2 ≤ 1 and denotes the
strength of the linear association between x and y. The coefficient of determination represents the
percent of the data that is closest to the optimal regression line (the optimal linear model) that
best fits the data.
Example: If the coefficient of correlation has the value r = 09327, then the value of the
coefficient of determination is r 2 = 08700. It can be understood that 87% portion of the total
variation in y can be explained by the linear relationship between x and y, as it is described by
the optimal regression model of the data. The remaining portion 13% of the total variation in y
remains unexplained.
Let us recall the sums of squared deviations of regression variables. We can write that the total

sum of the squared variations in y, Ni=1 yi − ȳ2 , is equal to the sum of the squared deviations

of the regression line (explained by regression model line), Ni=1 yiest − ȳ2 , plus the sum of
N
squared unexplained variations (errors) i=1 yi − yiest 2 . The total sum of squared variations in
y is expressed by:
N

i=1

yi − ȳ2 =

N

i=1

yiest − ȳ2 +

N


yi − yiest 2

(205)

i=1

The coefficient of determination r 2 is the proportion of a sample variance of a dependent variable
that is “explained” by the independent variables when a linear regression is provided.
The coefficient of determination can be computed as follows:
explained variation explained sum of squares
=
total variation
total sum of squares
N
iest
2
y − ȳ
= i=1
N
i
2
i=1 y − ȳ

r2 =

(206)

where yi is the value for the dependent variable y, ȳ is the average of the dependent value, and
yiest are predicted values for the dependent variable (the predicted values are calculated using the
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regression equation):
r2 =

2
Sxy

(207)

Sx S y

Given a data set containing N data points xi  yi , the coefficient of determination r 2 is calculated as
2
 N


N i=1 xi yi  − Ni=1 xi Ni=1 yi
r =" 


2 # " N
2 #
N Ni= 1 xi 2 − Ni=1 xi
N i= 1 yi 2 − Ni=1 yi
2

(208)

If r 2 = 0, then there is no linear relation between x and y. If r 2 = 1, then there is a perfect match
of points and the regression line.
Matrix Version of Simple Linear Regression Based on Least Squares Method. The least
squares regression of the experimental data may be written using a matrix form. Let us consider
linear regression of experimental data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N, using the more general linear
form of the model:
y = fx = a0 + a1 1 x

(209)

with a0 representing the intercept b (bias), a1 representing the slope a, and  being a function
of x. We denote the set of experimental data as two N -element column vectors:
⎡

⎤
⎡ 1⎤
x1
y
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ y2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
x = ⎢  ⎥ y = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
xN

(210)

yN

where x ∈ RN and y ∈ RN are composed of continuous valued elements (taking on real values).
Vector x contains values of the independent variable x and vector y values of the dependent
variable y.
We define a two-element model parameter vector as
a=

b
a0
=
a
a1

(211)

For a simple line equation b + ax, we have 1 x = x. The data vector representing one pair of
experimental data xi  yi  can be defined as a 1 × 2 row vector:
i = 11 xi  = 1 xi 

(212)

The value 1 in the data vector allows us to consider bias in the line model y = b + ax.
The N × 2 data matrix for all N experimental data can be defined as
⎤ ⎡
⎤
⎤ ⎡
1 1 x1 
1
1 x1
⎢ 2 ⎥ ⎢ 1 1 x2  ⎥ ⎢ 1 x2 ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢
=⎢  ⎥=⎢ 
 ⎥ = ⎢ 
 ⎥
⎣  ⎦ ⎣ 
⎦
⎣


⎦
N
N
1 1 x 
N
1 x
⎡

(213)
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The matrix form of the model description (the estimation of ŷ) for all N experimental data points
is written as follows:
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
1 1 x1 
1 x1
⎢ 1 1 x2  ⎥
⎢ 1 x2 ⎥
⎢
⎥ b
⎢
⎥ a0
ŷ =  a = ⎢ 
(214)
=⎢ 
⎥

 ⎥ a
 ⎦ a1
⎣ 
⎣ 
⎦
1 i xN 

1 xN

The error vector e ∈ RN , whose elements represent the difference yi − b + axi  between the
observed value yi and the corresponding value computed by the model b + axi , is defined as
⎡ 1⎤ ⎡ 1
⎤
e
y − b + ax1 
⎢ e2 ⎥ ⎢ y2 − b + ax2  ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
e=⎢  ⎥=⎢
(215)
⎥

⎣  ⎦ ⎣
⎦

eN

yN − b + axN 

The regression error in the matrix form is written as
e = y − ŷ = y −  a

(216)

The performance criterion of the least squares may now be expressed, in the compact vector form,
as a function of the parameter vector a:
Ja =

N


ei 2 = eT e = y − aT y − a = e2

(217)

i=1

where e2 is the Euclidan norm
e = y − ŷ = y − a

(218)

Ja = y − aT y − a = yT y − yT a − aT T y + aT T a

(219)

and ŷ = a. Finally, we obtain

We can compare the values of Ja for different pairs of parameters for the given experimental
data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N. Now, to solve the problem of the best fit of the experimental
data by the linear model
yi = b + axi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N

(220)

we search the value of the parameter vector â for which the performance (minimization) criterion
Ja = eT e is minimal. The parameters â are called optimal parameters for the criterion
Ja and the data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N. For the optimal parameters, the criterion takes the
minimum value Ĵ â:
â = arg min Ja = arg miny − aT y − a
a

a

(221)

We know from calculus that in order to make Ja a minimum, the following necessary condition
for the minimum of a function must be satisfied:
Ja
 T
=
y y − yT a − aT T y + aT T a = 0
a
a

(222)
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After some derivations, we obtain
Ja
= −yT  − T y + 2T a
a

(223)

Knowing that yT  = yT , we eventually obtain the normal equation:
−T y + T a = 0

(224)

This equation solves for the unique minimum solution for an optimal parameter vector a = â,
â = T −1 T y

(225)

if the matrix of the second derivatives of a performance criterion (called Hessian)
J 2 a
= 2T 
a2

(226)

is positive definite.
The value of the criterion for the optimal parameter vector is
1
J â = y − âT y − â
2

(227)

The matrix T −1 is called the pseudoinverse of the  if the matrix T  is nonsingular.
The invertible matrix T  is called the the excitation matrix. If the Hessian of the performance
criterion is positive definite, the solution for the optimal parameters gives a minimum value of
the performance criterion Ja.
The error vector e ∈ RN , whose elements represent the difference yi − b̂ + âxi  between the
observed value yi and the corresponding values computed by the model b̂ + âxi , is
⎤ ⎡ 1
⎤
y − b̂ + âx1 
e1
⎢ e2 ⎥ ⎢ y2 − b̂ + âx2  ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
e=⎢  ⎥=⎢
⎥


⎦
⎣⎦ ⎣

⎡

eN

(228)

yN − b̂ + âxN 

The regression error for the model with the optimal parameter vector can be written as
e = y − ŷ = y − â
with elements representing regression errors.
Example: Let us consider again the dataset shown in Table 11.3.
Table 11.3. Sample
data set.
x

y

1
2
3
4

1.5
1.9
2.7
3.1

(229)
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We will fit the linear regression model y = b + ax to the data. First, we compose vectors x and y:
xT = 1 2 3 4 yT = 15 19 27 31
We have 1 x = x, and the data vector representing one pair of experimental data xi  yi  as the
1 × 2 row vector is
i = 1 1 xi  = 1 xi 
Eventually, we compose the data matrix
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
1
1
⎢2 ⎥ ⎢ 1
⎥ ⎢
=⎢
⎣ 3 ⎦ = ⎣ 1
1
4

⎤ ⎡
1 x1 
1
⎢1
1 x2  ⎥
⎥=⎢
1 x3  ⎦ ⎣ 1
1 x4 
1

⎤ ⎡
1
x1
⎢1
x2 ⎥
⎥=⎢
x3 ⎦ ⎣ 1
1
x4

⎤
1
2⎥
⎥
3⎦
4

The optimal model parameters can be found as
â = T −1 T y
⎛
⎡

1
⎜ 1 1 1 1 ⎢1
⎢
=⎜
⎝ 1 2 3 4 ⎣1
1
=

⎤⎞−1
1
⎟
2⎥
1 1 1 1
⎥⎟
3⎦⎠
1 2 3 4
4

⎡

⎤
15
⎢19⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣27⎦
31

09
056

where â1 = 09 is a bias b and â2 = 056 is the slope a. We have obtained the optimal linear
regression model y = 056x + 09. The residuals (regression errors) are
⎡
⎤
00400
⎢ −01200 ⎥
⎥
e=⎢
⎣ 01200 ⎦
−00400
2.3. Multiple Regression
The multiple regression analysis is the statistical technique of exploring the relation (association)
between the set of n independent variables that are used to explain the variability of one (generally
many) dependent variable y.
The simplest multiple regression analysis refers to data with two independent variables x1 and
x2 , one dependent variable y, and the selected linear regression model:
y = fx1  x2  = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2

(230)

where a0  a1 , and a2 are model parameters. This model represents a plane in three-dimensional
space x1  x2  y. As the graphical interpretation of multiple linear regression, we can imagine
fitting the regression plane to data points obtained as a three-dimensional scatter plot.
Generally, for linear multiple regression with n independent variables x1  x2  · · ·  xn , denoted
as the n-dimensional vector x ∈ Rn , and the n + 1 parameter vector a0  a1  · · ·  an , denoted as the
n + 1-dimensional parameter vector a ∈ Rn+1 ,
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
a0
x1
⎢ a1 ⎥
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
(231)
x = ⎢  ⎥ a = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
xn
an
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the linear model can be defined as
y = fx1  x2  · · ·  xn  = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + · · ·  +an xn

(232)

Using vector notation, we may also write
y = fx = aT xa

where

xa = 1 x1  x2  · · ·  xn T

(233)

This regression model is represented by a hyperplane in n + 1-dimensional space.
Because the observations yi i = 1 · · ·  N are random samples, they are mutually independent.
Hence, the error terms are also mutually independent, with the same distribution, zero mean,
and constant variances. The distribution of the error term is independent of the joint distribution
of explanatory variables. We also assume that unknown parameters of regression models are
constants. Proper computations require that the inequality N ≥ n holds.
Geometrical Interpretation: Regression Errors. The multiple regression analysis can be
geometrically interpreted as follows. We can imagine that N data cases xi , yi ) are represented as
N points in n + 1-dimensional space. The goal of multiple regression is to find a hyperplane in
the n + 1-dimensional space that will best fit the data. We can solve this minimization problem
by using the method of least squares, with the performance criterion being the sum of squared
errors
Ja =

N 


2

yi − a0 + a1 x1i + · · ·  an xni

(234)

i=1

or by using vector notation:
Ja =

N 


2
yi − aT xa 

where

xa = 1 x1  x2  · · ·  xn T

(235)

i=1

A multiple regression error for the ith case xi  yi  is the difference between the predicted value
fxi  (which is on the hyperplane) and the true value yi from the ith case. In other words, an
error is the “vertical” distance between the ith point and the point on the plane that represents the
predicted value. The optimal hyperplane guarantees minimization of the sum of squares of errors.
The error variance and standard error of the estimate in multiple regression are
N
Se2

=

i
iest 2

i=1 y − y
 Se =
N −n−1



N

i=1 y

i − y iest 2

N −n−1

(236)

where yi is the value of the dependent variable for the ith data case, ŷiest is the corresponding
value estimated from the regression model equation, N is the number of cases in the data set, and
n is the number of independent variables. The standard error of the estimate informs us about the
variability of the estimation error and can be used to compare models.
Degree of Freedom. The denominator N − n − 1 in the previous equation tells us that in multiple
regression with n independent variables, the standard error has N − n − 1 degrees of freedom.
The degree of freedom has been reduced from N by n + 1 because n + 1 numerical parameters
a0  a1  a2  · · ·  an of the regression model have been estimated from the data.
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2.4. General Least Squares and Multiple Regression
Gauss proposed the least squares principle in the eighteenth century in the following way: “the
sum of squares of the differences between the actually observed and computed values multiplied
by numbers that measure the degree of precision is a minimum.” The least squares method has
been widely used ever since.
Let us assume that we have carried out experiments in a physical system and have recorded
the scalar outputs y as a result of some signals (variables) x1  · · ·  xn associated with the process
input, output, environment, or internal states that have influenced the system behavior. Let us form
an n-element vector constituted with all the considered input variables (independent variables)
x = x1  x2  · · ·  xn T  x ∈ Rn . Let us assume that we have recorded the set xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N
of N experimental observations. We are searching for the regression model of the data given in
the general form of the weighted sum of m functions:
yi = a0 + a1 1 xi  + a2 2 xi  + · · · + am m xi 

(237)

where k xi  k = 1 2 · · ·  m, is the known function of input-variables vector x. In the regression
model, a0  a1  a2  · · ·  am represent model parameters denoted by the m + 1-element parameter
vector a = a0  a1  a2  · · ·  am T , a ∈ Rm+1 . The m, representing the number of functions k xi ,
is called the order of the model. Proper computations require that the inequality N ≥ m holds.
We want to find the values of the regression model parameters b, which provide that the values
ŷi , computed by the model for the given value of the input-variables vector xi for the ith case,
agree as closely as possible with the measured values yi of the variable y. To answer the question
of which model parameters “best” fit the experimental data, we define the performance criterion
(performance index) that will allow us to objectively judge, in a quantitative way, the quality of
a fit. As we have already discussed, the most natural criterion is the sum of squares of all errors
for all data cases ei = yi − ŷi :
Ja =

N

i=1

=

N


ei 2 =

N


yi − ŷi 2

i=1

yi − a0 + a1 1 xi  + a2 2 xi  + · · · + am m xi 2

(238)

i=1

The performance criterion for given regression variables, Ja is the function of the model
parameters denoted as vector a. For the given values of the parameters and the given set of
experimental data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N, the criterion Ja takes a scalar numerical value.
Additionally, for the given parameters, the model will be responsible for the following regression
errors (residues) for the given pair of experimental data xi  yi i = 1 2 · · ·  N:
ei = yi − ŷi
= yi − a0 + a1 1 xi  + a2 2 xi  + · · · + am m xi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N

(239)

Let us define the m + 1-dimensional row data vector
i = 11 xi  2 xi  · · ·  m xi 

(240)

where the first element equal to 1 allows us to consider bias in the model.
The set of the process-N observed outputs (values of the dependent variable) is denoted by the
N -element column vector y, and the errors are represented by the N -element column vector e:
y = y 1  y 2  · · ·  y N T e = e 1  e 2  · · ·  e N T

(241)
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Finally, the set of all functions k xi  k = 1 2 · · ·  m i = 1 2 · · ·  N for all N cases of
recorded experiment is denoted by the N × m + 1 data matrix (design matrix):
⎡
⎤ ⎡ T⎤
1 1 x1  2 x1  · · · m x1 
1
⎢1 1 x2  2 x2  · · · m x2  ⎥ ⎢ T2 ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
 = ⎢
(242)


 ⎥ = ⎢  ⎥

⎣ 



 ⎦ ⎣  ⎦
1 1 xN  2 xN  · · · m xN 
TN
The matrix form of the model description for all N experimental data is written as follows:
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
1 1 x1  2 x1  · · · m x1 
a0
⎢1 1 x2  2 x2  · · · m x2  ⎥ ⎢ a1 ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
ŷ = ⎢ 
(243)


 ⎥ ⎢  ⎥ = a

⎣ 



 ⎦⎣  ⎦
1 1 xN 

2 xN 

···

m xN 

am

The performance criterion of the least squares may now be expressed in the compact vector form:

Ja =

N


ei 2 = eT e = y − aT y − a = e2

(244)

i=1

where
e = y − ŷ = y − a

(245)

are modeling errors (residuals) and ŷ = a is computed by the regression model as a vector of
predicted values of the dependent variable.
Finally, we have
Ja = y − aT y − a = yT y − yT a − aT T y + aT T a

(246)

We can compare the values of Ja for different sets of parameters for given experimental data
xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N. Now, to solve the problem of the best fit by the linear regression
model
yi = a0 + a1 1 xi  + a2 2 xi  + · · · + am m xi  = Ti a

i = 1 2 · · ·  N

(247)

we should search for the value of the parameter vector â for which the performance criterion
Ja = eT e is minimal. Parameters â are called the optimal parameters for the criterion Ja
and the data xi  yi  i = 1 2 · · ·  N. For the optimal parameters, the criterion will take the
minimum value Ĵ â:
â = arg min Ja = arg miny − aT y − a
a

a

(248)

To produce a minimum of Ja, we must satisfy the following necessary condition for the
minimum of a function:
Ja
 T
=
y y − yT a − aT T y + aT T a = 0
a
a

(249)

After some derivations, we obtain
Ja
= −yT  − T y + 2T a
a

(250)
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Knowing that yT  = yT , we eventually obtain the normal equation
T y + T a = 0

(251)

whose solution gives us the value of the optimal parameter vector â:
â = T −1 T y

(252)

The value of the performance criterion (a sum of squared errors) for the optimal parameter
vector is
Jâ = y − âT y − â

(253)

The matrix T −1 is called the pseudo-inverse of matrix  if the matrix T  is nonsingular.
The invertible matrix T  is called the excitation matrix. If the Hessian (the matrix of the
second derivatives of the performance criterion)
J 2 a
= 2T 
a2

(254)

is positive definite, the normal equation solves for the unique minimum solution for an optimal
parameter vector a = â
â = T −1 T y

(255)

Practical, Numerically Stable Computation of the Optimal Model Parameters. The solution
for the optimal least-squares parameters is almost never computed from the equation â =
T −1 T y due to its poor numerical performance in cases when the matrix T  (the
covariance matrix) is ill conditioned. The most successful remedies rely on various matrix decomposition methods, such as the prominent LU/LDLT , QR, Cholesky, or UDU T decompositions
(see Appendix A).
For the known decompositions we have the following solutions
Method
QR
LU
LDLT
Cholesky

Decomposition
 = QR
T  = LU
T  = LDLT
T  = GGT

Solution of least-squares
â = R−1 QT y
â = U−1 L−1 T y
â = LT −1 D−1 L−1 T y
â = GT −1 G−1 T y

2.5. Assessing the Quality of the Multiple Regression Model
The quality of the multiple regression model informs us how well the multiple regression hyperplane (regression model) fits the data. The following measures can be used to assess the quality
of the multiple regression model:
–
–
–
–

Standard error of estimate
Coefficient of multiple determination
Multiple correlation coefficient
Cp statistic
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The Coefficient of Multiple Determination, R2 . The fit of the multiple regression model to the
data can be assessed by the coefficient of multiple determination.
We recall that in the simple linear regression analysis, the coefficient of correlation r between
two (generally random) variables x (explanatory) and y (dependent) is a numerical measure of
the relation (association) between these two variables. The square of the coefficient of correlation
defines the coefficient of determination r 2 , which indicates the portion of variance in the dependent
variable y that is accounted for by the variation in the independent variable x.
A multiple regression counterpart of the coefficient of determination r 2 is the coefficient of
multiple determination, R2 .
Let us recall definitions of squared variations. We remember that the total sum of the squared
variations in y,
Stotal =

N


yi − ȳ2

(256)

i=1

is equal to the sum of
(1) the sum of squared deviations of the regression hyperplane (due to regression; explained by
the regression model), and
(2) the sum of squared unexplained variations (due to errors).
Thus, the total sum of squared variations in y is expressed by
Stotal = Sye + Sre
Stotal =

N


yi − ȳ2 =

i=1

N

i=1

yiest − ȳ2 +

N


yi − yiest 2

(257)

i=1

The coefficient of multiple determination R2 is the percent of the variance in the dependent
variable that can be explained by all of the independent variables taken together.
The coefficient of determination can be computed using the formula:
R2 =

explained sum of squares
total sum of squares

or
R2 =

N
Sye
yiest − ȳ2
= i=1
N
i
2
Stotal
i=1 y − ȳ

(258)

where yi is the values for the dependent variable y, ȳ is the average of the dependent value, and
yiest are the predicted values for the dependent variable (the predicted values are calculated using
the regression equation).
Coefficient R2 always increases as the number of model design parameters increases. Adjusted
2
R uses the number of design parameters plus a constant that are used in the model and the
number of data points N in order to correct the statistic of this coefficient in situations when
unnecessary parameters are used in the model structure.
We define the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination R2adj as
R2adj = 1 −

N −1
S /N − n − 1
1 − R2  = 1 − re
N − n − 1
Stotal /N − 1

(259)
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Table 11.4. Three-dimensional data.
x1

x2

y

1
2
3
4

4
5
8
2

6
7
5
8

Cp Statistic. To compare multiple regression models Cp , a statistic measure is used:

1 − R2n N − np


Cp =
− N − 2n + 1
1 − R2np


(260)

where n is the number of independent variables, np is the total number of model parameters
(including the intercept), R2n is the coefficient of multiple determination for a regression model
with n independent variables, and R2np is the coefficient of multiple determination for a regression
model with all np estimated parameters.
When comparing alternative regression models, the designer aims to choose models whose
values of Cn is close to or below n + 1.

Multiple Correlation. Another measure of model quality is the multiple correlation coefficient
R, which computes the amount of correlation between more than two variables. One variable is
the dependent variable, and the others are independent variables. A value of R can be found as
the positive square root of R2 (coefficient of multiple determination).
The multiple correlation coefficient, denoted by R, is a measure of the strength of the linear
relationship between the dependent variable y and the set of independent variables x1  x2      xn .
The multiple correlation coefficient is a measure of how well the regression equation (hyperplane)
fits the data. A value of R close to 1 indicates that the fit is very good. A value near zero
indicates that the model is not a good approximation of the data and cannot be efficiently used
for prediction.
Example: Let us consider a multiple linear regression analysis for the data set containing N = 4
cases, composed with one dependent variable y and two independent variables x1 and x2 (see
Table 11.4).
Figure 11.18 shows the scatter plot of data points in three-dimensional space x1  x2  y.
We fit to the data the linear multiple regression model, representing a plane y = fx =
a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 in the three dimensional space x1  x2  y. First, we compose the four element
vector y of four values of the dependent-variable y (as the third column from the data set):
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⎡ ⎤
6
⎢7⎥
⎥
y=⎢
⎣5⎦
8
and the two-element independent variable vector x = x1  x2 T x ∈ R2 . Then we define the
three-element model parameter vector
⎡ ⎤
a0
a = ⎣ a1 ⎦
a2
and the data vector
i = 11 xi 2 xi  = 1x1 x2 
where 1 x = x1 , 2 x = x2 . An auxiliary entry of the vector of the data vector set to 1 in the
data vector allows us to consider a bias a0 in the plane model y = fx = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 . Then
we form the data matrix
⎡
⎤
1 1 4
⎢1 2 5⎥
⎥
=⎢
⎣1 3 8⎦
1 4 2
The optimal model parameters can be found as
â = T −1 T y
⎛
⎡
⎡
⎤ 1
⎜ 1 1 1 1 ⎢1
⎣
⎦⎢
=⎜
⎝ 1 2 3 4 ⎣1
4 5 8 2
1

1
2
3
4

⎤⎞−1
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤ 15
⎡
⎤
4
1 1 1 1 ⎢ ⎥
09
⎟
5⎥
19
⎥⎟ ⎣1 2 3 4⎦ ⎢ ⎥ = ⎣ 056⎦
⎣27⎦
8 ⎦⎠
4 5 8 2
31
2
31
y

8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
8
4

6
x2

3
4

2
2

1

Figure 11.18. The scatter plot for three-dimensional data.
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y

15
10
5
–5
0
x2

–5
–5

0
x1
0
5

5

Figure 11.19. Multiple regression, plane model.

y
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
–2
–4
–6
–5
x2

0
5 –6

–4

–2

0

2

Figure 11.20. Multiple regression, regression plane model and scatter plot.
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8
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Now we have obtained the optimal model y = 31 + 09x1 + 056x2 , with the optimal values of
parameters â1 = 09, â2 = 056, and â3 = 31. The optimal regression model is the equation of
the plane (Figure 11.19) in x1  x2  y space.
Figure 11.20 shows the plane as a linear regression model for three-dimensional data overlapped
by a scatter plot of data. The residuals (errors) are
⎡
⎤
00400
⎢ −01200 ⎥
⎥
e=⎢
⎣ 01200 ⎦
−00400
The criterion value for the optimal parameters is 0.016

3. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we have discussed the key concepts of supervised learning realized in the setting
of statistical methods. The fundamental nature of these methods stems from the fact that they fully
exploit probabilistic knowledge about data. This becomes particularly visible in case of Bayesian
methods, which exploits the concept of conditional probabilities and prior probabilities — all of
which encapsulate statistical characteristics of the data. We showed that Bayesian classifiers are
optimal in the sense that for given probabilistic characteristics of underlying data, the resulting
classifier produces prediction with the lowest possible probability of classification error. While
the relevance of this fundamental result has to be fully acknowledged, we should remember that
the empirical quality of such classifiers depends on the quality of estimation of the underlying
probability density functions. This, in turn, emphasizes the role of effective estimation procedures,
which have been discussed in detail.
Undoubtedly, regression models constitute one of the fundamental modeling methods. In the
presence of several assumptions about the statistical characteristics of data (including normality
of data), one can endow the models with several mechanisms of assessment of the quality of
the models, including the generation of confidence intervals. While linear regression models can
serve as a sound basis, there is a wealth of generalizations that are capable of handling nonlinear
relationships and the statistical nature of data.
Bayesian reasoning and classification schemes were discussed from a variety of standpoints
and within a diversity of numerous applications; the fundamentals are covered in [2, 3, 5, 7, 13].
Estimation issues are studied in [17, 21]. Various issues of categorical data analysis are presented
in [20]. Regression analysis has been a vast and much diversified area of fundamental and applied
research. Starting from the seminal study by Gauss [6], there is a long list of excellent references,
say, [1, 9, 22]. Statistical aspects of pattern recognition and classification in particular are lucidly
exposed in [8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 23, 25]. The statistical aspects of neurocomputing along with
some comparative studies are discussed in [4, 16, 18, 19] while probabilistic neural networks
are presented in [24]. In [7], some linkages are discussed between statistical approaches and the
processing of information granules, in particular with fuzzy sets.
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4. Exercises
1. Consider a two-category classification problem with a scalar feature x and a priori probabilities
Pc1  = 03 and Pc2  = 07. Assume that probability density functions for each classes
pxc1  and pxc2  are known. A new object has been measured, and we obtained x = 35.
For this value of x, we have computed p35c1  = 22785 · 10−2 and p35c2  = 10953 · 10−2 .
Classify a new object using Bayes’ rule. Compute the probability of classification error for a
classification decision taken.
2. Consider the two-category scalar feature classification problem with patterns drawn for
each class independently according to the normal probability density distributions pxci  =
Ni  i i = 1 2, with the parameter values 1 = 1, 1 = 1 for class 1 and 2 = 2, 1 = 2
for class 2. Compute the Bayes decision boundary.
3. Generate, using a random number generator, 30 scalar feature
for the 1 having the
 patterns
1
1
2
with parameters
normal Gaussian probability density pxc1  =
1 exp − 2 2 x − 
2
2   2

1 = 10 and 1 = 5. Similarly, generate 20 scalar feature patterns for class 2 with 2 = 15
and 2 = 4. Compute the mean and standard deviation for each class. Assuming these normal
forms of probability densities of patterns within a class, find:

(a) The quadratic discriminant functions d1 x and d2 x for each class
(b) The Bayes decision boundary dx = d1 x − d2 x between two classes
(c) After assigning a class to patterns x = 18, x = 8, x = 22 using Bayes’ classification rule,
the probability of classification error for these pattern and classification decisions
(d) The average probability of classification error for this classification problem
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4. Consider a two-category, two-feature classification problem with patterns drawn for each
class independently according to the normal probability density distributions pxci  =
Ni  i i = 1 2 with the following values of parameters: 1 = 1 1T , 1 = I for the class
1 and 2 = 2 2T , 2 =  2 I = 2 for class 2. Compute the Bayes decision boundary.
5. Let us assume that the following two-feature patterns x ∈ R2 from two classes c1 = 0 and
c2 = 1 have been drawn according to the Gaussian normal density distribution shown below:
Class 1

x1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
7
7

x2
2
2
3
1
2
9
8
6
10

class
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Class 2

x1
6
7
8
8
7
6
6
9
1

x2
8
8
7
8
9
1
5
9
1

class
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

From this set of patterns, compute for each class separately the estimate mean vectors and
covariance matrices. Design Bayesian discriminants and the decision boundary (dichotomizer)
between two classes. Plot on a x1  x2  plane the pattern points and dichotomizer. Classify the
new patterns 05 05T and 7 3T using discriminants and a dichotomizer.
Modify the pattern sets for each class from the above tables, adding independently to each
feature of each pattern the random noise that has a the normal Gaussian distribution with
parameters  = 00 an  = 1. Design the Bayesian discriminants and the dichotomizer based
on these patterns and test them for the new patterns 06 07T and 04 08T . Also, test these
classifiers for new patterns obtained by modification of the pattern sets for each class from
the above tables, by adding independently to each feature of each pattern the random noise
having the normal Gaussian distribution with parameters  = 00 an  = 2.
6. Let us assume that the following three-feature patterns x ∈ R3 from two classes c1 = 0 and
c2 = 1 have been drawn according to the Gaussian normal density distribution:
Class 1

x1
1
2
2
3
3

x2
2
2
3
1
2

x3
2
2
2
2
2

class
0
0
0
0
0

Class 2

x1
6
7
8
8
7

x2
8
8
7
8
9

x3
6
8
7
8
8

class
1
1
1
1
1

From this set of patterns, compute, for each class separately, the estimated mean vectors
and covariance matrices. Design the Bayesian discriminants and the decision boundary
(dichotomizer) between the two classes. Plot in x1  x2  x3  space the pattern points and
dichotomizer. Classify new patterns 05 05 1T and 7 9 10T using discriminants and
dichotomizer.
Modify the pattern sets for each class from the above tables, adding independently to each
pattern the random noise that has a normal multivariate normal Gaussian distribution with
parameters  = 00 00 00T and  = diag ii , with 11 = 1, 22 = 05, and 33 = 15.
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Design the Bayesian discriminants and dichotomizer based on these patterns and test them
for the new patterns 06 07 90T and 04 08 09T . Also test these classifiers for new
patterns obtained by adding independently to each pattern the random noise having the
normal multivariate normal Gaussian distribution with parameters  = 00 00 00T and
 = diag ii , with 11 = 15, 22 = 20, and 33 = 10.
7. Let us consider a two-feature (two-dimensional) probability density function that is a sum of
two normal distributions (mixture of Gaussian distributions)
px = P1 p1 x + P2 p2 x
where
·pi x =

1

1
exp − x − i T −1
i x − i   i = 1 2
2
2  i 
n
2

1
2

with P1 = 04 and P2 = 06. The parameters for the component normal densities (with statistically independent features) are 1 = 10 10T , 1 = 12 I with 1 = 4, and 2 = 20 20T ,
2 = 22 I with 2 = 2. Compute and plot the mixture density values for the ranges x1 ∈
−40 60 and x2 ∈ −40 60. Compute and plot the loci (contour) of pattern vectors with
constant probability density values px = 02. Compute thee Euclidean and the squared
Mahalanobis distance from the mean 1 and 2 to one selected vector on the calculated loci.
8. For the patterns from Exercise 7, estimate a probability density function for all patterns
regardless of class type. Estimate the probability density functions for each class separately
and classify new patterns based on the k-nearest neighbors classification rule. Consider as
neighbors members k = 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. Classify also new patterns based on the nearest
neighbor classification rule k = 1.
9. Generate randomly 300 scalar feature patterns for class 1 having the mixture density distribution from Exercise 7 with the parameters 1 = 10, 1 = 2 and 2 = 20, 2 = 1. Similarly,
generate randomly 300 scalar feature patterns for class 2 with the parameters 1 = 12, 1 = 2
and 2 = 25, 2 = 2. Based on the generated data, design the following classifiers:
(a) k-nearest neighbors (provide experiments for different values of k)
(b) nearest neighbor
Test the designed classifiers for the new patterns x = 18, x = 7, x = 28. Generate randomly
an additional 100 patterns for class 1 and an additional 100 patterns for class 2 for the above
parameters and densities, constituting a validation data set. Test the quality of the designed
classifiers for this validation set. Generate randomly an additional 100 patterns for class 1
and an additional 100 patterns for class 2 for the above parameters and densities, constituting
a testing data set. Using trial and error, find the best number k of neighbors guaranteeing
minimalization of the number of misclassifications of patterns from the testing set.
10. In the table shown below variables x and y represent height and weight of a student, respectively, and z represents time achieved by the student in a 100 [m] race competition.

Height
Weight
100m Time

x 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 189 170
y 54
55
55
56
57
56
56
57
56
58
59
z 143 142 151 151 130 142 117 133 126 132 129

(a) Perform linear regression analysis for the independent variable x and dependent variable z.
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i Compute all the necessary data set characteristics.
ii Compute the optimal linear regression model z = b + ax. Find optimal parameters of
the model using the least squares method. Use closed formulas for optimal values of
the parameters.
iii Calculate regression errors and plot their values. Is the error distribution normal?
iv Compute the minimal value of the performance criterion.
v Evaluate regression model quality by computing standard error of the estimate, correlation coefficient, and coefficient of determination. Explain meaning of these measures.
vi Create a scatter plot of data points overlapped with the plot of the regression line.
Calculate regression errors.
vii Calculate the predicted value of the dependent variable for the input independent
variable x = 1655.
(b) Perform multiple linear regression analysis for the two independent variables x and y, and
one dependent variable z. Repeat operations i–vii with the following changes: in ii change
model x = b + ax into a plane model z = a0 + a1 x + a2 y, in vi the regression line into the
regression plane, and substitute in vii x = 16565 with x = 1655 and y = 129.

12
Supervised Learning: Decision Trees,
Rule Algorithms, and Their Hybrids

In this Chapter, we describe representative algorithms of the two key supervised inductive machine
learning techniques, namely, decision trees and rule algorithms. We present both basic and more
advanced versions of decision trees, such as the ID3, C4.5, ID5R, and 1RD algorithms. Note that
all decision tree algorithms are based on the fundamental concept learning algorithm originally
proposed by Hunt. On the other hand, most rule algorithms have their origins in the set-covering
problem first tackled by Michalski. The rule algorithms are represented by the DataSqueezer
algorithm and the hybrid algorithms by the CLIP4 algorithm that combines the best characteristics
of decision trees and rule algorithms.

1. What is Inductive Machine Learning?
Learning means different things to different people and depends on the area of investigation.
For instance, the understanding of learning in the cognitive sciences is different than that in
psychology or education or computational intelligence. How shall we then understand learning
in the context of data mining? First, we narrow it down to the notion of machine learning
(ML), which means that machines/computers perform learning, not people. There are several
understandings of ML even in this much narrower domain. We define learning as the ability of
an agent (like an algorithm) to improve its own performance based on past experience. In other
words, learning is the ability of a “trained” algorithm to make predictions. Past experience is
usually provided to the machine learning algorithm in the form of historical data, stored in a
database describing some domain. Note that most of the data mining techniques described in Part
IV of this book do “learn” in some way.
The big advantage of inductive machine learning algorithms, as described in this Chapter, over
other methods is that the models generated by them, expressed in the form of decision trees or
IF… THEN… rules, are explicit and can be validated, modified, learned from, or used for training
novices in a given domain. These advantages are in contrast to the “black box” nature of neural
networks (and other methods) that have difficulty making sense of, say, weights and connections
in neural networks, parameters in a classifier, and so on. Therefore, inductive ML is quite often
the preferred methodology in fields like medical diagnosis, or control, where a decision maker
wants to understand and validate the generated rules against his/her own domain knowledge.
To deal with large quantities of data, inductive machine learning algorithms (as with any other
DM algorithms) should be scalable. Machine learning researchers devote significant effort to
reducing complexity of inductive ML algorithms, from as high as On4 , where n is the number of
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examples, to recent state-of-the-art algorithms that are nearly linear, more accurately On log n.
We will discuss a range of such algorithms in this Chapter and describe some of them in detail.
Another desirable characteristic of inductive machine learning algorithms is their ability (or
inability) to deal with incomplete data. Many real datasets have records that include missing
values due to a variety of reasons, such as manual data entry errors, incorrect measurements,
equipment errors, etc. It is common, for example in medicine, to encounter datasets that have
about half their values missing. Thus, a desirable property of any ML algorithm is its robustness
to missing and noisy data.
In this Chapter, we are concerned only with supervised inductive machine learning algorithms.
The key concept in inductive ML is that of a hypothesis, which is generated by a given algorithm.
A hypothesis approximates some concept. A concept can mean anything, say, a concept of a
planet, of a class/category, of a result of a soccer game, etc. We generally assume that only a
teacher/oracle knows the true meaning of a concept and describes that concept, by means of
examples, to a learner whose task is to generate a hypothesis (one or more) that best approximates
the concept. For instance, the concept of a category can be described to a learner in terms of
input-output pairs such as (high fever, pneumonia), or (weak, pneumonia). Although we often
make the assumption that the terms concept and hypothesis are equivalent, this is not quite correct.
The reason is that the learner receives from a teacher only a finite set of examples that describe
the concept, and thus the hypotheses about the concept can only approximate the concept (for
which the teacher may have possibly an infinite number of examples). In practice, the learner
receives only a limited number of examples about the concept, since generation of a large number
of training data pairs can be expensive and time consuming. Nevertheless, while being aware of
this distinction, we will use these two terms interchangeably. Most often, historical data about
a concept are stored in a database, along with each object’s classification, called a decision
attribute, the latter performing the role of the teacher. Thus, pneumonia in the above examples
is a decision attribute.
Since hypotheses in inductive ML are often described in terms of production IF… THEN…
rules, we will also use the term rule (and later add still another “equivalent” term: cover) to mean
hypothesis. The formal definition of a cover is given later in the Chapter.
To summarize, inductive ML algorithms generate hypotheses that approximate concepts;
hypotheses are often expressed in the form of production rule; and we say that the rules “cover”
the examples.
Building a model of some domain represented by historical data can be done in two basic ways.
First, we can run statistical analyses of the available information and data to estimate the assumed
model’s parameters. Second, if only a very limited amount of data and information about the
domain is available, the model can be built by using model-free techniques like inductive machine
learning, neural networks, etc. Let us note that most inductive ML (and neural networks) algorithms
are unstable, that is, small changes in input data may result in big changes in their outputs.
We often think of ML as a process of building a model of some domain, a representation of
which is stored in a database. Any inductive ML process is broken into two phases:
– The learning phase, where the algorithm analyzes the data and recognizes similarities among
data objects. The result of this analysis is the generation of a tree, or equivalent to it set of
production rules.
– The testing phase, where the rules are evaluated on new data, and some performance measures
are computed.
When many hypotheses (rules) are generated from data, there is usually a need, for comprehensibility and other reasons, to select only a few of them. This selection can be accomplished by using
heuristics like Occam’s razor (in ML this means choosing the simplest/shortest rules describing a
concept) or a minimum-description-length principle; see discussion of these and similar techniques
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in Chapter 15. On the other hand, the user may use his or her background knowledge of the
domain to select the best hypotheses; this type of learning is known as constructive learning.
The user can also reason from first principles, such as laws of physics and mathematical theorems,
or can make a final decision based on his or her knowledge of the problem to make sure that the
problem constraints, some perhaps known only to the user, are satisfied.
The complexity and nature of a domain from which examples are drawn determines the difficulty
of an inductive ML process. When only a few features/attributes describe the training examples,
the learning task is much easier than when the examples are highly dimensional. When many
irrelevant features describe the examples, the ML algorithms must be able to distinguish between
the relevant and irrelevant features. Another issue is the amount of noise present in the data, both
in the features describing the examples (pattern vectors) and/or in the description of the classes;
fortunately, several inductive ML algorithms cope well with noise. Finally, we very often assume
that the data describing a certain phenomenon do not change over time, which is not true in many
domains; few inductive ML algorithms can deal with the latter problem.
Inductive machine learning can also be seen as a search problem, where the task is to search for
hypotheses that best describe the concept. We can imagine starting with some initial hypothesis
and then searching for one that covers as many examples as possible. We say that an example is
covered by a rule when it satisfies all conditions of the IF part of the rule. The search spaces can
be huge and we may have to keep track of all possible solutions.
Still another view of inductive ML, for classification purposes, is to see it as a problem of
designing a classifier, i.e., finding boundaries that encompass only examples belonging to a given
class. Those boundaries can either partition the entire sample space or leave parts of it unassigned
to either of the classes (the more frequent outcome).
1.1. Categorization of ML algorithms
There are many ways to categorize ML algorithms. At the highest level, they are divided into
supervised and unsupervised ML algorithms; we focus only on the former in this Chapter. If
we consider the inference methods used by inductive ML algorithms, we can divide them into
inductive versus deductive; we address here only inductive ML algorithms. At another level, we
have algorithms that are either incremental or nonincremental. In nonincremental learning, all
the training examples are presented simultaneously (as a batch file) to the algorithm. In contrast,
in incremental learning the examples are presented one at a time, and the algorithm improves
its performance based on these new examples without the need of retraining (see Chapter 3).
A large number of the existing ML systems are nonincremental. At still another level, some ML
algorithms can deal with structured data while other deal with unstructured data.
In supervised learning known as inductive ML or learning from examples, the user, serving
the role of the teacher, must provide examples describing each concept/class. When there is no
a priori knowledge of classes, supervised learning algorithms can still be used if the data have a
clustering structure. In this situation, we first run a clustering algorithm to reveal natural groupings
in the data, and the user must label these before an inductive ML algorithm is used (see Chapter 9).
Any supervised learning algorithm must be provided with a training data set. Let us assume
that such a set S consists of M training data pairs, belonging to C classes:
S = xi ∈ cj  i = 1     M j = 1     C
Training data pairs are often called examples, where xi is an n-dimensional pattern vector
whose components are called features/attributes, and cj is a known class.
The mapping function f , c = fx, is not known. The training data represent information about
some domain, with the frequently used assumption that the features represent only properties
of the examples but not the relationships between the examples. A supervised machine learning
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algorithm then searches the space of all possible hypotheses, H, for the hypothesis (one or more)
that best estimates this unknown mapping function f . Within the framework of classification, we
can think about the hypothesis as being (part of) a classifier.
ML algorithms find hypotheses by discovering common features (attributes) of examples that
represent a class. The resulting hypotheses (concept approximations) can be written as production
(IF… THEN… ) rules. When the rules are used on new examples unseen in training, they should
be able to predict the class membership of these examples.
Depending on the level of “supervision”, there exists a range of supervised learning paradigms.
On one end, there is rote learning, in which the system is “told” the correct rules. In learning by
analogy, the system is taught the correct response to a similar, but not identical, task; the system
must adapt the previous response by generating a new rule applicable to the new situation. A
similar type of learning is case-based learning in which the learning system stores all the cases
it has studied so far, together with their outcomes. When a new case is encountered, the system
tries to adapt to this new case the stored previous behavior. In explanation-based learning, the
system analyzes a set of example solutions in order to determine why each was successful (or
not). After these explanations are generated, they are used for solving new problems. Inductive
machine learning is another type of learning that constitutes the main topic of this Chapter.
On the other end of the spectrum is unsupervised learning, such as clustering and association
rule mining, which are described in Chapters 9 and 10. There is, however, a difference between
clustering, as used in taxonomy, and clustering as used within a framework of ML: namely,
classical clustering is best suited for handling numerical data. In ML we use the term conceptual
clustering to differentiate the process from classical clustering, since the former is able to deal
with nominal data.
Conceptual clustering consists of two tasks: finding clusters in a given data set; and characterization, which generates a concept description for each cluster found by clustering. Each of
the clustering algorithms described in Chapter 9 can be used for clustering. Characterization, on
the other hand, belongs to supervised machine learning methods. Conceptual clustering can be
thought of as a hybrid combining unsupervised and supervised approaches to learning.
It is worth noting that any supervised ML algorithm can be transformed into an unsupervised
one. For example, if data patterns are described by n features, we can run the supervised algorithm
n times, each time with a different feature playing the role of the decision attribute that we
are trying to predict. The result will be n models/classifiers of data, with one of them being
possibly correct.
1.1.1. Inductive versus Deductive Learning
Deduction and induction are two basic techniques for inferring new information from data.
Deduction infers information that is a logical consequence of the information stored in the data.
It is provably correct if the data describing some domain are correct. Induction, on the other
hand, infers generalized information, or knowledge, from the data by searching for regularities
among the data. It is correct for the given data but merely plausible outside of the data. A vast
majority of ML algorithms use induction. Learning by induction is essentially a search process
for a correct rule, or a set of rules, guided by the provided training examples, and is the main
topic of this Chapter.
1.1.2. Structured versus Unstructured Algorithms
In learning hypotheses (approximations of concepts) there is a need to choose a description
language. This choice may limit the domains in which a given algorithm can be used. There
are two basic types of domains: structured and unstructured. An example belonging to an
unstructured domain is usually described by an <attribute, value> pair. Description languages
applicable to unstructured domains include decision trees, production rules, and decision tables
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(as used in rough sets). Decision trees and production rules have similar representation power;
they are described in detail later in this Chapter. For domains having an internal structure, often
a first-order calculus language can be used. However, because of the generally huge hypothesis
space and high memory requirements, a relatively small number of ML algorithms use first-order
logic for model building. Other languages used for structured concept descriptions are semantic
networks and frames. They are, however, much more difficult to handle than decision trees
or rules.
1.2. Generation of Hypotheses
We shall illustrate the problems involved in inductive machine learning by means of an example
that will be carried on throughout this Chapter to illustrate various algorithms.
First, let us define an information system (IS):
IS =< S Q V f >
where
S is a finite set of examples, S = e1  e2      eM , where M is the number of examples
Q is a finite set of features, Q = F1  F2      Fn , where n is the number of features
V = ∪VFj is a set of feature values where VFj is the domain of feature Fj ∈ Q
vi ∈ VFj is a value of feature Fj
f = S × Q → V is an information function satisfying
fei  Fi  ∈ VFj for every ei ∈ S and Fj ∈ Q
The set S is often called the learning/training data set, that is a subset of the entire universe
(known only to the teacher/oracle), which is defined as a Cartesian product of all feature domains
VFj j = 1 2    n.
Example: The scenario for our example is as follows. A travel agency collected data about
its customers in terms of the following attributes (features): type of phone call received (F1),
language fluency (F2), ticket type sought (F3), and age (F4). The agency also knew who bought,
or did not buy, a ticket, which constitutes a decision attribute (F5). Table 12.1 shows values for
each attribute/feature (and its numerical encoding). Ticket type was discretized according to the
trip distance: Short (1–250 miles), Local (251–1000) and Long > 1000. Age was discretized
into Very young (18–25 years), Young (26–40), Middle aged (41–60), Old (61–80), and Very
old > 80. Discretization was done to make it “easier” for a ML algorithm to learn (it will
become apparent later why), and the encoding was done so that a computer could handle this
(now numerical) data. Note, that we have five examples of the “Buy” decision (we shall call these
Positive examples) and four examples of the “Not buy” decision (called Negative examples).
Although the naming of the examples is arbitrary, the following rule is often used: those examples
for which we are to generate a hypothesis are called Positive. Thus, in our example case we want
to generate a model of customers who “Buy” a ticket. Similarly, when dealing with multiclass
problems, we shall call examples of class of interest Positive (for which we generate a model)
and all the rest Negative. As a result, for multiclass problems we must generate several sets of
hypotheses, one for each class.
Let us remember that available learning/training examples almost never cover the universe of
all possible examples (we receive only what the teacher/data owner gives us). Thus, the generated
rules need to be “general” enough (defined later) so that they are able to perform sufficiently well
on the unseen new examples.
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Table 12.1. Travel agency data.
S

F1

F2

F3
Ticket
type
Long (3)
Local (1)
Short (2)
Long (3)
Short (2)
Short (2)
Short (2)
Long (3)
Long (3)

Example

Type of call

Lang. fluency

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9

Local (1)
Local (1)
Long dist. (2)
Intern. (3)
Local (1)
Local (1)
Intern. (3)
Intern. (3)
Local (1)

Fluent (1)
Fluent (1)
Not fluent (3)
Accent (2)
Fluent (1)
Not fluent (3)
Fluent (1)
Foreign (4)
Not fluent (3)

F4
Age
Very young (1)
Old (4)
Very old (5)
Very old (5)
Middle (3)
Very young (1)
Middle (3)
Young (2)
Middle (3)

F5
Decision
attribute
Buy (1)
Buy (1)
Buy (1)
Buy (1)
Buy (1)
Not buy (2)
Not buy (2)
Not buy (2)
Not buy (2)

The information system, based on Table 12.1 data, is thus as follows:
S = e1     e9 , M = 9
Q = F1     F5 , n = 5
VF 1 = Local, Long distance, International
VF 2 = Fluent, Accent, Not fluent, Foreign
VF 3 = Local, Short, Long
VF 4 = Very young, Young, Middle, Old, Very old
VF 5 = Buy, Not buy
By visual analysis of the data shown in Table 12.1 we can easily generate the following rule:
IF F1 = 1 AND F2 = 1 THEN F5 = 1
or put in words:
IF Type of call = Local AND Language fluency = Fluent THEN Decision = Buy
Let us notice that this mentally generated rule covers three out of five positive examples; in fact,
it is a good rule, since it covers the majority of the positive examples. Such rules are called
strong rules.
The goal of inductive machine learning algorithms is to generate rules (hypotheses) like the
one we have just shown in an automatic way. After learning, the generated rules must be tested
on unseen examples to assess their predictive power. If the rules fail to correctly classify majority
of the test examples (to calculate this outcome we assume that we know their “true” classes) the
learning phase is repeated by using several of the procedures described in Chapter 15.
The common characteristic of machine learning algorithms is their ability to, often almost perfectly,
to cover/classify training examples, which may lead to overfitting of the data (see Chapter 15). A
trivial example of overfitting would be to generate five rules to describe the five positive examples.
The rules would be the examples themselves, so the first overfitting rule would be:
IF F1 = 1 AND F2 = 1 AND F3 = 3 AND F4 = 1 THEN F5 = 1
and so on. Obviously, if the rules were that specific they would probably perform very poorly on
new examples, i.e., they would commit several errors while assigning the examples to the classes.
As stated above, the goodness of the generated rules needs to be evaluated by testing these
rules on new data. It is important to establish a balance between the rules’ generalization and
specialization in order to generate a set of rules that have good predictive power. A more general
rule is one that covers more positive training examples. A specialized rule, on the other hand, may
cover, in an extreme case (like the one shown above), only one example. Suppose we have already
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generated a set of rules. The rules can be generalized, or specialized, by using the following
common techniques:
– Replacing constants with variables (a more general rule is obtained by replacing constants, in
rules that have the same outcome, by a variable, and thus merging them into one rule). For
example, the three rules:
IF F1 = krystyna THEN student
THEN student
IF F1 = konrad
IF F1 = karol
THEN student
can be replaced by a more general rule:
IF F1 = Soic THEN student
where the first three names are constants (instances) of the variable (Last name) Soic (we follow
here first-order logic notation).
– Using disjuncts for rule generalization and conjuncts for rule specialization.
For example
IF F1 = 1 AND F2 = 5 THEN class1
is a more specialized rule (uses the conjunct AND) than the two rules
IF F1 = 1 THEN class1
(OR)
IF F2 = 5 THEN class1
The last two rules are in disjunction, i.e., are connected by a disjunct OR (OR is never written
explicitly; thus any collection of production rules is always ORed).
– Moving up in a hierarchy for generalization. If there is a known hierarchy in a given domain,
the generalization can be performed by replacing the conditions involving the knowledge at the
lower level by the common conditions involving the knowledge at the higher level.
For example
THEN class = sing
IF F1 = canary
IF F1 = nightingale THEN class = sing
can be replaced (if hierarchy of “songbirds” exists) by a rule
IF F1 = songbird THEN class = sing
– Chunking. This technique is based on the assumption that, given a goal, every problem encountered and solved on the way to this goal can be treated as a subgoal. Then we can generate
rules for each of the subgoals, and put them together.
In the following sections, we concentrate on three families of inductive machine learning
algorithms, namely, decision trees, rule algorithms, and hybrid, and show in detail how they
approach and solve the task of generating hypotheses (building models) from training data.
The representation of the knowledge format (see Chapter 5) used in representing hypotheses
generated from a set of examples is a key element that distinguishes between the three families of
inductive machine learning algorithms. In some applications, it is more important to understand the
used knowledge structure, and to find its relation to the data from which that structure is generated, than
simply to show that the system performs well on test data. In other words, the generated knowledgerepresentation structure should be simple and easy to comprehend. In terms of knowledge representation, inductive machine learning algorithms are of two basic types: those that use rules and those
that use decision trees. There are also some learning algorithms that use decision graphs. Note that a
decision tree is a special case of a decision graph.
In what follows, we first describe decision tree algorithms, then rule algorithms, and finally a
hybrid algorithm that combines the best characteristics of the two.
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2. Decision Trees
Let us recall that a decision tree consists of nodes and branches connecting the nodes. The nodes
located at the bottom of the tree are called leaves and indicate classes (see Figure 12.1). The top
node in the tree, called the root, contains all training examples that are to be divided into classes.
All nodes except the leaves are called decision nodes, since they specify decision to be performed
at this node based on a single feature. Each decision node has a number of children nodes, equal
to the number of values that a given feature assumes. All decision tree algorithms are based on
Hunt’s fundamental algorithm of concept learning. This algorithm embodies a method used by
humans when learning simple concepts, namely, finding key distinguishing features between two
categories, represented by positive and negative (training) examples. Hunt’s algorithm is based on
a divide and conquer strategy. The task is to divide the set S, consisting of n examples belonging
to c classes, into disjoint subsets that create a partition of the data into subsets containing
examples from one class only. The following pseudocode summarizes the algorithm.
Given: A set of training examples, S.
1. Select the most discriminatory (significant) feature
2. Split the entire set, S, located at the root of the tree, into several subsets using the selected
feature. The number of children nodes originating from the root is equal to the number of
values the selected feature takes on.
3. Recursively find the most significant feature for each subset generated in step 2 and then split
it top-down into subsets. If each subset contains examples belonging to one class only (a leaf
node), then stop; otherwise go to step 3.
Result: The decision tree from which classification rules can be extracted.
Based on Hunt’s algorithm, Quinlan developed an algorithm called ID3 (Interactive
Dichotomizer3), in which he used Shannon’s entropy as a criterion for selecting the most
significant/discriminatory feature:
EntropyS =

c


−pi · log2 pi 

i=1

where pi is the proportion of the examples belonging to the ith class.
The uncertainty in each node is reduced by choosing the feature that most reduces its entropy
(via the split). To achieve this result, Information Gain that measures expected reduction in
entropy caused by knowing the value of a feature Fj , is used:
Information GainS Fi  = EntropyS −


vi ∈VFj

 
Sv 
i
S

· EntropySvi 

where VFj is a set of all possible values of feature Fj and Svi is a subset of S, for which feature
Fj has value vi .
Information gain is used to select the best feature (reducing the entropy by the largest amount)
at each step of growing a decision tree. To compensate for the bias of the information gain for
cases with many outcomes, a measure called the Gain Ratio is used:
Gain RatioS Fj  =

Information GainS Fj 
Split InformationS Fj 
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where
Split InformationS Fj  =

C

i=1

Si 
S 
· log2  i 
S
S

Split Information is the entropy of S with respect to values of feature Fj . In a situation when
two or more features have the same value of information gain the feature that has the smaller
number of values is selected. Use of the gain ratio results in the generation of smaller trees. The
pseudocode of the discrete ID3 algorithm follows.
Given: A set of training examples, S.
1. Create the root node containing the entire set S
2. If all examples are positive, or negative, then stop: decision tree has one node
3. Otherwise (the general case)
Select feature Fj that has the largest Information Gain value
For each value vi from the domain of feature Fj :
(a) add a new branch corresponding to this best feature value vi , and a new node, which stores
all the examples that have value vi for feature Fj
(b) if the node stores examples belonging to one class only, then it becomes a leaf node;
otherwise below this node add a new subtree, and go to step 3
Result: A decision tree.
This algorithm uses inductive bias during learning, namely, it prefers small over large decision
trees. A decision tree in fact consists of disjunctions of conjunctions of the feature values, and
thus can be represented by an equivalent set of IF… THEN… rules, as is illustrated later.
The information gain and the gain ratio are defined using the concept of entropy to measure
chaos/order in the data. Entropy achieves a maximum of 1, in two-category problems, when the
data contain an equal number of positive and negative examples; it has a value of 0 when the
data consist only of examples of one type.
Other measures can also be used for finding the most discriminatory feature for building
decision trees. Let us first write the entropy function in a slightly different form so that it can be
easily compared with other measures:
Entropyn =

c


−pin · log2 pin

i=1

where pin denotes the fraction of examples from class i at node n.
One measure that can be used instead of entropy is the misclassification error, defined as
MissclassErrorn = 1 − maxi pin
Another popular measure, called Gini index, is defined as
Ginin = 1 −

c


p2 in

i=1

Note that these two measures are similar to the entropy measure because all three attain
maximum value (0.5 for these two and 1 for entropy) for data with an equal number of positive
and negative examples (the worst case). All three measures attain the minimum value of 0 for
data subsets containing only one type of examples (the best/desired case). The values differ
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for any other mixture of positive and negative examples, but all three measures indicate the
same trend, namely, they show decreasing values when data become more homogenous after
performing a split on a feature/attribute that most reduces the “chaos” in the data.
Example: We illustrate the algorithm using the travel agency data shown in Table 12.1. With
the entropy measure, the initial entropy for the entire data set (five positive and four negative
examples) is calculated as follows:
EntropyS =

c


−pi · log2 pi 

i=1

5 4
4
1
5
EntropyS = − log2 − log2 = − log2 = 09911
2
9
9 9
9
Next, we calculate the following for attribute F1 and each of its values:
3
EntropyS F 1Local  = − log2
5
1
EntropyS F 1LongDis tan ce  = − log2
1
1
EntropyS F 1International  = − log2
3

3 2
− log2
5 5
1
−0 = 0
1
1 2
− log2
3 3

2
= 0971
5

2
= 09183
3

Having the above values we calculate the information gain for feature F1 as
5
1
3
GainS F 1 = 09911 −  · 09710 + · 0 + · 09183 = 01545
9
9
9
We perform similar calculations for features F2, F3, and F4, and choose the “best” feature (in
terms of the largest value of the information gain). This best feature (F4) is used at the root of
the tree to split the examples into subsets, which are stored at the child nodes. Next, at each child
node we perform the same calculations to find the best feature at this level of the decision tree,
and we keep splitting the examples until the leaf nodes contain examples belonging to one class
only. Figure 12.1 illustrates the generated decision tree for the data in Table 12.1.
From this tree, we can write the following four rules that cover examples belonging to the
category Buy:
IF F4 = 1 AND F2 = Fluent1 THEN F5 = Buy
IF F4 = 3 AND F3 = Local1
THEN F5 = Buy
IF F4 = 4 AND F2 = Fluent1 THEN F5 = Buy
IF F4 = 5
THEN F5 = Buy (covers 2 examples)

Figure 12.1. A decision tree built using the travel agency example.
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Similarly, we can write rules that cover/describe the category NotBuy. Note that in practice, for
two-category problems, we only need to write one set of rules (usually for the category Positive
(Buy)), since if the new example does not match any of the rules for class Positive, it is recognized
as belonging to category Negative (NotBuy).

IF
IF
IF
IF

F4 = 1 AND F2 = Not Fluent3
F4 = 2
F4 = 3 AND F3 = International3
F4 = 4 AND F2 = Not Fluent3

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

F5 = Not
F5 = Not
F5 = Not
F5 = Not

buy
buy
buy
buy

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

The generated tree is 100% correct, i.e., it correctly recognizes all positive examples in the training
data. Also notice that none of the generated rules is the same as the rule that we have found by
mentally analyzing the data.
An important constraint of decision trees is that they can be generated only from data described
by discrete attributes (although some algorithms appear to deal with continuous data by using an
internal front-end discretization algorithm) and only from two-category data. How then can we use
them when the data contain examples belonging to several categories? In that case, we generate
several different decision trees, each distinguishing one category versus the other categories put
together. For example, in the case of three categories, we would generate a tree for the first
category (called positive) versus the other two categories treated as one (negative), then for the
second category (now treated as positive) versus the remaining two, etc. When a new example
comes, it is checked versus the rules generated for each category separately, and a decision is
made based on the best match.
In the case when attributes describing the data are continuous, we first need to discretize them
using one of the many existing discretization methods described in Chapter 8. Let us note that
some decision tree algorithms, like C4.5, have a built-in front-end discretization algorithm, so to
the user it appears that the algorithm operates on continuous data (while in fact it does not). The
better strategy, however, is to use different discretization algorithms (those that take into account
class information and those that do not), since depending on which discretization algorithm is
used, some of the subsequently generated decision trees will be better than others.
Decision trees become incomprehensible when their size grows. For example, application of
the ID3 algorithm to the chess end game generated a very complex and large tree that could not
be understood even by chess experts. To remedy this problem pruning techniques (see below)
are used to make decision trees more comprehensible. Decision tree algorithms also do not easily
support incremental learning. Although ID3 still works when examples are supplied one at a time,
it grows a new tree from scratch each time a new example is supplied. To remedy this situation,
an algorithm called ID5R was proposed by Utgoff that does not grow a new tree for each new
example but restructures the existing tree to make it consistent with all previously used examples,
which are retained but not reprocessed.
To avoid the problem of overfitting (see Chapter 15) decision trees are pruned down in such a
way that there is no significant loss of classification accuracy. Pruning techniques can be divided
into prepruning and postpruning, depending on when the pruning occurs during the growth
process of the tree. In prepruning the growth of the tree stops when it is determined that no
attribute will significantly increase the information gain in the process of classifying the data.
Postpruning, on the other hand, involves already-constructed trees. Often, the complexity of the
tree is compared with the observed loss in classification accuracy in order to make a decision
about how much of the tree (how many branches) should be eliminated.
The extreme case of prepruning was introduced by Holte, who proposed an algorithm called
1RD for building decision trees that are only one level deep. Interestingly, he has shown that
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the classification performance of such trees is comparable with other more complex algorithms
(similarly to using the Naïve Bayes algorithm; see Chapter 11). It is interesting to note that the
1RD algorithm can be also used for feature discretization (see Chapter 8).
Some more advanced decision tree algorithms allow for growing trees from data containing
missing values, use windowing techniques to deal with large data sets, use techniques like
boosting to improve performance, etc. Windowing simply means that the training data is divided
into subsets, called windows, from which several decision trees are grown. Then the best rules,
extracted from all the trees, are chosen according to the lowest predicted error rate.
Decision trees and rule algorithms always create decision boundaries that are parallel to the
coordinate axes defined by the features. In other words, they create hypercube decision regions
in high-dimensional spaces. An obvious remedy for this shortcoming is to have an algorithm that
is able to place a decision boundary at any angle. This idea is used in the Continuous ID3 (CID3)
neural network algorithm, which uses the entropy minimization technique to place hyperplanes for
solving a given classification problem. During the process of minimizing the entropy, CID3 also
generates its own topology. It starts with just one neuron and adds new neurons and/or new hidden
layers until a given problem is solved (when the entropy value is reduced to a small value close to
zero). Minimization of entropy is used for “best” placement of separating hyperplanes, in terms
of their orientation and position. Unlike the ID3 algorithm, which creates many classification
“boxes”, CID3 uses a much smaller number of hyperplanes to achieve the same goal. The top
part of Figure 12.2 illustrates the result of a decision tree algorithm used on a two-class (indicated
by pluses and minuses), two-feature problem. Although CID3 can place hyperplanes at any angle
it does not guarantee finding an optimal solution, like the one shown in Figure 12.2. However,
the number of the generated hyperplanes is smaller than the number of parallel hyperplanes that
would be generated by the ID3 algorithm.

Figure 12.2. Comparison of decision boundaries created by the ID3 and CID3 algorithms.
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The advantages and disadvantages of decision trees can be summarized as follows:
– they reveal relationships between the rules (which can be written out from the tree), thereby
making it easy to see the structure of the data
– they produce rules that best describe all the classes in the training data set,
– they are computationally simple
– they may generate very complex (long) rules, which are very hard to prune
– they generate a large number of corresponding rules that can become excessively large unless
pruning techniques are used to make the rules more comprehensible, and
– they require large amounts of memory to store the entire tree for deriving the rules.

3. Rule Algorithms
In this section we describe rule algorithms, sometimes referred to as rule learners. Rule induction
(generation) is distinct from the generation of decision trees. While it is trivial to write a set
of rules given a decision tree (as we have shown above), it is more complex to generate rules
directly from data. The rules, however, have many advantages over decision trees. Namely, they
are easy to comprehend; their output can be easily written in first-order logic format, or directly
used as a knowledge base in expert systems; the background knowledge can be easily added into
a set of rules; and they are modular and independent, i.e., a single rule can be understood without
reference to other rules. Independence means that, in contrast to rules written out from decision
trees, they do not share any common parts/attributes (partial paths in the decision tree). Although
in some applications rules perform better than decision trees, their disadvantage is that they do
not show relationships between the rules (since the rules are independent).
Table 12.2 compares inductive ML algorithms in terms of their complexity. The first three listed
are decision tree algorithms, the next is a rule algorithm, and the last two are hybrid algorithms.
Here we concentrate on rule algorithms and describe in detail a DataSqeezer algorithm. Later we
shall describe a hybrid algorithm, CLIP4. The algorithms described in this Chapter are indicated
by bold letters in Table 12.2.
3.1. DataSqueezer Algorithm
Let us denote a training dataset by D, consisting of s examples and k attributes. The subsets of
positive examples, DP , and negative examples, DN , satisfy these properties:
DP ∪ DN = D

DP ∩ DN = Ø

DN = Ø and

DP = Ø

Figure 12.3 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm. Vectors and matrices are denoted by capital
letters, while elements of vectors/matrices are denoted with the same name but use small letters.
Table 12.2. Complexity of some inductive
ML algorithms.
Algorithm

Complexity

ID3
C4.5 rules
C5.0
DataSqeezer
CN2
CLIP4

O(n)
On3 
O(n log n)
O(n log n)
On2 
On2 
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Given: POS, NEG, k (number of attributes), n (number of examples).
Step1.
1.1 GPOS = DataReduction(POS, k);
1.2 GNEG = DataReduction(NEG, k);
Step2.
2.1 Initialize RULES =  i = 1;
// where rulesi denotes ith rule stored in RULES
2.2 create LIST = list of all columns in GPOS
2.3 within every GPOS column that is on LIST, for every nonmissingvalue
a from selected column j compute sum, saj , of values of gposi k + 1
for every row i, in which a appears and multiply saj , by the number of
values the attribute j has
2.4 select maximal saj , remove j from LIST, add “j = a” selector to rulesi
2.5.1 if rulesi does not describe any rows in GNEG
2.5.2 then remove all rows described by rulesi from GPOS , i = i + 1;
2.5.3
if GPOS is not empty go to 2.2, else terminate
2.5.4 else go to 2.3
Result: RULES describing POS.
DataReduction (D, k)
// data reduction procedure for D = POS or D = NEG
DR.1 Initialize G =  i = 1 tmp = d1  g1 = d1  g1 k + 1 = 1;
DR.2.1 for j = 1 to ND
// for positive/negative data; ND is NPOS or NNEG
DR.2.2 for kk = 1 to k
// for all attributes
DR.2.3 if dj kk = tmp kk or dj kk = ‘∗’)
DR.2.4
then tmp kk = ‘∗’;
// ‘∗’ denotes missing” do not care”
value
DR.2.5 if (number of non missing values in tmp ≥ 2)
DR.2.6
then gi = tmp gi k + 1 + +;
DR.2.7 else i + + gi = dj  gi k + 1 = 1 tmp = dj ;
DR.2.8 return G;
Figure 12.3. Pseudocode of the DataSqueezer algorithm

The matrix of positive examples is denoted as POS and their number as NPOS ; similarly NEG
denotes the matrix of negative examples and their number is NNEG . The POS and NEG matrices
are formed by using all positive and negative examples, where examples are represented by rows,
and features/attributes by columns. Positive examples, POS, and negative examples, NEG, are
denoted in the DataReduction procedure by di j values, where j = 1     k is the column number,
and i is the example number (row number in matrix D, which denotes either POS or NEG). The
algorithm also uses matrices that store intermediate results (GPOS for the POS, and GNEG for the
NEG), which have k columns. Each cell of the GPOS matrix is denoted by gposi j , where i is a
row number and j is a column number; and similarly for the GNEG matrix each cell is denoted by
gnegi j . The GPOS stores a reduced subset of the data from the POS matrix, and the GNEG stores
a reduced subset of the data from the NEG matrix. The need for and meaning of this reduction is
explained later. The GNEG and GPOS matrices have an additional k + 1th column that stores the
number of examples from the NEG and POS matrices, described by a particular row in the GNEG
and GPOS , respectively. For example, gpos2 k + 1 stores the number of examples from the POS
that are described by the second row in the GPOS matrix. Below we describe the two steps of the
pseudocode in more detail.
Step 1: The algorithm performs data reduction to generalize information stored in the original
data. Data reduction is performed via the use of a prototypical concept learning procedure based
on the FindS algorithm of Mitchell. It is performed for both positive and negative data and results
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in generation of the GPOS and GNEG matrices. This reduction is related to the least generalization.
The main difference is that FindS performs the least generalization multiple times for the entire
positive set through a beam search strategy, while the DataSqueezer performs it only once in a
linear fashion by generalizing consecutive examples. It also generalizes the negative data.
Step 2: DataSqeezer generates rules by a greedy hill-climbing search on the reduced data.
A rule is generated by using the search procedure starting with an empty rule, and adding
selectors (selectors are the values that attributes assume; see the formal definition of a selector in
section 4.1.1) until the termination criterion is satisfied. The rule that is being generated consists
of selectors generated using the GPOS , and is checked against the GNEG . If the rule covers any data
in the GNEG , a new selector is added to make it more specific, and thus better able to distinguish
between positive and negative data. The maximum depth of the search is equal to the number
of features. Next, the examples covered by the generated rule are removed, and the process is
repeated. The algorithm is very simple to implement since it requires use of a table as the only
data structure.
Example: In Figure 12.4 we illustrate how the process works by using our travel agency data
(see Table 12.1). POS = 5, NEG = 4, k = 4, and n = 9.
In Step 1, the GPOS and GNEG tables are computed. First the DataReduction(POS, k) call in line 1.1
is executed. In line DR.1 the variables, G=[] and d1 = tmp = [Local Fluent Long Very-young],
are initialized. After computing DR.2.1÷DR.2.4 for j = 2, tmp = [Local Fluent ∗∗ ], and after
computing DR.2.5 and DR.2.6, g1 = [Local Fluent ∗∗ 2]. After executing for the loop for j = 3,
tmp does not change and g1 = [Local Fluent ∗∗ 3]. For j = 4 tmp = ∗∗∗∗ and thus is based on
DR.2.7, g2 = [Long-dist Not-fluent Short Very-old 1] and tmp = [Long-dist Not-fluent Short
Very-old]. For j = 5, tmp = ∗∗∗ Very-old] and thus based on DR.2.7, g3 = [Intern Accent Long
Very-old 1] and tmp = [Intern Accent Long Very-old], and the process is terminated. As the result
G = GPOS = g1 g2 g3 T . Analogous computations are performed when DataReduction(NEG, k) is
called in line 1.2.
The last column of GPOS and GNEG gives the number of rows from POS and NEG, respectively,
which a particular row in GPOS and GNEG describes. The “∗ ” stands for “do not care” value. For
instance, the first row in GPOS covers the first three rows in POS.
In Step 2, rules are generated using the GPOS and GNEG tables. A rule is generated by incrementally
adding selectors using the GPOS table. A selector with the highest summed value from the last
columns is chosen and added incrementally until a rule will not describe any rows in the GNEG
table. Next, the rows described by the generated rule are removed, and the process repeats.
Detailed computations follow. First we initialize RULES = [] and LIST = [1, 2, 3, 4]. Next, in
line 2.3, saj values are computed as sLocal1 = 9 (since Local has a summed value of 3 in the last
column in GPOS and the total number of values for j = 1, which is Type of call, is 3), sLong−dist1 = 3,
sIntern1 = 3, sfluent2 = 12, sNot-fluent2 = 4, sAccent2 = 4, sShort3 = 3, sLong3 = 3, sVery-old4 = 8. In
line 2.4, sfluent2 is selected, LIST = [1, 3, 4], and rules1 = [Lang fluency = fluent].
Next, in line 2.5.1, rules1 is verified to describe second row in GNEG , and thus we iterate back
to 2.3. Since the second column has been removed from LIST, in line 2.4 we will select SLocal1 ,
LIST = [3, 4], and rules1 = [Lang fluency = fluent, Type of Call = local ]. Since rules1 does not
cover any row in GNEG , in line 2.5.2, GPOS = [Long-dist Not-fluent Short Very-old; Intern. Accent
Long Very-old], and since it is not empty (line 2.5.3), the algorithm iterates back to line 2.2.
Again, LIST = [1, 2, 3, 4] and sLong−dist1 = 3, sIntern1 = 3, sNot−fluent2 = 4, sAccent2 = 4, sShort3 = 3,
sLong3 = 3, and sVery−old4 = 8. Thus rules2 = Age = Very-old and LIST = [1, 2, 3] are computed
in line 2.4. Since rules2 does not describe any rows in GNEG , we remove the corresponding rows
in line 2.5.2 from GPOS , which becomes empty, and the algorithm terminates.
As result of the above operations, the following two rules are generated (see Figure 12.4), which
cover all five POS training examples:
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IF LangFluency = Fluent AND TypeofCall = Local
IF Age = Very old

THEN Buy (covers 3 examples)
THEN Buy (covers 2 examples)

or as the algorithm would write it
IF F2=1 AND F1=1
IF F4=5

THEN F5=1
THEN F5=1

(covers 3 examples)
(covers 2 examples)

Analogous computations can be performed assuming that POS stores Not buy decisions and NEG
stores Buy decisions. The reader is encouraged to perform the computations manually, and should
generate the following rules:
IF F1=1 AND F2=3
IF F1=3 AND F4=3
IF F4=2

THEN F5=2
THEN F5=2
THEN F5=2

(covers 2 examples)
(covers 1 example)
(covers 1 example)

The DataSqueezer algorithm handles data with missing values very well. The algorithm uses
all available information while ignoring missing values, i.e., these are handled as “do not care”
values, as was illustrated above. In fact, the algorithm is robust to a very large number of missing
values and was shown to successfully generate rules even from data that have up to 60% of
missing values.
DataSqueezer, like all algorithms covered in this Chapter, handles only discrete-valued
numerical and nominal attributes (the latter are encoded into numerical values). The generated
rules are independent of the encoding scheme, since, during the rule induction process, no distances
are calculated between feature values.
DataSqueezer uses two thresholds that can be set by the user (by default, they are set to zero).
S

F1

F2

F3

Ex Type of call Lang. fluency Ticket type

F4

F5

Age

Decision attribute

E1

Local

Fluent

Long

Very young

Buy

E2

Local

Fluent

Local

Old

Buy

E3

Local

Fluent

Short

Middle

Buy

E4

Long dist.

Not fluent

Short

Very old

Buy

E5

Intern.

Accent

Long

Very old

Buy

E6

Local

Not fluent

Short

Very young

Not buy

E7

Local

Not fluent

Long

Middle

Not buy

E8

Intern.

Fluent

Short

Middle

Not buy

E9

Intern.

Foreign

Long

Young

Not buy

POS Table
Local

Fluent

Long Very young

Local

Fluent

Local

Old

Local

Fluent

Short

Middle

Long dist. Not fluent Short
Intern.

Accent

Long

Very old

GPOS Table
Local

Fluent

*

*

3

Long dist. Not fluent Short Very old 1
Intern.

Accent

Long Very old 1

Very old
1. IF Type of call = Local AND Lang. fluency = Fluent THEN Buy
2. IF Age = Very old THEN Buy

NEG Table
Local
Local

NEG Table

Not fluent Short Very young
Not fluent Long

Middle

Intern.

Fluent

Short

Middle

Intern.

Foreign

Long

Young

Local

Not fluent

Intern.

Fluent

Short Middle 1

*

*

2

Intern.

Foreign

Long Young

1

Figure 12.4. Illustration of the rule generation process by the DataSqueezer algorithm.
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The Pruning Threshold is used to prune very specific rules. The rule generation process is
terminated if the first selector added to rulei has saj value equal to or smaller than the threshold’s
value. The algorithm induces rules by selecting maximal saj values (selectors that cover most of
the POS examples) and removes examples that have already been covered. This approach has
the benefit of leaving small subsets of positive examples that store different examples from the
majority already covered; these (possibly outliers) can be filtered out using this threshold.
The Generalization Threshold is used to allow for rules that cover a small amount of negative
data. It relaxes the requirement from line 2.5.1 (Figure 12.3) and allows for acceptance of rules
that cover negative examples; the number is equal to or smaller than this threshold. It is a useful
mechanism in the case of data with overlapping classes, or in the case of inconsistent examples
present in the training dataset (examples that should have been but were not eliminated during
preprocessing).
Both thresholds are set as percentages of the POS data size and thus are scalable. As a rule of
thumb, they are usually set to small values.
DataSqueezer generates a set of rules for each class. Due to the rule generation process and use
of the thresholds, conflicts in the generated rules may arise. Two outcomes are possible, namely,
a new example may be assigned to a particular class or it may be left unclassified. To resolve
possible conflicts the following is done:
– All rules that cover a given example are found. If no rules cover it, then it is left unclassified.
This situation may occur for examples with missing values for all attributes used by the rules.
– For every class, the goodness of rules describing the class and covering the example is summed.
The example is assigned to the class with the highest value. In case of a tie, the example is left
unclassified. The goodness value for each rule is equal to the percentage of the POS examples
that it covers.
This classification procedure is identical to the procedure used in the CLIP4 algorithm and is
described in detail in the next section.
Let us note that according to the operation of the DataSqeezer algorithm all unclassified
examples are treated as incorrect classifications (since they are not covered by the model’s rules).
As such, they contribute toward lowering the algorithm’s classification accuracy. This outcome is
in contrast to the C5.0 algorithm that uses the default hypothesis, which states that if an example
is not covered by any rule it is assigned to the class with the highest frequency (the default class)
in the training data. Consequently, each example is always classified; however, this mechanism
may lead to significant but artificial improvement in terms of the accuracy of the model. In
the extreme case, for highly skewed datasets (where one of the classes has significantly larger
number of training examples), it may lead to generation of the default hypothesis as the only
rule. Skewness is a common problem in data mining; for instance with fraud detection systems,
frequently one must deal with data that is skewed 100:1 against examples of fraud, which are
obviously the most important examples to detect. To deal with skewness, one can resample the
data by oversampling the minority class and undersampling the majority class.
In what follows, we compare DataSqueezer with decision trees and hybrid algorithms, covered
in this Chapter, in terms of accuracy and rule complexity. The 22 datasets used for benchmarking consist of from 151 to 200,000 training examples and from 15 to 500,000 testing
examples. The number of attributes ranges from 5 to 61, and the number of classes is between
2 and 10. All datasets are available from either the UCI repository at http://www.ics.uci.edu/
∼mlearn/MLRepository.html, or from the StatLog repository at http://lib.stat.cmu.edu.
All datasets are summarized in Table 12.3 (for the ipums dataset, the years of 1970, 1980,
and 1990 were used as classes). Table 12.4 shows both the accuracy and the number of rules
generated and their complexity (measured by the number of selectors used). The comparison is
with C5.0 (proprietary implementation of decision trees) and CLIP4. Some tests were performed
using 10-fold cross-validation.

Abbr.

adult
bcw
bld
bos
cid
cmc
dna
forc
hea
ipum
kdd

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Adult
Wisconsin breast cancer
BUPA liver disorder
Boston housing
Census-income
Contraceptive method
StatLog DNA
Forest cover
StatLog heart disease
IPUMS census
Intrusion (kdd cup 99)

Set name
48842
699
345
506
299285
1473
3190
581012
270
233584
805050

Size
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
7
2
3
40

#class
14
9
6
13
40
9
61
54
13
61
42

#attrib.
16281
10CV
10CV
10CV
99762
10CV
1190
565892
10CV
70076
311029

Test
data

Table 12.3. Description of the datasets used for the benchmarking tests.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

#
led
pid
sat
seg
smo
spect
tae
thy
veh
vot
wav

Abbr.
LED display
PIMA Indian diabetes
StatLog satellite image
Image segmentation
Attitude smoking restr.
SPECT heart imaging
TA evaluation
Thyroid disease
StatLog vehicle silhouette
Congressional voting rec
Waveform

Set name

6000
768
6435
2310
2855
267
151
7200
846
435
3600

Size

10
2
6
7
3
2
3
3
4
2
3

#class

7
8
37
19
13
22
5
21
18
16
21

#attrib.

4000
10CV
2000
10CV
1000
187
10CV
3428
10CV
10CV
3000

Test data
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Table 12.4. The accuracy comparison.
DataSqueezer
Data set

C5.0

CLIP4

accuracy

sensitivity

specificity

bcw
bld
bos
cmc
dna
hea
led
pid
sat
seg
smo
tae
thy
veh
vot
wav
MEAN
(stdev)

94 (±2.6)
68 (±7.2)
75 (±6.1)
53 (±3.4)
94
78 (±7.6)
74
75 (±5.0)
86
93 (±1.2)
68
52 (±12.5)
99
75 (±4.4)
96 (±3.9)
76
78.5(±14.4)

95 (±2.5)
63 (±5.4)
71 (±2.7)
47 (±5.1)
91
72 (±10.2)
71
71 (±4.5)
80
86 (±1.9)
68
60 (±11.8)
99
56 (±4.5)
94 (±2.2)
75
74.9(±15.0)

94 (±2.8)
68 (±7.1)
70 (±6.4)
44 (±4.3)
92
79 (±6.0)
68
76 (±5.6)
80
84 (±2.5)
68
55 (±7.3)
96
61 (±4.2)
95 (±2.8)
77
75.4(±14.9)

92 (±3.5)
86 (±18.5)
70 (±6.1)
40 (±4.2)
92
89 (±8.3)
68
83 (±8.5)
78
83 (±2.1)
33
53 (±8.4)
95
61 (±3.2)
93 (±3.3)
77
74.6 (±19.1)

98 (±3.3)
44 (±21.5)
88 (±4.3)
73 (±2.0)
97
66 (±13.5)
97
61 (±10.3)
96
98 (±0.4)
67
79 (±3.8)
99
88 (±1.6)
96 (±5.2)
89
83.5 (±16.7)

adult
cid
forc
ipums
kdd
spect
MEAN
all
(stdev)

85
95
65
100
92
76
80.4(±14.1)

83
89
54
–
–
86
75.6(±14.8)

82
91
55
84
96
79
77.0(±14.6)

94
94
56
82
12
47
71.7 (±23.0)

41
45
90
97
91
81
80.9 (±19.0)

Table 12.4 shows the sensitivity and specificity for DataSqueezer. Note that for multi-class
problems, the sensitivity and specificity are computed for each class separately, and only the
average values are shown. Results for the experiments with 10-fold cross-validation also show
standard deviations. Table 12.5 shows a comparison of the rules complexity.
The number of selectors per rule gives a better indication of the complexity of the rules than just
their sheer number. It is very small for all algorithms except CLIP4, where the larger number is
caused by the inequality format of rules generated. An important factor when discussing difference
in accuracy is that, as mentioned above, C5.0 uses the default hypothesis, while both CLIP4 and
DataSqueezer do not, which obviously lowers their accuracy.
The use of the default hypothesis may artificially increase the accuracy of the generated rules
but may also lead to generation of the default hypothesis as the only “artificial” rule, and may
have no practical value, since no data model (rules) for any of the classes is generated. For
example, for the smo dataset, the CLIP4 and DataSqueezer algorithms generated “real” rules
while the C5.0 generated only default hypotheses. We also note that use of a default hypothesis
may also lower the average number and complexity of the generated rules.

4. Hybrid Algorithms
From the two well-known hybrid inductive machine learning algorithms shown in Table 12.5 we
describe below the CLIP4 algorithm. CLIP4 was chosen because the CN2 algorithm uses entropy to
guide the process of rule generation, in a fashion very similar to the process used in building decision
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Table 12.5. The number of rules and rule complexity.
C5.0

CLIP4

Data set mean #
rules

mean #
select

# select
/ rule

mean #
rules

bcw
bld
bos
cmc
dna
hea
led
pid
sat
seg
smo
tae
thy
veh
vot
wav
MEAN
stdev
adult
cid
forc
Ipums
kdd
spect
MEAN
all
stdev

16
42
68
184
107
21
79
22
498
181
0
33
15
142
6
119
95.8
( 123.5)
181
412
1731
197
354
6
200.6
(±368.6)

1.0
3.0
3.8
3.8
2.7
2.1
4.0
2.2
5.2
4.3
0
2.8
2.1
3.8
1.5
4.0
2.9
(±1.4)
3.3
2.8
4.0
2.6
3.3
1.5
2.9
(±1.2)

4
10
10
8
8
12
41
4
61
39
18
9
4
21
10
9
16.8
(±16.3)
72
19
63
–
–
1
21.2
(±21.8)

16
14
18
48
40
10
20
10
96
42
0
12
7
37
4
30
25.3
(±23.9)
54
146
432
75
108
4
55.6
(±92.3)

mean #
select

DataSqueezer
# select
/ rule

mean #
rules

mean #
select

# select
/ rule

122
30.5
272
27.2
133
13.3
61
7.6
90
11.3
192
16.0
189
4.6
64
16.0
3199
52.4
1170
30.0
242
13.4
273
30.3
119
29.8
381
18.1
52
5.2
85
9.4
415.3
18.9
(±789.1) (±12.7)
7561
105.0
1895
99.7
2438
38.7
–
–
–
–
9
9.0
927.4
28.4
(±1800.6) (±28.2)

4
3
20
20
39
5
51
2
57
57
6
21
7
24
1
22
21.2
(±19.8)
61
15
59
108
26
1
27.7
(±27.6)

13
14
107
70
97
17
194
8
257
219
12
57
28
80
2
65
77.5
(±80.3)
395
95
2105
1492
409
9
261.1
(±520.2)

3.3
4.7
5.4
3.5
2.5
3.4
3.8
4.0
4.5
3.8
2.0
2.7
4.0
3.3
2.0
3.0
3.4
(±0.9)
6.5
6.3
35.7
13.8
15.7
9.0
6.5
(±7.4)

trees (see Sec. 2). The CLIP4 algorithm, on the other hand, uses a very different mechanism for rule
generation, namely, an integer linear programming.
4.1. CLIP4 Algorithm
The CLIP4 (Cover Learning (using) Integer Programming) algorithm is a hybrid that combines
ideas (like its predecessors the CLILP2 and CLIP3 algorithms) of two families of inductive
ML algorithms, namely, rule algorithms and decision tree algorithms. More precisely, CLIP4
uses a rule-generation schema similar to Michalski’s AQ algorithms, as well as the tree-growing
technique to divide training data into subsets at each level of a (virtual) decision tree in a fashion
similar to Quinlan’s algorithms. The main difference between CLIP4 and the two families of
algorithms is CLIP4’s extensive use of the set covering (SC) problem and the novel solution
constituting its core operation, which is performed several times to generate the rules. Specifically,
the SC algorithm is used to select the most discriminating features, to grow new branches of
the tree, to select data subsets from which CLIP4 generates the least overlapping rules, and to
generate final rules from the (virtual) tree leaves, which store subsets of the data.
An important characteristic feature that distinguishes CLIP4 from the vast majority of ML
algorithms is that it generates production rules that involve inequalities. This results in generating
a small number of compact rules, especially in domains where attributes have large number of
values and where the majority of them are correlated with the target class. In this case, algorithms
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using equalities would generate hundreds of complex rules. In the next section, we describe a
novel SC algorithm developed expressly for use in CLIP4.
4.1.1. CLIP4’s Set-Covering Algorithm
Several key operations performed by CLIP4 are modeled and solved by the set covering algorithm,
which is a simplified version of integer programming (IP). In general, IP is used for optimization
of a function, subject to a large number of constraints. Several simplifications are made to the
IP model to transform it into the SC problem: the function that is the subject of optimization
has all its coefficients set to one; their variables are binary, xi = 0 1; the constraint function
coefficients are also binary; and all constraint functions are greater than or equal to one. The SC
problem is NP-hard, and thus only approximate solution can be found.
Before we describe the SC algorithm we shall introduce the problem (see Figure 12.5) and
present a solution to it. First, we transform the IP problem into the binary matrix (BIN) representation that is obtained by using the variables and constraint coefficients. BIN’s columns
correspond to variables (features/attributes) of the optimized function; its rows correspond to
function constraints (examples).
CLIP4 finds the solution of the SC problem in terms of selecting a minimal number of columns
that have the smallest total number of 1’s. This outcome is obtained by minimizing the number
of 1’s that overlap among the columns and within the same row. The solution consists of a binary
vector composed of the selected columns. All rows for which there is a value of 1 in the matrix,
in a particular column, are assumed to be “covered” by this column.
To obtain the solution we use the SC algorithm (developed for the CLIP4 algorithm), which is
summarized by the following pseudocode.
Given: BINary matrix. Initialize: Remove all empty (inactive) rows from the BINary matrix; if
the matrix has no 1’s, then return error.
1. Select active rows that have the minimum number of 1’s in rows – min-rows
2. Select columns that have the maximum number of 1’s within the min-rows – max-columns
3. Within max-columns find columns that have the maximum number of 1’s in all active rows –
max-max-columns. If there is more than one max-max-column, go to Step 4., otherwise go to
Step 5.
4. Within max-max-columns find the first column that has the lowest number of 1’s in the inactive
rows
5. Add the selected column to the solution
6. Mark the inactive rows. If all the rows are inactive then terminate; otherwise go to Step 1.
Result: Solution to the SC problem.

Z = 2

Minimize
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 = Z
Subject to
x1 + x3 + x4 ≥ 1
x2 + x3 + x5 ≥ 1
x3 + x4 + x5 ≥ 1
x1 + x4 ≥ 1
Solution
whenx1 = 1 x2 = 0 x3 = 1 x4 = 0 x5 = 0

Minimize
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 = Z
Subject to
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤ x
1 0 1 1 0 ⎢ 1 ⎥
⎢0 1 1 0 1⎥ ⎢x2 ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎣0 0 1 1 1⎦ · ⎢x3 ⎥ ≥ 1
⎣ x4 ⎦
1 0 0 1 0
x5

Figure 12.5. Simplified set-covering problem and its solution (on the left); and in BIN matrix form (on the right)
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In the above pseudocode, an active row is a row not covered by the partial solution, and an
inactive row is a row already covered by the partial solution.
Example: To illustrate how the SC algorithm works we use here a slightly different example than
the one shown in Figure 12.5. The difference is that some matrix rows (constraints) are repeated,
as shown in Figure 12.6. The solution, also shown in Figure 12.6 consists of the second and
fourth columns, which have no overlapping 1’s in the same rows.
Before we describe the CLIP4 algorithm in detail, let us first introduce key notations (these are
the same as in DataSqueezer except that they use different letters to make them consistent with
the original articles cited at the end of the Chapter). The set of all training examples is denoted
by S. A subset of positive examples is denoted by SP and the subset of negative examples by
SN . SP and SN are represented by matrices whose rows represent examples and whose columns
FIRST ITERATION
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0

1) min-row (2)

1 0 0 1 0

1) min-row (2)

2)

2)
max-columns (2)

3)
max-max-columns (4 ones)
0

0

0

1

0

SOLUTION

SECOND ITERATION
1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

inactive row

0

1) min-row (3)
inactive row

0

1

1

0

1

1) min-row (3)

0

1

1

1

1) min-row (3)

1

0

0

0
1

0

inactive row

1

0

0

1

0

inactive row

2)
max-columns (3)

2)

2)

3)

3)

3)

max-max-columns (3 ones)
4)
min inactive rows (0)
FINAL SOLUTION
0

1

0

1

0

Figure 12.6. Solution of the SC problem using the SC algorithm.
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correspond to attributes. The matrix of positive examples is denoted as POS and their number by
NPOS . Similarly for the negative examples, we have matrix NEG and number NNEG . The following
properties are satisfied for the subsets:
SP ∪ SN = S

SP ∩ SN = Ø

SN =

Ø and

SP = Ø

The examples are described by a set of K attribute-value pairs:
e = ∧Kj=1 aj #vj
where aj denotes the j th attribute with value vj ∈ dj , and # is a relation (= = < ≈ ≤, etc.),
where K is the number of attributes. An example e consists of a set of selectors sj = aj = vj .
The CLIP4 algorithm generates rules in the form:
IFs1 ∧    ∧ sm  THEN class = classi
where all selectors are only in the form si = aj = vj , that is use only inequalities.
The positive examples from the matrix POS are described by a set of values posi j , where
j = 1     K is the column number and i is the example number (the row number in the POS
matrix). The negative examples are described similarly by a set of negi j values. CLIP4 uses
binary matrices (BIN) that are composed of K columns, filled with either 1 or 0 as values. Each
element of the BIN matrix is denoted by bini j  where i is a row number and j is a column
number. These matrices are the result of operations performed by CLIP4, which are modeled
and solved using the SC algorithm described above. The pseudocode of the CLIP4 algorithm is
provided in Figure 12.7. The algorithm consists of three phases that are explained below.
Phase I: The POS data is partitioned into subsets of similar data in a decision-tree-like manner.
Each node represents a data subset. Each level of the tree is built using one negative example
to find selectors that distinguish between all positive examples and the negative example. The
selectors are used to create new branches of the tree. During tree growth, we use pruning to
eliminate noise from the data (described later) and to avoid excessive growth, which reduces
execution time.
Explanation of lines 2–23: The tree is grown in a top-down manner. At the ith tree level, Ni
subsets, represented by matrices POSij j = 1     Ni , are generated using Ni−1 subsets from the
previous tree level and the single negative example negi . Each subset, represented by the matrix
POSij (examples that constitute this matrix’s elements are denoted as posij , is transformed into
a BIN matrix of the same size as the POSij matrix, using the negi example, and then modeled
and solved using the SC method. The solution is used to generate subsets for the next tree level,
represented by the POSi+1j matrices.
CLIP4 grows a virtual “tree”, since any iteration consists of only one level: the most recent
bottom tree level. Moreover, this tree is pruned so that even the one level that is kept has at most
a few nodes. This results in high memory efficiency. The data splits are made by generating not
just one “best” division, based on some “best” feature (say in terms of the highest information
gain, as in decision trees), but a set of divisions based on any feature that distinguishes between
the positive and the one negative example. This mechanism of partitioning data assures generation
of the general rules.
Phase II: A set of terminal subsets (tree leaves) is selected using two criteria. First, large subsets
are preferred over small ones (in accordance with Occam’s razor, which hopefully will result in
the rules that are “strong” and general), while the accepted subsets (between them) must cover
the entire POS data. Second, we want to use the completeness criterion. To that end, we first
perform a back-projection of one of the selected positive data subsets using the entire NEG data,
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Figure 12.7. Pseudocode of the CLIP4 algorithm
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and then convert the resulting matrix into a BIN matrix and solve it using the SC method. The
solution is used to generate a rule, and the process is repeated for every selected positive data
subset. Explanation of lines 24–41: NNNEG is the number of tree leaves. The binary BIN matrix is
used to select the minimal set of leaves that covers the entire POS data. Back-projection results
in a matrix BINi that has 1’s for the selectors that can distinguish between positive and negative
examples. The back-projection generates one matrix for every terminal subset POSNNEG i . It is
computed from the NEG matrix, by setting a value from NEG to zero if the same value appears
in the corresponding column in the POSNNEG i matrix; otherwise it is left unchanged. The ith rule
is generated by solving the SC problem for BINi and adding a selector for every 1 that is in any
column indicated by the solution.
The rule induction generates a rule directly from two sets of data (NEG data and the selected
subset of positive data). It does not require the use of logic or storing and traversing the
entire tree, as in decision trees, but only a comparison of values between the two matrices.
Thus, the only two data structures required to generate the rules are lists (vectors) and
matrices.
Phase III: A set of best rules is selected from the generated rules. Rules that cover the most
POS examples are chosen as possibly the most general. If there is a tie between the “best rules”,
the rule that uses the minimal number of selectors is chosen. Explanation of lines 42–55: To
find the number of examples covered by a rule, we first find examples not covered by the rule,
and subtract these from the total number of examples. We do this because the rules consist
of selectors involving inequalities. The variable called coversi records the number of positive
examples covered by the ith rule. After a rule is accepted, the positive examples covered by it are
removed from the POS matrix (line 53).
In this phase, more than one rule can be generated. The rules are accepted in order from the
strongest to the weakest. We use a heuristic for accepting multiple rules, which states that the next
rule is accepted when it covers at least half the number of examples covered by the previously
accepted rule and at least half the number of positive examples not covered by any rule so far.
CLIP4 generates multiple rules in a single sweep through the data. The thresholds used in the
pseudocode in Figure 12.7 are described later.
The basic characteristics of the algorithm are:
– completeness, meaning that the generated set of rules describes all positive examples
– consistency, meaning that rules do not describe any of the negative examples
– use of a minimal number of selectors in the generated rules.
CLIP4 is memory efficient (because it stores only the bottom level of the tree), generates strong
rules (because of its mechanism of data partitioning and use of heuristics for rules acceptance),
and is fast (because of pruning and accepting multiple rules in one iteration). The algorithm is
also robust to noisy and missing-value data, as shown later in the Chapter.
Example: Below we illustrate how CLIP4 works using again our travel agency example. The
data from Table 12.1 are stored in two matrices POS and NEG.
⎡

⎤
1 1 3 1
⎢ 1 1 1 4 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
POS = ⎢
⎢ 2 3 2 5 ⎥
⎣ 3 2 3 5 ⎦
1 1 2 3

⎡

⎤
1 3 2 1
⎢ 3 1 2 3 ⎥
⎥
NEG = ⎢
⎣ 3 4 3 2 ⎦
1 3 3 4
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Phase I: Using the first negative example [1,3,2,1] and matrix POS, we obtain the following
binary matrix:
⎡
⎤
0 1 1 0
⎡
⎤
⎢ 0 1 1 1 ⎥
1 1 0 0
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎣
⎦
BIN = ⎢
⎢ 1 0 0 1 ⎥ SOL = 0 1 0 1
⎣ 1 1 1 1 ⎦
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
From the BIN matrix we obtain, using the SC algorithm, three equally good solutions, stored
in matrix SOL. We always choose the first one (going from left to right while analyzing the
examples), so the accepted solution is:
SOL = 1 1 0 0
Next, we split the matrix POS on the just obtained solution vector, looking at the appropriate
values of features 1 and 2 (indicated by the two 1s in vector SOL). The corresponding values of
feature 1 in matrix POS are 1, 2, and 3, but the neg1 example has a value 1 in the first feature
and must therefore be different from it. Thus we obtain:
F 1 = 1 POS1 =

2 3 2 5
3 2 3 5

Similarly for feature 2: It too has values 1,2 and 3 in matrix POS, but since the neg1 has a value
of 3 it must be different from it:
⎡
⎤
1 1 3 1
⎢ 1 1 1 4 ⎥
⎥
F 2 = 3 POS2 = ⎢
⎣ 3 2 3 5 ⎦
1 1 2 3
We have just used the SC solution to find the most discriminative pairs (feature, its value), using
information about the values in matrix NEG to split the matrix POS into subsets.
Phase II: After repeating the process illustrated above, at the end of Phase I we end up with just
two matrices (the leaf nodes of the virtual decision tree) the matrix numbers 8 and 9 are used for
tracking purposes and are not important:
⎡
⎤
1 1 3 1
⎡
⎤
⎢ 1 1 1 4 ⎥
1 1 3 1
⎢
⎥
2 3 2 5
2 3 2 5 ⎥
POS8 =
POS9 = ⎣ 1 1 1 4 ⎦ POS = ⎢
⎢
⎥
3 2 3 5
⎣ 3 2 3 5 ⎦
1 1 2 3
1 1 2 3
Next, we generate the TM matrix. Its number of columns is equal to the number of matrices at the
end of Phase I. It is obtained by comparing (sliding down) the examples of POS8 and POS9 with
(over) the entire matrix POS (shown on the right for the convenience of the reader). If the feature
values of the examples in POS8 or in POS9 are the same as in the matrix POS, then we put a 1 in
the same row of TM as in the covered example in POS. A 1 in the first column of TM indicates
that this particular example is covered by POS 8; a 1 in the second column indicates that it is
covered by POS9. Thus, examples 3 and 4 from POS are covered by POS8, while examples 1, 2,
and 5 are covered by POS9. Otherwise, we put a 0 in the column. The purpose of constructing a
TM matrix is to decide how many of the matrices (subsets) generated at the end of Phase I are
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needed to cover, between them, all examples from matrix POS (in our case, both are needed, but
this is a special case; in general, from several matrices only a few will be needed).
⎡
⎤
0 1
⎢ 0 1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
TM = ⎢
⎢ 1 0 ⎥
⎣ 1 0 ⎦
0 1
SOL = 1 1
Next, we again use the SC algorithm to find the solution (i.e., how many subsets are needed), and
the SOL vector tells us that both are needed.
We then create a back-projection NEG matrix, obtained by comparing all matrices at the end of
Phase I with the entire matrix NEG (shown here only for POS9). This step ensures that none of
the NEG examples is covered.
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
1 3 2 1
1 1 3 1
⎢ 3 1 2 3 ⎥
⎥
POS9 = ⎣ 1 1 1 4 ⎦ NEG = ⎢
⎣ 3 4 3 2 ⎦
1 1 2 3
1 3 3 4
⎡
⎤⎡
⎤
0 3 0 0
0 1 0 0
⎢ 3 0 0 0 ⎥ ⎢ 1 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥⎢
⎥
backproj NEG = ⎢
⎣ 3 4 0 2 ⎦ ⎣ 1 1 0 1 ⎦
0 3 0 4
0 1 0 1
SOL = 1 1 0 0
The matrix backproj NEG is obtained by sliding POS9 over the entire matrix NEG and keeping
only the values from matrix NEG that are different from the POS9 examples (note that this
approach is the opposite of what we have done before). Then this matrix is converted into a BIN
matrix, and again the SC algorithm is invoked to find a solution.
From this solution and from the backproj NEG matrix (in general matrices), we are now ready
to generate the first rule:
IF F1 = 3 AND F2 = 3 AND F2 = 4 THEN F5 = Buy (covers examples e1, e2, and e5)
By the same process, using POS8, we generate one more rule:
IF F4 = 1 AND F4 = 3 AND F4 = 2 AND F4 = 4 THEN F5 = Buy (covers examples
e3 and e4)
Phase III: Using the CLIP4 heuristic we choose only the first rule and remove from matrix POS
all examples covered the first rule. Next, we repeat the entire process on the reduced matrix POS:
POS  =

2 3 2 5
3 2 3 5

After going again through all phases of the algorithm, we generate just one rule:
IF F4 = 1 AND F4 = 3 AND F4 = 2 AND F4 = 4 THEN F5 = Buy
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Note that we have already generated this rule, but such an outcome does not have to be the case.
For the final outcome, in two iterations, the algorithm generates a set of rules that covers all
positive examples and none of the negative:
IF (F1=3) AND (F2=3) AND (F2=4)
IF (F4=5)

THEN F5=Buy
THEN F5=Buy

Note that by using “reverse” logic (knowing the feature values for attribute F4) it is possible to
convert the second rule into the equalities rule, as written above. Verbally, the two rules say:

Figure 12.8. Summary of the process used by the CLIP4 algorithm.
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IF Call = International AND Language Fluency = Bad
AND Language Fluency = Foreign
IF Customer is 80 years or older
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THEN Buy
THEN Buy

We illustrate the process used by CLIP4 in Figure 12.8. A high-level view of the same example is
shown in Figure 12.9. Both Figure illustrate how CLIP4 performs tree generation, data partitioning,
and rule generation.
4.1.2. Handling of Missing Values
Data with attribute missing values are often encountered. If the number of examples with missing
values is small, as a percentage of the data, we can simply discard them in a preprocessing
step. However, in many real situations – for example, in medical data – the number of examples
(records) with missing values can exceed 50% of the data. In such real situations, we might use
all examples and all attributes with values and omit from our computations only these attributes
with missing values. The CLIP4 algorithm does not discard any examples with missing values
nor does it fill them with any computed values. It simply takes advantage of the available values
in the examples and ignores the missing values.
Attributes with missing values influence the first two phases of the algorithm. They are
removed from processing by filling in the corresponding cell in the BIN matrix cell with a 0
when the new branch of the tree in Phase I is generated, and when the back-projection in Phase
II is performed. The example shown in Table 12.6 is used to show how rules are generated from
examples with missing values. The mechanism used in CLIP4 to deal with missing attribute

Figure 12.9. A different view of the process used by the CLIP4 algorithm.
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Table 12.6. Data with missing values.
Ex. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

F1

F2

F3

F4

Class

1
1

2
3
3
3
1
1
2
1

3
1
2
2
1
2
2

∗

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

∗

3
1
3
1
2

∗

2
5
2
3
5
4
3

values assures that they are not used in generated rules and that all existing attribute values, even
in examples with missing attributes, are used during the rule generation process. The advantage
of this mechanism is that the user simply supplies data to the algorithm and obtains rules without
needing to use some statistical methods to calculate missing values. This approach works well
under the assumption that the remaining (complete) portion of the data is sufficient to infer the
correct model.
Example: Data shown in Table 12.6 (slightly modified travel agency data) illustrate how CLIP4
deals with missing values. The missing values are denoted by “∗ ” and Class 1 indicates the POS
class. CLIP4 generates two rules:
IF F1 = 3 AND F1 = 2 AND F3 = 2 THEN class 1
IF F2 = 2 AND F2 = 1
THEN class 1
The first rule covers examples 1, 2, and 5, while the second covers examples 2, 3, and 4. Between
them they cover all positive examples, including those with missing values, and none of the
negative examples. The rules overlap since both cover the second example.
4.1.3. Handling of Continuous Attributes and Classification
As mentioned above, a machine learning algorithm can deal with continuous values in two ways:
– by processing continuous attributes itself, or
– by performing a front-end discretization, which is usually performed prior to the rule induction
process (as in decision tree algorithms).
CLIP4 uses the second approach by using the supervised discretization algorithms such as
CAIM and others described in Chapter 8. CLIP4 classifies as example by using sets of rules
generated for all classes. Two classification outcomes are possible: an example is assigned to a
particular class, or it is left unclassified. To classify an example, two principles apply:
– All rules that cover the example are found. If no rules cover the example then it remains
unclassified. Such a situation may occur if the example has missing values for all attributes
used by the rules.
– For every class, goodness of the rules describing a particular class and covering the example
is summed. The example is assigned to a class that has the highest summed value. If there is
a tie, then the example is left unclassified. For each generated rule, a goodness value, equal to
the percentage of the positive training examples that it covers, is calculated. For instance, if an
example is covered by two rules from class 1 with corresponding goodness values of 15% and
20%, but the example is also covered by two rules from class 2 with goodness values 50% and
10%, then it would be classified to Class 2 (the sum of goodness values for Class 1 is 35% vs.
60% for Class 2).
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4.1.4. Thresholds
CLIP4 uses three thresholds (by default these are all 0) to perform tree pruning and to remove
“noisy” examples:
The Noise Threshold determines which nodes (possibly containing noisy positive examples) are
pruned from the tree grown in Phase I. The threshold prunes every node that contains fewer
examples than its value.
The Pruning Threshold is used to prune nodes from the generated tree. It uses a goodness value,
identical to the fitness function described later, to perform selection of the nodes. The threshold
selects the first few nodes with the highest fitness value and removes the remaining nodes from
the tree.
The Stop Threshold stops the algorithm when fewer than the threshold number of positive
examples remains uncovered. CLIP4 generates rules by partitioning the data into subsets
containing similar examples, and removes examples covered by already generated rules. This
approach has the advantage of eliminating small subsets of positive examples (which contain
examples different than the majority already covered) from the subsequent rule generation process.
If the user were to know the amount of noise in the data then the threshold could be set to this
value (e.g., 5%). The noise and stop thresholds are specified as a percentage of the size of positive
data and thus are easily scalable.
4.1.5. Use of Genetic Operators to Improve Accuracy on Small Training Data
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are search algorithms that mimic the natural selection process. They
start with an initial population of N individuals/ chromosomes in the search space, determine the
chances of survival of these individuals, and evolve the population to retain individuals with the
highest corresponding value of a fitness function, while eliminating weaker individuals. CLIP4
uses this idea to improve the accuracy of generated rules. Its genetic module works by exploiting a
single loop through a number of evolving populations. The loop consists of establishing the initial
population of individuals and then selecting the new population from the old population, altering
and evaluating the new population, and replacing the old one with the new. These operations are
performed until a termination criterion is satisfied. CLIP4 uses the GA in Phase I to enhance the
partitioning of the data and to obtain more “general” leaf node subsets. The components of the
genetic module are as follows:
– Population and individual
An individual/chromosome is defined as a node in the tree and consists of the POSij matrix
(the j th matrix at the ith tree level) and SOLij (the solution to the SC problem obtained from
the POSij matrix). A population is defined as a set of nodes at the same level of the tree.
– Encoding and decoding scheme
There is no need for encoding using the individuals defined above since GA operators are used
on the binary SOLij vector.
– Selection of the new population
The initial population is the first tree level that consists of at least two nodes. CLIP4 uses the
following fitness function to select the most suitable individuals for the next generation:
fitnessij =

number of examples that constitute POSij
number of subsets that will be generated from POSij ati + 1th tree level

The fitness value is calculated as the number of rows of the POSij matrix divided by the
number of 1’s from the SOLij vector. The fitness function has high values for the tree nodes
that consist of a large number of examples with a low branching factor. These two properties
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influence the generalization ability of the rules and the speed of the algorithm. The mechanism
for selecting individuals for the next population is as follows:
– All individuals are ranked using the fitness function
– Half of the individuals with the highest fitness are automatically selected for the next population
(they will branch to create nodes for the next tree level)
– The second half of the next population is generated by matching the best with the worst
individuals (the best with the worst, the second best with the second worst, etc.) and applying
GA operators to obtain new individuals (new nodes in the tree). This mechanism promotes the
generation of new tree branches that contain large number of examples.
Example: An illustration of the selection mechanism used in the CLIP4 algorithm is shown in
Figure 12.10.

Figure 12.10. Selection mechanism performed by the GA module.

The GA module uses crossover and mutation operators. Both are applied only to the SOLij
vectors. The resulting ChildSOLij vector, together with the POSij matrix of the parent with the
higher fitness value, constitutes the new individual. The selection of the SOLij matrix assures
that the resulting individual is consistent with CLIP4’s way of partitioning data. The crossover
operator is defined as
ChildSOLi = maxParent1SOLi  Parent2SOLi 
where Parent1SOLi and Parent2SOLi are the ith values of SOLij vectors of the two parent nodes.
CLIP4 uses mutation with 10% probability to flip a value in the ChildSOL vector to 1,
regardless of the existing value. For particular data, the probability of mutation can be established
experimentally. Each 1 in the ChildSOL generates a new branch, except for 1’s taken from the
SOLij of the parent with higher fitness value, which are discarded because they would generate
branches redundant with the branches generated by the parent.
Example: An example of the crossover operation is shown in Figure 12.11.
The termination criterion checks whether the bottom level of the tree has been reached. The
entire evolution process of the GA module is shown in Figure 12.12.
The GA module of the CLIP4 algorithm is used when only a small data set a small portion of
the search space is available to that covers generate rules that potentially cover a not yet described
portion of the state space.
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Figure 12.11. Example of the crossover performed by the GA module.

Figure 12.12. The evolution process performed by the GA module.

4.1.6. Pruning
CLIP4 uses prepruning to prune the tree during its process of tree generation. The prepruning
stops the learning process even if some positive examples have still not been covered and while
some negative examples are still covered. More precisely, CLIP4 prunes the tree grown in Phase
I as follows:
– First, it selects a number (defined by the pruning threshold) of best nodes on the ith tree level.
The selection is performed based on the goodness criterion identical to the fitness function
described later. Only the selected nodes are used to branch into new nodes, and are passed to
the i + 1th tree level.
– Second, all redundant nodes that resulted from the branching process are removed. Two nodes
are redundant if one mode contains positive examples that are identical to each other, or forms
a subset of positive examples of the other node. The node with the smaller number of examples
is pruned first.
– Third, after the redundant nodes are removed, each new node is evaluated using the noise
threshold. If the node contains fewer examples than the number specified by the noise threshold,
then the node is pruned.
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Figure 12.13. Example of pruning while generating the i + 1th tree level from the ith level. Left: without
the GA; right: with GA.

The prepruning method used in the CLIP4 algorithm avoids some disadvantages of classical
prepruning. Namely, it never allows negative examples to be covered by the rules, and it ensures
the completeness condition of the rule generation process. This type of prepruning increases the
accuracy of the generated rules and lowers the complexity of the algorithm. An example of the
prepruning process is shown in Figure 12.13.
4.1.7. Feature and Selector Ranking
The CLIP4 algorithm not only generates a data model in terms of rules but also ranks attributes
and selectors. This aspect of the algorithm can be used for feature selection (see Chapter 7).
Let us repeat here that feature selection is a process of finding a subset of original features that
is optimal according to some defined criterion; in the case of classification, the criterion is to
obtain the highest predictive accuracy. CLIP4 ranks attributes and selectors by assigning to them a
goodness value that quantifies their relevance to a particular learning task. These rankings provide
additional insight into the information hidden in the data.
The goodness of each attribute and selector is computed by means of a set of generated rules
for a given class. All attributes with goodness value greater than zero are strongly relevant to the
classification task. Strong relevancy means that the attribute cannot be removed from the attribute
set without decreasing the accuracy of classification. The other attributes can be removed from
the data. The attribute and selector goodness values are computed in the following manner:
– Each generated rule has a goodness value equal to the percentage value of the positive training
examples it covers. Recall that each rule consists of one or more (attribute, value of the selector)
pairs.
– Each selector has a goodness value equal to the goodness of the rule from which it comes.
The goodness of the same selectors from different rules is summed, and then scaled to the
(0,100) range; with 100 being the highest. Scaling of the goodness values is necessary because
otherwise the summed goodness for a particular selector can grow to over 100, while only the
ratio to the goodness’s of other selectors is important.
– For each attribute, the sum of the scaled goodness of all attribute selectors is computed and
then divided by the number of attribute values to obtain the goodness of the attribute.
Example: The following example illustrates attribute and selector ranking. Suppose we
have two-category data, described by five attributes a1 through a5, that assume the values
a1 = 1 2 3, a2 = 1 2 3, a3 = 1 2, a4 = 1 2 3, and a5 = 1 2 3 4, while a6 = 1 2
is the decision attribute. Suppose CLIP4 generated the following rules from the data:
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IF
IF
IF
IF

a5 = 2
a1 = 1
a1 = 1
a1 = 2

and a5 = 3
and a1 = 2
and a1 = 3
a1 = 3 and

and a5 = 4
and a2 = 2 and a2 = 1
and a2 = 3 and a2 = 1
a2 = 2 and a2 = 3

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

class = 1
class = 1
class = 1
class = 1

(covers
(covers
(covers
(covers

46%
27%
24%
14%
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(29/62) positive examples)
(17/62) positive examples)
(15/62) positive examples)
(9/62) positive examples)

Using the information about attribute values we can obtain equality rules:
IF
IF
IF
IF

a5 = 1
a1 = 3 and a2 = 3
a1 = 2 and a2 = 2
a1 = 1 and a2 = 1

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

class = 1
class = 1
class = 1
class = 1

(covers
(covers
(covers
(covers

46%
27%
24%
14%

(29/62) positive examples)
(17/62) positive examples)
(15/62) positive examples)
(9/62) positive examples)

We calculate the goodness values for the selectors, as shown below in descending order (we can
then calculate the goodness of attributes):
(a5,
(a1,
(a1,
(a1,

1);
3) and (a2, 3);
2) and (a2, 2);
1) and (a2, 1);

goodness
goodness
goodness
goodness

46
27
24
14

In order to show their relative goodness, they are scaled to the 0–100 range:
(a5,
(a1,
(a1,
(a1,

1);
3) and (a2, 3);
2) and (a2, 2);
1) and (a2, 1);

goodness
goodness
goodness
goodness

100
58.7
52.2
30.4

Thus, for attribute a1, we have the following selectors and goodness values:
(a1,3) with goodness 58.7, (a1,2) with goodness 52.2, and (a1,1) with goodness 30.4. From this
we calculate the goodness of the first attribute a1 as follows:
587 + 522 + 304/3 = 471
We calculate the goodness of a2 similarly. For attribute a5, however, we have the following
selectors and their goodness values: (a5,1) with goodness 100, and (a5,2) until (a5,4) with goodness
of 0. Thus its goodness is calculated as
100 + 0 + 0 + 0/4 = 250
The remaining attributes, namely a3, a4, and a6 all have a goodness value of 0 because they were
not used in the generated rules.
CLIP4 picked attributes a2 and a1, with the highest goodness value, and attribute a5, with
goodness above zero only for the selector (a5,1). This allows removing attributes a3, a4, and a6
as irrelevant. The selector ranking gives additional insight into the a5 attribute, namely, that only
its value of 1 is strongly relevant to the target concept.
The feature and selector ranking performed by CLIP4 algorithm can be used as follows:
– To select only relevant attributes (features). The user can discard all attributes that have a
goodness of 0 and still have a correct (as equally accurate) model of the data.
– To provide additional insight into data properties. The selector ranking can help in analyzing
the data in terms of the relevance of the selectors to the classification task.
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5. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we described three types of inductive machine learning algorithms: decision
trees, rule algorithms, and their hybrids. We have shown in detail how these algorithms work
so that readers can easily reimplement them or come up with extensions/improvements. We
have also presented a performance comparison based on several data sets and have discussed
their advantages and disadvantages. The reader is referred to [4, 9, 12, 14, 16] for a general
discussion of inductive machine learning. For a discussion of decision trees, the reader may
consult [1, 4, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18], while for information on rule algorithms, the reader is referred
to [4, 7, 8, 13, 15] and for information on hybrid algorithms to [2–6].
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6. Exercises
1. What is inductive machine learning?
2. What is the basic method of generating rules from data?
3. Do we always have to choose the “best” attribute on which to split the data while building
decision trees?
4. What is pruning?
5. Calculate by hand all information gains, grow decision tree, and extract rules for class 1 for
the training data shown in Table 12.1 using the ID3 algorithm.
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6. Find by hand the rule(s) covering class 1, from the data shown in Table 12.1, using the CLIP4
algorithm. Illustrate graphically the process of generating the rules.
7. Implement and run on the three MONK data sets the following algorithms:
a) ID3
b) DataSquezer
c) CLIP4
The MONK data can be found at http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLSummary.html

13
Supervised Learning: Neural
Networks

In this Chapter, we introduce the general ideas behind artificial neural network (NN) algorithms.
First, we discuss biological neurons and then move on to describe their artificial neuron models, the
first component of any NN. Then we describe two other key components, namely, learning rules
used for updating connections (weights/synapses) between the neurons, and network topologies.
The three elements play a pivotal role in designing any NN. Next, we cover in detail the supervised
Radial Basis Function (RBF) network, motivated by its usefulness in data mining and knowledge
discovery tasks. Note that an unsupervised Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Feature Maps (SOM) has
already been described in Chapter 9 in our discussion of clustering algorithms; SOM is often seen
as a NN (hardware) implementation of a clustering algorithm. Another category of NN covered
in this book (see Chapter 11) concerns probabilistic neural networks.

1. Introduction
Interest in artificial neural networks arose from the realization that the human brain is, and
for a long time will be, the best recognition and modeling device. So it is no surprise that
researchers have tried over the last fifty years to mimic the brain’s operation. Early modeling
attempts were very crude, not least because of the then much poorer understanding of its operations. However, more recent NN algorithms have been able to model specific regions of the
brain very accurately and to solve a variety of tasks outside the modeling realm. These advances
are due in a large part to rapid progress in neuroscience, from a better understanding of how
specific regions of the brain organize, reorganize, learn, and function to a better understanding at
a lower level of how individual neurons function and operate. The discoveries of neuroscience
are closely followed by computational scientists who accurately model operations of biological
neurons and develop learning rules for updating connections between neurons. Other reasons for
advances in NN are the ever greater speed and memory of computers and progress in parallel
and distributed computing. Still, even DARPA, after spending millions of dollars on research in
automated image recognition, has realized that human operators are still better, in terms of their
speed and accuracy in recognizing images, than the most powerful computer systems. Because
of that realization, research efforts now focus on better understanding of brain operations (in
neuroscience) and on developing artificial software and hardware systems to mimic those operations – the approach known as biomimetics. Very appealing characteristics for computational
problem-solving include the brain’s learning and generalization abilities such as self-organization,
robustness, and repeatability of basic computations. In this Chapter, we cover neuron models that
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closely mimic biological neurons and the learning rules that are applicable to networks of such
neurons.
Artificial neural networks, even those that use a very simple neuron model, have the attractive
property of being universal approximators – that is, they can approximate any mapping function
between known inputs and corresponding known outputs (collectively known as training data),
to any desired degree of accuracy (meaning the error of approximation can be made arbitrarily
small). This property is very useful in many applications. However, if we train a NN to fit the
training data too closely so that the model is overfitted by requiring a very small error the network
may have poor predictive ability on new data.
In many domains, NNs have been successfully used for a variety of knowledge discovery tasks.
One such task is clustering, a key unsupervised method in data mining, exploratory data analysis,
and data compression. An example of a NN performing clustering is Kohonen’s SOM network,
which is described in Chapter 9. NNs have also demonstrated great success in solving problems
of image recognition and compression. Since more and more information is now collected in
terms of images, NNs that can process images, for example, for diagnostic or decision-making
purposes, are becoming increasingly important.
To design any type of NN, the following key elements, described later in detail, must be
determined:
– the neuron model(s) used for computations
– a learning rule, used to update the weights/synapses associated with connections between the
neurons in a network
– the topology of a network, which determines how the neurons are arranged and interconnected
The first two elements must be specified a priori. However, topology can be determined in a
variety of ways: it can be static (defined a priori), or it can be determined in a dynamic way,
namely, by adding neurons and/or hidden layers as needed to solve a problem. Such NNs are
known as ontogenic. The static topology of many types of networks is often determined by trial
and error. However, the topology of some NNs, like RBFs, is determined to a large extent by
their type.
The ability to learn, via the use of a learning rule in a network to update its connections, is an
indispensable characteristic of any neural network algorithm. Probabilistic neural networks lack
this ability and are not described here but rather in Chapter 11. In this book, we cover three types
of NN, namely, SOM, probabilistic, and RBF. RBFs are the main topic of this Chapter, along
with neuron models and learning rules.

2. Biological Neurons and their Models
All neuron models (called neurons or nodes, for short) resemble biological neurons to some
extent. The degree of this resemblance is an important distinguishing factor between different
neuron models. The choice of a model depends to some extent on the purpose for which it
will be used. The most accurate neuron models mimic all the key characteristics of biological
neurons, most importantly their temporal spiking nature (meaning that a neuron generates a train
of electrical spikes after it is activated); membrane potential; sodium, potassium, and calcium
channels; threshold accommodation; refractory periods; etc. The cost of high accuracy, however,
is high model complexity and thus networks comprised of such neurons usually do not exceed a
few thousand neurons. An example of a biologically accurate model is the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron
model. Other models, like the integrate-and-fire model, are less complex but also more loosely
biologically correct. At the other end of the spectrum, in terms of complexity, is the McCullochPitts model, the first ever model of a biological neuron that is very simple and preserves only a
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couple of features of a biological neuron, namely, that after receiving the inputs it sums them up
and, if the sum is above a specified threshold, “fires” (generates) a single output. Because of its
simplicity, networks built of such neurons could be quite large.
The first learning rules for networks of artificial neurons were developed for simple neuron
models. More recently, however, learning rules are being developed for networks that use spiking
neuron models, and these have been shown to outperform networks consisting of simple neuron
models in tasks like autonomous image analysis. With parallel NN implementations, based on
spiking neurons and the learning rules that operate on them, they will be used more frequently
for solving difficult problems because of their self-organizing properties.
2.1. Biological Neurons
Figure 13.1 shows a sketch of a biological neuron. The nucleus (body of the neuron) receives the
stimuli (inputs) via its dendrites at the contact points called synapses (shown in black), sums up
these stimuli and, if the sum is above its membrane threshold potential, it generates a postsynaptic
potential (a train of spikes) and sends it along its axon to other neurons, which are connected
to its terminals again via synapses (in NN terminology called weights). The frequency of the
generated spikes depends on the strength of the stimuli. The synapses between the neurons are
plastic (modifiable) and determine the influence of the incoming signals on the neuron’s “firing”
(generating a spike).
A neuron that feeds into other neurons (mainly through its axon, but also thorough other
connections) is called a presynaptic neuron, and a neuron that receives inputs from presynaptic
neurons is called a postsynaptic neuron.
In what follows, we first introduce a spiking neuron model, since it closely resembles a
biological neuron, and then the McCulloch-Pitts simple neuron model.
2.2. Spiking Neuron Models
Two types of neuron models most closely resemble biological neurons, namely, conductance
models (like the Hodgkin-Huxley model) and integrate-and-fire models (like the MacGregor
model). In what follows we describe the integrate-and-fire model and then the very simple spiking
neuron model, which is less accurate but retains key functions of biological neurons.
Conductance models describe the dynamics of the neuron’s membrane potential and its spike
generation in great detail by mimicking the biological neurons’ response and by modeling several
ion channels, like potassium, calcium, and sodium; postinhibitory rebounds; spiking activity; and
the multi-compartmental structure of a neuron (its nucleus, dendrites, and axon are modeled
separately). Consideration of the compartmental geometry of the neuron increases the model’s
accuracy but also considerably raises its computational complexity. In many applications, such

Figure 13.1. Sketch of a biological neuron.
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as the modeling of learning processes, spike-generation modeling can be simplified; although it
decreases degree of biological similarity, it allows for the study of much larger NNs from a more
“global” perspective.
Integrate-and-fire neuron models provide some simplification of spike generation while
accounting for the membrane potential and other essential neuron properties. MacGregor’s
model closely models the biological neuron behavior in terms of its membrane potential,
potassium channel response, refractory properties, and adaptation to stimuli. Instead of
modeling each individual channel (except for potassium), however, it imitates the resulting
neuron’s excitatory and inhibitory properties. For accurate modeling, it is always crucial
to preserve the representation of the spiking nature of the biological neurons. Biological
neurons, both excitatory (those that help other neurons to fire) and inhibitory (those that
prevent other neurons from firing), generate a series of action potentials (also called a train

Figure 13.2. Neuron responses to an external artificial stimulation, SCN, (top), and to natural stimulation
with excitatory, Ge , and inhibitory, Gi , spikes (bottom), where E is membrane potential, Th is threshold, and
GK is potassium channel conductance.
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of spikes, or just spikes) in response to stimulation. The spikes’ duration and frequency
depend on the character and strength of the stimulus. The McGregor integrate-and-fire model
is described by Equations 1–4, while Figure 13.2 illustrates its operations.
Spike generation:

S=

1
0

E ≥ Th
E < Th

(1)

Refractory properties:
−GK + B · S
dGK
=
dt
TGK

(2)

−Th − Th0  + c · E
dTh
=
dt
Tth

(3)

Threshold accommodation:

Transmembrane potential:
−E + GK · EK − E + Ge · Ee − E
dE
+
=
dt
Tmem
+

Gi · Ei − E + SCN + N
Tmem

where the following holds:
Transmembrane potentials:
E K = V K − Vr
E = V − Vr
E i = V i − Vr
E e = V e − Vr
V is the membrane potential
Vr is the membrane resting potential
VK is the potassium resting potential
Vi is the inhibitory resting potential
Ve is the excitatory resting potential
Transmembrane conductances:
GK = gK /G
Gi = gsi /G
Ge = gse /G
gK is the potassium resting conductance
gsi is the inhibitory resting conductance
gse is the excitatory resting conductance

(4)
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G is the membrane resting conductance
SCN = SC/G is the current through a membrane
SC is the current injected into cell
TGK is the time constant for GK decay
Th is the threshold value
Th0 is the resting value of threshold
Tth is the time constant for decay of threshold
Tmem is the membrane time constant
Tmem = C/G
C
is the for the second training phase capacitance
c
determines rise of threshold c ∈ 0 1
B
is the postfiring potassium increment
N
is the noise
S
is the flag showing neuron firing 0 1
The neuron’s membrane potential changes according to the input signals (incoming spikes). The
spikes enter the neuron through synaptic connections, thereby, increasing the synaptic conductance.
This results in postsynaptic potential changes. There are two types of synaptic connections in this
model: excitatory and inhibitory. The type of synaptic connection depends upon the presynaptic
neuron. The weighted sum of all excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances yields the
excitatory and inhibitory stimulus values, respectively. If the excitatory stimulus is too weak or
the inhibitory stimulus too strong, the membrane potential cannot reach the threshold, and the
neuron does not fire. If the stimulus is strong enough for the membrane potential to reach the
threshold, the neuron fires (generates a spike train traveling along the axon). For a short time,
immediately after the spike generation, the neuron is incapable of responding to any additional
stimulation. This time interval is referred to as the absolute refractory period. Following the
absolute refractory period is an interval known as the relative refractory period. During the
relative refractory period, the neuron can only respond to very strong stimulation. Depending
on the neuron properties, it may accommodate to the stimulating signals, requiring a stronger
stimulus for the generation of consecutive spikes.
The Very Simple Spiking Neuron (VSSN) model, presented below, does not require solving
any differential equations, as opposed to integrate-and-fire model. However, it retains these key
functions of biological neurons: a) that the neurons can form multiple time-delayed connections
with varying strengths to other neurons, b) that communication between the neurons occurs by
slowly decaying intensity pulses, which are transmitted to connecting neurons, c) that the firing
rate is proportional to the input intensity, and d) that firing occurs only when the input intensity
is above a firing threshold.
The VSSN model is described by a set of simple equations, which can be broken down into
input (Equation 5), internal operation (Equations 6–11), and output (Equations 12–13).
Ic t =


m

min
m





Wn · On t − tn  Iclampm


t − F̂  tr 1
Fa t =
else 0


Fa = 0AND Ic t > Tv t t
F̂L t =
else
F̂


Fa = 1 T2
Tv t =
else TRF t


(5)

n

(6)
(7)
(8)
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is the input intensity at time t
is the weight of connection n
is the output for n at time t
is the delay for connection n
is the maximum allowed intensity for connection group m
determines if the neuron is in the absolute refractory period
is the Absolute Recovery time
is the time of last firing
returns new value of F̂ if the firing threshold is exceeded
is the value of variable threshold
is the threshold recovery function
is the high threshold
is the initial threshold
is the slope of the TRF
determines whether to update the output Buffer
overlays new output into the Buffer
is the buffer containing all output values up to a
network specified maximum delay
is an index into buffer for time i
is the triangular output function used to describe
synaptic potentials
is the width of the triangular output
is the amplitude of triangular pulse
is the output at time t

Below we summarize the VSSN’s operation. Note that in the model all information is represented as an abstract intensity. The input intensity is an instantaneous measurement of activity
(Equation 5), the connections can be sub-grouped, and the subgroups can be clamped to a
maximum allowed intensity. All synaptic potentials are positive while inhibition is realized by
setting the weighting parameter to a negative value. All connections can also have a delay.
Internally, the first thing to check for is whether the model is in a period of absolute recovery
(Equation 6). In the VSSN model, inputs are summed but the result is ignored if Equation 6 is
true or that the neuron is in the absolute refractory period.
The next thing to check for is whether the firing condition has been met. Equation 7 evaluates
a threshold for firing conditions, where the input intensity is compared against a variable firing
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threshold; if the input is greater than the firing threshold and the model is not in an absolute
refractory period then the current time is returned, which indicates that a firing event has occurred.
The variable threshold is returned by Equation 8 that returns the high threshold, or T2, if in an
absolute refractory period, or else returns the value of the Threshold Recovery Function (TRF).
The TRF is a simple linear decay from T2 to T1 (Equation 9). Equation 9 results in a firing
frequency that is proportional to input. The VSSN uses instantaneous intensity measurement and
a linear equation to achieve firing frequency proportional to the input.
The next step is to use the firing result to generate an output. Equation 10 returns the current
time if an output needs to be generated, or 0 if not. The VSSN maintains an output buffer that is
as long as the maximum allowed delay in the network. When an output is generated the resulting
intensities are added into the buffer (Equation 11). The VSSN uses triangular pulses to represent
output intensities (Equation 12).
Using the triangular equation as an approximation of the function vastly simplifies output
calculations in the VSSN model. The final step in a simulation is to distribute the individual
output results to all members of the network in a computationally efficient manner. The VSSN
uses a buffer to retrieve output intensities. This approach is very efficient as the retrieval of an
output value is simply an indexed lookup into the output buffer (Equation 13).
The VSSN model scales linearly as connections are added and the model is independent of the
amount of activity on those connections, which gives it a significant performance advantage over
the integrate-and-fire model.
Graphically, the operation of the VSSN model is illustrated in Figure 13.3 that shows how
an example input generates four action potentials (not shown) resulting in four excitatory post
synaptic potentials (shown). The output spacing (frequency) is proportional to the input because
of the TRF (bold line Figure 13.3a). It also shows how output intensities are modeled as triangular
pulses, and how, when more than one output overlaps, the intensities are added linearly. The
VSSN model assumes that there is an infinite supply of a “neurotransmitter” available and that
any event resulting in firing will cause an equal and additional generation of synaptic potential.

(a)

Absolute Recovery
TRF (slope –0.25)
T2 (200)

T1 (100)
Input (grey)
(b)

Output (slope –1.0)
100

Time

Figure 13.3. The VSNN’s operational details showing how an input affects the model. (a) Internally the
model uses two thresholds (T1 and T2) to determine when to fire based on the net input. The TRF determines
the time varying fire threshold used to approximate the input to firing frequency observed in biological
neurons. (b) Externally all outputs are represented as right triangles, and when two or more outputs overlap
they are added linearly.
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Figure 13.4. A comparison between synaptic potentials produced by the VSSN model (gray line) and
the integrate-and-fire model (thick black line) based on potentials generated times following a Poisson
distribution (dashed negative going line).

Figure 13.4 compares the synaptic potentials generated by both the VSSN model (with right
triangular potentials) and the integrate-and-fire model (with alpha functions). A Poisson distribution determines the release of synaptic potentials. The firing times are shown in Figure 13.4
as the dashed negative spike train. Alpha function parameters are such that the maximum output
occurs at 5 ms and then decays back to zero in about 20 ms. The parameters of a triangular
function are matched to the alpha function by minimizing the squared differences between the
outputs of the functions using a differential evolution algorithm. The Figure shows that overall
there is good agreement between the two waveforms.

x1
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Σ
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Figure 13.5. Artificial neuron model.
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2.3. Simple Neuron Models
Simple models of a neuron ignore almost all biological properties except for their “firing”
characteristic (generating an output). In 1943, McCulloch and Pitts were the first to propose such
a model, shown in Figure 13.5. It performs two simple operations: a dot product summation of
wi and xi , followed by a threshold output activation function operating on this sum (essentially
normalizing the output so that it is within either the 0-1 range or the −1 to +1 range). The two
operations are depicted in Figure 13.5 as a small circle (with the sign inside) and as a step
function (within a rectangle). The neuron receives inputs, xi , from other neurons and compares
the sum with the threshold, , to produce an output, y, which is sent to other neurons after scaling
by an output activation function, f . This process is described by Equation (14):


n

y=f
wi xi − 1
(14)
i=1

where n is the dimension of the input vector x, and wi are the connection weights representing
the synapses.
Through the use of a two-layer ensemble of such neurons, together with a simple learning
rule (see below), it is possible to solve many linearly separable pattern recognition problems.
However, a seemingly simple but far-reaching replacement of the discontinuous threshold, like
the step function, with a continuous threshold, like the sigmoid, has made it possible to compute
error gradients and come up with a learning rule (called backpropagation learning) for multilayer
networks. A sigmoid function (shown in Figure 13.5 below the step function) is defined by
Equation (15):
x
fx = 1 + exp −
2

−1
(15)

where x is the net input to the sigmoid and 2 represents the steepness of the sigmoid curve.
Although this simple model of a neuron, when used in NNs, has proven successful in thousands
of applications, it does not model well its biological counterpart and is thus not used for brain
modeling purposes.

3. Learning Rules
All learning rules are based to a lesser or greater degree on Donald Hebb’s (1949) famous
observation from his experiments: if a presynaptic neuron i repeatedly fires a postsynaptic neuron
j, then the synaptic strength between the two is increased. Let us note that it was computational
scientists who expressed this observation as a learning rule for artificial neural networks. Below
we describe learning rules for networks of spiking neurons first and then learning rules for
networks using simple neuron models.
3.1. Learning Rules for Spiking Neuron Models
According to Hebb, the adjustment of the strength of synaptic connections between neurons takes
place every time the postsynaptic neuron fires. If firing occurs, the synaptic weight values are
updated according to Equation (16). The learning rate controls the amount of adjustment; it
can assume any value, with 0 meaning that there is no learning. To keep the synaptic connection
strength bounded, a sigmoid function is used to produce a smoothly shaped learning curve:
wij t + 1 = sigwij t +

+− · PSPij t

(16)
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where t is time; wij is the synaptic weight between neurons i and j; +− is the learning rate,
which can have different value for positive and negative adjustment; PSPij is the postsynaptic
potential value for the connection between neurons i and j; and sigx is sigmoid function.
Typically, learning rules for spiking neuron model networks use artificial functions to evaluate
the amount of synaptic strength adjustment for each synapse. The Synaptic Time-Delayed
Plasticity (STDP) rule is described by Equation (17) and is illustrated in Figure 13.6 (on the
right):

if t > 0
+ exp −t/+ 
(17)
STDP t =
− − exp t/−  if t  0
where t is the time between pre-and postsynaptic neuron firings;
+− is the time constant.

+−

is the learning rate; and

STDP

SAPR

tij

tij

Figure 13.6. Comparison of learning functions: SAPR and STDP.

In contrast to rules like the STDP, the Synaptic Activity Plasticity Rule (SAPR) uses actual
synaptic dynamics to evaluate the amount of adjustment, as shown in Figure 13.6 (on the left). The
advantage of the SAPR over other learning rules for spiking neural models is that it uses the actual
value present in each synapse instead of using an artificial function. Modification of the synaptic
weights between pre- and postsynaptic neurons takes place every time the postsynaptic neuron fires.
When firing occurs, all the neuron’s incoming synapses are evaluated, and their synaptic strength is
adjusted depending on the particular synapse type and its recent activity. The amount of adjustment is
proportional to the contribution of a particular synapse to the neuron’s firing. If a particular excitatory
presynaptic neuron spike arrives before the postsynaptic neuron fires, the related synapse has a
positive contribution, and thus its synaptic strength increases by an amount proportional to the current
postsynaptic potential (PSP) value. When an excitatory presynaptic neuron’s spike arrives after the
postsynaptic neuron fires, it has no contribution to the recent firing and its strength is decreased by
an amount proportional to the current PSP value.
There is no explicit equation or function shape for synaptic strength adjustment in the SAPR. The
adjustment only approximates a possible function plot by using a general PSP shape. Figure 13.6
shows just one example of a learning function for excitatory and inhibitory synapses; the actual
shape depends on the particular synapse parameters, current synaptic strength, and learning rate
used. In contrast to the STDP function, the SAPR function is continuous, has a finite range of
values, and mimics the shape based on biological observations.
Arrival of the action potential at the synaptic connection changes the synaptic conduction that
elicits synaptic current alteration and thus results in the postsynaptic potential (PSP) modification.
The PSP can be either excitatory (EPSP) or inhibitory (IPSP) and is proportional to the synaptic
conductance change. These changes directly affect the neuron’s membrane potential. The synaptic
conductance between neurons i and j is obtained from Equation (18).
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t − tij
t − tij
gij t =
· exp 1 −
Tij
Tij


(18)

where gij is the synaptic conductance; t is the time; tij is the propagation time; and Tij is the synapse
time constant.
Figure 13.7 shows the normalized shapes of the EPSP and IPSP.
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Figure 13.7. EPSP and IPSP normalized shapes.

3.2. Learning Rules for Simple Neuron Models
Below we describe three simple learning rules.
3.2.1. Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning
Hebb’s postulate, mentioned above, has been translated into a simple formula known as Hebb’s
rule:
wij t + 1 = wij t +  yj txi t
where  ∈ 0 1 is a learning rate and t an iteration (or time) step. By the use of this rule, starting
from some initial randomly set weight vector, the resulting final weight vector will point in the
direction of the maximum variance in the data. A variation of the above rule is when the two
neurons do not fire together frequently enough; then the synaptic strength between the two is
decreased (the penalty for not firing). This outcome is known as anti-Hebbian learning rule:
wij t + 1 = wij t −  yj txi t
The problem associated with Hebbian learning is the unbounded growth/decrease of the weights,
which, however, can be easily alleviated by normalization, or imposing a saturation value for the
weights.
3.2.2. Winner-Take-All or Competitive Learning
Competitive learning is another biologically inspired simple learning rule. The neurons compete
among themselves for activation, and only the winning neuron, wi , is able to fire and at the same
time strengthen its weight according to:
wi t + 1 = wi t + tx − wi t
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Often the neighboring neurons are also allowed to modify their weights; they use the same learning
rule but with their own weights, wj . The winning neuron is selected as the one for which the
distance between wi and x is minimal. The result of this competition is that the winning neuron’s
weight vector moves even closer to the input vector x. If the training data are normalized and
consist of several clusters, then the winning neuron weight vectors will point to cluster centers.
3.2.3. Simple Error-Correction Learning
Error-correction is probably the first learning rule that was used in very simple neural networks
called Perceptrons:
wi t + 1 = wi t + d − y xi
where both y and d ∈ 0 1. This rule says that the error measured as the difference between
the actual output y and the desired (known) output d guides the process of updating the weights.
This rule is applicable to a single-layer feedforward NN.

4. Neural Network Topologies
In most cases, neural network topology needs to be specified, to a smaller or larger extent, by
the network designer. The exceptions are ontogenic neural networks that generate their own
topology on the fly (as needed to solve a problem), which use criteria like entropy to guide their
self-design. NN topology can be looked upon as a directed graph, with neurons as nodes and the
weighted interneuron connections as arcs. In this view, NN topologies can be divided into two
broad categories:
– feedforward, with no loops and connections within the same layer
– recurrent, with possible feedback loops
The Kohonen SOM network, Radial Basis Function (RBF) network and probabilistic networks
are examples of feedforward networks, while a Hopfield network (not covered) is an example of
a recurrent network. These two basic topologies are illustrated in Figure 13.8. Let us notice that
although the network shown at the top is composed of three layers – input, hidden, and output –
the input layer only distributes data to the hidden layer without performing any calculations. To
make this distinction, inputs are indicated as black dots and “true” neurons as empty circles. Later
in the Chapter we will discuss RBF topology in greater detail.

5. Radial Basis Function Neural Networks
Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks have been shown to be useful in data mining tasks
because of their many desirable characteristics. First, the time required to train RBF networks
is much shorter than the time required for most other types of NNs. Second, their topology is
relatively simple to determine. Third, unlike most of the supervised learning NN algorithms that
find only a local optimum, the RBFs find a global optimum. Like other NNs they are universal
approximators, which means they can approximate any continuous function to any degree of
accuracy, given a sufficient number of hidden-layer neurons.
RBFs originated mainly in the field of regularization theory, which was developed as an
approach to solving ill-posed problems. Ill-posed problems are those that do not fulfill the
criteria of well-posed, i.e., a problem is well-posed when a solution to it exists, is unique,
and depends on initial data. An example of an ill-posed problem is exactly that presented by
model-building, given the training data; namely, we want to find a mapping function between
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Figure 13.8. Feedforward and recurrent networks.

known inputs and the corresponding known outputs. The problem is ill-posed because it has an
infinite number of solutions. One approach to solving an ill-posed problem is to regularize it
by introducing some constraints in order to restrict the search space. In an approximation task
of finding a mapping function between input-output pairs, regularization means smoothing of the
approximation function.
Let us now recall the idea of approximating a function. Given a finite set of training pairs
x y, we are interested in finding a mapping function, f , from an n-dimensional input space to
an m-dimensional output space. The function f does not have to pass through all the data points
but needs to “best” approximate the “true” function f  : y = f  x. In general, the approximation
of the (true) function, given by training data points, can be achieved by the function f :
f y = fx w
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where w is a parameter called a weight within the framework of NN. The problem with approximating a function (given the training data points) is that all three functions shown in Figure 13.9
approximate it. Clearly, however, the approximation by a function that is closest to the data points,
as indicated by the dotted line, is better than the other function indicated by the heavy line. Here
the notion of regularization/smoothness comes into play, namely, the function that is closest to
the training data points is a smooth function.
How do we choose the smoothest function from many possible approximations, and how
close to the data should it be? For this purpose, we use a smoothness function, Gfx, with
the property of having larger values for less smooth functions but achieving minimum for the
smoothest function. There are several ways to design such a function, but most involve calculating
derivatives. For example, we can calculate the first derivative of a function (which amplifies
oscillations and is thus indicative of smoothness) and then square it and sum it up:

Gfx = f  x2 dx
R

The behavior of this function is shown in Figure 13.10. The top of the Figure shows the first
derivatives of the two functions that approximate the true function; the heavy line corresponds
to the nonsmooth function shown in Figure 13.9. The bottom of the Figure shows the squares of
the first derivatives. The area under the bottom curves gives the values of Gfx for the two
functions. It is easy to see that the smooth function correctly identifies the smoothest of the two
approximating functions.
The general problem of approximating a function for given training data can then be formulated
as one that minimizes the following function:
Hfx =

N


yi − fxi 2 + Gfx

i

Figure 13.9. Smooth and non-smooth approximations of data points.
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Figure 13.10. First derivatives of the two approximating functions shown in Figure 13.9 (top) and their
squares (bottom) used for calculating the smoothness functional Gfx.

where xi  yi  is one of N training data pairs, fxi  indicates the actual value, and yi indicates the
desired value. The first part of this functional minimizes the error (empirical risk) between the
data and the approximating function fx, while the second part forces it to be a smooth function.
In other words, the first part enforces closeness to the data, and the second its smoothness.  is
a regularization parameter: the smaller it is, the smaller is the smoothness of the approximating
function fx. If  = 0 then the function goes through all training data points (resulting in
overfitting the data, not interpolating/approximating it).
With the minimizing function in hand, the task is to find the approximating function fx that
minimizes it. We do not show here the derivations for the solution but just state that it takes the
form:
fx =

N


wi x ci  + w0

i

where x ci  is called a basis function. If the basis function is Gaussian and uses the Euclidean
metric to calculate the similarity/distance between x and ci , then the above equation defines a
Radial Basis Function (RBF) that can be interpreted/implemented as a neural network. Such a
Gaussian basis function can be rewritten as shown below. We note that it is a linear combination
of non-linear functions :
y = fx =

N

i

wi x − xi  =

N


wi vi 

i

where vi = xi − ci , N is the number of neurons in the hidden layer centered at points ci , and the
  is a metric used to calculate the distance between vectors xi and ci . We will see later than in
the simplest RBF realization, the ci s are equal to the xi s. Numerous distance measures and basis
functions can be used for the calculation of v and v, respectively, as described later.
Realization of radial basis functions within the framework of NN was first proposed in the late
1990s. Figure 13.11 shows a simple RBF network with three neurons in the hidden layer, and one
output neuron. Outputs of the hidden layer are denoted as o1 , o2 , and o3 . The term radial means
that the basis functions are radially symmetric, i.e., function values are identical for vectors x
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Figure 13.11. Simple, one-output RBF network.

that lie at a constant distance from the basis function center, ci . Later we describe methods for
determining the centers.
An RBF network topology always consists of three layers of neurons: an input layer, a hidden
layer, and an output layer. The input layer only distributes the input vectors to the hidden layer.
Note that there are no weights associated with the connections between the input larger and the
hidden layer. The hidden layer differs from other NNs since each neuron in an RBF network
represents a data “cluster” that is centered at a particular point, with a given radius. Each neuron
in the hidden layer calculates the distance vi between the input vector and its radial basis function
center ci , and transforms it, via a basis function T, to calculate the output of a neuron, oi . This
output is multiplied by a weight value wi and fed into the output layer. The output layer consists
of neuron(s) that linearly combine the outputs of the hidden layer to calculate the output value(s).
When designing an RBF network, before its training, several key parameters must be determined:
(a) topology, i.e., determination of the number of hidden layer neurons (and their centers), and
determination of the number of output neurons
(b) selection of the similarity/distance measures
(c) determination of the hidden-layer neuron radii
(d) selection of basis functions
(e) neuron models used in the hidden and output layers
After we have described the selection of the RBF parameters, we will discuss the confidence
measures used to calculate confidence in the output of an RBF network on new unseen data.
We will also show that the task of function approximation performed by an RBF can also be
achieved by fuzzy basis functions. This will allow for interpretation of the RBF network in terms
of the equivalent fuzzy production IF… THEN… rules. The latter are very useful in a knowledge
discovery process, since the rules are easily understood, while the weights and connections of a
NN are only a “black box” to the user. In short, the equivalence of RBFs and fuzzy production
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rules allows for interpretation of what the network has learned in a language that is understandable
to the end user.
5.1. Topology
Although RBF topology consists of only three layers, we need to determine how many neurons
(nodes) should be used in a hidden layer.
The number of “neurons” in the input-layer is defined by the dimensionality of the input vector,
X. The input layer nodes are not neurons at all: they are just feeding the input vector into all
hidden-layer neurons.
The number of neurons in the output layer is determined by the number of categories present
in the training data. Thus, for example, for three categories we would have three output neurons,
etc. For two-category problems, it is sufficient to have one output neuron (which would be “on”
for one category, and “off” for the other category).
5.2. Determining the Number of Hidden Layer Neurons and Their Centers
When designing an RBF network topology we need to determine the number of neurons in a
hidden layer and their centers. In general, the number of hidden layer neurons is determined by
a trial and error method. The simplest method, but applicable only to smaller data sets, is the
Neuron at Data Point (NADP) method. It uses all input training data points as neurons in a
hidden layer; they then become their own centers (each input vector determines the center of
the corresponding hidden layer neuron). Such a network will always learn the training data set
correctly because there is one neuron (cluster) center for each input training data point. This
approach is very simple but it may result in overfitting instead of approximating/interpolating the
input-output function.
For large data sets, one method to determine the number of hidden layer nodes (and their
centers) is to cluster the input data and then to use the cluster prototypes as neuron centers.
The pervasive problem associated with clustering, however, is how to decide/find the “correct”
number of clusters in the data (and thus the number of hidden layer neurons). All the algorithms
described in Chapter 9 can be used for clustering the input data. Another problem associated with
clustering is the choice of a similarity/distance measure for grouping the data into clusters; this
measure is another key parameter to be decided for an RBF basis function (see discussion below).
Another method to decide on the number of hidden-layer nodes in large data sets is the
Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) algorithm, which is a variation of the NADP method. In this
approach, the hidden-layer neurons are all preset to a constant radius value while the center points
are chosen from the training data. The problem of overfitting the RBF network is not a concern
in this approach, since unlike in the set up of the NADP, only a subset of the training points is
used. The difficulty with the OLS approach is in selecting the best subset of training points in
order to maximize the accuracy of the network. The OLS algorithm addresses this problem by
transforming the training data vectors into a set of orthogonal basis vectors. This process allows
for calculating the individual contribution of each vector. The user will then select the single
training point that will make the greatest contribution to the network’s accuracy and add it to the
hidden-layer of the network. Once that point is added to the network, the remaining points must
be recalculated to determine how they will affect the accuracy of the new network. Again, the
point that has the greatest effect on the network’s accuracy is selected. This process continues
until the calculated values of adding more points to the network’s hidden-layer become negligible.
The OLS method avoids the problem of overfitting the network, but it is limited to radii of one
preset size. The other disadvantage is that the user is required to determine the optimal subset,
which for large training data sets may require a prohibitive amount of time.
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5.3. Distance Measures
Selecting a distance (similarity) measure is important, as it determines the shape of the formed
clusters. One of the most popular is the Euclidean metric:

vi = X − Ci 2
where Ci stands for the center vector of the ith hidden layer neuron. The Euclidean metric implies
that all the hidden-layer neurons will form hyperspheres. Figure 13.12 illustrates the difference
between classification performed by hyperplane classifiers (whose decision functions/surfaces
are hyperplanes) and kernel classifiers (which use higher-order decision functions/surfaces). An
example of the first type is feedforward neural networks and of the second is RBF networks.
To accommodate for shapes other than hyperspheres a weighted Euclidean distance can be used
to allow for hyperellipsoidally shaped clusters:

K

vi =  dj 2 xj − cij 2
j=1

where the subscript i indexes an RBF center vector. The subscript j refers to the specific element
of the x, c, and d vectors that is being calculated. Each dj describes how much weight should
be attached to the difference in the xj and the cij elements. The difficulty is that the user must
determine what influence each element of x should have. Determining values of d adds time to the
design of the RBF network, since it is usually done by the trial and error method. This approach
still implies that all the hyperellipses are of the same size and point in the same direction. The
Mahalanobis distance is used to accommodate for any shape of the clusters, but calculating the
covariance matrix is computationally very expensive:

vi = x − ci T Mi −1 x − ci 
where matrix Mi is the covariance matrix of neuron i.

Figure 13.12. Classification outcomes performed by a hyperplane (top) and kernel classifiers (bottom).
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5.4. Neuron Radii
The next parameter to be determined for an RBF network is the radii, or  values, of the centers
(clusters), unless the basis function v is not a function of .
The simplest approach is to set all radii values to a constant value. The disadvantage of this
approach is that some of the clusters may be much larger than others. Another difficulty is that
finding the correct value requires using a trial and error method. If the value is too large, there
may be a significant cluster overlap, making training difficult. If the value is too small, then most
of the input vectors may not fall into any of the neuron centers, and the output of all the basis
functions, and the final output of the network, will be small. If computation time is not a concern,
the P-nearest neighbors method can be used to determine each radius individually. Figure 13.13
illustrates the outcome of the method. Finding the  value for each neuron requires finding the
distances to P nearest center points, where P is an integer with a minimum value of 1 and a
maximum value equal to the number of neurons in the hidden layer. The heuristic is to set the
value of P = 2 so that the distance is computed from the neuron center to all the other neuron
centers. Then the P smallest distances are used to compute the node’s radius, using the formula:

 P
1 
i = 
v
P p=1 p
A variation of the above is to calculate distances from the neuron center to all other neurons.
The smallest nonzero distance is then selected and multiplied by a scaling value and the center’s
radius is set to:
i =

min v

v>0

where the term minv>0 v is a function that returns the smallest distance value computed that
is greater than 0. The purpose of this nonzero criterion is that in some situations (as when
NADP is used), it is possible to have two neurons with the same center point. Without the v > 0
requirement, the radius of the neuron would be zero. The term is a scaling value and is in the
range of 0 5 ≤ ≤ 1 0. When is at its smallest, then the clusters will cover the maximum area
with no overlap. When it is the largest, the clusters will cover the maximum area with no cluster
completely contained inside another.
x2

x1

Figure 13.13. Illustration of the P-nearest neighbors method.
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Another approach, the class interference algorithm, is used to prevent RBF neurons from
responding too strongly to input vectors from other classes. Figure 13.14 illustrates the concept.
In this method, each neuron must be assigned to one of the class types, but a class type may have
more than one neuron assigned to it. A possible heuristic is to set every neuron’s  value equal
to the distance to the farthest neighboring neuron’s center point. Next, a threshold value t is set.
This threshold is the maximum allowable output for a basis function v assuming that the input
vector X belongs to a different class. If the v exceeds the threshold, then the radius is scaled
back by a factor of , where 0 <  < 1. The new radius is calculated using the equation:
i + = i −
The training data are then cycled through the network continuously until no further adjustment
of the radii is needed.
5.5. Basis Functions
We have already mentioned a Gaussian basis function when introducing the concept of RBFs.
A sufficient condition for designing any basis function is that it must be conditionally or strictly
positive definite. Finding such functions is time consuming, and therefore a simpler approach
is often used that takes into account a relation between strictly positive definite functions and
monotonic functions.
A function f(x) is monotonic on 0  if it is positive for even derivatives and negative for odd
derivatives, or fx ≥ 0, f  x ≤ 0, f  x ≥ 0, etc., for x ∈ 0 . A function fx is monotonic
on 0  if and only if fx2  is positive definite. In other words, if fx is monotonic, then
fx2  could be used as a basis function. The set of available basis functions can be extended by
determining that if the first derivative of a function fx is monotonic, then fx can also be used
as a radial basis function.
In the equations that follow, the  term represents the radius of the neuron. When neurons
do not use radii, such as when Mahalanobis distance is used, then the  terms are set to 1.0 to
simplify the calculations. By far the most popular basis function used in RBFs is the Gaussian:
v = exp−v

2 / 2 

The thin plate spline function is another popular function that, unlike the Gaussian, is independent
of the radius of the neuron:
v = v2 lnv

Figure 13.14. Illustration of the class interference method.
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It may happen in calculations that an input vector is identical with the neuron’s center point.
Since in this case the output value of the function cannot be determined, we set v = 0 0 when
v = 0 0. An interesting property of the thin plate spline function is that between the values of
v = 0 0 and v = 1 0 the output has a negative value, while for values greater than 1.0 the output
is positive and approaches infinity. Still another basis function is the quadratic, defined as
v = v2 +  2 
Although this function is valid in the range 0 <  < 1, the  value is most often set to  = 1/2.
The inverse quadratic is defined below for  > 0. It has the property of converging toward zero
as the distance v increases:
v = v2 +  2 −
The cubic spline, like the thin plate spline is only a function of distance v, and not of the radius:
v = v3
Since there is no requirement that the basis function of an RBF network be nonlinear, the linear
spline basis function is used in some applications:
v = v
5.6. Calculating Output Values of a Hidden Layer
After each hidden-layer neuron calculates its v term, the output neuron calculates the dot
product of two vectors of length N ,  = v1  v2   vN  and w = w1  w2   wN 
y=

N


wi vi 

i=1

After the output layer calculates its output, the next operation is to transform the result into a
form expected by the user. In the case when we want the RBF network to determine whether an
input vector belongs to one of C classes, then the network is trained so that if an instance of a
specific class enters the network, the result for that output neuron is 1 while the rest of the output
neurons return a 0. In practice, to increase the speed of training, we train the outputs to be 0.9
and 0.1; for example, for the three-output network they will be 0.9, 0.1 and 0.1.
5.7. Training of the Output Weights
The only training that is required in the RBF network is to find the weight values between the
hidden layer and the output layer. This can be done in various ways. A popular one is to minimize
the mean absolute error:
i = di − yi
where di is the desired output and yi is the actual output. After the error is determined, the network
then adjusts the output weight values, using the following learning rule:
wt + 1 = wt + j vi i
The  value is a learning constant that has a value ranging from 0 to 1, but is generally set to a
value closer to 0.0 than to 1.0. The j vi  is the basis function output from the j th neuron in the
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hidden layer. Training entails sending all T training vectors into the network and continuously
readjusting the weights. The network then computes the mean absolute error:
error =

T
1

T i=1 i

If the error is below some acceptable tolerance value then the training ends; otherwise the data
are resent through the network and the weights are adjusted again until either the network reaches
tolerance or until the error stops decreasing significantly with each training cycle.
5.8. Neuron Models
Two different neuron models are used in RBF networks: one in the hidden layer and another
in the output layer. The model/operation of the neuron in the hidden layer is determined by the
type of the basis function used (most often Gaussian) and the similarity/distance measure used to
calculate the distance between the input vector and the hidden-layer center.
The neuron model used in the output layer can be linear (i.e., it sums up the outputs of the
hidden layer multiplied by the weights, to produce the output) or sigmoidal (i.e., produces output
in the range 0–1). The second type of an output layer neuron is most often used for classification
problems, where, during training, the outputs are trained to be either 0 or 1 (in practice, 0.1 and
0.9, respectively).
After having described the design parameters for the RBF networks, we state the pseudocode
of the RBF algorithm.
Given: Training data pairs, stopping error criteria, sigmoidal output neuron, Gaussian basis
function, Euclidean metric, and learning rule.
1. Determine the network topology (e.g., by clustering the data)
2. Choose the neuron radii (e.g., by setting all to a constant value)
3. Randomly initialize the weights between the hidden and output layer
4. Present the input vector, x, to all hidden layer neurons
5. Each hidden-layer neuron computes the distance, vi , between x and its center point, ci
6. Each hidden-layer neuron calculates its basis function output, v, using the radii values
7. Each v value is multiplied by a weight value, w, and is fed to the output neuron(s)
8. The output neuron(s) sums all the values and outputs the sum as its answer
9. For each output that is not correct, adjust the weights by using a learning rule
10. If all output values are below some specified error value, then stop; otherwise go to Step 8
11. Repeat Steps 3 through 9 for all remaining training data pairs
Result: A trained RBF network.
Example: This example (see Figure 13.15) illustrates the use of the RBF algorithm, after it has
been trained, on two test data points. During training (not shown) dozens of training data pairs,
for each of the classes, are used to come up with the center points. The generated network has
three neurons in the hidden layer, and one output neuron.
The hidden layer neurons are centered at points A(3, 3), B(5, 4), and C(6.5, 4), and their respective
radii are 2, 1, and 1. The weight values between the hidden and output layer were calculate to be
5.0167, −2 4998, and 10.0809, respectively. We now test the network with two new input vectors
x1 (4.5, 4) and x2 (8, 0.5). The RBF outputs are calculated as follows.
In Step 5: Each neuron in the hidden layer calculates the distance from the input vector to its
cluster center by using, the Euclidean distance. For the first test vector x1
dA x1  = 4 5 4 3 3 = 1 8028
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x2

C

B
x1

A

x2
x1

Figure 13.15. Radii and centers of three hidden-layer neurons, and two test points x1 and x2 .

dB x1  = 4 5 4 5 4 = 0 5000
dC x1  = 4 5 4 6 5 4 = 2 0000
and for the x2
dA x2  = 5 5902

dB x2  = 4 6098

dC x2  = 3 8079

In Step 6: Using the distances and their respective radii, the output of the hidden-layer neuron,
using the Gaussian basis function, is calculated as follows. For the first vector
exp−1 8028/22 = 0 4449
exp−0 5000/12 = 0 7788
exp−2 0000/12 = 0 0183
and for the second
0 0004

0 0000

0 0000

In Step 7: The outputs are multiplied by the weights, and the result is as follows:
2 2319 −1 9468 0 1844
for x1
and for x2 0 0020 0 0000 0 0000
In Step 8: The output neuron sums these values to produce its output value:
for x1
0 4696
and for x2 0 0020
Are these outputs correct? We will postpone the answer to this question until we have described
the confidence measures. Let us just note that NNs do not give a correct output for a test data
vector that lies outside of the range of the data on which the network was trained; the network
will always produce some output, but we will not know whether it is correct or not. The purpose
of using confidences measures is to flag test data points for which the generated network output
is not reliable.
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Figure 13.16. RBF network with reliability measures outputs.

5.9. Confidence Measures
RBF networks, like other supervised NNs, give good results for unseen input data that are
similar/close to any of the training data points but give poor results for unfamiliar (very different)
input data. Being able to flag such data is very important. If some outputs (corresponding to test
input data) were flagged as unreliable, then we would discard such unreliable output (treat it as
“do not know” output). Such flagging would decrease the number of false positives/negatives
at the expense of lowering the overall accuracy (since a smaller number of data points would
be classified).
The first method to calculate confidence in the output of the RBF network, known as a
Parzen window (see Chapter 11), was based on estimating the density of an unknown probability
distribution function. It was calculated along with the RBF output. This method, however, is
computationally expensive and is not covered here.
Instead, we introduce a simple method to evaluate confidence in the RBF network output by
calculating certainty factors and using them as a confidence measure. CFs are calculated from
the input vector’s proximity to the hidden layer’s neuron centers, as shown in Figure 13.16.
Certainty factors are generated in RBF networks by using the v values. When the output
v of a hidden layer neuron is near 1.0, then this indicates that a point lies near the center of
a cluster, which means that the new data point is very familiar/close to that particular neuron. A
value that is near 0.0 will lie far outside of a cluster, and thus the data are very unfamiliar to
that particular neuron. If all the neurons have a small v value, then the network’s certainty
in the answer is small, and our confidence in the result is also small. Since N values, one v
for each neuron in the hidden layer, are generated, the question arises how an overall confidence
measure should be determined. The first thought would be to choose the maximum v value
and consider it as the certainty factor:
CF = max vi 
From a certainty factor point of view, the disadvantage of this approach is that it would only take
into account the maximum v value in the determination of the certainty factor, which might
result in an instance in which two or more of the hidden-layer neurons are reasonably close to
an input vector but neither is very close to it. Therefore, the calculated certainty factor may be
lower than expected. In order to factor in the certainty of other neurons, the following equation
is used to calculate the certainty:
CF i = CFi−1 + 1 − CFi−1  maxv
i
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where i is the number of neurons that are used to determine the certainty factor. In general, the
value of i should be set to N (the number of neurons in the hidden layer), but it can be set to
a lower value if computational time is critical. The term CFi−l refers to the certainty factor of
the network using only i-1 neurons to calculate the confidence. The value of CF0 (the certainty
when no neurons in the hidden layer are used ) is defined to be 0.0. Lastly, the term maxi v
is defined as the i-th largest value of v. So, max1 means the largest value of v and max2
the second largest, etc. The pseudocode for calculating certainty factors is given below.
Given: An RBF network with an additional output neuron that calculates the certainty value.
1.
2.
3.
4.

For a given input vector, calculate the outputs, v, of the hidden-layer nodes
Sort them in descending order
Set CF = 0.0
For all outputs v calculate:
CFt + 1 = CFt + 1 0 − CFt max v
i

CFt = CFt + 1
Result: The final value of CF(t) is the generated certainty factor.
Knowing the value of the certainty factor, the user can use some threshold value (say 0.7) to
either accept or reject the network’s result.
Example: Assume that four v values have been calculated, for a given input vector, as 0.6,
0.1, 0.5, and 0.2, as shown in Table 13.1. The overall network certainty is computed to be 0.86.
Note, that incorporating each additional hidden layer neuron increases the certainty factor by a
smaller and smaller amount until the network reaches its final certainty factor value. This example
of diminishing returns indicates that it is not necessary to actually use i = N to arrive at the
optimum value for network certainty. A value less than N will likely give an answer close to
the true certainty factor; however, a value of i = 1 would greatly underestimate the network’s
certainty factor.
A disadvantage of certainty factors is that they treat every neuron’s output as equal regardless
of the number of training points that actually are in that cluster. However, they are very simple to
compute, and they yield meaningful results even for high-dimensional vectors and neurons with
large radii.
Example: Let us go back to the example illustrated in Figure 13.15. For the first test vector x1 ,
the value of CF = 88 and for the second test vector, CF = 0 0. Thus, using a threshold of 0.7,
we would accept the first result as reliable and reject the one for test vector x2 , which agrees with
our intuition.
5.10. RBF Networks in Knowledge Discovery
How can we use RBF networks in the process of knowledge discovery? In the first place, all NNs,
including RBFs, generate black box models of data, since the discovered function/relationship
between the inputs and outputs is encoded in weights and connections of the trained network.
Table 13.1. Calculation of certainty factors.
i

CFi−1

1-CFi−1

Maxi fv

1
2
3
4

0 00
0 60
0 80
0 84

1 00
0 40
0 20
0 16

0 60
0 50
0 20
0 10

CFi
0 60
0 80
0 84
0 86
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As such, these networks are not comprehensible by humans. Second, although all but the SOM
neural network are supervised, the training data in many domains are not available. In this case,
the only technique that can be used to analyze such data is clustering, which has an inherent
problem: choosing a correct number of clusters (see Chapter 9). Even if one uses the unsupervised
SOM, which finds clusters without the need to specify their number a priori, the difficult problem
remains of interpreting the meaning of the found clusters (assigning labels to them).
As we have seen, the RBFs with Gaussian basis functions also group data into “clusters” around
each of the neurons in its hidden layer. So the question is how one can use this information
to address the second problem. Below we describe a couple of approaches, specific to RBFs,
for doing so. One is to show equivalence of RBFs and fuzzy production systems so that the
RBF trained network can be written in terms of easy-to-understand rules. The other uses fuzzy
production rules and fuzzy context for deciding which part of the data (stored in a database) to
focus on.
5.10.1. Rule-Based Indirect Interpretation of the RBF Network
An RBF network is equivalent, under some weak conditions, to a system of fuzzy production
rules. Note that a fuzzy system (a set of fuzzy rules) can also approximate any continuous function
to any degree of accuracy, just like a NN. This equivalence is important for knowledge discovery
tasks, since one can first find a model/trend in the data using an RBF network, which can be done
relatively quickly and easily, and then find a “corresponding” set of fuzzy rules that are easily
comprehensible, as opposed to the weights and connections of an RBF network. Figure 13.17
illustrates this idea.
We thus see that, on the one hand, one can approximate a function using an RBF network with
Gaussian basis functions i , and on the other hand, make the approximation via fuzzy sets Ai .
Since fuzzy sets can assume the same shape as Gaussians we can equate them, i.e., Ai = i . To
keep the discussion simple, let us note that the receptive fields form the condition portion of the
rules. The conclusion portion, on the other hand, is a numeric value. Given this, a rule is written
in the form:
IF x is Ai THEN y is yi
y
f (x)

c1

c2

cn

ci

x

...
1

φ1 = A1 φ2 = A2

φi = Ai

φn = An

Figure 13.17. Approximation of training data via basis functions i and fuzzy sets Ai .
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where yi is a numeric representation associated with Ai . The computation of the output of the
system of rules depends on the activation of individual Ai . For instance, we can compute yi as a
weighted average of experimental data falling under the support of Ai , namely:
M


yi =

Ai xkyk

k=1
M


Ai xk

k=1

where xk yk are training data pairs.
A generalization of the previous rule, where the conclusion is also treated as a fuzzy set, has
the form:
IF x isAj THEN y is Bj
where Aj and Bj are fuzzy sets. Each rule represents a partial mapping from x into y.
Figure 13.18 illustrates the concept of approximating the function with fuzzy production rules.
It is easy to notice that the more fuzzy sets we use, for each variable, the higher the approximation
accuracy is. The fuzzy sets for the output variable Y can also be defined as Gaussians, although
for the purpose of showing the equivalence of an RBF network with a fuzzy system they are
defined as their modal values (single values at the peaks of the Gaussians).
If we analyze the previous rule, we notice that from the topology of a standard RBF network,
like the one shown in Figure 13.11, we can also write a similar rule, namely:
IF x falls within the receptive field i THEN wi
However, the value of the weight wi has no meaning, whereas fuzzy set Bj can have real
meaning. A simple solution is to replace the weight wi with a fuzzy set Bj . Let us comment on
the significance of the equivalence of these two topologies for the knowledge discovery process.
Once a trend in the data is discovered with the RBF network, we can switch to a set of fuzzy
production rules, where the rules have a clear meaning to the user.
In other words, the output variable may take on a specific value for a specific value of the input
variable (or a set of values if it is a fuzzy set), that is, the RBF network can be made understandable
through the use of the equivalent fuzzy rules system, which is shown in Figure 13.19. Let us note
that the seemingly “second” hidden layer is not a layer but is used to normalize the outputs of the
y

if A4 then B4
if A3 then B3

B4
B3

if A1
then B1

f (x)

if A2
then B2

B2
B1
x
1

1

c1

c2

c3

c4

A1

A2

A3

A4

Figure 13.18. Approximation of a function with fuzzy production rules.
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Figure 13.19. Fuzzy production rules system.

first (and only) hidden layer so that the sum o1 + o2 + o3 = 1, which is not the case for regular
RBFs.
5.10.2. Fuzzy Context RBF Network
Our goal is to make sense of data by designing an RBF network that will result in a neural
network topology that is easy to interpret. We know that the hidden layer in the RBF network
is formed by a series of radial basis functions. Their outputs are then combined linearly by the
neuron(s) at the output layer. By keeping this topology but realizing it in a slightly different
way we can accomplish our goal. Recall that when designing an RBF network, we need
to define the radial basis function centers. For large data sets one solution is to cluster the
data and use the found cluster prototypes as the centers of the receptive fields. We can do
something similar, however, through the use of a fuzzy context. We define a series of such
contexts, also called data mining windows, for the output variable(s). Fuzzy contexts are represented by fuzzy sets and are used to select from a database only the records of interest to the
user. More specifically, only those records whose corresponding field matches the context to
a nonzero degree are processed. As shown in Figure 13.20, the fuzzy context, say, negative
small output, corresponds only to specific input–output pairs to be selected from the entire
database.

DM window

Fuzzy context:
negative small

Chosen part
of database

Database

Figure 13.20. Fuzzy context and its data windowing effect on the original training set.
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As a result, only the selected (input) data becomes “clustered”. This leads to context-oriented
clustering of data, done for each context separately. The collection of such identified cluster
centers is then used to form neuron centers for the RBF hidden layer. More specifically, for each
context i we cluster pertinent data into ci clusters. This means that for p contexts, we end up with
c1  c2  cp clusters. The collection of these clusters will define the hidden layer for the RBF
network. The outputs of the neurons of this layer are then linearly combined by the output-layer
neuron(s).
The output neuron, with a linear transfer function, combines the outputs of the hiddenlayer neurons via its weights. The difference, however, when using the fuzzy-context RBF
network is that all connections are fuzzy sets and not numbers/weights as in the standard RBF
network. Moreover, these fuzzy sets are the fuzzy contexts already specified for the purpose of
clustering. This eliminates the need to train the weights between the hidden and output layers.
One advantage of using the fuzzy context is shortening of training time, which can be substantial
for large databases. More importantly, the network can be directly interpreted as collection of
IF…THEN…rules, as we have learned above. Since the connections between the neurons are
now defined as fuzzy sets, the result is also a fuzzy set. The computations involve rules of fuzzy
arithmetic.
To illustrate the fuzzy context RBF let us denote the output (see Figure 13.21) by y:
y = o11 + o12 +
+ op1 + op2 +

+ o1c1 A1 + o21 + o22 +

+ o2c2 A2 +

+ opcp Ap

where oi ∈ 0 1 are activation levels of the receptive fields associated with the ith context, and
As are the fuzzy sets of the context. The calculations are greatly simplified if the contexts are
taken as triangular fuzzy numbers (although one could also Gaussians fuzzy numbers or use some
other form of a membership function). Then the output of the network (result) is also a triangular
number, with the lower and upper bounds, as well as the modal value, being computed separately.
Example: Let us consider the network with two fuzzy contexts specified as triangular fuzzy
numbers. Figure 13.21 illustrates the topology of the network and the two contexts. Let us assume
that for a given input x, the outputs of the first three hidden-layer neurons corresponding to the
first fuzzy A1 context (negative small) are: 0.0, 0.05, 0.60, and of the next two hidden-layer nodes

o1

x

o2

A1
A1

o3

A1
A2
A2

o4

y

+

o5

A1 = negative small

A2 = positive small
y

–4

Figure 13.21. Fuzzy sets of context.

–1

0

1

4
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corresponding to the second fuzzy A2 context (positive small) are 0.35 and 0.00. Then we obtain
the following:
lower bound 0 + 0 05 + 0 60−4 + 0 35 + 00 = −2 60
modal value 0 + 0 05 + 0 60−1 + 0 35 + 01 = −0 30
upper bound 0 + 0 05 + 0 600 + 0 35 + 04
= 1 40
The result is also a triangular fuzzy number, with the modal value of −0 30 and lower and upper
bounds of −2 60 and 1.40, respectively. Note that the granularity (see Chapter 5) of the result is
usually lower than the granularity of the original fuzzy sets of the context. In particular, if the
input x is such that the activation levels of the receptive fields are equally distributed across the
contexts, say:
first fuzzy context:
0 0 0 5 0 0
second fuzzy context is: 0 5 0 0
we obtain a significant spreading effect in the sense that the result is a fuzzy number, with the
parameters being averages of the individual contexts. That is:
lower bound: 0 5−4 0 + 0 50 = −2 00
modal value: 0 5−1 0 + 0 51 = 0 0
upper bound: 0 50 + 0 54
= 2 00
The fuzzy-context RBF network can be easily interpreted as a collection of rules. The condition
part of each rule is represented by the hidden-layer cluster prototype, while the conclusion of
the rule is formed by the associated fuzzy set of the context. Notice that a receptive field is a
fuzzy relation. Each conclusion is a fuzzy set. The rules are thus expressed at the level of lower
information granularity, namely, fuzzy relations and fuzzy sets. Each rule has the form:
IF input = hidden layer neuron r THEN output = context A
where A is the corresponding context.
With the outputs of the hidden-layer neurons, being continuous and firing to some degree, the
rule with the highest level of firing will be chosen. The result, say, A, is then taken at some
confidence level equal to the level of firing of this rule.

6. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we introduced the basic building blocks of neural network algorithms. Specifically, we discussed the biological neuron and its two models: the spiking neuron model and a
simple neuron model [6, 10, 11, 17]. Then we described the learning rules, which are used to
update the weights between the interconnected neurons, again for networks utilizing the spiking
and simple neuron models [16, 17], and we briefly reviewed popular neural network topologies.
Then we introduced in detail a neural network that has been shown to be very useful in
data mining applications, namely, the Radial Basis Function, which is well covered in several
publications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 18]. We also introduced a simple measure of confidence in
an RBF output, calculated based on the outputs of a hidden layer [19]. Next, we talked about the
use of RBFs in the knowledge discovery process. The most important characteristic of an RBF
in that respect is its equivalence to a system of fuzzy rules [7, 8]. Using this feature, RBFs can
be used for focusing only on those parts of data that are of greatest interest to the user [12, 13].
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7. Exercises
1. Given the following training data:

x1

x2

x3

y

1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
1

0
1
0
1
1
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
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and the initial weight vector w = 1111, use the simple error-correction rule to find, by hand,
the final weight vector. First, draw the training data and the required neural network topology.
Use the bias term xn+1 = 1.
2. Derive a learning rule, similar to the simple error-correction rule, but assume a neuron model
that uses a sigmoid transfer function with 2 = 1. Assume that the error is calculated as
E = 1/2d − y2 , not as d − y, to simplify calculations. The rule will have the form:
wt + 1 = wt − 

E
w

and your task is to calculate this partial derivative (see Figure 13.5).
3. Given the following XOR data:

x1

x2

y

0
1
0
1

1
0
0
1

1
1
0
0

a) Use the RBF network (see Figure 13.11) with the Gaussian basis function with  = 1, and
the NADP method, to calculate the outputs of all the hidden layer neurons for all inputs.
Show your results in a tabular form.
b) Define just two neurons in the hidden layer of the RBF network, with the centers equal to
the last two training data points, and calculate the same as in a). In addition, draw the data
points in the original space of x1 and x2 and in the image space of 1 and 2 .
4. Assume that the data points corresponding to Figure 13.11 are as follows:

x1

x2

Category

1
2
3
5
8
10
10
10
12

8
7
6
5
5
11
8
2
5

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

Use an RBF network, with the NADP method, for selecting the basis function centers with the
Gaussian basis function, with equal spreads, and calculate the hidden-layer weights by hand.
Show all calculations.

14
Text Mining

In this Chapter, we explain concepts and methods of text mining. We describe information retrieval
that provides a platform for performing text mining. The specific topics include linguistic text
preprocessing, text similarity measures, approximate search, and the notion of relevance.

1. Introduction
In the previous Chapters, we focused on data mining methods for analysis and extraction of useful
knowledge from structured data such as flat file, relational, transactional, and data warehouse
data. In contrast, in this Chapter we are concerned with the analysis of text databases that consist
of mainly semistructured or unstructured data. Text databases usually consist of collections of
articles, research papers, e-mails, blogs, discussion forums, and web pages. With the rapid growth
of Internet use by both businesses and individuals, these resources are growing in size extremely
fast due to the advancements in conversion of paper-based documents into an electronic format
and the proliferation of the WWW services.
Semi-structured data are neither completely structured (e.g., a relational table) nor completely
unstructured (e.g., free text). A semistructured document contains some structured fields such
as title, list of authors, keywords, publication date, category, etc., and some unstructured fields,
such as abstract and contents. One of the unique features of text mining is the very large number
of features that describe each document. Typically, for a given text database we can extract
thousands of features like keywords/concepts/terms. In contrast, when analyzing flat files or a
relational table, we find that the number of features typically ranges from a few to a few hundred.
The features and the documents are very sparse, i.e., each document will contain only a small
subset of all the keywords, and most keywords will occur only in a limited number of documents.
Therefore, most of the entries in a binary vector of features, which is often used to represent a
document, may be zeros (indicating absence of the features).
Traditional data mining techniques are often not adequate to handle the large size of already
large and rapidly growing text databases. Typically, only a small portion of the documents from a
text database is relevant to a given user, and thus selection of these documents (and extraction of
knowledge from them) is the focus of text mining. This area provides users with methodologies
to compare documents, rank their importance and relevance, and find patterns and trends across
different (sometimes related) documents.
We introduce here the information retrieval field, which provides basic functionalities for
performing text mining. Next, we concentrate on techniques that are used to transform a semistructured (or unstructured) document into a form suitable for text mining. These include simple
linguistic preprocessing, such as removal of stop words, stemming and finding synonyms.
Finally, the vector-space model, which uses a term frequency matrix and tf-idf weighting, and
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text similarity measures are described, and a discussion about latent semantic analysis and
relevance feedback improvements to information retrieval systems is presented. Upon finishing
this Chapter, the reader will recognize and understand the problems and solutions related to text
mining.

2. Information Retrieval Systems
There are three main types of retrieval within the knowledge discovery process framework:
– data retrieval, which concerns retrieval of structured data from DBMS and data warehouses
(see Chapter 6)
– information retrieval, which concerns the organization and retrieval of information from large
collections of semistructured or unstructured text-based databases and the WWW
– knowledge retrieval, which concerns the generation of knowledge from (usually) structured
data, as thoroughly discussed in Chapter 9 through 13
The ISO 2382/1 standard, published in 1984, defines information retrieval (IR) as “[the]
actions, methods and procedures for recovering stored data to provide information on a given
subject.” According to this standard, the actions include text indexing, inquiry analysis, and
relevance analysis; the data include text, tables, diagrams, speech, video, etc.; and the information
includes the relevant knowledge needed to support problem solving, knowledge acquisition, etc.
Here we concentrate on information retrieval in text databases.
A typical IR task is to identify documents that are relevant to the user’s input, expressed
in terms of keywords or example documents. This approach is in contrast to database systems
that focus on efficient processing of queries and transactions over structured data and include
additional functionalities such as transaction processing, concurrent control, recovery mechanisms,
etc. (see Chapter 6). The IR focuses on a different set of problems that includes handling of
semistructured or unstructured documents, approximate search based on keywords, and the
notion of relevance.
2.1. Basic Definitions
The core IR vocabulary includes the following four terms:
– database, which is defined as a collection of text documents
– document, which consists of a sequence of terms in a natural language that expresses ideas
about some topic
– term, which is defined as a semantic unit, phrase, or word (or more precisely a root of the
word)
– query, which is a request for documents that concern a particular topic that is of interest to the
user of an IR system
IR systems aim at finding relevant documents in response to the user’s query. They match the
language of the query with the language of the document. However, the matching of a simple word
(term) between a query and a document does not provide a proper solution, since the same word
may have many different semantic meanings. This is the polysemy problem, in which the same
term means different things depending on a particular context. For instance, make can be associated
with “make a mistake,” “make of a car,” “make up excuses,” and “make-believe”. Similarly,
for the query Abraham Lincoln, the IR system may return documents that contain sentences
like “Abraham owns a Lincoln. It is a very comfortable car.”—which probably is not what we
were looking for. Finally, for a general query such as what is the funniest movie ever made?,
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how would the IR know what the user’s preferences are? The latter example demonstrates the
difficulties inherent in natural languages. The main mechanisms that address the above issues are
the approximate search and the relevance measure.
Most data mining algorithms and DBMSs provide just one “right” answer, e.g., the shortest
path from node A to node B in a graph, a diagnosis based on a patient’s clinical information, or
an answer to the user’s SQL query, such as
SELECT Price FROM Sales WHERE Item = “book”
In contrast, IR systems provide a number of possibly good answers and let the user choose the
right one(s). For instance, the user’s query Lincoln may return information about Abraham Lincoln,
a Lincoln dealership, the Lincoln Memorial, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and the Lincoln
University in New Zealand. In other words, IR systems do not give just one right answer but perform
an approximate search that returns multiple, potentially correct answers.
IR systems are concerned with providing information stored in a database. The key element
required to implement such systems is to provide measurement of the relevance between the
documents stored in the database and the user’s query, i.e., to measure the relation between
the requested information and the retrieved information. IR systems use heuristics to find such
relevant information. They find documents that are close to the right answer and use heuristics
to measure how close they come to the right answer. The inherent difficulty is that very often we
do not know the right answer. A partial solution involves using measures of precision and recall
that measure the accuracy of IR systems (see Section 2.4).
2.2. Architecture of Information Retrieval Systems
An overall architecture of IR systems is shown in Figure 14.1. In general, these systems first
preprocess the database and implement methods to compute relevance between the documents
in the preprocessed database and the user’s query. Systems that are capable of dealing with
semi-structured data annotate individual terms or portions of the document using tags; otherwise,
the tagging is skipped and the terms are left without annotations. After a user writes the query,
database
tagged
data D1: <DOC> <DOCNO>
1</DOCNO><TEXT>Lincoln
Park Zoo is every …</DOC>
D2: <DOC> <DOCNO>
2</DOCNO><TEXT>This
website includes a biography,
photographs, …</DOC>
….

textual
data D1: Lincoln Park Zoo is

inverted
index
lincoln: D1, D2, D13, D54, …
zoo: D2, D43, D198, …
website: D1, D2, D3, D4, …
university: D4, D8, D14, …
…

similarity (D1, query) = 0.15
similarity (D2, query) = 0.10
similarity (D3, query) = 0.14
similarity (D4, query) = 0.75
…

similarity
measure

everyone’s zoo …
D2: This website includes a
biography, photographs, and
lots …
D3: Biography of Abraham
Lincoln, the sixteenth President
…

Welcome
to Lincoln
Center for
Perfor …

Welcome
to the
March 31,
Univers.
1849
of Nebraska Lincoln
returns …

transformed
query where

document D4
document D52
document D12
document D134
…

list of
ranked
documents

Figure 14.1. Basic architecture of information retrieval systems.

university
nebraska
lincoln

query
where is the University
of Nebraska Lincoln?

user
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the IR system transforms it to extract important terms that are consistent with terms extracted
from the preprocessed documents, and computes similarity (relevance) between the query and the
documents based on these terms. Finally, a ranked list of documents, according to their decreasing
similarity with the query, is returned.
Each document (and the user’s query) is represented using a bag-of-words model, which
ignores order of the words in the document, the syntactic structure of the document, and individual
sentences. The document is transformed into a bag of independent words. The words are stored in
a special search database, which is organized as an inverted index, i.e., it converts the original
documents that consist of a set of words into a list of words associated with the corresponding
documents where they occur.
2.3. Linguistic Preprocessing
The creation of the inverted index requires linguistic preprocessing, which aims at extracting
important terms from the document represented as the bag of words. Here, we constrain our
discussion to preprocessing of English text only. Term extraction usually includes two main
operations:
1. Removal of stop words. Stop words are defined as terms that are irrelevant with respect to
the main subject of the database, although they may occur frequently in the documents. They
include determiners, conjunctions, prepositions, and the like.
– A determiner is a nonlexical element preceding a noun in a noun phrase, and includes
articles (a, an, the); demonstratives, when used with noun phrases (this, that, these, those);
possessive determiners (her, his, its, my, our, their, your); and quantifiers (all, few, many,
several, some, every).
– A conjunction is a part of speech that is used to combine two words, phrases, or clauses
together, and includes coordinating conjunctions (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so), correlative
conjunctions (both … and, either … or, not (only) … but (… also)), and subordinating
conjunctions (after, although, if, unless, because).
– A preposition links nouns, pronouns, and phrases to other words in a sentence (on, beneath,
over, of, during, beside, etc.).
– Finally, stop words include some custom-defined words that are related to the subject of the
database, e.g., for a database that lists all research papers related to heart diseases, heart and
disease should be removed.
2. Stemming. The words that appear in documents often have many morphological variants.
Therefore, each word that is not a stop word is reduced to its corresponding stem word
(term), i.e., the words are stemmed to obtain their root form by removing common prefixes
and suffixes. In this way, we can identify groups of corresponding words where the words in
the group are syntactical variants of each other and can collect only one word per group. For
instance, the words disease, diseases, and diseased share a common stem term disease, and
can be treated as different occurrences of this word.
In short, the search database lists only stemmed terms that are filtered through the stop word
list. Optionally, more advanced IR systems perform part-of-speech tagging, which associates
each filtered term with corresponding categories such as noun, verb, adjective, etc.
The user’s query consists of words combined by Boolean operators, and, in some cases, specific
additional features such as contextual or positional operators. For instance, a query Abraham
Lincoln is represented as Abraham AND Lincoln and can include positional operator Abraham
AND Lincoln AND located in the document’s topic. The query is transformed using the bag-ofwords model and the same linguistic preprocessing as the documents themselves. Additionally,
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queries are often expanded by finding synonyms. Synonyms are words that have similar meaning
but are different from a morphological point of view. Similarly to stemming, this operation aims
at finding a group of these related words. The main difference is that synonyms do not share the
stem term, but rather are found based on a thesaurus. For example, if a user would type heart
disease query, then the query would be expanded to contain all synonyms of disease like ailment,
complication, condition, disorder, fever, ill, illness, infirmity, malady, sickness, etc.
IR systems do not use linguistic analysis of the semantics of the stored documents and the
queries because they use the bag-of-words model and are therefore domain independent. Next,
we describe how the similarity (relevance) between the documents and queries is computed.
2.4. Measures of Text Retrieval
Let us suppose that an IR system has returned a set of documents to the user’s query. We will
define measures that allow us to evaluate how accurate (correct) the system’s answer is. Two
categories of documents can be found in the entire database: (1) relevant documents, which
are the documents relevant to the user’s query, and (2) retrieved documents, which are the
documents returned to the user by the system. The relation between the two is illustrated by using
the Venn diagram shown in Figure 14.2.
These two types of documents give rise to four possible outcomes, shown in Table 14.1. The two
combinations shown in italics, i.e., retrieved and irrelevant and not retrieved and relevant, represent
mistakes, while the bolded combinations, i.e., X and not retrieved and irrelevant documents, are
correct results.
This table is referred to as the confusion matrix (for details, see Chapter 15) and is used to
define two measures commonly used in text retrieval: precision and recall. For any specific user’s
query the set of not retrieved and irrelevant documents is relatively large, and thus can distort the
measures used to evaluate the returned documents. Therefore, both measures are defined using
the remaining three outcomes.
Precision evaluates the ability of the IR system to retrieve top-ranked documents that are
mostly relevant, and is defined as the percentage of the retrieved documents that are truly relevant
to the user’s query.
Precision =

X
retrieved documents

Recall, on the other hand, evaluates ability of the IR system to find all the relevant items in the
database and is defined as the percentage of the documents that are relevant to the user’s query

Entire collection of documents

Retrieved
documents
Relevant
documents
X = relevant and retrieved documents

Figure 14.2. Relation between relevant and retrieved documents.

X
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Table 14.1. Relation between relevant and retrieved documents.
IR system output

Annotation of documents
in the database

Relevant
Irrelevant

Retrieved

Not retrieved

X = retrieved and relevant
retrieved and irrelevant

not retrieved and relevant
not retrieved and irrelevant

and that were retrieved.
Recall =

X
relevant documents

Note that, outside the area of information retrieval, recall is better known under the name of
sensitivity (see Chapter 15).
The quality of the documents returned by the IR system in response to the query is measured
by a combination of precision and recall. As is usually the case, a tradeoff between precision and
recall needs to be achieved (see Figure 14.3).
Two extreme cases of the two measures are
– very high (about 1) precision and low recall. In this case, the system returns a few documents
and almost all of them are relevant, but at the same time a significant number of other relevant
documents is missing.
– very high (about 1) recall and relatively low precision. In this case, the system returns a large
number of documents that include almost all relevant documents but also include a significant
number of unwanted documents.
The normal cases would lie on a solid curve, shown in Figure 14.3. Generally, it is not possible
to achieve the ideal case, where all retrieved documents are relevant and no relevant documents
are missing in the list returned to the user. An example computation of precision and recall, which
shows the tradeoff between these two measures, is provided in Figure 14.4. Assuming that the
total number of relevant documents in the entire database is 7, the precision and recall values are
computed for different numbers of the returned documents.
Now we explain how the precision and recall are computed based on the user’s query and the
returned set of documents. The precision is relatively easy to estimate, i.e., the user can analyze
each returned document and judge whether it is relevant to his/her query. On the other hand, the

Precision

Returns relevant
documents but misses
many of them

The ideal case

1

Returns most relevant
documents, but includes lots
of unwanted documents

0

Figure 14.3. Tradeoff between precision and recall.

1

Recall
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Total # of relevant documents = 7
Rank
doc #
Relevant? Precision (P) / Recall (R)
1
134
yes
P = 1/1 = 1, R = 1/7 = 0.14
2
1987
yes
P = 2/2 = 1, R = 2/7 = 0.29
3
21
4
8712
yes
P = 3/4 = 0.75, R = 3/7 = 0.43
5
112
6
567
yes
P = 4/6 = 0.67, R = 4/7 = 0.57
7
810
8
12
yes
P = 5/8 = 0.63, R = 5/7 = 0.71
9
346
10
478
11
7834
yes
P = 6/11 = 0.55, R = 6/7 = 0.86
12

3412

still missing one relevant document, and
thus will never reach 100% recall

Figure 14.4. Tradeoff between precision (P) and recall (R).

recall value depends on knowing how many documents in the entire database are relevant to the
query. This number is often not available, and thus one of the following techniques can be used
to estimate it:
– sampling across the database and performing relevance judgment on the documents
– using different retrieval algorithms on the same database for the same query; the relevant
documents are the aggregate of all returned documents
Next, we describe how to measure similarity between two text documents. The similarity
measure is necessary to be able to select documents relevant to the user’s query, i.e., the user
query is also converted into a text document.
2.5. Vector-Space Model
Similarity between text documents is defined based on the bag-of-words representation and uses a
vector-space model in which each document in the database and the user’s query are represented
by a multidimensional vector. The dimensions correspond to individual terms in the database. In
this model:
– Vocabulary is the set of all distinct terms that remain after linguistic preprocessing of the
documents in the database, and contains t index terms. These “orthogonal” terms form a vector
space.
– Each term, i, in either a document or query, j, is given a real-valued weight wij .
– Documents and queries are expressed as t-dimensional vectors dj = w1j  w2j      wtj .
We assume that there are n documents in the database, i.e., j = 1 2     n
An example of the three-dimensional vector-space model for two documents D1 and D2 , a
user’s query Q, and three terms T1  T2 , and T3 is shown in Figure 14.5.
In the vector-space model, a database of all documents is represented by a term-document
matrix (also referred to as term-frequency matrix). Each cell in the matrix corresponds to a
given weight of a term in a given document (see Figure 14.6). A value of zero means that the
term is not present in the document.
Now we explain how the weights wij are computed. The process involves two complementary
elements: the frequency of a term i in document j, and the inverse document frequency of term i.
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D1 = 2T1 + 6T2 +5T3
D2 = 5T1 + 5T2 +2T3

T3

Q1 = 0T1 + 0T2 +2T3

5
D1 = 2T1 + 6T2 + 5T3

2 Q1 = 0T1 + 0T2 + 2T3
D2 = 5T1 + 5T2 + 2T3
5

2
5

T1

6
T2

Figure 14.5. Example vector-space model with two documents D1 and D2 and query Q1 .

More frequent terms in a document are more important, since they are indicative of the topic
of a document. Therefore, the frequency of a term i in document j is defined as
tfij =

fij
maxfij 
i

where fij is the number of times term i occurs in document j. The frequency is normalized by
the frequency of the most common term in the document.
The inverse document frequency is used to indicate the discriminative power of a term i. In
general, terms that appear in many different documents are less indicative for a specific topic.
Therefore, the inverse document frequency is defined as
idfi = log2 

n

dfi

where dfi is the document frequency of term i and equals the number of documents that contain
term i. Log2 is used to dampen the effect relative to tfij .
Finally, weights wij are computed using the tf-idf measure (term frequency-inversed document
frequency), which is defined as
wij = tfij × idfi
The highest weight is assigned to terms that occur frequently in the document j, but rarely in
the rest of the database of documents. Although some other ways of determining term weights are
⎡

⎤
T1 T2 · · · Tt
⎢D1 w11 w21 · · · wt1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢D2 w12 w22 · · · wt2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢       ⎥
⎣   
  ⎦
Dn w1n w2n · · · wtn
Figure 14.6. Example term-document matrix for a database of n documents and t terms.
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Document: “data cube contains x data dimension, y data dimension, and z data dimension”
(underlines show the “ignored” letters due to linguistic preprocessing)

– The term frequencies are
data (4), dimension (3), cube (1), contain (1)
– If we assume that the entire collection contains 10,000 documents and the document
frequencies of these four terms are
data (1300), dimension (250), cube (50), contain (3100)
then the following tf-idf weights will be computed:
data:
dimension:
cube:
contain:

tf
tf
tf
tf

= 4/4
= 3/4
= 1/4
= 1/4

idf
idf
idf
idf

= log 210000/1300 = 294
= log 210000/250 = 532
= log 210000/50 = 764
= log 210000/3100 = 169

tf-idf = 294
tf-idf = 399
tf-idf = 191
tf-idf = 042

Figure 14.7. Example computation of tf-idf weights.

also used, the tf-idf weighting is the most popular and has been found to work very well through
extensive experimentation.
Figure 14.7 shows an example computation of tf-idf weights for a document that includes the
sentence “data cube contains x data dimension, y data dimension, and z data dimension.”
The vector-space model and the tf-idf weighting are used to define measure for finding
documents that are close to the user’s query. There are multiple ways in which this closeness
can be measured, e.g., distance between vectors, angle between vectors, distance or angle using
projection of the vectors, etc. (see Figure 14.5). In the next section, we describe one of the most
popular similarity measures.

2.6. Text Similarity Measures
Text similarity measure is a function that is used to compute the degree of similarity between
two vectors. It is used to quantify similarity between the user’s query and each of the documents
from the database. The measure allows ranking of the documents with respect to their similarity
(relevance) to the query. After the documents are ranked, a fixed number of top-scoring documents
is returned to the user. Alternatively, a threshold may be used to decide how many documents
will be returned. The threshold can be used to control the tradeoff between precision and recall,
e.g., a high threshold value will usually result in high precision and low recall.
A popular text-similarity measure is the cosine measure, which is computed as the angle
between the two vectors. Given the vectors representing document dj and query q, and t terms
extracted from the database, the cosine measure is defined as
t

 j · q
→ →
d
similaritydj  q  =     =
   
dj  · q

wij · wiq 

i=1
t
i=1

wij2 ·

t
i=1

2
wiq
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T3

5

D1 = 2T1 + 6T2 + 5T3
2

D2 = 5T1 + 5T2 + 2T3
Q1 = 0T1 + 0T2 + 2T3
2

5

T1

5
6
T2

Figure 14.8. Similarity between documents D1 and D2 and query Q1 .

Example: For two documents D1 = 2T1 + 6T2 + 5T3 and D2 = 5T1 + 5T2 + 2T3 and query
Q = 0T1 + 0T2 + 2T3 given in Figure 14.5, the following cosine values are computed:
→

→

similarityD1  Q =
→

→

similarityD2  Q =

2 · 0 + 6 · 0 + 5 · 2
4 + 36 + 25 · 0 + 0 + 4
5 · 0 + 5 · 0 + 2 · 2
25 + 25 + 4 · 0 + 0 + 4

=√
=√

10
65 · 4
4
54 · 4

= 062
= 027

The example shows that according to the cosine measure document, D1 is more similar to the
query than document D2 . In fact, the angle between D1 and Q is much smaller than the angle
between D2 and Q, see Figure 14.8.
This result agrees with common sense. The query has two terms T3 and no terms T1 and T2 .
Document D1 has three more terms T3 than document D2 and fewer irrelevant terms T1 and T2 .

3. Improving Information Retrieval Systems
The basic design of the IR systems described in the previous section can be enhanced to increase
precision and recall and to improve the term-document matrix. The former issue is often addressed
by using the relevance feedback mechanism, while the latter is addressed by using latent semantic
indexing.
3.1. Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent semantic indexing aims to improve the effectiveness of the IR system by retrieving documents
that are more relevant to a user’s query through manipulation of the term-document matrix. The
original term-document matrix is often too large for the available computing resources. Additionally,
it is also presumed to be noisy, e.g., some anecdotal occurrences of terms should be eliminated,
and too sparse with respect to the “true” term-document matrix. Therefore, the original matrix is
approximated by a smaller, “de-noisified” matrix.
The new matrix is computed using the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique, a
well-known matrix theory method. Given a t × n term-document matrix representing t terms and
n documents, the SVD removes some of the rows and columns of the original matrix to reduce
it to the size of k × k, where k is usually around a few hundred, while in real IR systems t and n
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values are around a few thousand. SVD aims to remove the least significant parts of the original
matrix by following these steps:
– Create a term-document matrix.
– Compute the singular value decompositions of the term-document matrix by splitting it into
three smaller matrices U , S, and V , where U and V are orthogonal, i.e., U T U = I, and S is a
diagonal matrix of singular values. The latter matrix is of size k × k and constitutes the reduced
version of the original term-document matrix.
– For each document, replace its term-document vector by a new one that excludes terms eliminated during SVD
– Store all new vectors and create a multidimensional index to facilitate the search procedures.
SVD is described in details in Chapter 7. Commonly used implementations of SVD can be
found in MATLAB and LAPACK.
3.2. Relevance Feedback
Relevance feedback aims to improve the relevance of the returned documents by modifying
the user’s query. It adds additional terms to the initial query, which may match more relevant
documents. The overall process of the relevance feedback system is shown in Figure 14.9. It
consists of the following steps:
1. Perform an IR search on the initial query.
2. Obtain feedback from the user as to what documents are relevant and find new terms (with
respect to the initial query) from known relevant documents.
3. Add new terms to the initial query to form a new query.
4. Repeat the search using the new query.
5. Return a set of relevant documents based on the new query.
6. User evaluates the returned documents.
The relevance feedback (Step 2 of the above procedure) can be performed either manually
or automatically. In the former case, the user manually identifies relevant documents, and new
terms are selected either manually or automatically. In the latter case, the relevant documents
are identified automatically by using the top-ranked documents, and new terms are selected
automatically using the following steps:

IR system
2
new terms

1

3
new query

query

6

matching
documents

user

Figure 14.9. The relevance feedback-based IR system.
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– Find the N top-ranked documents.
– Identify all terms from the N top-ranked documents.
– Select the feedback terms, say, based on selecting several top terms with respect to maximal
values of tf-idf weights and excluding the terms from the original user’s query.
The relevance feedback usually improves average precision by increasing the number of “good”
terms in the query, but at the same time it requires more computational work and in some case
can decrease effectiveness, i.e., one newly added bad term can undo the good caused by lots of
good terms.

4. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter we introduced concepts and methods related to text mining and information
retrieval. The most important topics discussed in this Chapter are the following:
– Information retrieval (IR) concerns the organization and retrieval of information from large
collections of semistructured or unstructured text-based databases and the WWW.
– Documents are processed by the IR systems and consist of a sequence of terms in a natural
language that expresses ideas about some topic. A term is defined as a semantic unit, phrase,
or a root of the word.
– A query is the request for documents that concern a particular topic of interest to the IR system
user.
– In IR, each document (and the user’s query) is represented by using a bag-of-words model.
The words (terms) are stored in a special search database, which is organized as an inverted
index.
– Creation of the inverted index requires linguistic preprocessing, which includes removal of
stop words and stemming, and aims at extracting important terms from document. Synonyms
are also found to expand the user’s queries.
– Precision and recall (sensitivity) measures are used to evaluate the accuracy of IR systems.
– The similarity between text documents is defined based on the bag-of-words representation and
uses a vector-space model that is used to derive the term-document matrix. The most popular
text similarity is the cosine measure.
– IR systems increase their accuracy by using a relevance feedback mechanism and improve
effectiveness by using latent semantic indexing.
Introductory-level texts and survey articles concerning text mining can be found in [1, 2, 4, 6,
9, 11], while collections of edited articles are in [5, 7, 8]. The latent semantic indexing method
is described in [3], and related resources can be found on the web site of the Latent Semantic
Analysis Group at the University of Colorado at Boulder (http://lsa.colorado.edu/). Relevance
feedback was proposed in [10, 12].
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5. Exercises
1. Define stemming and discuss how it is performed. Are stemming and lemmatization two
synonyms or two different terms? If they are different, then explain the differences and discuss
which one is more suitable in the context of an information retrieval task.
2. Discuss how XML and related standards could help to perform text mining. Give a list of
relevant XML-based standards and briefly describe what they are used for.
3. Investigate how synonyms can be identified. Given an answer to this general question, research
how the synonyms can be identified for the MEDLINE® repository (On-line Medical Literature
Analysis and Retrieval System), which is the world’s biggest repository of medical literature
citations and abstracts (hint: visit http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/).
4. Research and discuss different text similarity measures and contrast them with the cosine
measure, which was introduced in this Chapter.
(a) Use scientific references to point out the advantages and disadvantages of the other measures
when compared with the cosine measure.
(b) Compute the corresponding similarity values for the two documents and the query given in
Section 2.5.
5. Consider a text database that consists of email messages. The emails can be viewed as semistructured documents that include annotated fields such as topic, sender, etc., and unstructured text.
Investigate the following:
(a) How would you store this database to facilitate multidimensional searches (by topic, sender,
title, etc.)?
(b) Assuming that each email in the database could be categorized as spam, normal, and
priority, describe how you would design a data mining system that can automatically
categorize future emails into these categories. Include information about how this system
will be trained and how the emails will be preprocessed.
(c) Research the literature on existing systems that perform classification as described in
question 6b. Give the citations, if any, and briefly describe the design of such systems.

Part 5
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Assessment of Data Models

In this Chapter, we describe methods for the selection and assessment of models generated from
data. Before we describe these methods, an important note needs to be made: It is the user/owner
of the data who ultimately approves or disapproves the generated model of the data. The user
often does so without using any formal methods but instead judges the usefulness of the generated
knowledge (information) using his/her domain knowledge.

1. Introduction
Below we describe the methods to be used by a data miner before presenting the selected model,
and its assessment, to the user. The user then makes a final decision about whether to accept the
model in its current form, and use it for some purpose, or to ask the data miner to generate a new
one. The latter outcome is frequently the fate of initial models: they are rejected because it takes
several iterations (in the knowledge discovery process loop) and interactions with the user before
an acceptable model is found. After all, it is the owner of the data who decided to undertake
a data mining project and thus will accept only results that were not previously known to him
(although known results validate DM models generated in a “blind” way). The user’s expectation
of a DM project is to find some new information/knowledge, hidden in the data, so that it can be
used for some advantage.
Another note: A data miner assesses the quality of the generated model often by using the
same data that were used to generate the model itself (albeit divided into training and testing data
sets), while the user depends not only on the DM data and results but also on his or her deep
(expert) domain knowledge. In spite of the KDP requirement that the data miner learns as much
as possible about the DM domain and the data, his or her knowledge obviously constitutes only
a subset of the knowledge of the experts (data owners). Learning knowledge about a domain is
not a trivial task. To illustrate this, let us note that the best bioinformaticians would be those
with doctoral degrees (and experience) in both molecular biology and computer science, which
is rarely the case. Data miners in this example are computer scientists who know only bits and
pieces about molecular biology.
Most often, a data miner generates several models of the data and needs to decide which one
to accept as the “best” in terms of how well it explains the data and/or its predictive power,
before presenting it to the data owner. What are the methods for selecting the “best” model from
among several generated? As stated above, the data owner utilizes his domain knowledge for
model assessment. Data miners can do the same but since their knowledge is not as deep as
that of the users, they have attempted to formalize the process by coming up with some simple
measures, often called interestingness measures, which the users supposedly use; later in this
Chapter we will discuss some of them. A similar approach would be for data miners to reason
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from first principles, such as laws of physics, mathematical theorems, etc.; however, this approach
is beyond the scope of this book. Instead, in this Chapter we focus on the heuristic, data-reuse
(data resampling), and analytic methods for model selection and validation.

2. Models, their Selection, and their Assessment
Let us recall the definition of a model before talking about methods for its assessment and
selection. We will use the terms model, classifier, and estimator with the understanding that they
mean basically the same thing. A classifier is a model of data used for a classification purpose:
given a new input, it assigns that input to one of the classes it was designed/trained to recognize.
The term estimator originated in statistics and will be defined later. The reason we will use
all these terms interchangeably is that model assessment methods originated independently in
disciplines such as statistics, pattern recognition, and information theory, while using different
terminology.
A model can be defined as a description of causal relationships between input and output
variables. This description can be formulated in several ways and can take the form of a classifier,
neural network, decision tree, production rules, mathematical equations, etc. In fact, many data
modeling methods were developed in the form of mathematical equations in the area of statistics.
The number of independent pieces of information required for estimating the model is called the
model’s degree of freedom. For instance, if we calculate the mean, it has one degree of freedom.
From this definition, especially when the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number
of parameters (the typical case), originates one of the simplest heuristics for model selection: one
should choose a parsimonious model, one that uses the fewest number of parameters, among
several acceptably well-performing models.
When we talk about a model, there is always a model error associated with it. Model error is
calculated as the difference between the observed/true value and the model output value, and is
expressed either as an absolute or squared error between the observed and model output values.
When we generate a model of the data, we say that we fit the model to the data. However, in
addition to fitting the model to the data, we are also interested in using the model for prediction.
Thus, once we have generated several models and have selected the “best” one, we need to
validate it, not only for its goodness of fit (fit error), but also for its goodness of prediction
(prediction error). In the neural network and machine learning literature, goodness of prediction
is often referred to as the generalization error. The latter term ties goodness of prediction into
the concepts of overfitting, or underfitting, the data. Overfitting means an unnecessary increase
in model complexity. For example, increasing the number of parameters and the model degrees of
freedom, beyond what is necessary increases the model’s variance (although we never know what
is necessary in the first place: we can only estimate it after assessing its goodness of prediction).
Underfitting is the opposite notion to overfitting, i.e., too simple a model will not fit the data
well. As a corollary/rule of thumb of these definitions, when the available data set is small,
we should fit to it a simple model, not a complex one. See more discussion about overfitting
and underfitting in the section on the bias-variance dilemma below. In the typical data mining
situation, several models are generated. Then the data miner needs to choose one “best” model,
an undertaking referred to as model selection.
From the above discussion, we note that to evaluate the model, we need to calculate its error.
However, the error can be calculated only if training data, meaning known inputs corresponding
to known outputs, are available. We also recall from Part IV that data mining methods for
building models of data can be divided into three general categories: unsupervised, supervised,
and semisupervised. Thus, on the one hand, we can categorize model assessment techniques
depending on the nature of the data available (training versus unsupervised (meaning no known
outputs are associated with data items)) and as our ability or inability to calculate the errors. On
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the other hand, we can divide model assessment techniques into groups based on the nature of
the methods:
– Data-reuse, or resampling, methods (simple split, cross-validation, bootstrap) are very popular
in evaluating supervised learning models.
– Heuristic (parsimonious model, Occam’s razor) methods are not formal, are very simple, but
are probably the most frequently used (often subconsciously used) methods.
– Analytical (Minimum Description Length, Aikake’s Information Criterion, and Bayesian Information Criterion) methods are formal and elegant, but not very practical.
– Interestingness measures try to mimic process of model evaluation used by the owner/user of
the data; they are relatively new but becoming more popular.
Another possible categorization would be into methods for model selection, methods for
assessment of the goodness of fit, and methods for assessment of the goodness of prediction. We
will present the model assessment methods in what follows according to the above four-bullet
categorization but will use the names of the techniques themselves, since these are better known.
An important note: since the evaluation of models generated by unsupervised (or semisupervised) methods is more difficult than the evaluation of models generated from training data, we
have described the quality assessment of the former in the Chapters where they are discussed.
As a result, the evaluation of clustering models, done via calculation of various cluster validity
measures, is presented in Chapter 9 on clustering because it was easier to explain and understand
them there. The same is the case for association rules, covered in Chapter 10, and text mining
methods, described in Chapter 14. However, some measures described in the latter two Chapters
are also mentioned here for completeness. In what follows, we describe techniques for model
validation and model selection.
2.1. The Bias-Variance Dilemma
To evaluate goodness of fit and goodness of prediction of a model, we must be able to calculate
error. There are two components of error: bias and variance. Bias can be defined as the error
that cannot be reduced by increasing the sample size. It is present even if an infinite sample
is available; it is a systematic error. Sources of bias are, for example, a measurement error (an
experimental error that cannot be removed), a sample error (the sample may not be correctly drawn
from the population, and thus may not represent the data correctly), or an error associated with
a particular form of an estimator, etc. Bias is calculated as the difference between the estimated
expected value and the true value of some parameter:

B = Ep − p
Its squared value, B2 , is one of the two components (the other is variance, S) of the mean square
error, MSE, which calculates the mean square difference between a true value of a parameter, p,
and its estimated value, p:
MSEp = Ep − p2 = Sp + B2 p
where the variance is
S =
2



i


pi − pi 

2

/N − 1
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for the unbiased estimation of the population variance, or



S2 =
pi − pi 2 /N
i

for the biased one.
Variance can be defined as an additional error (additional to bias) that is incurred given a
finite sample (because of sensitivity to random fluctuations). Biased estimators have a nonzero
bias (meaning that the estimated expected value is different from the true value) while unbiased
estimators have zero bias of the estimate. An Estimator is a method used to calculate a parameter.
It is a variable defined as function of the sample values. Examples are a histogram density
estimator, which estimates density based on counts per interval/bin; and a Bayesian estimator,
which estimates the a posteriori probability from the a priori probability via Bayes’ rule. The
simplest nonparametric estimator (meaning one that does not depend on complete knowledge of
the underlying distribution) is the sample mean that estimates the population mean. The latter,
in fact, constitutes the simplest model of the data. We know from Part IV of this book that
estimators/models of the data are characterized by different degrees of complexity (in the case of
the just given examples, the complexity ranges, in ascending order, from a sample mean, through
a histogram, to a Bayesian estimator).
From the above definition of the MSE, we see that there is a tradeoff between bias and
variance, known as the bias-variance dilemma. If a given MSE has large bias, then it has a small
accompanying variance, and vice versa. We are interested in finding an estimator/model that is
neither too complex (and thus may overfit the data) nor too simple (and thus may underfit the data).
Such a model can be found by minimizing the MSE value, with acceptable bias and variance. In
Figure 15.1 we show a graph where the y-axis represents the values of the bias/variance/MSE,
while the x-axis represents the complexity/data size of the estimator/model.
Now we shift attention to the goodness-of-fit and goodness-of-prediction, or in other words, to
training and test errors. We know from Part IV that it is easy, say, to overtrain a neural network
(making it unnecessarily complex by having too many neurons in a hidden layer) by reducing the
training error to a very small value. Overtraining usually means that the data have been overfitted.

MSE

Bias
Variance
MSE

Variance

Bias
optimal

Figure 15.1. Illustration of the bias-variance dilemma.
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Figure 15.2. Choosing an optimally complex model with acceptable fit and prediction errors.

When such an (over-) trained neural network is used on the test data, its prediction/generalization
error is usually large. Again, we are interested in finding a model that is neither too complex
nor too simple. Figure 15.2 illustrates the general idea of choosing a model that does not overfit
the data, which means that it should perform acceptably well on both training and test data, as
measured by the error between the true/desired value and the actual model output value.

3. Simple Split and Cross-Validation
When a large data set composed of known inputs corresponding to known outputs exists, we
evaluate the model simply by splitting the available data into two parts: the training part, used
for fitting the model, and the test part, used for evaluation of its goodness of prediction.
The question is how to split the data into these two parts. The best strategy is to do so randomly,
using a rule-of-thumb formula that states that about 2/3 (or 1/2) of the data should be used for
training. A good approach is to start with about 1/2 of the data for training, but if goodness of
prediction on the test data is not acceptable, then to go back and use 2/3 of the data for training.
This method is characterized by high bias (because of the small data size) but low variance.
If the results are still unsatisfactory, then we need to use a more expensive computational
method, called cross-validation, to estimate the goodness of prediction of the model. Informally,
we can state that cross-validation is to be used in situations where the data set is relatively small
but difficult (meaning that splitting it into just two parts does not result in good prediction).
Let n be the number of data points in the training data set. Let k be an integer index that is
much smaller than n. In a k-fold cross-validation, we divide the entire data set into k equal-size
subsets, and use k-1 parts for training and the remaining part for testing and calculation of the
prediction error (goodness of prediction). We repeat the procedure k times, and report the average
from the k runs. This method is frequently used in reporting the results in the literature as a
10-fold cross-validation, when the data set is divided into ten subsets and the final prediction
error is calculated as 1/10 times the sum of the ten errors.
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In an extreme situation, when the data set is very small, we use n-fold cross-validation, which
is also known as the leave-one-out method. It is computationally expensive and obviously not
practical for use on large data sets; it is characterized by low bias accompanied by high variance.

4. Bootstrap
Bootstrap is computationally more expensive than cross-validation. Bootstrap gives a nonparametric estimate of the error of a model in terms of its bias and variance. It works as follows. We
draw x samples (in practice we choose x to be between 30 and 100) of equal size from a population
consisting of n samples, with the purpose of calculating confidence intervals for the estimates.
A strong assumption is made that the available data set of n samples constitutes the population
itself. Then, from this “population”, x samples of size n (notice that this is the same size as the
original data set), called bootstrap samples, are drawn, with replacement. Next, we fine-tune the
existing model (originally fitted to our data of size n) to each of the x bootstrap samples. Having
done this, we can assess the goodness of fit (error) for each of the bootstrap samples, and we can
average over the x samples (let us denote by xi the ith realization of the bootstrap sample, where
i = 1     x to calculate the bootstrap estimate of the bias and variance as
Bt =

x
1
x −t
x i i

where t is the estimate calculated from the original data:
S 2 t =

x


xi − tave 2 /x − 1 where tave =

i

x
1
x
x i i

To use bootstrap for calculating goodness of prediction, we treat the set of bootstrap samples
as the training data set, and the original training data set as the test set. Thus, we fit the model
to all bootstrap samples, and calculate the prediction error on the original data. The problem
with this approach is that prediction error is too optimistic (good), since the bootstrap samples
are drawn with replacement. In other words, we calculate the prediction/generalization error on
highly overlapping data (with many data items in the test set being the same as the training data).
Stated differently, the bootstrap method is a sort of “cheating”, similar to a situation where one
would report prediction error calculated on the training data. In this respect, cross-validation is
better than bootstrap, since we calculate prediction error on a portion of data that was set aside
for this purpose. Because of this basic drawback, there exist many, improved, variations of the
basic bootstrap method, the most obvious one being its combination with cross-validation.

5. Occam’s Razor Heuristic
The most popular heuristic for assessing goodness of a model is Occam’s razor. It states that the
simplest explanation (model) of the observed phenomena, in a given domain, is most likely to be the
correct one. The idea is very convincing, but there are problems associated with its use in practice.
For one, we do not know how to determine “the simplest explanation”. Most would intuitively agree
with its author, William of Ockham (more often spelled “Occam”), who wrote, “Entia non sunt
multiplicanda praeter necessitatem” (‘entities are not to be multiplied beyond necessity’). In other
words, given several models (specified, for example, in terms of production IF… THEN… rules), a
more “compact” model (composed of a smaller number of rules, especially if on average the rules
in this model are shorter than in all other models) should be chosen. Having said this, we note that,
in many cases, the Occam’s razor (in analogy to naïve Bayes) works quite well and can be used as
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a guiding principle (assuming that there is not enough time to do a more extensive evaluation, or
that appropriate data required for calculating other measures do not exist) for selecting one of the
generated models (either by supervised or unsupervised model building methods).
Also, worth mentioning is that the Occam’s razor heuristic is built into most machine learning
algorithms (including those described in this book) – that is, a simpler/shorter/more compact
description of the data is preferred over more complex ones. Thus, another problem with this
heuristic is that we want to use it for a model assessment, when we have already used it for generating the model itself. Still another issue with Occam’s razor is that some researchers hold that
it may be entirely incorrect in some situations, the argument being as follows: if we model some
process/data known to be very complex, why should a simple model of these data be preferred at all?
Because of the above problems associated with Occam’s razor heuristic, researchers came up
with analytical ways for assessing model quality. One important such method, the Minimum
Description Length principle, is only briefly sketched below, since its detailed description would
exceed the scope of this book and also since it is not the easiest to use in practice.

6. Minimum Description Length Principle
Rissanen, following the work of Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov complexity), introduced the Minimum
Description Length (MDL) principle. It was designed to be general and independent of any
underlying probability distribution. Rissaneen (1989) wrote, “We never want to make a false
assumption that the observed data actually were generated by a distribution of some kind, say,
Gaussian, and then go on and analyze the consequences and make further deductions. Our
deductions can be entertaining but quite irrelevant… .” This statement is in stark contrast to
statistical methods, because the MDL provides a clear interpretation regardless of whether some
underlying “true/natural” model of data exists or not.
The basic idea of the MDL principle is connected with a specific understanding/definition of
learning (model building). Namely, learning can be understood as finding regularities in the data,
where regularity is understood as the ability to compress the data. Thus, we may say that learning
can be understood as the ability to compress the data, i.e., to come up with a compact description
of the data (the model). This is, in fact, what inductive machine learning, also known as inductive
inference, algorithms do. For instance, if we had a data set consisting of 900 items/examples,
described by 10 features/attributes, and were able to describe them using only three rules (say,
one covering 650 examples, the second 300, and the third 150 examples; notice that the same
examples are covered by more than one rule), then what we have built is a very compact model of
the data (which could have been chosen by a simple Occam’s razor). In the parlance of machine
learning, we desire to select the most general model that does not overfit the data. In the parlance
of MDL, having a set of models, M, about the data, D, we want to select the model that most
compresses the data. Both methods specify the same goal, but are stated using different language.
Notice, that the MDL principle has a strong information theory flavor.
In its original form, the MDL principle was stated as follows: If a system can be defined in
terms of input and corresponding output data, then in the worst case (longest), it can be described
by supplying the entire data set (thus constituting longest/least compressed model of the data).
However, if regularities can be discovered in the data, say, expressed in the form of production
rules, then a much shorter description is possible, and it can be measured by the MDL principle.
The MDL principle says that the complexity of a theory (model/hypothesis) is measured by the
number of bits needed to encode the theory itself, plus the number of bits needed to encode the
data using the theory.
More formally, from a set of models, we choose as the “best” the model that minimizes the
following sum: LM + LDM, where LM is the length (in bits) of the description of the
model, and LDM is length of the description of data encoded using model M. The basic idea
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behind this definition can be explained using notions of underfitting and overfitting. We note that
it is quite easy to find a complex model, meaning one having large LM value, that overfits the
data (i.e., with a small LDM value). It is equally easy to find a simple model, with a small
LM value, that underfits the data but with a large LDM value. Notice the similarity of this
approach to the bias-variance dilemma discussed above. What we are thus looking for is a model
that constitutes the best compromise between the two cases. Moreover, suppose that we have
generated two models that explain/fit the data equally well; then the MDL principle tells us to
choose the one that is simpler (for instance, having the smaller number of parameters; recall that
such a model is called parsimonious), i.e., allows for the most compact description of the data.
In this sense, the MDL principle can be seen as a formalization of the Occam’s razor heuristic.

7. Akaike’s Information Criterion and Bayesian Information Criterion
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) are
statistical measures that are briefly sketched below. The reasons for introducing them here are that
they make our presentation of assessment methods more comprehensive and shed additional light
on other measures introduced in the Chapter. The two measures are used for choosing between
models that use different number of parameters, d, and are closely related to each other, as well
as to the MDL principle. The idea behind them is as follows. We want to estimate the prediction
error, E, and use it for model selection. What we can easily calculate is the training error, TrE.
However, since the test vectors do not need to coincide with the training vectors, the TrE is often
too optimistic. To remedy this situation we estimate the error of optimism, Eop, and calculate the
in-sample (given the sample) error as follows:
E = TrE + Eop
This general idea underlies both the AIC and the BIC definitions, although the latter has its
origins in the Bayesian approach to model selection. The two measures, however, can be shown
to be equivalent, although they are biased towards the selection of different models. Specifically,
if we have generated a family of models (including the true model), the BIC will choose the
correct one as the sample size, N , reaches infinity, while the AIC will choose an overly complex
model. For finite samples, however, the BIC will tend to choose models that are too simple; use
of the AIC in the latter situation can be a good strategy.
7.1. AIC
The AIC is defined as
AIC = −2logL + 2d/N
where logL is the maximized log-likelihood, defined as
log L =

N


log P  yi 

i=1

P Y  is a family of densities containing the “true” density,  is the maximum-likelihood
where estimate of , and d is the number of parameters in the model.
If we have generated a family of models, which we can tune by  (i.e., TrE and d), then
we rewrite AIC as
AIC = TrE + 2d/N S 2
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where variance S 2 is defined as
S2 =



yi − yi 2

i

The AIC is an estimate of the test error curve; thus we choose as the optimal model the one
that minimizes this function.
7.2. BIC
The BIC can be stated similarly to AIC:
BIC = −2logL + d logN
We see that the two definitions are equivalent in the sense that the “2” in the second term has
been replaced by logN in th BIC definition.
For a Gaussian distribution with variance S2 , we can write BIC as
BIC = N/S 2 TrE + d/N logN
Again, we choose the optimal model as the one corresponding to the minimum value of the
BIC. The BIC favors simpler models since it heavily penalizes more complex models. The BIC,
in fact, selects the same models that would be selected by using the MDL principle.

8. Sensitivity, Specificity, and ROC Analyses
Let us assume that some underlying “truth” (also known as the gold standard, or hypothesis) exists,
in contrast to the MDL principle, which does not require this assumption. This assumption means
that training data are available, i.e., known inputs corresponding to known outputs. It further
implies that we know the total number of positive examples, P, and the total number of negative
examples, N . Then we are able to form a confusion matrix, also known as a misclassification
matrix (the most revealing, but less frequently used, name of the table) or as a contingency table.
Table 15.1 shows the general form of a confusion matrix that is used for calculating goodness of
fit and goodness of prediction errors.
TP is defined as the case in which the test result and gold standard (truth) are both positive;
FP is the case in which the test result is positive but the gold standard is negative; TN is the case
where both are negative; and FN is the case where the test result is negative but the gold standard
is positive. Using Table 15.1 we can calculate the following two key error measures:
Table 15.1. Possible outcomes of a test, given the knowledge of “truth”.
Test
Truth (Gold standard;
Hypothesis)
Positive
Negative

Result

Positive

Negative

True Positive (TP) (no error)

False Negative (FN)
(Rejection error, Type I
error)
True Negative (TN) (no
error)

P (total of true
positives)

Total of Test recognized
as Negative

Total population

False Positive (FP)
(Acceptance error, Type II
error)
Total of Test recognized as
Positive

N (total of true
negatives)
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Sensitivity = TP/P = TP/TP + FN = Recall
Sensitivity measures how often we find what we are looking for (say, a certain disease). In
other words, sensitivity is 1 if all instances of the True class are classified to the True class. In
Table 15.1, what we are looking for is P = TP + FN, i.e., all the cases in which the gold-standard
(disease) is actually positive (but we found only TP of them) – thus the ratio. Sensitivity is also
known in the literature under a variety of near-synonyms: TP rate, hit rate, etc. In the information
extraction/text mining literature, it is known under the term recall.

Specificity = TN/N = TN/FP + TN
Specificity measures how often what we find is what we are not looking for (say, a certain
disease); in other words, it measures the ability of a test to be negative when the disease is not
present. Specificity is 1 if only instances of the True class are classified to the True class. In
Table 15.1, what we find is N = FP + TN, i.e., all the cases in which the gold standard is
actually negative (but we have found only TN of them).
Stated in a different way, sensitivity measures the ability of a test to be positive when the
“disease” is actually present and to be negative when the “disease” is not present. Accuracy
(defined below) gives the overall evaluation.
Unfortunately, people often report only accuracy instead of calculating both sensitivity and
specificity. The reason is that, in a situation where, say, sensitivity is high (say, over 0.9) while
specificity is low (say, about 0.3), the accuracy may look acceptable (over 0.6, or 60%), as can
be figured out from its definition:
Accuracy1 = TP + TN/P + N
Sometimes a different definition for accuracy is used, one that ignores the number of TN:
Accuracy2 = TP/P + N
Thus, if only accuracy is reported, the results may look better than they actually are. Because
of this one should always calculate and report both the sensitivity and specificity of test results.
Consequently, our confidence in results for which only accuracy is reported should be low.
In text mining literature, a still different measure, called precision, is used. It is defined as
Precision = TP/TP + FP
where TP + FN = P are called relevant documents and TP + FP are called retrieved documents.
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Let us notice the similarity of precision to the Accuracy2 definition: the difference is that now
the “universe” is narrowed down to the total of what is found TP + TN. Below we give an
example illustrating the calculation of sensitivity (recall) and specificity.
Example: Table 15.3 illustrates the calculation of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, given the
results presented as confusion matrix shown in Table 15.2.
Let us now suppose that we have only two classes, say, Normal (N) and Abnormal (A), but the
classifier (test result) cannot recognize some examples as belonging to either of the two classes (A
or B): the test result is reported as “unknown”, as indicated by letter U. How should we construct
a confusion matrix for such a case and calculate the three measures? We explain it via the means
of the following example.
Example: Suppose we have a data set that consists of 24 examples, consisting of two classes: 15
from class A and 9 from class N. A set of rules (a model) is applied to this test set and gives
the following results. For examples from class A, 13 were classified as A, 0 were classified as
N, and 2 were classified as U (neither A nor N). For examples from class N, 3 were classified
as A, 5 were classified as N, and 1 was classified as U. Now, we form two confusion matrices
(Tables 15.4 and 15.5) from which we can calculate the three measures.
Table 15.6 summarizes the results for the above example.
Judging by the accuracy values alone, the results seem to be acceptable, but we notice that the
model actually has problems in distinguishing between the two classes, namely, the rules for class
Table 15.2. Misclassification matrix of results on a data set with 27 examples.
Test
True; Gold
standard
diagnosis
A
B
C
D

Results

Classified
as A

Classified
as B

Classified
as C

Classified
as D

4
0
0
0
4

1
7
0
0
8

1
0
2
0
3

1
0
1
10
12

Table 15.3. Calculation of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy.

Sensitivity
Specificity
Accuracy

Class A

Class B

Class C

.57
(4/7)
1.0
(20/20)
.89
4 + 20/27

1.0
(7/7)
.95
(19/20)
.96
7 + 19/27

.67
(2/3)
.96
(23/24)
.93
2 + 23/27

Class D
1.0
(10/10)
.88
(15/17)
.93
10 + 15/27

7
7
3
10
27
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Table 15.4. Results for class A.
Class A

Test result positive (A)

Test result negative (N or U)

3
13

5+1 = 6
0+2 = 2

negative rules (for N)
positive rules (for A)

Sensitivity = TP/TP + FN = 13/13 + 2 = 867
Specificity = TN/FP + TN = 6/3 + 6 = 667
Accuracy = TP + TN/TP + TN + FP + FN = 13 + 6/13 + 2 + 3 + 6 = 792

Table 15.5. Results for class N.
Class N

Test result positive (N)

Test result negative (A or U)

negative rules (for N)
positive rules (for A)

5
0

3+1 = 4
13 + 2 = 15

Sensitivity = TP/TP + FN = 5/5 + 4 = 556
Specificity = TN/FP + TN = 15/15 + 0 = 10
Accuracy = TP + TN/TP + TN + FP + FN = 5 + 15/5 + 4 + 15 + 0 = 883

Table 15.6. Summary results for classes A and N.
Results for class
A
N
Mean

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

.867
.556
.712

.667
1.0
.834

.792
.833
.813

A are too general (although they have high sensitivity, they classify many class N examples as
class A), while the rules for class N are too specific (high specificity, but they fail to classify
many class N examples as class N); see again Tables 15.4 and 15.5.
Sometimes two other measures, calculated from the confusion matrix, are used. One is called
the false discovery rate:
False Discovery RateFDR = FP/TP + FP

The other one is the F-measure, calculated as the harmonic mean of recall/sensitivity and
precision:
F-measure = 2 × Precision × Recall/Precision + Recall
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Now let us define the FP rate as being equal to FP/N similarly (but using “negative” logic) to
the TP rate (which is equal to TP/P and is better known as sensitivity). Then we can rewrite the
specificity as
Specificity = 1 − FP rate
from which we obtain
FP rate = 1 − Specificity
The above definition of specificity leads us to the Receiver Operating Characteristics curves
and analyses.
8.1. Receiver Operating Characteristics Analysis
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis is performed by drawing curves in twodimensional space, with axes defined by the TP rate and FP rate, or equivalently, by using terms
of sensitivity and specificity. That is, the y-axis represents Sensitivity = TP rate, while the x-axis
represents 1 − Specificity = FP rate, as shown in Figure 15.3.
ROC plots allow for visual comparison of several models (classifiers). For each model, we
calculate its sensitivity and specificity, and draw it as a point on the ROC graph. A few comments
about the graph shown in Figure 15.3 are necessary. Table 15.1 represents the evaluation of a
model/classifier, which when drawn on the ROC graph represents a single point, corresponding to
the value (1-specificity, sensitivity), denoted as point P in Figure 15.3. The ideal model/classifier
would be represented by the location (0,1) on the graph, corresponding to 100% specificity and
100% sensitivity. Points (0,0) and (1,1) represent 100% specificity and 0% sensitivity for the
first point, and 0% specificity and 100% sensitivity for the second, respectively. Neither of the
latter two points would represent an acceptable model to a data miner. All points lying on the
curve connecting the two points ((0,0) and (1,1)) represent random guessing of the classes (equal
values of 1-specificity and sensitivity, or in other words, equal values of the TP and FP rates.
Stated differently these models/classifiers would recognize equal amounts of TP and FP, with the
point W at (0.5, 0.5) representing 50% specificity and 50% sensitivity. None of the points on this
diagonal curve would be acceptable to a data miner.
Sensitivity = TP rate
(1, 1)
P

W
.5

(0, 0)

Figure 15.3. An ROC graph.

.5

1
1-Specificity = FP rate
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Figure 15.4. Distribution of Normal (healthy) Abnormal (sick) patients.

These observations suggests the strategy for always “operating” in the region above the diagonal
line y = x, since in this region the TP rate is higher than the FP rate.
So far we have discussed only single points on the ROC graph. But how can we obtain a curve
on the ROC plot corresponding to a classifier, say A? To explain, let us assume that for a (large)
class called Abnormal (say, a class representing people with some disease), we have drawn a
distribution of the examples over some symptom (feature/attribute). And let us assume that we
have done the same for a (large) class Normal (say, representing people without a disease) over
the same symptom. Quite often the two distributions would overlap, as shown in Figure 15.4.
How can we thus distinguish (diagnose) between Normal and Abnormal patients? We do so
by choosing a threshold for the symptom. We should keep in mind, however, that regardless of
the value we choose, it will always result in having both FP and FN present, as illustrated in
Figure 15.5 using an arbitrary threshold of 4.5.

Figure 15.5. Division into Normal and Abnormal patients using a threshold of 4.5.
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The use of one threshold corresponds to having a point classifier (and the corresponding
confusion matrix), and to drawing just one point in the ROC space (in the above example, point
P). By varying the value of the threshold, however, we can obtain several points, which when
connected constitute an ROC curve, as shown in Figure 15.6. What we have done is to change
the values of one parameter/attribute used in the model/classifier, say, classifier A, to obtain the
curve. Some observations about the curve follow. The big question is: Is it possible to choose
an “optimal” threshold? If we agree that no matter what we do, it is not possible to distinguish
perfectly between Positive and Negative examples (there will always be some FPs), then the
answer depends on the user’s goal: if the user wants to be very strict, i.e., wants to minimize the
number of FPs (knowing that doing so also entails a lower number of TP recognized), then we
choose a point on the curve, for classifier A, around the middle but closer to the point (0,0) – for
instance, point S in Figure 15.6. If, on the other hand, the goal is to recognize a larger number
of TP (knowing that doing so also entails a larger number of FP), then a point on a curve around
the middle but closer to the point (1,1) should be chosen – for instance, point D in Figure 15.6.
Point D, in fact, corresponds to the situation shown in Figure 15.5 for the threshold of 4.5.
We can perform a similar analysis for classifier B and draw its corresponding ROC curve, also
shown in Figure 15.6. Classifier B, in fact, can be similar to classifier A but employ different,
or a different number of, symptoms (attributes). Having specified the two curves, the task now
is to decide which of the two classifiers constitutes a better model/classifier of the data. We
could perform visual analysis: the curve more to the upper left would indicate a better classifier.
However, the curves often overlap, as shown in Figure 15.6, and a decision may not be so easy
to make. For that purpose the popular method called Area Under Curve (AUC) is used. For
example, if we look at Figure 15.6, the area under the diagonal curve is 0.5. Thus, we are interested

Figure 15.6. ROC curves for classifiers A and B.
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in choosing a model/classifier that has maximum area under its corresponding ROC curve: the
larger the area, the better performing the model/classifier is. There exists a measure similar to the
AUC for assessing the goodness of a model/classifier, known as the Gini coefficient, which is
defined as twice the area between the diagonal and the ROC curve; the two measures, however,
are equivalent, since Gini + 1 = 2 AUC.

9. Interestingness Criteria
As we stressed before, it is the owner of data who makes the final decision either to accept or reject
the generated data model, depending on its novelty, interestingness, and perceived usefulness.
Similarly to expert systems research carried out in the 1970s, when computer scientists
mimicked human decision-making processes by interviewing experts and codifying the rules they
use (e.g., how to diagnose a patient) in terms of production rules, data miners undertook a similar
effort to formalize the measures (supposedly) used by domain experts/data owners to evaluate
models of data.
Such criteria can be roughly divided into those assessing the interestingness of the association
rules generated from unsupervised data, and those assessing the interestingness of rules generated
by inductive machine learning (i.e., decision trees/production rules) from supervised data. We
briefly describe below a few simple measures, starting with the latter.
Let us assume that we have generated a set of production rules or a decision tree. Since we can
have hundreds of such rules/branches in a tree, we use a general strategy called rule refinement to
reduce their number and to focus only on the more important rules (according to some criterion).
The strategy is as follows. First, we identify potentially interesting rules, namely, those that satisfy
user-specified criteria such as strengths of the rules, their complexity, etc., or that are similar
to rules that already satisfy such criteria. Second, we identify a subset of theses rules, called
technically interesting rules (the name arises from using at this stage more formal methods such
as chi-square, AIC, BIC, etc.). In the third step, we remove all but the technically interesting
rules. Note that the just-described process of rule refinement is “equivalent” to the selection of
the “best” rules carried out by the end user. The processes are similar, since the user ultimately
concentrates only on a small number of “best” rules. The difference is that the owner of the data
would use heuristic rules, often subconsciously, as a result of his or her deep understanding of
a given domain, while in the process described above formal methods are used to achieve the
same result. The goal of the process is to present the user with only a few dozen rules at most,
possibly selected from hundreds of rules. The user will eventually perform his or her own final
selection process and choose maybe a few rules, say, from one dozen presented. In one application
(monitoring cystic fibrosis progression), we have generated dozens of strong rules covering at
least a specified large number of examples, but the owner of the data selected just one rule, which
described a previously unknown relationship in the cystic fibrosis literature. To the user, this was
a discovery of a true “knowledge nugget”.
Another criterion, probabilistic in nature, is called interestingness. Note that several different
criteria use this same name, but we describe just one. The criterion is used to assess the interestingness of generated classification rules, one rule at a time. Classification rules, for this purpose,
are divided into two types: discriminant rules (when evidence, e, implies a hypothesis, h; such
rules specify conditions sufficient to distinguish between classes and are the rules most frequently
used in practice), and characteristic rules (when hypothesis implies evidence; these rules specify
the conditions necessary for membership in a class). To assess the interestingness of a characteristic rule, we first calculate sufficiency, S, and necessity, N:
Se → h =

peh
pe¬h
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p¬eh
p¬e¬h

where → stands for implication and the ¬ symbol stands for negation. These two measures are
used for determining the interestingness of different forms of characteristic rules, namely, h → e,
h → ¬e, ¬h → e, and ¬h → ¬e, by using the following relations:

1 − Ne → h × ph 0 ≤ Ne → h < 1
ICh → e =
0
otherwise

1 − Se → h × ph 0 ≤ Se → h < 1
ICh → ¬e =
0
otherwise

1 − 1/Ne → h × p¬h 1 < Ne → h < 
IC¬h → e =
0
otherwise
and


IC¬h → ¬e =

1 − 1/Se → h × p¬h 1 < Se → h < 
0
otherwise

The calculated values of interestingness are in the range from 0 (min) to 1 (max), and the owner
of the data needs to use some threshold (say, .5) to make a decision to retain or remove the rules.
Distance, another criterion, measures the distance between two generated rules at a time in
order to find the strongest rules (these with highest coverage). It is defined by:
⎧
⎨ DARi  Rj  + 2DVRi  Rj  − 2EVRi  Rj 
 NORi  Rj  = 0
DRi  Rj  =
NRi  + NRj 
⎩
0
otherwise
where Ri and Rj are rules; DARi , Rj  is the sum of the number of attributes present in Ri but not
in Rj , and the sum of attributes present in Rj but not in Ri ; DVRi  Rj  is the number of attributes
in Ri and Rj that have slightly overlapping values (in less than 2/3 of the range); EVRi  Rj  is
the number of attributes in both rules that have overlapping values (more than 2/3) in the range;
NRi  and NRj  are the number of attributes in each rule; and NORi  Rj  is the number of
attributes in Ri and Rj with nonoverlapping values. The criterion calculates values in the range
from −1 to 1, indicating strong and slight overlap, respectively. The value of 2 means no overlap.
The most interesting rules are those with the highest average distance to the other rules.

10. Summary and Bibliographical Notes
In this Chapter, we explained several model selection and model assessment methods. We
divided these methods into four broad categories: data reuse, heuristic, formal, and interestingness measures. One should use methods from different categories on the same data. In fact,
interestingness measures could and should be used after using methods such as data reuse. The
AIC and BIC methods were discussed for completeness of the presentation and to show their
relationship with other methods. As the reader (data miner) has certainly noticed, some of these
methods are quite complex for use in large DM projects (although we avoided introducing many
other even more computationally expensive methods). So the question arises: Which ones are
most frequently used in practice? Certainly the Occam’s razor, the resampling method of crossvalidation, and sensitivity and specificity analyses, including ROC curves, are the most popular
and most often seen in reports on model assessment [2, 3, 6, 7].
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Most of the work in the area of model assessment and selection has been done in the areas
of statistics and pattern recognition. However, many of the methods, although accurate, are not
very practical in data mining undertakings. An excellent treatment of statistical methods can be
found in [6, 10, 13, 14, 15]. Some data mining books and reports also briefly discuss the problem
of model assessment [1, 5, 8], while interestingness measures are described in [4, 8, 9, 11]. The
problem of dealing with missing attribute values is discussed in [12].
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11. Exercises
1. Discuss why the quality of generated models must be assessed.
2. Explain the differences between analytical, heuristic, and data reuse/ resampling methods, and
interestingness methods.
3. Which methods are applicable for assessing model prediction?
4. Which methods are used for assessing goodness of fit?
5. What methods are used for model selection?
6. After generating a model for your data mining data set, calculate sensitivities and specificities
and draw the corresponding ROC curves.

Part 6
Data Security and Privacy Issues

16
Data Security, Privacy
and Data Mining

In this Chapter, we introduce the central concepts of security and privacy in data mining. We also
relate these concepts to the idea of distributed data mining, where we are concerned with a number
of separate databases. The conceptual framework of collaborative clustering and consensus driven
clustering is also introduced, along with its main algorithmic aspects and facets and applicationoriented realizations and developments. To focus our discussion, we use the framework of fuzzy
clustering and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), in particular since this algorithm is well reported in the
literature, comes with a transparent interpretation, and brings with a wealth of case studies and
applications. Likewise, it offers a transparent setting in which the ideas of collaborative and
distributed clustering can be clearly explained.

1. Privacy in Data Mining
The issue of privacy and security of data emerged at a relatively early stage in the development
of data mining. This development is not at all surprising given that all activities of data mining
revolve around data and many sensitive issues of accessibility or possible reconstruction of data
records exist. To alleviate possible shortcomings along these lines, three main directions have
been actively pursued:
– Data sanitation. Here the key point is to modify the data so that those data points deemed
sensitive cannot be directly data mined. It is anticipated that such modification of data will not
significantly impact the main findings given the total volume of data.
– Data distortion also known as data perturbation or data randomization, offers privacy via
some modification of individual data. While the distortion affects the values of the individual
records, its impact on the discovery and quantification of the main relationships is likely to be
still quite negligible.
– Cryptographic methods. Here, different techniques from cryptography are considered so that
the original data are not revealed during the data mining process. Cryptographic techniques are
commonly used in secure multiparty computation in order to allow multiple parties to collaborate
in join computing while learning nothing except for the final result of their combined activity.
However, we must state that, while attractive on the surface, cryptographic methods come with
a high communication and computational overhead, and those costs may be quite prohibitive
especially when dealing with large datasets.
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seed
A

A
a^

Figure 16.1. Computing the dot product of a and b by sending a limited number of messages between the
sites: message-1: generator seed; k-messages: successive coordinates of â.

Interestingly enough, the level of communication required for high-dimensional problems
can be radically reduced and still lead to quite acceptable results. An interesting example in
this area is distributed dot product algorithm. It is well known that computation of the dot
product is essential to the determination of the Euclidean distance – a task commonly encountered in numerous classification problems. Let us consider two n-dimensional real vectors, a =
a1 a2    an T and b = b1 b2    bn T of high dimensionality, say n, dima = dimb = n that
are located at two sites A and B. Note that the Euclidean distance da b is directly based on
the dot product, namely, da b = aT a + bT b + aT b. Our objective is to compute the dot product
using a small number of messages being sent between the two sites, see Figure 16.1.
The crux of the method is sending a short k-dimensional k << n vector instead of the original
n-dimensional vectors a and b. The algorithm of computing aT b works as follows:
– A sends B a seed of the random number generator
– both A and B generate a k× by n matrix R populated by the entries coming from the random
number generator (the generator produces numbers that are generated independently from some
fixed distribution with zero mean and finite variance). At the sites computed are the vectors
â = Ra and b̂ = Rb
– A sends â to B (k-messages)
T
– B computes the distance dâ b̂ = âk b̂ .
Depending on the values of k, one could demonstrate experimentally that the accuracy of
computing of dot product even for values of k that constitute a low percentage of n is high or
quite acceptable. For instance, given the random numbers generated by a uniform distribution
U−1 1, for k = 10% of the original value of “n” (where n = 10 000), the mean error in the
calculations of the dot product using the above algorithm is 0.043, and it drops down to 0.026
when the value of k is equal to 30% of the original dimensionality of the vector.

2. Privacy Versus Levels of Information Granularity
While direct access to numeric data is not allowed due to of the privacy constraints, all possible
interaction could be realized through some interaction occurring at the higher level of abstraction
delivered by information granules. In objective function based fuzzy clustering, two important
facets of information granulation are conveyed by (a) partition matrices and (b) prototypes.
Partition matrices are, in essence, a collection of fuzzy sets that reflect the nature of the data.
They do not reveal detailed numeric information. In this sense, there is no breach of privacy,
and partition matrices could be communicated without revealing details about individual data
points. Likewise prototypes are reflective of the structure of data and form a summarization of
data. Detailed numeric data are hidden behind the prototypes and cannot be reconstructed back to
the original form of the individual data points. In both cases, no numeric data are directly made
available.
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{vi}, U
Numeric data

Numeric data
{vi}, U

Granular interface

Granular interface
{vi}, U

{vi}, U

{vi}, U

{vi}, U

Numeric data

Granular interface

Figure 16.2. A granular interface offering secure communication and formed by the results of the fuzzy
clustering (partition matrices U and prototypes vi ): a global view.

The level of information granularity is linked with the level of detail and in this sense,
when the level of granularity changes occur, a possible leakage of privacy could occur. For
instance, in the limit when the number of clusters becomes equal to the number of data points,
each prototype is just the data point and no privacy is retained. Obviously, this scenario is
quite unrealistic since the structure (the number of clusters) is kept quite condensed when
contrasted with all data. The schematic view of privacy offered through information granulation resulting within the process of clustering is illustrated in Figure 16.2. We note here
that the granular constructs (either prototypes or partition matrices) build some granular interfaces.

3. Distributed Data Mining
Quite commonly, we encounter situations where databases are distributed rather than centralized.
For instance, different outlets of the same company may operate independently and collect
data about customers populating their independent databases. These data are not available
to others. In banking, each branch may run its own database and such databases could be
geographically remote from each other. Individual health institutions could have separate datasets
with very limited communication between them. In sensor networks (which have become
quite popular given the nature of various initiatives such as intelligent houses, the information highway, etc.), we encounter local databases that operate independently from each
other and are inherently distributed. These are also subject to numerous technical constraints
(e.g., a fairly limited communication bandwidth, limited power supply, etc.) that significantly
reduce the possible interaction between the datasets. Under these circumstances, “standard” data
mining activities now face new challenges that need to be addressed. It becomes apparent that
processing all data in a centralized manner cannot be realized. On the other hand, the data
mining of each of the individual databases could benefit from availability of findings coming
from other databases. The technical constraints and privacy issues dictate a certain level of
interaction. There are two general modes of interaction, namely collaborative clustering and
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consensus clustering, both of which aim at the realization of the data mining in the distributed
environment. The main difference between the two lies in the level of interaction. Collaborative clustering is positioned on the more active side, where structures are revealed in a more
collective manner through some ongoing interaction. Consensus-driven clustering is focused
on the reconciliation of the findings when there is no active involvement at the stage of
forming clusters.

4. Collaborative Clustering
When dealing with distributed databases, we are often interested in a collaborative style of
discovery of relationships that could be common to all the databases. In many scenarios, such
collaborative pursuits could be deemed highly beneficial. We could envision a situation where the
databases are located in quite remote locations and, given some privacy requirements as well as
possible technical constraints, we are not allowed to collect (transfer) all data into a single location
and run any centralized algorithm of data mining, say, clustering. On the other hand, at the level
of each database, each administrator/analyst involved in data collection, database maintenance,
and other activities could easily appreciate the need for some joint activities of data mining.
Schematically, we can envision the overall situation as schematically shown in Figure 16.3.
While the collaboration can assume a variety of detailed schemes, two of those are most
essential since they are conceptually appealing and practically relevant. We refer to them as the
horizontal and vertical modes of collaboration or in brief horizontal and vertical clustering.
More descriptively, given data sets X1 X2  Xp, where P denotes their number and Xii
stands for the ii-th data set (we adhere to the consistent notation of using square brackets to
identify a certain data set) in horizontal clustering the same objects that are described in different
feature spaces. For instance, the records for the same collection of patients might be built into
each separate medical institution. The schematic illustration of this mode of clustering shown in
Figure 16.4 underlines the fact that any possible collaboration can occur at the structural level
through the information granules (clusters) built over the data; the clusters are shown in the form
of an auxiliary interface layer surrounding the data. The net of directed links shows how the

X [ii]

X [jj]

X [kk]

Figure 16.3. A scheme of collaborative clustering involving several datasets interacting at the level of
granular interfaces.
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CLUSTERING

DATA SETS

Figure 16.4. A general scheme of horizontal clustering; all communication is realized through some granular
interface.

collaboration between different data sets takes place. The width of the links emphasizes the fact
that the intensity of collaboration could be different depending upon the data set involved and
the intention of the collaborator say, the willingness of some organization to accept findings from
external sources).
The mode of vertical clustering, Figure 16.5, is complementary (or dual) to the one already
presented. Here the data sets are described in the same feature space but deal with different
patterns.
A number of hybrid models of collaboration are available where we encounter data sets with
possible links of vertical and horizontal collaboration.
The collaborative clustering exhibits two important features:
• The databases are distributed and there is no sharing of their content in terms of the individual
records. This restriction is mandated by some privacy and security concerns. Communication
between the databases can be realized at higher levels of abstraction which prevent us from any
sharing of detailed numeric data.
• Given the existing communication mechanisms, clustering for individual datasets takes into
account the structures of other datasets and actively engages them in the determination of the
clusters; hence the term collaborative clustering

DATA SETS

CLUSTERING

Figure 16.5. A general scheme of vertical clustering; note the “stack” of data sets communicating through
some layer of granular communication.
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In what follows, we discuss an overall scheme of collaborative clustering by elaborating on
some key technical facets that are helpful in better understanding the mechanisms. This discussion
will also shed light on the specifics of the overall scheme and its algorithmic underpinnings.
To focus our attention, we discuss the algorithmic aspects in the setting of the FCM algorithm
(which is helpful given the transparency of the method and the detailed discussion offered in
Chapter 9). To be more specific, we focus on the vertical mode of collaboration. Furthermore, let
us recall the construct of the proximity matrix that is inherently associated with a partition matrix
and will be used in facilitating collaborative clustering when dealing with different numbers of
clusters. Given a partition matrix U = uik  i = 1 2  c; k = 1 2     N, the induced proximity
c

matrix reads as ProxU = pkl k l = 1 2     N where pkl = minuik  uil . An important note:
i=1

in contrast to partition matrices that depend upon the number of clusters (c), the proximity matrix
does not involve the number of clusters and pertains to the data points themselves.

5. The Development of the Horizontal Model of Collaboration
Collaboration during the clustering process deserves careful treatment. We do not know in advance
whether the structures emerging (being discovered) at the level of the individual datasets are
somewhat compatible and therefore supportive of collaborative activities. It could well be that,
in some cases, the inherent structures of datasets are very different, thus preventing any effective
collaboration. The fundamental decision is whether to allow some datasets to collaborate or not.
This important decision needs to be made up front. One feasible possibility would be to exercise
some mechanisms to evaluate consistency of the clusters (structure) at site ii and some other
dataset jj. Consider that the fuzzy clustering has been completed separately for each dataset.
The resulting structures represented by the prototypes are denoted by ∼ v1 ii ∼ v2 ii     ∼ vc ii
for the ii-the dataset and ∼ v1 jj ∼ v2 jj     ∼ vc jj. Consider the ii-th data set. An equivalent
representation of its structure comes in the form of the partition matrix. For the iith dataset, the
partition matrix is denoted by ∼ Uii whose elements are computed on the basis of the prototypes
use in the dataset Xii.
∼

uik ii =

c




j=1

1
∼

xk − vi ii
xk − ∼ vj ii

2/m−1

(1)

where xk ∈ Xii.
The prototypes of the jj th dataset being available for collaborative purposes when presented to
Xii give rise to the partition matrix ∼ Uiijj formed for the elements of Xii in the standard
manner:
∼

uik iijj =

c

j=1



1
∼

xk − vi jj
xk − ∼ vj jj

2/m−1

(2)

Again, the calculations concern the data points of Xii. Refer to Figure 16.6 for the pertinent
computing details.
Given the partition matrices ∼ Uii and ∼ Uiijj (induced partition matrices) we can check
whether they are “compatible” i.e., whether collaboration between the two datasets could be
meaningful. We can test whether the histograms of the membership grades of ∼ Uii and ∼ Uiijj are
statistically different (that is there is a statistically significant difference). This could be done using
e.g., a standard nonparametric test such as  2 . If the hypothesis of significant statistical difference
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X[jj]

~v [jj]
i

X[ii]
~v [ii]
i

Figure 16.6. Statistical verification of the possibility of collaboration between datasets ii and jj.

between the partition matrices (that is the corresponding structures) is not rejected, then we consider
that the ii-th data set can collaborate with the jj th one. Noticeably, the relationship is not reciprocal,
so the issue of collaboration between the jj th dataset with the iith needs to be investigated separately.
5.1. The Augmented Objective Function
The “standard” objective function, minimized at the level of the iith dataset comes in the wellcii
 Nii
 m
known form of the double sum,
uik iixk − vii2 . Given that we admit collaboration with
i=1 k=1

the jj th dataset, in the search for structure we take advantage of the knowledge of prototypes
representing the jj th dataset and attempt to position the prototypes v1 ii v2 ii     vc ii closer
to the corresponding prototypes v1 jj v2 jj     vc jj. This request is reflected in the form of
the augmented objective function to come in the following format:
Qii =

Nii c


2
u2ik iidik
ii +

k=1 i=1

P


ii jj

jj=1
jj=ii

c Nii



2
uik
iivi ii − vi jj2

(3)

i=1 k=1

The first component is the same as the one guiding the clustering for dataset Xii while the second
part reflects the guidance coming from all other datasets that we have identified as potential
collaborators (which wa done using the  2 test described before previous section). The level of
collaboration (which is asymmetric) is guided by the value collaboration coefficient. Its value is
chosen based on potential benefits of collaboration as will be discussed in more detail in the next
section. More specifically, ii jj is a collaboration coefficient supporting an impact coming
from the jj th data set and affecting the structure to be determined in the iith data set. The number
of patterns in the iith data set is denoted by Nii. We use a different letter to distinguish between
the horizontal and vertical collaboration. The interpretation of (3) is quite obvious: the first term
is the objective function directed towards the search for structure in the iith data set while the
second articulates the differences between the prototypes (weighted by the partition matrix of the
iith data set), which have to be made smaller by refining of the partition matrix (or effectively by
moving the prototypes in the feature space).
The optimization of Qii involves the determination of the partition matrix Uii and the
prototypes vi ii. As before, we solve the problem for each data set separately and allow the results
interact so that collaboration takes place between the sets. The minimization of the objective
function with respect to the partition matrix requires the use of the technique of Lagrange
multipliers due to the existence of the standard constraints imposed on the partition matrix. We
form an augmented objective function V incorporating the Lagrange multiplier and deal with
each individual pattern t = 1 2     Nii
V=

c

i=1

uit2 iidit2 ii +

P

jj=1
jj=ii

ii jj

c
c


uit2 iivi ii − vi jj2 −  uit − 1
i=1

i=1

(4)
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Taking the derivative of V with respect to ust [ii] and making it zero, we have
P

V
= 2ust iidst2 ii + 2
ii jjust iivi ii − vi jj2 − = 0
ust
jj=1

(5)

jj=ii

For notational convenience, let us introduce the shorthand expression
Diijj = vi ii − vi jj2

(6)

From equation (5) we derive
⎞

ust ii = ⎛

P


2 ⎝dst2 ii +

(7)

ii jjDiijj ⎠

jj=1
jj=ii

By virtue of the standard normalization condition

c


ujt ii = 1, we have

j=1

2

=

1
c

j=1

(8)

1
djt2 ii +

P


ii jjDiijj

jj=1
jj=ii

With the abbreviated notation
ii =

P


ii jjDiijj

(9)

jj=ii

the partition matrix comes in the form
ust ii =

1
c d 2 ii + ii

st
2
j=1 djt ii + ii

(10)

For the prototypes, we complete the calculation of the gradient of Q with respect to the coordinates
of the prototype vii and the solve the following system of equations:
Qii
= 0 s = 1 2  c t = 1 2 n
vst ii

(11)

N
P
N



Qii
= 2 u2sk iixkt − vst ii + 2
ii jj u2sk iivst ii − vst jj = 0
vst ii
k=1
k=1
jj=ii

(12)

Next we obtain

In the sequel,
vst ii

P

jj=ii



Nii

ii jj

k=1



Nii

u2sk ii −

k=1

u2sk ii =

P

jj=ii



Nii

ii jj

k=1



Nii

u2sk iivst jj−

k=1

u2sk iixkt

(13)
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Finally, we get
P


vst ii =

jj=ii

ii jj

Nii

k=1

P


u2sk iivst jj−2

ii jj

Nii


jj=ii

k=1

u2sk ii −

Nii

k=1

Nii

k=1

u2sk iixkt
(14)

u2sk ii

An interesting application of vertical clustering occurs when we deal with huge data sets. Instead
of clustering them in a single pass, we split them into individual data sets, cluster these separately
and then actively reconcile the results through the collaborative exchange of prototypes.
5.2. The Assessment of the Strength of Collaboration
The choice of a suitable level of collaboration realized between the datasets through clustering
as denoted in (3) by ii jj, deserves attention. High values of the collaboration coefficient
may lead to some instability of collaboration. Values of this coefficient that are too low may
produce a very limited effect of collaboration that could eventually become almost nonexistent.
Generally speaking, the values of the collaboration coefficient could be asymmetric that is,
ii jj = jj ii. This outcome is not surprising: we might have a case in which at the level
of dataset ii, we are eager to collaborate and quite seriously accept the findings resulting from
discovery in dataset jj while the opposite might not be true. Since the values of the collaboration
coefficients could be different for any pair of datasets, the optimization of their values could be
quite demanding and computationally intensive. To alleviate these shortcomings, let us express
the coefficient ii jj as the product ii jj = fii jj i.e., we view it as a function of the
specific datasets under collaboration as calibrated by some constant > 0 whose value does
not depend upon the indexes of the datasets. Function fii jj can be chosen in several ways.
In general, we can envision the following intuitive requirement: if the structure revealed at the
site of the jj th data set is quite different from the one present at the iith data set, the level of
collaboration could be set up quite low. If there is a high level of agreement between the structure
revealed at the jj th set with what has been found so far at the iith dataset, then fii jj should
assume high values. Given these guidelines, we propose the following form of fii jj
fii jj = 1 −

Qiijj
Qii + Qiijj

(15)

Here Qii denotes a value of the objective function obtained for clustering without any collaboration (viz. the partition matrix and the prototypes are formed on the basis of optimization realized
for X[ii] only). Qiijj denotes the value of the objective function computed for the prototypes
obtained for Xjj (without any collaboration) and used for data in Xii; see Figure 16.7.
In essence, the values of Qii and Qiijj reflect the compatibility of the structures in the
corresponding data sets and in this manner tell us about a possible level of successful collaboration.
The prototypes obtained for the data set jj which are used to determine the value of the objective
function for the iith data set, could lead to quite comparable values of the objective function if
the structure in X[jj] resembles the structure in X[ii]. In this case we envision Qii < Qiijj yet
Qii ≈ Qiijj. On the other hand, if the structure in X[jj] is very different that is Qiijj >>
Qii, the collaborative impact from what has been established for Xjj could not be very
advantageous. If Qiijj is close to Qii, fii jj approaches 1/2. When Qiijj >> Qii, the
values of fii jj are close to zero.
Following the process described above, we are left now with a single coefficient  controlling
all collaborative activities for all datasets. This outcome is far more practical yet the value of 
needs to be properly selected. Here, several alternatives are possible:
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X[jj]

X[ii]

{vi[jj]}

Q[ii]
Q[ii|jj]

Figure 16.7. Computing the values of Qiijj realized on the basis of the prototypes computed for Xjj.

(a) one could monitor the values of the overall objective function (3) during the course of
optimization (minimization) The plot of the minimized objective function; oscillations and a
lack of convergence. This might suggest that the values of  are too high (a tight collaboration)
and need to be reduced to assure a smooth interaction between the datasets.
(b) we could also look at the differences between the results obtained without collaboration and
with collaboration. For instance, the difference between the proximity matrices formed on the
basis of the partition matrices constructed for the same data set X[ii] without collaboration
and with collaboration, could serve as an indicator of the differences between the results. Such
differences could be constrained by allowing for only some limited changes caused by the
collaboration.

6. Dealing with Different Levels of Granularity in the Collaboration
Process
So far, we have made a strong assumption that the same number of clusters is formed at
each individual dataset. This conjecture could well be valid in many cases (since we consider
collaboration at the same level of information granularity) but It could also be quite inappropriate
in some other cases. To cope with this problem, we need to move our optimization activity to
a higher conceptual plane by comparing clustering results at the level of the proximity matrices.
When operating at this level of abstraction, we do not need to make any assumptions about a
uniform level of granularity occurring across all constructs.
6.1. Consensus-based Fuzzy Clustering
In contrast to collaborative clustering, in which there is an ongoing active involvement of all data
sets and the clustering algorithms running on individual datasets are impacted by results from
other sites, consensus-based clustering focuses mainly on the reconciliation of the individually
developed structures. In this sense, building consensus involves the formation of structure based on
on the basis of the individual results of clustering developed separately (without any interaction)
at the time the clustering algorithm is run. In this section, we are concerned with a collection of
clustering methods being run on the same data set. Hence U[ii], U[jj] stand here for the partition
matrices produced by the corresponding clustering method. The essential step is to determine some
correspondence between the prototypes (partition matrices) formed by each clustering method.
Since there has been no prototype interaction during cluster building, no linkages exist between
prototypes once the clustering has been completed. The determination of this correspondence
is an NP-complete problem and this limits the feasibility of finding an optimal solution. One
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Prox (U[jj])

U [jj]

X

Figure 16.8. A development of consensus-based clustering; the consensus building is focused on the partition
matrix generated by the ii-th clustering method, U[ii].

way of alleviating this problem is to develop consensus at the level of partition matrices. The
use of proximity matrices helps us eliminate the need to identify correspondence between the
clusters and handle the cases where different numbers of clusters are used when running a specific
clustering method.
Consensus formation is accomplished in the following manner. Given the partition matrices
U[ii], U[jj], etc. which are being developed individually, let us consider consensus building with
a focus on U[ii]. Given the information about structure in the form of U[ii] and other partition
matrices Ujj jj = ii, the implied consensus-driven partition matrix ∼ Uii results from a sound
agreement with the original partition matrix U[ii]. In other words, we would ∼ Uii to be as
close as possible to U[ii]. The minimization of the distance Uii − ∼ Uii2 could be a viable
optimization alternative. Other sources of structural information exist (see Figure 16.8) but here we
cannot establish a direct relationship between U[ii] (and ∼ Uii) and U[jj] for the reasons outlined
earlier. These difficulties could be alleviated by considering the corresponding induced proximity
matrices, say Prox(U[jj]). The way in which the proximity matrix has been formed relieves us
from establishing a correspondence between the rows of the partition matrices (fuzzy clusters)
and the number of clusters. In this sense, we may compare Prox (∼ Uii) and Prox (U[jj]) and
search for consensus by minimizing the distance Prox∼ Uii − ProxUjj2 . Considering all
sources of structural information, consensus building can the be translated into the minimization
of the following problem:
Uii − ∼ Uii2 + 

P


ProxUjj − Prox∼ Uii2

(16)

jj=ii

The two components of this expression reflect the two essential sources of information about
the structure. The positive weight (scaling) factor aims at striking a sound compromise within
the partition matrix U[ii] associated with the iith dataset. The result of the consensus reached
for the iith method is the fuzzy partition matrix ∼ Uii, which minimizes the above performance
index (16).

7. Summary and Biographical Notes
We have raised several issues of data privacy and security in the setting of data mining and
have identified several ways of addressing them, including data sanitation, data distortion,
and cryptographic methods. In particular, we focused on the role of information granularity
as a vehicle to carry out collaborative activities (say, clustering) while not releasing detailed
numeric data.
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Privacy issues in data mining have been raised and carefully discussed in [1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11,
16, 19, 21, 22]. Various classification and clustering algorithms operating under the constraints of
privacy have been presented in [7, 8, 17, 20]. Distributed clustering was studied in [12, 17, 18].
Knowledge-based clustering along with communication mechanisms realized at the level of
information granules and the impact on security was presented in [14, 15].
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8. Exercises
1. Generate a synthetic dataset and run an FCM method on it. Choose a certain number of clusters
and a value of the fuzzification coefficient. Treat the resulting partition matrix as a reference (the
reference partition matrix). Run the FCM for some other values of the fuzzification coefficient
and the number of clusters, obtain the corresponding partition matrix and compare it with
the reference partition matrix using the  2 test. Assume a certain confidence level. Discuss
the results. Elaborate on the impact of the differences between the results (partition matrices)
depending upon the number of clusters and the values of the fuzzification coefficient.
2. Rules could be generated in a distributed fashion on the basis of locally available datasets; see
the Figure below.
Rulebase–1

Rulebase–2

Rulebase–P

How could you communicate findings as to the local results (rules), and what would be the
conditions under which communication and possible collaboration could be possible?
3. Information granules A1  A2      AP coming from different sources are sought to be semantically equivalent (viz. conveying similar descriptions of the same concept). How could you
characterize these findings in a more synthetic way? Discuss cases when Ai are represented as
(a) sets, and (b) fuzzy sets.
4. To avoid disclosure of sensitive data, we could communicate those data as some information
granules, say intervals or hypercubes instead of real numbers. This approach could have
implications on ensuing processing such as, e.g., classification. As a specific case, consider a
nearest neighbor classification rule with the three prototypes representing categories 1 , 2 ,
and 3 , as illustrated below. Consider the coordinates of the prototypes to be (1,1) (2.5, 3.1),
and (1.7, 4.5). What happens if the granularity of the data point (1.5, 3.0) decreases? Refer
again to the Figure. The hyperbox built around the data is uniformly expanded along two
coordinates. Discuss the relationship between the level of granularity and the class assignment.

Appendix A
Linear Algebra

In this appendix we provide a review of basic operations on vectors, matrices and linear transformations.

1. Vectors
We begin by defining a mathematical abstraction known as a vector space. In linear algebra the
fundamental concepts relate to the n-tuples and their algebraic properties.
Definition: An ordered n-tuple is considered as a sequence of n terms a1  a2  · · ·  an , where n
is a positive integer.
We see that an ordered n-tuple has terms whereas a set has members.
Example: A sequence (5) is called an ordered 1-tuple. A 2-tuple, for example (3, 6) (where
6 appears after 3) is called an ordered pair, and 3-tuple is called an ordered triple. A sequence
(9, 3, 4, 4, 1) is called an ordered 5-tuple.
Let us denote the set of all ordered 1-tuples of real numbers by R. We will write for example
35 ∈ R.
Definition: The Euclidean n-space Rn (or R) is the set of all ordered n-tuples of real numbers.
So,  ∈ Rn means that  is an ordered n-tuple of real numbers. A n-tuple is also called vector
or n-vector.
Example: The 25 69 124 ∈ R3 is 3-tuple in 3-dimensional Euclidean space.
Let us consider an Euclidean space whose elements are real numbers. Loosely speaking, a
vector space is a set whose elements can be added to one another and whose elements can be
multiplied by real numbers.
Definition: A linear n-dimensional Euclidean vector space over the real numbers denoted Rn , is
a set of elements (n-tuples, vectors) for which the operations of vector addition + and scalar
multiplication · of vectors has been defined such that:
1. x + y ∈ Rn
2.  · x ∈ Rn
3. x + y = y + x ∈ Rn
4.  · x + y =  · x +  · y
5.  +  · x =  · x +  · x
6. x + y + z = x + y + z
7.  · x =  ·  · x

(commutativity)
(distributivity)
(distributivity)
(associativity)
(associativity)
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8. There exists a unique zero vector 0 such that for every x ∈ Rn , x + 0 = 0 + x = x
9. For scalars 0 and 1 0 · x = 0 (a vector), and 1 · x = x (a vector)
10. For each x ∈ Rn , there exists a unique element −x ∈ Rn such that x + −x = −x + x = 0
(a vector)
1.1. Vectors and Vector Operations
As we have mentioned, a vector is an n-tuple. However, the following notation of a vector is
widely used.
A vector (more precisely a column vector) is an array of elements arranged in a column and
denoted by a lower case letter. The vector’s dimension is given by the number of its elements.
For example an n-dimensional vector over the real numbers, denoted x ∈ Rn , is:
⎡ ⎤
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
x = ⎢  ⎥
(A.1)
⎣  ⎦
xn
where each xi is a real number.
A vector space can be in the form of n-space, with its vectors being in the form of n-tuples.
Example: The vector
⎡ ⎤
1
x = ⎣3⎦
4
represents a vector in three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 , starting at the origin with coordinates
(0, 0, 0) and ending at point with coordinates (1, 3, 4).
1.1.1. Geometrical Notation of a Vector
Each vector may be represented in terms of basic components (vectors) parallel to the axes of a
Cartesian coordinate system. The basic unit length vectors i, j starting at the origin 0 and parallel
to the axes are called basis vectors. For the 2-dimensional x y coordinate system the basis
1
vector i =
is a vector from the origin (0, 0) to the point (1, 0) on the x-axis. The basis vector
0

0
j=
is a vector from the origin (0, 0) to the point (0, 1) on the y-axis.
1
The vector v from the point P1 to P2 in 2D space is described as:
v = a i+b j

(A.2)

The term a i denotes a vector parallel to x-axis and being the component of a vector v in
i direction (parallel to the x-axis). The scalar a is the length of this component vector. The
component of vector in i direction if a is positive is directed to the right, and to the left if a is
negative.
The term b j denotes a vector parallel to y-axis and being the component of a vector v in
j direction (parallel to the y-axis). The scalar b is the length of this component vector. The
component of vector in j direction if b is positive is directed similarly as y-axis, and to opposite
to the direction of y-axis if a is negative.
√
The length of vector v = a i + b j is equal to v = a2 + b2 .
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Similarly for 3-dimensional space, we have three basic vectors i, j and k, where k is unit vector
parallel to z-axis, from the origin 0 0 0) to the point 0 0 0 on z-axis. The basic vectors i and
j are basic unit vectors along the axes x and y.
The position vector r from the origin 0 = 0 0 0 to a point in space Px y z is
r = x i+y j+c k

(A.3)

The vector rP1 P2 from a point P1 x1  y1  z1  to a point P2 x2  y2  z2  is described as
rP1 P2 = x2 = x1 i + y2 − y1 j + z2 − z1 k

(A.4)

Two vectors in Rn a and b are equal if a1 = b1  a2 = b2  · · ·  an = bn .
1.1.2. Vector Addition
Addition of vectors is defined:
⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡
y1
x 1 + y1
x1
⎢ x 2 ⎥ ⎢ y 2 ⎥ ⎢ x 2 + y2 ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢
x+y = ⎢  ⎥+⎢  ⎥ = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦ ⎣  ⎦ ⎣  ⎦
xn
yn
x n + yn

(A.5)

Example:
⎡

⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
2
0
2
x + y = ⎣ 6⎦ + ⎣3⎦ = ⎣ 9⎦
−5
4
−1
The subtraction operation of two vectors is defined similarly. Because a vector space is
associative under addition, more than two vector may be added (or subtracted) together.
1.1.3. Vector Multiplication by Scalar
A scalar multiplication of a vector is defined:
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤
x1
 · x1
⎢x2 ⎥ ⎢ · x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
·x = ·⎢  ⎥ = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦ ⎣  ⎦
xn
 · xn

(A.6)

where  is a real scalar.
Example:
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
4
8
 · x = 2 · ⎣5⎦ = ⎣10⎦
0
0
The division operation of a scalar and a vector is defined similarly. More than two vectors may
be multiplied (or divided) together.
The operations of vector addition and vector subtraction are defined for vectors of the same
dimension only and can not be performed upon vectors of differing dimensions.
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1.1.4. Zero Vector
The zero vector sometimes denoted 0 is a vector having all elements equal to zero, e.g., the
2-dimensional 0 vector:

0
x=
(A.7)
0

1.1.5. Unit Vector
Any vector with unit length (along the coordinate axes) is called a unit
√ vector. The basic vectors
i, j, and k are unit vectors. For example i = 1 · i + 0 · j + 0 · k = 12 + 02 + 02 .
1.1.6. Direction
For nonzero vector v the direction is a unit vector obtain by dividing a vector v by its length
direction of v =

v
v

(A.8)

1.1.7. Vector Transpose
The transpose of a column vector x yields a row vector xT
⎡ ⎤T
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
xT = ⎢  ⎥ = x1 x2 · · · xn
⎣  ⎦

(A.9)

xn
thus T denotes the transposition operation.
Example:
⎡ ⎤T
4
x T = ⎣8⎦ = 4 8 1
1
In this book the word vector is taken to mean a column vector. Row vectors are always
denoted by the transpose of a column vector.
1.1.8. Vector Average
An average of r vectors xi i = 1 2 · · ·  r of the same dimension n may be defined as:
1
z = x1 + x2 + · · · + xr 
r
⎡ ⎤⎞
⎛⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
x21
x r1
x11
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥⎟
⎜
⎢
x
x
x
1 ⎜⎢ 12 ⎥ ⎢ 22 ⎥
⎢ r2 ⎥⎟
= · ⎜⎢  ⎥ + ⎢  ⎥ + · · · + ⎢  ⎥⎟
⎣  ⎦⎠
r ⎝⎣  ⎦ ⎣  ⎦
x1n
x2n
xrn

(A.10)
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1.1.9. Inner Product
The inner or dot product of two vectors x and y of the same dimension is a scalar defined by:
xT · y = x y = x1 y1 + x2 y2 + · · · + xn yn =

n


xi y i

(A.11)

i=1

Note that the inner product of vector x and y requires that a transposed vector x be multiplied
by the y vector. Sometimes the inner product is denoted simply by juxtaposition of the vectors x
and y, for example, as < x y > or x y.
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤
4
0
Example: The inner product of two vectors x = ⎣1⎦ and y = ⎣ 2⎦
7
−3
⎡
⎤
0
T
xT y = 4 1 7 ⎣ 2⎦ = 4 · 0 + 1 · 2 + 7 · −3 = 19
−3
Inner Product as a Mapping
We can see that an inner product is in fact specific kind of mapping. For each natural number
n, the inner product is a mapping of Rn × Rn into R.
1.1.10. Orthogonal Vectors
Two vectors x and y are said to be orthogonal if their inner product is equal to zero
xT y = 0
here 0 is a scalar.

(A.12)




4
0
Example: Two vectors x =
and y =
and are orthogonal, since their inner product is
0
2
equal to zero
 T
4
xT · y =
= 0 2 = 4·0+0·2 = 0
0
1.1.11. Vector Norm
The magnitude of a vector may be measure in different ways. One method, called the vector
norm, is a function from Rn into R for x an element of Rn . It is denoted x and satisfies the
following conditions:
1. x ≥ 0, and the equality holds if and only if x = 0
2. x =  · x, where  is the absolute value of scalar 
and is defined as:


√
x = xT x = x12 + x22 + · · · + xn2

4
Example: For the vector x =
the norm is
3
x =


√
x T x = 4 2 + 32 = 5

We observe that the above norm of vector represents the vector length.

(A.13)
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1.1.12. Properties of Inner Product of Vectors
We observe the following important properties of the inner product:
1. xT y = yT x
2. xT y = xT y = xT y
3. x + yT z = xT z + yT z
4. xT x = x2 > 0x = 0; 0 · 0 = 0

(symmetry)
(linearity in variable)
(positive definiteness)

A vector space with an inner product is called an inner product space.
1.1.13. Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality
The upper bound on the inner product is defined by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
xT y ≤ x y

(A.14)

where a denotes an absolute value of a.
1.1.14. Vector Metric
In many applications of linear algebra we need some measure (metric) of a distance between
vectors.
Given n-dimensional vectors x and y we can then define the function dx y from Rn × Rn to
R which satisfies:
1. dx y ≥ 0, where equality holds if and only if x = y
2. dx y = dy x
3. dx y ≤ dx z + dz y
(triangle inequality)
as:
dx y =



x1 − y1 2 + x2 − y2 2 + · · · + xn − yn 2 = x − y

(A.15)

The metric dx y may be interpresented as a distance between two vectors.


4
2
Example: For the vectors x =
and y =
the distance (metric) is
3
1
dx y = x − y =



4 − 22 + 3 − 12 =

√

8

We see that
dx x = x =

√
xT x

(A.16)

1.1.15. Outer Product
The operation xyT on n-dimensional vectors x and y is called an outer or cross product and is
defined as:
⎤
⎡
⎡ ⎤
x 1 y 1 x 1 y2 · · · x 1 yn
x1
⎢x2 y1 x2 y2 · · · x2 yn ⎥
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ ⎥
xyT = ⎢  ⎥ y1 y2 · · · yn = ⎢ 
(A.17)
  
 ⎥
⎣ 
⎣  ⎦
  ⎦

xn
x n y1 x n y 2 · · · x n yn
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The outer product is a square matrix of dimension n × n.
We also can write
⎡ ⎤
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
xyT = ⎢  ⎥ y1 y2 · · · yn = xy1 xy2 · · · xyn
⎣  ⎦
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(A.18)

xn
Note that the outer product requires that a vector x to be multiplied by a transposed vector y.
Sometimes the outer product is denoted simply by juxtaposition of the vectors x and y.


2
4
Example: For the vectors x =
and y =
the outer product is the square matrix
3
5



2
2·4 2·5
8 10
T
45 =
xy = xy1 xy2 =
=
3
3·4 3·5
2 15
Note: to perform inner or outer multiplication of two vectors requires that the vectors be of
the same dimension. Thus, one cannot take the inner or outer product of vectors of differing
dimension.
1.2. Geometrical Interpretations of Vectors
1.2.1. Length
Consider the inner product of a vector x with itself,
xT x = x12 + x22 + · · · + xn2 =

n


xi2

(A.19)

i=1

If x is 2-dimensional we see that the value above is the length of the vector squared.
Definition: Let x be any vector, by the length of x we mean the real number
√
x = xT x

(A.20)

For any vector x we have
1. x > 0 if x = 0. Moreover 0 = 0.
2. x =  x.
x
3. x
is vector whose length is 1.
4. x + y = x2 + y2 + 2xT y
5. x − y = x2 + y2 − 2xT y
6. xT y ≤ xy
(Cauchy-Schwartz inequality)
Taking the root of this number yields the length of the vector x and is the same as the vector
norm:

n
√

T
length of x = x = x x =
xi2
(A.21)
i=1

⎡ ⎤
2
Example: The length of vector x = ⎣3⎦ is
4
length of x = x =

√


xT x =

n

i=1

xi2 =



2 2 + 32 + 4 2 =

√

29
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1.2.2. Angles
Vectors in Euclidean space have a geometrical interpretation. We can find the angle  between
two vectors x and y as
cos  =

xT y
x y

(A.22)

Definition: For nonzero vectors x and y, the real number

 = arc cos

xT y
x y

(A.23)

is said to be the angle between x and y, denoted as angle x y.
Example: For 2-dimensional Euclidean space, the angle between two vectors

x=


0
1
 y=
1
1

is  = 45o since
1
cos  = √ = 0707
1 2
where
xT y = 1 x = 1 y =

√

2

From the definition of cos  we can find after easy derivation that
xT y = x y cos

(A.24)

which means that the inner product xT y is proportional to the cosine of the vector angle.
1.2.3. Triangle (Cosine) Formula
Let x and y be any n-vectors. We have a triangle formula for the two vectors:
x − y2 = x2 + y2 − 2x y cos 

(A.25)

which may be extended (since x − y2 = y − xT y − x)
xT x − 2xT y + yT y = xT x + yT y − 2x y cos 

(A.26)

1.2.4. Triangle Inequality
For any two vectors the following triangle inequality holds
x + y2 ≤ x + y

(A.27)
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1.2.5. Orthogonality
Two vectors are said to be orthogonal (sometimes denoted x ⊥ y) when their inner product xT y
vanishes (i.e., is equal to zero). Geometrically, when the angle between two orthogonal vectors
is 90 or 270 then
cos  = 0

(A.28)

and the inner product will vanish.
Example: The vectors

x=


1
0
 y=
0
1


0
= 1 · 0 + 0 · 1 = 0 equals zero.
1
For orthogonal vectors x and y we have that cos  = 0. The vector that joins vectors x and y
can be found by the distance between these two vectors.

are orthogonal since their inner product xT y = 1 0

Example: For x and y (as given above) we note that the vector metric of x and y is
dx y =



x1 − y1 2 + x2 − y2 2 =



1 − 02 + 0 − −12 =

√

1+1 =

√

2

and for the vector created by subtracting x and y we have the vector norm of
x − y =



√
√
x1 − y1 2 + x2 − y2 2 = 1 − 02 + 0 − −12 = 1 + 1 = 2

thus the vector metric equals the vector norm.
Thus we see that the vector x − y describes the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by joining x
and y.
Recall the Pythagorian theorem. We see that, for orthogonal vectors:
x − y2 = x2 + y2

(A.29)

1.2.6. Projection of One Vector onto Another
Let us consider two vectors x and y with angle  between them. It is possible to talk about the
projection of vector x onto vector y. The distance
z = x cos 

(A.30)

is called the projection of x on y and tells how much x is pointing in the direction of y. We also
observe that
z = x cos  = x

xT y
xT y
=
xy y

Note that the projection of one vector onto a vector orthogonal to it is zero.

(A.31)
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1.3. Linear Combination of Vectors
Definition: A linear combination (or weighted sum) of m vectors xi ∈ Rn i = 1 2 · · ·  m is a
vector v ∈ Rn such that
v =  1 x 1 + 2 x 2 + · · · +  m x m
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
x11
x21
xm1
⎢x12 ⎥
⎢x22 ⎥
⎢xm2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
=  1 ⎢  ⎥ + 2 ⎢  ⎥ + · · · +  m ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
x1n
x2n
xmn
⎡ ⎤
v1
⎥
⎢
n
v

⎢ 2⎥
= i xi = ⎢  ⎥ ∈ R n 
⎣  ⎦

(A.32)

i=1

vn
where each i i = 1 2 · · ·  m are real scalars.
The linear combination v is said to be non-trivial if the scalars i i = 1 2 · · ·  m are not all
zero.
Example: For the vectors



1
3
x1 =
 x2 =
2
2
the linear combination with 12 = 2 produces the vector





1
3
2
6
8
+2
=
+
=
v =  1 x1 +  2 x2 = 2
2
2
4
4
8
1.3.1. Linearly Independent Vectors
The concept of linearly independent vectors plays a very important role in linear algebra.
Definition: A collection (or set) M = x1  x2  · · ·  xm of m vectors in Rn , that is, xi xi ∈
Rn  i = 1 2 3 · · ·  m is said to be linearly independent when their linear combination:
v=

m


 i x i =  1 x 1 + 2 x 2 + · · · +  m x m

(A.33)

i=1

is 0 for only trivial combinations of scalars, that is, i = 0 for i = 1 2 3 · · ·  m. When the
set of m scalars i are not all 0 then the linear combination v can not equal the zero vector 0.
Linear independence for a collection M of m vectors means that none of the vectors in the set
may be expressed as a linear combination of the others. That is, for all xi ∈ M,
xi =

m


j xi

(A.34)

j=1i=j

because the set of  s can not be found.
Vector collections that are not linear independent are said to be linear dependent which means
their linear combination may become 0 even if not all the scalars i are equal to zero. Also, at
least one of the xi may be expressed as a linear combination of the others.
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Example: We can see that the vectors

x=


1
0
 y=
0
1

are linearly independent since we cannot find nonzero 1 and 2 for which


1
0
1
+ 2
=0
0
1
On the other hand the vectors




1
2
z=
 u=
2
4

are linearly dependent since

1


1
2
+ 2
=0
2
4

when 1 = −2 and 2 = 1. And the vector u may be may be expressed as a linear combination
of vector z


2
1
u=
=2
= 2z
4
2
Consider R3 , 3-dimensional Euclidean space. In this space linear dependence is easily visualized.
Two vectors ∈ R3 are linearly dependent if they both lie on the same line which passes through
the origin (0, 0, 0). Three vectors ∈ R3 are linearly dependent if they lie on a plane that passes
through the origin, and each of the vectors can be expressed as a linear combination of the others.
Four vectors ∈ R3 are always linearly dependent. Generally speaking, a collection of m vectors
in Rn are always linearly dependent if m > n. Random selection of three vectors in R3 (or higher
dimensional space) will usually produce a linear independent collection.
1.4. Subspaces
Definition: A subspace of Rn is a subset V with the property that if x and y are any two elements
of V and  is any real number, then x + y ∈ V and  · x ∈ V .
The simplest subspace is the set V = 0 , consisting of vector 0 alone. Another simple subspace
is the set of all multiples of some non-zero vector v – geometrically we see this as all the vectors
that lie on a line that passes through the origin and through vector v.
1.4.1. A Spanning Subspace in Rn
Consider a set S of m m ≤ n vectors xi ∈ Rn  i = 1 2 3 · · ·  m and all possible linear
combinations of them, e.g., s = 1 x1 +2 x2 +· · ·+m xm where the coefficients i i = 1 2 · · ·  m
take on all values from −  + .
Definition: The subspace V of Rn spanned by a set of vectors S = xi ∈ Rn  i = 1 2 3 · · ·  m
consists of all linear combinations of these vectors and is denoted by
span x1  x2  · · ·  xm

(A.35)

S

(A.36)

or
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This is a linear subspace contained in Rn . Every vector v in span x1  x2  · · ·  xm can be
expressed as some combination of the vectors x1  x2  · · ·  xm , i.e. ∀v ∈ span x1  x2  · · ·  xm
v = 1 x1 + 2 x2 + · · · + m xm

(A.37)

for some set of coefficients i i = 1 2 · · ·  m.
Example: In the 3-dimensional vector space R3 any straight line or any plane which passes
through the origin are linear subspaces (spanned on one and two vectors, respectively). It can be
shown that three vectors in R3
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
1
0
−2
x1 = ⎣0⎦  x2 = ⎣1⎦  x3 = ⎣ 0⎦
0
0
0
always span a plane, while two vectors may span a plane but always span a line. For example,
as given above, x1 and x2 span a plane while x1 and x3 span a line.
1.4.2. Basis
Definition: Assume that the set S of m m ≤ n vectors in Rn spans the linear space
span x1  x2  x3  · · ·  xm in Rn . The set S = x1  x2  x3  · · ·  xm of vectors is said to be a basis
for the subspace if the vectors are linearly independent. The dimension of the subspace is m the
number of elements in the spanning set. The dimension of a subspace is also called the degree
of freedom of the subspace. The set of m linearly independent vectors in Rn
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
1
0
0
⎢0⎥
⎢1⎥
⎢0⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
e1 = ⎢  ⎥  e 2 = ⎢  ⎥  · · ·  e m = ⎢  ⎥
(A.38)
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
0

0

1

is called the standard (or natural, or canonical) basis for the space Rn . A vector space has
infinitely many different bases (i.e., a vector space does not have a unique basis). All bases of
a vector space contain the same number of vectors. Any linearly independent set in Rn can be
extended to a basis by adding more vectors to it if necessary. Any spanning set in Rn can be
reduced to a basis by discarding vectors if necessary. A basis is a maximal and minimal spanning
set, i.e., it cannot be made larger without losing linear independence and cannot be made smaller
a still span the space.
1.4.3. Hyperplanes and Linear Manifolds
In higher dimensional spaces Rn  n ≥ 3, very important linear subspaces are those defined as a
linear combination of n − 1 linearly independent vectors. They are called hyperplanes and divide
Rn into two halfspaces. All linear subspaces, including Rn , are called linear manifolds, and the
set of vectors which define the manifold is said to span it.
1.4.4. Orthogonal Spaces
Definition: Two subspaces V and W of the same space Rn are orthogonal if every vector v ∈ V
is orthogonal to every vector w ∈ W
vT w = 0 for all v and w

(A.39)
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1.4.5. Orthogonal Projections
Definition: For two vectors x, y elements of the same vector space the vector
xpy =

yT y
yT x
1332‘1x =
y
2
y
y2

(A.40)

is the orthogonal projection of x onto y, in the sense that the difference vector x − xpy is orthogonal
to y. Recall that the angle between the vectors x and y is
 = cos−1

xT y
x y

(A.41)

1.4.6. Vector Decomposition
Assume that V is a subspace of Rn .
Theorem: An arbitrary vector x ∈ Rn can be uniquely decomposed into the sum of two vectors
x = x̂ + x̃

(A.42)

where x̂ ∈ V , and x̃ is orthogonal to vector space V . In the above theorem vector x̂ is called the
orthogonal projection of vector x on V .
1.4.7. Orthogonal Complement
Definition: The space V o is called the orthogonal complement of V and is the set of all vectors
in Rn which are orthogonal to V .
Thus, in the above theorem x̃ is called the orthogonal projection on V o .
Example: Consider the space R3 with the standard basis ei i = 1 2 3. If the subspace V is
defined to be all vectors along the vertical axis
V = x ∈ R3  x = e3  where  is a scalar 
then its orthogonal complement consists of all vectors in the horizontal plane
V o = x ∈ R3  x = e1 + e2  where  and  are scalars
Thus, any vector x ∈ R3 may be decomposed on V and V o , for example
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
x1
0
x1
x = ⎣x2 ⎦ = y + z = ⎣ 0 ⎦ + ⎣x2 ⎦
x3
x3
0
1.4.8. Projection Theorem
Given vector x ∈ Rn and subspace V of Rn , then
x = x +x

(A.43)

(where x ∈ V , x ∈ V o ) and the orthogonal projection x has a property that x 2 is minimum.
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1.4.9. Gramm-Smith Orthogonalization
In an orthogonal basis of a vector space, every vector in the basis is perpendicular to all the
other vectors in the basis. That is, the coordinate axes of the base are mutually orthogonal.
Definition: The set of vectors x1  x2  · · ·  xk are orthonormal if

0 whenever i = j giving orthogonality
xi T xj =
1 whenever i = j giving normalization
As mentioned before the standard basis
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
1
0
0
⎢0⎥
⎢1⎥
⎢0⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
e 1 = ⎢  ⎥  e2 = ⎢  ⎥  · · ·  e m = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
⎣  ⎦
0

0

(A.44)

(A.45)

1

is an important orthogonal basis with perpendicular axes, which can be rotated without changing
the right angles at which they meet. For 2-dimensional space the standard basis


1
0
e1 =
and e2 =
(A.46)
0
1
is perpendicular as well as horizontal and vertical. Not often do we initially have an orthogonal
basis. However, the Gramm-Smith orthogonalization procedure allows us to construct for any
linear space Rk and starting with a skewed basis an orthogonal basis (set of vectors) which is
mutually orthogonal and spans the space Rk .
Algorithm: Assume that we have a set of nonzero vectors x1  x2  · · ·  xl in Rk l ≥ k which
span the space Rk .
1. In construction of a vector basis, one direction may be freely selected, for example b1 = x1 .
2. For x2 (where x2 is not in the direction of x1 ) we can find the second basis b2 orthogonal
to b1 by:
b 2 = x2 −

x2T b1
b
b1 2 1

(A.47)

The inner product e1T e2 is equal to 0, since they are orthogonal. Thus the construction extractions
any components of x1 that are in the x2 direction. If, on the other hand, x2 is in the direction
of x1 , we just ignore x2 since x2 is represented by x1 .
3. Generally, for the next basis we can use the recursive formula
bi = xi −

i−1

xiT bj
b  i = 2 · · ·  k
2 j
j=1 bj 

(A.48)

where i = 2 · · ·  k and only nonzero bj must be considered.
When the Gramm-Smith orthogonalization procedure starts with linearly independent vectors
x1  x2  · · ·  xk it ends with orthogonal vectors b1  b2  · · ·  bk which span Rk .
Example: For three linearly independent vectors in R3
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
1
1
2
x1 = ⎣0⎦  x2 = ⎣0⎦  x3 = ⎣2⎦
1
0
0
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⎡ ⎤
1
b1 = x1 = ⎣0⎦
1

To find b2 we subtract the elements in direction b1 from x2
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤
⎡ ⎤
1
05
1
T
b
x
1
0⎦
b2 = x2 − 2 1 b1 = ⎣0⎦ − ⎣0⎦ = ⎣
b1 2
2 1
−05
0
And lastly the basis b3 is computed as

⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤ ⎡ ⎤
2
1
05
0
2
1 ⎣
0 ⎦ = ⎣1⎦
b3 = x3 −
x1 −
x2 = ⎣2⎦ − ⎣0⎦ −
b1 2
b2 2
4 1
05 −05
0
0
x3T b1

x3T b2

We see that the resulting basis is orthogonal.

2. Matrices
2.1. Basic Operations
A matrix is an n × m rectangular array of elements with n rows and m columns. Matrices are
denoted by capital letters with elements denoted by lower case letters with subscripts.
⎤
⎡
a12
···
a1m
a11
⎢a21
a22
···
a2m ⎥
⎥
⎢
A = aij = ⎢ 
(A.49)

 ⎥


⎣ 

 ⎦
an1

an2

···

anm

When a matrix A is defined in n × m space we denote this by A ∈ C n×m , where n × m is the
matrix dimension.
Example:

⎡

2
A = ⎣0
8

1
6
7

⎤

−05
1
⎦
23  B =
 C= 104
5
2

5
6
4

We have the following dimensionality of the above matrices: A ∈ R3×4 , B ∈ R2×1 , and C ∈ R1×2 .
2.1.1. Matrix Addition
Matrix addition is defined for equal dimension matrices, e.g.,
⎡
a11 + b11 a12 + b12
⎢ a21 + b21 a22 + b22
⎢
A + B = aij + bij = ⎢


⎣



n × m, as

⎤
· · · a1m + b1m
· · · a2m + b2m ⎥
⎥
⎥


⎦



an1 + bn1 an2 + bn2 · · · anm + bnm
Example:

C = A+B =



1
5
3 1
4 6
+
=
0 −3
2 7
2 4

(A.50)
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2.1.2. Matrix Multiplication by a Scalar
The matrix A may be multiplied by a scalar k as
ka11
⎢ka21
⎢
=⎢ 
⎣ 

ka12
ka22



···
···



⎤
ka1m
ka2m ⎥
⎥
 ⎥
 ⎦

kan1

kan2

···

kanm

⎡

kA = kaij

(A.51)

Example:



1
5
4 20
B=4
=
0 −3
0 −12
2.1.3. Matrix Multiplication
For so called conformable matrices; that is, matrix A of dimension n × m and matrix B of
dimension m × r (note that the number of columns in A is equal to the number of rows in B) the
n × r dimensional matrix C is formed by:
C = AB = cij

(A.52)

where one element cij of the resulting matrix c is defined as:
⎡

⎡


⎢ 
⎢
cij = ⎢a
⎣ i1



=

m





···



ai2



aik bkj 

···

···
⎤
⎢
·

⎢ ··
 ⎥
⎢· · ·
⎢
⎥
⎢· · ·
aim ⎥
⎢
⎦
⎢· · ·

⎢
 n×m ⎣· · ·
···

i = 1 2 · · ·  n

a1j
a2j
···
···
···
···
amj

⎤
···
· · ·⎥
⎥
· · ·⎥
⎥
· · ·⎥
⎥
· · ·⎥
⎥
· · ·⎦
· · · m×r

j = 1 2 · · ·  r

(A.53)

k=1

and is obtained by computing the inner product of row i of matrix A by column j of matrix B.
For example for the 2 × 3 matrix A and the 3 × 2 matrix B we get C, a 2 × 2 matrix
⎤
⎡

b11 b12 b13
a
a
a
C = AB = 11 12 13 ⎣b21 b22 b23 ⎦
a21 a22 a23
b31 b32 b33

a b + a12 b21 + a13 b31 a11 b12 + a12 b22 + a13 b32
= 11 11
a21 b11 + a22 b21 + a23 b31 a21 b12 + a22 b22 + a23 b32
Example:

C = AB =

1
5
0 −3




3 1
13
36
=
2 7
−6 −21
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2.1.4. Multiplication of Matrix by Vector
For vector x of dimension m and matrix A of dimension n × m the vector dimension m, the vectormatrix product y = Ax is defined such that the resulting n-dimensional vector y is defined as
yi =

m


aij xj 

(A.54)

j=1

For example the 2 × 3 matrix A and 3-dimensional vector x are multipled as:
⎡ ⎤


x1
a
a x + a12 x2 + a13 x3
a
a
y = Ax = 11 12 13 ⎣x2 ⎦ = 11 1
a21 a22 a23
a21 x1 + a22 x2 + a23 x3
x3
When the number of rows and columns are equal, e.g., an n × n matrix, we have a square matrix.
Example:

x = Ay =

1
5
0 −3




3
13
=
2
−6

2.1.5. Equal Matrices
Two matrices A and B are equal if and only if all of their corresponding elements are equal
aij = bij for all i = 1 2 · · ·  n and j = 1 2 · · ·  m.
2.1.6. Diagonal Matrix
Entries of the matrix starting the top left corner and proceeding to the bottom right corner are
said to be on the main diagonal of that matrix.
A square matrix having only nonzero elements on the main diagonal and only zero elements
otherwise is called a diagonal matrix.
Example:
⎡
⎢
A=⎢
⎣

2
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎤
0
0
0
0⎥
⎥
5
0⎦
0 −4

2.1.7. Triangular Matrix
A square matrix of the form
⎡

a11 a12 a13
⎢ 0 a22 a23
⎢
⎢
0 a33
A=⎢ 0
⎢ 


⎣ 


0
0
0

⎤
· · · a1n
· · · a2n ⎥
⎥
· · · a3n ⎥
⎥
 ⎥

  ⎦
· · · ann

(A.55)

is called upper triangular (or block triangular).
In a triangular matrix each entry above the main diagonal is 0 ( for upper triangular matrix),
or each entry below the main diagonal is 0 (for lower triangular matrix).
2.1.8. Zero Matrix
The matrix in which all element are zero is called zero matrix, denoted [0].
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2.1.9. Identity Matrix
A square matrix with 1’s at each position
called the identity matrix, denoted I
⎡
1
⎢0
⎢
I = ⎢
⎣ 

of the main diagonal and 0’s in all other positions is

0 ···
1 ···
  


0 0 ···

where ij is the Kronecker delta defined as
ij =



1
0

if
if

⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
 ⎥ = ij
⎦

(A.56)

1
i=j
i = j

(A.57)

The result of multiplying a matrix A by matrix I is equal to matrix A, thus multiplication by
the identity matrix does not change the original matrix:
AI = IA = A

(A.58)

2.1.10. Matrix Arithmetic
The following rules hold:
1. A + B = B + A
2. A + B + C = A + B + C
3. ABC = ABC
4. AB + C = AB + AC
5. AB − C = AB − AC
6. A + BC = AC + BC
7. B + C = B + C
8.  + A = A + A
9. A = A
10. AB = AB = AB

(commutative law of addition)
(associative law of addition)
(associative law of multiplication)
(distributive law)

For square matrix A and the integers r, s the following equalities hold
Ar As = Ar+s  Ar s = Ars

(A.59)

2.1.11. Matrix as a n-vectors of Rows or Columns
We can observe that the rows of an n × m matrix A may be regarded as a m-dimensional vectors
ATi = ai1  ai2  · · ·  aij  · · ·  aim i = 1 2 · · ·  n
⎡ T⎤
A1
⎢AT2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
(A.60)
⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
ATn
Similarly, the columns of an n × m matrix A may be regarded as an m-dimensional vectors
⎡ ⎤
ai1
⎢ ai2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢  ⎥
⎢  ⎥
⎥
(A.61)
Ai = ⎢
⎢ aij ⎥  i = 1 2 · · ·  n
⎢ ⎥
⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
aim
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and matrix A may be written as
A = AT1 AT2 · · · ATn

(A.62)

2.2. Determinant of Matrix
One of the most important problems in the matrix theory is associating a single real number with
a square matrix. This real number, called the determinant of the matrix, is the result of mapping
of a matrix into R. The determinant plays a very important role in linear algebra, for example,
if a matrix is nonsingular, i.e., it has a nonzero determinant, then we can invert it, but if it is
singular, i.e., its determinant is equal to zero, then it does not not have an invert.
The determinant of 1 × 1 matrix A = a is equal to det A = A = a.
The determinant of the square matrix A of dimension 2 × 2 is:

a a
(A.63)
det A = A = det 11 12 = a11 a22  − a12 a21 
a21 a22
Example:

det A = A = det

12
= 1 · 4 − 2 · 5 = −6
5 4

The determinant of the 3 × 3 matrix A is:
det A = A
= a11





a
a22 a23
a21 a23
a
− a12 det
+ a13 det 21 22
det
a32 a33
a31 a33
a31 a32

= a11 a22 a33 − a23 a32  − a12 a23 a31 − a21 a33  + a13 a21 a32 − a22 a31 
= a11 a22 a33 − a11 a23 a32 − a12 a23 a31 + a12 a21 a33 + a13 a21 a32 − a13 a22 a31

(A.64)

Example:
⎡

2
det A = A = det ⎣1
6

4
0
= 2 det
7 −8

⎤
3 −2
4
0⎦
7 −8
− −3 det




1
0
1 4
+ −2 det
6 −8
6 7

= 2−32 − 3−8 − 2−17 = −6
We generalize computation of a determinant.
⎡
a11
⎢a21
⎢
A=⎢ 
⎣ 
an1

For a square n × n matrix:
⎤
a12 · · · a1n
a22 · · · a2n ⎥
⎥

 ⎥



 ⎦
an2 · · · ann

(A.65)

Its determinant is computed as:
det A = A = a11 M11 − a12 M12 + a13 M13 + · · · + −1n−1 a1n M1n 

(A.66)
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where M1j , called a minor of entry a1j , is the determinant of the n − 1 × n − 1 matrix
(submatrix) obtained from A by deleting its first row and j th column. This matrix is called
submatrix of matrix A. We see that the determinant has been found from the entries of the first
row of matrix A and determinants of its submatrices. We call this technique row expansion. A
similar procedure can be repeated starting from any other row or any column of matrix (column
expansion).
Generally a minor Mij of matrix A of entry aij , is defined to be determinant of the submatrix
remaining after removing of the ith row and j th column of A.
The sign problem for elements of determinant computation is solved by understanding of an
idea of cofactors cij of entry aij of A defined as
cij = −1i+j Mij

(A.67)

Example:
⎡

⎤

2 3 −2
4
0
⎣
⎦
0  M11 = det
A= 1 4
= 4 · −8 − 0 · 7 = −32
7 −8
6 7 −8
and cofactor c11 is defined as
c11 = −11+1 M11 = −12 −32 = −32
−

A sign of cofactors cij = +Mij depends on the position of the entry in relation to the matrix
⎡
⎤
+ − + − ···
⎢− + − + · · ·⎥
⎢
⎥
(A.68)
⎢+ − + − · · ·⎥  c11 = +M11  c12 = −M12  c13 = −M13  · · ·
⎣
⎦


Let us recall definition of permutation of integers. A permutation of a set of integers is some
arrangement of these integers but without any repetitions or omissions.
Example: The permutations of set of three integers 1 2 3 are
1 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 4 2 4 1 4 1 2 4 2 1
We say that an inversion in permutation occurs when a larger integer appears before a smaller one.
Definition: Let us consider permutations of numbers 1 2 3 · · ·  n, denoted by i1  i2  · · ·  in .
In permutation some numbers following i1 may be less then i1 . The number of these cases in
respect to the position i1 is called the number of inversions in the arrangements pertaining to
i1 . Similarly, there is a number of inversion pertaining to each of the other ith position, being the
number of indices that come after ith in the permutation and are less than ith . The index of the
permutation is the sum of all of the number of inversions pertaining to the separate indices.
Example: The permutation
7 1 2 8 has two inversions
and permutation
1 2 8 7 has one inversion
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The permutation
3 2 1 has three inversions
We observe that the determinant is a sum of all signed productions of the form ±a1i a2j a3k ,
where i, j, and k are permutations of 1, 2, 3 in some order. Half of productions have plus signs
and other half minus signs , according to so-called index of permutation. The sign is positive
when the index of permutation is even, and negative when the index is odd. Each term in the
determinant has n factors where n is the dimension of the square matrix. Each factor of a term has
as its second subscript a permutation of the numbers 1 2 · · ·  n. Terms that are odd permutations
are added and terms that are even permutations are subtracted. Thus, when n = 3 we have as
permutations, and their implied terms:
Permutation

Index

Signed product

1
1
2
2
3
3

0
1
2
1
2
3

+a11 a22 a33
−a11 a23 a32
+a12 a23 a31
−a12 a21 a33
+a13 a21 a32
−a13 a22 a31

2
3
3
1
1
2

3
2
1
3
2
1

and for n = 4:
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
3
3
4
4

3
4
2
4
2
3

4
3
4
2
3
2

→ +a11 a22 a33 a44
→ −a11 a22 a34 a43
→ +a11 a23 a32 a44
→ −a11 a23 a34 a42
→ +a11 a24 a32 a43
→ −a11 a24 a33 a42

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
3
3
4
4

3
4
4
1
1
3

4
3
1
4
3
1

→ +a12 a21 a33 a44
→ −a12 a21 a34 a43
→ +a12 a23 a34 a41
→ −a12 a23 a31 a44
→ +a12 a24 a31 a43
→ −a12 a24 a33 a41

3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
2
2
4
4

2
4
4
1
1
2

4
2
1
4
2
1

→ +a13 a21 a32 a44
→ −a13 a21 a34 a42
→ +a13 a22 a34 a41
→ −a13 a22 a31 a44
→ +a13 a24 a31 a42
→ −a13 a24 a32 a41

4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
2
2
3
3

2
3
3
1
1
2

3
2
1
3
2
1

→ +a14 a21 a32 a43
→ −a14 a21 a33 a42
→ +a14 a22 a33 a41
→ −a14 a22 a31 a43
→ +a14 a23 a31 a42
→ −a14 a23 a32 a41
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For the square matrix A of dimension n × n a determinant is defined as the following scalar:
det A = A =

n


n


n


···

i=1 j=1j=j

sign a1i a2j · · · anl

(A.69)

l=1l=il=j··· ł=k

In the above formula in each term the second subscripts i j · · ·  l are permutations of numbers
1 2 · · ·  n. Additionally, terms whose subscripts are even permutations are given plus signs, and
others with odd permutations are given minus signs.
2.2.1. Basic Properties of a Determinant
For a n × n matrix A
1. det I = 1
2. detAB = det Adet B
3. det AT = det A
4. det A = n det A
5. The determinant of a diagonal or block-triangular matrix is equal to the product of the diagonal
elements:

2 0
det
= 2·3 = 6
0 3

2 5
det
= 2·3 = 6
0 3
6. For a square matrix A such that some column is zero vector Ai = 0 for some i, a determinant is
equal to zero. The same lemma holds for a matrix with at least one row equal to zero (having
all elements equal to zero).
7. A determinant of a matrix having two identical rows is equal to zero.
Example:

⎡

⎤
0 5 −2
8⎦ = 0
det A = det ⎣0 3
0 6 −1

2.2.2. Rank of Matrix
Definition: The rank of matrix A is the dimension of the largest square matrix A’ contained in
A (obtained by deleting rows and columns in A) which has nonzero determinant.
We see that the nonsingular n × n matrix A has the rank n.
We also may say that the rank of a matrix is the maximum number of linearly independent
column vectors of the matrix.
Example: The rank of matrix

⎡

1
⎢0
A=⎢
⎣0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
0⎦
0

is equal to 2rank A = 2, since the columns from the set columns 1 0 0 0 T  0 0 1 0 T are
linearly independent, whereas the columns from the set 1 0 0 0 T  0 0 1 0 T  0 0 0 0 T
are linearly dependent.
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2.3. Transpose, Inverse, and Rank
2.3.1. Transpose of a Matrix
The transposition of matrix A denoted by AT is defined as an operation of taking rows from
matrix A and putting them as corresponding columns of AT – the ith row of A becomes ith column
of AT , so for matrix A we have:
aTij = aji

(A.70)

Example: If

a a
A = 11 12
a21 a22
then

AT =

a11 a21
a12 a22

For a rectangular matrix
⎡
⎤
2 0
A = ⎣1 0 ⎦
4 5
we have


2 1 4
0 0 5

AT =

2.3.2. Properties of Matrix Transposition
1. ABT = BT AT
2. A−1 T = AT −1
3. A−1 T AT = I
4. AT A−1 T = I
5. A + BT = AT + BT
2.3.3. Symmetric Matrix
A symmetric matrix is a matrix which equals its transpose
AT = A
For example


1 5
5 2

T

=


1 5
5 2

(A.71)
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2.3.4. Inverse of a Matrix
Consider square matrices. The inverse of a square matrix A is denoted by A−1 and defined
such that
A−1 A = AA−1 = I

(A.72)

where
A−1 =

1
adjA
A

(A.73)

The adj A (the adjoint of matrix A) is the matrix formed by replacing each element with its
cofactor and transposing the result.
The cofactor Aij of matrix A is the the determinant of the submatrix formed by deleting from
matrix A the ith row and j th column, multiplied by −1i+j .
The solution to the inverse of a matrix is time-consuming but algorithmically specified.
Algorithm: Inverse of matrix A with nonzero determinant.
1. Construct the matrix of cofactors of A:
⎡

⎤
A11 A12 · · · A1n
⎢
  
 ⎥
cof A = ⎣ 
  ⎦

An1 An2 · · · Ann

(A.74)

2. Design the transposed matrix of cofactors matrix (adjoint of A matrix)
⎤
A11 A21 · · · An1
⎢
  
 ⎥
adj A = cof AT = ⎣ 
  ⎦

A1n A2n · · · Ann
⎡

(A.75)

3. Compute the inverse of A as
A−1 =

1
adj A
det A

(A.76)

Example: For the square matrix A

A=

a11 a12
a21 a22

first replace each aij in A with the determinant of the 1 × 1 matrix formed by deleting the ith row
and j th column of A, recall that the determinant of a matrix of one element is the element itself,
we now have:

a22 −a21
−a12
a11
next, the above matrix is transposed yielding:

a22 −a12
−a21
a11
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lastly, we multiply the above matrix by the determinant of the original matrix which gives:

1
1
a22 −a21
−1
adj A =
A =
−a
a11
a11 a22 − a12 a21
A
12
Another example is:
A=
so, A−1 is:
A−1 =


1 −2
3
1


1
1
1 −3
adj A =
−−2
1
A
1 · 1 − −2 · 3

1
1 1 −3
− −3
7
=
= 27
1
1
7 2
7
7

Not all square matrices have an inverse. Nonsingular matrices posses a nonzero determinant
and can be inverted but singular matrixes have a zero determinant and the inverse for such a
matrix does not exist. If the matrix is nonsingular then
AB−1 = B−1 A−1

(A.77)

We see that the multiplication of a matrix by its inverse is commutative. Only square matrices
can have inverses.
2.3.5. Application of an Inverse of Matrix
Matrix inverse is used in solving linear matrix equations (for given A and y)
Ax = y

(A.78)

where A is a square n × n matrix and x and y are n-dimensional vectors. The solution is found
by multiplying both sides of the matrix equation by A−1 as:
A−1 Ax = A−1 y

(A.79)

Ix = A−1 y

(A.80)

−1

x=A y

(A.81)

2.3.6. Matrix Pseudoinversion
Matrix inverse is defined only for square matrices. For a rectangular matrix with more rows then
columns, the pseudoinverse is defined as:
A# = AT A−1 AT

(A.82)

for nonsingular matrix AT A. The need for the pseudoinverse can be seen in solving the overdetermined linear equations (when there are more equations than unknowns)
Ax = y

(A.83)

x = A# y

(A.84)

with the solution

If matrix A has more columns than rows the pseudoinverse if defined as
A# = AT AAT −1

(A.85)

This case corresponds to matrix linear equations when there are fewer equations than unknowns.
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2.4. Functions of Square Matrices
A matrix may be characterized by its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. These play a great role in
linear algebra.
2.4.1. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
So far we have investigated determinant as a real scalar number characterizing a matrix. However,
we will find other objects characterizing some properties of a square matrix. Consider an equation
for square matrix A of dimension n × n and vector x of dimension n
Ax = sx

(A.86)

where s is a scalar. Any solution of this equation for x is called an eigenvector of matrix A. The
scalar s is called the eigenvalue of matrix A. We see that multiplication of the eigenvector by the
scalar s is equivalent to the matrix multiplication of the eigenvector. The eigenvalue s indicates
how much x is shortened or lengthened after multiplication by the matrix A (without changing
the vector “orientation”). The above equation may be rearranged into the form:
A − sIx = 0

(A.87)

where I is the identity matrix. It can be shown that a nontrivial (i.e., x = 0) solution of this
equation requires the matrix A − sI (or sI − A) to be singular, i.e.
detsI − A = 0

(A.88)

By expanding the exponents (in determinant formula) in the polynomial form we obtain:
sn + a1 sn−1 + · · · + san−1 + an = 0

(A.89)

where the s denotes a complex variable and the ai denotes coefficients, not matrix elements. The
last equation is called the characteristic equation for matrix A.
Definition: For the square matrix A the equation
detsI − A = sn + a1 sn−1 + an−1 s + an = 0

(A.90)

is called a characteristic equation for matrix A, and sn + a1 sn−1 + · · · + san−1 + an = 0 is called
a characteristic polynomial of A.
Definition: The eigenvalues si i = 1 2 · · ·  n of matrix A are the solutions (roots) of its
characteristic equation
detsI − A = sn + a1 sn−1 +    + an−1 s + an
= s − s1 s − s2  · · · s − sn  = 0

(A.91)

Some of the si may be identical (the same eigenvalues) and eigenvalues may be complex.
Definition: Each solution si of the characteristic equation (eigenvalue) has a corresponding
eigenvector xi which may be computed from the equation
si I − Axi = 0 or Axi = si xi

(A.92)

We can find the general algebraic solution for the eignevalues of a square 2 × 2 matrix A

a
a
A = 11 12
(A.93)
a21 a22
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First we compute the following characteristic equation of matrix A

s − a11 −a12
=0
fs = det sI − A = sI − A = det
−a21 s − a22

531

(A.94)

After expanding the determinant, the polynomial form of characteristic equation is
fs =s − a11 s − a22  − a12 a21 = s2 − sa11 + a22  + a11 a22 − a12 a21 
=s − s1 s − s2  = 0

(A.95)

From which we can easily find the equation for the two eigenvalues as

a + a22  ∓ a11 + a22 2 − 4a11 a22 − a12 a21 
s12 = 11
2

(A.96)

These eigenvalues may have different values (real or complex) depending of the values of the
elements of matrix A. For a11 + a22 2 − 4a11 a22 − a12 a21  > 0 the eigenvalues are real and for
a11 + a22 2 − 4a11 a22 − a12 a21 < 0 are complex si = i ∓ jqi  i = 1 2.
Example: Consider the eigenvalues of the diagonal square matrix A

2 0
A=
0 1
the characteristic equation is

fs = detsI − A = det

s−2
0

0
s−1

= s − 2s − 1 = s2 − 3s + 2 = 0
Thus matrix A has two distinct real eigenvalues
s1 = 2 s2 = 1
We can conclude that for the diagonal matrix the eigenvalues are just the elements on the main
diagonal. For the square matrix

2 −1
B=
2 1
the characteristic equation is

fs = detsI − A = det

s−2
−2

1
s−1

= s − 2s − 1 + 2 = s2 − 3s + 4 = 0
Thus matrix B has two complex (here conjugate) eigenvalues
s1 =

1√
1√
3
3
+j
7 s2 = − j
7
2
2
2
2

since a11 + a22 2 − 4a11 a22 − a12 a21  = −7 < 0.
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The eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues may be found from the equation

s−2
0
sI − Ax =
x=0
0
s−1
The solution for the first eigenvalue s1 = 2 is

2−2
0
x =0
0
2−1 1
and gives eigenvector


x1 =

c
0

where c denotes any value. For the second eigenvalue s2 = 1 we have

1−2
0
x =0
0
1−1 2
and gives eigenvector
x2 =
where c denotes any value.
For square matrix


A=

the characteristic equation is

s−4
det
−2

4
2


0
c

−5
−3

5
=s − 4s + 3 + 10 = s2 − s − 2
s+3
=s − 2s − −1 = 0

Thus matrix A has two distinct real eigenvalues
s1 = 2 s2 = −1
since the solution of the characteristic equation is
√
1∓ 1+4×2
s12 =
= 2 or − 1
2
The eigenvectors may by found from the equation

s−4
5
det
x=0
−2 s + 3
For the eigenvalue s1 = 2 we have the eigenvector being a multiple of

5
x1 =
2
and for the eigenvalue s2 = −1 a multiple of
x2 =


1
1

We see that the eigenvectors for these distinct eigenvalues are linearly independent.
Theorem: The eigenvalues of diagonal matrix A = aii are equal to the elements on the main
diagonal, since the characteristic equation is s − a11 s − a22  · · · s − ann  = 0.
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2.4.2. The Matrix Exponential eA
An important role in linear algebra is played by matrix exponential for a square matrix which is
expressed as:
eA = I + A +

1 2 1 3
A + A +···
2!
3!

(A.97)

and represents a square matrix. We have the following properties of the matrix exponent
1. eA+B = eA eB  if AB = BA
−1
2. eABA = AeB A−1  for A = 0
3. eA = etraceA
For the diagonal square matrix A its
⎡ a
0
e 11
a22
⎢ 0
e
⎢
eA = ⎢ 

⎣ 

0

0

exponent is
⎤ ⎡ s
···
0
e1
⎥
⎢
···
0 ⎥ ⎢0
 ⎥ = ⎢ 


 ⎦ ⎣

0
es2



···
···



⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
 ⎥
 ⎦

···

0

···

e sn

eann

0

(A.98)

with elements aii i = 1 2 · · ·  n on the main diagonal equal to the system eigenvalues a11 =
si i = 1 2 · · ·  n.
Example: For the matrix

A=

1 1
0 0

the exponent matrix can be found as
A2 t 2
Ak t k
t2
tk
+···+
+ · · ·  = I + At + + · · · 
2!
k!
2!
k!
 t t
e e −1
= I + et − 1A =
0
1

eAt = I + At +

since for above matrix we have Ak = A.
Other techniques of calculating the matrix exponents are available as well.
2.4.3. Kronecker Product of Two Matrices
The Kronecker poduct of two matrices A ∈ Rn×m and B ∈ Rp×q is the matrix of the dimension
np × mq
⎡
⎤
a11 B a12 B · · · a1m B
⎢

 ⎥

A ⊗ B = aij B = Abij = ⎣ 
(A.99)


 ⎦
an1 B an2 B · · · anm B
2.4.4. Role of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are a powerful tools in linear algebra and linear
differential equations. For example, consider the linear mapping (transformation from x to y)
y = Ax

(A.100)
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where x ∈ Rn , y ∈ Rn and A ∈ Rn×n . Assume that si i = 1 2 · · ·  n are the distinct eigenvalues
of matrix A, and xi i = 1 2 · · ·  n are corresponding eigenvectors. Hence, since eigenvectors
form the basis in Rn we can express the vector x ∈ Rn as a linear combination of eigenvectors
xi i = 1 2 · · ·  n
x = c 1 x1 + c 2 x2 + · · · + c n xn

(A.101)

where ci i = 1 2 · · ·  n are appropriately selected constants. We can rewrite the original
equation as:
y = Ax = Ac1 x1 + c2 x2 + · · · + cn xn 

(A.102)

Using linearity property we obtain:
y = c1 Ax1  + c2 Ax2  + · · · + cn Axn 

(A.103)

Remembering that eigenvectors satisfy the equation:
Axi = si xi  i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(A.104)

y = c 1 s 1 x 1 + c 2 s 2 x2 + · · · + c n s n x n

(A.105)

we finally obtain:

Instead of matrix A we have used its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, with parameters ci i =
1 2 · · ·  n selected for the given vector x.
2.4.5. Solution of System of Linear Differential Equations
Let us consider, for example, the linear differential equation, where t represents time,
ẋt = Axt + But

(A.106)

ẋt = Axt x0 t0 = 0

(A.107)

the time solution may be found in the form
xt = c1 es1 t d1 + c2 es2 t d2 + · · · + cn esn t dn

(A.108)

where si i = 1 2 · · ·  n are the distinct eigenvalues of matrix A, di
i = 1 2 · · ·  n are corresponding eigenvectors, and coefficients ci i = 1 2 · · ·  n are
dependent on the initial state of the system.
2.4.6. Cayley-Hamilton Theorem
If the polynomial
fs = sn + a1 sn−1 + · · · + an = 0

(A.109)

(where the s terms are complex variables and the ai terms are coefficients) is the characteristic
equation of the square matrix A, then matrix A satisfies the following equation
fA = An + a1 An−1 + · · · + an I = 0

(A.110)

An = AA · · · A n multiplications

(A.111)

where

That is, the matrix A satisfies its own characteristic equation.
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2.5. Quadratic Forms
Let us consider the vector x of dimension n and square matrix Q of dimension n × n. The scalar
function of x
Jx = xT Qx

(A.112)

or
Jx = q11 x12 + q22 x22 + · · · + qnn xn2 + 2q12 x1 x2 + q13 x1 x3 + · · · + qn−1n xn−1 xn 

(A.113)

is called a quadratic form.
2.5.1. Definite Forms
The quadratic form is used to define properties of matrices. The square matrix Q is said to be:
1. positive definite Q > 0 if xT Qx > 0
2. positive semidefinite Q ≥ 0 if xT Qx ≥ 0
3. negative semidefinite Q ≤ 0 if xT Qx ≤ 0
4. negative definite Q < 0 if xT Qx < 0
for all real vectors x.
We can test for definiteness of a square matrix Q independently of the vector x. If matrix Q
has the eigenvalues si , then
1. Q > 0 if all si > 0 (positive definite)
2. Q ≥ 0 if all si ≥ 0 (positive semidefinite)
3. Q ≤ 0 if all si ≤ 0 (negative semidefinite)
4. Q < 0 if all si < 0 (negative definite)
2.6. Matrix Calculus
Let x and y be n-dimensional vectors, g be a scalar function of vector x, h be a scalar function
of vectors x and y, and
Fx = f1 x f2 x · · · fm x
be an m-vector function of vector x.
The differential of x is:

T

(A.114)

⎡

⎤
dx1
⎢dx2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
dx = ⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦

(A.115)

dxn
Let us assume that vector x is a function of the independent scalar variable t,
x = xt = x1 tt

x2 t

··· 

xn t

T

If a vector x is a function of the independent variable t, then the derivative of x with respect to
the variable t (for example time) is:
⎡ dx1 ⎤
dt

dx2 ⎥
dx ⎢
⎢ dt ⎥
=⎢  ⎥
dt ⎣  ⎦
dxn
dt

(A.116)
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2.6.1. Gradient Operations
The gradient of scalar function g with respect to x is the column vector
⎡ g ⎤
x

⎢ g1 ⎥
g ⎢
x2 ⎥
⎥
gx = gx =
=⎢
⎢
x ⎣  ⎥
⎦

(A.117)

g
xn

The total differential of g is
dg = 

n

g T
g
 dx =
dxi
x
i=1 xi

(A.118)

If hx y is the scalar function of vectors x and y, then
 T
 T
h
h
dh =
dx +
dy
x
y

(A.119)

2.6.2. Hessian
The Hessian of scalar function g of x is the second derivative of g with respect to x
 2
2 g
 g
gxx = xx = 2 =
x
xi xj

(A.120)

Hessian is a symmetric n × n matrix.
2.6.3. Taylor Series Expansion
The Taylor series expansion of scalar function g of x around the vector value x0 (operational
point) is defined as
 2
T


 gx
gx T
1
gx = gx0  +
x − x0  + x − x0 T
x − x0  + r
(A.121)
2
x2
x
where r represents a higher expansion term. The column vector gx = gx
and the symmetric
x
2
are evaluated at the operational point x0 .
Hessian n × n matrix gxx =  xgx
2
2.6.4. Jacobian
For m dimensional function Fx a m × n dimensional Jacobian matrix (often called a Jacobian)
with respect to vector x is defined as
⎡ f1 x
f1 x
f1 x ⎤
···
x1
x2
xn
⎢ f2 x
f2 x
f2 x ⎥
···
Fx ⎢
x1
x2
xn ⎥
(A.122)
Fx =
=⎢

 ⎥

⎥
⎢ 
x

⎣ 

 ⎦
fm x
fm x
fm x
···
x
x
x
1

2

n

The total differential of Fx is
dFx =

n

Fx
Fx
dx =
dxi
x
i=1 xi

(A.123)
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2.6.5. Useful Gradient Operations
Let us assume that the matrices A B D and Q as well as the vectors x an y have appropriate
dimensions. We can find that:
dA −1
d −1
A
A  = −A−1
dt
dt

(A.124)

The following properties of gradient operations can be derived:
1.
2.
3.


yT x = x xT y = y
x

yT Ax = x xT Ay =
x

xT Ax = Ax + AT x
x

Ay = FxT y

However, for the symmetric matrix Q we have
 T
x Qx = 2Qx
x

(A.125)

If Fx and Hx are vector functions, the chain rule of differentiation results in:
 T
F xHx = FxT Hx + HxT Fx
x

(A.126)

and Hessian property provides:
2 xT Ax
= A + AT
x2

(A.127)

2 T
x Ax = 2Q
x2

(A.128)

2
x − yT Qx − y = 2Q
x2

(A.129)

For the symmetric matrix Q we have:

Furthermore, for the Jacobian we have:

Ax = A
x

2.6.6. Some Properties of the Square Matrix

trace A = I
1. A

2. A
trace BAC = BT CT

3. A trace ABAT  = 2AB

4. A
trace eA  = eA

5. A BAD = BADA−T
where A−T = A−1 T .

(A.130)
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2.6.7. Derivative of Determinant
Let us consider square matrix A ∈ Rn×n which is a function A = At of the independent variable t.
The derivative of the determinant is defined as:
n
n 

daij

d
det At
det At =
dt
a
dt
ij
i=1 j=1

(A.131)

where aij denotes the ij th element of A.
We also find that:

n
n 

daij t
dAt
d
ij
detAt =
= trace
adjAt
dt
dt
dt
i=1 j=1

(A.132)

where adj At denotes the adjacent matrix:
11
⎢21
⎢
adjA = ⎢ 
⎣ 

21
22



···
···



⎤
n1
n2 ⎥
⎥
 ⎥
 ⎦

n1

n2

···

nn

⎡

(A.133)

with cofactors:
ij = −1i+j det Aij

(A.134)

and Aij being a n − 1 × n − 1 matrix obtained by taking out the ith row and j th column of A.
Example: For matrix

At =

1
t
1 − t 2t

we have

det A = det

1
1−t


dAt
d
1
=
1
−
t
dt
dt

2t
adj
t−1

t
= t2 + t
2t

t
0 1
=
2t
−1 2
−t
1

and eventually



dAt
d
0 1
2t −t
det At = trace
adj At = trace
= 2t + 1
−1
2
t
−
1 1
dt
dt
2.7. Matrix Norms
It is important to find scalar measures of the matrix, which describes intrinsic matrix properties.
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2.7.1. Trace of a Matrix
The trace of a square matrix is the scalar sum of its diagonal elements
trace A =

n


aii

(A.135)

i=1

Example:
trace A = trace


1
5

5
= 1+2 = 3
2

For square matrices A and B
trace AB = trace BA
2.7.2. Matrix Norms
The norm of a matrix is a matrix-associated quantity, like the length of vector is associated with
a given vector. A norm of a matrix may be defined in many ways, but must satisfy the general
requirements imposed on the norm in any set. For example, the Euclidean matrix norm is
defined as the square root of the sum of squares of its elements

n
n 

a2ij
(A.136)
AE =
i=1 j

Since trace A is defined as a sum of the matrix elements we can easily find the Euclidean norm
of the matrix as:

AE = trace AT A
(A.137)
Frequently, the matrix norm (spectral norm) is induced by vector Euclidean norm x in the
following way.
Definition The matrix norm (or spectral norm) of square matrix A is:
A = maxx=1

Ax
= maxx=0 Ax
x

(A.138)

and hence
Ax ≤ A x

(A.139)

The norm A has the following properties:
1. A ≥ 0 and A = 0 implies A = 0
2. A = A for any scalar 
3. A + B ≤ A + B triangle inequality
4. AB ≤ AB
The first three properties are similar to the corresponding properties of a vector norm. We can
also find that:
Ax2 = xT AT Ax ≤ smax AT Ax2

(A.140)
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and equality holds when x is the eigenvector associated with maximum eigenvalue smax of the
matrix AT A and the resulting norm
A =

√

smax

(A.141)

We also have a bound of the spectral norm (with respect to the Euclidean norm):
A ≤ AE

(A.142)

3. Linear Transformation
Recall that multiplication of an m × n dimensional rectangular matrix A ∈ Rm×n by an ndimensional vector x ∈ Rn produces a new vector y ∈ Rm :
y = Ax

(A.143)

This operation is called linear transformation from the space Rn (of starting vector x ∈ Rn ) to
the space Rm (of the resulting vector y ∈ Rm ) and is denoted as A Rn → Rm . Also, recall that
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ T⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ T ⎤
⎡
x1
a1
x1
a1 x
a11 a12 · · · a1n
⎢ a21 a22 · · · a2n ⎥ ⎢x2 ⎥ ⎢ aT2 ⎥ ⎢x2 ⎥ ⎢ aT2 x ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
(A.144)
y = Ax = ⎢ 
  
 ⎥ ⎢  ⎥ = ⎢  ⎥ ⎢  ⎥ = ⎢  ⎥
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎣ 

 ⎦





am1 am2 · · · amn

xn

aTm

xn

aTm x

where aTi i = 1 2 · · ·  m denote the ith row in matrix A.
It is convenient to visualize matrix by vector multiplication as a linear combination of columns
from matrix A:
⎡ ⎤
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
y = Ax = a1 a2 · · · an ⎢  ⎥ = x1 a1 + x2 a2 + · · · + xn an
(A.145)
⎣  ⎦
xn
where ai i = 1 2 · · ·  n are columns in a matrix A. Matrix linear transformation satisfies the
following:
1. It is impossible to transpose (i.e., move) the origin since A · 0 = 0 for every matrix,
2. Ax = Ax; for example if vector x is transformed (moved) to x then 2x is transforms to
2x .
3. Ax + y = Ax + Ay; if vectors x and y go to x and y , then x + y goes to x + y .
We summarize these features as follows. For all scalars  and  matrix linear transformation
satisfies the rule of linearity:
Ax + y = Ax + Ay

(A.146)

We see that for the transformations F Rn → Rm the matrix transformation y = Ax is linear,
i.e., it preserves the vector space structure of Rn and Rm (preserves the notion of sum Fx + y =
Fx + Fy and the multiplication by scalar Fx = Fx).
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We find that the transpose of matrix A provides another transformation:
AT R m → R n

(A.147)

x=A y

(A.148)

T

We also notice that the n × n identity matrix I gives the identity transformation I Rn → Rn
which leaves x unchanged.
Example: The matrix
⎡

⎤
3 6
A = ⎣4 7⎦
5 8
transfers vector
⎡ ⎤
3
1
into Ax1 = ⎣4⎦
x1 =
0
5


and vector
⎡ ⎤

6
0
into Ax2 = ⎣7⎦
x2 =
1
8
Now recall the linear equation (transforming x into y):
y = Ax

(A.149)

where the square matrix An×n and vector yn are known. Vector x, the solution of this equation,
is found as:
A−1 y = A−1 Ax
−1

x=A y

(A.150)
(A.151)

3.1. Similarity Transformation
Definition Suppose that the matrices A and T are of dimension n × n, as is T−1 . Assume that
matrix T is nonsingular (i.e., having nonzero determinant and possessing inverse matrix T−1 ).
The n × n matrix
B = T−1 AT

(A.152)

is said to be similar to matrix A. The operation T−1 AT is called similarity transformation.
The similar matrices A and T−1 AT share the same eigenvalues and an eigenvector x of matrix
A corresponds to an eigenvector T−1 x of matrix T−1 AT. Similar matrices represent the same
transformation with respect to different bases.
Theorem: The eigenvalues of the matrix are invariant under a similarity transformation, that is,
the matrix A and TAT−1 have the same set of eigenvalues for any nonsingular transformation
matrix T.
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3.2. Change of Basis
Let us recall that a basis for a vector space is a set of linearly independent vectors that span
that space. In spite of the tendency to think in the category of standard basis, there are situations
that for convenience of analysis it is better to change the basis. The numbers representing the
vector elements (coordinates) are relative to the choice of basis. When the basis is changed the
coordinates change as well. To find new coordinates of vectors related to thenew basis, we start
2
from the original coordinates in the original basis. Consider the vector x =
in the standard
1



1
0
1
basis e1 =
and e2 =
. We change the basis by choosing new basis vectors d1 =
and
0
1
−1

1
d2 =
. Let x∗ represent vector x in the new basis. We see that vector x expressed in terms of
1
the new basis as x∗ is obtained as a linear combination of d1 and d2 :


1
1
∗
+ 15
x = 05
−1
1
Thus, we have:
x∗ =


05
15

We can easily generalize this procedure. The coordinate elements xi∗  i = 1 2 · · ·  n of the
vector x∗ , obtained from the vector x, are just coefficients in this equation:
x ∗ =  1 d 1 + 2 d 2 + · · · +  n d n

(A.153)

We express this procedure of basis change using matrix notation. For this purpose we form matrix
T consisting of the rows being new basis vectors di i = 1 2 · · ·  n:
T = d1 d2 · · · dn

(A.154)

Thus, the above coordinate change equation is written as:
x = Tx∗

(A.155)

where x∗ is the unknown representation of vector x in the new basis. We find the solution to this
equation as:
x∗ = T−1 x
For the above example we have


T=

and

1 −1
1
1


05 −05
T =
05
05

2
We now easily find the new coordinates of vector x =
in the new basis as
1



05 −05 2
05
=
x∗ = T−1 x =
05 05
1
15
−1

(A.156)
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We should remember that x and x∗ are really the same vectors but described in terms of different
bases.
Now we consider the situation for the transformation operation y = Ax when we change the
basis and express the vectors x and y in the new basis as x∗ and y∗ . We look for the matrix A∗
which provides, in the new basis, the same transformation as A does in the old basis, i.e.:
y ∗ = A∗ x ∗

(A.157)

Using backward conversion from x∗ to x we have
x = Tx∗

(A.158)

where matrix T consist of columns of the new basis vectors and:
y = Ax
∗

(A.159)

−1

y =T y

(A.160)

y∗ = T−1 y = T−1 Ax = T−1 ATx∗

(A.161)

A∗ = T−1 AT

(A.162)

Joining the above equations we obtain:

We obtain the matrix A∗ as

When the basis changes the vector coordinates change according to the equation A∗ = T−1 AT.
The matrices A∗ and T−1 AT are similar.
3.3. Matrix Diagonalizing Transformation
It is difficult to handle matrix exponentiation and other complex matrix operations. Knowing that
the operations on diagonal matrices are much simpler we look for a transformation of the original
system with a nondiagonal matrix to the new coordinates with a diagonal matrix, which is easier
to handle. We observe that a particular situation is created when, for equation y = Ax, we select
a new basis di i = 1 2 · · ·  n being equal to the eigenvectors of the matrix A. By definition,
for every eigenvector di i = 1 2 · · ·  n of matrix A we have
Adi = si di  i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(A.163)

where si i = 1 2 · · ·  n are eigenvalues of matrix A. If we select matrix T having columns that
are the eigenvectors di i = 1 2 · · ·  n of matrix A:
T = d1 d2 · · · dn

(A.164)

we can generalize the above equation to
AT = T
where  is a diagonal matrix whose elements
1 2 · · ·  n of matrix A:
⎡
s1
⎢
=⎢
⎣


(A.165)

on the main diagonal are the eigenvalues si i =

s2








⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
sn

(A.166)
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Finally, multiplying both sides of the above equation by T−1 we conclude that:
A∗ = T−1 AT = 

(A.167)

The conclusion is that, for the new basis, being a set of eigenvectors of matrix A, the transition
matrix A∗ in basis corresponding to the original basis matrix A, is just the diagonal matrix
consisting of the eigenvalues on the main diagonal. We know how to compute the eigenvector of
matrix A as the (nontrivial) solutions of the equation:
sI − Adi = 0 i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(A.168)

3.4. Jordan Canonical Form of a Matrix
From the previous section we know how to diagonalize a matrix by linear transformation. Now
we consider a more general form of diagonal-like matrices called Jordan canonical form.
If A is n × n square matrix and if we let Ak s denote the k × k matrix of the form:
⎡
⎤
s 1 0 ··· 0 0
⎢0 s 1 · · · 0 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Ak s = ⎢         ⎥
(A.169)
⎢
⎥
⎣0 0 0 · · · s 1 ⎦
0 0 0 ··· 0 s
then if the eigenvalues of the matrix A
⎡
Am1 s1 
⎢ 0
⎢
JA = ⎢ 
⎣ 
0

are real, then A is similar to the matrix of the form:
⎤

0
 ··· 
0
 Am2 s2   · · · 
0 ⎥
⎥
(A.170)

 ⎥

 



 ⎦

0
 · · ·  Amp sp 

where m1 +m2 +· · ·+mp = n and s1  s2  · · ·  sp are the eigenvalues of the matrix A (not necessarily
distinct). The matrix JA is called the Jordan canonical form of the matrix A. The Jordan
canonical form of the matrix A has the properties that the elements on the main diagonal of the
matrix are eigenvalues of A and the elements immediately above (or below) the main diagonal
are either 1 or 0 and all other elements are zeros.
We notice that the diagonal matrix is a special case of the Jordan canonical form. The matrices
Ami si  are called mi order Jordan block.
Example: Let us consider a 2 × 2 matrix A with a double eigenvalue s (i.e., roots of detA − sI =
0). Then we may find that A is similar to either matrix of the Jordan canonical form:


s 0
s 1
JA =
JA =
0 s
0 s
Example: Let us consider a 3 × 3 matrix A with a triple s eigenvalue of s (i.e., roots of
det A − sI = 0. Then we find that A is similar to either matrix of the Jordan
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎡
⎤
s 1  0
s

s 1 0
⎢ 0 s  0 ⎥
⎢        
⎥
⎢
JA = ⎣0 s 1⎦ JA = ⎢
⎣            ⎦ JA = ⎣ 0

0 0 s
0 0 s
0
0

canonical form:
⎤
0 0
⎥
⎥
s 0⎦
 s
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Example: Let us consider the matrix A with double eigenvalue s1 and one distinct eigenvalue
s2 . The following Jordan forms of the
⎡
s1
JA = ⎣ 0
0

matrix A are possible:
⎤
⎡
⎤
1 0
s1 0 0
s1 0 ⎦ JA = ⎣ 0 s1 0 ⎦
0 s2
0 0 s2

We see that all Jordan forms have the same characteristic equation s − s1  s − s2 s − s3  = 0.
3.5. Partitioned Matrices
If the symmetric matrix is composed of matrices
⎡
A11
0
⎢ 0
A
22
⎢
B=⎢ 


⎣ 

0

0

on the main diagonal
⎤
···
0
⎥
···
0
⎥
⎥


⎦


···

(A.171)

Ann

then B is called the block diagonal matrix.
If the composite matrices Aii i = 1  2 · · ·  n are square, then
det B = det A11 det A22 · · · det Ann

(A.172)

If det B = 0 then
⎡ −1
A11
⎢ 0
⎢
B−1 = ⎢ 
⎣ 
0

0
A−1
22



···
···



0
0



0

···

A−1
nn

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(A.173)

Appendix B
Probability

In this appendix we review basic concepts of probability theory.

1. Basic Concepts
Incomplete and imprecise knowledge mitigate against predicting an event with certainty, where
event is defined as an outcome or collection of outcomes, and outcome is defined as an instance
of single experiment result. Probability provides a mechanism for dealing with this uncertainty,
and probability theory is the mathematical technique of describing uncertainty and randomness
occurring in real-life situations. The probability concept of an uncertain, random event relates to
measuring a chance, or a likelihood, that an event will occur, in a statistical experiment in which
events are sampled from a defined population to make statistical inferences.
Conceptually, probability is defined by an experiment (process, observation) in which outcomes
are considered to be both observed and justified. An experiment may be active or passive. In an
active experiment, an investigator or researcher intentionally manipulates experimental variables
and conditions according to established goals and objectives. For example, providing a researchercontrolled input voltage pulse to an electronic circuit and then measuring the output may be
considered an active experiment. In a passive experiment, the role of the investigator or researcher
is to observe and record experiment results without altering experiment conditions. For example,
recording daily temperatures is an example of the passive experiment. In both active and passive
experiments outcomes are also called “observed data.”
Let us assume an experiment in which one possible outcome is an event denoted by A. The
uncertain nature of the experiment is such that event A may – or may not – occur when the
experiment is performed. We designate the probability that A will occur by PA. Let nrepetition
denote the number of times the experiment is performed and noccurrence denote the number of times
A occurs during the nrepetition executions of the experiment. With noccurrence and nrepetition we can
designate the likelihood that event A will occur by the following proportion:
noccurrence
nrepetition

(B.1)

To interpret a probability, let us assume the experiments are repeated an infinite number of times.
As the number of experiments increases, the ratio nnoccurrence converges to the probability of A.
repetition
Hence,
PA =

lim

nrepetition →

noccurrence
nrepetition

(B.2)
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2. Probability Laws

Example: Let us consider an experiment that involves tossing a coin. The possible outcomes
(results) of a coin-toss experiment are a head and a tail. Since an impartial observer cannot
analyze or control the experiment conditions or predict the outcome, the results of tossing the
coin are considered random. If we designate to A a head outcome for our coin-toss experiment,
we assign to noccurrence the number of times A (a head outcome) occurs as we toss the coin. As
the number of tosses approaches infinity, the proportion of heads to the number of repetitions,
noccurrence
, approaches 0.5. Thus we conclude that the probability of a head occurring, PA, is 0.5.
nrepetition
From Equation (B.2) we get:
PA =

lim

nrepetition →

noccurrence
= 05
nrepetition

Since it is impossible to perform an infinity number of experiments, we must come up with an
alternative approach that will approximate the same value. To do this we estimate the probability
of an event occurring with a value equivalent to what we would obtain if we were able to perform
the experiment an infinite number of times. Intuitively, then, we can consider probability as
the relative frequency of a specific event occurring as an experiment is executed a large number
of times.

2. Probability Laws
As we stated above, a single result of an experiment is called an outcome. A collection of all
possible outcomes is called a sample space. Within the context of a sample space, a single
outcome is generally referred to as an element or a point in that space, and because they are single
elements or points, outcomes do not overlap in a sample space. The number of element or points
in a sample space can be any number up to infinity, depending on the nature of the experiment,
and are mutually exclusive (disjoint). Sample space is usually designated by S = s1  s2  s3    .
For example, in an experiment of tossing a fair coin, the outcomes (sample space) are head tail.
In an experiment determining whether a person has had the rubella disease, the outcomes (sample
space) are yes no.
Previously, we said that an event can be a specific outcome or a collection of outcomes. Events
are usually denoted by capital letters – for example A, B. An event can be interpreted as a subset
of an outcome set. For example, the event A may contain a collection of one or more elements in
the sample space, S, which would form a subset of S. We designate the fact that event A occurs
in the sample space, S, as:
A⊆S
It is important to understand that an event cannot be considered merely as an outcome. As
event may contain zero, one or more outcomes (elements or points) in the sample space. Further,
an event may occur as a consequence of more than one repetition of an experiment, or it may
not occur at all. If the event contains zero outcomes it is referred to as an empty set, usually
designated as ∅, and is an important concept for building probability theory.
Consider an experiment of tossing a fair, 6-sided die with a different number of spots, or “pips,”
on each face. The sample space (or outcome space) for this experiment is
S = 1 2 3 4 5 6
We can define an event, A, as “tossing a number 4 in one toss.” Here, if A occurs, it contains
only one outcome from the sample space. It is the subset A = 4 of the outcome set, S.
A = 4 ⊂ 1 2 3 4 5 6
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In another example, an event, B, can be defined as “tossing an odd number in one toss.”
This time, if B occurs, that is, an odd number is thrown, the subset of the outcome set, S,
is B = 1 3 5S or
B = 1 3 5 ⊂ 1 2 3 4 5 6
Going back to our probability definition above, (B.2), for event A, if we want a single number,
4, to occur, we set noccurrence = 1. Since there are 6 possible numbers that could come up, we set
nrepetition = 6. From formula (B.2), we can see that
PA =

1
6

3. Probability Axioms
The probability PA of an event A to occur, as a measure of uncertainty, takes a real number
value from the range 0 1 .
The system of probabilities assigns probabilities PA to events A based on three probability
theory axioms.
Axiom 1. The probability is greater or equal to zero and less or equal to 1
0 ≤ PA ≤ 1

for

each event A

(B.3)

The probability cannot be negative.
Axiom 2. An event A = S, which includes all outcomes from a sample space S, must have a
probability equal to 1. An event A = S is called a certain event. When PA = 0, an event cannot
occur. PA = 1 means that an event will always occur.
Axiom 3. Let events A B C · · · be mutually exclusive (disjoint). The probability of the event
that “A or B or C or · · · ” will happen is
PA or B or C or · · ·  = PA ∪ B ∪ C ∪ · · · 
= PA + PB + PC + · · ·

(B.4)

The third axiom states that for non-overlapping events (disjoint) the probability of their union is
equal to the sum of the probabilities of the individual events.

4. Defining Events With Set–Theoretic Operations
Once an event has been defined as a subset of a sample space (outcome set), we use set–theoretic
operations to define events and their compositions.
Let us consider two events A and B from the sample space S (A ⊆ S, B ⊆ S). We define other
events using set theoretic operators:
1 Ā (not A, complement of A) – an event consisting of all elements of a sample space not
belonging to A.
2 A ∪ B (A or B) – an event consisting of all outcomes belonging to A, B, or A and B.
3 A ∩ B (A and B) – an event consisting of all outcomes belonging simultaneously to A and B.
4 A \ B (A but not B) – an event consisting of all outcomes belonging to A, but not to B.
5 A B (A xor B but not both) – an event consisting of all outcomes belonging to A or B, but
not belonging simultaneously to A and B.
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Complement Ā of a Given Event. The complement Ā of an event A can be understood as the
nonoccurrence of event A. An event A and its complement Ā are mutually exclusive. Because an
event A and Ā are all possible events that may happen in an experiment, thus the sum of their
probabilities equals 1
PĀ = 1 − PA

(B.5)

Example: A complement for an event “having disease” (denoted by A) is an event “not having
disease” (denoted by Ā). If the probability of an event “having disease” A is equal to 0.2, thus
the probability of an event “not having disease” Ā is PĀ = 1 − 02 = 08
Union of Events A ∪ B. An event “A or B,” referred to as union A ∪ B of events A and B,
defines the event “either A or B will occur.”
For two mutually exclusive events (disjoint, non-overlapping) we have
PA or B = PA ∪ B = PA + PB

(B.6)

If events overlap, with a common region A ∩ B, the resulting probability is defined as
PA or B = PA ∪ B = PA + PB − PA ∩ B

(B.7)

In the above formula, the term PA ∩ B is extracted in order to avoid counting the sum PA
and PB twice in the overlapping region.
Example: Let us consider an experiment of tossing a fair coin twice. Let an event A will be
defined as “a head in the first toss” and event B as “a head in the second toss.” Now we may
define a new event C as “at least one head in two tosses” being union A ∪ B of events A and
B. Since events A and B are not mutually exclusive, thus the probability of occurrence “at least
one head in two tosses” (occurring of an event C = A or B = A ∪ B) is
PA ∪ B = PA + PB − PA ∩ B = 05 + 05 − 025 = 075
Example: As an example of mutually exclusive events (disjoint), let us define an event A –
“husband has had and wife has not had disease,” and an event B – “husband has not had
and wife has had disease.” We may define a new event C – “husband has had and wife has
not had disease” or “husband has not had and wife has had disease,” being union A ∪ B. We
may compute probability PC = PA ∪ B of an event C = A ∪ B knowing probabilities PA
and PB for events A and B. If probabilities of events A and B are both equal to 0.2, then
PA ∪ B = PA + PB = 016 + 016 = 032
Intersection of Events. Let us consider two events A and B with corresponding probabilities
PA and PB. We may define a new event “both A and B occur.” From the set theory point
of view this new event is a subset of a sample space, being a set intersection A ∩ B of sets
representing events A and B. The probability of this event is denoted by
PA and B = PA ∩ B

(B.8)

For independent events A and B we have
PA ∩ B = PAPB
For dependent events formula is more complicated and will be presented later.

(B.9)
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Example: In the experiment of tossing a fair coin, A denotes an event “head occurs in the
first toss” with the probability PA = 05, and an event B “head occurs in the second toss”
with the probability PB = 05. Events A and B are independent, because result of the first
experiment does not affect result of the second experiment. We may define a new event as
intersection of events A and B, A ∩ B “head occurs in the first toss” and “a head occurs in the
second toss”:
PA ∩ B = PAPB = 05 · 05 = 025
While defining events and their combinations as a subset of a sample space, we must be sure
that the events, sets are sufficiently complete. Operations on events must also yield properly
defined events from a sample space. We must also provide a technique of assigning probability
to defined events according to probability axioms.
Two events are mutually exclusive when they cannot occur simultaneously. In other words,
the happening of one event excludes the happening of the other.
Two events A and B are considered to be independent if the probability of occurrence of one
event is not affected by occurrence of the other.
Probability that two independent events A and B will occur simultaneously (A ∩ B, A and B) is
PA ∩ B = PA and B = PAPB

(B.10)

PA ∪ B = PA or B = PA + PB

(B.11)

5. Conditional Probability
The fact that a particular event has already occurred may influence the occurrence of another event,
and it influences value of this event’s probability. A conditional probability is the probability
of an event occurring given the knowledge that another event already occurred.
The conditional probability that an event A will happen given that an event B has already
happened is denoted by PA B.
Example: Consider an experiment of tossing a fair coin twice. Let us define the events A “head
in the first toss” and B “head in the second toss.” We may define the event C as “two heads in
the first two tosses.” Before any tossing the probability of tossing “two heads in the first two
tosses” (probability of happening of the event C) is Ptwo heads in the first two tosses = 025.
If in the first toss the outcome was a head (the event A happened), then the conditional probability
that “two head in the first two tosses” will happen (the event C will happen) is
Ptwo heads in the first two tosses a head in the firsttoss = 05
or
PC A = 05
Knowledge of an outcome of the first toss being a head (happening of the event A), provides
additional information that changes an estimation of the probability of tossing “two heads in the
first two tosses” (happening of the event C).
In the extreme situation the knowledge of the first event may reveal that the second event never
or always occurs.
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6. Multiplicative Rule of Probability

For example, probability of an event C “two heads in the first two tosses” under condition
that in the first toss a head has not occurr (the event A has not happened, which means that the
event Ā happened) is equal to 0
Ptwo heads in the first two tosses no head in the first toss = 0
or
PC Ā = 0
The conditional probability allows us to use existing knowledge that concerns events that
happened prior to a given event in order to improve a probability estimation of this event.
The probability PA of an event A prior to any observation (what we know initially) is called
prior probability. Subsequent observation can be used to improve this probability regarded now
as a conditional probability which concerns increased knowledge of the situation.
A conditional probability, which is estimated after some measurements of prior event outcomes,
is called posterior probability.
Definition: The conditional probability of event A given event B (probability of A conditioned
on B) is defined as:
PA B =

PA and B
PB

(B.12)

PA B =

PA ∩ B
PB

(B.13)

with PB = 0.
If happening of event A has no influence on probability of event B, then these events are
independent, i.e.,
PA = PA B and PB = AB A

(B.14)

For instance, the happening of an event “rain” has no effect on outcomes of tossing twice a fair
coin resulting in the happening of an event two heads in the first two tosses”
Ptwo heads in the first two tosses rain = P two heads in the first two tosses
When new information is available as a result of a prior event, this information can be used to
improve the estimate of prior probability. This may result in three outcomes: new probability will
increase, decrease or not change.

6. Multiplicative Rule of Probability
The definition of the conditional probability leads to multiplicative rule of probability
PA and B = PA ∩ B = PA BPB

(B.15)

6.1. Independence
Two events A and B are independent if:
PA B = PA PB A = PB
and
PA ∩ B = PAPB

(B.16)
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6.2. Bayes Rule (Theorem)
Combining equations
PA B =

PB ∩ A
PA ∩ B
and PB A =
PB
PA

(B.17)

leads to the Bayes rule (Bayes theorem)
PA B =

PB APA
PB

(B.18)

The Bayes rule is useful to swap events in conditional probability evaluation. The conditional
probability PA B can be expressed by the conditional probability PB A, PA and PB.
The Bayes rule can be extended to a collection of events A1  · · ·  An conditioned on the event B
PAi B =

PB Ai PAi 
PB Ai PAi 
= n
PB
i=1 PAi PB Ai 

(B.19)

where
PB =

n


PB Ai PAi 

(B.20)

i=1

7. Random Variables
In some situations outcomes of experiments are non-numerical, like a tail in a fair coin tossing.
However, statistical inferring is usually expressed in numerical terms. In physical or biological
experiments the physical quantities represent outcomes of experiments. For example, we may
measure pressure, velocity, and so forth. In these situations, happening or not of some events
relates to numbers rather than to nominal values like head, tail, color, shape, and the like.
A random variable is related to random outcomes associated with real numbers. Let us assume
that we have a set of all outcomes of a given experiment, which represents a sample space with
associated probabilities defined in a sample space. A random variable is a function (a rule) that
maps (assigns) outcomes of experiments to real numbers. A random variable assumes numerical
values associated with each outcome from the original sample space. Assigning of outcomes to
real numbers can be done in different ways, depending on the overall project goal.
Example: When tossing a die, we have 6 outcomes in a sample space. Each of them represents
a pattern of dots (one dot, two dots, · · · , six dots), which in fact are not numbers. In the random
variable space, we can assign a real number for each outcome from a sample space in the
following way:
one
two
three
four
five
six

dot
dots
dots
dots
dots
dots

–
–
–
–
–
–

1
2
3
4
5
6

The above assignment represents mapping from the original sample space into equivalent real
number outcomes. This mapping is arbitrary and can be done in different ways, i.e., one dot could
correspond to 6, two dots to 5, etc.
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7. Random Variables

Events defined in the original sample space can be also defined in real number space according
to provided mapping. If probability has been assigned (according to the probability axioms) for
each event in the original sample space, then the probabilities can be assigned in an analogous
way to corresponding events in the random variable space:
Pevent in a random variable space = Pcorresponding event in an original sample space
Example: In the experiment of tossing a fair coin twice we can define in the original sample
space events:
“0 heads ” “1 head” and “2 heads”
with corresponding probabilities
1
1 2
 and 
4
4 4
We can define a random variable X that take real values 0, 1, 2 in the random variable space,
with the following mapping of events from the original sample space:
Original sample space

Random variable sample space

0 heads
1 head
2 heads

0
1
2

Given probabilities that are assigned to the events in the original sample space, we can assign the
same probabilities to corresponding events in a random variable space:
Original sample space

Random variable sample space

P0 heads
P1 head
P2 heads

= P0
= P1
= P2

Probability
=
=
=

1
4
2
4
1
4

7.1. Discrete and Continuous Random Variables
Random variables can be of two types, discrete and continuous, depending on a set of values
taken.
A discrete random variable takes only a very small (countable) number of values. Its values
may be isolated (separated) rather than continuously spaced.
Coin tossing outcomes are discrete. Consequently, the corresponding random variable obtained
from a specific mapping of a coin face to real numbers is a discrete random variable.
A continuous random variable may take any real number value in a given interval of real
numbers.
A process of measuring people’s height results in a continuous outcome. Corresponding random
variable obtained from a specific mapping of height to real numbers is a discrete random variable.
Value taken by a random variable as a result of an experiment is called a realization of the
random variable.
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8. Probability Distribution
Realizations of a random variable are governed by a random law. A realization of a random
variable in a given experiment cannot by predicted with absolute certainty. Instead, we may
predict a certain realization of a random variable by using a probability of occurrence of the given
realization. To do that we define potential values of realizations of a random variable along with
probabilities of likelihood of their occurrences. We have to assume that the likelihood of distinct
realizations of a random variable may be different. This leads to probability distribution for a
random variable, which is defined as a set of probabilities for all realizations of the variable.
Definition: A probability distribution of a random variable is a set of its possible values
(realizations) with assigned probabilities as measures of likelihood that these values will occur. The
probability distributions are introduced separately for discrete and continuous random variables.
8.1. Probability Distribution for Discrete Random Variables
A discrete probability distribution of a discrete random variable is a set of its possible values
(realizations) with associated probabilities of their occurrences.
Let us consider an experiment of tossing a fair coin twice with two possible outcomes: a head
and a tail in one toss.
For the defined (in the original sample space) events representing a number of heads obtained
“0 heads,” “1 head” and “2 heads” with the corresponding probabilities 41 , 24 and 41 we can
define a discrete random variable, X, taking real values 0, 1, 2 in the random variable space, that
correspond to the events in original sample space. Probability distribution for the discrete random
variable X is a set of probabilities for all realizations of X:
1
2
1
p0 =  p1 =  p2 =
4
4
4
or
1
2
1
pX = 0 =  pX = 1 =  pX = 2 =
4
4
4
The sum of all probabilities must equal 1


px = p0 + p1 + p3 =

allx

1 2 1
+ + =1
4 4 4

This probability distribution can be shown using a histogram with bar representing a probability
value for each outcome.
A probability distribution can be presented as a probability distribution function of a random
variable. Given that X denote a random variable taking possible values xi from a discrete set
S = x1  x2  · · · , the probability distribution function px is defined as:
px = PX = x for all x x1  x2    

px = 1

(B.21)

all x

where PX = x denotes a probability that a random variable X takes a value (realization) x.
In the same case, probability distribution function for a random variable can be expressed as an
algebraic formula of x, for example
px =

x
4
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A probability distribution function px gives probability of occurrence for all individual values
(realizations) of a random variable X. In order to obtain a probability of occurrence for a specific
subset of values of X, we need to simply add corresponding probabilities of values from this subset.
If S is a sample space for a random variable X, and A is a subset of a sample space A ⊆ S,
then the probability that one value of a subset A will occur is

PX ∈ A =
px
(B.22)
x∈A

Example: Let us consider a random variable X with corresponding realizations S = x1 = 1
x2 = 2 x3 = 3 x4 = 4 = 1 2 3 4 and the associated probabilities for these realizations
p1
p2
p3
p4
4


=
=
=
=

1
10
2
10
3
10
4
10

pxi  = 1

1

The probability that X will take a value from the subset A = 2 3 (A ⊂ S being a subset
of S) is
PX ∈ 2 3 = pX = 2 + pX = 3 = p2 + p3 =

2
3
5
+
=
10 10 10

8.2. Cumulative Probability Function
Definition: A cumulative probability function Fx of a random variable X gives probability
that X takes value x or smaller
Fx = PX ≤ x

(B.23)

For a discrete random variable with a discrete probability distribution we have

Fx = pz

(B.24)

z≤x

It represents a sum of probabilities of all values of a random variable equal or less than x.
Example: For the previous example
F2 = PX ≤ 2 = p1 + p2 =

1
3
2
=
+
10 10 10

A cumulative probability function may be depicted as non-decreasing function graph.
8.3. Summarizing Measures for Probability Distribution
In order to represent a shape of probability distribution several characteristic measures are defined.
For a discrete probability distribution, a probability histogram depicts a shape of the distribution.
The histogram corresponds to the relative frequency of occurrence of the experimental outcomes.
However, it represents theoretical probabilities instead of experimental outcome frequencies.
Let us consider averaging of a distribution of a discrete random variable X. As in other
numerical averaging processes, average for random variables is computed as the sum of variable
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values divided by their number. If we consider a finite number, N , of trials for a discrete random
variable X, then for these samples, we can compute a sample average X̄ (or a sample mean) as:
X̄ =

X 1 + X2 + · · · + X N
N

(B.25)

where X1  X2  · · · XN are realizations from a sample obtained as outcomes of N trials. The above
average is computed for a finite number of N realization of a random variable. If we extend
computing this average for an infinite number of trials we can consider this as an average referred
to as the expected value of a random variable X.
Assume that a discrete random variable X has n possible realizations x1  x2  · · ·  xn  with
the corresponding probabilities of occurrence px1  px2  · · ·  pxn . For N trials (when N is
large) we expect approximately px1  · N occurrences of x1 , px2  · N occurrences of x2 , and
pxi  · N occurrences of xi , where i = 1 2     n. By recalling that the probability pxi  is defined
),
as a limit of a ratio of a number of occurrences of xi to a number of trials N (limN → noccurrences
N
a sample average for a discrete random variable X is given as:
px1 Nx1 + px2 Nx2 + · · · + pxn N
N
= px1 x1 + px2 x2 + · · · + pxn xn

X̄ =

(B.26)

This leads to the definition of an expected (mean) value of a random variable.
8.3.1. Expected value
The expected value (the mean) of a discrete random variable X with possible realizations
x1  x2  · · ·  xn  is defined as
Expected value of X = EX =

n


pxi xi

(B.27)

i=1

The expected value (also called mean of a discrete probability distribution) is denoted by EX
or . The expected value of a discrete probability distribution represents an expected value of a
random variable.
We can also define the variance of a random variable as a measure of its spread over the mean.
8.3.2. Variance
The variance of a random variable X is defined as
Variance of X = VAR X = EX − EX 2

(B.28)

We have
VAR X =

n


xi − EX 2 pxi 

(B.29)

i=1

The variance of X measures the dispersion of X over its mean. Since expectation of a sum is a
sum of expectation, we have
VAR X = EX 2 − 2XEX + EX 2 = EX 2 − EX 2
(B.30)
√
The square root of of a variance VAR, called the standard deviation, is also an important
measure related to probability distribution.
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8.3.3. Standard Deviation
The standard deviation of a random variable X, denoted as
Standard deviation of X =

=

, is defined as
√

VARX

(B.31)

The standard deviation is usually denoted by and the variance by 2  2 = VAR X.
The variance of a random variable is its mean square distance from the center of the probability
distribution.
8.3.4. Moments
The expected value can be computed for a function fX of a random variable X, as well as
for X. The expected value for fX is defined as
EfX =

n


fxi pxi 

(B.32)

i=1

The expected value of a function fX = X k (power k of X) of a discrete random variable X
is called the kth moment of X and it is defined as
EX k =

n


xik pxi 

(B.33)

i=1

We can see that the second order moment EX 2 of X
EX 2 =

n


xi2 pxi 

(B.34)

i=1

is equal to the variance of a random variable X with the expected value equal to 0.
8.4. Probability Distribution of Discrete Random Variables
The widely used probability distributions for discrete variables are: uniform, binomial, geometric,
and Poisson.
8.4.1. Uniform Distribution
A discrete random variable X has the uniform distribution when probabilities for its all realizations
are equal and the sum of all probabilities equals 1
px1  =px2  = · · · = pxn 
n


(B.35)

pxi  = 1

i

Example: Let us consider a random variable X taking a finite number of n integer values
as realizations S = 1 2 · · ·  n with equal frequency of occurrence of each realization. The
probability of obtaining in an experiment some realization from the set of possible realizations is
given by the close algebraic formula
pxi  =
n

i

1
 i = 1 2     n
n
pxi  = 1
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Having a close algebraic formula for a probability distribution we can compute summarizing
measures for distribution like the mean or the standard deviation. For the uniform distribution of
a random variable X taking integer values from the set 1 2    n we can compute the mean as:
EX =

1
1
1 n+1
=1 + 2 + · · · + n =
n
n
n
2
n
2

−
1
n
2
= xi − 2 =
12
1

Example: For tossing a fair die we can define a discrete random variable having a uniform
probability distribution. Let us define a random variable X representing events being number of
spots on a face of a die. The random variable X takes six discrete realizations xi from the set
Sx = 1 2 3 4 5 6. The probability of each realization is
1
pxi  =  xi = 1 2 3 4 5 6
6
6
6


1
px1  =
=1
1
1 6
The mean and the variance of X are
1
1
1 6+1
= 1 + 2 + · · · + 6 =
= 35
6
6
6
2
62 − 1
2
= 2917
=
12

EX =

We notice that neither realization of X is equal to a mean value.
8.4.2. Binomial Distribution
The probability distribution of a number of “positive” outcomes for an experiment with only two
outcomes denoted by “positive” and “negative” is governed by the binomial distribution.
Let us consider a sequence of trials (experiments) with only two outcomes: “success” and
“failure” in each trial. We also assume that probability of a “success” in one trial is constant and
equal to p. For this sequence of trials we may define a discrete random variable X representing
a number of “successes” obtained in n consecutive trials.
Definition: Let us assume that following conditions hold
1) The experiment consist of fixed number (sequence) of n trials.
2) There are only two outcomes of each trial: “success” and “failure.”
3) The probability of “success” in one trial is constant and equal to p. This implies that the
outcomes of trials are independent.
The binomial probability of the discrete random variable X, representing a number of “successes”
in a sequence of n trials, is defined as:
px = Cxn px 1 − pn−x =

n!
px 1 − pn−x  for x = 0 1     n
x!n − x!

(B.36)

0<p<1
The term

n
Cxn = x =

n!
x!n − x!

(B.37)
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denotes the number of ways (combination) of labeling by “success” and “failure” in n trials
sequence. The binomial distribution has only one parameter p representing the probability of
“success” in one trial (with probability of a “failure” equal to 1 − p).
The px is the probability of getting exactly x successes in n trials. For n trials, we have
n − x failures and x successes. Since trials are independent, the probability of x “successes”
is a product of probabilities of x individual “successes” px = p · p · p · · · p, and 1 − pn−x is the
probability of n − x “failures” in the n trials with x successes. Therefore, the probability of x
“successes” and n − x “failures” in the n trial sequence is:
px 1 − pn−x

(B.38)

The above probability was computed only for one sequence of n trials. The number of all possible
combinations in which a sequence can be labeled by x “successes” and n−x “failures” is given by:

Cxn =

n!
x!n − x!

(B.39)

Eventually, the probability of x “successes” and n − x “failures” in n trials can be computed using
the addition rule, which is given by multiplication of probability of a sequence by the number of
all possible n trial sequences.
For the binomial distribution with the given probability p of “success” in one trail we find that:
= np
2

(B.40)

= np1 − p

where
n


p=1

x=0

8.4.3. Geometric Distribution
Let us again consider a sequence of trials with two possible outcomes for each trial with fixed
probability p of a “success” (and 1 − p for a “failure”).
We may define a discrete random variable X representing a “number of trials required to first
get a “success”” outcome. The discrete probability of this variable is governed by the geometric
distribution.
Definition: The geometric distribution is a discrete probability distribution governed by the
following probability function:

p1 − px−1 for
x = 1 2 · · ·
px =
(B.41)
0
otherwise
for 0 < p < 1.
Given X with a realization x (x trials with the first “success” in xth outcome), there must be
initially x − 1 consecutive “failures” in x − 1 first trials, followed by the “success.” Thus in the
definition of the geometric distribution there is x − 1 terms with probability 1 − p (yielding a
resulting probability as 1 − px−1 ), and one term p representing the first “success.”
The name geometric distribution came from the fact that p1 p2 p3 · · · represent terms
1
in the infinite geometric series for p 1−1−p
.
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For the geometric distribution we have:
EX = =




xp1 − px−1 =

i=1

VAR X =

2




=

1
p

(B.42)

x − 2 p1 − px−1 =

i=1

=

1
p




1
1−p
x − 2 p1 − px−1 =
p
p2
i=1

8.4.4. Poisson Distribution
In some applications we may be interested in probability distribution of events happening at
random moments in time. For example, a bank customer may arrive at any time during working
hours. We might be interested in probability distribution of a discrete random variable representing “a count of number of occurrences of a random event across a specific time interval.”
Similarly, we might be interested in probability distribution of a discrete random variable representing “a count of number of occurrences of a random event across a specific fragment of a
space” (for example, area of a plane). These random events probabilities are governed by the
Poisson probability distribution.
Definition: The Poisson ( ) distribution is a discrete probability distribution given by the formula

px =

x e−

px =
0

x!

for
x = 0 1 2 · · ·
otherwise

(B.43)

where > 0 is a positive distribution parameter.
In order to better understand the role of the parameter let us assume that events happen at an
average rate per unit of a time. Then, the probability distribution of a discrete random variable
X representing “a count of number of occurrences of a random event across a specific time
interval T ” is defined by the following Poisson distribution

x − T
px =  Tx!e
for
x = 0 1 2 · · ·
px =
(B.44)
0
otherwise
For the Poisson probability distribution with the the parameter
EX =

=




x −

x

x=0

VAR X =

2

=



x=0

e
x!

=

x − 2

we have:
(B.45)

x −

e
x!

=

The shape of the Poisson distribution for values x = 0 2 3 · · · is right-skewed with probability
histograms having the maximum near the parameter .
8.5. Continuous Probability Distribution
When results of experiments are measured by physical devices, continuous random variables well
describe a reality.
A continuous random variable can take any value from a given range (interval). This means that
a number of possible values that a continuous random variable can take is infinite (uncountable).
Therefore, we must consider probability measures for a random variable taking an infinite number
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of realizations. This requires a different different conceptual approach when compared with
measures defined for discrete random variables. This approach resembles the concept of a mass
density in mechanics and leads to the idea of a probability density. In order to describe a
continuous probability distribution, defined for infinite number of realizations of a continuous
random variable, we need to find a way of describing “how high” (how intensive) the probability
is for different sets of realizations. This measure is called a probability density function.
Definition: A probability density function for a continuous random variable X is a function
fx with the following characteristics:
1) fx is non-negative function,
2) The total area under the curve representing a function plot and a horizontal axis of x must
equal one
 
fx dx = 1
(B.46)
−

3) The probability that a random variable X will take a value within a given interval of realizations
a b (a ≤ b) is
Pa ≤ X ≤ b =



b

fx dx

(B.47)

a

b
The probability value Pa ≤ X ≤ b = a fx dx is equal to the area between a function is
curve plot and horizontal axis for the interval a b of a random variable realization. This way
of integrating the probability of having a realization of a continuous random variable within
a given interval corresponds to adding probabilities for computing a probability of a discrete
random variable.
The probability density functions typically have a symmetric centered shape or right or left
skewed shape.
The idea of a probability density function can be better understood if we assume computing
a probability of variable X realized over an infinitely small interval a b of the length b − a
denoted by x. The area between a curve fx for x can be approximated by fax. In other
words, if fx is a value of a probability density function around x, then for a small interval dx
around x a probability of realization of X within dx can be the area fx dx. Hence, to obtain
probability of X’s realization from the interval a b we need to sum all values fx dx within

b
the interval ( bx=a fx dx) for which limit is a fx dx.
The interpretation of a probability distribution PY for a discrete random variable Y is different
than a probability density function fx of a continuous random variable X. Actually fx does
not describe a probability PX = x that a continuous random variable X takes a realization x like
Py does for a discrete variable Y . This is caused by the fact that X can take an infinite number of
realizations, which means that it is impossible to assign a probability value for a given realization
X = x. A probability density function may take any non-negative value (assuming that total area
under a curve fx equals 1). Like in continuous mass distribution in mechanics, where mass of
the single point is equal to 0, a probability that X takes one given realization x is equal to 0
 a
fx dx = 0
(B.48)
Pa ≤ X ≤ a = Px =
a

This implies that the inequality a ≤ X ≤ b in the probability Pa ≤ X ≤ b can be substituted by
a<X<b
Pa ≤ X ≤ b = Pa < X < b

(B.49)
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Similarly
Pa ≤ X ≤ b = Pa ≤ X < b = Pa < X ≤ b

(B.50)

 bTherefore, a probability density function fx is used to compute a probability Pa ≤ X ≤ b =
fx dx that X will take a value from the interval a b .
a
8.5.1. Cumulative Probability Function for a Continuous Random Variable
A cumulative probability function for a continuous random variable X is a function Fx that for
a specific value x gives a probability that X will take that value or smaller
Fx = PX ≤ x

(B.51)

For a continuous random variable X a cumulative probability function can be expressed as an
integral of its probability density function fx for all arguments of X ≤ x
 x
Fx = PX ≤ x =
fz dz
(B.52)
−

From calculus we have that:
d
Fx = fx
dx

(B.53)

which shows that a probability density function fx can be obtained by differentiation of a
cumulative probability function Fx.
A cumulative probability function for a continuous random variable X has to satisfy the
following properties:
1) Fx is a non-decreasing function of x
2) Fx → 0 as x → −
3) Fx → 1 as x → 
8.5.2. Expected Value and Variance of a Continuous Random Variable
Since shape of a probability density function plot reveals type of a probability distribution of a
continuous random variable, two measures, namely the expected value and the variance, can be
used to characterize it.
Definition: The expected value (the mean) of a continuous random variable X with a probability
density function fx is defined as
 
Expected value of X = EX = =
x fx dx
(B.54)
−

The expected value for a continuous random variable corresponds to a mass center in mechanics.
By analogy to an inertia of a continuous mass distribution we define a variance for a continuous
random variable.
Definition: The variance of a continuous random variable X with a probability density function
fx is defined as
 
Variance of X = VAR X = 2 =
x − EX 2 fx dx
=



−


−

x − 2 fx dx

(B.55)
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We have that
VAR X =

2

=




−

x2 fx dx − EX

2

(B.56)

The standard deviation of a continuous random variable X is defined as a square root of the
variance
√
√
2
= VAR X =
(B.57)
and it is denoted by

2

.

8.5.3. Moments of Continuous Random Variables
Similarly as in the case of discrete random variables we define moments for continuous random
variables as the expected values for a specific type of continuous random variables functions
fX = X k with an integer k.
Definition: The kth moment of a continuous random variable X is defined as
 
EX k =
xk fx dx

(B.58)

The first moment k = 1 is equal to the expected value of X.
The second moment k = 2 of a continuous random variable X is defined as
 
EX 2 =
x2 fx dx

(B.59)

−

−

The second moment k = 2 of the random variable X is equal to its variance
value equal to zero.

2

for the expected

8.6. Normal or Gaussian Probability Distribution
The normal or Gaussian probability distribution for continuous random variables is one of the
most commonly used in practice.
The normal probability distribution can be used to approximate probability distribution for
outcomes of many natural phenomena.
8.6.1. Univariate Normal Distribution
Definition: A scalar continuous-valued random variable X has the normal or Gaussian probability
distribution if its probability density function is defined as
fx = √

1
2

2

e−

x− 2
2 2

 − < x <  all x

(B.60)

with > 0, and e = 271828 being the “Napier constant” (Napierian logarithm base), and  ≈
314159 being a ratio of circumference to a diameter of a circle. The
is the mean, 2 is
the variance, and (the square root of the variance) is the standard deviation of the normal
probability density.
The Gaussian continuous random variable is a variable that has the normal probability density
function and this probability density function plot is called the normal curve.
The area under the normal curve (between plot of a probability density function an the axis x)
is equal to 1
 
 
x− 2
1
fx dx =
e− 2 2 dx = 1
(B.61)
√
−
−
2 2
The

√ 1
2

2

ensures that the above integral equals to 1.
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The normal distribution of a continuous random variable is specified by two parameters:
1) Expected value (mean) EX = , √
and
2) Standard deviation EX − 2 = VAR X =
For normal distribution:







2



x− 2
1
x√
e− 2 2 dx =
−
−
2 2
 
EX − EX 2 = EX − 2 =
x − 2 fx dx

EX =

x fx dx =

=



(B.62)

−



−

x − 2 √

1
2

2

e−

x− 2
2 2

dx =

2

(B.63)

The normal density function (its shape) is computed for given values of parameters and 2 .
Often this density function is denoted by N  2 . Random samples from normal distribution
cluster around the mean and have spread proportional to the standard deviation 2 .
A graph of the normal density function is bell-shaped with a peak at mean value and inflection
points at − and + .
The normal distribution and the normal curve representing the normal probability distribution
are characterized by the following important properties:
1) They have simple analytical properties allowing many useful results in explicit analytical form.
For example, any moment of normal distribution can be found as a function of and .
2) The normal curve is centered at the mean value .
3) The mean value corresponds to maximum value of the normal curve.
4) The normal curve is symmetric around the mean value .
5) Because the normal curve is a probability distribution, thus the total area under the curve is
equal to 1.
6) The area under the normal curve for values above the mean and below the mean are equal and
each equal to 0.5.
7) For given values of the mean and variance , the normal distribution has the maximum
entropy, and thus minimal information of all distributions having the same mean and standard
deviation.
The normal cumulative probability function for the normal random variable is defined as:
 x
z− 2
1
PX ≤ x =
e− 2 2 dz
(B.64)
√
−
2 2
This cumulative probability function for the normal distribution has no close algebraic form and
must be computed numerically. For x = we have that P  = 05.
8.6.2. Standard Normal Distribution
A special case of the normal distribution with = 0 and = 1 is called the standard normal
distribution.
Definition: The normal distribution of a random variable with = 0 and = 1 is called the
standard normal distribution and is denoted by:
1
z2
z = √ e− 2
(B.65)
2
The cumulative probability for the standard normal distribution is:
1  z − y2
z = √
e 2 dy
(B.66)
2 −
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Since there is no close form for computing probabilities for the normal distribution (for example
a cumulative distribution), we use probability tables, which are defined for the standard normal
distribution. The probabilities PX ≤ x and Pa ≤ X ≤ b for the normal distribution with any
and
can be computed by using transformation of variables to a standard distribution and
computing probability for a transformed variable from the standard normal distribution.
Let us assume that we have a random variable X normally distributed with a given mean
and standard deviation (generally with values different that 0 and 1). If we wish to compute
a cumulative probability Fx = PX ≤ x for the value x of the variable X we first transform
the variable X into the standard normal distribution with = 0 and = 1 using the following
general formula:
Z=

X−

(B.67)

and for a given value x as:
z=

x−

(B.68)

Next, we compute the cumulative probability value Fz for z using the table for the standard
normal distribution. This probability equals Fx for the realization x of the variable X. This is
by virtue of the fact that an area under the normal curve from − to x equals the area under a
standard normal curve from − to z = x− . Similarly we can compute the area under the normal
curve for all realizations (values) of the variable X from the interval a b :
b−
 b y− 2
1 
1
z2
e− 2 2 dy = √
e− 2 dz
Pa ≤ X ≤ b = √
a−
2
2 2 a
b−
a−
= 
 − 

(B.69)
The algorithm for computing the cumulative probability Fx = PX ≤ X for the the random
variable X the normal distribution is as follows.
Algorithm: Given a variable X normally distributed with parameters and , and a value x of
a variable X.
1) Compute a transformed value z = x− .
2) Find a value Fz = z for z from a table for the standard normal distribution.
3) The demanded value Fx for the cumulative probability for the normally distribute variable
equals Fz.
8.6.3. Percentages of Probabilities under the Normal Curve
Here we evaluate percentages under the normal curve for three characteristic ranges of realizations
 −  + ,  − 2  + 2 and  − 3  + 3 of the normally distributed random variable
with parameters and 2 .
1) P − ≤ x ≤ +  = 06826
This tells that 6826% of realizations of the normally distributed variable will fall in the region
 −  + .
2) P − 2 ≤ x ≤ + 2  = 09544
This tells that 9544% of realizations of the normally distributed variable will fall in the region
 −2  +2 .
3) P − 3 ≤ x ≤ + 3  = 09975
This tells that 9975% of realizations of the normally distributed variable will fall in the region
 −3  +3 .

Appendix C
Lines and Planes in Space

In this appendix we cover the basic operations of lines on plane.

1. Lines on Plane
Definition: The point-slope equation of a line through a point x1  y1  with a slope m is
y − y1
y − y1 = mx − x1  or
= m
(C.1)
x − x1
where m = tan  with  being an angle between the x-axis and the line (see Figure C.1).
Example: The line passing the point P = 2 1 (x1 = 2, and y1 = 1) with the slope m = 2 has the
equation
y − y1 = mx − x1 
y − 1 = 2x − 2
y = 2x − 3
Definition: The x-coordinate of the intersection point of a line with the x-axis is called the
x-intercept. To find this point we must put in a line equation y = 0 and solve resulting equation
for x. The y-coordinate of the intersection point of a line with y-axis is called the y-intercept. To
find this point we must put in a line equation x = 0 and solve resulting equation for y.
Definition: The slope-intercept equation of a line with slope m and a y-intercept b is (see
Figure C.2)
y = mx + b

(C.2)

Example: The line equation with the slope m = 2 and the intercept b = −2
y = 2x − 2
The x-intercept may be found by setting x = 1 in the line equation y = 0. The horizontal and
vertical lines may be written as equations
y=a
x=c
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y

P
(x, y)
P1
(x1, y1)

slope m
y – y1
x – x1

y – y1

= m

x – x1

x

Figure C.1. A line on the plane as a point-slope equation.

Definition: The line equation in the term of nonzero x-intercept and nonzero y-intercept is
x y
(C.3)
+ =1
a b
Example: The line y = −2x + 4 with x and y intercepts equal to 2 and 4, respectively, may be
written as
x y
+ =1
2 4
Definition: Let us assume that d denotes the perpendicular distance from the origin 0 to a line,
and  be an angle between the perpendicular (from the origin to a line) with positive x-axis. The
normal for the equation of a line is given as the equation (see Figure C.3)
x cos  + y sin  = p

(C.4)

Definition: Every line may always be described by the general linear equation
Ax + By + C = 0

(C.5)

where A and B are not both zero.
Example: The line y = 2x − 2 may be written as a general line equation
2x − 1 · y − 2 = 0
We remember that the distance between two points P1 = x1  y1  and P2 = x2  y2  is defined
as
d=



x1 − x2 2 + y1 − y2 2

(C.6)

y
y=mx+b
P = (0, b)

b
m = tan φ
(x, y)

slope m
φ

0

Figure C.2. A line on the plane for slope-intercept equation.

x
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y
x cos α + y sin β = P

P

α

0

x

Figure C.3. Normal equation of a line.

Definition: The distance from a point P = x1  y1  to a line Ax + By + C = 0 is
d=

Ax1 + By1 + C
+ √
− A2 + B 2

(C.7)

where the sign is chosen so that the distance is positive.
Example: The distance from the point P = 1 2 to the line y = x + 2 can be found by first
converting the line equation to the general line form
x − y + 2 = 0 A = 1 B = −1 C = 2
and then using the formula for the distance of point to a line form
1
1·1−2·1+2
=√
d= 
2
2
2
1 + −1
Definition: The angle  between two lines with slopes m1 and m2 is
tan  =

m2 − m 1
1 + m1 m 2

(C.8)

For parallel lines, m1 = m2 (and  = 0). For perpendicular lines, m1 = − m1 .
2

Definition: The area of a triangle on a plane with the vertices P1 x1  y1 , Px2  y2 , and Px3  y3 
is given by


x y 1
−  1 1 
−
area =+ x2 y2 1 =+ x1 y2 + y1 x3 − y2 x2 − y1 x2 − x1 y3 
(C.9)
x3 y3 1
where the sign must be chosen so that the area is nonnegative.

2. Lines and Planes in a Space
Lines and planes are special kind of sets in 3D space with the Cartesian coordinate system (see
Figure C.4).
We will first recall that the distance between two points P1 = x1  y1  z1  and P2 = x2  y2  z2 
is defined as

(C.10)
d = x1 − x2 2 + y1 − y2 2 + z1 − z2 2
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z
c (0, 0, c)

(0, b, c)
P = (a, b, c)

(a, b, c)

(a, 0, c)

(0, b, 0)
b

0

y

a
(a, 0, 0)

(a, b, 0)

x

Figure C.4. Cartesian coordinate system in 3D.

Definition: The direction cosines of a line joining points P1 x1  y1  z1  and P2 x2  y2  z2  in 3D
space are defined as
l = cos  =

x2 − x 1

d

m = cos  =

y 2 − y1

d

n = cos =

z2 − z1
d

(C.11)

where d is the distance between two points P1 and P2 . The angles , , and are the angles
which the line passing through the points P1 and P2 makes with the positive axes x, y, and z (see
Figure C.5).
The following relations hold for direction cosines
cos2  + cos2  + cos2

= 1 or

l 2 + m 2 + n2 = 1

(C.12)

Definition: The standard line equation passing through points P1 x1  y1  z1  and P2 x2  y2  z2  is
x − x1
y − y1
z − z1
=
=
x2 − x 1
y2 − y 1
z 2 − z1

or

x − x1
y − y1
z − z1
=
=
l
m
n

(C.13)

where l, m, and n are direction cosines for a line. The direction cosines l, m, and n may be
substituted in the above line equation by any numbers L, M, and N proportional to them. L, M
and N are called direction numbers.
Definition: The angle between two lines with direction cosines l1  m1  n1 , and l2  m2  n2 is
cos  = l1 l2 + m1 m2 + n1 n2
z

γ
d

P1 = (x1, y1, z1)

(C.14)

P2 = (x2, y2, z2)
β

α

0
y

x

Figure C.5. Line in 3-D scope with direction cosines.
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Definition: The parametric line equation passing through points P1 x1  y1  z1  and
P2 x2  y2  z2  is
x = x1 + l t

y = y1 + m t

z = z1 + n t

(C.15)

where one value of the parameter t produces one point on line. The set of these equations covers
a line completely as t value runs from − to .
Again, the direction cosines l, m, and n may be substituted in the above line equation by any
numbers L, M, and N proportional to them.
The parametric equation of a line segment joining two points P1 and P2 may be found by first
writing the equation of the line passing through the points and then by finding the closed segment
of the parameter t values t1  t2 with t1 corresponding to a point P1 and t2 corresponding to a
point P2 . The points belonging to a segment joining points P1 and P2 are points on the lines
for the parameter t ∈ t1  t2 . The line equation with the restriction t ∈ t1  t2 is called the line
segment equation joining points P1 and P2 .
Example: The line 
passing through the points P1 2 −3√−3 and P2 −1 1 4, with distance
between them d = 2 + 12 + −3 − 12 + −3 − 42 = 74, may be written in the standard
form as
x−2
y − −3
z − −3
=
=
−1 − 2 1 − −3 4 − −3
The parameterized equation for this line may be written, if we first compute the direction cosines
l = √374 , m = √474 , and n = √774 ,
x = 2 + l t

y = −3 + m t

z = −3 + n t

Definition: Let us assume that we have ⎡
a vector
⎤ in a space v = Ai + Bj + Ck, (which also can be
A
written in vector space notation as v = ⎣ B ⎦), with the basis vectors i j, and k (base) being the
C
vectors from the origin 0 = 0 0 0 to the points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1), respectively.
The line equation passing through a point P0 x0  y0  z0  and parallel to a vector v = Ai+Bj+Ck
can be written as
x = x0 + t A

y = y0 + t B

z = z0 + t C

(C.16)

where t is the parameter.
For a given value of the parameter t, the above equation describes one point Px y z on
a line. As the parameter t increases from − to , the point Px y z traces the entire line
exactly one time. When the parameter t traverses the closed interval a ≤ t ≤ b, the point Px y z
corresponding to the t traces the line segment from the point Pa where a = b to the point Pb
where t = b.
Example: The line passing
the point P0 2 2 2 and parallel to the vector v = 2i + 3j − 2k
⎡ through
⎤
2
(or just written as v = ⎣ 3 ⎦) is
−2
x = 2 + 2t

y = 2 + 3t

z = 2 − 2t

For t = 1 we have the point P1 4 5 0, i.e. the point where the line crosses the xy-plane (with
z = 0) (see Figure C.6).
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z

3
2
P0 = (2, 2, 2)

1
1

2

3

4

5
y

1

–1

2
3

P1 = (4, 5, 0)
–2
v = (2, 3, –2)

x
–3

Figure C.6. Line passing through a point and parallel to a vector.

3. Planes
Loosely speaking, a plane in 3-dimensional space is the analog of a line on the plane.
Definition: The general equation of a plane in 3D space is written as
Ax + By + Cz + D = 0

(C.17)

where A B C, and D are constants which determine the position of the plane in the space in the
Cartesian coordinate system.
More generally, using set notation, we can write the following definition of a plane being a
specific set of points
Lv = v v ∈ R3 
⎡ ⎤
x
where a vector v is defined as v = ⎣y ⎦.
z
Example: The equation

Ax + By + Cz + D = 0

(C.18)

x + 2y + 3z + 4 = 0
is an example of the plane in the space. The point P1 1 2 −3 belongs to the plane, while the
point P2 1 2 −4 does not.
Definition: The equation of a plane passing through three points P1 x1  y1  z1 , P2 x2  y2  z2 ,
and P3 x3  y3  z3  is written as

⎡
⎤ 

 x − x1
x − x1
y − y1
z − z1
y
−
y
z
−
z
1
1



⎣
⎦
det x2 − x1 y2 − y1 z2 − z1 = x2 − x1 y2 − y1 z2 − z1  = 0
(C.19)
 x 3 − x 1 y 3 − y 1 z3 − z 1 
x 3 − x 1 y 3 − y 1 z3 − z 1
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where det denotes the determinant of the square matrix. Expanding in part the determinant around
the first row we can also find




y 2 − y 1 z 2 − z 1 



 x − x1  + z2 − z1 x2 − x1  y − y1 
 y 3 − y1 z 3 − z 1 
 z 3 − z 1 x 3 − x1 


x2 − x1 y2 − y1 

 z − z1  = 0
+
(C.20)
x 3 − x1 y3 − y1 
Example: The plane passing through the three points P1 2 0 0, P2 0 1 0 and P3 0 0 3 may
be be written as






1 0 





 x − 2 + 0 −2 y − 0 + −2 1 z − 0 = 0
0 3
3 −2
−2 0
which leads to the general equation of this plane
3x + 6y + 2z − 6 = 0
We can easily test to see that the coordinates of the points P1  P2 and P3 satisfy the general plane
equation.
Definition: The plane may be described by the equation in the intercept form
x y z
+ + =1
a b c

(C.21)

where a b, and c are the intercepts (coordinates of cutting a plane by axes) of the x y, and z
axes respectively (Figure C.7).
Definition: The equation of plane which passes through a point P0 x0  y0  z0  and is perpendicular to the nonzero vector n = Ai + Bj + Ck can be written as (see Figure C.8)
Ax + By + Cz = D

where

D = Ax0 + By0 + Cz0

and the plane coefficients of x y, and z are coordinates A B, and C of the vector n.

z
x + y + z = 1
a
b
c

c

x cos α + y cos β + z cos γ = dp

γ
α

β
dp
0

b
y

a

x

Figure C.7. Intercepts of a plane and the Normal Form of a plane equation.

(C.22)
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z

c

z=c

0
y

x

Figure C.8. Plane perpendicular to the z-axis and parallel to the x and y axes.

Example: The plane equation passing through the point P0 −3 0 4 and perpendicular to the
vector n = 5i + 2j − 1k may be described by
5x + 2y − z = −19
Definition: The line which passes a point P0 x0  y0  z0  and is perpendicular to a plane
Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 can be described by the equation
y − y0
z − z0
x − x0
=
=
A
B
C

(C.23)

or
x = x0 + A t

y = y0 + B t

z = z0 + C t

(C.24)

We note that the direction numbers for the line perpendicular to a plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0
are equal to the plane coordinate coefficients A B, and C.
The vector normal to a plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 is defined as
N = Ai + Bj + Ck

(C.25)

√

with the length d = N = A2 + B2 + C 2 .
Definition: The distance from a point P0 x0  y0  z0  to a plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 can be
found as
d=

Ax0 + By0 + Cz0 + D
− √
+ A2 + B 2 + C 2

(C.26)

where the sign must be chosen so that the distance is nonnegative.
Example: The distance of the point P0 1 2 4 from the plane 2x + 3y + 6z − 6 = 0 is d =

26
.
7

Definition: If dp denotes the perpendicular distance from the plane point to P the origin 0 then
the normal form of a plane equation is
x cos  + y cos  + z cos = dp

(C.27)

where , , and are angles between the line passing through the points 0 and P (normal to a
plane) and the positive axes x, y, and z (see Figure C.7).
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Definition: For two planes A1 x + B1 y + C1 z + D1 = 0 and A2 x + B2 y + C2 z + D2 = 0 the angle
between them is defined as
cos  =

N1T N2
N1T N2
  = cos−1
N1 N2 
N1 N2 

(C.28)

where N1T N2 denotes the dot product of the vectors
N1 = A1 i + B1 j + C1 k

N 2 = A 2 i + B2 j + C 2 k

(C.29)

normal to the first and second plane correspondingly, and N1  and N2  denote the lengths of
the normal vectors. We see that the angle between two planes is equal to the angle between the
normal vectors to these planes.
Example: The angle between two planes 3x − 2y − 6z − 12 = 0 and x + 2y − 2z − 6 = 0 is equal to
cos  =

11
N1T N2
=

N1 N2  7 · 3

 = cos−1

11
21

because the normal vectors to the planes are
N1 = 3i − 2j − 6k

N2 = 1i + 2j − 2k

4. Hyperplanes
Loosely speaking, if we consider the n-dimensional vector space Rn , a hyperplane is analog
of the plane in 3-dimensional space. From another point of view, a hyperplane in Rn may be
considered as a translation of Rn−1 subspace of Rn .
Definition: Let Lx be the real-value function on the space Rn defined by
⎡ ⎤
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
n

⎢ ⎥
Lx = aT x − b = a1  a2  · · ·  an ⎢  ⎥ − b = ai xi − b
⎣  ⎦
i=1
xn

(C.30)

where a is nonzero vector of Rn (a point in Rn ) and b is a given real number, then the subset
L ⊆ Rn , defined by
n

L= x

x ∈ Rn 

ai xi − b = 0

Lx =

(C.31)

i=1

is called a hyperplane in Rn .
The equation
an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x1 − b = 0
is called a linear equation in Rn .
Example: The set L being a subset of R3 and defined as
⎡ ⎤
x1
L = x = ⎣x2 ⎦ 1 · x1 + 1 · x2 − 2 · x3 − 4 = 0
x3

(C.32)
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is a hyperplane in R3 . Of course we can recall that it is just the plane
1·x+1·y−2·z−4 = 0
if we change the names of the coordinates from x1  x2 , and x3 to x y, and z.
We see that a plane divides the space on two subspaces.
Definition: The sets L+ ∈ Rn and L− ∈ Rn defined as
L+ = x x ∈ Rn  Lx =

n

ai xi − b > 0

(C.33)

ai xi − b < 0

(C.34)

i=1

L− = x x ∈ Rn  Lx =

n
i=1

are called the open half-spaces in Rn (see Figure C.9).
Definition: The set L+ ∩ L ∈ Rn and L− ∩ L ∈ Rn are called closed half-spaces in Rn determined
by the hyperplane L. We also see that the set L+ ∩ L is the closure of L+ and that L− ∩ L is
the closure of L− , and that the hyperplane L is boundary of both sets L+ and L− . Of course
L+ ∪ L− ∪ L = Rn .
Definition: If A and B are two sets in Rn , then we say that a hyperplane L separates sets A and
B if A is contained in one closed half-space determined by a hyperplane L and B in the other,
that is
A ⊆ L+ ∪ L

and

B ⊆ L− ∪ L

(C.35)

A ⊆ L− ∪ L

and

B ⊆ L+ ∪ L

(C.36)

or

A hyperplane separates strictly two sets A and B if A is contained in one open half-space
determined by a hyperplane L and B in the other open half-space.

x3
L
L+
L–

0

x1

Figure C.9. Half-space in R3 .

x2
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Example: The hyperplane x1 − 1 = 0 in R3 separates the set
⎛⎡ ⎤ ⎞
0
S ⎝⎣0⎦  1⎠
0
being the closed sphere at the origin with the radius  = 1, and
⎛⎡ ⎤ ⎞
2
S ⎝⎣0⎦  1⎠
0
⎡ ⎤
2
being the closed sphere at the point x0 = ⎣0⎦ with the radius  = 1.
0
We observe the a hyperplane divides all points in Rn into two half-spaces. This fact is important
in the pattern recognition when one tries to classify points belonging to two separate classes. The
hyperplane equation
an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x1 + b = 0

(C.37)

is called the classifying hyperplane. For points “above” a hyperplane we have
an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x1 + b > 0

(C.38)

and for points “below” a hyperplane
an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x1 + b < 0

(C.39)

We will revise the definition of line segment and we will introduce the concept of half-rays
and cones.
Definition: A line segment joining two vectors y and z (points) in Rn is the following subset
of Rn
x x ∈ Rn  x = ry + sz r ≥ 0 s ≥ 0 r + s = 1

(C.40)

and half-ray joining y and z emanating from y is the subset of Rn defined as
x

x ∈ Rn  x = y + rz − y r ≤ 0

(C.41)

Note that half-ray joining y and z end emanating from the point y is not the same as the half-ray
joining y and z end emanating from the point z (see Figure C.10).
Definition: A subset K of Rn is called a cone with vertex x0 if, for any given point in K with
x = x0 , all points on the half-ray joining x and x, emanating from x0 , belong to a cone K (see
Figure C.11).
Definition: A subset A ∈ Rn is convex if, for any point x and y in a set A, and for r s ∈ R with
r ≤ 0, s ≤ 0 and r + s = 1, the point rx + sy is in a set A.
Loosely speaking, a subset of Rn is convex if, for any two points in the set, the line segment
between two points is contained within a set.
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x3
Half-ray
Line segment
Half-ray

0

x2

x1

Figure C.10. Line segment and half-rays.

P (x0)
P (x0)

Figure C.11. Cones.

Example: The set in R3
⎧⎡ ⎤
⎨ x1
A = ⎣ x2 ⎦ ∈ R 3
⎩
x3

⎫
⎬

x1  ≤ 1 x2  ≤ 1 x3  ≤ 1

which is a cube, is convex. The set in R3
⎧⎡ ⎤
⎨ x1
A = ⎣ x2 ⎦ ∈ R 3
⎩
x3

⎭

x1 + 2x2 + x3 − 2 = 0

⎫
⎬
⎭

which is a plane, is convex.
Definition: A cone K in Rn which is also a convex set is called a convex cone.

Appendix D
Sets

In this appendix we review the basic concepts of sets.

1. Set Definition and Notations
Mathematics deals with statements and operations on objects. Objects may be grouped in different
collections. The criteria for the selection of objects for a given collection may vary and yet are
normally oriented toward some specific purpose. For example, we may create a collection of
objects having some common feature important for further storing or processing of information.
For example, we may collect names of all students in a class for storage and further processing
purposes. The common feature of the objects from this collection is that they belong to the one
class.
The area of mathematics that deals with the collections of objects, their properties and operations
is called set theory.
Definition: A collection (or group) of objects (or items) is called a set. The objects belonging to
a set are called members or elements of the set. They may be numbers, people, names, or other
objects that related by the fact that they belong to the set.
Sets are normally denoted by capital letters and the members of a set by lowercase letters. A set
of members given explicitly is denoted by an unordered list of objects enclosed in   braces.
For example
A = a b c d

(D.1)

denotes the set A with four members a b c d.
The fact that an element a belongs to a set A is denoted by
a∈A

(D.2)

a ∈ B

(D.3)

and the notation

denotes that the element a is not a member of the set B. The notation
a b ∈ C

(D.4)
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denotes that both elements a and b belong to the set C. Note that the order of elements inside the
set denoted by braces is not important, thus
A = a b c d and A = c d a b

(D.5)

represent the same set.
We may also say that a set may consist of elements which have common properties that
distinguish them from other elements.
A set must be defined so that it is possible to determine whether a given element is or is not a
member of a set.
Example: The set
X = 1 2 3 4
consists of natural numbers less than 5. We write 2 ∈ X to denote the fact that the number 2 is a
member of the set X. The common feature of all members of the set X is that they are natural
numbers less than 5. Because the set X is well-defined, we have no difficulty deciding that the
number 7 is not a member of this set (i.e., 7 ∈ X).
1.1. Ways of Defining a Set
The most natural way of defining a set is to just provide a list of all elements of a set. Such a list
is called a roster. The members of a set are enclosed in the curly braces  .
Example:
A = Ania Mary Halina
denotes the set A having all members Ania, Mary, and Halina listed explicitly.
For large sets we can use an abbreviation to define the set, particularly when the members may
be put in some well-defined sequence.
Example: The set
M = 1 2 3 4 · · ·  99 100
denotes all natural numbers less than or equal to 100.
A set may be defined in a written description, expressing the properties of the set members.
Example: The set S = even integers between 0 and 100 denotes all even integer numbers
between 0 and 100. Because the set S is well defined, we may decide that 16 ∈ S.
The common way of denoting a set in mathematical analysis is to define a variable to denote
arbitrary elements of the set and then make a statement about the variable which specifies the
property or properties of the members of the set. The statement about the variable may be
descriptive or given as a mathematical formula (for example, inequality).
Example: The set
B = x  x is an odd integer and 3 ≤ x < 9
is equal to the set B = 3 5 7 which denotes all odd integers equal to or greater than 3 and less
than 9. Here “x” is a variable denoting an element and “x is an odd integer and 3 ≤ x < 9” is the
statement.
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The set
C = x  x ∈ R and x ≤ 1

(D.6)

denotes all real numbers whose absolute value is less than or equal to 1.
A set may consist of any collection of well-defined objects. For example, a set may consist of
pairs as members
D = a b c d a d

(D.7)

Thus, we may say that the pair a b is an element of the set D, i.e., a b ∈ D.

2. Types of Sets
Mathematics defines some basic types of sets depending on their contents and properties.
Definition: The set having no members is called the empty set (or null set) and is denoted by
∅ or  .
Example:
A = integers between 4 and 5 = ∅
B = people living on Mars =  
Definition: A set consisting of a single element is called a singleton set.
Example:
A = blue
Definition: Two sets are the same (equal) if and only if they have the same elements.
Example: The sets
A =     B =    
are equal because they have the same members.
Definition: A set with finitely many members or elements is called a finite set.
Example: The set
F = 10 11 12 · · ·  98 99 100
consisting of 91 elements is a finite set.
Definition: A set with infinitely many members or elements (whose elements may be counted) is
called an infinite set.
Example: The set of all natural numbers
F = 1 2 3 · · · 
is infinite, having infinitely many members.
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Definition: A set whose elements may be enumerated in a sequence a1  a2  · · · which may or
may not terminate is called a countable or denumerable set.
In a countable set A we can find a one-to-one correspondence between the infinite set of all
natural numbers  and the members of the set A.
Every finite set is a countable set. However, not every countable set has a finite number of
elements.
Example: The set
E = 2 4 6 8 10 · · · 
that is, the set of even numbers, is countable since the function fn =
the set E.
The set

(D.8)
n
2

maps one-to-one onto

A = 1 2 3 4
is finite and therefore is a countable set. On the contrary, the set
1 1
1
B = 1   · · ·   · · · 
2 3
n
is a countable set which is not finite. The set
C = x  x ≤ 1
is not countable, because we cannot enumerate the members in a defined sequence.
The set of all real numbers is not countable.
Definition: A set U containing (but not limited to) all possible elements being considered in a
given problem is called a universal set.
Example: The set
U = all students in an elementary school
can be considered as a universal set from the point of view of given school members.
The set  of all real numbers is also an example of universal set.
Definition: For the finite set A, cardinality, denoted by A, is the number of set elements.
Two sets A and B have the same cardinality if there is a one-to-one correspondence between
them (see the definition of one-to-one correspondence).
Example: The cardinality of the set
A = a b c d g
is A = 5.
Definition: The infinite set of all natural numbers
 = 1 2 3 · · · 

(D.9)

is denoted by  or N.
The infinite set of all integer numbers
 = · · ·  −2 −1 0 1 2 3 · · · 

(D.10)
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is denoted by  or Z.
The infinite set of all rational numbers is denoted by  or Q.
The infinite set of all real numbers is denoted by  (or R) and contains: all natural numbers
 = 1 2 3 · · ·  

(D.11)

0 −1 −2 −3 · · ·  

(D.12)

1
3 61
 −  ···
2
5 32

(D.13)

zero and all negative integers

the rational numbers

and the irrational numbers
√
 2  · · · 

(D.14)

The infinite set of all complex numbers is denoted by  or C.
Definition: The infinite set of all points on the real line is defined as
x  x ∈  − < x < 

(D.15)

The infinite set of all points
  on a real plane, denoted by a pair of coordinates x y (or just a
x
2-dimensional vector a =
∈ 2 ), is defined as
y
x y  x y ∈  − < x <  and −  < y < 

(D.16)

And the infinite set of all points on a real
dimensional space, denoted by coordinates
⎡ three
⎤
x
x y z (or just a 3-dimensional vector a = ⎣y ⎦ ∈ 3 ), is defined as
z
x y z  x y z ∈  − < x <  and −  < y <  and  < z < 

(D.17)

Note: These notations are equivalent: x y z ∈  and x ∈  y ∈  z ∈ .
Definition: Line segments, regions on real plane and spheres with their interiors on the
3-dimensional planes may be expressed as sets of points.
Example The set of points on the real line (Figure D.1) is defined as the set
A = x  x ∈  −2 ≤ x ≤ 4 x = 62
In this example, the set A contains the line segment which is all the points lying between and
including −2 and 4, plus the single point 6.2.

–3 –2 –1

0

1

2

3

4

Figure D.1. The segment of line −2 4 plus the single point 6.2

5

6

7
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Definition: An interval is a subset of the set of all real numbers (the real line).
The closed interval denoted by a b is the set
a b = x  x ∈  a ≤ x ≤ b

(D.18)

The half-open interval denoted by a b is the set
a b = x  x ∈  a ≤ x < b

(D.19)

The half-open interval denoted by a b is the set
a b = x  x ∈  a < x ≤ b

(D.20)

Definition: The regions above the line on the real plane
y = ax + b

(D.21)

S = x y  x ∈  y ∈  y − ax − b > 0

(D.22)

T = x y  x ∈  y ∈  y − ax − b ≤ 0

(D.23)

may be defined as a set of points

and below and on line as

Example: The region between the lines
y = x+1
and
y = 4x − 1
may be defined as the set of points
W = x y  x ∈  y ∈  y − x − 1 < 0 and y − 4x + 1 > 0
The set of points x y on the unit circle and within the interior of the unit circle on the real
plane may be denoted as (Figure D.2)
V = x y  x ∈  y ∈  x2 + y2 ≤ 1
The interior of a ellipsoid in 3-dimensional real space with points given by coordinates x y z
can be described as a set
E = x y z  x y z ∈ 

x 2 y 2 z2
+ + ≤ 1 and x < a y < b z < c
a2 b 2 c 2
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{x , y : x2 + y2 < 1}

(1, 0)

x

(0, 0)

Figure D.2. The set of points on and within the interior of the unit circle

3. Set Relations
Definition: The illustrative description of sets and their relation may be provided by so called
Venn diagrams (named for John Venn, an English mathematician). Venn diagrams are simply
figures (usually circles) on a plane (see Figure D.3).
Despite the fact that Venn diagrams are planar figures, they are used to illustrate membership,
relations and operations among different sets. Frequently, a Venn diagram will illustrate a set or
sets being part of some well-defined universe (see Figure D.4).
Definition: As we mentioned, two or more sets are equal = if they have exactly the same
elements. Nonequal sets are denoted as A = B.
Example: The following sets are equal =
a b c = b c a
Definition: Two or more sets that each have the same number of elements are called equivalent
sets (denoted by ↔).

U
A

Figure D.3. A Venn diagram

U
A

B

Figure D.4. A Venn diagram showing two sets as part of a well-defined universe
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Example: The sets
a b c ↔ 1 4 6
are equivalent because every element of one set may be paired with exactly one element in the
other set, and vice versa.
Definition: A set A is a subset (⊆ or ⊂) of set B
A⊆B

(D.24)

if every element of A is also contained in B.
Example: The set A = 1 2 3 is a subset of the set B = 1 2 3 4 5
A ⊆ B 1 2 3 ⊆ 1 2 3 4 5
because all members 1, 2, 3 of the set A are also members of the set B (see Figure D.5).
If the set A is not a subset ⊆ of the set B we denote this fact by
A ⊆ B

(D.25)

Example: The set C = 0 2 3 is not a subset of the set B = 1 2 3 4 5
A ⊆ B

0 2 3 ⊆ 1 2 3 4 5

Definition: The set A is a proper subset ⊂ of the set B if A is a subset of B containing at least
one element and if A is not equal to B.
The set B must include at least one element which does not belong to A.
Example: The set A = a b is a proper subset of the set B = a b c, but set C = a b c is
not a proper subset of the set A, even though it is a subset of A
A ⊂ B
C ⊂ B

a b ⊂ a b c
a b c ⊂ a b c

Example: The empty set ∅ is subset of every set because it contains no members that are not
contained in other sets
  ⊆ a b c

B
4

A
1

Figure D.5. The set A is a subset of set B, A ⊆ B

3
2

5
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Definition: Sets A and B are disjoint if they have no elements in common.
Example: The sets a b c and d e f g h are disjoint.
Definition: The power set of a given set (denoted by 2A ) is the collection of all the possible
subsets of the given set A.
Example: The power set of the set A = 1 2 3 is
2A = 2123 = 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 3  
The number of subsets in the power set of a given finite set is equal to 2n , where n is the
number of elements in the given set.
Example: The power set 2A of the set A = 1 2 3 (having n = 3 members) consists of 23 = 8
subsets.
3.1. Properties of Subset Operation
The subset operation ⊆ is in fact the relation called the inclusion operation.
The inclusion operation has the following properties
1) A ⊆ A (reflexivity); set is a subset of itself
2) A ⊆ B and B ⊆ C implies A ⊆ C (transitivity)
3) A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A if and only if A = B (equality)
4) ∅ ⊆ A for all sets A (empty set)
Two sets can be combined to form a third set by various set operations.

4. Set Operations
Definition: The intersection of two sets A and B, denoted by A
elements common to both A and B (see Figure D.6)
C=A



B, is the set C consisting of

B = c  c ∈ A and c ∈ B

(D.26)

Example: The intersection of sets
A = 1 2 3 7 and B = 0 1 2 3 4 8
(a)

(b)
B
D

C
U
A B

⊃

A

U
C=A B

E=C

D ={ }= 0

Figure D.6. (a) Intersection of two sets where the shaded region shows the region in the intersection, (b)
The intersection of disjoint sets is the empty set
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is the set
C=A

B = 1 2 3

More than two sets may be involved in some set operations.
Example:
D=A

B

C

denotes intersection of three sets, which is the set consisting elements common to A, B and C.
The intersection obeys the conditions

1) A  A = A 
independence
2) A  B = B A
commutativity
3) A ∅ =
∅
empty set property
 
4) A B C = A B C
associativity
5) A  B = A if and 
only if A ⊆ B
6) A B ⊆ A and A B ⊆ B
The intersection of two disjoint sets is the empty set.
Definition: The union of two sets A and B, denoted by A
contained either in A or in B or in both.
C=A

B, is the set C of all elements

B = c  c ∈ A or c ∈ B

(D.27)

The number of elements in the union of two finite sets A and
 B is equal to the sum of number
of elements of A and B, minus the number of elements in A B.
Example: The union of two sets
A = 1 2 3 7 and B = 0 1 2 3 4 8
is the set
C=A

B = 0 1 2 3 4 7 8

Set union satisfies the following conditions
1) A A = A
2) A B = B A
3) A ∅ = A
4) A B C = A B C
5) A A ⊆ B if and only if A ⊆ B
6) A ⊆ A B, B ⊆ A B

independence
commutativity
empty set property
associativity
inclusion
ordering

Definition: The difference of two sets A and B, denoted by A − B, is the set C of all elements
of A which are not in B (see Figure D.7)
A − B = c  c ∈ A and c ∈ B
Example: The difference A − B of the two sets
A = blue green black orange grey and B = blue grey red purple

(D.28)
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A–B
A–B
B

A
A

B

green

red

blue
black

grey

orange

cyan

Figure D.7. Set difference

is the set
C = A − B = green black orange
but
D = B − A = red purple
Definition: If the set A is a subset of B, then the complement of A in B, denoted by A, is the set
of elements contained in B but not in A (see Figure D.8)
A = c  c ∈ B and c ∈ A

(D.29)

and, of course, A = B − A.
Example: Let us consider two sets
A = 1 3 4 and B = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
We see that A ⊆ B, and the complement A of the set A in B is
A = B − A = 2 5 6 7
We use also use the phrase “complement of A” alone, without specifying “complement of A
in B,” understanding the complement of A in some well-defined universal set U
A = c  c ∈ U and c ∈ A

(D.30)

Of course A = U − A.
(a)

(b)
B

U
A

A
A

AU A = U

Figure D.8. Set complement (a) A

B = U , (b) A where A ⊆ B
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5. Set Algebra
Algebra for sets provides some properties and theorems related to set operations. Certain properties
of the sets follow easily from their definitions.
5.1. Properties of the Set Complement
Let us assume that U is the well-defined universal set. The following properties hold for the set
complement:
1) ∅ = U
2) U = ∅
3) A = A the complement of the complement is the set itself
4) A A = U

5) A A = ∅
5.2. Basic Set Algebra Laws
A fundamental role in set algebra is played by DeMorgan’s theorem (named for the English
logician, Augustus DeMorgan), relating the basic set operations: union, intersection and
complement.
DeMorgan’s Theorem: The complement of the union of two sets is the intersection of these sets’
complements (Figure D.9)
A

B=A

B

(D.31)

The complement of the intersection of two sets A and B is the union of these sets’ complements
(Figure D.10)
A

A=A

B

If A, B, and C are sets, the following laws hold:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

A A=A

A A=A
A B=B A


A B=B A
A B C = A B C
 
 
A B C = A B C

idempotency
idempotency
commutativity
commutativity
associativity
associativity

A

Figure D.9. A

B=A



B

B

(D.32)
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Figure D.10. A

7)
8)
9)
10)



B=A
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B

B



A B C = A  B A  C
A B C = A B A C
A A  B = A
A A B = A

distributivity
distributivity
absorption
absorption

5.3. Union of Finite Sequence of Sets
Definition: Let A1  A2  · · ·  An be a finite sequence of n sets. The union of n sets is defined as
n

B=

n−1

Ai =
i=1

Ai

An

(D.33)

i=1

The above definition may be extended to the infinite sequence of sets.
B=



Ai = b  there is an i0 with b ∈ Ai0 

(D.34)

i=1

Example: The union of three sets
A = 3 2 1 B = 1 2 5 4 5 C = 8 9
is the set
D=A

B

C = 1 2 3 4 5 8 9

5.4. Intersection of Finite Sequence of Sets
Definition: Let A1  A2  · · ·  An be a finite sequence of n sets. The intersection of n sets is
defined as
n

B=

n−1

Ai =
i=1

Ai

An

(D.35)

i=1

The above definition may be extended to the infinite sequence of sets.
B=



Ai = b  b ∈ Ai for every i

i=1

Example: The intersection of three sets
A = 3 2 1 B = 1 2 5 4 5 C = 2 8 9

(D.36)
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is the set
D=A

B

C = 2

If Ai i = 1 2 · · · , are subsets of a set A, then

1) A − 
i=1 Ai =
i=1 A − Ai 

2) A − 
i=1 Ai =
i=1 A − Ai 

6. Cartesian Product of Sets
6.1. Ordered Pair and n-tuple
First we will define the ordered pair of two objects a and b denoted by a b. The objects a
and b are called the components of the ordered pair a b. The ordered pair a a is a valid pair,
since the pair elements need not be distinct. In the ordered pair a b, the element a is first and
element b second. The pair a b is different than b a. The ordered pair a b is not the same
as the set a b, since a b = b a but a b = b a. Two ordered pairs a b and c d are
equal only when a = c and b = d.
We can generalize the concept of ordered pairs to many ordered objects.
Definition: Let n be the natural number. If a1  a2  · · ·  an are any n objects, not necessary distinct,
then a1  a2  · · ·  an  is ordered n-tuple.
For each i = 1 2 · · ·  n, ai is the ith component of n-tuple a1  a2  · · ·  an . The element ai−1
is placed before the element ai in n-tuple.
The ordered n-tuples are also denoted as n-dimensional vectors
⎡ ⎤
a1
⎢ a2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
(D.37)
a=⎢  ⎥
⎣  ⎦
an
An ordered tuple m-tuple a1  a2  · · ·  am  is the same as n-tuple a1  a2  · · ·  am  if and only
if m = n and ai = bi for i = 1 2 · · ·  n.
The ordered 2-tuple is the same as the ordered pair.
6.2. Cartesian Product
Definition: Let A be the set with the elements a1  a2  · · · , and B the set with the elements
b1  b2  · · · . The Cartesian product of two sets A and B, denoted by A × B, is the set of all
ordered pairs a b of elements a ∈ A of the set A and elements b ∈ B of the set B.
A × B = a b  a ∈ A b ∈ B

(D.38)

In notation of the pair a b we understand that the first element a comes from the set A and
the second element b from the set B.
The Cartesian product A × B is not equal to the B × A, since the order of the elements in the
pairs is important
Example: The Cartesian product A × B of two sets
A = 1 2 and B = 3 5
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is the set
A × B = 1 3 1 5 2 3 2 5
The Cartesian product B × A of sets
A = 1 2 and B = 3 5
is the set
B × A = 3 1 3 2 5 1 5 2
The Cartesian product A × B of two sets
A = blue red and B = grey brown
is the set
A × B = blue grey blue brown red grey red brown
The Cartesian product may be generalized to more than two sets.
Definition: The Cartesian product of n sets A1  A2  · · ·  An , denoted by
set of n-tuples a1  a2  · · ·  an 
n


n

i=1 Ai ,

Ai = a1  a2  · · ·  an   ai ∈ Ai for i = 1 2 · · ·  n

is defined as a

(D.39)

i=1

6.3. Cartesian Product of Sets of Real Numbers
If  is the set of all real numbers (representing the real line), then the Cartesian product  × ,
denoted by 2 (called the real plane), is the set of all ordered pairs x y of real numbers. The
set 2 =  ×  is the set of all Cartesian coordinates of points in the plane.
Example: Let 2 =  × . We may define a region (subset of points in 2 ) in 2 by defining
the Cartesian product.
For example, let the set
A = x  x ∈  0 ≤ x ≤ 1
represent the line segment 0 1 (horizontal axis), and the set
B = y  y ∈  1 ≤ y ≤ 2
the line segment 1 2.
The set of points on the square and in the interior of the square adjacent to the vertical axis
x = 0 in 2 (on the real plane) may be defined as the Cartesian product (Figure D.11)
A × B = x y  x ∈  y ∈  0 ≤ x ≤ 1 1 ≤ y ≤ 2
The square adjacent to the horizontal axis y = 0 in 2 (on the real plane) may be defined as
the Cartesian product (see Figure D.12)
B × A = y x  y ∈  x ∈  1 ≤ y ≤ 2 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
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y
3

A×B

2
B
1

x
(0, 0)

1

2

3

A
A = {x : x∈R, 0 <
–x<
– 1}
B = {y : y∈R, 1 <
–y<
– 2}

Figure D.11. A × B = x y  x ∈  y ∈  0 ≤ x ≤ 1 1 ≤ y ≤ 2

3

y

2

1
B
x
(0, 0)

1

2

3

A
A = {x : x∈R, 1 <
–x<
– 2}
B = {y : y∈R, 0 <
–y<
– 1}

Figure D.12. A × B = x y  x ∈  y ∈  1 ≤ x ≤ 2 0 ≤ y ≤ 1

The region in the interior of a unit square centered at the origin 0 0 and on the circle on the
real plane may be defined as a Cartesian product (see Figure D.13)
A × B = x y  x ∈  y ∈  −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 −1 ≤ y ≤ 1
If  is the set of all real numbers (representing the real line), then the Cartesian product
 ×  × , denoted by 3 (called the real 3-dimensional space), is the set of all ordered triplets
x y z of real numbers. The set 3 =  ×  ×  is the set of all Cartesian coordinates of points
in the real 3-dimensional space.
Example: Let X = x  x ∈  0 ≤ x ≤ 1, Y = y  y ∈  0 ≤ y ≤ 1, and Z = z  z ∈  0 ≤ z ≤
1. Thus in the 3-dimensional real Cartesian space we can define the cube region by providing
the Cartesian product
X × Y × Z = x y z  x ∈  y ∈  z ∈  0 ≤ x ≤ 1 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 0 ≤ z ≤ 1
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y
AxB
(0, 1)

(–1, 0)

(1, 0)

x

(0, 0)

(0, –1)
A = {x : x∈R, –1 <
–x<
– 1}
B = {y : y∈R, –1 <
–y<
– 1}

Figure D.13. A × B = x y  x ∈  y ∈  −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 −1 ≤ y ≤ 1

We may generalize the real n-dimensional space. If  is the set of all real numbers (representing

the real line), then the Cartesian product ni=1 , denoted by n (called the real n-space), is the
set of all ordered n-tuples x1  x2  · · ·  xn  of real numbers.
Since an n-tuple may be viewed as an n-dimensional vector, we say that the n-dimensional
vector x is defined in n if
⎡ ⎤
x1
⎢ x2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
x = ⎢  ⎥ ∈ n
(D.40)
⎣  ⎦
xn
Example: The vector x is defined in 4
⎡

⎤
15
⎢−6⎥
4
⎥
x=⎢
⎣ 6 ⎦∈
0
6.4. Laws of Cartesian Product
If A, B, C, and D are sets, then
1) A × B = ∅ if and only if A = ∅ or B = ∅
2) A × B C × B = A C × B



3) A × B C × D = A C × B D
6.5. Cartesian Product of Binary Numbers
Let us consider the set B of two distinct objects denoted by 0 and 1
B = 0 1

(D.41)

The objects may represent binary numbers or two constant elements (“0” and “1”) in the Boolean
algebra.
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The Cartesian product of sets B and B consist of all 22 = 4 possible pairs of two binary digits
0 and 1.
B × B = 0 1 × 0 1 = 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Similarly, the binary (Boolean) n-tuple b1  b2  · · ·  bn  (or n-dimensional binary vector b)
consists of ordered elements bi ∈ B i = 1 2 · · ·  n.
The Cartesian product ni=1 Bi of n sets Bi = B i = 1 2 · · ·  n is defined as
ni=1 = b1  b2  · · ·  bn   bi ∈ 0 1 for i = 1 2 · · ·  n

(D.42)

and has 2n binary n-tuples b1  b2  · · ·  bn .
It is easy to observe that we have 2n possible instances of binary n-tuple.
Example: For example to define all possible instances of the binary 3-tuple b1  b2  b3 , we
compute the Cartesian product
B × B × B = 0 1 × 0 1 × 0 1
= 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
Of course this Cartesian product consists of 23 = 8 binary triplets (equal to the number of all
possible binary triplet instances).

7. Partition of a Nonempty Set
Definition: A partition of a nonempty set A is a subset  of the power set 2A of a set A, such
that ∅ is not an element in  and such that each element of A is in one and only one set in .
In other words, the set  constitutes a partition of a set A if a set  is a set of subsets of A
such that
1) each element of the set  is nonempty
2) distinct members of  are disjoint
3) the union of all members (which are sets) of the set  is equal to a set A (  = A)
Example: Let us consider the set A = a b c d. The 24 = 16 element power set of A is
2A = a b c d a b a c a d b c b d c d
a b c a b d a c d b c d a b c d  
The set 1 = a b c d is a partition of the set A. However, the set 2 =
a b c c d is not a partition, because its members are not disjoint.

Index
Absolute refractory period, 424
Abstraction, 87, 257, 490
Accuracy, 478
Addition, vector, 505
Adjacent matrix, 538
Adjoint, 528
Agglomerative approach, 260
Aggregate functions, 101
Akaike information criterion (AIC), 476
AIC methods, 485
Algorithm, speed up, 39
processing, 127, 129
Anand and Buchner’s eight-step model, 21
Ancestor, 303
Angle, 512
between two lines, 569
Antimonotone property, 296
Approximate search, 455
Approximation-generalization dilemma, 65
Apriori
algorithm, 296, 304
property, 295
Area
under curve (AUC), 483
of triangle on plane, 569
Artificial neural networks, 419
AS SELECT query, 102
Assessments of data quality, 45
Association rule, 290, 304
confidence, 290
hierarchy, 291
mining, 304
algorithms, 304
multidimensional, 291
multilevel, 291
single-dimensional, 291
single-level, 291
support, 290
Attributes, 31
Augmented objective function, 495
Autocorrelation, 360
Axis, vertical, 517
Axon, 421
Backward selection, 226
Bag-of-words model, 464

inverted index, 456
search database, 456
Basis, 516
function, 434
vectors, 506
Bayes’ decision, 311
for multiclass multifeature objects, 313
Bayesian classification rule, see Bayes’ decision
Bayesian information criterion (BIC), 476, 477
method, 485
Bayesian methods, 307
Bayes risk, 315
Bayes’ theorem, 310, 313, 553
Between-class scatter matrix, 148, 149, 217
Bias, 471
Biased estimators, 472
Bias-variance
dilemma, 209, 471
tradeoff, 209
Binary features
nominal, 28
ordinal, 28
Binary numbers, 595
Binary vector, 596
Biological neuron, 449
Biomimetics, 419
Bitmap
indexing, 124
join index method, 129
Black box models, 444
Blind source separation (BSS), 157, 228
Bootstrap, 474
samples, 474
Bottom-up mode, 260
Boundary point (BP), 246
Branches, 388
Cabena’s five-step model, 21
Cardinality, 582
Cartesian product, 592
Case-based learning, 384
Centroid, 169
Certainty factors, 443
Characteristic equation for matix, 530
Characteristic polynomial, 530
Children nodes, 388
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Cios’s six-step model, 21
Class, likelihood of, 310
Class-attribute
interdependence redundancy, 239
interdependence uncertainty, 239
interdependency maximization algorithm, 240
mutual information, 239
Class conditional probability density function, 309, 313
Classification, 49, 65
boundary, 61
error, 61
Classifiers, 470
feedback methods, see closed loop method
two-class and many-class problems, 55
Classifying hyperplane, 577
Class interference algorithm, 439
CLIP4 algorithm, 400
Closed half-spaces, 576
Closed interval, 584
Closed loop method, 211
Cluster, 36, 171
validity, 281
Clustering, 164
mechanisms, 50
Cocktail-party problem, 155
Codebook, 164, 165, 167, 279
Codevectors, 164
Coefficient
of determination, 361
of multiple determination, 371
Cofactor, 528
Collaborative clustering, 491, 492–494
Column vector, 506, 508
Compactness, 281
Competitive learning, 173
Complement, 550
set, 589
Complete link method, 261
Complex numbers, 583
Component density, 340
Composite join indices, 125
Computer eye, 274
Concept
hierarchy, 112, 129
learning, 388
Conceptual clustering, 384
Conditional entropy, 214
Conditional risk, 315
Cone, 577
Confidence measure, 443
Conformable matrices, 520
Confusion matrix, 457, 477
Consensus, clustering, 491, 498
Context-oriented clustering, 448
Contingency matrix (table), 300, 477
Continuous quantitative data, 69
Continuous random variable, 554
Convex, 577
Convolution, 188
Correlation coefficient, 300, 360

Cosine measure, 461, 464
Countable (denumerable) set, 582
Covariance matrix, 134, 136
Cover, 382
CREATE VIEW, 102
CRISP-DM model, 21
Criterion variable, 348
Cross product, 510
Cross-validation, 473, 485
10-fold, 473
n-fold, 473, 474
Cryptographic methods, 489, 499
Cumulative probability, 556
CURE, 272
Data
amount and quality of, 27
cleaning, 45
cube, 33, 112, 129
design matrix, 369
distortion, 489, 499
indexing, 124, 129
items, 289
large quantities of, 44
mart, 108, 129
matrix, 156
perturbation, see data distortion
preparation step, 21
privacy, 499
quality problems
imprecision, 44
incompleteness, 44
noise, 44
redundancy missing values, 44
randomization, see data distortion
retrieval, 95, 454
reuse measures, 471, 485
sanitation, 489, 499
security, 499
sets, 27, 29, 44
partitioning, 297, 304
similarity or distance between, 50
storage techniques, 27
types of data, 27
binary (dichotomous), 44
categorical (discrete), 44
continuous, 44
nominal (polytomous), 44
numerical, 44
ordinal, 44
symbolic, 44
vector, 368
visualization, 349
Database, 27, 31, 44, 128, 454
populating, 99
Database management systems (DBMS), 31, 95, 128
Data control language (DCL), 98, 129
Data definition language (DDL), 98, 129
Data manipulation language (DML), 98, 129
Data mining (DM), 9, 10, 16, 127, 129

Index
algorithms
incremental, 40
nonincremental, 40
definition, 3
domain, 5
privacy in, 489–490
RDBMS, 99
scalability, 44
Data warehouses (DW), 27, 32, 44, 95,
128, 129
Data warehousing, 106
Davies-Bouldin index, 281
Decision
attribute, 382
boundaries, 318
layer, 342
regions, 318
surfaces, 318
trees, 59, 74, 250, 388, 416
Declarative language, 98
Decoding, 166, 280
Deduction, 384
Default hypothesis, 397
Degree of freedom, 367, 470
of subspace, 516
DELETE, 104, 105
Demixing (separation) matrix B, 160
DeMorgan’s theorem, 590
Dendrites, 421
Dendrogram, 260
Density-based clustering, 271
Dependent variable, 348
Determinant, 523, 526
Diagonal matrix, 521, 532
Diameter of cluster, 282
DICE, 116, 118
Dichotomizer, 321
Difference
distortion measures, 168
of two sets, 588
Differential entropy, 161
Dilations, 194
Dimension, 526
of subspace, 516
tables, 109
Dimensionality reduction, 146
Direction
numbers, 570
of vector, 508
Discrete
random variable, 554
value, 236
nominal, 236
numerical, 236
wavelets, 195
transformation, 197
Discrete Fourier transform (DTF), 181,
183, 229
inverse Fourier transform, 181
Discretization, 28, 235

algorithim, 28
supervised, 235, 236, 237
unsupervised, 235, 236, 237
Discriminant functions, 319
Distance, 42, 485
from point, 569
from a point to a plane, 574
Distortion measures, 164
Distributed clustering, 500
Distributed databases, 493
Distributed dot product, 490
Divide-and-conquer
method, 299
strategy, 388
Divisive approach, 260
Document, 454, 464
Domain knowledge, 469
Dot product, 509
DRILL DOWN, 116, 117–118
Dunn separation index, 282
Dynamic
attribute discretization, 235
data, 44
discretization algorithm, 253
model, 347
Eigenvalues, 134, 155, 529, 530
problem, 137
Eigenvectors, 134, 155, 529, 530
Eight-step model, Anand and Buchner, 21
Elements, 548, 579
Empty set (null set), 548, 581
Encoding, 166, 280
regions, 165
Energy, 187
Enterprise warehouse, 108, 129
Entity-relational (ER) data model, 31
Entropy, 161, 214, 341
Equal sets, 585
Equal within-class covariance matrices, 323
Equation in intercept form, 573
Equation of plane, 572, 573
Estimator, 470, 472
Euclidean distance, 168
Euclidean matrix norm, 539
Event, 547
Excitation matrix, 370
Expected value, 563
of random variable, 557
Explanation-based learning, 384
Explanatory variable, 348
Extension, principle, 79
Extraction method, 133
Fact
constellation, 110
table, 109
“Failure,” 560
FASMI test, 129
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Fast analysis of shared multidimensional information
(FASMI), 126
Fast Fourier transform (FFT), 182–183, 229
Father wavelet, 194
Fayyad’s nine-step model, 21
Feature
extraction, 133
goodness criterion, 207
scaling, 228
selection, 133, 207
selection criterion, 212
space, 136
subset, 207
vectors, 134
Feature/attribute, 44
value of, 27
Filter, see open loop methods
Finite set, 581
First-generation systems, 21
Fisher F-ratio, 148, 218
Fisher’s linear discriminant method, 146, 228
Five-step model, Cabena, 21
Flat files, 29
Flat (rectangular) files, 27, 44
F-measure, 480
10-fold cross-validation, 473
Folding frequency, 182
Formal measures, 485
Forward selection, 224
Fourier spectrum, 179, 186
Fourier transform, 178, 229
and wavelets, 133
Frequency
domain, 177, 229
increment, 181
spectrum, 184
variable, 178
Frequent itemset, 294
Frequent-pattern
growth (FP growth), 299
tree (FP-tree), 299
Front end methods, see open loop methods
Full cube materialization, 124
Full stepwise search, 227
Fuzzy
C-Means clustering, 269
context, 447
numbers, 79
production rules, 445
relations, 80
sets, 78
Gain ratio, 253, 388
Galaxy schema, 110, 111, 129
Gaussian basis function, 439
Gaussian probability distribution, 564
General equation of plane, 572
Generalization, 63, 386
error, 470
threshold, 397

General linear equation, 201, 204, 229, 568
magnitude of, 192
General moments, 203
General quadratic distortion, 168
Geometric distribution, 560
Gini
coefficient, 484
index, 389
Global, 236
Goodness of prediction, 470
Granular computing, 76, 89
Granular information in rule-based computing, 88
Graph structure, 89
Grid-based clustering, 272
Group average link, 261
Haar transform, 198
Half-open interval, 584
Half-ray, 577
Hashing, 297, 304
Head, 548
Hebb’s rule, 430
Hessian of scalar function, 536
Heterogeneous databases, 37
Heuristics, 471
measures, 485
Hierarchical clustering, 50, 258
Hierarchical topology, 265
Hierarchy, 69
Horizontal clustering, 492
Horizontal modes, 492
Horizontal plane, vectors, 517
Hot deck imputation, 42
Hotelling, 139
Human-centricity, 76
Hybrid(s), 416
dimension association rule, 303
inductive machine learning algorithms, 399
models, 493
OLAP (HOLAP), 129
Hyperboxes, 272
Hypercube-type Parzen window, 335
Hyperlinks, 37
Hyperplanes, 367, 516, 575
classifiers, 437
Hypertext, 34, 44
Identity matrix, 522
Ill-posed problems, 431
Image
normalization, 202
translation, 206
Imprecise data objects, 40
Inclusion operation, 587
Incomplete data, 40
Inconsistency rate, 216
Incremental data mining methods, 44
Independent components, 154, 228
vectors, 160

Index
Independent component analysis (ICA), 133, 154, 228
Independent variable, 348
Indices, 98, 524
terms, 459
Induced partition matrices, 494
Induction, 384
Inductive bias, 389
Inductive machine learning, 384, 416
process, 382, 383
Inductive versus deductive, 383
Infinite set, 581, 583
Information
gain, 253, 388
granularity, 491, 499
granulation, 29, 89
granules, 71, 76, 89
processing, 127, 129
retrieval (IR), 453, 454–462, 464
approximate search, 454
core IR vocabulary, 454
inner multiplication, 511
relevance, notion of, 454
semistructured, 464
unstructured, 464
theoretic approach, 253
Inner product, 509, 511, 513
space, 510
Input
layer, 342
variable, 348
INSERT, 105
Integer
numbers, 582
programming (IP), 401
Integrate-and-fire model, 420, 421
Interclass separability, 216
Interdimension association rule, 303
Interestingness measures, 300, 469, 471, 484, 485
Interior, 584
Internal state, 347
Intersection, 587
Interval, 584
Inverse
continuous wavelet transform, 200
discrete Fourier transform (DTF), 181
discrete wavelet reconstruction, 201
document frequency, 460
Fourier transform, 178
transform, 207
Inverted index, 464
Irrelevant data, 41
IR systems, 455
approximate search, 455
Items, 35
Itemset, 293
mining, 304
Join indexing, 124, 125, 129
Join operation, 111
Jordan

block, order, 544
canonical form, 544
Karhunen-Loéve (KLT), 139
KDP, see knowledge discovery processes (KDP)
Kernel
-based method, 334
classifiers, 437
function, 266
(window) function, 335
Key, 31, 96
K-fold, 473
K-itemset, 293
K-means clustering, 264
K-medoids clustering algorithm, 266
K-nearest neighbors, 336
classification rule, 337
method, 336
Knowledge
conclusion, 71
condition, 71
discovery in databases archive, 45
extraction, 10
representation, 89
graphs, 89
networks, 89
rules, 89
representation schemes, 71
retrieval, 454
Knowledge-based clustering, 500
Knowledge discovery processes (KDP), 9, 10, 20
data preparation step, 21
iterative, 20
multiple steps, 20
sequence, 20
standardized process model, 9–10
Kullback-Leibler distance, 341
Kurtosis of random variable, 161
Latent semantic analysis, 454, 507
Latent semantic indexing, 462–463, 464
Latent variables, 155
Lattice of cuboids, 115
LBG centroid algorithm, 170
Learner, 382
Learning, 49
algorithms, 61
by analogy, 384
from examples, 383
with knowledge-based hints, 54
phase, 382
rule, 275, 419, 420, 428, 449
vector quantization, 229
Learning vector quantization (LVQ) algorithm, 173
Least squares error (LSE), 354
Leave-one-out, see cross-validation, n-fold
Leaves, 388
Level-by-level independent method, 302
Level-cross-filtering
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by k-itemset method, 302
by single item method, 302
Level of collaboration, 497
Likelihood, 331
Line, passes a point, 574
Linear classifier, 59
Linear combination, 514
non-trivial, 514
Linear dependent vector, 514
Linear discriminant function, 323
Linear equation, 575
Linearly independent, 514
Linear manifolds, 516
Linear transformation, 540
Line equation, 571
Line segment, 571, 577, 583
equation, 571
Linguistic preprocessing, 453, 456, 464
Local frequent itemsets, 297
Logic operators, 79
Loss matrix, 314
LVQ1, 174
Machine learning, 381
concept, 382
hypothesis, 382
indeuctive versus deductive, 383
repository, 45
Mahalanobis distortion, 168
Main diagonal, matrix, 521
Manual inspection, 43
Market-basket analysis, 289
Materialization of cuboids, 124, 129
Materialized cuboids, selection of, 129
Matrix, 519
block diagonal, 545
characteristic equation, 530
determinant, 523
eigenvectors, 544
exponential, 533
main diagonal, 521
Maximal class separability, 208
Maximum likelihood
classification rule, 317
estimation, 270, 331
M-dimensional vectors, 522
Mean imputation, 42
Median, 266
Membership functions, 79
Memorization, 64
Messages, 35
Metadata repository, 109, 124
Metrics, 434
Minimal representation, 208
Minimum
concept description paradigm, 214
construction paradigms, 208
description length, 208
distance classifier, 329
Euclidean distance classifier, 329

Mahalanobis distance classifier, 327
message length, 208
support count, 294
Minimum description length (MDL)
principle, 475
Mining itemsets, 304
Minkowski
distance, 51
norm, 168
Minor, 524
Misclassification error, 389
Misclassification matrix, 477
Missing values, 41
Mixing
matrix, 154, 228
parameter, 340
Mixture models, 340
Model, 470, 472
assessment, 469, 485
based algorithms, 269
based clustering, 258
degree of freedom, 470
error, 470
in multiple linear regression, 353
selection, 470, 485
structure, 352
Moment of continuous random
variable, 564
Moments, concept of, 201
Monotonic function, 439
Monte Carlo techniques, 227
Mother
function, 194
Haar wavelets, 198
Multidimensional association rules, 303, 304
Multidimensional data model, 112, 129
Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP), 129
Multilevel association rules, 302, 304
Multimedia
data, 34, 44
databases, 36
Multiple correlation, 372
Multiple imputations method, 45
Multiplicative rule of probability, 552
Mutual information (MI), 214, 215
Mutually exclusive event, 551
Natural logarithmic, 321
Natural numbers, 582
N -dimensional vector space, 575
Nearest neighbor
approximation, 204
classification, 337
classification rule, 337
classifier, 58
selection rule, 169
Negentropy, 161
Neighbor function, 275
Networks, 75
Neural network

Index
algorithms, 449
topologies, 431, 449
feedforward, 431
recurrent, 431
Neuron(s), 419, 421
at data point (NADP) method, 436
radii, 438
N -fold cross-validation, 474
Nine-step model, Fayyad, 21
No cube materialization, 124
Noise, 42
threshold, 411
Nominal qualitative data, 69
Nonequal sets, 585
Nonincremental learning, 383
Nonlinear projection, 276
Nonparametric methods, 330, 333
Nonsingular matixes, 529
Non-trivial, 514
Normal curve, 564
Normalized images, 206
N terms, 505
N -tuples, 505
Nucleus, 421
Number of inversions, permutation, 524
Number of subsets, 587
N -vector, 505
Nyquist frequency, 182
Object feature variable of, 309
Objective function, 263, 269
Object-oriented databases, 35
Object-relational databases, 35
Occam’s razor, 208, 474, 485
One-dimensional Fourier transform, 229
One-rule discretizer, 250
On-line analytical processing (OLAP), 34, 95, 107,
116, 128
commands, 116, 129
queries, 129
On-line transaction processing (OLTP),
107, 129
Ontogenic neural networks, 420, 431
Open half-spaces, 576
Open loop methods, 211
Optimal feature selection, 208
Optimal parameters, 357, 369
values, in minimum least squares sense, 360
Order, of model, 368
Ordered pair, 592
Ordinal qualitative data, 69
Orthogonal, 513, 516
Orthogonal basis, 518
Orthogonal complement, 517
Orthogonal least squares (OLS)
algorithm, 436
Orthogonal projection, 517
Orthogonal vectors, 509, 513
Orthonormal, 518
Outer product, 510, 511

Output layer, 342
Overfitting, 470
Parametric line equation, 571
Parametric methods, 330
Parsimonious, 476
Parsimonious model, 470
Partial cube materialization, 124, 129
Partial supervision, 54
Partition, 257, 388
coefficient, 283
data set, 40
entropy, 283
matrices, 264, 490
Partitioning, 304
Part-of-speech tagging, 456
Parzen window, 334
Pattern, 133
dimensionality reduction, 207
layer, 342
processing, 344
recognition, 65
Performance
bias, see closed loop method
criterion, 353
index, 263
Periodicity and conjugate symmetry, 187
Permutation, 524
Perpendicular to a plane, 574
Phase
angle, 179
spectrum, 186
PIVOT, 116, 118–119
Pixels, 202
Plane equation, normal form of, 574
P-nearest neighbors method, 438
Point-slope equation, 567
Poisson (℘distribution, 561
Polysemy problem, 454
Position vector, 507
Posteriori (posterior) probability, 310, 313, 552
Postsynaptic neuron, 421
Postsynaptic potential (PSP), 421
modification, 429
excitatory (EPSP), 429
inhibitory (IPSP), 429
Power set, 587
Power spectrum, 179, 186
Precision, 455, 457, 464
Prediction accuracy, 210
Predictor variable, 348
Preset bias, see open loop methods
Presynaptic neuron, 421
Principal components, 140
Principal component analysis (PCA), 133, 134, 228
Principal eigenvectors, 140
Priori probability (prior), 308, 313
Privacy issues, 500
Privileges, 99
Probabilistic neural network (PNN), 342, 344
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normalized patterns, 345
radial Gaussian Kernel, 344
radial Gaussian normal kernel, 345
Probability, 547–548
distribution, 555
of discrete random variable, 561
theory axioms, 549
Probability density function, 160, 562
Procedural language, 98
Process model, 9, 21
independence, 21
Projection operation, 111
Proper subset, 586
Prototypes, 263, 490
Proximity hints, 54
Proximity matrix, 499
Pruning techniques
postpruning, 391
prepruning, 391
Pruning threshold, 397, 411
Pseudoinverse, 529
Pseudo-inverse of matrix, 370
Quadratic discriminant, 322
Quadratic form, 535
Qualitative data, 69
Quality, linear regression model and linear correlation
analysis, 360
Quanta matrix, 238, 253
Quantitative association rules, 303, 304
Queries, 96, 129, 454, 464
optimization, 105, 129
processor, 97, 128
Radial basis function (RBF)
networks, 431, 434, 449
Random variable, 553
Rank of matrix, 526
Raster format, 36
Rational numbers, 583
Realization, 554
Real numbers, 505, 583
Real scalar, 507
Recall, 455, 457, 458, 464
Receiver operating characteristics
(ROC), 481
Reduced support, 302
based methods, 304
Reduction of dimensionality, 133–134
Redundant data, 41
Regions, 584
Regression, 49, 57, 67
analysis, 347
equation (regression model), 348
errors, 353, 367
line, 348
model
computing optimal values of, 356
sum of squared variations, 355

Regularization theory, 431
Reinforcement learning, 53
Rejection, 312
Relational database, 31
management system (RDBMS), 96,
109, 125
Relative refractory period, 424
Relevance, 209, 210, 454, 455, 478
documents, 457
feedback, 454, 463, 464
mechanism, 464
Removal of transactions, 304
Repositories, 45
Resampling, 485
Retrieved documents, 457
Robustness of clustering, 267
ROC curves, 485
ROLL UP, 116–117
Roster, 580
Rotation, 202
Rotational invariance, 187,
201, 229
Rote learning, 384
Rough sets, 84
Row vectors, 508
Rubella disease, 548
Rule, 382
algorithms, 393, 416
learners, 393
refinement, 484
Sammon’s projection method, 278
Sample space, 548
Sampling, 284, 297, 304
frequency, 180, 181
period, 180
rate, 180
time, 180
Scalability, 289
Scalable algorithms, 38, 45
Scalar
Hessian, 536
multiplication, 505
trivial combinations of, 514
vector, 509
Scale-invariance, 201, 203
Scale normalization, 206, 207
Scaling, 187, 202
function, 196
Scatter
matrices, 146
plot, 349
Schema, 31, 97, 98, 109
Search
database, 464
methods, 133
procedure, 212
Second-generation systems, 22
Second type fuzzy sets, 81
SELECT, 99, 100

Index
Selection
criteria, 133
operation, 111
Self-organizing feature maps, 274
Semiparametric methods, 330, 338
Semi-structured data, 453
Sensitivity, 478, 485
Separability, 187, 281
Sets
complement, 589
covering, 401
difference, 588
power, 587
proper subset, 586
subset, 586
of transactions, 292
union of two, 588
Set theory, 579
Shadowed sets, 82
Shannon’s entropy, 239, 247, 388
Signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), 171
Similarity
concept of, 258
measure, 280
Similarity transformation, 541
Simple linear regression analysis, 351, 356
Single link method, 261
Singleton set, 581
Singular matrixes, 529
Singular value decomposition (SVD), 133, 153, 228, 462
Six-step model, Cios, 21
Skewed basis, 518
Skewed datasets, 397
SLICE, 116, 118
Smoothing parameter, 336
Snowflake schema, 110, 111, 129
Spanning subspace, 515
Spatial data, 34, 44
Spatial databases, 36
Specialization, 386
Specificity, 478
analyses, 485
Specificity/generality, 87
Spectral coefficients, 178
Spectral density, 186
Spectrogram, 183
Spectrum, 177
Sphering, 158
Spiking neuron model, 421, 449
Split information, 389
Splitting algorithm, 171
SQL, see Structured Query Language (SQL)
Squared errors, sum of, 353
Standard basis, 518
Standard deviation, 558, 564
Standardized process model, 9–10
Standard line equation, 570
Star schema, 109, 111, 129
Static attribute discretization, 235
Static model, 347

StatLib repository, 45
Stemming, 456, 464
Stopping criterion, 269
Stop threshold, 411
Stop words, 464
removal of, 456
conjunction, 456
determiner, 456
preposition, 456
Storage manager, 97, 128
Strong association rules, 293
Strong rules, 386
Structured algorithms, 384
Structured data, 69
Structured Query Language (SQL), 31, 95, 98,
128, 129
commands
from, 99
Structured Query Language (SQL) (Continued)
select, 99
where, 99
DML, 99, 105
Subgaussian, 161
Subjective evaluation of association rules, 300
Subset, 586
Subspace, 515
degree of freedom, 516
dimension, 516
“Success,” 560
Summation layer, 342
Supergaussian, 161
Supervised dynamic discretization, 251
Supervised Fisher’s linear discriminant
analysis, 133
Supervised learning, 52, 65, 146, 173
Supervised ML algorithms, 383
Support count, 293
Synapses, 421
Synaptic activity plasticity rule (SAPR), 429
Synaptic time-delayed plasticity (STDP), 429
Synonyms, 457, 464
System of fuzzy rules, 449
Tagging, part-of-speech, 456
Tail, 548
Targets, 209
Teacher/oracle, 382
Temporal data, 34, 44
Temporal databases, 36
Temporal spiking, 420
Term, 454
frequency of, 460
Term-document matrix, see term-frequency
matrix
Term frequency matrix, 453, 459, 464
Testing, 64
phase, 382
Text databases, 36, 453
unstructured, 36
Text mining, 453, 464
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Text similarity measures, 454, 461
cosine measure, 461, 464
Tf-idf
measure, 460
weighting, 453
Third-generation systems, 22
Three-dimensional scatter plot, 366
Three-valued logic, 83
Time-series, 133
Top-down approach, 260
Topological properties, 274
Topology, 420
Total data mean, 147, 149, 217
Total scatter matrix, 147, 217
Trace square matrix, 539
Training, 473
data, 63
data set, 383
Train of spikes, 421
Transaction, 35, 96, 129, 289
manager, 97, 128
removal, 297, 304
Transactional data, 34, 44
Transactional databases, 35
Translation, 194, 202, 207
invariance, 201, 203
and phase, 187
Transposition operation, 508
Tree-projection algorithm, 299
Trial and error method, 436
Triangle inequality, 512
Triangular matrix, 521
lower triangular matrix, 521
upper triangular, 521
Tuples, 31, 505, 592
Two-dimensional continuous Fourier transform (2DFT),
184, 185
inverse of, 185
Two-dimensional continuous wavelet
expansion, 200
Two-dimensional data, 346
Two-dimensional Fourier transform, 229
Two-dimensional wavelet transform, 200
Unbiased estimators, 472
Unconditional probability density
function, 310, 313
Uncorrelatedness, 161
Underfitting, 470
Uniform support, 302
based method, 304
Union of two sets, 588
Unit vector, 508
Universal approximators, 420
Universal set, 582
Unstructured algorithms, 384
Unsupervised data mining, 304
method, 289
Unsupervised learning, 65, 135, 257, 384
techniques, 164

Unsupervised ML algorithms, 383
UPDATE, 105
Validation set, 63
Values
features, 27
discrete (categorical) or continuous, 27
numerical, 27
symbolic, 27
Variables, 35
Variance, 472, 557
Vector, 505, 506
addition, 507
angle, 512
component of, 506
cross product, 510
format, 36
inner product, 509, 511, 513
norm, 509, 511
normal, 574
outer product, 510, 511
quantization (VQ), 164, 229, 279
space, 505, 507
model, 453, 459, 464
Vector’s dimension, 506
Venn diagrams, 585
Vertical clustering, 493
Vertical modes, 492
Very simple spiking neuron (VSSN) model,
421, 424
Virtual data warehouse, 107
Vocabulary, 459
Voronoi
cell, 167
quantizer, 165
tessellation, 165
Wavelets, 193, 229
analysis, 229
patterns, 201
transform, 193
Weight, 421, 459
Weighted-squares distortion, 168
WHERE, 104
Whitening matrix, 158
Wilks’ lambda, 218
Windowing, 392
Within-class scatter matrix, 147, 149, 217
Wrapper method, see closed loop method
WWW, 34, 37, 44
Xie-Benie index, 282
X-intercept, 567, 568
Y-intercept, 567, 568
Zero vector, 508

